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ABSTRACT 
This thesis, to the best of our knowledge, is the first attempt to 
apply semantics to the translation of pre-Islamic poetry. But this is a 
thorny path. This poetry is some of the most ambiguous, confusing, 
disorganized and perfunctorily investigated in the whole of Arabic 
literature. The Mucallaga of Imru'al-Qays, our subject of study, the 
crowning achievement of this poetry, is in an even worse case. The 
principal problem which confronts the researcher as well as the 
translator is the usual one of how best to bridge the cultural gulf of 
both time and place, to set this Mucallaga in its cultural context so 
as to understand its theme, and achieve the same communicative effect 
of the text in translation. Commentaries and lexicons are of. little 
help here, because their main interest is the denotation of single 
words of this Mucallaga rather than in its organic unity. The setting 
of this Mucallaga in its Semitic literary context would cast some light 
on its essential theme and hence open new horizons for further compre- 
hensive research in this field. This is the task we embarked upon in 
Chapter 1. 
Confronted with fifteen main commentaries, and two English trans- 
lations of this Mucallaga, we have resorted to the current semantic 
theories in the hope that in one of them we would find a happy solution 
to the problem of translating these commentaries, or at'least help in 
organizing them systematically. Much to our dismay, however, the bulky 
literature on this subject bequeathed to us a welter of controversial 
theories, perhaps because semantics is quite a new branch of linguistics. 
These contradictory theories have been presented to demonstrate the 
difficulty of adopting any one particular semantic theory. Nonetheless, 
certain structural semantic relationships have been found to be of 
highly significant application. 
This, and particularly the structural semantic-relationships as 
well as their employment throughout this thesis have been discussed in 
Chapter II. 
A theory of translation necessarily overlaps with a theory of 
semantics. Chapter II made it clear that the help we might have 
expected from semantics is but a pipe-dream. Instead of bemoaning, 
philological, linguistic and socio-linguistic approaches to the theory 
and practice of translation have been suggested. In Chapter III these 
approaches have been demonstrated and applied to the translations of 
(J. ) and (A. ) who, owing to the ambiguity of the text, have resorted to 
the commentaries - appendices of which have been attached. 
It has been concluded that the full translation of this Mucallaqa 
is almost impossible because of the myriad phonological, semantic and 
cultural problems. However, it has been argued that the development of 
a more comprehensive semantic theory upon which an eclectic theory of 
translation could depend, and a more profound and accurate investigation 
of the essential theme of this Mucallaga would get rid of a lot of the 
problems of research and translation. 
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CHAPTER I 
Pre-Islamic Poetry: Its Origin, Recension, Denotation and Connotation 
"Imru al-Qaus' Alucaliaga; a case study" 
1.1 The Origin of Pre-Islamic-Poetry and the Poet's Function 
The fact that poetry is the handmaid of theology among the Semites 
is self-evident. The Sumerians, who created the first great civýliza- 
tion in Mesopotamia, "used the image of a wine-jar to denote: poetry, 
song and religious festivals"'. The same is true of the Babylonians "who 
regarded poetry as the servant of religion because they thought of 
literature in general as a gift bestowed upon them by the gods and 
hence, it should be devoted to their service" Similarly, among the 
Hebrews the lexeme s'zr was used to denote: poem, song and religious 
song. At the same time, the lexeme : 
sar is a present participle of the 
denominative verb 
sir 
which denotes "to sing". Likewise, "Syriac 
poetry which reached its zenith between the fourth and sixth centuries 
A. D. is purely ecclesiastical": The same may equally be said of 
Ethiopic poetry as Professor Ullendorff stated: 
"With the introduction of Christianity into Ethiopia, the 
new religion became the focus and expression of all 
literary creation; it was also the filter through which 
every facet of thought, old or new, had to pass and to 
be accepted, rejected or modified. `5 
1 al-Aglam, vol. 9, pp. 24-25. 
2 Goodspeed, G. A History of the Babylonians and Assyrians, pp. 88-89. 
3 Brown, F., Driver, S. R. and Brigges, C. A. A Hebrew and English 
Lexicon of the Old Testament, p. 1010. 
4 Wright, W. A Short History of Syriac Literature, p. 29. 
5 Ullendorff, E. Echwpians: An Introduction to te Country and People, 
p. 137. 
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In Arabic the lexemes "sczýir", "seer", "kähin", "fortune-teller", and 
"ntajn-un", "possessed", are three hyponyms included in one superordina- 
tioný namely "a Jinn-ridden man". ' Very close to this conclusion, 
Goldziher found out'that "s&air" and "sib r" evolved from "saaara", "to 
know", in the sense of possessing knowledge of the supernatural or the 
practice of ma is"? This, as is clear, g, puts the poet in the same 
category as the "kähin" or "carrczf". Hence, the "sacir", is "a person 
endowed with supernatural knowledge, a wizard in league with spirits 
(jinn) or satans, "säyät2'n", and dependent on them for the magical 
powers which he displayed"3 This would elucidate why the pagan nkäcir" 
is: 
"the oracle of his tribe, their guide in peace and their 
companion in war. It was to him they turned for counsel 
when they sought new pastures, only at his word m'ou'ld they- 
pitch or strike their "houses of hair", and when the 
tired and thirsty wanderers found a well and drank of 
its water and washed themselves, led by him, they may 
have raised their voices together and sung, like Israel - 
"Spring up, 0 well, sing ye unto it" ."4 
. The "gasida" is the principal source of knowledge of the condi- 
tions of pagan Arabs, of their social institutions and tribal history. 
The composer of the "gasida" himself was the story-teller, the 
5 theologian, the historian, and the natural philosopher of the society". 
It is not surprising, then, that pagan Arabs used to celebrate the 
appearance of a poet among them so jubilantly. As Ibn Ra"siq put it: 
A full discussion of these semantic terms is given in pp. 70-1. 
1 cf. Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, part III, p. 417. 
2 Nedievalia et IIumanist-ica, vol. 7, p. 85. 
3 Nicholson, R. A. - A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 72. 
4 Ibid, p. 73. 
5 Courth. orpe, W. J. Life in Poetry : Laws in Taste ...., p. 83. Cf. 
also Lyall C., Aient Arabian Poetry, P. XV: ''Verse in the 
Days of the Ignorance was to the Arabs the Register of all they knew, 
and the utmost compass of their wisdom; with it they began their affair, 
and with it they ended them". Also see: Lichtenstadler, I. 
Introduction to Classical Arabic Poetry, p. 22. 
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"When there appeared a poet in a family of the Arabs, the 
other tribes round about would gather together to that 
family and wish them joy of their good luck. Feasts 
would be got ready, the women of the tribe would join 
together in bands, playing upon lutes, as they were wont 
to do at bridals, and the men and boys would congratulate 
one another; for a poet was a defence to the honour of 
them all, a weapon to ward off insult from their good 
name, and a means of perpetuating their glorious deeds 
and of establishing their fame for ever. "1 
1.2 The Enigma of its Literary Development 
Unfortunately, however, we do not possess any document which can 
disclose the phases of the literary development of pre-Islamic poetry, 
or reveal the date of its starting-point, or its essential theme. 
In fact, "the bulk of the literature to which we have access comes 
for us from the heart of the desert in perfect creation, like Minerva, 
when she came in perfect form from the brain of Jupiter". To show the 
nature of the impasse that scholars encounter here, it seems worthwhile 
to have a look at some available accounts of this topic. According to 
a certain report by al-Qurasl, "Ibn hudäm is the first poet who halted 
and shed tears on the fading away abodes"? It is highly possible to 
suppose that al-Qurasi built his hypothesis on a verse attributed to 
Imru'al-Qays which runs as follows: 
IIOVjä haliiayya Z-'ad to Zaoallanä 
nubki d-diyära kanä bakä Ibnu Hicmi" 
4 
"My two friends turn off this morning (and go towards 
the trace which is being slowly worn away), so that 
we might weep over those lodgings as did Ibn Bi--d-ad'. 
y"- 
1 Lyall, C. Ancient Arabian Poetry, p. 17. 
2 Ismail, G. I. The Arabic Qasida... , p. 
153. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. } vol. 2, p. 77. 
4 Ibid. 
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Sadly, "we have neither any record of Ibn Hudäm's life nor any 
access to his poetry or its functional theme. However, even if we had 
had access, it would not have helped in un-locking the enigma of pre- 
Islamic poetry. This is due to the simple fact that his poetry, if 
not totally overlapping with that of Imru)al-Qays, will at least 
partially overlap with it"'. Another traditional authority shows that 
"al-Muhalhil b. Raba al-Taglibi was the first to compose a long poem 
on the death of his brdher Kulayb"? This tradition holds that he was 
called al-Muhalhil either because "he refined the poetrý'3'br because he 
employed the expression "haZhaltu", "I made an echo", in one of his 
lines". According to al-Asmaci, he was so called because he used to 
"yuragaq Wa i yahkim siC rahu", "he was rather careless when it came 
to the construction of his poetry". Ibn Sall-am, however, thought that 
"he was so called because of the "haZhaZa" of his poetry which resembles 
the 11halhalcz", 
6"threadbare 
dress". A third authority endowed the 
laurels of composing the earliest long jähiliyya poems to other poets 
prior to al-Muhalhil and Imru'al-Qays. "Those are: Dryad b. Nähid 
al-Qudäci, cAsar b. Qays b. cAylän, al-Härit b. Kacab, al-Mustawgir b. 
Rabica, Zuhayr b. Junäb al-Kalb! and Jadima al-Abras"7 Therefore, 
"it is probable that al-Muhalhil's claim is based on his name, which 
means "the maker of fine textiles", interpreted as "poetical fabrics", 
while the interpretation of the name as "fabricator" led to the 
remarkable view that he was the first poet who departed from the strict 
truth""$ 
1 al-Qaysi, N., al-Bayati, A. and 
cAbd 
al-LatiF, M. Tarih al-Adab al- cArabi 
gabl al-Islam, o. 61 v 
_- 2 Ibn Salläm. TabagatE, p. 39, Ibn Qutayba. al-Sirr wa al-Su cara, 
Vol. 1, p. 2157 
_ 3 Ibn Qutayba. ai-Sicr wa al-Su cara, Vol. 1, p. 215. 
4 Ibn Durayd. al-Istigäq, vol. 11, p. 338. Also see Huart, C. A History 
of Arabic Liter` natura, p. 12. 
5 Ibn Durayd. al-Istigäq, vol. 11, p. 338. 
6 Ibn Sallam. Tabagät, p. 33.7 Ibid., p. 31-9. 
8 Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, part 111, p. 422. 
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In short: 
1. These contradictory traditional accounts shed light neither on the 
origin of the artistic development of this poetry nor on its basic 
theme. 
2. This mature poetry obviously points to a very long period of 
literary development. Consequently, it is naive to assume that it 
has come down to us in its present form from its origin unaltered 
and that its "age is no more than one hundred and fifty years to 
two hundred years at most before the advent of Islam'4 
n 3. More acceptable is the assumption that this poetry is the outcome 
of a long series of gradual modifications in the construction of 
poetry in which the poets were imitating certain models and formulas 
of composition .2 These models and formulas are, at present, beyond 
our reach, and, as-indicated in para 1.1., might be religious models. 
1.3. Its Recension 
What makes the matter worse is that we do not possess any written 
document which is contemporary with this poetry. Nothing that has been 
said so far would suggest that pre-Islamic people were ignorant of the 
art of writing. On the contrary, it has been found that "the art of 
writing had been applied to Arabic language ä considerable time before 
the appearance of the Prophet Muhammad, and was well-known by repute to 
the old poets, and particularly to most of the Qurays"3 According to 
the generally accepted viewpoint, however, the huge: bulk of this 
literature was preserved by oral riwäyä until the end of the eighth 
century when it was committed to writing. Blachere dated the first 
1 al-Jahiz. Kitab al-Hayawi-an, vol. 1, p. 72. 
2 cf. 
_L 
gall, C. Ancient Arabian Poetry, p. 16. Nallino C. Ta'rih 
al-Adab al-cArabiyya, p. 68. 
3 cf. Blach¬re, H. Histoire de la Litterature Arabe, pp. 
112-113; 
A Volume of Oriental Studies presented to E. G. Browne, pp. 
264-68. 
Journal of th 
cf. NäsIr al- 
Royal Asiatic Societq, 
cpart 
111, pp. 424-5, and 
n Asad. Nasädir al-Si r al-Jah li, pp. 24-58. 
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phase in the transmission of the pre-Islamic poetry at about the year 
650. "At that period", he remarked, "a considerable mass of stories 
and works in verse were circulating among the nomads and settled 
population in the Arab domain ... The quest for genealogies and the 
partisan quarrels which punctuated the history of the Umaiyad Caliphate 
were among the factors that stimulated the search for old poetry 
securing the claims of the interested parties to hereditary greatness, 
and proving to their opponents that they were heirs to an ancient infamy"1 
Another fundamental motive that lies behind this pressing desire to 
collect the poetry of the Jähiliyya "is to understand the "gar, '2ö", 
"oblique" or "strange", words and expressions of the Qur'an as has been 
put clearly by Ibn cAbbäsl "When you wish to know the meaning of any 
i 
strange word in Qur'än look for it in the verses of the poets". 
Hence, 'bur knowledge of the Arab paganism is only partial, in that 
all we know of it is what the eighth century Muslim collectors and 
anthologists chose to preserve of it. These scholars, of course, lived 
in a society and culture radically different from that of the paganism 
which gave birth to this poetry. Consequently, their assumptions about 
the basic themes, function and purpose of this poetry were those of 
their own time and environment; they could hardly avoid imposing their 
own standards and preconceptions upon the poetry of the past . Hence, 
what has been preserved of it is probably not an exact recording of 
what a great poet once said, but may be close to it, distorted above 
all by the vicissitudes of an oral transmission on which both 
memorization and "de-paganization" were operative, and further complicated 
by. a tradition of scribal correction"... 
1 Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes, p. 17 
* Cd. around 68/687)_ 
2 al-Suyuti. al-Itqan fi 
cUlum 
al-Quran, p. 119. 
3 cf. Blunt, L. A. and S. W. The Seven Golden Odes, 
p. XX. cf. Journal of Arabic Literature, vol. 9, p. 14, and 
Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 49. 
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1.4. Islam and Pre-Islamic Poetry 
This being the case, it would seem worthwhile to have a look at 
Islam's attitude towards pre-Islamic poetry, which inevitably affected 
the mentality, impressions and assumptions of the early Muslim scholars. 
Needless to say, the Prophet fulminated against the heathenism and 
jähiliyya of Arabia including, of course, its poets, who "stood 
obstinately aloof, deriding both his prophetic authority and the Divine 
Chastisement with which he sought to terrify them". The Qur'an language 
describing these poets - mainly Meccan - is rather harsh and unrewarding. 
We only need here mention the most important and often quoted süra 26: 
224-228, which runs as follows: 
"And the poets - the perverse (those who go astray) follow 
them, (225) hast thou not seen how they wander in every 
valley (226) and how they say that which they do not? 
(227) Save those that believe, and do righteous deeds, 
and remember God oft, (228) and help themselves after 
being wronged; and those who do wrong shall surely know 
by what overturning they will be overturned". 
This makes it evident that Islam condemned all poets save those 
who believed in Islam and who did righteous deeds, often remembered 
their Creator and returned to the straight path after being led astray. 
The same is true of the divinely inspired Prophet who condemned 
bitterly those poets who were propagators and defenders of false ideas. 
According to a certain account, he once declared: "It is better for a 
man that his belly be full of pus, till it affects his lungs, than full 
of poetry'? Also of some interest is his disapproval of the hero of 
1 cf. Nicholson, R. A. A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 235. 
2 Medievalia et Humanistica, vol. 7, p. 84. 
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pre-Islämic poetry, Imru3 al-Qays whom he described as: "The most 
distinguished poet among them and their guide to Hell-fire" Nothing 
that has been said so far would insinuate that Islam dimmed the 
vitality and vigour of the individual poetic talent. On the contrary, 
the Prophet encouraged and approved wholeheartedly poetry devoted to 
the new faith. Among the best known examples is his description of 
Hassan's hijäl poems as "having a more devastating effect on his 
opponents than arrows flying in the darkness of night" 
? 
Not only this, 
""bth he went further, allowing this poet to recite his poetry from a 
pulpit which he built for him in the mosque at Medina. " "He even urged 
the poet to direct invective against his foes, promising him Paradise 
and that ruh all-quoits, "the Holy Spirit", would be with him"? It was 
the Prophet who said that "some eloquence is indeed magic, and some 
poetry is indeed wisdom" The same holds true of the second Caliph 
cUmar "who recommended the study of poetry to help people understand 
the Qur'ýän, elevate their morals and intellectual levels and understand 
their rights and obligations in a society based on tribal affiliations". 
He called it the science "Oilm11 most worthy of the name among Arabs and 
he never resolved a matter without quoting a line of poetry which had 
become a current proverb". It is beyond the scope of this work to take 
into consideration the pros and cons of the arguments concerning Islam's 
attitudes towards pre-Islamic poetry. It is sufficient here to quote 
Professor Nicholson's comment on this issue: 
"I need scarcely refer to the view which long prevailed in 
Europe that Muhammad corrupted the taste of his countrymen 
1 (Q. ) (JAA), p. 58. 
2 riedievalia et Humanistica, vol. 7, p. 86. 
3 Ibid, p. 84. 
4 (Q. ) (, T), p. 40. 5 Medievalia et Humanistica, vol. 7, p. 82. 
- J. i - 
by setting up the Koran as incomparable model of poetic 
style, and by condemning the admired productions of the 
heathen bards and the art of poetry itself; nor remind 
my readers that in the first place the Koran is not 
poetical in form (so that it could not serve as a model 
of this kind), and secondly, according to Muihammadan 
belief, is the actual Word of God, therefore sui generis 
and beyond imitation. Again the poets whom the Prophet 
condemned were his most dangerous opponents: he hated 
them not as poets, but as propagators and defenders of 
false ideals, and because they ridiculed his teaching, 
while on the contrary he honoured and rewarded those who 
employed their talents in the right way. If the nomad 
minstrels and cavaliers who lived, as they sang, the free 
life of the desert were never equalled by the brilliant 
laureates of imperial Damascus and Baghdad, the causes 
of the decline cannot be traced to Muhammad's personal 
attitudes, but are due to various circumstances for which 
he is only responsible in so far as he founded a religious 
and political system that revolutionized Arabic society". 
In brief: 
1. "The Prophet fulminated against the poets of cities such as Mecca 
and al-TI if, who, apart from being stubborn opponents of the new faith, 
were, at the same time, mostly magicians and fortune-tellers., 
2 
He showed 
complete support for, and encouragement to, the poets who adopted the 
new faith and devoted their poetic talents to the cause. 
2. It is unfair to claim that Islam cooled the ardour of the Arabs' 
poetic talent. More plausible, however, is the assumption that the new 
faith and the expansion that it brought about occupied the attention of 
the Arabs, making them rather lukewarm adherents to the art of poetry. 
1 Nicholson R. A. A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 235. 
2 cf. Abu 
ýUbayda. 
Kitäb Ayyäm al--Arab, vol. 1, pp. 200-5. 
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3. The divinely inspired Prophet did not favour the circulation of 
the following types of poetry: "(a) lampoons that would revive the feuds 
of Jähiliyya, (b) elegies, particularly those with which Umayya b. Abi 
al-Salt commemorated those killed in the Battle of Badr (c) that which 
celebrated heathenism and its ontological speculations, such as the 
poetry of al-Salt b.. Rabica, Umayya b. Abi al-Salt, who forecast that 
he would be a Prophet, and 
Gaylän b. Salmi, (d) poetry that celebrates 
profligacy and wine was also unpalatable to the taste of the new faith"1 
With this in mind, one might wonder what were the attitudes of the 
eighth century Muslim scholars to this type of poetry, as they not only _ 
found an enormous gulf of time, place, culture, beliefs and modes. of 
thinking between their own environment and that of the Jähiliyya, but 
even, to some extent, between their own and that of the main source of 
Islam, which became subject to manifold interpretations and speculation. 
This is what we shall tackle in the following sections. 
1.5. The Umayyads and Pre- siawic Poetry 
The Umayyad epoch can be regarded as the golden age for the 
revival of pre-Islämic poetry. This is due to: 
(a) The Umayyad Caliphs, "who were vehemently Arab in feeling and 
attitudes, endeavoured to revive the old Arab pagan spirit of which the 
In this period the first pre-Islamic poetry was a genuine mouthpiece! 12 
attempt to collect the Jähiliyya poetry took place. "According to a 
tradition based on the authority of Hirmazi, Mucäwiya ordered the 
ruwat of poetry to choose poems ("gasä'id") for him, which he would 
teach his son to recite; they chose for him twelve poems ("qas 'id"): 
1 cf. Abu cUbayda. Kitäb Ayyam al-cArab, vol. 1, pp. 200-5. 
also cf. Medievalia et Hurnanistica, vo . 7, pp. 81-2. 
2 cf. Nicholson, R. A. A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 192. 
1. Qif-a nabki min dikrä habibin wa manziZi (Imru'a1-gays) 
2. Li HawZata atläZun bi burqati Tahmadi v"- 
3. A min Lhm'ni Aufä dimnatun lam takallccni 
4. AdanatnH bi baynihä Asma'u 
5. cAfati" d-diyäru mahalluhä fa maq&nuhä 
6. Ala- hubbi bi sahniki fa asbahinä 
7. In buddi lat min ahlihaz wuhi san 
8. Basatat RabiCatu Z-habla land 
9. Y ddra Mayyata bi Z-OAZyä'i fa S- Sanadi 
10. Y dära cAblata bi l-Jiwä'i (takallami) 
(Tarafa) 
(Zuhayr) 
(al-Härit b. Hilliza) 
(Lab id) 
(CAmr b. Kultüm) 
(cAbid b. al-Abras) 
(Suwayd b. Abi Kähi1) 
(al-Nabiga) 
('Antara) 
al-Hirmazi remarks that he thinks (wa azunnu) that the two additional 
poems were: 
11. Waddia Hurayrata inna Z-rakba murtahiZü (a1-Acsä) 
12. Asa4lta rasma d-d ri arm lam tas'ali "1 (Hassan b. Täbit) 
The same authority attributed to "CA-bd al-Malik b. Marwän the 
selection of the Seven Odes. "2 
It is interesting to point out that Hammäd al-Räwiya, who was 
said to possess a prodigious general knowledge of ancient poetry, and 
that of Imru'al-Qays in particular, and "who contributed a lot in the 
series of events that led to the collection of the most celebrated 
Seven Mucallagat113 ; belongs to this epoch. According to a certain 
tradition "in response to the summons of al-Walld II, he offered to 
recite a hundred long odes for each letter of the alphabet, quite 
apart from briefer fragments and poetry composed after the coming of 
Islam. "4 
1 Rivista Degli Studi Orientali, vol. 44, p. 29. 
2 Ibid, p. 30. 
3 Islamic Culture, vol. 45, p. 264. 
4 Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes, p. 20. Also see Nicholson, R. A. 
A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 132. 
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After listening in person and by proxy to 2900 gasidas, as 
we are told, al-Walid felt satisfied and ordered 100,000 dirhams for the 
reciter"1 Such reports would lead us to wonder how this man could have 
had such an encyclopaedic mind, and how long it took al-Walid II to 
listen to him! We incline to take such reports with caution because 
while they may highlight Hanmmäd's learning they, at the same time, cause 
us to suspect his genuineness, because they depict him as a man capable 
of reciting such a huge number of poems on the spur of the moment. 
Anyhow, tales in circulation were unanimous in confirming the happy 
court-life which Hammäd enjoyed during the Umayyad epoch. This in turn 
would explain why "the famous reciter refused to pay homage to the 
CAbbasid; 
as though he were saying: "My fame ebbed with the dovnifall of the t? mayyads". 
Meanwhile, this would help us to understand why most criticisms aimed 
at impugning the authenticity of this scholar were of Abbäsid origin. * c 
1.6. The cAbbäsids and Pre-Islamic Poetry 
The theocratic state of the 
cAbbäsids 
came to replace the worldly 
secular state of the Umayyads. Hence, "theology dwelt in the shadow of 
the throne and occupied the upper hand in determining the policy of the 
State. Honours were showered on eminent jurists and divines who 
frequently held official posts of high importance and stood in the most 
confidential and intimate relations to the Caliphs, allowing them to 
exert a commanding influence on the administration of the Government. " 
Consequently, "the Muslim sciences which arose at this time proceeded in 
the first instance from the Qur'än and the Hadit. These include the 
1 Nicholson, R. A. A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 132. 
2 cf. al-Asad, N. Masädir al-5i`r al-Jahili _ 
pp. 438-65. Also cf. Abu U"Gayda. Kitab Ay-yam al--Arab, 
vol. 1, p.. 43 and 53. 
3 Nicholson, R. A. A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 283. 
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Traditional or Religious sciences (aZ-CU'cirm al-1Vagliyya Wa aZ-Saraiyya) 
C 
and the linguistic sciences (Ulwn aZ-Lisän al-9Arab'2)"? To gain an 
accurate understanding of the Qur'än required a knowledge of exegesis, 
grammar, and philology, and this inevitably entailed the study of pre- 
Islamic poetry. In brief, a clear-cut distinction can be made among 
three main schools in that epoch: 
1. "The school of theology which includes the sciences of exegesis and 
Hadit tradition. This school found itself urgently needing to 
collect and study pre-Islamic poetry in order to decipher the 
garib (strange and oblique) expressions of the Qur'an and Hadits 
although perhaps preferring to base its conclusions wherever possible 
on the tradition, rather than on other sources. 
2. The school of grammar, which found in pre-Islamic poetry a source 
of support for their grammatical arguments. 
3. The school of pre-Islamic and Islamic poetry. 
It seems, as will become clear by and by, that there is no love 
lost between the first school and the third one. This can be attributed 
to the following factors: 
1. The rivalry for prestige between both schools, because some 
scholars of the third school were themselves specialists in the 
sciences of the first school - such as Abü 
cAmr b. al-cAIR' and 
Abü cUbayda. 
2. Personal and intellectual disagreement. "2 
Therefore, practitioners of the first school who, as indicated 
above, enjoyed the unlimited support and encouragement of the ruling 
1 Nicholson R. A. A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 282. 
2 cf. Abu 
ýUbayda. Ayyäm al-'"Arab, vol. 1, pp. 48-49. 
Also cf. BlacIiere, R. Histoire de la Litterature Arabe, 
vol. 1, p. 131 and pp. 139-144. 
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government, used to look down and cast aspersions on the reputation of 
the third school by accusing them of wasting their time in reviving 
heathen literature which would impair the Islamic enthusiasm among the 
masses and awaken the Jähiliyya pretensions which Islam strove to 
suppress. Devotees of the first school propagated such arguments among 
the people as: Was not one of the greatest miracles of the Qur'an its 
divine language? Surely the Holy Book was a more proper subject for study 
than heathen verses? They severely underestimated the value of the third 
school, causing their opponents to. lose confidence in their work and even 
to wonder whether or not it was quite proper for a Muslim to engage in 
philological or even grammatical studies. Of particular interest is the 
bewilderment of Taclab, who, according to a certain account, "once 
complained to the Qur-13n scholar Abü Bakr b. Mujähid that, whilst 
scholars of the Qur'an, Islamic law, and prophetic tradition were all 
certain to earn Paradise, he who was occupying himself with Zayd and 
CAmr was left wondering what would become of him. Fortunately, 
Ibn Mujähid saw the Prophet in a dream (the appearance of the Prophet in 
a dream always means that the prediction in this dream will come true), 
bidding him to assure Taclab that his was a "far reaching science", 
110iim mustai2'i", explained by a later authority as meaning that inasmuch 
as no argument (kalývn) or spoken word (hitcab) could do without it, all 
sciences depended on the discipline in which Taclab was engaged"'. 
A particularly curious incident is the tragedy of Abu 
c-Nmr b. 
al-CA15, who, aside from being according to Abü 
cUbayda "the greatest 
authority on the problems of lexicography, the Arabic language, the 
* (d. 291/904) 
1 Medievalia et Humanistica, vol. 7, p. 90. 
(d. around 154/770) 
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Qur'an, and poetry as well as the significant events in the history of 
the Arabs both antique and contemporary, was at the same time one of 
the famous reciters of the Qur'än'. 
1 This learned scholar, it is 
related, "filled a room in his house almost to the ceiling with books in 
which he had noted down the literary information he had gathered from 
Arabs of pure speech. Later on, devoting himself to religion, "tanasuk", 
he burnt all these books"? The question that needs to be asked here is: 
why did he then destroy the fruits of his labours over so many days and 
nights? One right suggest that had he not been under mental stress due 
to the influential role of the theological school which led him to be 
convinced that he had been going astray all this time, he would not 
have burnt his precious treasure; it is almost as though he were saying 
to himself: "Let me burn you, before I am destroyed by you! ". The 
same holds true for the prominent scholars : Halaf al-Ahmar',, "'who preferred 
to confine himself to devotion"3than to carry on his useless and 
unrewarding trade of studying pre-Islamic poetry. It would be more 
illuminating to add the story of Abü cAmr al-Saybäni*"who showed an 
immense interest in collecting ancient Arabic poetry by arranging poets 
belonging to the same tribe in separate volumes which totalled over 
eighty volumes. But before going to the next volume, he would never 
fail to make a copy of the Qurän which he would deposit in the mosque 
of Küfa' 
4 
One wonders whether or not such reports were propagated by the 
devotees of the theological school so as to make scholars still 
aspiring to study pre-Islamic poetry lukewarm towards it, if not forcing 
I Ibn µallikan. Wafayat al-Acyan, vol. 3, p. 466. 
2 al-Jahiz. a_l-ß man waa al-Tabyin, vol. 1, p. 321. 
"" (d. around 180/796) 
3 al-Zubaydi. Tabaqat al-Nahwiyyin, p. 179. 
(d. 205,206 or 213/820,821 or 828) 
4 Ibn al-Nadim. al-Fibrist, p. 58. See also Medievalia et 
Humanistica, vol. 7, p. 88. 
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them completely to reject it. The main stimulus that lay behind such 
reports, one right suggest, was the desire to make it clear for scholars 
who were interested in studying pre-Islamic poetry, that for their own 
salvation many great and prominent scholars such as Abu 
cAmr b. al-cAlä', 
Halaf al-Ahmar and Abü 
CAmr 
al-Saybäni, had renounced this evil pursuit 
of studying heathen literature and that the aspiring scholars ought to 
do likewise. 
The situation of those scholars who addressed themselves to the 
historical, religious, and mythological research into pre-Islamic life 
such as Abü cUbayda and Ibn al-Kalbi was even worse. Abü cUbaydä.; for 
instance, who supplied us with the bulk of knowledge with regard to the 
antiquity and mythology of the Arabs was accused of being "Harij'2", 
and "suCüb2'"1 Obviously, any one of these accusations, if not 
actually causing his head to be chopped off, as well as the heads of 
those who might have adopted his viewpoints, in an age of political 
intolerance, would at least have disgraced him! Ironically enough, these 
zealous Muslims, "while they disagreed as to the precise date of his 
death, unanimously concurred that his birthday coincided with the death 
of the righteous theologian al-Hasan al-Basri, as though they sarcas- 
tically intended to circulate the jest: "What a righteous man has He 
taken, and what an evil man has He delivered instead! ". "2 "That his 
great great grandfather was Jewish, although converted to I_släm through 
the second Caliph, Abü Bakr, was like a vicious curse that kept haunting 
him during this time"3 "But no historian was attacked more virulently 
than Ibn al-Kalbi, probably because he addressed himself to the study 
(d. around 211/825) _ 1 al-Zubaydi. labagat al- Nahwiyyin, p. 192. 
2 Abu oübayda. Ayam al-Arab, vol. 1, p. 354. 
3 fbid, p. 57-59. 
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of the pagan religions and practices which Islam strove to crush. "I 
al-Sam. 
can!, to quote but one of his opponents, dismisses Ibn al-Kalbi 
with the following sentence: "He ... used to relate old and strange 
things, and events none of which had- any foundation"? Similarly, 
Ahmad b. Hanbal disparaged Ibn al-Kalbi by stating: "I do not think 
anyone would quote him as an authority 
Therefore, under such unrewarding circumstances, scholars who 
addressed themselves to the collection and study of pre-Islamic poetry, 
had to choose one of the following options: 
1. To burn, or give up pursuing, the work and have resort to 
seclusion, as in the case of Abü 
cAmr b. al-cAlä', Hammäd al-Räwiya 
and Halaf al-Ahmar. 
2. To carry on pursuing the work regardless of the severe attacks of 
their opponents, as in the cases of Ibn al-Kalbs and Abu- 
cUbayda. 
3. To make a compromise with the new temper of the society. This 
can be simply achieved by uprooting and purging all expressions 
of pre-Islamic rituals, beliefs, and practices from pre-Islamic 
poetry. What made the task of the practitioners of this trend 
feasible is the fact that generally "the Arab philologists, 
critics, and transmitters, who dealt with Arabic poetry and 
especially with the Jahiliyya Qasida, paid full attention and 
consideration to its linguistic value, the purity of its language, 
and to the unity of the individual line rather than to its 
artistic development and its aesthetic value as a whole (organic)* 
4 
1 Ibn al-Kalbi. Kith a1-Asnam, p. JIII. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid, p. IX. 
* Edebiyat, vol. 2, pp. 57-89. 
4 Ismail, I. The Arabic Qasida ......, p. 456. 
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To conclude: 
1. The intensely monotheistic Muslims of the early epoch of Islam 
in their endeavour to wean people from pre-Islamic religious 
practices and ideas, made it clear that the main function of the 
new religion was to obliterate all that preceded it. Obviously 
pre-Islamic poetry that refers directly or indirectly to 
heathenism was at the top of the blacklist. 
2. In contrast to early Isldm, the Umayyad government strove to 
revive and restore the glories of the pre-Islamic period and 
everything that the preceding epoch tried to crush. 
3. In total opposition to the preceding epoch, the 
Abbäsids 
extended 
the tradition that is attributed to the Prophet: "Islam destroys 
all that preceded it"lby which the divinely inspired Prophet 
obviously meant the religion of the Jahiliyya, to include every- 
thing that is related to Jähiliyya ritual, ideas, and mythology. 
This is due to the fact that the Qur'än and Hadit were the 
sciences par excellence as a result of the unlimited support 
of the. ruling government. The corollary of this was that 
scholars who addressed themselves to the study and collection of 
pre-Islamic poetry were treated unsympathetically and were looked 
down upon by zealous Muslims. 
The foregoing discussion made it clear that from the time of 
antiquity the Semites regarded poetry as the handmaid of religion. At the 
same time, it was demonstrated that zealous and anxious Muslims during 
c 
the early epoch of Isläm, as well as that of the Abbäsid epoch, endeavoured 
1 Ibn a1-Kalbi. Kitab al-Asnäm, p. vii. 
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owing to various motives mentioned earlier, to purge and censor, if 
not obliterate altogether from pre-Islamic poetry, all expressions and 
incidents that would refer to the ritual and religious practices of 
heathenism. 
1.7. Is the Irreligiosity of Pre-Islamic Poetry True or False? 
As a matter of fact, it is this so-called irreligiosity of pre- 
Islamic poetry that led many shcolars to aver that: 
"pre-Islamic people were lukewarm to the spiritual 
impulses, or even indifferent to them"1 
This conclusion holds equally true for some scholars who regard- 
the silence of pre-Islamic poetry on religious and ritual practices, 
although obviously. without serious investigation, as an essential 
factor to impugn the very-authenticity of this poetry, and boldly 
claim: 
"The general mass of what we call pre-Islämic literature 
had nothing whatever to do with the pre-Islamic period, 
but was just simply fabricated after the coming of 
Islam ... I now have hardly any doubt that all that 
has survived of genuine pre-Islamic literature is very 
little indeed, representative of nothing; no reliance 
is to be placed on it for the literary-picture of the 
pre-Islamic age"a. 
It is needless to emphasize that the claims of the Arabs' 
F 
irreligiosity are unconvincing. Few would dispute the fact that: 
1 Hitti, P. K. History of the Arabs, p. 96. Also see: Blachere, R. 
Histoire de le Litterature Arabe, Vol. 1, p. 50 and Nicholson, R. A. 
A Literary History of the Arabs, p. 135, where he remarks, "The 
Bedouin felt no call to pray to his gods, although he often found 
them convenient to swear by ..... 
" Cf. also Ismail, I. The Arabic 
Qasida ..... p. 118 where he concludes: 
"Religion was the main theme 
of all Semitic People, but there is little trace in Arabic Qasida 
until after Islam. " 
2 Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes, p. 228. 
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"When a man has journeyed in the Arabian wilderness, 
traversing day after day stony plateaus, black volcanic 
fields, or arid sands walled in by hot mountains of 
bare rock and relieved by no other vegetation than a few 
grey and thorny acacias or scanty tufts of parched 
herbage, till suddenly, at a turn of the road, he emerges 
on a Wady where the ground-water rises to the surface, 
and passes as if by magic into a new world, where the 
ground is carpeted with verdure, and a grove of stately 
palm-trees spreads forth its canopy of shade against 
the hot and angry heaven, he does not find it difficult 
to realise that to the early man such a spot was verily 
a garden and habitation of the gods, in front of which 
he would have felt small and helpless, hence forcing him 
to venerate and worship it. 
" 
We shall come back to this point latter. 
In fact, 
"in the vast solitudes of the Arabian desert every strange 
sound is readily taken to be the murmuring of the jinn, 
and every strange sight to be a demoniac apparition"? 
Therefore, 
"Not to recognize the deep-seated religiosity of the pre- 
Islamic rituals is to fail to understand the human needs 
and the working of human minds. In the harsh environ- 
ment of the desert, exposed to hardships of climate and 
geography, constantly endangered by the hostility-of 
man and nature, the Bedouin must have often felt small 
and in need of divine assistance. Furthermore - and 
this is no mean consideration - he lived in a region in 
which, since the dawn of civilization, religion and 
religions had risen" 
3 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 103. 
2 Ibid, p. 130. 
3 Lichtenstadter, I. Introduction to Classical Arabic Literature, p. 17. 
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Much to the dismay of these zealous Muslim scholars, the censor- 
ship they imposed on the rituals and faiths of the pre-Islamic poetry 
did not favour Islam, because the resultant poetry that these scholars 
chose to preserve is incompatible with the images of the Qur'än, the 
only authoritative book we have of this era, which depicts pre-Islamic 
people as a nation that used to argue and defend its religion against 
the irresistable force of Islam. 
1.8. Imru'al-Qays' Mucallaga -A search for an essential theme 
The Mucallaga of Imru'al-Qays has been regarded in antiquity as 
well as in the present as the most celebrated "chef d'oeuvre" and the 
most influential poem in the whole of Arabic literature. Its author has 
been accorded almost unanimously the laurels of poetic pre-eminence by 
Arabs and speakers of Arabic. To what extent, if any, does this poem 
convey the rituals of heathenism, and to what extent did eighth century 
scholars manage to distort and obliterate its mythological connotation? 
This is what we shall embark upon in the following sections. But this 
is a thorny issue, and the reader should be forewarned that this study 
cannot provide all the answers. Hence, much of what follows is no more 
than a framework, and observations, yet should it encourage serious and 
ambitious investigation of pre-Islamic poetry, even if only for the 
sake of refutation, it will have served some purpose. Meanwhile, we 
should keep remembering A. Spitaler's warning that: "with regard to 
cArabiyya and related issues there is hardly today a communis opinio on 
any of the numerous separate problems"! Moreover, "in the field of 
For detailed bio-bibliographical information, the reader is referred 
to: Brocklemann, G. Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, vol. 1, 
p. 24, s. vol. 1, pp 48-50: Blachere R. Histoire de la Litterature 
Arabe, vol. 2, pp. 261-63, Sezgin, Geschichte des Arabischen 
Schriftums, vol. 2, pp. 122-26, and The Enclopaedia of Islam, vol. III, 
pp. 1177-78. 
1 Zwettler, N. The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry. p. 100. 
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Arabic philology we have nothing even approaching the statistical tools - 
concordances, word-counts, comprehensive analysis of particular features, 
and such - that have been available to Homeric scholars for some 
generations"! 
1.9. The Denotation of the Lexeme "Mit 
caZZaga" 
The reason for calling these Odes "Mu°aZZagat" - which, according 
to a certain report related on the authority of al-Hirmäzi, "were made 
use of in prayer in the Jähiliyya period (annahu kana yusalla bihä f2' 
al-jähiliyyati)", 
2 
- is unclear, but open to several interpretations: 
(1) "They were transcribed in the letters of gold on fine Egyptian linen 
and suspended in the Kacb a"3 ; (2) "They had been put down into writing, 
' allagat", after being circulated orally for a long time"; 
4 
(3) "The 
dependence of each verse in each of these poems on its predecessor, 
and subsequent verses gives rise to a "suspended" poetic effect"S 
6 
(4) "They were suspended in the Kings' repository"; (5) "They denoted a 
precious thing, "atilk", that was held in high esteem"; (6) "They were 
the 'pendant jewels' of pre-Islamic poetry"g (7) "They were extracted 
from the poets' diwäns and presented in isolation from the rest of the 
poets' works", i. e. r'muaaZZaga, " left in suspense as a woman who is neither 
husbandless nor having a husband'! 
9 
Both Arabic and Orientalist scholars rejected the first interore- 
tation, mentioned above, almost unanimously, and regarded it as a pure 
fiction or legend because the Kacba from time immemorial was a holy 
place where Arabs used to keep their idols; these poems have no explicit 
1 Zwettler, M. The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry, p. 101. 
2 R'vista Degli Studi Orientali, vol. 44, p. 30. 
_ 3 Ibn d Rabbihi. a Igd al-Farid_ Vol. V, 
-p. 
264; al-Qayruwani. 
al-CUinda, vol. 1, p. 96, and al-Bagdadi. Hizanat al-Adab, vol. 1, p. 123 
4 Nicholson, R. A. The Literary History of the Arabs, pp. 101-2; Acberry, 
The Seven Odes, p. 22, and also see Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
(pt. 1), pp. 83-6. 
5 Arberry, A. J. the Seven Odes, p. 22. 
6 al-Qayruwani. al- Uud«, vol. 1, p. 96; al-Suyuti. al-Nuzhir, vol. 2, p. 26 
7 Lyall, C. Translations of Ancient Arabian Poetry, p. 44. 
8 Arberry, A. J. The Seven Odes, p. 22. 
9 Ibid, pp. 22-3. 
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or implicit religious significance that could justify their being 
suspended there. 
1.10. The Denotation and Connotation of ImruJal-Qays' Mucallaga 
The images in the talal scene can be classified into two main 
categories: 
1.10. a. The Denotative Images: 
The following are the most striking denotative images in this 
scene and demand close examination: 
(1) It has been found that the denotative image of the dual "qif" 
with which "one finds analogy in the Homeric epics, and possibly in 
biblical and other ancient Near Eastern contexts , 
in descriptions of 
a character or a figure attended by two persons (or soutimes spirits 
or demons) - seems to have served to exalt the one so attended or 
at least to highlight his rank or importance" 
(2) The denotative images of weeping and lamentation, at least, 
partially correspond to the ceremonies of Semitic worship, which "so 
often begin with sorrow and lamentation, this being followed by a 
transformation of feeling, the gloomy part of the service being 
succeeded by a burst of joyous revelry" 
2 More light will be cast on this 
point in the discussion of the flood scene. 
(3) We should not lose sight of "the reverence and elevation" that is 
associated with the denotation of lexeme "hab2'b" which, even nowadays, 
Muslims often apply as an epithet to the Prophet. Hence, for instance, 
1 Zwettler, M. The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry, p. 236. 
2 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 262. 
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they say: "saIZzi caZa al-nabib", "Pray upon the beloved", and "Muhammad 
habib ullah", "Muhammad is the beloved of God". 
(4) Of particularly striking interest is the image of llsigt al-liwa", 
"the rim of twisted sand-dune", wherein "the holy place was most frequently 
situated"'. In fact, "such places are favourite among the Semites to 
establish their sanctuaries, because they marked the spot where a 
chthonic god went up and down between the outer world and his sub- 
terranean home, and where he could be best approached with prayers and 
offerings"? At the same time, "such places presented the primitive 
minds with images of being open to heaven and nearer than other points 
of the earth to the heavenly gods"? This, in turn, can explain why 
such places were chosen for the setting up of altars. This image will 
be further discussed. in the next paragraph. 
(5) The precise ddelineation of 'rsigt al-Uwa", between aZ-Dahul, 
Hawmal, Tudih and aZ Migrät, brings to mind the image by which "pre- 
Islamic people often used to pinpoint the tombs of their dead, as well 
as the way Muslims nowadays mark the location of the shrines of their 
saint and wa1is"ý. 
(6) The mention of Tttdih, al-Migrat and q'2aän (which, as has been 
demonstrated throughout this work, are either water-sources, or traces 
of them)5is not accidental nor do these place-names occur in the poet's 
mind on the spur of the moment. This is due to the fact that it has 
been found that: 
1 cf. Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, pp. 136,150,198,489 
and 490. Also cf. Pedersen, J. Israel: Its Life and Culture, p. 227. 
2 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, pp. 199-200. 
3 Ibida p. 490. 
---c_ 4 cf. Abd al-Latif, M. al-Hayat wa al-Mawt fi al-Si r al-Jahili, 
pp. 146-164. 
5 See p. 156-7 and 169-70. 
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"among the Semites such places are the most convenient 
ones for establishing sanctuaries and temples. At the 
same time, we must consider not only that such a position 
was convenient, in as much as pure water was indispensable 
for oblttion and other ritual purposes, but that the 
presence of living water in itself gave consecration to 
the place. The fountain or stream was not a mere adjunct 
to the temple, but was itself one of the principal sacra 
of the spot, to which special legends and particular 
rituals were often attached, and to which the temple in 
many instances owed its fame, and even its name"1 
Furthermore, "sacred wells are among the oldest and most 
ineradicable objects of reverence among all the Semites, 
and are credited with oracular powers and a sort of 
volition by which they receive or reject offerings. of 
course, these superstitions often take the form of a 
belief that the sacred spring is the dwelling-place of 
beings which from time to time emerge from it in human 
or animal form, but the fundamental idea is that the. 
water itself is a living organism of demoniac life, not a 
mere dead organ. It is, especially the running water, 
that is instinct with divine life and energy. It is 
purifying, consecrating and healing. "2 
(7) Enough was said to clarify the ritual significance of the "trim" 
in the S. L. What concerns us here is the denotative image of bacar 
at-ar-)&n". "the dung of antelopes", which was "a charm in Syria, and 
to which many parallels exist, not only in Africa, but among the 
Aryans of India"; spattered in enclosures and water-hollows, this finds an 
equivalence in the image of "him"3in Arabia, which often used to 
enclose a great tract of pasture land in which offerings, such as 
cattle, used to be kept`: 
4 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 170. 
2 Ibid, pp. 135-6. 
3 Ibid, p. 382. 
4 cf. ibid, pp. 112,144 sq., 156 sq. 
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(8) The denotative image of "samurat", "acacias", is not haphazard. 
In fact, it is quite hard "among the Semites not to find a sanctuary that 
does not belong to stones as well as trees': 
1 "The holy places are to be 
found under every green tree"? At the same time: 
"the worship of "solitary trees" survived the fall of the 
great gods of Semitic heathenism which may indicate in 
certain cases the last relic of a ruined heathen sanctuary"3 
: '.. the sacred fountain and the sacred tree are common 
symbols in sanctuaries, because in most Semitic lands, 
self-sown wood can flourish only where there is under- 
ground water, and where therefore springs or wells exist 
" beside the trees4 
Hence 
"the idea that the same life is manifested in the water 
and the surrounding vegetation could hardly fail to 
suggest itself, and it is only in exceptional cases that 
the one is found apart from the other. '5 "According to the 
primitive minds a tree belonged to a particular deity, 
not because it was of a particular species, but simply 
because it was the natural wood of the place where the 
god was worshipped and sent forth his quickening streams 
to fertilize the earth. The sacred trees of the Semites 
include every prominent species of natural wood; the 
pines and cedars of Lebanon, the evergreen Oaks in the 
Palestinian hills, the tamarisks of the Syrian wood 
(jungles), the acacias of the Arabian wädies and so 
forth'. 
1 Pedersen, J. Israel: Its Life and Culture, p. 214. 
2 Ibid, p. 227, also cf. Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, 
pp. 187. 
3 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 186-7. 
4 Ibid, p. 190. 
5 Ibid, p. 191. 
6 : *bid, p. 192. 
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A good example of pagan Arabs' worship of trees is the goddess 
al-cUzza which they venerated very highly. According to Ibn al-Kalbi, 
"al-cUzza was a she-devil which used to frequent three trees in the 
valley of Naýlah'. 
1 
To give an impression of this goddess, it would seem 
useful to quote Ibn al-Kalbi at length: 
"We were told by al-cAnazi abu-CAli that cAli ibn-al- 
Sabbäh had told him that he himself was informed by 
abu-al-Nundhir, who reported that his father had related 
to him on the authority of abu-Sälih that ibn-cAbbäs 
said: Al-cUzza was a she-devil which used to frequent 
three trees in the valley of Nakhlah. When the Prophet 
captured Mecca, he dispatched Khälid ibn-al-Walid 
saying, "Go to the valley of Nakhlah; there you will 
find three trees. Cut down the first one". Khalid 
went and cut it down. On his return to report, the 
Prophet asked him saying, "Have you seen anything there? " 
Khälid replied and said, "No". The Prophet ordered him 
to return and cut down the second tree. He went and cut 
it down. On his return to report, the Prophet asked him 
a second time, "Have you seen anything there? " Khalid 
answered, "No". Thereupon the Prophet ordered him to go 
back and cut down the third tree. When Khälid arrived 
on the scene he found an Abyssinian woman with dishevelled 
hair and her hands placed on her shoulder[s], gnashing 
and grating her teeth. Behind her stood Dubayyah d-Sulami 
who was then the custodian of al-cUzza. When Dubayyah 
saw Khälid approaching, he said: 
"0 thou al-cUzza! Remove thy veil and tuck up thy 
sleeves; 
Summon up thy strength and deal Khälid an 
unmistakable blow. 
I According to a certain tradition, the Prophet has once mentioned 
al-cUzza saying, "I have offered a white sheep to al-cUzza while_ 
I was a follower of the religion of my people. " See Ibn al-Kaibi, 
Kitäb al-Asnam, p. 16-7. 
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For unless thou killest him this very day, 
Thou shalt be doomed to ignominy and shame. " 
Thereupon Khalid replied: 
"0 al-CUzza! May thou be blasphemed, not exalted! 
Verily I see that God hath abased thee. " 
Turning to the woman, he dealt her a blow which severed 
her head in twain, and lo, she crumbled into ashes. He 
then cut down the tree and killed Dubayyah the custodian, 
after which he returned to the Prophet and reported to 
him his exploit. Thereupon the Prophet said, "That was 
al-cUzza. But she is no-more. The Arabs shall have none 
after her. Verily she shall never be worshipped again". "' 
Another good example of Arab veneration of trees can well be 
demonstrated in the sacred date-palm at Najrän to which'tthe people of 
Mecca resorted annually and on which they hung weapons, garments, 
ostrich eggs and other gifts': 
2 It is spoken of in the tradition of the 
Prophet under the vague name of: 
"r'dZiti anwat", 'h tree to hang things upon". It is fatal 
to pluck so much as a bough from such a tree; they are 
honoured with sacrifice, and parts of the flesh were hung 
upon them ... The sick man who sleeps under them receives 
counsel in a dream for the restoration of his health'! 
3" 
It 
is still deadly dangerous in some parts of the Arab 
world to touch the sensitive Mimosa, because the spirit 
that resides in the plant will avenge the injury. The 
same idea appears in the story of Harb b. Umayya and 
Mirdäs b. Abi cAmr, historical persons who lived a genera- 
tion before Prophet Muhammad. When these two men set 
fire to an untrodden and tangled thicket, with the design 
1 Ibn al-Kalbi. Kitab al-Anam, pp. 21-22 
2 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 155. Llso see pp. 193, 
194 and 560. 
3 Ibid, p. 186. 
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to bring it under cultivation, the demons of the place 
flew away with doleful cries in the shape of white 
serpents, and the intruders died soon afterwards. The 
jinn, it was believed, slew them, because they had set 
fire to their dwelling-place. Similarly, in Muslim 
superstition the jinn of cOshr and hamäta are serpents 
which frequent trees of these species. But super- 
natural life and power reside primarily in the trees 
themselves which are conceived as animate and even as 
rational. Muslim b. cOcba heard in a dream the voice 
of the gharcad tree desiring him to command the army 
of Yazid against Medina". 
Pulling the various threads together gives us an image that 
parallels the simplest form of sanctuary which, as has been found from 
the investigation in Palestine as well as in Phoenicia: 
"was an enclosed, uncovered space, with one or more holy 
stones, besides trees or wooden poles; further a 
reservoir for water, and occasionally a building with 
2 
an altar in front of it". 
1.10. b. The Connotative Images: 
Employing an imperative verb in a rhetorical exhortation, the 
poet calls upon his companions to halt and join him in shedding tears 
upon the remembrance of Tiabib (a beloved) and of a dwelling-place on 
the edge of the sand dunes, "which has been pinpointed between two 
hills, al-Dahül and Hawmmal and two water sources, Tudih and al-Migrät. "3 
In the present state, everything adjacent to this dwelling alludes 
either explicitly or implicitly to the images of withering, ebbing, 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 133. 
2 Pedersen, J. Israel: Its Life and Culture, pp. 201-2. Also see 
Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, pp. 115 sq., 136,143 sq., 
155,206,436. 
3 See pp. 156-7. 
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destruction and death. Tudih, al-eiigrät and gicän used to be sources 
of creating paradise in the midst of the parched desert, presently are 
dry and barren. Hence, "they have been mentioned to depict states of 
being, and points in time which occur at the ebb of life, freshness 
and fertility"'. Such is the case of the "earascct" in which sacred 
animals such as antelope used to graze freely, which are now deserted. 
They have all now disappeared leaving nothing but traces, i. e. their 
dung, "which depicts the poignant image of death"? Therefore, "animal 
life here is seen not as an embodiment of the force of procreation, 
continuity and permanence, but only as a presence which generates an 
emotional response of great intensity"? Thus, everything adjacent to 
this dwelling declined, withered and was destroyed: rain does not 
fall, hollows are dry, plants do not grow; and nothing tempts the white 
antelope to live there. Only the dwelling, however, remains, despite 
the buffets of the North -and South winds. It still exists in the midst 
of decay, defying the tyrannical and fatal destructive power of nature, 
challenging life's transiency and ridiculing death. What, then, is 
this eternal power in the barren desert? Doubtless it is the stone. 
This conclusion, then, "shows why so often in connection with Semitic 
sanctuaries we hear of wells and trees of tombs and stones. 
4 
The reason 
why stones are of such great importance in these sanctuaries is the 
fact that: 
"they have a power of absorbing and embodying a psychic 
element. This substantial, and almost unchangeable 
element, which plays a prominent part in the landscape 
1 Edebiyat, vol, 1, no. 1, p, 14, 
2 Ibid, p. 15. 
3 Ibid. P. 16. 
4 Pedersen, J. Israel: Its Life and Culture. p. 214. 
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of Palestine, like everything else in the world has its 
peculiar nature, its soul, and it is highly receptive 
of what is communicated to it. The vitality in every 
stone is present in concentrated strength in the stone 
of the sanctuary. Hence man can draw power from the 
stone by approaching it ... 
"1 
What means, then, does the poet employ in 'order to communicate 
with this immortal power and convey to it his beseechings as effectually 
as possible? This is what we shall try to clarify in the following 
sections. 
1.11. Supplications 
The poet has resort to the following means to convey his 
supplications: 
1.11. a. Tears: 
Comparing the ebb and destruction of the life that surrounds the 
traces of the abode with the fixity, permanence and vitality of the 
latter, the poet breaks down and weeps, as genuine evidence of his total 
submission and manifest proof of his thorough devotion to the attended 
power. The poet weeps so passionately and vehemently that-he breaks 
the hearts of his companions - who, as the poet deliberately reasserts 
later on (V. 79), have quite limited horizons compared with his own - 
making them bring their beasts to a halt in sigt, al-Ui, and kindly ask 
him to restrain himself. Disclosing-his companions' inability to 
understand the significant function of these overflowing tears, "he 
soliloquizes that the only way out of this dilemma is his weeping"2 as 
1 Pedersen, J. Israel: Its Life and Culture, p. 214. 
2 See pp. 178-89. 
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though he were fully aware that the stone will hear and sympathize with 
his lamentation, finally rewarding him by replacing god's tears for his 
own. "Thus, tears dominate the talaZ scene excluding water from it. 
Where water appears, the scene is characterized by the absence of tears. 
Water, as in the flood scene, thus has excluded tears"l We shall come 
back to this point later. In fact, this is not the first time nor the 
only reliable place where the poet's tears overflowed. Whenever there 
are traces of dwelling-places the poet will weep over them? He does the 
same, for example, at Ma'sal, at which there are the remains of two 
women. Enough has been said about these women and about Ma'sa13 but we 
need to say more of their association with the "misk", "musk", and 
l'al-saba", "the zephyr's breeze". 
It is interesting to mention that "the Semites regarded musk as a 
very holy artifact which they used in purification and applied, according 
to Phoenician ritual, to all those who stood before the altar, clad in 
the long byssus robes, with a single purple stripe, appropriated to 
religious offices" 
1 Thus is the case of "aZ-Saba" which'heathen Arabs 
regarded as a holy wind': 
5 
To view these images as a whole might lead us to wonder whether 
these two women, as well as that in sigt al-liwä, are certain holy 
figures upon whose traces (the stones) the poet shed tears passionately. 
Thus, "unless we try to evaluate the essential function of tears in the 
tczlal scene as such, one may be inclined to treat it as a pure hyperbole"F. 
' 
1 Edebiyat, vol. 1, no. 1, p. 44, 
2 See pp. 141-2. 
3 See pp. 188-92. 
4 Smith, W. R. 
_The 
Religion of the Semites, p. 543. 
5 cf. al-Narzugi. Kitäb al-Azmina rm al-Arlüna, vol. 2, p. 346. 
6 Edebiyat, vol. 1, no. 1, p. 16. 
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Thus, taken together, the denotative images with the connotative 
ones.. might lead us to suppose that the poet standing with his companions 
by this stone in "sigt al-liwL, ", reminiscing about the freshness, 
fertility. and life of the past, lamenting the present state of aridity, 
transciency and death, beseeches blessing from it in order to regain 
the life of by-gone days. What, then, is this magical power which has 
the ability to transform, overnight, the barren land into fertile 
pasture, and how does the poet carry on conveying his supplications to 
this power? This, we hope, will emerge in the following. 
1.11. b. Righteous Deeds: 
(1) The Day of "Darat Juljul": - 
Apart from the tale of "Därat Juljul" - which has been fou-ad genuine 
by nearly all commentators, but which, we shall go on to suggest, is of 
doubtful origins and should not be trusted too far - we are at a loss 
as to what happened in this day and place. This is due to the fact 
that the only relevant information we are left with that would clarify 
this incident is: 
1. It was a righteous day. 
2. The poet spent this righteous day with women. 
3. It took place close to a water-source, the significance of which 
in Semitic rituals has been elaborated enough earlier. 
But why was it a righteous day? What happened on this day? Who are 
these women and what was their function? Unfortunately, this verse is 
so confused, abrupt and ambiguous, that it cannot shed light on any of 
the above questions. Do we not have the right to wonder whether certain 
1 See p. 210. 
2 See p. 28 sq. 
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anonymous hands effaced the verses that would refer to the ritual of 
this righteous day, which would have cast some light on the afore- 
mentioned questions? The fact remains, however, that the incident 
took place close to a water-source, and the juxtaposing of the incident 
alluded to in this verse with the following incidents elaborated in the 
latter verses of this part of the Mucallaga which we shall elaborate by 
and by, confirms our hypothesis so far, and encourages us, at the same 
time, to conclude that the poet would have referred to a certain ritual 
ceremony in which he served and entertained these maidens, who, in 
their turn, might be sacred figures, with whom the Semitic temples used 
to throng. More light on this point will be shed later on. However, it 
would be illuminating to add here that: 
"Not uncommon, among the Semites, is the marriage of girls 
(a) to rivers, lakes, etc. (ever. fishing-nets) to ensure 
the productivity and fertility of the latter, and (b) to 
images, etc., for their own benefit. Virgins were 
frequently dedicated betrothed, or married to deities, 
and in such cases the bride might be (1) set apart for 
the god, (2) a sacrificial victim, or (3) appropriated 
by the men who administer the cult. When a vow is made 
on behalf of a girl, she cannot be married until the vow 
is paid; and, according to Curtiss, if a girl is dedicated 
to a saint, it is a question whether or not she may marry". 
(2) The Day on which the Poet slaughtered his camel: - 
This is another righteous day on which the poet slaughtered his 
camel for the sake of the virgins who during the day enjoyed throwing 
about its "hacked flesh" and "frilly fat"? 
cf. Husayn, T. FT al-Adab al-Jahdli, pp. 205-6. 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 515. 
2 See pp. 228-31. 
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We can determine the following from the above: 
1. The fact that the verb WIN" denotes "doing something during the 
day"l contradicts the 'raison d'etre' of the-tale of "Därat JuQul" which 
is interpreted unanimously by the commentators wrongly emphasizes the 
fact that the poet slaughtered his camel for the virgins when darkness 
was setting in. 
2. Furthermore, a comprehensive look at the denotative images: 
"a, Z-oagr"3 "slaughtering", "aZ-Cacraräl: "virgins", "zalia", "doing 
something during the day", 
"yartamayna bi Zahmiha "; "throwing its hacked 
flesh about" - perhaps upon embers - would bring to mind the image of 
the Semitic sacrificial offering or feast where "a meal can neither be 
provided without a sacrifice, nor a feast can be complete without fleshii. 
"The latter often is not eaten alive or raw, but .: roasted on 
embers"" This would explain why to the Arab: 
"It is an excitement and a delight of the highest order 
simply to have flesh to eat. A current Arabic saying 
suggests that the eating of the flesh is one of the great 
joys of life. In Mdydäni, ii. 22, flesh and wine are 
classed together as seductive luxuries". 
7 
Similarly, 
"among the ancient Jews all slaughter was a sacrifice, and 
a man could never eat beef or mutton except as part of a 
n'$ 1 
religious act, because the whole flesh is holy ... and 
large parts of the sacrifices could only be consumed by 
priests, because they alone possessed holiness enough to 
do so, and of the animal bodies in the ordinary 
1 Lane, Lex. Sk. 1, vol. 11, p. 1914. 
2 See pp. 210-1. 
3 See pp. 221-2. 
4 See p. 229. 
5 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 255. 
6 Pedersen, J. Israel: Its Life and Culture, p. 393. Also see Smith, S, 1. R, 
The Religion of the Semites, o. 342. 
7 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 261. 
8 Ibid. p. 241. 
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sacrifices great shares had to be given to them as a 
1 
tribute which was their due". 
3. If, and only if, the conclusion intimated above is acceptable 
would we dare to suggest that the word "kur" is a tasjzZf for kar'n which 
often denotes "! a huge hump"? We propose, therefore, to change a single 
letter and read "kawin", a change which produces a good sense and strongly 
recommended by the cultural context because the hump was regarded as the 
most sacred part of the sacrifice due to the huge amount of fat that it 
contains. 
"The reason for this is that the fat, as a special seat of 
life, is a vehicle of the living virtue of the being from 
which it is taken" .3 
We wonder, then, after taking all these images together, whether 
the poet presented his camel as a sacrificial offer to these virgins, 
who might either be priestesses or sacred servants with which Semitic 
temples used to throng. 
(3) The Day of al-hidr 
This is the third righteous day on which the poet entered the 
of "OUnayaa". Apart from the tale of this day, : laich is interpreted 
by commentators unanimously, 
4and 
which seem: no more than a continuation of 
plot of "Drat Juijul", (which, as has been suggested earlier, should 
be taken with a lot of caution), the Following attract " attention and 
are worth close examination: 
1. Among the Semites litters have sacred characters and "used to 
play an important role in the battle wherein the sheikh's daughter who, 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 349. sq. 
2 Ibn Nanzür. Lisän al-'Arab, vol. 15 and 16, p. 434. 
3 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 383. 
4 See pp. 233-7. 
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dressed as a bride, perfumed and with exposed bosom, sits in the litter, 
stirs young warriors' enthusiasm". 
1 
2. There is another recension for this verse, in which, according to 
a certain report, "OUnayza" refers to "a mountain near which the ferocious 
battles of al-Basis took place, in which the poet's uncle, "al-Muhaihil", 
showed prowess': 
2 
3. She rejected the poet's attempts to seduce her while she is inside 
her "hidr" because of the taboos that Semites impose on sexual inter- 
course within"the sacred precincts, 
3 
which, at the same time, implies her 
chastity and total devotion to her ritual duties. 
The overlapping of all these images encourage us to wonder about 
the real identity of this woman and the poet's real purpose when he 
entered her "hidr". Y 
(4) The Day of zahr al-katib: - 
This is the fourth righteous day on which the poet met a woman 
called Fatima on the back of the sand-dune . He expressed his total 
love, submission and passionate yearning towards her, apparently so as 
to seduce her. Nonetheless, she rejected the poet's advances, 
"swearing a solemn oath that should never, never be broken". 
4 
The questions that nose themselves are: Is the poet's mentioning 
of the back of the sand-dune at random? Why does she reject the poet's 
attempt? 
What attracts attention is that all these women rejected the 
poet's attempts at seduction because he was so persistent in attempting 
to enjoy himself with them while they are in places of highly religious 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 508. 
2 al=Q511. al-Amalfi, vol. 2, pp. 129-133, and (M. ) (SQN), p. 41. 
3 Smith., W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 455. 
4 See pp, 263-4. 
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significance among the Semites. The only woman that surrendered to the 
poet's temptatLons and with whom he enjoyed himself 'hot in a burr}; ', 
"gayra 1mtCajali" is "baydat aZ -tidr`,. 
l 
But this woman, as we shall see 
later, was also cautious enough to retire with the poet outside her own 
hidr and the himä. 
We wonder, then, if the poet intended to highlight the chastity 
of these women and their total devotion to their ritual duties, riost i=_portar 
of which, as Herodotus observed, was the confinement of love making to 
outside the I}ima. 
(5) The Day of `bayclat a'-hidr": - 
This is another righteous day on which the poet got involved with 
another virgin whom he described as being of perfect stature: virginity, 
purity, whiteness, youth, maturity and ultimate femininity. The poet 
celebrated and exalted her beauty in nineteen verses, which we discussed 
throughout this work? But what attracts the attention, and this we want 
to highlight here, is the frequent comparison that the poet made with 
this celebrated virgin and many symbols that either used to be worshipped 
by heathen Arabs or at least have certain ritual associations. These 
are : 
1. The image of the dress which she is wearing (V. 32), 'Imirtin 
murahhalin", "the skirt of an embroidered gown", whose lladyälI, "trains", 
she was trailing behind them, is not very far away fromThe image of 
the. garment that the Rain-Goddess of early Mesopotamia often wore. The 
only difference that can be figured out is that "the full skirt of the 
Rain Goddess was embroidered with vertical lines which suggest the long 
1 See pp. 287-90. 
2 Ibid. 
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straight lines of falling rain"' It would be interesting to add that: 
"... to the primitive nation dress is not merely a physical 
comfort, but a fixed part of social religion, a thing by 
which a man constantly bears on his body the token of his 
religion, and which is itself a charm and a means of 
divine protection. The inference implies that it was a 
sacred dress. The thongs correspond to the fringes on 
the garment prescribed by Jewish Law, which had a sacred 
significance. " 
2 
2. This woman, in common with the other women discussed earlier;,, who 
refused to surrender to the poet's seductive attempts to make love with 
them within the sacred precincts, "also was very careful to retire with 
the poet just outside the hima'3 wherein he enjoyed himself with her not 
in a hurry, "jayra mucjal'2". Hence, in V. 334 the poet took the celebrated 
woman to a special place to make love to her, a place which had the 
physical shape of a king's crown in that it is a flat area ringed with 
hills. It implies some sort of elevation of his act of love-making. 
It would also suggest, perhaps, that the woman herself is of special, 
even religious, importance. We shall come back to this point later. 
It is clear that the hills have a special function in the generation of 
rain that pours forth in the encircled flat area, and we-would suggest 
that for this reason the poet chooses this place. 
3. In VV. 38 and 39 she is likened to an antelope or deers Although 
the ritual significance of this animal has been highlighted throughout 
this study, attention has to be drawn to the fact that in Arabic both 
"the words g'azäl, "gazelle", and mahat, "white antelope" are used to 
1 Analecta Biblica, vol. 12, p. 345. 
2 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 437. 
3 Ibid, p. 455. 
4 See pp. 325-6. 
5 See pp. 344-52. 
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denote the sun"lwhich. "the heathen Arabs represent as a beautiful nude 
lady to be worshipped'. More light on this point will be cast by and 
by. 
4. In VV. 40,41 and 42, she has been likened toa date-palm. 
Although enough had been said to suggest the veneration that the 
heathen Arabs bestowed upon trees in general and upon the date-palm in 
particular, what we want to highlight here are the images in which the 
poet depicts the hair - which "the Semites regarded as sacred because 
to them it is the seat of life"3- of the celebrated lady. In fact, the 
image of her 
thick black tresses, a dark embellishment clustering down 
her back like bunches of a laden date-tree - twisted upwards meanwhile 
are the locks, brings to mind the image of the hair by which the Rain- 
Goddess is depicted in early Mespotamia: 
"her hair is black, thick and is smoothed back over her 
uncovered head, and hangs between her shoulders in a 
thick tail bound cross-wise at the end with a ribbon, 
but leaving free one lock which hangs down behind her 
ear on to her chest, apparently the prototype of the 
coiled lock of hair ending in a spiral curl which was 
later the infallible sign of a divinity". 4 
5. In V. 44 her fingers are likened to the caterpillars of Zaby, 
'iahich were sacred among the Semites because they were endowed with 
demonic power'. ' 
5 
Of some certain-interest are the Syrian superstitions 
according to which: 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. 1,, vol. 2, R. 2256. Also see 
Ahd 
al-Rahmar, N. al-Sura 
al-Faniyya fi al-Sicr al-Jahili, p. 114 
2 Nielsen, D. Handbuch der altarabischen ........., p. 
221. Also see 
Smith. W. R. The Religion of the Semites, pp. 56-7, where he remarks 
that "the Carthaginians worshipped "a great mother', who seems to be 
identical with Tanith_-Artemis, "the heavenly virgin" and the Arabian 
Lat was worshipped by Nabataans as mother of -gods,.... apparently a 
sun-goddess. " 
3 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 324. 
4 Analecta Biblica, vol. 12, p. 344. 
5 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 445. 
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"When caterpillars infest a garden, the maidens are 
assembled; a single caterpillar is taken, and one of 
the girls is constituted its mother. The insect is then 
bewailed and buried and the mother is conducted to the 
place where the other caterpillars are amidst lamenta- 
tion for her bereavement. The whole of the caterpillars 
will then disappear. Here, it is clearly assumed that 
the insects understand and are impressed by the tragedy, 
got up for their benefit. "' 
6. In V. 46 she is likened to the sun that banishes and scatters 
darkness, spreading light as does the illuminated minaret of a monk. 
2 
It has already been indicated that the heathen Arabs thought of the sun 
as a nude female that they worshipped. 
3 
7. It has been found that"the description of this woman has striking 
resemblances to several Persian deities who had temples near the Eupiir;: tes. 
and were probably familiar to pre-Islamic Arabs. Two goddesses in 
particular, Anahita and Daena, seem to share many physical qualities 
with this woman! 
4 
We wonder, then, after pulling all the threads of the net 
together, whether the poet would have dared to compare or associate this 
woman with sacred symbols unless she herself used to denote something 
of special importance and probably of religious significance. 
1.11. c. Suffering and Endurance 
"In the ruin of life, it is the aspiration to a gleam of hope 
5 
which alone makes life endurable". Such is the poet's state of mind 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 443, also see ibid, p. 686. 
2 See p. 385. 
3 cf. Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 687, where it is 
indicated that"nudity rites are prehistoric, and the nude female 
image with crossed arms holding her breasts, is taken to be a 
fertility charm or fertility goddess". 
4 Edebiyat, vol. 2, p. 260. See also ibid, p. 246. 
5 cf. Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, vol. 12, p. 1. 
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in this scene, which is analo? ouc With his state in the 
""taZal" scene. "Often endless, eternal night like a sea swarming dropped 
its dense thick curtains over him. This night is so agonizing and 
depressing that it makes the poet question even whether it would clear 
and give way to dawn. 
" "The timelessness of the night is embodied 
semantically is the image of the Pleiades tied down from their "masaml! 
by stout flax cables to craggy slabs of granite". "The word "rrasThn" 
has a very interesting etymology. It is related to "sera" 
("to abstain 
from eating, and drinking, to fast, or to stop and stand still"). When 
the verb is used in association with water as in "s&na al-rrä'u", 
"the 
water became still or motionless, -it denotes absence of movement-of -zater. 
-Hence,, --the. -Pleiades which-are_so often associated with rain are now 
portrayed with connotation of fasting. "2 
Nonetheless, the poet never surrenders or becomes impatient, 
because he is fully aware that these multifarious cares, with which he 
has been afflicted, are no more than a test for his patience and 
endurance - and perhaps his faith - "? 
i yabiaV5 So, he has to rise 
ably to the occasion. 
Has he not often slung'! he water-skin of all sorts of folk by its 
strap over his shoulders as humble as can be"so as to quench his 
friends' thirst? Has he not often crossed many barren valleys "like 
that of Jawwf al-eayr, loud with the wolf howling like a zany-bairned 
wastrel? "4 Yes, he has. He has atoned. Hence, ýhe appeals to sympathy 
and to be rewarded in return. 
Therefore, it would seem that the placing of "the scene of the 
night and the wolf after that of baydat al-hidr is not accidental. v 
1 See pp. 406-9. 
2 Edebiyat, Vol. 2, p. 252. 
3 See p. 400. 
4 See pp. 415-27. 
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Perhaps the poet is signalling to his listeners that more effort is 
needed to compensate for the aridity of the talal scene"1 
1.11. d. Struggle 
The following are the most striking and interesting images of 
the scene of the horse - which we prefer to call the "struggle scene", 
as will be justified by and by - and worth close examination and 
evaluation: 
1. He is restless, as though he has been obsessed by a prophecy or 
a great deed to which he has devoted himself wholeheartedly and has 
determined to go to any length to perform. He rushes out just before 
dawn (V. 59) "agtady" when it is still dark and the birds are still in 
their nests, as though he were a pious celibate concerned not to miss 
his dawn prayers. He is (v. 60) "mikarrin mifarrin mugbilin nrudbirin 
macan", "charging, fleet-fleeting, head-foremost, headlong all together", 
(v. 61) "yaziZZu 
. 
1-1ibdu Can bali matnihi", "the saddle-felt sliding 
from his back", (V. 62) "jayyäsun", "fiery", (V. 64) "yaziZZu 
. 
Z-guZrrnu 
. 
`Z-hiffu", "the lightweight lad slips landward", (V. 65) "&arYrin ka 
budrüfi 
. 
l--walidi amarrahu", "he is very swift, like the toy spinning- 
top a boy whirls, and finally in (V. 78) "Wa bata biaayni qa iman äayra 
mursal ", "he remains throughout the night, sleepless and alert, ready 
to surge forward again and again in a renewal of the rhythm of activity, 
until he performs a great deed". 
2 
2. He has been established as a vivid symbol of permanence that 
stands outside the context of time. In fact, one has to agree with 
.c 
Adnän. Haydar when he concludes that: 
1 Edebi t, vol. 3, p. 52. _ 2 ct. Nasif, M. QI'ra-a taniya li Sicrina al-Qadim, pp. 80-92. 
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"... throughout this scene there is no definite time 
reference, neither past, present, nor future. The 
moment from the beginning of 1.53 to the end of 1.. 63 
can best be considered as a moment out of time. In 
general there are no verbs, and when they exist, they are 
without a specific time context. Consequently, the 
qualities of the horse are not subject to the transcience 
and the passing of time". 
' 
He is (V. 60) "ka julmudi sahrin hattahu s-saylu min 
Cali", "like a 
rugged boulder hurled from on high by the torrent' 
tand his back is 
(V. 68) "madHku aari-si"n aw saläyatu hanzal- ", "the pounding-slab for the 
crashing of a bride's perfumes, or the smooth stone on which a colocynth 
is broken. Hence, to compare the horse to a rock - the only noticeable 
thing in the life of the Bedouin that challenges change or at least 
noticeable change - is tantamount to creating an eternal value that 
scorns all transcience and ridicules it: 
12 The horse, like the Ark of 
Noah, will carry him to peaceful shelter and overcome the aridity and 
deadly atmosphere of the taZal scene, making the horse a harbinger of 
rain the great prophecy, the fulfilment of which the desert has yearned 
for, for so long. We shall come back to this point later on. 
3. "There is a deliberate tendency to compare the horse with water by 
the employment of words either derived from or associated with water, '' 
as though the poet, in one way or another, were yearning towards 
employing "sympathetic magic in which natural phenomena are thought to 
be produced by imitating them"4 The horse is (V. 60) "ka juZni di 
Z'", "like a rugged boulder hurled from on sahrin hattahu s-saylu min 
Ca 2 
1 Edebiyät, vol. 2, p. 250. 
2 Ibid-, - p. 249. 
3 cf. Edeb iyat, vol. 2, p. 249. Also cf. Nasif, M. Qira 
a taniya li 
Sicrina al-Qadim, pp. 78-82. 
4 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 231. Also see ibid, 
pp. 675-6. 
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high by the torrent". His back is so smooth and firm that it (V. 61) 
"yazillu Z-libdu Can h li niatni hi kann zaZlati s-safuxz)u bi Z-mutanaaai? V, 
"the saddle-felt sliding from his back just as a smooth pebble slides off". 
He is (V. 62) "jayyäsin", "fiery", and his "ihtizHm", "vehemence" "Which 
is often associated with thunder; 
lis like a bubbling cauldron. He is 
(V. 63) "misahhin", "pouring forth running", and an unbeatable "säbih". 
"swimmer". He is (V. 65) "daririn", "derived from the verb "darra" which 
denotes to flow abundantly like milk from camels or rain from skies'. 
2 
He is N. 67) "dal'2Oin", "which is associated with the verb "tadal7 a" 
which denotes to become filled with water, or that water has made (him) 
so swollen that it has reached his ribs'. 
3 
Finally, in V. 70 the poet 
repeats the image of water in the form of henna juice, which. resembles 
the blood of the herd's leaders, that the horse thrust: "ka'anna 
dimä'a Z-hädiyäti bi nahrihi 
Cus2ratu hinnä'in". 
Taken together all these images encourage us to suggest that the 
poet deliberately depicts his own horse - with whom he is identified 
and regards as his own mouthpiece - to be so tense, restless and 
endowed with an absolute embodiment of vigour and vitality, as to 
convey as emphatically and influentially as possible his beseechings 
and petitions to the attended power in rrsigt aZ-Ziwa ". The blessing 
that he yearns for, as indicated in para 3; is rain. 
1.12. The Reward 
Eventually, neither the pouring tears that he shed in the "talal" 
scene, nor the righteous deeds that he performs, nor his serious 
I Ibn Nanzur. Lisan al-Arab, vol. 15 and 16, p. 91. 
2 Sea p. 473. 
3 Lane, Lex. Bk. 1, vol. 2, p. 1800, 
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struggle, nor his vehement prayers are in vain. Not in vain, because 
the prophecy is fulfilled. "A metamorphosis takes place. 
"1 "The-horse's 
image is suddenly changed into a flash of lightning across the horizon, 
as though he were the mythical winged. horse of the Assyrians. "2 It is 
interesting to notice that the image of likening a horse to lightning 
and the ascending of the former (i. e. the horse) to heaven is not 
uncommon in Islamic literature. According to a certain tradition the 
Prophet ascended to heaven on a burZiq, i. e. 
"A certain beast which the Prophet Muhammad rode on the 
night of the ascension to heaven; (S., Msb., K.; ) or 
which the apostles ride in ascending to heaven; 
resembling a mule; (risb. ) or less than the mule, but 
greater than the ass. (K. ) so called because of the 
intense whiteness of his hue, and his great brightness; 
or because of the quickness of his motion; in respect 
3 
of both of which. he is likened to lightning (TA. ). " 
The lightning, "an object of veneration among the Semites')' 
4 is the 
blessed product of the horse's ceaseless efforts and struggle, and he 
can be best described as the harbinger of rain and vegetation. The 
lightning flashes as though the two hearts of Nature, heaven and earth, 
struck together as the poet calls upon his companion to witness his own 
magical power. Thus the poet has been imbued with a vision of truth 
that goes beyond the capabilities and horizons of ordinary mortals. 
Indeed, it is not surprising to suppose that he has been turned into a 
magician, seer, and a great harbinger of blessing, because to "the 
primitive peoples the ability to get control or multiply the vital 
1 Edebiyat, vol. 2, p. 253. 
2 Ibid, vol. 1,. p. 31. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. 1, vol. 1. p. 191. 
4 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 175. 
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things of life (flood or rain) is often associated with individuals 
whose powers are either general or special. To those people, a rain- 
maker is not a cosmical power, but merely a person, human or divine, 
possessed of certain art or charm". 
l 
"The image of the lightning as being like the movement of two 
hands N. 79), is one of the most powerful and striking images in the 
poem and possibly in pre-Islamic poetry"? "A counter example can be 
found in certain verses of Ibn al-Mu 
ctazz in which the poet likens the 
movement of the lightning with the opening and closing of the Holy 
Qur'än. The image of the QuPän which Ibn al-Muctazzemploys includes 
the image of the monk and the movement of the two hands: the former 
has the aura of reverence, and the latter of prayer and submission' 
Furthermore, the image of the anchorite in V. 80 partially overlaps with 
the image of "kabiru v_nasin", "a great chieftain", who stands - perhaps 
with folded hands - wrapped in a striped jubba in an attitude of 
reverence, as the sole spectator of the stupendous occurrence which 
occupied nature; witnessing the metamorphosis he brought about; 
celebrating the return of the various colours of verdure that sprang 
up everywhere, which overcame the burnt-up land of the desert of 
al-Gab: Kt and the deadly atmosphere of the "tala7. " Scene, rejoicing, at 
the same time, to listen to the paeans of birds:, that seem to have 
quaffed the choicest of sweet wines rich with spices; which burst 
forth all along the broad valley. 
1 Smith, W. R. The Religion of the Semites, p. 83. Also see ibid, 
pp. 107,111 and 582. 
2 Edebivat. vol. 
_1, 
p. 31. _ 3 Näsif, M. Qira"a taniya li Siýrina al-Qadim, p. 127. 
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1,13, New Horizons 
A more comprehensive and adequate analysis of the hypotheses 
presented throughout this chapter would help a great deal in discovering 
the precise theme of this poem which is an essential prerequisite to an 
effective understanding that would inevitably allow the reader to form 
reliable expectations of the texte In fact, "the awareness of the 
theme reduces the possibilities for alternative readings and meanings, 
and hence the work of sorting out potential ambiguities is diminished"1 
If, and only if, this is achieved, a lot of the hypotheses that cast 
doubt on the possibility of establishing original versions and meanings 
for pre-Islamic poetry - on the pretext that it: is an oral tradition 
that "can live only through variants"2 would lose a lot of their weight. 
This is due to the fact that "each writer has his own peculiar form of 
style and that whatever he writes has his own unmistakable hallmark 
because he extracts from each object those elements which are congenial 
to him and have an affinity to his own mind :3 ' 
Until such an ambitious study is carried out, however, we 
have to admit the fact that for this poem we are provided, as far as 
we are able to trace, with fourteen main recensions and fifteen 
commentaries, many of which, as has been found throughout this study, 
had little chance of originality as they are, to great extent, 
dependent upon and copying from their predecessors. These have been 
arranged chronologically except that of (As. ) for whom we could not find 
any trace in the available sources, so it has been listed after (7. )4 
Meanwhile, attention has to be drawn to the fact that we have access to 
1 De Beaugrande, R. Factors in a theory of poetic translating, p. 74. 
2 Zwettler, M. The Oral Tradition of Arabic Poetry, p. BY. 
3 Ullmann, S. Meaning and Style, pp. 64-80. 
4 See p. 627. 
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two Mss. One of them, assigned to Abi Sacid al-Siräfil(d. 368/978) 
upon which we depended peripherally, seems to be very close to the 
recension and commentary of (An. ). The simple difference that can be 
noted, however, is the occasional reference to Abü Hätim al-Sijistäni, 
which is not noticeable in the work of (An. ). The other Ms., which does 
not bear the name of the author, is mistakenly assigned to Ibn Jinni2 
(d. 392/1002). A thorough examination seems to prove that it is. but 
a copy of (N. ). 
1 See'p. 
ý626. 2 *(11. ) (kT. 1, p. 53. 
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CHAPTER TT 
The pp] cation of Semantics to the. Translation 
2.1. The Need for Semantics. 
It is generally accepted that semantics and translation are so 
interconnected that any adequate theory of translation should depend 
1 .. on an adequate theory of semantics. In fact, it occupies the very 
42 heart of the matter in any theory of literary translation. This, in 
its turn, explains why translation has often been defined with 
reference to semantics: "a translation is said to have the same 
3 
meaning as the original". Leon Dostert expresses essentially this 
view in defining translation as: 
"that branch of the applied science of language which is 
specifically concerned with the problem - or the fact - of 
the transference of meaning from one set of patterned symbols 
in a given culture into another set of patterned symbols 
"4 occurring into another culture (the "final" language). 
Unfortunately, however, this subject has long been and still is, 
one of the most ambiguous and most controversial in the theory of 
language 
, and the 
literature on it contains a bewildering diversity of 
approaches and theories. Indeed, still the fact remains that, 
"No one has produced a complete account of language in general, 
or even of a single language, or even of the semantic aspect 
of a single language,. or even of one major area of the semantics 
of a single language. All semantic theories are very tentative, 
and very partial. ,5 
1 Cf. Neaning, and Translation, ed. Guenthner, T. and Guenthner-Reutter, M. 
2 Lefevre, A., Translating Poetry, p. 6. 
3 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 35. 
4 Locke, W. N. and Booth, A. D., ed., Machine Translation of Languages, 
p. 124, also in Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 35. 
5 Leech, G., Semantics, p. 70. 
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2.2. Semantic Theories 
We cannot in the space available go into a comprehensive analysis 
of these variant theories. However, in order to demonstrate what has 
already been stated, it will suffice to have a brief look at the 
major semantic theories. 
2.2. a. Ideationalism (Conceptualism, Mentalism) 
This theory has it that an expression is meaningful if and only 
if it is associated with a certain mental image or a thought. one of 
the most famous expounders of the ideational theory is the seventeenth 
century British Philosopher, John Locke, who while perceiving language 
as a "means or instrument for the communication of thought", at the 
same time maintains: 
"Man, though he has great variety of thoughts, and such, from 
which others, as well as himself, might receive profit and 
delight; yet they. are all within his own breast, invisible 
and hidden from others, nor can of themselves be made to 
appear. The comfort and advantage of society not being to 
be had without communication of thoughts, it was necessary 
that man should find out some external sensible signs, 
whereof those invisible ideas, which his thoughts are made 
up for, might be made known to others .... Thus we may 
conceive how words which were by nature so well adapted 
to that purpose, come to be made use of by men, as the signs 
of their ideas; not by any natural connexion that there is 
between particular articulate sounds and certain ideas, for 
then there would be but one language amongst all men; but by 
a voluntary imposition, whereby such a word is made arbitrarily 
the mark of such an idea. "2 
1 Locke, J., An Essay concerning Human Understanding, Vol. 2, p. 3. 
2 Ibid, p. 8. 
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Therefore, this theory holds that"language is an instrument for 
reporting thought and that thought consists of successions of ideas 
in consciousness. Accordingly, to communicate our ideas to each other 
we need a system of intersubjectively available sounds and marks, so 
connected to ideas that the proper use of them by one person will 
arouse the appropriate ideas in another person's mind. Accordingly, 
what a word means is the idea with which it is generally connected. "1 
In the field of linguistics, Saussure's sign theory falls 
within this scope. According to de Saussure, "the linguistic sign 
consists of a signifier and a signified, which are a sound image 
and a concept respectively. These are linked by a psychological 
associative bond, ., 
2 
Hence, he described the operation of meaning as 
follows: 
"The speaker has an idea or concept in his mind, which is 
linked with a particular sound image. The sound image 
associated with the-concept is a kind of ideal target for 
a type of vocal utterance that the speaker can aim at 
producing. In doing so, the speaker will articulate 
certain sounds which, on striking the hearer's ear-drums 
will recall and be reconverted into the originally 
intended sound image. This sound image is, in the 
hearer's mind also, associated with the original concept. 
so, by the same simple and inextricable association 
between sound image and concept, the hearer can 
reconstruct the concept and understand the idea that the 
speaker intended to convey. "3 
1 Grayling, A. C., An Introduction to Philosophical Logic, p. 186. 
2 De Saussure, F., Course in General Linguistics, pp. 66-67. 
3 Hervey, S. J., A Lecture delivered in the Department of Linguistics, 
1978; also see De Saussure, F., Course in General Linguistics, pp. 11-12. 
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2.2. b Behaviourism 
Advocates of this theory believe that the mental life of men 
and animals can be explained solely in terms of their overt behaviour, 
construed on stimulus-response lines. This kind of analysis is extended 
to the concept of meaning by behaviourist-inclined philosophers. As a 
committed empiricist, endeavouring to re-establish linguistics as a 
science, Bloomfield defined meaning as: "the situation in which the 
1 
speaker utters it and the response it calls forth in the hearer". 
"To achieve this", Bloomfield maintains, "both the stimulus prompting 
utterances and the responses prompted by them must be taken into 
account. "2 Accordingly, the behavioural theory of meaning has it 
that in any communicating situation there are three elements: 
the cause of the communication (the utterance or script); the context 
of the communication; and the effect on the communication's audience. 
Bloomfield chose a hero and heroine, namely Jack and Jill, to 
demonstrate the operation of speech-events: 
"Jack and Jill*are walking down a lane; Jill sees an apple on a 
tree and, being hungry, asks Jack to get it for her; he climbs the 
tree and gives her the apple; and she eats it. In this situation, 
Jill's being hungry and her seeing the apple stimulates (S). Instead 
of making the more direct response (R) of climbing the tree to get 
the apple herself, she makes a substitute response (r) in the form of 
a particular utterance; and this acts as a substitute stimulus(s) 
for Jack causing him to respond (R) as he would have done if he himself 
had been hungry and had seen the apple. '' 
1 Bloomfield, L., Language, p. 139. 
2 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, pp. 126-127; also cf. Bloomfield, L., 
Language, pp. 22-27. 
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Bloomfield summarised this whole operation as follows: 
S --* r --- s -*R 
This theory, then holds, that the meaning of an utterance 
or piece of script is the response it evokes from its audience in 
a particular situation. 'phis is best demonstrated by recalling the 
work of Pavlov, who conditioned dogs in such a way that their salivatory 
reflexes could be prompted by ringing a bell. So, the bell "meant" 
food to them and. that is why they responded to a rung bell by 
salivating. The theory accordingly has it that the constituents 
of language mean by virtue of the response which people are 
1 
conditioned to make to them. " 
2.2. c Truth - Conditional 
The key notion of this theory holds that the meaning of any 
given sentence can be obtained by considering the conditions under 
which it is true. "In fact this concept has been developed in the 
work of Frege, Tarski, Wittgenstein, Carnap, Quine and Davidson. "2 
According to Wittgenstein,. for instance, "to know the meaning 
of a sentence is to know what is the case if it is true" 
3 
Carnap expressed essentially the same viewpoint when he stressed 
that "To know the meaning of a sentence is to know in which of the 
4 
possible cases it would be true and in which not. 
" Following the same 
path, Tarski proposed that with reference to formal languages constructed 
by logicians, 'a definition of truth could be given for such a language 
if for each sentence of the language a rule schema can predict correctly 
the formula: "S" is true iff*"p", 
1 Grayling, A. C., An Introduction to Philosophical Logic, pp. 192-193. 
2 Ibid, p. 219. 
3 Ibid, p. 220. 
4 Carnap, R., Meaning and Necessity, p. 10. 
iff = if and only if 
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Where "S" is the name of the sentence, and "P" the conditions 
which guarantee the truth of that sentence. Tarski demonstrated this 
by arguing that to know, for example, the meaning of the sentence: 
"Snow is white" 
is to know what conditions have to obtain in order for the 
sentence "Snow is white" to be true. This is demonstrated by the 
formula: 
"Snow is white is true iff snow is white"? Furthermore, it has 
been claimed that "we can have a complete theory of meaning for a 
language if we have a rule formation which can provide a sentence 
analogous to the formula just given for each sentence of the language". 
2 
Accordingly, Davidson maintains: 
"The theory of meaning will have done its work if it provides 
for every sentence 'S' in the language under study, a matching 
sentence (to replace 'p' in 's' means that 'p') that, in 
some way, yet to be made clear, gives the meaning of s,.,, 
3 
Therefore, in*Davidson's view, "a theory of meaning for a 
language L. 
shows 
how the meanings of sentences depend upon the 
meanings of words if it contains a definition of truth-in-L., "the idea 
being that we must demonstrate how the truth-conditions for sentences 
are determined by the semantic features'of the constituents of those 
sentences together with the semantic significance of their structure ,5 
2.2. d Contextualism 
Dissatisfaction with Mentalism and Behaviourism caused semanticists 
1 Kempson, R. M., Semantic Theory, pp. 23-24. 
2 Lyons, J., Semantics, p. 169. 
3 Synthese, Vol. 17, p. 309. 
4 Ibid, p. 310. 
5 Grayling, A. C., An Introduction to Philosophical Logic, p. 225. 
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to have recourse to Wittgensteinian slogans, such as "Bongt look for the 
meaning, but for the use", "a main source of our failure to understand is 
that we do not command a clear view of the use of our words"; and "the 
meaning of a word is its use in the language"? Advocates of this theory 
focus attention on the situation in which words and sentences occur and 
how variant contexts entail widely different meanings. The anthropologist, 
B. Malinowski, whose interest in language stems from his work in the 
Trobriand Islands in the South Pacific, gave a particular prominence to the 
concept of cultural context of linguistic utterances, when he stresses: 
"The meanings and uses of linguistic forms, words, and sentences, were 
acquired and understood from their occurrences in such contexts, and must 
be so explained by the linguist. The meaning relation should not be 
thought of as a dynamic one between a word and its referent, but as a. multi- 
dimensional and functional set of relations between the word in its 
sentence and the context of its occurrence"3 
Similarly, the notion of "context" occupies a crucial importance in 
the Firthian theory of meaning. The analysis of the meaning of an 
utterance, according to Firth, consists in "a serial contextualisation of 
our facts, context within context, each one being a function, an organ 
of the bigger context, and all contexts finding a place in what might be 
called the context of culture". 
Another contextual theory, in the sense in which-the theories of 
Firth and Malinowski are contextual theories, is the speech-act theory, 
developed by the Oxford philosopher, J. L. Austin. 
1 Wittgenstein, L., Philosophical Investigations, S. 122, p. 496. 
2 Ibid., S. 43, p. 20e. 
3 Robins, R. H., Malinowski, Firth and the "Context of Situation". In 
Ardener, E., ed., Social Anthropology and Language, (ASA Monographs, 
10), p. 35. 
4 Firth, J. R., Papers in Linguistics, 1934-1951 , p. 
32. 
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The central insight of this theory is to "look at what the 
expression is used to do". In his theory Austin made an initial 
distinction between constative and performance utterances. "A 
constative one is an utternace which serves to state a fact, report 
that something is the case, or describe what something is: ' 
Performative utterances, on the other hand, are those that are not 
primarily used for describing, reporting or making statements that 
can be "true or false", but rather for the actual performing of 
certain types of action. Such acts are, for instance, 'I promise to 
come to dinner', 'I name this ship S. S. Abraham Lincoln' and 'I 
hereby appoint you Prime Minister'. None of these instances describe 
anything but the actual act that performs it. "1 
'I promise', for instance, does not describe an act of 
promising; rather, in context, the uttering of these words is the act 
of making a promise. 
From all this, Austin came to the conclusion, that any speech- 
act comprises at least two and typically three speech-acts. 
1. The locutionary aspect of the utterance"includes the 
utterance of certain noises, the utterance of certain words 
in a certain construction, and the utterance of them with a 
certain meaning. "- 
2. The illocutionary act is the force with which the sentence 
was employed, i. e. "utterances which have a certain (conven- 
tional) force. "3 
3. The perlocutionary act is the effect that an utterance has on 
the hearer. Or, in Austin's own words: 
1 Austin, J. L., How to Do Things with Words, pp. 5-6. 
2 Ibid, p. 44. 
3 Ibid, p. 109. 
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"Saying something will often, or even normally, produce 
certain consequential effects upon the feelings, thoughts, 
or actions of the audience, or of the speaker, or of other 
1 
persons... " 
2.2. e Structuralism 
The central thesis of structuralism holds that "every language 
is a unique relational structure or system, and that the units which 
we identify, or postulate as theoretical constructs, in analysing any 
given sentence of a particular language derive both their essence and 
their existence from their relationships with other units which should 
be "simultaneously identified in the same language-system's. 
In fact, this insight goes back to the Swiss scholar, 
F. de Saussure, who emphasizes that every language is "a system of 
interdependent terms in which the value of each term results from the 
simultaneous presence of the others"3 According to Saussure these 
relationships fall into two categories, Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic. 
The syntagmatic relations are those which a unit contracts by means 
4 
of its combination with other units of the same level. For example, 
the lexeme "young" is syntagmatically related with the definite article 
and the noun "man" in the syntagm "the young man". The paradigmatic 
relations, on the other hand, are those which hold between a particular 
unit in a given syntagm and other units which are substitutable for it 
in the same syntagm. For example, the adjective "old" is paradigmatically 
related with "young" in syntagms such as;. "the old man"-, "the young man"? 
Therefore, meaning according to structural semantics is defined in terms 
of "the set of paradigmatic relations in the sense that the unit in 
1 Austin, J. L., How To Do Things with Words, p.. 101. 
2 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, pp. 231-232. 
3 De Saussure, F., Course in General Linguistics, p. 114. 
4 Ibid, p. 124, see also, Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 240. 
5 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 241. 
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question contracts with other units of the language (in the context 
1 
or contexts in which it occurs)". 
2.3 Applications 
The applications of these paradigmatic relationships to the 
translation and presentation of the fifteen commentaries in the present 
work is of significant importance since: 
1. Semantically, they enable us to evaluate each of these 
commentaries. 
2. They help us to categorize them into precise, systematic and 
coherent groups. 
3. They disclose, to some extent, the way in which each of 
these categorized groups is inclined to comprehend and 
interpret the text under study. 
4. They enable the investigator at a glance to see the dependence 
of each of the commentators upon his fellow commentators. 
S. They help us to figure out with ease the translators' 
dependence'on each other, on the one hand, and their reliance 
on these commentaries, on the other hand. 
What then are these meaning relationships, the applications of 
which are'of such importance to our research, and to which Saussure and 
structural linguists since his time have drawn attention? These meaning 
relationships are: 
2.3. a. Incompatibility 
This semantic relationship has been applied to denote opposite or 
1 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 59. 
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contradictory propositions. "Logically, the predication of a 
particular property of an object or a person excludes or negates the 
possibility of predicating an incompatible property of the same 
person or object at the same time. "1 For example, a proposition "p" 
is disjunct and contradictory with another proposition "q", iff'"p" 
and "q" cannot both be true or false at the same time. To demonstrate 
this one might offer the further example: "x is alive" vs. "x is dead". 
Here while the first proposition implies that "x" is not dead, the 
second proposition negates it and proposes that "x" is not alive? In 
other words, the denotation of the first proposition is disjunct and 
contradictory with the second proposition. 
Semantic incompatibility can be established "if the assertion 
of a sentence containing one of the terms over which the relation holds 
can be shown to be understood as implicitly denying each of the sentences 
formed by the substitution of any one of the other terms of the set in 
the context in which the given terms occur "3 To quote an obvious example 
for the present work, p. 182, para. 6. c. l. "The trace has been effaced 
completely owing to the blowing and re-blowing of the South and North 
winds" vs. "The trace has not yet been effaced owing to the opposite 
blowing of the South and North wind". It can be observed from the above 
quoted example that, while the first sentence can be understood as 
denying and excluding the fact that the trace has not yet been effaced, and 
affirming that the trace has been effaced thoroughly, due to the blowing 
and re-blowing of the South and North wind, the second sentence, negates this 
and affirms that the trace has not yet been effaced due to the opposite 
1 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, pp. 59-60. 
2 Cf. Bierwisch, M., "Semantics; in New Horizons in Linguistics, ed. 
Lyons, J., p. 176. 
3 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 61. 
iff = if and only if 
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blowing of the South and the North wind. Moreover, the sentence, 
"The trace has been effaced" will be understood as explicity excluding 
and denying that the trace has not yet been effaced, 
due to the 
disjunction and incompatibility of their denotation. Equally, the 
same argument is applicable to the sentence 
"The trace has not yet 
been effaced". Such a semantic relationship may 
be diagrammatically 
demonstrated, as in Figure 1. 
Den X 
Den X is incompatible and disjunct with Den Y. 
Figure 1. Figure "1 
Den Y 
For more extensive discussion and illustration of this semantic 
relationship in this thesis, the reader 
is referred to: 
p188-9., para. 7. c. 1; p. 225, para. 12. c. 5; p. 236, para. 15. c. 
1; p. 270-1, 
para. 23. c. 2; p. 290, para. 27. c. 3; p. 295, para. 28. b. 
4; p. 298, para. 
29. c. 1; p. 311, para. 30. c. 2; p. 32576, para. 33. 
b. 1: 
p. 351, para. 39. c. 2; p. 404, para. 51. c. 2; p. 
427 , para. 58. c. 1; p. 
443, 
para. 61. b. 2; p. 467, para. 64. c. 3, p. 480, para. 
66. c. 1; p. 490, para. 
68. b. 2; p. 498, para. 70. c. 1; p. 519, para. 74. b. 1; p. 
530, para. 76. b. 3; 
p. 539, pars 79. b. 1; p. 543, para. 79. c. 1; p546-7, para. 
80. b. 2; p. 559, 
para 82. c. 4; p. 563, para. 83. b. 1; p. 607-8, para. 
89. b. 3; p. 615, para. 
A. M. 
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2.3. b. Synonymy 
Synonyms, according to Fowler: 
"are separate words whose meaning, both denotation and 
connotation, is identical, so that one can always be 
substituted for the other without change in the effect of 
the sentence in which it is done. "' 
These are as common in linguistic theories as they are controversial. 
Often it has been argued that there are no two words which have exactly 
the same meaning, i. e. there are no real synonyms in a given language. 
Dr. Johnson, for instance, once asserted: "Words are seldom exactly 
synonyms"? Bloomfield is very close to this statement in the following 
passage: 
... each 
linguistic form has a'constant and specific 
meaning. If the forms are phonemically different, we 
suppose that their meanings also are different - for 
instance, that each one of a set of forms like: quick, 
fast, swift, rapid, speedy, differs from all the others 
in some constant and conventional feature of meaning. 
We suppose, in short, that there are no actual synonyms. "3 
It seems that "the customary arguments introduced to support the pro- 
position that there are no "real" synonyms all seem to depend on the 
assumption that forms established as synonymous in one context must be 
synonymous in all contexts"4 "In common with all meaning-relations, 
synonyms must be bound to context"5 Therefore, a given lexeme or 
sentence is accepted as having the same meaning, both denotation and 
1 Fowler, H. W., Modern Language Usage, ed. Cowers, E., p. 611; cf. 
al-Shy5ti, J., al-luzhir, Vol. 1, pp. 403-405; also cf. Ibn Faris, A., 
al-Sähibi fi fighal-luga, p. 65. 
2 Ullmann, S., Semantics, p. 141. 
3 Bloomfield, L., Language, p. 145. 
4 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 74; also cf. Ullmann, S., 
Semantics, p. 142. 
5 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 74. 
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connotation, as another lexeme or sentence, if its substitution for 
the other in the given context yields a lexeme or sentence which has 
the same psychological, emotive, and evocatory effect on the hearer as 
that of the first utterance. "1 To quote from this thesis some obvious 
examples of this semantic relationship: p. 144, para. 1. b. 2: 
1. "The end of the sand"; 2. "The extremity or falling of the sand". 
In this example, these sentences can be substituted for one another 
without changing the conveyed semantic message in the context in which 
it has been used, due to their identical denotation and connotation. 
Similarly, p. 186, para. 7. b. 1: the lexemes "da'b" and "din" are 
synonymous in this context because they are totally overlapping with 
each other in the context in which they have been employed. A third 
example, as explained in p. 514, para. 73. b. 1: 1. "The horse brought 
the lad up with the leaders"; 2. "The horse brought the hunter up". 
In this context the denotation of the lexeme "hunter", according to the 
commentators who adopted the recension of "alhagahu", is totally over- 
lapping with the denotation of "lad". 
To quote a fourth example: 1. "a fast horse"; 2. "a swift horse" 
(p. 473, para. 65. c. 1). In this example sentence "1" can be freely 
substituted for sentence "2" in the context in which it has been used 
without causing any change in the conveyed semantic message. Synonymy 
can be diagrammatically presented as follows in Figure 2: 
1 Cf. Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 75. 
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Den X Den Y 
Den X is synonymous with Den Y 
Figure '. -2 
For further examples of this case, the reader is referred to: 
p. 182, para. 6. c. 1; p. 218, para. 12. b. 1; p. 219, para. 
12. b. 2; 
p. 223, para. 12. c. 3; p. 266, para. 22. b. 1; p. 270, para. 23. c. 
2; 
p. 289, para. 27. c. 2.; p. 298, para. 29. c. 1; p. 307, para. 
30. b. 1; 
p. 309, para. 30. c. 1; p. 314, para. 31. b. 2; p. 
339, para. 35. c. 1; 
p. 354, para. 40. b. 1; p. 372, para. 43. c. 1; p. 
385, para. 46. c. 1; 
p. 393, para. 48. b. 1; p. 395, para. 48. c. i; p. 
396, para. 48. c. 2; 
p. 402, para. 51. b. 1; p. 415, para. 53. b. 1; p. 429, para. 
59. b. 1; 
p. 430, para. 59. b. 1; 
p. 446, para. 61. c. 2; 
p. 453, para. 62. c. 3; 
p. 480, para. 66. c. 1; 
p. 490, para. 68. b. 2; 
p. 524, para. 75. C. 1; 
p. 534, para. 78. b .1; 
p. 432, 
P. 452, 
p. 457, 
p. 482, 
p. 498, 
p. 531, 
p. 561, 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
59. c. 2; p. 441, 
62. c. 1; p. 449, 
63. b. 2; p. 473, 
66. c. 2; p. 489, 
70. c. 1; p. 519, 
76. b. 4; p. 534, 
83. b. 1; p. 581, 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
para. 
61. b. 1; 
62. b. 1; 
65. c. 1; 
68. b. 1; 
74. b. 1; 
78. b. 1; 
85. b. 3; 
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2.3. c. Partial Synonymy 
This term has been employed to denote'near-synonyms, or pseudo- 
synonyms. More precisely, it has been employed to denote separate 
lexemes or sentences, the substitution of which one for another in a 
given context entails an expression which produces a slightly different 
psychological, emotive or evocatory effect on the reader. For instance: 
p. 162, para. 2. c. 3: a. l. "The trace has been-effaced till it cannot 
be distinguished owing to the blowing and re-blowing of the South and 
North Wind in different direction and at different intervals"; 
a. 2. "The trace has been effaced completely"; p. 208, para. 10. c. l: 
b. l. "a happy and joyful day"; b. 2. "a pleasant day"; p. 467, 
para. 64. c. 3: a.. 1. "a hard and inconsiderate rider"; a. 2. "a rough 
and inept rider". In the above quoted examples the substitution of 
sentencesa. l., b. l., c. l. with a. 2., b. 2., c. 2. will produce a very 
slight emotive and evocatory shift in the conveyed semantic message. 
Partial synonymity can be diagrammatically represented thus: 
Den X Den Y 
Den X partially overlaps with Den Y 
Figure 3 
1 Cf. Ullmann, S., The Principles of Semantics, p. 109. 
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For further examples, the reader is referred to: 
p. 145, para. 1. b. 2; p. 162, para. 2. c. 3; p. 173, para. 3. c. 3; 
p. 182, para. 6. c. 1; p. 189, para. 7. c. 1; p. 201, para. 9. c. 1; 
p. 208, para. 10. c. 1; p. 225, para. 12. c. 5; p. 225, para. 12. c. 5; 
p. 229, para. 14. c. 1; p. 231, para. 14. c. 3; p. 237, para. 15. c. 2; 
p. 239, para. 16. c. 1; p. 244, para. 17. b. 1; p. 263, para. 21. c. 1, 
p. (284, para. 26. b. 1; p. 288, para. 27. c. 1; p. 289, para. 27. c. 2; 
p. 298, para. 29. c. 1; p. 304, para. 29. c. 3; p. 311, para. 30. c. 2; 
p. 317, para. 31. c. 1; p. 319, para. 32. b. 1; p. 322, para. 32. b. 5; 
p. 325, para. 33. b. 1; p. 327, para. 33. b. 2; p. 337, para. 35. b. 1; 
p. 339, para. 35. c. 1; p. 340, para. 35. c. 2; p. 344, para. 38. b. 1; 
p. 346, para. 38. b. 2; p. 351, para. 39. c. 2; p. 356, para. 40. c. 1; 
p. 357, para. 40. c. 2; p. 358, para. 40. c. 3; p. 361, para. 41. b. 1; 
p. 362, para. 41. b. 2; p. 365, para. 42. c. 1; p. 367, para. 42. c. 2; 
p. 368, para. 42. c. 3; p. 379, para. 44. c. 4; p. 391, para. 47. c. 3; 
p. 416, para. 55. c. 2; p. 425, para. 57. b. 2; p. 433, para. 59. c. 2; 
p. 433, para. 59. c. 2; p. 436, para. 60. b. 1; p. 451, para. 62. c. 1; 
p. 456, para. 63. b. 1; p. 467, para. 64. c. 3; p. 471, para. 65. b. 1; 
p. 476, para. 65. c. 3; p. 485, para. 67. b. 1; p. 498, para. 70. c. 1; 
p. 508, para. 72. b. 1; p. 528, para. 76. b. 2, p. 540, para. 79. b. 2; 
p. 542, para. 79. c. 1; p. 552, para. 81. b. 2; p. 579, para. 85. b. 2; 
p. 584, para. 86.: ). 1, p. 585, para. 86. c. i; p. 594, para. 87. c. 1; 
p. 609, para. 89. b. 4; p. 611, para. 89. c. 1. 
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2.3. d. Superordination-Hyponymy 
This has been applied to the semantic relationship that holds 
between a general and a specific denotation. Linguists normally call 
the more general denotation a "superordination"1or "hyperonymy"2 of the 
less general denotation, which is called a "hyponymy". "This semantic 
relationship has frequently been discussed by logicians in terms of 
class-inclusion, in the sense that, for instance, if "X" is the class 
of "beast" and "Y" is the class of "camel", this, in fact, entails 
that X properly includes Y and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relationshi with it (X Y and Y3 p. ý X): ' At the same time, 
"hyponymy" has often been defined in terms of unilateral implication: '4 
Thus 'T' is "black and white Yemeni bead", will be understood to imply 
that "X" is "a certain type of bead", but not vice versa. Moreover, 
"hyponymy involves the logical relationship of "ENTAILMENT"S i. e. if 
the first sentence is true, the second one (on logical grounds) must 
also be true. To say, for instance, "This is a white antelope" entails 
"This is an antelope" and "This is the purest portion of wine" entails 
"this is wine". 
Superordination-hyponymy semantic relationship could be diagram- 
matically represented as follows in Figures 4 and 5: 
1 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 291. 
2 Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. G. J., Theory of the Linguistic 
Sign, p. 31. 
3 Cf. Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 291. 
4 Ibid, p. 292. 
5 Palmer, F. R., Semantics, p. 78. 
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Den X 
Den X 
Den Y 
Den Y 
Den X-is properly included in Den Y 
Figure 5 
For further examples of this semantic-relationship, the reader is 
referred to: 
p. 145, para. 1. b. 2; p. 157, para. 2. c. 2; p. 165, para. 3. b. 1; 
p. 172, para. 3. c. 2; p. 189, para. 7. c. 1; p. 196, para. 8. c. 1; 
p. 196, para. 8. c. 3; p. 201, para. 9. c. 1; p. 208, para. 10. c. 1; 
p. 215, para. ll. c. 2; p. 221, para. 12. c. 2; p. 223, para. 12. c. 3; 
p. 224, para. 12. c. 4; 
p. 229, para. 14. c. 1; p. 230, para. 14. c. 2; p. 231, para. 14. c. 3; 
p. 233, para. 15. b. 1; p. 239, para. 16. c. 1; p. 239, para. 16. c. 1; 
p. 250, para. 19. b. 2; p. 252, para. 19. b. 4; p. 253, para. 19. c. 1; 
p. 257, para. 20. b. 2. 
p. 288, para. 27. c. 1; p. 289, para. 27. c. 2; p. 292, para. 28. b. 1; 
p. 304, para. 29. c. 3; p. 319, para. 32. b. 1; p. 325, para. 33. b. 1; 
Cf. Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. G. J., Theory of Linguistic Sign, 
p. 45; also cf. Hervey, S. G. J., Axiomatic Semantics, pp. 37,86 and 
95. 
Ibid. 
Den X properly includes Den Y 
Figure 4 
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p. 327, para. 33. b. 2; 
p. 339, para. 35. c. 1; 
p. 350, para. 39. c. 1; 
p. 361, para. 41. b. 1; 
p. 368, para. 42. c. 3; 
p. 377, para. 44. c. 3; 
p. 388, para. 47. c. 1; 
p. 393, para. 48. b. 1; 
p. 403, para. 51. c. 1; 
p. 425, para. 57. c. 2; 
p. 436, para. 60. b. 1; 
p. 456, para. 63. b. 1; 
p. 459, para. 63. c. 1; 
p. 467, para. 64. c. 1; 
p. 476, para. 65. c. 3; 
p. 508, para. 72. b. 1; 
p. 536, para. 78. c. 2; 
p. 557, para. 82. c. 1; 
p. 562, para. 83. b. 1; 
p. 570, para. 84. b. 1; 
p. 592, para. 87. b. 3; 
p. 600, para. 88. b. 3; 
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404, 
433, 
438, 
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459, 
471, 
485, 
526, 
540, 
557, 
565, 
574, 
594, 
611, 
para. 34. b. 1; 
para. 35. c. 2; 
para. 40. c. 1; 
para. 42. c. 1; 
para. 43. c. 1; 
para. 45. c. 1; 
para. 47. c. 2; 
para. 48. b. 2; 
para. 51. c. 2; 
para. 59. c. 2; 
para. 60. c. 1; 
para. 63. b. 2; 
para. 63. c. 1; 
para. 65. b. 1; 
para. 67. b. 1; 
para. 75. c. 2; 
para. 79. b. 2; 
para. 82. c. 2; 
para. 83. c. 2; 
para. 84. c. 1; 
para. 87. c. 1; 
para. 89. c. 1. 
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346, 
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383, 
391, 
398, 
425, 
433, 
446, 
458, 
461, 
474, 
488, 
529, 
528, 
558, 
567, 
584, 
595, 
para. 35. b. 1; 
para. 38. b. 2; 
para. 40. c. 2; 
para. 42. c. 2; 
para. 44. c. 1; 
para. 45. c. 2; 
para. 47. c. 3; 
para. 49. c. 1; 
para. 57. b. 2; 
para. 59. c. 2; 
para. 61. c. 2; 
para. 63. b. 4; 
para. 63. c. 2; 
para. 65. c. 1; 
para. 68. b. 1; 
para. 76. b. 2; 
para. 79. c. 1; 
para. 82. c. 2; 
para. 83. c. 3; 
para. 86. b. 1; 
para. 87. c. 2; 
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2.3. e. Direct Superordination-Hyponymy 
This semantic relationship has been employed to denote "a lexeme 
or sentence whose denotation class properly includes that of a given 
lexeme or sentence without properly including the denotation class of 
any superordination of the given lexeme or sentence". 
' 
This rather 
complicated statement can be clarified by maintaining that "in a case 
where the denotation classes of lexemes or sentences 'X', 'Y' and 'Z' 
(Den X, Den Y and Den Z, respectively) are in a relation as shown in 
the diagram below, the lexeme 'Z' is a superordination, but not a 
Direct superordination of the lexeme 'X', whereas the lexeme 'Y' is a 
direct superordination of the lexeme 'X'. "2 
Y 
Den of lexeme "Y" properly includes that of 
lexeme "X" and contracts a direct superordination- 
hyponymy relation with it. 
Figure 6 
1 Cf. Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. G. 3., The Strategy of 
Linguistics, p. 207. 
2 Cf. Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. G. J., Theory of the Linguistic 
Sign, p. 51. 
3 Ibid. 
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To recapitulate, it can be stated that "if and only if a given denota- 
tion 'X' properly includes another denotation class 'Y' in such a way 
that there is no intermediate denotation class which is both properly 
-included in 'X' and properly includes 'Y', we shall say that 'X' properly 
includes 'Y1.111 In other words, "if and only if, in the ascending scale 
of hyperonyms (superordinations) there is no intermediate hyperonym 
between sign "Y" and sign "X", then sign "X" is a direct hyperonym of 
sign "Y", e. g. "adult horse" is a direct hyperonym of "stallion". This 
entails, in. fact, that, although a lexeme or sentence in a given 
language may have hierarchies of superordinationseach with a denotation 
class properly including that of the one below it in the hierarchy, e. g. 
'horse', 'equine', 'mammal', 'vertebrate', 'animal', etc., only the 
lowest superordination in the hierarchy is a direct Superordination of 
the given lexeme or sentence (e. g. in the above example, 'equine' is a 
direct superordination of. "horse". "2 
To cite an example of this semantic relationship found in this 
research: p. 231, 'para. 14. c. 3: 1. "The silk", 2. "The raw (white) 
silk"; and 3. "Any white garment whether it is made of linen, silk, or 
raw silk". In the above example, while the third sentence is a super- 
ordination, but not a direct superordination, of the second sentence, 
the first sentence is a direct superordination of the second sentence 
because there is no intermediate superordination that separates them. 
To clarify and demonstrate this semantic relation furthermore, 
the reader is referred to: 
p. 239, para. 16. c. 1; p. 287, para. 27. c. 1; p. 322, para. 32. b. 5; 
p. 356, para. 40. c. 1; p. 383, para. 45. c. 2; 
1 Hervey, S. G. J., Axiomatic Semantics, p. 40. 
2 Cf. Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. G. J., The Strategy of 
Linguistics, p. 207. 
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p. 438, para. 60. c. 1; p. 439, para. 60. c. 1; p. 529, para. 75. c. 1; 
p. 542, para. 79. c. 1; p. 557, para. 82. c. 2; p. 568, para. 83. c. 4; 
p. 568, para. 83. c. 4; p. 574, para. 84. c. 1; p. 579, para. 85. b. 2; 
p. 585, para. 86. c. 1; p. 594, para. 87. c. 1. 
2.3. f. Exclusive Paronyms 
This term has been applied to the case where we are considering 
"two or more lexemes or sentences whose denotation classes, although 
1 
non-overlapping, are both included in a co=, on superordination. For 
example: p. 431, para. 59. c. l: 1. "a short-haired horse"; 2. "a 
horse sharp and vigorous in pace"; 3. "a short-haired horse and 
vigorous in pace". Here, although there is no overlap between the 
denotation classes of sentence "1" and "2", both of their denotations 
are properly included in the denotation class of the third sentence. 
2 
Exclusive paronymy can be-represented diagrammatically as follows: 
01. 
Den of paronym a ''ý " Den of paronym b 
Den of superordination X 
Figure 7 
For further examples and demonstrations of this semantic 
relationship, the reader is referred to: 
1 Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. G. J., The Strategy of Linguistics, 
p. 209. 
2 Ibid. 
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p. 430, para. 59. b. 1; p. 443, para. 61. b. 2; p. 454, para. 62. c. 3; 
p. 481, para. 66. c. 1; p. 511, para. 72. c. 1; p. 522, para. 75. b. 2; 
p. 534, para. 78. b. 1; p. 535, para. 78. c. 1. 
2.3. g. Exclusive Incompatibility 
This term has been employed in cases where we are considering 
two or more lexemes or sentences whose denotation classes, although 
disjunct and incompatible with each other, are properly included in one 
common superordination. For instance: p. 481, para. 66. c. 1: Though 
the denotation classes of the lexeme "galloping" are disjunct and 
incompatible with that of "cantering", both of them are properly 
included in the denotation classes of the lexeme "running", which is 
their common superordination. Exclusive incompatibility can be 
represented by a diagram as in Figure . 
8: 
Den of incompatible a 
Den of superordination X 
Figure 8 
Den of incompatible b 
For further examples, the reader is referred to: 
p. 499, para. 70. c. 1; p. 543, para. 79. c. 1; p. 570, para. 84. b. 1. 
1 Cf. Mulder, J. W. F. and Hervey, S. C. J., The Strategy of 
Linguistics, p. 210. 
2 Ibid. 
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2'. 3. h. Partial Overlapping Paronymy Set' 
This term has been employed to denote two or more lexemes or 
sentences whose denotation classes are partially overlapping with each 
other and, at the same time, properly included in one common super- 
ordination. The lexeme "bay", for instance, as has been interpreted in 
p. 445, para. 61. c. 1, has a denotation class that properly includes the 
following lexemes whose denotation classes are partially overlapping 
with each other: a. "cheerful bay", b. "blood-coloured bay", 
c. "dark-reddish-bay", d. "chestnut-bay", and e. "blackish-bay". 
Partial overlapping paronymy set could be represented diagram- 
matically as in Figure 9: 
Den of 
paronym 
11 a 
Den of \ 
paronyri 
b 
Den of 
paronym 
c 
Den of sux 
paronym 
9 Den of 
e 
Den of 
paronym 
d 
perordination X 
Figure 9 
1 Cf. Mulder, J. U. F. and Hervey, S. G. J. 's use of "paronym", 
"paronymy set" and "paronymy series" in The Strategy of Linguistics, 
pp. 208-210. 
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Translation: Theory vs. Practice 
"An evaluation of the translations of F. F. Johnson and A. J. Arberry" 
3.1. The Need for Translation 
From time immemorial the process of translation has pever come to a 
halt. This is due to the fundamental function it plays in disseminating 
knowledge, bridging the gulf between culturally different linguistic 
communities and genetically unrelated languages. 
"The Rosetta stone, dating from the second century B. C., which 
provided the key to unlock the secrets of ancient Egypt through the clue 
it gave to deciphering Egyptian hieroglyphics; and the polyglot empire of 
ancient Babylon, with its hard-working core of multilingual scribes 
sending out official communications on cuneiform tablets to the far corners 
of the realm, 
l 
are but some vivid examples of the immense interest that 
ancient civilizations showed in translation. 
In our modern age, there is an upsurge of interest by"linguists, 
logicians, anthropologists and mathematicians in the theory and practice 
,, 2. 
of translation. 
However, a literary scholar, searching for a coherent and -.. adequate 
theory of translation in this huge bulk of studies, should neither raise 
his hopes too high nor breathe too deep a 
is not surprising, "because translation is 
replacement of textual material in one la 
material in another language (TL)S, i. e. 
Ita 
sigh of relief too soon. This 
a process that involves the 
nguage (SL) by equivalent textual 
process of decoding two equivalent 
1 Nida, E. A_,. Toward a Science of Translative-, p. 11. 
2 Cf. Lefevre, Translating Poetry, p. 1. 
3 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 20. 
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messages in two different codes"1 The corollary is that any'Hgorous 
and comprehensive theory of translation necessitates a complete depen- 
2 
dence upon and a total overlapping with a theory of language". 
Unfortunately, however, 
"no one has produced a complete account of language in 
general, or even of a single language, or even of the 
semantic aspect of a single language, or even of one 
major area of the semantics of a single language3 the 
core of the matter in any rigorous theory of literary 
translation., 
4 
That this rather pessimistic conclusion has been reached so far 
is a natural outcome of the fact that language in itself is' a very 
complicated operation, and what makes the matter worse is that the 
factors involved in human discourse are even more complicated and inter- 
woven. Therefore, it would seem palatable to assume that we are left with 
no balmy remedy to what I. A. Richards has once described as "probably the 
5 
most complex type of event yet produced in the evolution of the cosmos". 
3.2. The Approach to Translation 
Notwithstanding this grave impasse and a rather defeatist conciu- 
sion, different linguistic approaches to establish a theory of transla- 
tion have been suggested. These approaches can be classified into 
three main categories: philological, linguistic and sociolinguistic. 
I will now discuss these three diverse approaches to the theory and 
practice of translation in an attempt to verify the validity of their 
application to the translations of both F. E. Johnson and A. J. Arberry. 
1 Jakobson, R., On Linguistic Aspects of Translation. In Harvard 
Studies, ed., On Translation, p. 233. 
2 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 1, also cf. 
Steiner, G. After Babel: Aspects of Language and Translation, 
pp. 279-280. 
3 Leech, J., Semantics, p. 70. 
4 Lefevere, A., Translating Poetry, p. 6. 
5 Nida, E. A., Toward a Science of Translating, p. 10. 
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3.2. a The Philological Theories of Translation 
"These theories have been concerned primarily with the 
corresponding structures of literary texts in the source and 
receptor languages with an attempt to evaluate their equivalences" 
"Prior to World War II, practically all attempts to formulate theories 
of translation were based essentially on philological comparisons 
2 
of texts" Traditional lists of rules (or advice ) for translators 
are all based on fundamentally philological viewpoints. These 
theories have bequeathed us a welter of such contradictory 
viewpoints that the would-be translator finds himself bewildered and 
embarrassed. These viewpoints have been clearly put forward by 
Theodore Savory: 
"1. A translation must give the words of the original. 
2. A translation must give the ideas of the original. 
3. A translation should read like an original work. 
4. A translation should read like a translation. 
5. A translation should reflect the style of the original. 
6. A translation should possess the style of the translator. 
7. A translation should read as a contemporary of the original. 
8. A translation should read as a contemporary of the translator. 
9. A translation may add to or omit from the original. 
10. A translation may never add to or omit from the original. 
11. A translation of verse should be in prose. 
12. A translation of verse should be in verse., 
3 
Nonetheless, these contradictory approaches tend to be clustered 
around two main categories, namely: Literal vs. Idiomatic translation. 
1 Nida, E. A., itA Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation", in Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation: Applications 
and Research, p. 67. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Savory, T. H., The Art of Translation, p. 49. 
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3.2. a. 1 The Literal Translation 
The literal approach to translation advocates a slavish adherence 
and strict commitment to the form and content of the SL. "In fact, this 
zealous demand for fidelity and accurateness to convey the remoteness 
of the SL in time and place is a recurrent feature of the nineteenth 
century philological theories of translation and the main concern of 
their practitioners"as it has been emphasised by Caillois: 
"The triumph of the philological conception has meant fidelity 
is nowadays the first quality we demand from a good translation, 
and above all fidelity, to the meaning of the text. "2 
Echoing Caillois, F. W. Newman tried "to retain every peculiarity 
of the original so far-as he is able, with the greater care the more 
foreign it may happen to be". Similarly, William Morris, "who received 
a considerable critical acclaim due to his translation of a large 
number of texts, including Norse Sagas, Homer's Odyssey, Vergil's Aeneid 
and Old French Romances, is well-known for his translations which are 
deliberately and consciously archaic, full of such peculiarities of 
language that they are difficult to read and often obscure: '4 It was 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, however, who took the literalistic approach 
to translation. one step further, when he conceitedly claimed: 
"The only merit my book has is that it is exactly. what Dante 
says, and not what the translator imagines he might have said 
if he had been an Englishman. In other words, while making 
it rhythmic, I have endeavoured to make it also as literal 
as a prose translation ..... The business of a translator 
is 
1 Lefevere, A., Translating Poetry, p. 27. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Newman, F. W., "Homeric Translation in Theory and Practice. In 
Arnold, M., On Translating Homer, pp. 115-216. 
4 Bassnett-McGuire, S., Translation Studies, pp. 67-68. 
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to report what the author says, not to explain what he means; 
that is the work of the commentator. What an author says and 
how he says it, that is the problem of the translator. "1 
Expressing essentially this same view, the well-known poet 
Robert Browning, in the preface to his translation of Agamemnon, 
writes: 
"If I had had the help of a translator I should require 
him to be literal at every cost save that of absolute 
violence to our language. The use of certain allowable 
constructions which, happening to be out of daily 
favour, are all the more appropriate to archaic work- 
manship, is no violence: but I would be tolerant for 
once - in the case of so immensely famous an original - 
of even a clumsy attempt to furnish me with the very 
turn of each phrase in as Greek a. fashion as English 
will bear... "2 
This persistent demand for fidelity and literality which "haunted 
many discussions of literary translation and many prefaces to transla- 
tions in the nineteenth century has by no means been halted with the 
arrival of the twentieth century"3, as has been emphatically stated by 
Vladimir Nabokov, the famous advocate of this approach: 
"The clumsiest literal translation is a thousand times more 
useful than the prettiest paraphrase ... 
"4 
He went on to emphasise: 
"I want translations with copious footnotes, footnotes reaching 
up like skyscrapers to the top of this or that page so as to 
leave only the gleam of one textual line between commentary 
and eternity. I want such footnotes and the absolutely literal 
1 Bassnett-McGuire, S., Translation Studies, p. 70. 
2 Browning, R., The Agamemnon of AEschylus, p. 1. 
3 Lefevere, A., Translating Poetry, p. 27. 
4 Partisan Review, Vol. 22, p. 496. 
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sense, with no emasculation and no padding -I want such 
sense and such notes for all the poetry in other tongues 
that still languishes in "poetical" versions, begrimed and 
1 
beslimed by rhyme". 
What is worth considering in Nabokov's statement is his belief 
that since it is sometimes downright impossible to find a word or 
expression in the TL which is equivalent in both denotation and 
connotation to a word or expression in the SL, the translator, in 
such case, has no option but to have recourse to the use of the 
footnotes, which, according to Nabokov, "are part and parcel of the 
translated text, even if they take up more space than the text itself'. 
This viewpoint, it should be indicated, overlaps with Nida's 
definition of "a gloss translation", in which "the translator 
attempts to reproduce as literally and meaningfully as possible the 
form and content of the original. '? The basic function of these 
generous footnotes, according to Nida, "is to permit the reader to 
identify himself as fully as possible with a person in the source - 
language context, and to understand as much as he can of the customs, 
manner of thought, and means of expression. "4 
Doubtless, it is indisputable fact that fidelity and literality 
to the form and content of the SL are essential prerequisite in any 
accurate and faithful translation. The questions that . pose themselves, 
however, are the following: Is it practically possible to achieve a 
satisfactory word-for-word translation. in both SL and TL; and is it 
practically feasible to produce a literal translation that can pass itself 
off as naturally as the original, expressing all the ease, spirit 
1 Partisan Review, Vol. 2.2, p. 512. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Nida, E. A., Toward A Science of Translating, p. 159 
4 Ibid. 
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and joy of the original? Unfortunately, however, this is impractical, 
simply because"every language is sui generis, i. e., "no two languages 
exhibit identical systems of organising symbols into meaningful 
1 expressions. 
If we examine Capt. Johnson's translation , we 
find that it 
fulfils most of the merits and demerits of the so-called literal 
approach to translation. This, in fact, is what the translator 
himself admits and yearns to achieve. "These translations are 
intended to be nothing more than an aid to the student, and for 
this reason, it has been made as literal as possible". It is of 
considerable importance, however, to draw attention to the fact that 
Capt". Johnson's translation has been made as literal as possible not 
to the text of this Mucllaq a, but to the commentaries of (Z) and (Ar) 
upon whom he has very often endeavoured to depend. 
In fact, Capt. Johnson's translation, which, as demonstrated below, 
is overloaded with generous footnotes and submerged by- explanations 
smuggled into the text, falls within the scope of Nabokov's premise 
and Nida's "a gloss translation", e. g.: 
p. 2. v. l.; p. 2. v. 2.; p. 3. v. 3.; p. 3. v. 4.; p. 4. v. 6.; p. 4. v. 7.; p. 5. v. 10.; 
p. 6. v. 1l.; p-. 9. v. 22.; p. 10. v. 23.; p. 10. v. 24.; p. 10. v. 25.; p. ll. v. 27.; 
p. 12. v. 31.; p. 13. v. 34.; p. l4. v. 35.; -p. 14. v. 36.; p. 15. v. 38.; p. 15. v. 39.; 
p. 15. v. 40.; p. 16. v. 41.; p. 17. v. 47.; p. 19. v. 51.; p. 20. v. 53.; p. 20. v. 55.; 
p. 22. v. 59.; p. 22. v. 60.; p. 23. v. 63.; p. 24. v. 66.; p. 27. v. 79.; p. 28. v. 76.; 
p. 29. v. 81.; p. 30. v. 82.; 
3 
Realising the difficulty, if not downright impossibility, of 
achieving a word-for-word translation, Capt. Johnson, like other literal 
1 al-Sheikh, S. M., A Linguistic Analysis of some Syntactic and 
Semantic Problems of English-Arabic Translation, Unpublished Ph. D. 
thesis, SOAS, London, 1977, p. 140. 
2 Johnson, F. E., The Seven Poems ....., P-. 111- 
3 Ibid. pp. 2-30. " 
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translators, has another resort; "this time not only to "Nabokovian 
footnotes that submerge the text", but to some kind of "notes" 
hidden inside the text, short, explanatory comments, improvisation 
and positively harmful interpretations smuggled into the translation 
1 
itself. " 
Here are some examples which give support to this conclusion: 
p. 5. v. 11. "for food" ..... 
"on their-camels"; p. 6. v. 13. (i. e., the 
flesh of the camel); p. 8. v. 18. "..... a beautiful woman"; 
p. 8. v. 20. "..... for not fulfilling my desire"; p. 9. v. 21. "friendship"; 
p. 10. v. 25. "concealed behind the purdah ..... 
" "by others"; 
p. ll. v. 29. "..... me"; p. 13. v. 33. (i. e., breast); p. 14. v. 35. "me 
from caressing her"; p. 15. v. 38. (lit. doubled); p. 16. v. 43. "to guide 
travellers"; p. 17. v. 47. (i. e., the night); p. 18. v. 48. "in my opinion 
for the pain of separation still continues the same"; p. 19. v. 52. 
"the wolf"; p. 20. v. 55. ... 
in his pace, force, and invulnerability; 
p. 21. v. 58. "he is such"; p. 22. v. 62. (or is not crooked); p. 23. v. 63; 
"...... they ..... they"; p. 24. v. 
66. (or variegated by gems); 
p. 26. v. 71. without being sent to the stable; p. 26. v. 73. who has 
"dipped" in the oil well-twisted wicks; p. 28. v. 76. "The storm"; 
p. 28. v. 81. (i. e., rain); p. 30. v. 83. (i. e., the valley Jiwa'a) 
2 
What has already been stated above makes it clear 
that the so-called literal translation is no more than an illusion 
and its application to the translation of pre-Islamic poetry is a 
sheer impossibility. The examples quoted above and others that we 
are going to tackle later on are sufficient to demonstrate the 
1 Cf. Lefevre, Translating Poetry, p. 30. 
2 Johnson, F. E., The Seven Poems, pp. 5-30. 
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obstacles that Capt. Johnson encountered in his translation not 
from the original text of the poem but mainly from the two 
commentaries furnished by (Z. ) and (Ar. ). 
* Consequently, one 
wonders how huge a bulk of insurmountable problems the translator 
would have encountered if he had attempted to translate the 
original text itself. This, in fact, leads us to agree with what 
J. P. Postage once stated; "The principle of faithfulness 
was set up as a merit of true translations by general consent, 
1 
though not by universal practice". 
3.2. a. 2 Idiomatic Translation 
In contrast to the literal approach to translation, idiomatic 
translation, often called free translation, advocates that translation, 
by and large, is a reformation or at least an improvement of the 
original because of the formally and culturally distinctive features 
of each of the two languages involved. Etienne Dolet, "the pioneer 
2 in establishing the first theory of translation, postulated five 
principles for adequate translation: 
1. The translator must understand perfectly the content and 
intention of the author whom he is translating. 
2. The translator should have a perfect knowledge of the 
language from which he is translating and an equally 
J. ' See p. 623. 
1 Savory, T. li., The Art of Translation, p. 51. 
2 Nida, E. A., Toward a Science of Translating, p. 15. 
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excellent knowledge of the language into which he is 
translating. 
3. The translator should avoid the tendency to translate 
word for word, for to do so is to destroy the meaning of 
the original and to ruin the beauty of the expression. 
4. The translator should employ the forms of speech in 
common usage. 
5. Through his choice and order of words, the translator 
should produce a total overall effect with appropriate 
1 
"tone". 
Dolet's views were reiterated by George Chapman, "who in the 
Epistle to the Reader of his translation of the Iliad, prescribed 
the following rules for the translator: 
1. Avoid word for word renderings. 
2. Attempt to reach-the "spirit" of the original. 
2 
3. Avoid overloose translations. 
Following the'same path, Sir John Denham in a preface of his 
translation of the "Destruction of Troy" warns against applying 
literal translation particularly in poetic translations: 
"..... for it is not his business alone to translate language 
into language, but Poesie into Poesie; and Poesie is of so 
subtle a spirit, that in pouring out of one language into 
another, it will all evaporate, and if a new spirit be not 
added in the translation, there will remain nothing, but a 
Caput mortuum. ' 
1 Nida, E. A., Toward A Science of Translating, pp. 15-16. 
2 Bassnett-McGuire, S., Translation Studies, p. 55. 
3 Ibid, p. 59. 
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But it was the poet Abraham Cowley who opened the vistas of 
free translation to their widest. In his Preface to 
*l)indarique Odes'he boldly asserts: 
"If a man should undertake to translate Pindar word for word 
it would be thought one Mad-man had translated another; 
..,.. I 
have in these two Odes of Pindar taken, left out, 
and added what I pleased; nor made it so much my aim to 
let the Reader know precisely what he spoke, as what was 
his way and manner of speaking. "' 
Edward Fitzgerald took the free approach to translation a step 
further when he maintained that"a text must live at all costs with 
a transfusion of one's own worse life if one cannot retain the 
Original's better': 
2 
It was Fitzgerald who made the famous remark 
"It were better to have a live sparrow than a stuffed eagle. "3 
Similarly, Samuel Butler, emphasising that the translation must at 
any cost be easily readable, said "a construe, however good it may 
be, is not a translation., 
4 
From the foregoing, it would seem that the main motive of the 
advocates of the idiomatic approach to translation is latent in their 
endeavour to furnish the receptor of the T. L. with a translation of a 
maximum effect with a minimum effort and make it run easily and 
intelligibly to his ears. In other words, they endeavour to achieve 
a translation that affects the receptor of the T. L. in the same way 
as the original may be supposed to have affected its hearers. This 
principle is suggested by E. V. Rieu as the lodestone of the 
translator: "I call it the principle of equivalent effect and regard 
1 Cowley, A., Preface to UPindarique Odeg' (in his works), pp. 155-156. 
2 Bassnett-McGuire, S., Translation Studies, p. 70. 
3 Ibid, p. 71. 
4 Savory, T. H., The Art of Translation, p. 64. 
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it as signifying that the translation is the best which comes nearest 
to creating in its audience the same impression as was made by the 
original on its contemporaries. 
' 
Not very far away from Rieu, 
Benjamin Jowett states: 
"An English translation ought to be idiomatic and interesting 
not only to the scholar but to the unlearned reader ... 
The translator seeks to produce on his reader an impression 
similar or nearly similar to that produced by the original. 
' 
Similarly, Vladimir Prochäzka reiterated Jowett's viewpoint when 
he maintained: 
"the translation should make the same impression on the reader 
as the original does on its readers". 
As a matter of fact, this principle of communicative value or 
equivalent effect as it is called by Rieu, totally overlaps with 
Nida's dynamic equivalence, i. e., " awell-translated text will produce 
in its reader the appropriate cognitive and emotional reactions, via 
the application of naturalness of expression and relating the receptor 
4 
to modes of behaviour relevant within the context of his own culture. " 
It is this type of translation which is supposed to have what 
is called the right "impact" on the receptors of the T. L. that 
Professor A. J. Arberry endeavours to adopt. In his discussions of the 
Persian poet Hafiz, for instance, he maintains: 
"No translation, however learned, is of any value that does 
not give at least some of the joy to the reader that was 
given by its original. Hafiz has for centuries been one of 
the great literary joys of the Orient. Is it good translating 
I Cassell's Encyclopaedia of World Literature, ed. S. H. Steinberg, 
Vol. 1, p. 
2 Jowett, B., Preface to the Dialogues of Plato, Vol. 1, p. 14. 
3 Nida, E. A., Toward A Science of Translating, p. 164. 
4 Ibid, p. 159. 
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to turn what is such pleasure for the East into such 
positive pain for the West? To reproduce something 
of the charm and excellence of Hafiz's style requires, 
however, real stylistic gifts in the translator. "1 
Furttermore, in discussing the problems which confront the 
translator of Pre-Islamic poetry, he reinforces essentially this same 
viewpoint: 
"Apart from the divergencies of opinions admitted by the old 
commentators, who were themselves often groping in 
impenetratable shadows, and between which the modern 
investigator is obliged to choose, often arbitrarily 
enough, apart from that, the problem which confronts the 
translator, is the usual one, how best to convey in his 
own idiom the impression made upon his mind by words 
uttered fourteen hundred years ago, in a remote desert 
land, at the first dawn of an exotic literature. Most of 
those who have faced this enigma appear to have felt that 
antique Arabic demands for its adequate presentations some 
kind of "antique" English. For my part, I cannot share 
this view; Imr'al-Qais and his kind speak into my ear a 
natural, even at times a colloquial language, such, I feel 
sure, was the effect they produced on their first audience., 
2 
Meanwhile, emphasising the idea that the main function of 
translation is to delight and move to wonder, Professor Arberry writes: 
"Translation robs them of the greatest part of their artistic 
and emotive force; yet what remains over is by no means 
negligible, provided the translator abandons all attempts 
to press them into a prefabricated mould of committed prosody 
and stylised diction. Let the authors of the Seven Odes 
1 Islamic Culture, Vol. 20, p. 240. 
2 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes, pp. 59-60. 
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speak unassumingly but boldly by the mouths of their dragomans, 
who shall be men honest in scholarship, no pedants but with 
no extravagant literary pretensions, and they cannot fail to 
delight and move to wonder even fifteen hundred years after 
they first gave utterance, even in a language so very remote 
1 
from that which they were fortunate to have as their own. " 
How far can one agree with this approach to the theory and practice 
of literary translation, and to what extent did Professor Arberry, being 
a zealous devotee of this school, manage to bridge the fathomless gulf 
that separates his own language and culture from that of a remote 
barren land, and let Imru'al-Qays "speak unassumingly but boldly by 
the mouth of his dragoman, making his translated poetry delight and 
move to wonder even fifteen hundred years after it first gave 
utterance"? 
2 
In fact, the principle of "equivalent effect" and "dynamic 
equivalence" has to be taken with a large pinch of salt, particularly 
when it is applied to the translation of pre-Islamic poetry. This is 
due to the simple fact that we cannot guarantee what exact impressions 
and effect this poem hadI on its first audience almost fifteen hundred 
years ago at the first dawn of exotic literature. This, in its turn, 
can be attributed to our uncertainty of what the exact meaning and 
purpose of this poem would be. 
Hence, if the arguments put forward above are valid, one 
can wonder on what basis a brilliant man, "honest in scholarship", 
as Professor Arberry, built his hypothesis that: "The language of 
Imr'al-Qais and his kind speak into my ear a natural, even at times 
a colloquial language, such as I feel sure, was the effect they produced 
1 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes, p. 254. 
2 Ibid. 
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on their first audience"'. 
To verify this hypothesis, Arberry resorts to two 
incompatible stylistic devices; highly polished conventional vs. 
stilted colloquial. 
The following examples have been chosen from his translation of 
this poem to illuminate these two devices. 
1. Polished and Conventional 
v. 1. "Halt, friends both! Let us weep, recalling a love and 
a lodging. " v. 2. "for all the spinning of the south winds 
and northern blasts. " v. 3. "there, all about it, yards, and 
away in the dry hollows, you may see the dung of antelopes 
spattered like peppercorns. " v. 4. "Upon the morn. " 
v. 5. "halted. " v. 6. "Yet the true and only cure of my grief 
is tears outpoured. " v. 7. "Even so, my soul, is your went; 
so it was ..... 
" v. 8. "when they arose, the subtle musk 
wafted from them, sweet as the Zephyr's breath that bears the 
fragrance of cloves. " v. 9. "Then my eyes overflowed with tears 
of passionate yearning. " v. 10. "dallied with. " v. 15. "refreshing 
fruit', " v. 17 "whimpered" v. 20. "draw off" v. 22. "Your eyes 
only shed those tears so as to strike and pierce with those two 
shafts of theirs the fragments of a ruined heart" v. 23. "sporting" 
v. 24. "hankering after my blood" v. 25. "what time. the Pleiades 
showed themselves broadly in heaven glittering like the fields 
of a woman's bejewelled scarf" v. 29. "But when we had crossed 
the tribes enclosure, and dark about us hung a convenient 
1 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes, p. 60. 
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shallow intricately undulant " v. 30. "slender-waisted" 
v. 31. "polished the lie of her breast-bones, smooth as a 
burnished mirror" v. 32. "she turns away, to show a soft 
cheek, and wards me off with the glance of a wild deer of 
Wajra, a shy gazelle with its fawn" v. 34. "she shows me 
her thick black tresses, a dark embellishment clustering down 
her back" v. 37. "sleeping the forenoon through, not girded 
and aproned to labour" v. 39. "At eventide she lightens the 
black shadows" v. 40. "Upon the like of her the prudent man will 
gaze with ardour" v. 42. "Let the follies of other men forswear 
fond passions; my heart forswears not, nor will forget the love 
I bear you" v. 44. "Oft night" "...., thick with multifarious 
cares" v. 53. "Often I've been off with the morn" v. 54. 
"hurdled from on high by the torrent" v. 57. "Sweetly he flows, 
when the mares floundering wearily kick up the dust where their 
hooves drag in the trampled track" v. 60. "His flanks are the 
flanks of a fawn, his legs like an ostrich's, the springy trot 
of the wolf he has, the fox's gallop" v. 63. "the blood of the 
herd's leaders spatters his thrusting neck like expressed 
tincture of henna reddening combed white locks" v. 66. "hurdled 
the stragglers herded together" v. 69. "the appraising eye 
1h- 
bedazzled" v. 76 "swept its flying spray" v. 79., 80 and 82 respectively. 
2. Stilted and Colloquial 
v. 4. "the day they loaded to part ..... 
it was like I was" 
v. 5. "Don't perish ..... ; restrain yourself decently! 
" 
1 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes, pp. 61-66. 
I am indebted to Dr. D. E. P. Jackson, Department of Arabic Studies, 
for the clarification of these stylistic distinctions. 
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v. 10. "Oh yes" ... 
"I've" v. 13. "Yes ..... Out on you! Will 
you make me walk on my feet" v. 14. "There now, you've hocked 
..... Down with you" v. 15. "Oh, don't" v. 16. "aye ..... I've 
night-visited" v. 18. "Ha" v. 20. "it's ..... that, just" 
v. 21. "puffed-up it is it's (a standard Irish ism) ... you's" 
' 
v. 23. "I've enjoyed sporting with, and not in a hurry either" 
v. 24. - "man-jack" v. 27. "man, you won't get away with this! " 
... 
"folly's" v. 31. "not the least flabby" v. 33. "not 
ungainly" v. 36. "shank" v. 46. "won't you clear yourself off" 
v. 47. "what a night of a night you are" v. 49. "as humble as 
can be, and humped it" v. 50. "I've" v. 51 "... that's a pair 
of us", "pretty unprosperous both, if you're out of funds like 
me" v. 52. "tillers of our tilth go pretty thin" v. 56. "a 
bubbling cauldron isn't in it! v. 61. "he bars his legs' gap" 
v. 65. "uncled" v. 78 why" . 
Hence. Arberry's involvement in the employment of the above- 
mentioned incompatible stylistic devices made the resultant translation 
"heavy and distorted to the reader without access to the original, 
and some of his attempts at a colloquial rendering in English are no 
more than banal' At the same time, his rather schizophrenic way 
of translation "deprived a group of highly intelligent and sophisticated 
undergraduates, who were presented with this translation, of the 
"joy" and "delight" that was given by _ts original", and gifted then 
instead. with "frustration and bitterness"ý Nor did Arberry, as will 
be elaborated adequately later on, manage to bridge the cultural gulf 
1 Journal of Arabic Literature, Vol. 1, p. 60. 
2 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes, 'pp. 61-66. 
* I. am indebted for the clarification of these stylistic distinctions 
to Dr. D. E. P. Jackson, Department of Arabic Studies. 
3A private discussion with Dr. Jackson. 
4 Journal of Arabic Literature, Vol. 1, p. 69. 
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and "convey in his own idiom the impression made upon his mind by 
1 
words uttered fourteen hundred years ago, in a remote desert land", 
because his translation is no more than "a veil thrown over the 
original through which you have an occasional glimpse of the 
2 
reality. " 
The only conclusion which could emerge from the above discussion 
3 
is that "if the translation of literature is essentially retranslation", 
the translation of the pre-Islamic poetry is simply an attempt to solve 
an insoluble problem. This can be attributed to two essential 
problems: 
(i) cultural, which we are going to discuss later on, and 
(ii) rhythmic, which in Arberry's words: 
"..... is the most outstanding characteristic of the Arabian 
Muse. In as much as the subtle nuances of these variable 
rhythms are inimitable in any European language, it 
necessarily follows that all western translations of Arabic 
poetry, however artfully contrived, fail utterly to convey 
the immense range of modes expressed in his rhythmic 
4 
incantations by the Arab poet. " 
3.2. b Linguistic Theories of Translation 
Advocates of the linguistic theories of translation assume that 
translation is, by and large, a linguistic application simply because 
it is "an operation performed on languages. Clearly, then, any theory 
of translation must draw upon a theory of language -a general 
1 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes, p. 60. 
2 Journal of Arabic Literature, Vol. 1, p. 60. 
3 Lefevere, A., Translating Poetry, p. 19. 
4 Arberry, A. J., Arabic Poetry, p. 12. 
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linguistic theory. "l Jankowsky expresses essentially the same view 
in stating that: 
"it would be difficult to find an expert 
translator who does not know of, or is indifferent to, 
the very substantial contribution made by theoretical 
linguistics to the fundamental principles and practical 
work of translation. "2 
These approaches to translation are hinged upontta comparison of 
the linguistic structures of source and receptor texts 
Pas 
has been 
emphasised by Anne Cluysenaar: 
"The translator should work with an eye on each individual 
structure, whether it be prose or verse, since each structure 
will lay stress on certain linguistic features or levels and 
not on others ..... to overcome the 
inadequacies of 
translation is to provide a description of the dominant 
4 
structure of every individual work to be translated. " 
Another significant contribution to the linguistic theory and 
practice of translation has been put forward by Eugene Nida. In his 
theory he advocates that "transformational approach to translating 
5 
is precisely what most good translators employ". This, he argues, 
is because: 
1) One would reduce the source text to its structurally 
simplest and most semantically evident kernels, 
2) transfer the meaning from source language to receptor 
language on a structurally simple level, and 
3) generate the stylistically and semantically equivalent 
1 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 1. 
2 Babel, Vol. 16, No. 3, p. 135. 
3 Nida, E. A., "A Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation", In Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation: Applications 
and Research, p. 69. 
4 Bassnett-McGuire, S., Translation Studies, pp. 75-77. 
5 Nida, E. A., "A Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation", In Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation: Applications 
and Research, p. 73. 
expression in the receptor language, by application of 
corresponding transformations. 
He went further on to emphasise that: 
"The concept of underlying structures is especially important 
for both the theory and the practice of translation. The 
reasons for this are (1) on the kernel of subkernel levels 
the syntactic structures of various languages are much more 
alike; (2) one can more readily identify the semantic 
structures of subsurface levels and thus be in a position 
to determine more accurately the extent of equivalence and 
the need for supplementation or redistribution of semantic 
components; and (3) on the deeper levels of structure one 
can more easily determine the symbolic relations and their 
hermeneutical implications. "1 
The practical application of generative-transformational grammar 
to translation, however, is not so easy and feasible as Nida has 
speculated. This is due to: "Firstly, Chomsky's selection of the 
sentence as the maximum unit for syntactic analysis with little regard 
for the sentences around it , proved to 
be a serious block to a total 
linguistic competence. This is because the latter involves paragraph 
and discourse competence. Hence no theory of translation can limit 
itself to the treatment of sentences alone'? Secondly, "there is no 
basis within the theory for deciding whether two languages would 
apply the same transformations to a basic kernel or perhaps very 
different ones. 
' 
Thirdly, transformationalists tend to deal with 
linguistic facts apart from actual contexts. Language, as it will 
become clear later on, cannot be discussed in isolation from the 
1 Nida, E. A., Toward a Science of Translating, p. 68. 
2 Nida, E. A., "A Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation'. ' In Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation: Applications 
and Research, p. 72. 
3 Ibid. 
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cultural context in which it is steeped. Fourthly, 
"there is no room 
in the theory of generative-transformational graninar for rhetorical 
devices'! 
Chomsky and Lakoff insist that"a metaphor is deviant, since 
it fails to conform to transformational criteria for well-formednesg? 
Similarly, Katz reinforces this view in stating that"rhetorical 
features have no semantic significance because they have no logical 
significance"! 
3 
The natural outcome of the application of these 
grave limitations to the literary analysis and translation of poetry, 
which basically depends on metaphoric devices, is that most of it 
will be deviant too. Last but not least, Chomsky's model was 
designed upon the assumption of autonomous syntax and"there is neither 
room for semantics nor for pragmatics; as he stresses: 
"We should like the syntactic framework of the language that 
is isolated and exhibited by the grammar to support semantic 
description and we shall naturally rate more highly a theory 
of formal structure that leads to grammar which meets this 
requirement more fully. `r5 
A valuable contribution to the linguistic theory and practice of 
translation is suggested by J. C. Catford. Depending on a linguistic 
theory developed by "M. A. K. Halliday (now well-known as systemic 
grammar)" and the early "Firth's linguistic postulates ,6 Catford 
introduced certain useful distinctions among several types of 
translation: "full vs. partial, phonological, graphological, 
transliteration, grammatical and lexical translations? Furthermore, 
he postulated a "rank-bound translation", i. e., translation confined 
1 Cf. De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translation, 
pp. 10-11. Also cf. Nida, E. A., A Framework for the Analysis and 
Evaluation of Theories of Translation. In Brislin, R. W., ed., 
Translation: Applications and Research, pp. 71-75. 
2 De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translating, p. 66. 
3 Ibid. 4 Ibid., p. 126. 
5 Chomsky, N., 
_Syntactic 
Structure, p. 102. 
6 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 1. 
7 Ibid., pp. 21-24. 
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to a single rank such as morpheme, word, or phrase. He explained 
that"a free translation is always unbounded - equivalences shunt up 
and down the rank scale, but tend to be at the higher ranks - 
sometimes between larger units than the sentence". At the same time, 
he made a useful distinction between two types of untranslatability: 
linguistic and cultural. 
"Linguistic 
untranslatability occurs when 
there is no lexical or syntactical substitute in the T. L. for an S. L. 
item, which Catford attributed to an ambiguity that is a functionally 
3 
relevant feature of the S. L. Cultural untranslatability, Catford 
maintained, "occurs when a situational feature, functionally relevant 
for the S. L. text, is completely absent from the culture of which the 
4 
T. L. is a part". Since more light will be shed on this point later on, 
it suffices here to say that Catford supported his argument of 
cultural untranslatability by quoting the example of the different 
concepts of the term 
bathroom in an English, Finnish or Japanese 
context, wherein both what is referred to and the use made of it 
are completely different. 
3.2. c S ociolinguistic Theories of Translation 
The inconclusiveness of the strictly linguistic theories to 
the theory and practice of translation led translation theorists 
to realise that they must not only utilise such linguistic theories 
as phonology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics, but that they have also to 
accommodate additional theories of language speakers, their 
1 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 25. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid, p. 94. 
4 Ibid, p. 99. 
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environment, culture and beliefs. To put it more precisely, if translation 
theorists reach the conclusion that to achieve a faithful and adequate 
translation, they have to utilise both linguistic and extra- 
is 1 linguistic theories. Nothing which has been said so far_ would 
suggest that sociolinguistic theories of translation ignore the 
effect of linguistic structure. On the contrary, "they lift it 
to a higher level of relevance, where they can be viewed in terms 
of their functions in communication , which they regard as the 
essential function of the translation . The emphasis on the 
communicative function of translation resulted from obvious practical 
anthropological interests and reflected a concern for the role of the 
receptors in the translation process. "2 This approach is quite clear 
in Nida-'s description of the translating operation as "a sociolineuistic 
adaptation of a text wherein the focus is on the translator as a member 
of two speech communities of different degrees of cultural diversity 
and widely separated in time' The diagram he arrived at is shown in 
Figure 10: 
C 
C 
Q- ri 'LJ 
c1 
ooo; C= Culture S= Stimulus 
M= Message R= Response 
Figure 10 
Four years later, he and Taber looked at translation in terms of the 
1. Cf. Tymoczko, T., Translation and Meaning. In Guenthner, F. and 
Guenthner-Reutter, M., ed., Meaning and Translation: Philosophical 
and Linguistic Approaches, p. 29. 
2. Nida, E. A., 'A Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation In Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation' Applications 
and Research, p. 76. 
3. Nida, E. A., Toward a_Science of Translating, p. 147. 
4. Ibid. 
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total informative, expressive and imperative impact, i. e., the 
communicative function of the translated message, on the receptors. 
They suggested the following diagram: 
Figure 11 
In the above figure, the first message, (M1) was designed not 
for the bilingual person (the translator-critic), but for the 
monolingual (R1), and it is his comprehension which is to be compared 
with that of (R2). Moreover, it is the comprehension of (M2) by (R2) 
which must ultimately serve as the criterion of correctness and 
adequacy of (M2). Nida and Taber explain that such a communicative 
function cannot be achieved unless: 
"We must assume that there is at least a basic relationship 
between the intention of the source and the response of the 
first receptors ..... In general, we can assume that the 
source had in mind the backgrounds of his receptors and 
prepared his message in such a form as to obtain the highest 
degree of comprehension. To measure dynamic equivalence, 
1 Nida, E. A. and Taber, C. R., The Theory and Practice of Translation, 
p. 23. 
AB Receptor Language 
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we can only rightly compare the equivalence of response ... 
because ultimately the adequacy of the translation must be 
1 
judged in the terms of the way people respond to it. " 
To recapitulate, Nida and Taber hold the view that to understand 
adequately the semantic message of S. L. we should take into consideration 
and study carefully the following factors: 
(1) the background of the source; 
(2) the particular manner in which he produced his dictated or 
written message; 
(3) the factual background; 
(4) the circumstances in the life of the source which prompted 
this particular communication. 
"As to the receptor in T. L. ", Nida adds, "the following factors 
should be studied: 
(1) the background of the intended receptors; 
(2) the manner in which the message was actually received; 
(3) the behaviour of the receptors which may have "provoked" 
such a message; 
(4) the manner in which the receptors may have responded to the 
,, 2 message. 
Echoing Nida's concept of the dynamic-equivalence Robert de 
Beaugrande maintains that' Iby evaluating the communicative effects of 
the translation, we can determine whether that translation is truly 
3 
equivalent to the original. This cannot be performed, he emphasises, 
unless, "there should be increasing orientation away from the 
1 Nida, E. A. and Taber, C. R., The Theory and Practice of Translation, 
p. 24. 
2 Cf. Nida, E. A., Toward a Science of Translating; pp. 148-14 
3 De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translating, p. 14. 
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formal sciences hitherto regarded as examples and toward psychology 
and sociology. "1 He goes on to state: 
"Instead of declaring what an abstract speaker must say under 
all conditions, we will have to account for what real speakers 
will probably say in real-life situations under the influence 
of variable factors such as socio-economic status, education 
and training, knowledge and beliefs drawn from experience, 
personal interests and priorities and the constellation 
2 
surrounding the act of using language. " 
To achieve this purpose he postulates the following hypotheses 
to work with: 
a. "The relevant language unit for translating is not the 
individual word or the single sentence, but rather the text. 
b. Translating should not be studied as a comparing and 
contrasting of two texts, but as a process of interaction 
between author, translator and reader of the translation. 
c. The interesting factors are therefore not text features 
themselves, but underlying strategies of language use as 
manifested in text features. 
d. The strategies must be seen in relation to the context of 
communicating: the use of poetic language in texts 
represents a special context. 
e. The act of translating is guided by several sets of 
strategies which respond to the directives within the text. 
One set accounts for the systemic differences between the 
two languages involved. A second set depends on the type 
1 De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translating, 
pp. 12-13. Also cf. The British Journal of Aesthetics, Vol. 9, No. 2, 
p. 171, April 1969. 
2 Ibid. 
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of language use found in an individual text. A third set 
applies to systematic instructions for selecting equivalent 
items within their relevant contexts. "' 
From the discussions so far it would seem safe to infer that 
there is a unanimous agreement among the practitioners of these three 
variant approaches that an adequate translation has to meet: as far as 
possible, four basic requirements: 
(1) making sense; 
(2) conveying the spirit and manner of the original; 
(3) having a natural and easy form of expression; and 
(4) producing similar response as long as the translator knows 
the response it has on the receptors of the T. L. "2 
Hence it is clear that to meet these requirements a translator 
has to adopt an eclectic approach. As a matter of fact, it is this 
approach that we endeavoured to apply to the translation of almost 
fifteen commentaries and recensions of this Mucallaga. A literal 
translation has been attempted however, when the resultant translation 
is rather disharmonious and cumbersome; we had to resort to the 
idiomatic approach wherein syntactic modifications and stylistic polishing 
have been attempted so as to flavour the resultant translation with the 
lilt and ease of the original. To achieve the communicative effect of 
the translated text, i. e., to place the receptors of the T. L. in the 
frame of the cultural context of the S. L., we have resorted to a 
Nabokovian approach and Nida's "a gloss translation". The elaboration 
and examination of the implications of this last point will be our 
principal aim in the following section. 
1 De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translating, p. 13. 2 Nida, E. A., Toward A Science of Translating, p. 164. 
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It has been suggested, though not so far demonstrated, that 
if an attempt is to be made at translating pre-Islamic poetry. it 
must be eclectic in its approach. This is due to the myriad 
intricate problems involved in the operation of translating it 
which require an eclectic philological, linguistic and socio- 
linguistic treatment. We cannot, in the space available pursue 
the application of each of these approaches to the translation of 
this Mucallaqa. An enormous concentration of attention, however, 
has been focused in the following section on two fundamental 
problems which we regard as the thorniest and most outstanding 
obstacles that would confront the translators as well as the 
commentators. 
These problems are: Cultural and Lexical. Clearly, while 
the first problem falls within the scope of socio-linguistic, the 
second one falls within the scope of semantics. 
3.3 Culture, Language and Translation 
"Throughout the history of linguistics, up to the present time, 
attitudes to the relationship of language and culture fall into two 
main extremely contradictory doctrines. On one side, are the 
proponents of the view that languages are essentially different, on 
the other, however, are those linguists who advocate that all 
languages are essentially the same and the apparent differences among 
them are but on the surface only'. '1 In linguistics, these two 
1 Hervey, S. G. J., A Lecture delivered in the Department of 
Linguistics, 1979. 
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contradictory approaches are respectively labelled "Relativism" and 
"Universalism". 
There follows a discussion of these two linguistic schools with 
an attempt to test their suitability to theory and practice of translation. 
3.3. a. Relativism 
"Research into the semantic anisomorphism of different languages 
has led American linguists and anthropologists to the belief that the 
language of a particular society is part and parcel of its culture and 
an important determinant of the world wherein it functions. "' 
"Consequently, each language performs the coding of an experience into 
sound in a unique manner, and each language is semantically arbitrary 
relative to each other. Therefore, any search for a semantic 
2 
universalism among languages is but a fruitless *effort. " Edward Sapir, 
with whom this doctrine has often been associated, while defining 
culture as "what a society does and thinks" 
3at 
the same time claims 
that: 
"Language is a guide to 'social reality'. Though language 
is not ordinarily thought of As of essential interest to the 
students of social science, it powerfully conditions all our 
thinking about social problems and processes. Human beings 
do not live in the objective world-alone, nor in the world 
of social activity as ordinarily understood, but are very 
much at the mercy of the particular language which has 
become the medium of expression for their society. It is 
quite an illusion to imagine that one adjusts to reality 
1 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 39. 
2 Berlin, B. and Kay, P., Basic Color Terms, pp. 1-2. 
3 Sapir, E., Language, p. 233. 
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essentially without the use of language and that language 
is merely an incidental means of solving specific problems 
of communication or reflection. The fact of the matter is 
that the 'real world' is to a large extent unconsciously 
built up on the language habits of the group. No two 
languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered 
as representing the same social reality. The worlds in 
which different societies live are distinct worlds, not 
merely the same world with different labels attached. "1 
Sapir's hypothesis has been championed, later on, by Benjamin 
Lee Whorf and has come to be known within linguisticsas the 
Whorfian hypothesis or Whorfianism. Whorf claims: 
"..... the background linguistic system of each language is 
not merely a reproducing instrument for voicing ideas but 
rather is itself the shaper of ideas, the program and guide 
for the individual's mental activity, for his analysis of 
impressions, for his synthesis of his mental stock in trade. 
Formulation of ideas is not an independent process, strictly 
rational in the old sense, but is part of a particular 
grammar, and differs, from slightly to greatly, between 
different grammars. We dissect nature along lines laid 
down by, our native languages. The categories and types 
that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not 
find there because they stare every observer in the face; 
on the contrary, the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic 
flux of impressions which has to be organised by our minds - 
and this means largely by the linguistic systems in our minds. "2 
Whorf goes to emphasise that 
"No individual is free to describe nature with absolute 
1 Sapir, E., Culture, Language and Personality, selected essays, ed. 
Mandelbaum, G., p. 69. 
2 Whorf, B. L., Language, Thought and Reality, pp. 212-213. 
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impartiality but is constrained to certain . nodes of 
interpretation even while he thinks himself most free ... 
We are thus introduced to a new principle of relativity, 
which holds that all observers are not led by the same 
physical evidence to the same picture of the universe, 
unless their linguistic backgrounds are similar. "' 
In Russia the semiotician, Juri Lothman, is not very far away 
from Sapir-Whorf's hypothesis when he stresses that: 
"No language can exist unless it is steeped in the context 
of culture; and no culture can exist which does not have 
at its centre, the structure of natural language. " 
2 
Similarly, in Britain. the well-known linguist J. R. Firth, in 
association with the renowned anthropologist i falinowski, "though 
without committing themselves to anything like the Whorfian hypothesis- 
asserts' that there is an intimate correlation between 
language and culture, and that language utterances like other things 
of socially significant behaviour, could not be interpreted otherwise 
than by contextualising them in relation to a particular culture. ' 
J. R Firth, for instance, defines the meaning of an utterance as: 
"a serial contextualization of our facts, context within 
context each one being a function, an organ of the bigger 
context, and all contexts finding a place in what might be 
called the context of culture. "4 
Stressing essentially the same point, Malinowski in introducing 
the Europeans to the culture of the Trobriand Islanders writes: 
1 Whorf, B. L., Language, Thought and Reality, p. 214. 
2 Bassnett-McGuire, Translation Studies, p. 14. 
3 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 2, p. 609. 
4 Firth, J. R., Papers in Linguistics, p. 32. 
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"Translation in the correct sense must refer therefore, 
not only to different linguistic uses, but often to the 
different cultural realities behind words ... Transla- 
tability of words or texts between languages is not a 
matter of readjustment of verbal symbols, it must always 
1 
be based on a unification of cultural context .:;. 
"It 
is what we might call their context of culture which 
supplies us with the relevant elements whereby we can 
2 
translate these words. " 
One of the strongest trends of relativism has always been its 
insistence that the actualisation of a particular phonological, gramma- 
tical and semantic distinction in different language systems is com- 
pletely arbitrary. To make the hypothesis of the total semantic arbi- 
trariness of the lexical coding sounds more convincing, this school 
has found a well-spring in the following diagram of the Danish linguist, 
L. Hjelmslev 
3 
gwyrdd 
green 
blue 
glas 
grey 
llwydd 
brown 
Figure 12 
In the above diagram Hjelmslev tries to demonstrate the total 
semantic arbitrariness of colour terms in English and literary Welsh. 
He calls the cuts at different places which illustrate the different 
categorisation of the colour space and which in their turn are 
4 
culturally specific, "the content form". At the same time, he calls 
1 Malinowski, B., Coral Gardens and their Magic, Vol. 2, p. 14. 
2 Ibid., p. 18. 
3 Hjelmslev, L., Prolegomena to a Theory of Language, tr. 
Whitfield, F. J., p. 5-1. - 4 Ibid., p. 52. ° 
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the unstructured colour continuum before the restructuring process 
"purport". This 'purport', according to Hjelmslev, "is universal 
regardless of the fact that it is structured differently in different 
languages"1 He concludes that "the content form is independent of, 
and stands in arbitrary relation to, the purport, and forms it into 
a content-substance". 
"This doctrine of linguistic relativism has been the subject of 
considerable controversy over the last fifteen or twenty years"? 
However, it is beyond the scope of this research to go through those 
arguments and counter arguments. Suffice it to say, however, that it 
has recently been challenged boldly by Berlin and Kay's Basic Color 
Terms, which gives a significant enhancement to Universalism. We 
shall come back to this later on. As far as translation is concerned, 
two essential points emerge from the foregoing discussion: 
1. The translation. theories constructed upon these linguistic 
theories developed in response to specific situations: 
"the Americans developed translation theory in the context 
of anthropological research and Christian Missionary 
activity; the English to fit the needs of colonial 
administration ". 
4 
2. The extreme form of Sapir-Whorf hypothesis which claims, 
as indicated earlier, that "not only do different people 
classify what they perceive differently, but that they 
actually perceive differently as a result of having 
1 Hjelmslev, L., Prolegomena to a Theory of Language, tr. 
Whitfield, F. J., p. 50. 
2 Ibid, p. 52. 
3 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 246. 
4 Kelly, L. G., The True Interpreter, p. 225. 
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different languages, that not only do certain attitudes 
vary with language, but that the whole systems of norms 
and morals differ as a result of linguistic differences, 
because we are influenced in our "Weltbild" by the language 
we have been brought up to speak; ' 
'makes 
translation between 
culturally distinct languages such as Arabic and English, 
and particularly the translation of pre-Islamic poetry, 
which is not only radically distinct from English but even 
from contemporary Arabic language, sheer impossibility. 
Such a pessimistic attitude toward the theory and practice of 
translation does not hold water because: 
1. While no-one would deny that there are many variations 
in culture corresponding to variations in language, nor 
need we deny that language is the heart within the body 
of culture and that a particular language will reflect in 
its vocabulary the culture of the society for which it is 
the medium of expression, at the same time one has to admit 
that: 
"between any two societies there will be a greater or less 
degree of cultural overlap ...., anthropology, sociology 
and psychology may suggest some general features that may 
be assumed to be present in the "weltbild" of all societies 
..... 
it is via this cultural overlap that entry is made 
into the semantic systems of another language, whether in 
learning it as a second language, for the purpose of 
scientific investigations of its vocabulary or for the 
purpose of translation". 
1 Cf. Cooper, E., Philosophy and the Nature of Language, p. 102; also 
cf. Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, pp. 39-40. 
2 Lyons, J., Structural Semantics, p. 41. 
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precisely, they minimise the differences among languages, refusing 
to admit anything but the most superficial and accidental differences. 
Leech stresses this view in stating that: 
"It is commonly felt that the 'deeper' one gets into the 
substructure of language (i. e., the further one abstracts 
from the physical substance of language towards its 
conceptual content) the nearer one gets to a common co. re 
of linguistic Universalism. "' 
Transformationalists distinguish two types of Universalism: 
"formal and substantive. " According to Chomsky, formal Universals 
are general characteristics or rules of language construction such 
as must be postulated by anyone who aims to construct a general 
linguistic theory. "They are real properties or principles of an 
abstract nature, built into the very nature or'definition of 
language itself, and the absence of such a property from a language 
is a logical impossibility, because any systems that did not manifest 
such a property would just not qualify as a language at all 
2 
As 
a vivid example of a formal semantic universal, Chomsky refers to 
the condition that the colour words of a language must subdivide 
the colour spectrum into continuous segments. " 
Substantive Universals, according to Chomsky, "are Universals 
characteristics of human language in terms of units or elements or 
components a language contains. He argues that since the physical 
property "vocalic" or "consonantal" occurs in all languages, then, 
vocalic and consonantal are substantive linguistic Universals: ` 
4 
1 Leech, G., Semantics, p. 232. 
2- Hervey, S. G. J., A LeLcture: delivered in the Department of Linguistics, 
1979. 
3 Chomsky, N., Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, p. 29. 
4 Ibid, pp. 27,28. 
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Berlin and Kay's Basic Color Terms furnishes Universalists 
with another vivid example of substantive Universals. Berlin and 
Kay's thesis takes off from the point that there is a fixed set of 
eleven basic colour categories or focal areas within the continuum of 
colour and there is a natural hierarchy among at least six of these 
focal areas which determines their lexicalisation in any language: 
"All languages with only two basic colour terms have words 
whose focal point is in the area of black and white; all 
languages with only three basic colour terms have words 
for black, white and red; all languages with only four 
basic colour terms have words for black, white, red and 
either green or yellow; all languages with only five 
basic colour terms have words for black, white, red, 
green and yellow; and all languages with only six basic 
colour terms have words for black, white, red, green, 
yellow and blue. "1 
To recapitulate, what Berlin and Kay endeavöur to assert is that: 
"the referent for the basic colour terms of all languages 
appear to be drawn from a set of eleven universal percep- 
tual categories, and these categories become encoded in 
the history of a given language in a partially fixed 
order. There appears to be no evidence to indicate that 
differences in complexity of basic colour lexicons 
between one language and another reflect perceptual dif- 
ferences between the speakers of those languages. "2 
Finally, they boldly conclude that: 
"the Semantic universals do exist in the domain of color 
vocabulary. Moreover, these universals appear to be 
related to the historical development of all languages in 
1 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 241. 
2 Berlin, B. and Kay, P., Basic Color Terms, pp. 4-5. 
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a way that can be properly termed evolutionary. "1 
The applications of the extreme form of Universalism to 
translation tempt a researcher to breathe too deep a sigh of relief. 
This is due to the assumption that: 
1. "On the kernel or the sub-kernel levels, the syntactic 
structures of various languages are much more alike. 
2. One can more readily identify the semantic structure of 
subsurface levels and thus be in a position to determine 
more accurately the extent of equivalence and the need 
for supplementation or redistribution of semantic 
components. 
3. On the deeper levels of structure''one can more easily 
determine the symbolic relation and their hermeneutical 
implications"? Thereupon, "one would take a sentence in 
the source language, " reduce it to its kernel, translate 
the kernels and derive goal language sentences by applica- 
tion of corresponding transformations" For the translator, 
however, there are a number of grave limitations involved 
in this approach: 
1.11 ... no convincing case has yet 
been made for the thesis 
that a linguist's model of a language system should be 
such that it generates all and only the semantically 
well-formed sentences of the language. Only in a 
linguistics oriented toward the natural sciences and 
1 Berlin, B. and Kay, P., Basic Color Terms, p. 1. 
2 Nida, E. A., 'A Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation". In Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation: Applications 
and Research, p. 73. 
3 Cf. Nida, E. A., Toward a Science of Translating, p. 68. 
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toward mathematics we can expect to find rules that 
apply universally and with the same stringency in all 
cases. But such a linguistics will pay too high a 
price for this precision by excluding many relevant 
1 
variables of language use. 
2. "There is no basis within the theory for deciding 
whether two languages would apply the same 
transformations to a basic kernel or perhaps very 
different ones': 
2 
3. In the early stages of Chomsky's developing concepts 
the selection of the sentence as the maximum unit for 
syntactic analysis proved to be a serious block to 
important investigations of intersentence structures. 
"Linguistic competence clearly involves paragraph and 
discourse competence, for both speakers and hearers 
are able to react consistently to the satisfactory or 
3 
unsatisfactory character of larger discourse units" 
4. The communicative effects of the translation cannot 
be achieved by uprooting the text from the cultural 
context in which it is steeped, simply because language 
does not function in a vacuum. More light on this 
point will be shed in what follows. 
To recapitulate, it would seem safe to state that langauge and 
1 De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translating, p. 14. 
2 Ibid, p. 12, also c E. Chomsky, N., Aspects of the neory of syntax, 
pp. 30 and 201-202. 
3 Nida, E. A., A Framework for the Analysis and Evaluation of Theories 
of Translation. In Brislin, R. W., ed., Translation: Applications 
and Research, p. 73. 
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culture are so interwoven and integrated that as "the surgeon, 
operating on the heart, cannot neglect the body that surrounds it, 
so the translator treats the text in isolation from its culture at 
his peril"' This is due to the fact that "translation is but a series 
of operationsof which the starting point and the end product are 
significations and function within a given culture"? The corollary 
is that, "whenever there is a lack of cultural unity, as is the case 
with pre-Islamic and European culture the translation of words and 
sentences that refer to precise cultural aspects are the most 
problematic: 13"For example, it is well-known that the Eskimos, whose 
lives are=dominated by snow, have various lexemes denoting different 
kinds of "snow", and the Arabs have 
kinds of "camels", "horses", "dates" 
furnish us with another good example 
distinguishes between the-brother of 
various lexemes denoting different 
and "swords". Kinship-terms, 
of cultural differences. Arabic 
one's father "Camp" and of one's 
mother 11ýa1", the sister of one's father 11Cazrdna" and that of one's 
mother 'Zzala", whereas English does not make such distinction'14 
Similarly, "in Turkish, there is no word meaning "brother" and no word 
meaning "sister"; the lexeme "kardes" covers both and it must be 
combined with another lexeme in order to draw the distinction between 
"brother" and "sister's Consequently, the problem of cultural un- 
translatability, which Catford attributed to "the absence in the T. L. 
culture of a relevant situational feature for the S. L. text ,6 is a 
fact that lies in the core of the matter in any process of-translation. 
The only way out of this dilemma, we think, is to transliterate these 
1 Bassnett-McGuire, S., Translation Studies, p. 14. 
2 Ibid, p. 15. 
3 Cf. Robins, R. H., Malinowski, Firth, and the "Context of Situation'". 
In Ardener, E., ed., Social Anthropology and Language (ASA Mono- 
graphs10) , p. 35. 4 Ilyäs, A. I., Linguistic and Extra-Linguistic problems in the 
Translation of the Holy Qur an, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, 
University of St. Andrews, 1981, pp. 254-258. 
5 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 1, p. 242. 
6 Catford, J. C., A Linguistic Theory of Translation, p. 99. 
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cultural untranslatable lexemes or sentences, or find the closest 
quasi-equivalent to them in the T. L. At the same time, the translator 
has to furnish the receptors with generous footnotes that" reach up 
like skyscrapers to the top of this or that page so as to leave only 
the gleam of one textual line between commentary, and eternity". 
1 
In fact, it is this approach that we endeavoured to advocate in 
our translation of the fifteen commentaries and recensions as well as 
in our comment and discussion of the translations of (C. J. ) and (A. ). 
The tacit reason behind this approach, is to familiarise the receptors 
with the kinds of situations and things around which the pre-Islamic 
life revolved, and "to make less the resultant translation be like 
a veil thrown over the original through which one has an occasional 
2 
glimpse of the reality. " There follows a list of examples from 
this research, which, we think, constitute a stumbling-block which 
both translators, i. e., (J. ) and (A. ) fell short of overcoming. 
Meanwhile, references have been made to the suggested solutions of 
such problems in column (4)- 
1 Partisan Review, Vol. XXII, p. 512. 
2 Journal. of Arabic Literature, Vol. 1, p. 60. 
- iLU 
V 
Suggested Solution 
No. 
Problem in the S. L. 
No' (J. )'s Translation No 
(A. )'s Translation Page Paragraph 
No. No. 
1. gifä 1. Stop, oh my two friends 1. Halt, friends both! 148-53 l. c. 1. 
1. siqti Z-liw 1. On the edge of a sandy 1. By the rim of the 144-6 l. b. 2. 
desert twisted sands 
1. d-Dah-ul, ýa, i' l 1. Dakhool and Hcwmal 1. Ed-Dakhool, Haumal 142-4 1. b. 1 
2. liidih, Z-Migrät 2. Toozih, Maqrat 2. Toodih, E1-Mikr5t 156-7 2. c. 1. 
2. Jarüb wa sam'al 2. The South wind and the 2. The South winds and 157-G 2. c. 2. 
North wind the northern blasts 
3. "Z-Arý: vn 3. The white deer 3. Antelopes 165-7 3. b. l. 
3. gr2in 3. enclosures 3. Dry hollows 169- 3. c. 1. 
7. Urtab Z-Huwayrit, 7. Ummul-Huwairth Umul- 7.1 Umm al-Huwairith, Um 1891.1 7. c. 2. 
Umuri 2-Rabäb Rabb al-Rabat 
7. bla'sal 7. Mäsa1 7.! Ma "sal 192 7. c. 3. 
8. f -ýabä 8. The breeze of Zephyr 8. Zephyr's breath 196-7 8. c. 2. 
9. Sansträt 4. gardens of the tribe 4. i tribe's acacias 201- 9. c. 1. 
9. nägifü hanzal 4. breaking the pods of 4.! splitting a colocynth 203-4 9. c. 2. 
the wild colocynth 
10. Därata Juljul'2 10. Darati-Juljuli 10.1 Dara Juljul 208-i 10. c. 2. 
12. eagara 11. killed 11.; slaughtered 221-2 12. c. 2. 
12. Z mad rä 11. maidens 11. virgins 223 12. c. 3. 
16. Z-aabit 15. the howdah 14.: canopy 239-AD 16. c. 1 
19. tamä'im 18. untranslated 16.1 amuleted 253-5 19. c. 2. 
25. t? yäb 23. heart garments 20. '1 275-8 25. c. 1. 
26. tagdahi tadribi 24. strike 22.. strike and pierce 281-1. 26. b. 1. 
27. baydati hidrin 25. a fair one 23. ' the fair veiled lady 287 27. c. 1. 
29. t -Turayya 27. Pleiades 25. Pleiades 
29302 
29"c. l. 
29. Z-wiMz 27. girdle 25. E scarf 302-3 29. c. 2. 
29. Z-mufassaZ 27. set with pearls and gems 25. ' bejewelled 304 29. c. 3. 
32. mirt 30. woollen garment 28. gown 321-3 32. b. 5. 
35. s-Sajanjal 33. a mirror 31.: a burnished mirror 337-8 35. b. 1. 
38. ncziratin" 35. a glancing eye, like 32.; the glancing of a wild 345-6 38. b. 2. 
that of a wild animal deer 
40. mt: tat-atkil 37. thick 35. clustering down 353 40. c. 3. 
41. Z-macOrl i oigas 362-3 41. b. 2. 
42. anbüb 39. stem 36. reed 366-7 42. c. 2. 
42. a -sagiyy 39. a palm tree 36. 
I 
papyrus 367-8 42. c. 3. 
43. lam tantatiq Can 40. does not gird her waist 37. ' not girded and aproned 373 43. c. 2. 
taffadduli with a working dress to labour 
44. asarTC 41. worms 38. sand-worms 375-6 44. c. 2. 
44. Tabu 41. desert of Zabi 38. Zaby 376-7 44. c. 3. 
44. Ishil 41. Ishil tree 38. ishil-wood 377-9 44. c. 4. 
46. manýiratu rrvnsä 42. the light tower of a 39. the lamp kindled in the 385 46. c. 1. 
monk night 
47. dirain 43. a long dress frocked midway 389 47. c. 2. ý 
40 
47. mijwczl 43. a short frock between matron and maiden 390 47. c. 3. 
56. jar. Jaf 'Z- ayr 51. like the plain of Aer 50. ass's belly 420-11 56.6.1. 
- 1]. - 
61. kurayt 56. a bay colour 55. a gay bay 445-6 61. c. l. 
63. missahh 58. at full gallop 57. sweetly he flows 459 63. c. l. 
63. s -säbihOt 58. the swift horses 57.1 the mares 460 63. c. 2. 
65. hcdr5f. 60. the top 59. » the toy spinner 474-5 65. c. 2. 
68. faZGyata 63. the stone on which 62. ' the smooth stone a colo 490 68. b. 2. 
they broke up the cynth's broken on 
71 Dawär 65. colocynth pod Duwar 64.1 Duwar 502- 71. x. 1 
76. yageurü dna hu 70. the eye almost fails to 69.1 the appraising eye be- 530 76. b. 3. 
appreciate his beauty dazzled to take in 
his beauty 
79. tarn barqan 72. do you see the 71. do you see yonder 538- 79. b. 2. 
lightning lightning 
81. Qarij 74. Zirij 73. Darij 49-5 81. b. l. 
83. KutayfaZ/Ttga 76. Kuthaifah 75. Kutaifa 61-6 83. b. 1. 
84. m=kakiyya 82. the small birds 81. the song-birds 74-7 84. c. l. 
85. Z-c(am 71. the wild goats 76. the wild goats 78-7 85. b. 2. 
87. Abän 89-9 87. b. l. 
86. Tayma ' 78. Taimaa 77. Taimä 85-8 86. c. 1. 
87. bijEd 79. cloak 78. jubba 595 87. c. 2. 
88. T amiyya 97-9 8°.. b. 2. 
89. s -Sibs 83. the wild beasts 76. the white wild goats 606-0 89. b. 2. 
89. `Unsul 83. the root-bulbs 82. bulbs 608-0 89. b. 4. 
90. Z-Gabif 81. Ghabeet 80. E1-Ghabeet 618-1 90. c. 2. 
For further explanation of the cultural denotation of these problems and others, see pp. 25-49. 
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3.4 Homonymy 
1 
"This phenomenon of multiple ambiguity of (phonological) words" 
baffles both the translator and commentator due to the ambiguity with 
which it veils the context combined with the lack of adequate and 
sufficient information upon which a single possible meaning can be 
figured out. This definition, it would be interesting to point out, is 
not far away from de Beaugrande's definition of polyvalence which he 
defines thus: 
"By this term I do not mean the simple fact that one word 
has more than one meaning, but rather the situation in 
which a communicative context does not provide the informa- 
tion needed to decide upon a single possible meaning. 
Polyvalence prevails also when neither of two possible 
2 
meanings agrees with the information in the context. " 
The setting up of a. clear-cut distinction between homonymy and 
polysemy which "synchronistically means that one word can have more than 
one sense, and diachronistically, it implies that a word may retain its 
previous sense or senses and at the same time acquire one or several 
ones" is not an easy task because the frontier between the two is 
fluid The etymological approach, upon which the dictionary compiler 
often depends, and which"has been employed to make a clear-cut dividing 
between them-, has proved to be not so straightforward as it might 
4 
appear at first sight". "Relatedness vs. unrelatedness of meaning is 
the second major criterion invoked by linguist and lexicographers"5 
Unhappily, this too proved to be rather impractical because: 
1 Kempson, R. M., Semantic Theory, p. 8. Also cf. al-Suyüti, J., 
al-Muzhir, Vol. 1, p. 369. 
2 De Beaugrande, R., Factors in a Theory of Poetic Translating, p. 44. 
3 Ullmann, S., The Principles of Semantics, p. 117. 
4 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 2, p. 551. 
5 ibid. 
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"relatedness of meaning appears to be a matter of degree, 
and it has yet to be demonstrated, and may not in fact be 
demonstrable, that the intuitions of native speakers 
coincide sufficiently for it to be worthwhile looking for 
some universally applicable and clear-cut distinction 
between polysemy and homonymy in the language-system. " 
Unfortunately, even Palmer's resort to the application of "antonym" 
as a device to distinguish between these two terms, as he himself admits, 
2 
"does not provide good evidence". 
The following examples of homonymies presented both the commentators 
as well as the translators with a hard nut to crack due to the ambiguity 
with which they coloured the text combined with the lack of 
the sufficient and adequate information to disambiguate them: 
p. 144, para. 1. b. 2; p. 148, para. 1. c. 1; p. 133, para. 6. c. 2; 
p. 221, para. 12. c. 2; . p. 223, para. 12. c. 3; 
p. 236, para. 15. c. 1; p. 237, para. 15. c. 2; p. 269, para. 23. c. 1; 
p. 275, para. 25. c. 1; p. 294, para. 28. b. 4; p. 316, para. 31. c. 1; 
p. 324, para. 33. c. 2; p. 345, para. 38. b. 2; p. 362, para. 41'. b. 2; 
p. 366, para. 42. c. "; p. 367, para. 42. c. 3; p. 368, para. 42. c. 4; 
p. 382, para. 45. c. 1; p. 385, para. 46. c. 1; p. 404, para. 51. c. 2; 
p. 420, para. 56. c. 1; p. 422, para. 56. c. 2; p. 429, para. 59. b. I; 
p. 431, para. 59. c. I; p. 442, para. 61. b. 2; p. 446, para. 62. c. 2; 
p. 468, para. 64. c. 4; p. 474, para. 65. c. 2; p. 480, para. 66. c. 1; 
p. 482, para. 66. c. 2; p. 516, para. 73. c. 1; p. 558, para. 82. c. 3; 
p. 559, para. 82. c. 4; p. 584, para. 86. b. 1. 
1 Lyons, J., Semantics, Vol. 2, p. 552. 
2 Palmer, F. R., Semantics, p. 70. 
PART II 
Practical 
A- THE TRANSLATIONS 
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A. 1. Capt. Johnson's Translation. 
1 "Stop, oh my two friends, let us weep on account of the remembrance 
of my beloved, and her abode situated on the edge of a sandy desert 
between Dakhool and Howmal. " 
2 "And between Toozih and Nagrat, whose traces have not been 
obliterated, on account of what has blown and re-blown over them from 
the South wind and the North wind. " 
3 "You will see the dung of the white deer in the courtyards and 
enclosures of it, as though they were seeds of pepper. " 
4 "On the morning of separation, the day they departed it was as if 
T, standing near the acacia shrubs in the gardens of the tribe, were 
breaking the pods of the wild colocynth. " 
5 "My companions stopping their camels near me in that place, say, 
"Do not die of grief, but bear it patiently". " 
6 "But verily my cure is the flowing tear. But is there near the 
ruined retrains, a place for crying? " 
7 "As was your experience with Unuacl-Huwairith before her, and her 
neighbour Ummul-Rabab in Masal. " 
8 "When they stood up, the odour of musk diffused from them, was as 
the soft breeze of the zephyr, bringing with it the smell of the clove. " 
9 "So the tears of my eyes flowed down on my breast, on account of 
the tenderness of my love, until my tears wetted my sword belt. " 
10 "Behold, how many pleasant days have you spent with them, and 
especially the day at Darat-i-Juljul. " 
11 "And the day on which I killed my riding camel for food for the 
maidens. Then how pleasant was their dividing the riding camel's saddle, 
which had to be carried on their camels. " 
1 Johnson, F. E., The Seven Poems, Suspended in the Temple at Mecca, 
pp. 1-30. 
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12 "0 for wonder at its being unsaddled after that it was saddled; 
and 0 wonder for the slaughterer (i. e., the poet himself), regardless of 
his own interest. " 
13 "Then the maidens commenced throwing her flesh (i. e., the flesh of 
his camel) into the kettle and her fat like the loose fringes of white 
twisted silk round the lean. " 
14 "And the day, on which I entered the howdah, the howdah of Unaizah, 
and she said, 'Woe to you, verily, you will cause me to travel on foot. " 
15 "She was saying, while the howdah was swaying with us, 'you have 
galled my camel, oh Imra-ul-Qais; so dismount'. " 
16 "So I said to her, 'go on, and loosen his reins, and do not repel 
me from your repeatedly tasted fruit'. " 
17 "Let the young camel be, and show it no pity for our riding together 
on it; and come let us taste your fruit like an apple. " 
18 "For many a beautiful woman like you, oh Unaizah, i have visited 
at night and she was pregnant or giving suck, and I have diverted her 
thoughts from her child one year old. " 
19 "When he the child cried behind her, she turned towards him with 
one-half, while her other half was under me, and was not turned away. " 
20 "One day on the back of a sandhill she made excuses to me for not 
fulfilling my desire and swore an oath to which she made no. exception. " 
21 "Oh, Fatima, gently, put aside some of this coquetry, and if you 
have, indeed, made up your mind to cut off friendship with me, then do it 
kindly and gently. " 
22 "Has anything deceived you about me, that your love is killing me, 
and that verily as often as you order my heart, it will do what you 
order. " 
23 "And if any one of my habits has caused you annoyance, then put away 
my heart from your heart, and it will be put away. " 
24 "And your two eyes did not flow with tears, except to strike me 
with your two arrows in rmy broken heart, conquered by love. " 
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25 "And many a fair one, concealed behind the purdah, whose tent 
cannot be sought by others, have I enjoyed myself by playing with, 
without hastening my departure. " 
26 "I passed by the sentries on watch near her, and a people desirous 
of killing me, if they could conceal my murder, being unable to assail 
me openly. " 
27 "I passed by these people at a time, when the Pleiades appeared in 
the heavens, as the appearance of the gems in the spaces in the ornamented 
girdle, set with pearls and gems. " 
28 "Then I came to her, when she had taken off her clothes for sleep, 
except her night garment; and she was standing near the screen of the 
tent. " 
29 "Then she said to me, 'I swear by God, you have no excuse for what 
you are doing, and I cannot expect that your erring habits will ever be 
removed from your nature'. " 
30 "I went out with her; - she walking, and drawing behind us, over our 
footmarks, the skirts of an embroidered woollen garment, to erase the 
footprints. " 
31 "Then when we had crossed the enclosure of the tribe, the middle 
of the open plain, with its sandy undulations and sandhills, was sought 
by us. " 
32 "I drew the two side-locks of her head towards me; and she leant 
towards me; she was slender of waist, but full in the ankle. " 
33 "Thin-waisted, white-skinned, not fat in the abdomen, her breast- 
bones (i. e., breast) shining polished like a mirror. " 
34 "In complexion she is like the first egg of the ostrich - whiteness 
mixed with yellowness - pure water, unsullied by the descent of many 
people in it, has nourished her. " 
35 "She 'turns away, and shows me her smooth cheek, and is prohibiting 
me from caressing her with a glancing eye, Like that of a wild animal, 
with young, in the desert of Wajrah. " 
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36 "And she shows a neck like the neck of a white deer, which is 
neither disproportionate when she raises it, nor unornamented. " 
37 "And a perfect head of hair which, when loosened, adorns her back, 
black, very dark-coloured, thick like a date-cluster on a heavily-laden 
date tree. " 
38 "Her curls creep upwards to the top of her head, and the plaits are 
lost in the twisted (lit. doubled) hair, and the hair falling loose. " 
39 "And she meets n: e with a slender waist, thin as the twisted leathern 
nose-rein of a camel, and a shank, like the stem of a palm tree bending 
over from the weight of its fruit. " 
40 "In the morning, when she wakes, the particles of musk are lying 
over her bed; she sleeps much in the morning and does not gird her waist 
with a working dress. " 
41 "She gives with thin fingers, which are not thick, as if they were 
the worms of the desert of Zabi, and soft as the tooth-brushes of the 
Ishil tree. " 
42 "In the evening she brightens the darkness, as if she were the 
light tower of a monk, a recluse, which is lighted in the evening to guide 
travellers. " 
43 "Towards one like her, the wise man gazes incessantly, lovingly, 
when she is well proportioned in height between the wearer of a long 
dress and the wearer of a short frock. " 
44 "The follies of men are removed after their youth, but my heart is 
not freed from your love. " 
45 "Behold, many a bitter contender, as it were an adviser, reproaching 
me for my love for you, who was unfailing in his blame, I have turned him 
back from his reproaches. " 
46 "And many a night like a wave of the sea has let down its curtains 
upon me, with all kinds of griefs, that it might try me. " 
47 "Then I said to him (i. e., the night), when he stretched his loins 
and followed it with his buttocks and removed distant his breast. " 
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48 "Oh thou, long night, be brightened by dawn, but the morning is 
not preferable or superior to you in rmy opinion, for the pain of 
separation still continues the same. " 
49 "What a wonder you are as a night, a night whose stars are as it 
were secured by ropes of hemp to a firm rock. " 
50 "And many a leather water-bag of the people, I have placed its 
strap over my shoulder, submissive, and repeatedly saddled with it. " 
51 "And many a valley like the plain of Aer, a sterile desert, have 
I crossed, in which the wolf was howling like the gambler with a family 
to support. " 
52 "I said to him (the wolf) when he howled, our business is small in 
the way of wealth, if you also have never been prosperous. " 
53 "If either of us obtains anything he makes away with it, and he 
who cultivates after the manner of my cultivation and your cultivation 
will become thin. " 
54 - "And verily I started in the early morning, when the birds were 
still in their nests, on a horse well-bred, long bodied, outstripping the 
wild beasts in his gallop. " 
55 "Attacking, fleeing, advancing, retiring, whichever I wish, and 
jointly with all these qualities, being like the boulder of a rock, which 
the torrent has hurled down from on high, in his pace, force, and 
invulnerability. " 
56 "of a bay colour; he is such that he causes the numnah to slip off 
the middle of his back, as a smooth stone causes the falling rain to slip 
off. " 
57 "In spite of his thinness, he is very lively, and when the heat of 
his temperament boils over in him, his snorting is as the boiling of a 
kettle. " 
58 "At full gallop, at a time when the swift horses, on account of 
fatigue, raised up the dust on the rough ground beaten by their hoofs. " 
59 "The light boy slips off his back, and he throws away the garments 
of the rough heavy rider. " 
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60 "Very fast, like the top of a child, the successive working of his 
two hands with the connected string, has spun it well. " 
61 "He has the flanks of a buck, and the legs of an ostrich, and the 
gallop of a wolf, and the canter of a cub. " 
62 "Well shaped, with thick bones and strong sinews: if you stand 
behind him, he shuts the place between his thighs from view, with a tail, 
ample, hanging a little above the earth, which does not incline to one 
side (or is not crooked). " 
63 "As if, when he was standing in front of the house, his back was 
the stone on which they grind up musk for the perfuming of the bride, or 
the stone on which they break up the colocynth pods. " 
64 "As if the blood of the leaders of the herd on his neck were the 
juice of Henna in combed white hair. " 
65 "Then there appeared to us a flock of w2Zd sheep, the ewes of which 
were as the virgins of Duwar in long trailing robes. " 
66 "They turned round for flight, and were as the shell clearly 
marked (or variegated by gems), on the neck of a boy, whose relations on 
both sides are distinguished in the tribe. " 
67 "He caused us to overtake the foremost ones, while besides then 
were those which remained behind in a crowd, which did not disperse. " 
68 "He killed one after the other, a bull and a cow, overtaking them, 
and he did not break out into a sweat that he should be washed. " 
69 "Then the dressers of meat were, a part of them, baking slices of 
roasted meat placed in line, and another part were boiling quickly in 
the kettle. " 
70 "We returned in the evening, and the eye almost failed to appreciate 
his beauty; for when the eye was raised to see the upper part of him, it 
was lowered, being attracted by the beauty of the lower part. " 
71 "He passed the night with his saddle and bridle on him; he passed 
the night standing in my eyesight, without being sent to the stable. " 
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72 "Oh, my companion, do you see the lightning, the glittering of 
which I am showing you; like the flashing of the two hands in the thick 
collecting crowned clouds. " 
73 "Shines the glory of it, or, Like the lamps of a monk, who has 
'dipped' in the oil the well-twisted wicks. " 
74 "I sat down with my companions waiting for the rain between Zarij 
and Uzaib after regarding the lightning attentively. " 
75 "In looking for the rain, we guessed that the right of its downpour 
was over Qatau, while the left of it was upon Satar and beyond it upon 
Yazbul. " 
76 "The storm commenced pouring out its waters over Kuthaifah,. over- 
turning upon their faces the big trees called Kanahbul. " 
77 "Then there passed over the hills of Qanan from the spray of it, 
that which was so very violent that it caused the wild goats to descent 
from every haunt in it. " 
78 "And at Taimaa it did not leave the trunk of a date tree standing, 
and not a building except those strengthened by hard stones. " 
79 "As if Thabeer at the first downfall of its rain was a great one of 
the people, wrapped in a striped cloak. " 
80 "As if in the morning the summit of the peak of Mujaimir by reason 
of the flood and the debris round it, were the whirl of a spindle. " 
81 "And the cloud poured out on the desert of Ghabeet its goods (i. e., 
rain; ) and it resembled the arrival of the Yemani merchant with his 
trunks loaded with rich clothes. " 
82 "As if in the morning the small birds of the valley Jiwaa had taken 
a morning draught of old, pure, spiced wine. " 
83 "As if in the evening the wild beasts in it drowned in the furthest 
parts of it (i. e., the Valley Jiwaa, ) were the root-bulbs of the wild 
onion. " 
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A. 2- A. J. Arberry's Translation 
1: 
2 
Halt, friends both! Let us weep, recalling a love and a lodging 
1 
by the rim of the twisted sands between Ed-Dakhool and Haumal, 
Toodih and E1-Nikrät, whose trace is not yet effaced 
for all the spinning of the south winds and the northern blasts; 
there, all about its yards, and away in the dry hollows 
3 
you may see the dung of antelopes spattered like peppercorns. 
Upon the morn of separation, the day they loaded to part, 
by the tribe's acacias it was like I was splitting a colocynth; 
5 
there my companions halted their beasts awhile over me 
saying, 'Don't perish of sorrow; restrain yourself decently! ' 
6 
Yet the true and only cure of my grief is tears outpoured: 
what is there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? _ 
Even so, my soul, is your wont; so it was with Umm al-Huwairith 
before her, and Umm ar-Rabat her neighbour, at Ma'sal; 
when they arose, the subtle musk wafted from them 
sweet as the zephyr's breath that bears the fragrance of cloves. 
Then my eyes overflowed with tears of passionate yearning 
upon my throat, till my tears drenched even my sword's harness. 
Oh yes, many a fine day I've dallied with the white ladies, 
10 
and especially I call to mind a day at Dara Juljul, 
11 
and the day I slaughtered for the virgins my riding-beast 
(and oh, how marvellous was the dividing of its loaded saddle), 
12 
and the virgins went on tossing its hacked flesh about 
and the frilly fat like fringes of twisted silk. 
13 
Yes, and the day I entered the litter where Unaiza was 
and she cried, 'Out on you! Will you make me walk on my feet? ' 
She was saying, while the canopy swayed with the pair of us, 
14 
'There now, you've hocked my camel, Imr al-Kais. Down with you! ' 
But I said, 'Ride on, and slacken the beast's reins, 
15 
and oh, don't drive me away from your refreshing fruit. 
16 
Many's the pregnant woman like you, aye, and the nursing mother 
I've night-visited, and made her forget her amuleted one-year-old; 
whenever he whimpered behind her, she turned to him 
17 
with half her body, her other half unshifted under me. ' 
1 Arberry, A. J., The Seven Odes: The First Chapter in Arabic 
Literature, pp. 61-6. 
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Ha, and a day on the back of the sand-;; ill she denied ... _ 18 
swearing a solemn oath that should never, never be broken. 
'Gently now, Fatima! A little less disdainful: 
19 
even if you intend to break with me, do it kindly. 
If it's some habit of mine that's so much vexed you 
20 
just draw off my garments from yours, and they'll slip away. 
Puffed-up it is it's made you, that my love for you's killing me 
21 
and that whatever you order my heart to do, it obeys. 
Your eyes only shed those tears so as to strike and pierce 
22 
with those two shafts of theirs the fragments of a ruined heart. 
Many's the fair veiled lady, whose tent few would think of seeking, 
23 
I've enjoyed sporting with, and not in a hurry either, 
slipping past packs of watchmen to reach her, with a whole tride 
24 
hankering after my blood, eager every man-jack to slay me, 
what time the Pleiades showed themselves broadly in heaven 
25 
glittering like the folds of a woman's bejewelled scarf. 
I came, and already she'd stripped off her garments for sleep 
26 
beside the tent-flap, all but a single flimsy slip; 
and she cried, "God's oath, man, you won't get away with this! 
27 
The folly's not left you yet; I see you're as feckless as ever". 
Out I brought her, and as she stepped she trailed behind us 
28 
to cover our footprints the skirt of an embroidered gown. 
But when we had crossed the tribe's enclosure, and dark about us 
29 
hung a convenient shallow intricately undulant, 
I twisted her side-tresses to me, and she leaned over me; 
30 
slender-waisted she was, and tenderly plump her ankles, 
shapely and taut her belly, white-fleshed, not the least flabby, 
31 
polished the lie of her breast-bones, smooth as a burnished mirror. 
She turns away, to show a soft cheek, and wards me off 
32 with the glance of a wild deer of Wajra, a shy gazelle with its 
fawn; 
she shows me a throat like the throat of an antelope, not ungainly 
33 
when she lifts it upwards, neither naked of ornament; 
she shows me her thick black tresses, a dark embellishment 
34 
clustering down her back like bunches of a laden date-tree - 
twisted upwards meanwhile are the locks that ring her brow, 
35 
the knots cunningly lost in the plaited and loosened strands; 
she shows me a waist slender and slight as a camel's nose-rein, 
36 
and a smooth shank like the reed of a watered, bent papyrus. 
C 
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In the morning the grains of musk hang over her couch, 
37 
sleeping the forenoon through, not girded and aproned to labour. 
She gives with fingers delicate, not coarse; you might say 
38 
they were sand-worms of Zaby, or tooth-sticks of ishil-wood. 
At eventide she lightens the black shadows, as if she were 
39 
the lamp kindled in the night of a monk at his devotions. 
Upon the like of her the prudent man will gaze with ardour 
40 eyeing her slim, upstanding, frocked midway between matron and 
maiden; 
like the first egg of the ostrich - its whiteness mingled with 
41 yellow - 
nurtured on water pure, unsullied by many paddlers. 
Let the follies of other men forswear fond passion; 
42 
my heart forswears not, nor will forget the love I bear you. 
Many's the stubborn foe on your account I've turned and thwarted 
43 
sincere though he was in his reproaches, not negligent. ' 
Oft night like a sea swarming has dropped its curtains 
44 
over me, thick with multifarious cares, to try me, 
and I said to the night, when it stretched its lazy loins 
45 
followed by its fat buttocks, and heaved off its heavy breast, 
'Well now, you tedious night, won't you clear yourself off, and 
46 let 
dawn shine? Yet dawn, when it comes, is no way better than you. 
Oh, what a night of a night you are! It's as though the stars 
47 
were tied to the Mount of Yadhbul with infinite hempen ropes; 
as though the Pleiades in their stable were firmly hung 
48 
by stout flax cables to craggy slabs of granite. ' 
Many's the water-skin of all sorts of folk I have slung 
49 
by its strap over my shoulder, as humble, as can be, and humped it; 
many's the valley, bare as an ass's belly, I've crossed, 
50 
.a valley loud with the wolf howling like a many-bairned wastrel 
to which, howling, I've cried, 'Well, wolf, that's a pair of us, 
51 
pretty unprosperous both, if you're out of funds like me. 
It's the same with us both - whenever we get aught into our hands 
52 we let it slip through our fingers; tillers of our tilth go pretty 
thin. ' 
53 
Often I've been off with the morn, the birds yet asleep in their nests, 
my horse short-haired, outstripping the wild game, huge-bodied. 
tEM 
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charging, fleet-fleeting, head-foremost, headlong, all to ether 
54 
the match of a rugged boulder hurled from on high by the torrent, 
a gay bay, sliding the saddle-felt from his back's thwart 
55 just as a smooth pebble slides off the rain cascading. 
Fiery he is, for all his leanness, and when his ardour 
56 
boils in him, how he roars -a bubbling cauldron isn't in it! 
Sweetly he flows, when the mares floundering wearily 
57 
kick up the dust where their hooves drag in the trampled track; 
the lightweight lad slips landward from his smooth back, 
58 
he flings off the burnous of the hard, heavy rider; 
very swift he is, like the toy spinner a boy will whirl 
59 
plying it with his nimble hands by the knotted thread. 
His flanks are the flanks of a fawn, his legs like an ostrich's; 
60 
the springy trot of the wolf he has, the fox's gallop; 
sturdy his body - look from behind, and he bars his legs' gap 
61 
with a full tail, not askew, reaching almost to the ground; 
his back, as he stands beside the tent, seems the pounding-slab 
62 
of a bride's perfumes, or the smooth stone a colocynth's broken on; 
the blood of the herd's leaders spatters his thrusting neck 
63 
like expressed tincture of henna reddening combed white locks. 
A flock presented itself to us, the cows among them 
64 
like Duwar virgins mantled in their long-trailing draperies; 
turning to flee, they were beads of Yemen spaced with cowries 
65 
hung on a boy's neck, he nobly uncled in the clan, 
My charger thrust me among the leaders, and. way behind him 
66 
huddled the stragglers herded together, not scattering; 
at one bound he had taken a bull and a cow together 
67 
pouncing suddenly, and not a drop of sweat on his body. 
Busy then were the cooks, some roasting upon a fire 
68 
the grilled slices, some stirring the hasty stew. 
Then with the eve we returned, the appraising eye bedazzled 
69 
to take in his beauty, looking him eagerly up and down; 
all through the night he stood with saddle and bridle upon him, 
70 
stood where by eyes could see him, not loose to his will. 
71 
Friend, do you see yonder lightning? Look, there goes its glitter 
flashing like two hands now in the heaped-up, crowned stormcloud. 
72 
Brilliantly is shines - so flames the lamp of an anchorite 
as he slops the oil over the twisted wick. 
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So with my companions I sat watching it between Därij 
73 
and E1-Odheib, far-ranging my anxious gaze; 
over Katan, so we guessed, hovered the right of its deluge, 
74 
its left dropping upon Es-Sitar and further Yadhbul. 
Then the cloud started loosing its torrent about Kutaifa 
75 
turning upon their beards the boles of the tall kanahbals; 
over the hills of El-Kanan swept its flying spray 
76 
sending the white wild goats hurtling down on all sides. 
At Taimä it left not one trunk of a date-tree standing, 
77 
not a solitary fort, save those buttressed with hard rocks; 
and Thabeer - why, when the first onrush of its deluge came 
78 
Thabeer was a great chieftain wrapped in a striped jubba. 
In the morning the topmost peak of El-Mujaimir 
74 
was a spindle's whorl cluttered with all the scum of the torrent; 
it had flung over the desert of El-Ghabeet its cargo 
80 
like a Yemeni merchant unpacking his laden bags. 
In the morning the songbirds all along the broad valley 
81 
quaffed the choicest of sweet wines rich with spices; 
the wild beasts at evening drowned in the furthest reaches 
82 
of the wide watercourse lay like drawn bulbs of wild onion. 
B- RECENSIONS, COMMENTARIES 
The Translators' Dependence on Them 
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B- The Recensions: - 
gifä nabki min dikrä habYbin wa manziZi 
bi sigti Z-liwä bayna d-Dahuli fa FIc mall v 
(Q. I /T. I /S. 1 /Aj . -D. I/K. I/An. 11N. I/H. I 
/Z. I /T. I/As. I/Ar. 1)1 
sagt 
(B. 1/A. 1/An. IV (Riyäsi and Asm. ))2 
bayna d-Dahili wa Hawma ZZ 
(B. 1/A. 1/Q. IV (Asm. )/T. IV/K. IV (Asm. )/An. IV (Asm. )/N. IV (Asm. )/ 
T. IV (Asm. ))3 
1 (Q. ) (JAL. ), p. 116; (T. ) (D10. ), fol. 14; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 146; 
(Aj. -D. ) (§NS. ), fol. 
10; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 10; (An. ) (SQS"), p. 15; 
(N. ) (kT ), p. 98; (H. ) Q. ), fol. 3; (Z. ) p. 7; 
(T. ) 
. 
(SQA: ), p. 1; (As. ) I0. ), p. 132; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 2. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 68; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 19. 
3 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 68; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 8; (Q. ) JA-A. , p. 116; 
(T. ) DI0. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MI . 
), p. 11;. (An. ) (SS. ), p. 19; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 100; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
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1. B- Comment: - 
I. b. I- "wa" vs. "fa": - 
(Q., K., An., N., B., T. } 
1 
reported that al-Asmaci rejected the 
recension of "wall for "fa" because the latter conjunction connects two 
similar objects that cannot be differentiated. al-cAskari attributed 
to al-Asmaci: "Every conjunction in Arabic has its own precise semantic 
function". "The conjunction "W( z-" which often connects two similar 
objects, has three semantic functions, e. g. "g=ä Zaydun waaAmrun" 
Here, "Zayd and cAmr stood up" can be interpreted as (1) both of them 
stood up simultaneously, (2) the former stood up before the latter, 
(3) the latter stood up before the former. The conjunction " a", 
however, is a particle of gradation which connects two objects wherein 
one of them immediately follows the other without a pause". "The same 
remedy", he argued, "is quite applicable to the problem at hand". The 
recension of "fa" does not hold water in this context, because the 
preposition "bayna" does not imply that the two objects are subsequent 
to each other and that the object is between them; it does imply rather 
that they cannot be connected as long as the object is between them". 
He argued that, while it is semantically plausible to say "Zaydun bayna 
al-Küfdi, i . al-Basrä", "Zayd is between al-Küfa and al-Basra ", this is 
not the case when one says "Zaydun baynaal-Küfa fa al-Basra ", "Zayd 
is between al-Küfa then al-Basra". 
3 
(An., N., B., T. ) attributed to al-Farrä-) the adoption of the 
recension of "fa". Moreover, they pointed out that he interpreted it 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 116; (K. ) P. 11; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 19; (N. ) 
(SOT. ), -p. 100: (B. ) (LSJ. ), p. 70; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
2 al-CA'slarT. Sar_ ma a ac_fih. al-Tasbif wa al-TahrYf, pp. 218-219. 
3 (An. ) (ES. ), p. 
ýl 
; (9 N. ) (SQT. ), p. 100; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 70; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 2. 
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"among the people of a1-Dahill and the people of Hawmal". To verify his 
argument, he quoted the line, 
"qi fä nasal manäzi ld. ZZi Lay Za 
fa Tüdiha bayna Hawrrala aw CUra_ , 
"Halt! Let us question the lodgings of Layla's people because 
Tüdih is between the people of HawmaZ or that of 
cUrädä':. (T., Aj: -D. ) 
thought that the preposition "fa" in this context overlaps with the 
preposition "il a", "to". They interpreted the phrase "bayna al-Dahill fa 
2 
Haumali", "between al-Dahill to Hawmal". (An. ), however, attributed this 
interpretation to Hisämlbnriucäwýa'al-Darir and reported that the latter 
commented "The phrase "bayna aZ-Dihil fa Haumal" is basically "mä bayna 
aZ-Dahuli iZä HawmaZi'r, wherein "ma" was omitted". al-Farr2P, as (An. )3 
reported, rejecting this interpretation, maintained that "'mä" is a 
limit between two objects and it cannot be omitted". To support his 
assertion he quoted the verse: ý'ahsana:. aZ-nisi mä Qarana fa Qadc tin", 
which he interpreted, without omitting "lma", as "ma bayna Qarana fa 
Qadamin", "that between Qarana to Qadämin". Furthermore, (, An., N., B., 
T. ) 
4 
reported that in the recension: 'bayna al-Dahüi fa Hawmal", 'aZ-DahüZ'* 
might be interpreted as a name of a place that contains several places; 
the same might be said ofHalmaZ From this point of view, "bayna 
aZ-DahiTZ fa Hc& "al" can be interpreted as "between the places of 
al-Dahill and the places of Hawmal". (K. )5 adopting this interpretation, 
commented on this hemistich: "The poet did not mean one particular 
I (T. ) fol. 15; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 10. 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 20. 
3 Ibid. 
4 (An. )' (a), p. 20; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 100; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 70; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
5 (K. ) (. 1IQ. ) , p. 1I. 
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place between them, but he had been following the traces of his beloved 
between those two places, shedding tears on them". 
This problem has baffled not only Arab cormnentators but 
Orientalists too. 'While U. Thilo attributed "the imprecisions, errors 
and even falsifications" of toponymy to "mistakes in oral and written 
transmission", Goldhizer regards it "at face value for indices of a 
poem's genuineness"! To Zwettler, however, "such grannatically 
anomalous use of "fa" rather than "wa" to join together place names in 
2 
the nasib is a formulaic element deeply rooted in poetic tradition". 
From what we have already said it seems that the crux of the 
problem is latent in the precise delineation of the described toponyms. 
It would be most enlightening, therefore, to trace the location of 
those toponyms. 
3 
(Q., K., N., B., A., T. ) thought they were "names of places". 
4 
(An., As,. ) believed that aZ-DahüZ, Hawmal, Tüdih and aZ-l iqr t were 
v 
places between "Irrur?? aiýa" and "Astfad al-CAyan", the latter being a mountain. 
At the same time, (An. )5 ascribed to Ibn Habib the interpretation: 
"They are the lodgings of Kiläb". Yäqü't said "al-Dahi! Z, J/cr naZ, ! 'ildih 
and al-lJigrczt are places between Inmaia and Asi? ad al-CAzyan". Ile added 
AS to aZ-DahüZ, it is a valley in the land of Yemen, and it was said 
v 
that it is a well of abundant water, also it was said that it is one of 
cAmr b. Kiläb's waters". Unfortunately, recent investigations into the 
determination of the locations of those places should he taken with a 
grain of salt. Contradictions are evident in the results of the 
1 Zwettler, H. The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry, p. 114. 
2 Ibid, p. 23b. 
3 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 117; (K. ) (MIQ"), P. 10; (N. ) (SQT. ), P. 98; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), 
Fp. 
68; (A. ) (DIQ"), -p8; (T. ) (SQA. ), P. 2. 
4 (An. ) (SQs. ), p. 19; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 132. 
5 (An. ) (SQS. ), R. 19. 
6 YZIqüt al-Hamawi, Mucjam al-Biildän, Vol. 3, pp. 325-445. 
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investigations performed by two researchers in the same area. One of 
them who claims to have found out the precise location of the places 
and visited 
hill, close 
"al-Da. 1tü Z". 
Sigi aZ-Iiwä 
This 
them writes, 
to it occurs 
"Hm)7nal" is 
is a twisted 
description c 
"al-Dahill is the name of a huge and prominent 
a water course. Nowadays, it is still called 
also a hill neighbouring al-Dahill. 
sand between them". 
learly gives support to al-Asmaci's interpreta- 
tion as reported by (Q., K., An., N., B., T. ) presented earlier. The 
second researcher saw "al-Dah7Jl " as afresh water that is located 
between the valley of "al-Dawäsir" and that of "Raniya". Nowadays it 
is still called "al-Dah2l". "Ilawmal" is a mountain occurring to the 
south west of "al-DaIÜW'. The distance between the two places is a 
half day's walk and "sigt aZ-Ziz " is a twisted sand nowadays called 
"misrif". 2 
The Translations: - 
It might be tempting to infer that the two translations, "between 
Dakhool and Howmal" and "between El-Dakhool and Hawmal", as interpreted 
by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are close to the recension of 'wa rr 
rather than "fa", because "and" in T. L. is the closest equivalent to 
"Wa"" in S. L. But this is only one side of the picture. Their trans- 
lation of the first hemistich of the second verse might also indicate 
that both of them had in mind the recension of "fa" rather than 
This conclusion can be supported in two ways: (1) in translating the 
1 Ibn Mamis, CAbdulläh Ibn Muharmnad, Muejam al-Yamäma. Vol. 1, p. 361. 
2. al-cArab,. Vol. 3 and 4, p. 
101. 
* For the translations_of (J. ) and (A. ), see pp. 126-37. 
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conjunction "fa" in V. 2, which is fairly synonymous with the conjunction 
"fa" in V. I. (3. ) used the particle of conjunction "and", and (A. ) 
used the punctuative particle "comma" which in this context carries 
almost the same semantic and syntactic function of "and", as an 
equivalent to the conjunction "fa" in S. L. (2) It can be concluded 
from both (J. )'s translation, "her abode situated on the edge of a 
sandy desert between Dakhool and Howmal. And between Toozih and Maqrat", 
and (A. )'s translation, "... a lodging by the rim of the twisted sands 
between Ed-Dakhool and Hawmal, Toodih and El-Mikrät"; that the "abode" 
as translated by (J. ) and the "lodging" as translated by (A. ) is 
located by the rim of the twisted sand which in its turn must be in the 
middle or among those four places. This last interpretation, it should 
be pointed out, was not adopted by any of the commentaries, except that 
of (Z., Ar., H. ). So, it might be possible to suggest that both of the 
translators depended on (Z., Ar., M. )'s interpretation, who adopted, as 
indicated earlier, the recension of "fa". 
I. b. 2- sigt vs. sagt 
(Q. )ý attributed to al-Asmäci and al-Mufaddal Ibn cAbdulläh 
al-Mujabbir Ibn cAmr Ibn al-Hattäb the reading "sigt". He attributed to 
al-Asmaci the belief that! sigt-, 'aZ-Ziwa" is a tract of land between the 
2 
sand and the rough grounds. To (T., A., T. ), siat, sagt or sugt all denote 
the end, sloping or extremity of sand. (Aj. )3believed that ". sat" 
41 
denoted "the end or extremity of the sand". (An. ) quoted al-Riyäsi as 
saying "al-Asmaci knows none of those readings except that of "sagt" 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 116. 
2 (T. ) DI .), fol. 
15; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
3 (Aj. ) , (SOTS. ), fol. 10. 
4 (An. ) (SQs ), p. 19. 
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which he interpreted as the end or extremity of sand". Furthermore, 
(An j attributed to Abü"cUbaydä the interpretation that "sigt" is the 
end, falling or extremity of sand. "Suqt", however, "is the abortive 
falling of the foetus from the belly of its mother' As to "sagt'rit 
denoted'the fall, end or extremity of fire". (K., N., B., Z., As. ) 
2 
favouring Abu-cUbayda's interpretation, (K., N. )3 added "it is more 
common to favour the reading of "sigt" because it includes the three 
alternative interpretations. 
In summary, we can say that the recension and the interpretation 
that were ascribed to al-Asmaci as reported by (Q. ) is partially synonymous wit 
that of (Aj. ). Similarly, the interpretation and the recension that 
were attributed to Abu--CUbayda is synonymous with that of (B., Z., As. ). 
Furthermore, there is'a partial synonymity between the interpretation 
of (T., A., T. ) on the one hand and that of (K., N. ) on the other. 
Though the recension that (An. ) attributed to al-Asmäci, al-Riyäs 
is different from that (Q. ) attributed to him, their interpretation is 
similar. It can be concluded further that al-Asmaci, as reported by 
(Q. ), Abü cUbayda, as reported by (An. ) on one hand and (K., Z., As. ) 
ön the other are fairly unanimous that "siqt" denotes "the end, falling, 
or extremity of sand". Seen in this way, the interpretation of (T., A., 
T. ) has a i": ide range of denotation and it includes that of al-Asmäci, 
Abü cUbayda, (B., Z., As. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semanti 
relation with it. 
Reaching this point of investigation, it is interesting to 
examine Lane's explanation: 
1 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 19. 
2 (K. ) (*MIQ"), p. 10; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 98; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 68; (Z. ) 
(SrMS. ), p. 7; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 132. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 10; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 98. 
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""Sigt al-liwä" is the place where ' the sand becomes 
so thin, hard and solid that the hard ground (S. ) or 
rough level ground (T. A. ) or a level and spacious 
tract of land becomes clear-. This tract of sand is 
spacious and contains soft sand in which the feet 
may sink. "ý 
(An. ) reported that it has run as a proverb among the Further, 
2 
Arabs to say "aZwayu . tum fa anzilü" 
rough and solid tract of the sand". 
reported, '"this is the most favoured 
the best place for digging the holloi 
of the tents". 
"Lodge, if you reach the twisted, 
"To the nomadic Arabs", (A. )3 
place for lodging because it is 
as and fixing the poles and pins 
The Translations: - 
Though (J. )'s translation, "on the edge of the sandy desert", 
does not correspond with any of the commentaries presented earlier, and 
does not convey the cultural denotation of S. L. to the receptor of T. L., 
his translation, "on the edge", may be roughly regarded as close to the 
recension of "siqt", as read and interpreted by al-AsmäcT, according to 
(Q. )'s report, and Abü cUbayda, according to (An. )'s report, (K., N., 
Z., As. ), (Aj. ), and close to the reading of "sagt" as read by al-Asmaci, 
according to (An. )'s report. Furthermore, it may be close to the 
reading and interpretation of (T., A., T. ). 
(A. )'s translation, "by the rim of the twisted sands", is close 
to the interpretation of commentaries and lexicons presented above, 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. II, p. 1381". 
2 (An. ) (SQS ), p. 19. 
3 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 8. 
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though it does not convey the cultural denotation that is tacit behind 
the phrase "sigt aý-Ztiaýcz", which we explained earlier. Furthermore, his 
translation, "rim of the twisted sands", is close both to the recension 
of "siqt", as attributed by (Q. ) to al-Asmäci and al-Mufaddal, and to 
the reading and interpretation of Abü-cUbayda, as reported by (An. ), 
(Aj., K., N., Z., As. ). Furthermore, it may be close to the recension 
and interpretation of (T., A., T. ) and close to the recension and 
interpretation of llsagi", as read and interpreted by al-Asmäci according 
to (An. )'s report. 
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I. C- Commentaries: - 
The precise denotation of the following lexemes were a matter of 
controversy among commentators: 
l. c. l- gifä: - 
Arab linguists debated the tacit reason behind the use of the 
dual gifä in this verse. It will become clear that the various inter- 
pretations attached to its denotation stem mainly from two opposing and 
highly important schools, namely, the Basran and Küfan. 
(Q., As. )1 attributed to al-Asmäci, and (An., N., T. ) 
2 
to the Küfan 
linguists, and (B. )3 to al-Farr, that the poet addressed one person. 
(An., N., B., T. ) 
4 
elaborated that this is a matter of convention that 
the nomadic Arabs used to address singular and plural in terms of dual. 
The reason for this convention is that an Arab did not like to travel 
alone, but with at least two companions - his shepherd and his camel- 
herd. It became his habit, therefore, to address singular or plural in 
terms of dual. It should be pointed out that (Aj. -D. )5favoured this 
interpretation. 
Furthermore, (B. )6 attributed to al-FarrV and (As. ) to al-Asmäci, 
and (An., N., T. ) to the Küfan linguists the interpretation, "The Arabs 
used to say "gwnä Cannä", "keep away from us", and "wayhaka irhatän" 
"woe unto you depart", using dual though they were addressing one person 
only. In poetry, as (An. ) reported, al-Farrä"ý found a rich resource 
which enhanced his argument. So he quoted: 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 117; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 1. 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 16; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 98; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 1. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 69. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 16; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 98; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 69; 
(T. ) (S A. , p. 2. 
5 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ) , fol. 10. 
6 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 69. 
7 (As. ) (D" IQ. ), fol. 132. 
8 (An. ) (S ), p. 17; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 99; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
9 
. 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 17. 
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"fa 'in tazjuräni yä czbna A, fana anza, 7tir 
c_ C. c-, ºZ wa in tada anz ctT=, -- irdan rvjrrrcmna a 
0 ibn cAffan, if you rebuke me, I will be rebuked, 
And if you allow me I will defend an 
unassailable honour. 
And: 
"ial Zayya murrä bi aaNi zU Jundabi 
Zinugdiya hc-z ati ' Z- fu' ädi Z-muaaddabi 
alam tar-a anni kuZZarcd j- tu iärigan 
" wa jadtu bihýz ban Wain lam tatajyabi2 
My two friends accompany me to Uuuni Jundabi 
to satisfy the desires of the tortured heart, 
Don't you see that whenever I visit her at night, 
I find her scented without perfume. 
Furthermore, he and al-Kas I quoted: 
' 4ba Flasilin faksvhuna huZZatajhta; a 
fa innakum in taf äZä fatayani 
birr2 gärratä aw ta'Zuvckum fatal iya 
Wu'in tarhusä fahma Z-Zaäi turiani"3 V- 
If you, Abä Wasilin, put garments on both of 
them for what they did, you will be a gentleman 
if they exaggerate their request you may accede 
or refuse, as you wish. 
1 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 16; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 69; (T. ) (SSA. ), p. 1. 
2 (An. ) (SAS. ), p. 16; CB. ) p. 69. 
3 (An. ) (S`(L. ), p. 16. 
1, V 
Furthermore, Kü£ans exploited Imru'al-Qays' verse: 
"hal la; jya gUith 1-i CAtälat fanzurä 
anäran trä min nahrau m bayna am barqa" 
"My friends both! Stand up in cAtäla and look whether 
you see a fire or lightning in the far distance. " 
(N., T. ) 
1 
maintained that the variant "ilti t" (apostrophes) in the 
Mucallaga wherein the poet shifts in V. 1 from dual to plural (V. 5), 
and then to singular (V. 79) have been further exploited by the Küfan 
school as a clear evidence of the soundness of their argument. 
'Not only did Küfans exploit poetry in favour of their on 
arguments, but they had recourse to Quroän as well. Q.: L. 24, "iZgiuy2i 
r l- r'. Ulla kaf f art. 
oan? d", "Cast, you twain, into Gehennma, 
every froward unbeliever"? was interpreted as an address from God to 
Mä1ik, the Porter of Hell Gate. They argued that, though the addressee 
is singular, namely Mälik, *God addressed him in terms of the dual. 
4 
(N., T. ) maintained that Ab-u Ishäq al-Zajjäj, a Küfan scholar, rejected 
the interpretation of his school, and interpreted the above quoted 
QuOänic verse as God's address to two people, namely al-Sabiq and 
r 
al-Sahid. Applying the same remedy to the problem at hand, "he 
concluded that the poet was addressing two companions". While (K. ) 
5 
6 
adopted this interpretation, (As. ), it should be pointed out, attributed 
] 
this interpretation to AbüeAmr al-SvaybänT. Furthermore, (An., T. ) 
pointed out that Küfans regarded the syntactic description of the 
lexeme "gifä" as a way to a better semantic understanding of this verse. 
1 (N. ) (SQT. ) , p. 98; (T. ) (SQA. ) , p. 2. 2 Arberry,. A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 54G. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ) , p. 16; (N. ) (ýT. ) , p. 98; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 1. 4 (N. ) (ýT. ), p. 99; (T. ) (SQL), p. 2. 
5 (K. ) (9), P. 10. 
6 (As. ) (DIQ ), fol. 132. 
7 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 17; (T. ) (QA. ), p. 2. 
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(An., T. ) maintained that "the Küfans argued that the poet meant 
"qifan" wherein the lightened form of nün is commuted to 'ziif"-in pause, 
as in the phrase inQ.: xii. 32, "yakf nan minal-sagirin", "And he shall 
assuredly be of those in state of vileness", and the phrase in Q.: xcvi. 15, 
"we shall seize him by the forelock"3, 
"nasfaaan bi iZ--r siyd, /in both instances the pause is indicated in the 
script with only "ab ", without "tanwYn". Similarly, they quoted 
al-Hajjäj's command to his guard, 'ya har, iju idriba cunvgahu", "0 Guard! 
Strike off his head", as basically "idriban", whereby the lightened 
"nUn" was commuted for "ah; j". This is explained by grammarians as a 
dual used in an intensive sense. 
To provide a strong support to the Küfan's premise, a1-Farr?, as 
(An., T. ) reported, quoted the following lines: 
"fa- mahmä tasc? min hu Fazart tuatiktmr 
w mahmä tasý min hu Fazartxtu tr/. r no a 
"Whatever Fazara wishes to reward you it will do so, and 
whatever Fazara wishes to forbid, it may also do so. " 
"yahsibahu . Z-jähiZu mä" Zam yaCZamä 
sayhan CaZa kurssyyihi muaammamä" 
"Seeing him turbaned and sitting on his pulpit 
the ignorant would take him for a man of knowledge. " 
1 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 17; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 1. 
3 Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 651. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 17; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
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It is interesting to add that"Ibn Hal1ik5n reported that' , someone asked v 
al-Mutanabbi for the reason lying behind not apocopating the auf 
after the jussive particle "lam" in: 
"bädir hawäka sabirta can Zarn tasbira" 
"Indulge in your love whether you can be patient or not". 
al-Mutanabbi is reported to have replied: "If Ibn-Jinni was present, 
he would inform you that the"alif" is commuted for the vowelless "nun". 
Basically it is "tarn tasbiran", and the lightened "ni7n" is commuted for 
the "auif". 1 Furthermore, (An., N., B., T. ) 
2 
pointed out that the Basran 
school thought that Knfan arguments do not hold water and, at best, 
they are no more than an evasion that leads to a misapprehension, 
"iskäZ ". al-Mubarrad, ' as reported by (N., T. 
ý, 
had recourse to the 
syntactic description of the lexeme 'gif7P' which he regarded as a 
device that provided him with a framework for a more coherent semantic 
understanding. He argued, thdrefore, that the dual imperative "gifä " 
is basically "qif" wherein the second verb is omitted and commuted by 
the °aZift'. It should be made clear that (Q. )4 attributed this last 
interpretation to al-Asmaci. "at41ubarrad came to the conclusion that 
the verse in Q.: L. 24, quoted earlier, is an intensive form of the 
imperative singular. Basically, it is "ilgi, ilgi", "cast, cast", 
wherein the second verb has been omitted and commuted by 'I aZif'for 
emphasis'. Moreover, it has been interpreted "as an address of the poet 
to his own inspiring demons"6 At this stage in the argument, an 
I Ibn ialhkan. Wafayät al-cAyän, Vol. 3, p. 248. 
2 (An. ) (Q), p. 16; (N. ) (ý2T. ) , p. 99; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 69; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 2. 
3 (N. ) ( QT. ), p. 99; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
4 (Q. ) p. 117. 
5 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 99; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
6 Arabic and Islamic Studies in -Honor of H. A. R. Gibb, pp. 565-572. 
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interesting point of view is that"dualism is a property of oral poetry 
in other traditions as well. One may see it as analogous to its 
apparently formulaic occurrence in the Homeric epics, and possibly in 
biblical and other ancient Near Eastern context as well. There the 
description of a character or a figure attended by two persons (or 
sometimes spirits or demons) seems to have served to exalt the. one so 
attended or at least to highlight his rank or importance'.? 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "my two friends", and (A". )'s translation, 
"friends both", are close to the interpretation of al-Zajjäj, as 
reported by (N., T. ), and "at-Saybanil' as reported by (As. ). Further- 
more, both of them are close to the interpretation of (K. ). 
I Zwettler, M. The Oral Tradition of Classical Arabic Poetry, p. 236. 
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g- The Recensions: - 
fa Tüdiha fa Z-Aligrý, i lam yaC fu rasmu hä 
ii amä nasajat "hü min janübin rya 
sc4m'ati 
(Q. 2/An. 2V/T. 2V) I 
nasajat- "hä 
(T. 2/S. 2/Aj. -D. 2/K. 2/An. 2/N. 2/H. 2/Z. 2/T. 2/As. 2/Ar. 2)2 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 117; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 20; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
2 (T. ) (DI0. ), fol. 15; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 146; (Aj. -1 .) 
(SMS. ), p. 10; 
(K. ) i1I0. ), p. 11; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 22; (N. ) (ýQT. ), p. 100; 
(H. ) M Q. ), fol. 3; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 8; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 133; 
(Ar. ) SSý1. ), p. 2. 
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2. B- Comment 
2. b. 1- nasajat "hzi vs. nasajat "hä 
Though (Q. )lread it as "nasajat hü", he agreed with commentators2 
who read it as "nasajat hä" in believing it denoted "the wind". 
Therefore, it can be concluded that these two variant readings have no 
effect on the conveyed semantic message, because, as indicated above, 
both of them denote "the wind". Therefore, these two variant readings 
do not put an obstacle in the way of the translator. 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both (J. )'s translation, 
"... blown and re-blown ... 
from the South wind and the North wind", 
and (A. )'s translation, "for all the spinning of the south winds and 
the northern blasts", and the recension of "nasajat-hä". At the same 
time, if we depend on (Q. )'s interpretation both translations can be 
close to the recension of "nasajat- hi ". 
1. (Q. ). CJAA)., p. 177. 
2. see p. 154. 
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2. c- Commentaries: - 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the denotations 
of the following: 
2. c. 1- The indeterminacy of the pronominal referent in "rasmu-ha" 
To (T., An., T. )1 it denoted "al-Dahii-l, HawmaZ, T dih and aZ-Nf grcct". 
V 
(An., T. )2added that it might denote "the winds". Though (B. )3favoured 
(An., T. )'s second alternative interpretation, he maintained that it 
might denote "al-Migrät" or "al-DahfZ, Haw-maZ, Mdih and al-i"? igrät". 
Again, as was indicated earlier, having an adequate delineation 
of the toponyms and `ral-Migrät" and some coherent information 
as to their historical and cultural denotation might help a great deal 
with the present situation. Unhappily, however, one should not expect 
much here. 
4 
(Q., K., An., N., Z., T. ), for instance, presented quite a 
general description, that is, "name of places" or "al-Uigrät" as (K., 
5 
An., T. ) added might, in another context, denote "a pond where water 
6 
gathers". (T. ) believed that "T1 dih" and "a2 Migrat" were positions on 
the way between mecca and Basra. To (Aj. -P. ) 
ý "al-Dahill, 1a maZ, Tdih 
le . 
and al-Migrät" were 'hames of sandy places that were close to each other 
and located in the rim of the twisted sands". 
Yägu-t, too, was doubtful as to their precise delineation. Con- 
cerning he presented three possibilities: (1) a white sandhill 
close to al-Yamäma, (2) a village of 11Qargar2" in "al-ye ar,, 
1 (T. ) (D), fol. 15; (An. ). (ý. ), p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3. 
2 (An. ) (ý"), p. 15; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 71. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 117; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 11; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 20; (N. ) 
(SQT"), p. 100; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 2. 
5 (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 14; (An. ) (SQS"), p. 15; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3. 
6 (T. ) (DIQ`), fol. 15. 
7 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 133. 
8 Yäqüt. riucjam al-Büldän, Vol. 2, p. 59. 
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(3) "Tvdih and al-lfigrat" are two villages in the suburbs of al-Yamärna' 
A recent investigation in this field showed that "Tüäih " is a land 
nowadays called "Tudihüt". It lies to the south of the mountain of 
HawmaZ. aZ-Migrat, as this study disclosed, a valley that pours its 
water to the south. Nowadays it is called "g2mrä". 
2 
The Translations: - 
Though both translations, "whose traces have not been obliterated" 
and "whose trace is not yet effaced", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), 
respectively, are close to the interpretation of (A., Z., Ar. ); (J. )'s 
translation hinges heavily on (Z. )'s interpretation. 
2. c. 2- "jan5b wa sam'a1" 
While (Q., T., K., An., N., B., Z., T. )3believed that "janübf` 
denoted "the South winds"; (A., H., 11. ) 
4 
thought it denoted "the wind 
that blows from the direction of the Qibia" (i. e. the KaCba). 
From the above it is clear that the interpretation of (D., T., K., 
An., N., B., Z., T. ) includes that of (A., H., M. ) and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it. Lane presented the 
following explanation: 
"The South wind, or a Southerly wind, the wind that 
is opposite to that called the 
samaZ (S., K. ) the 
wind that blows from the direction of the South pole, 
according to the (S. ), the wind that blows from the 
direction of the left hand of a person standing 
opposite to the "Q1bla" by which is here meant that 
I Yäqüt. MuCiam al-Büldan, Vol. 2, p. 59. 
2%" Ibn Iiamis. Abdtilläh. s Ibn Muhammad. Muejam al-Yamäma, Vol. I, p. 210. 
see also al-Arab, Vol. 3, and 4, p. lß1. 
3 (Q. ) jAA. ), p. 118; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 15; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 11; 
(An. ) ýSSp. 22; (N. )ý (_) P. 101; (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 70; 
(Z. ) (SrfS. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3. 
4 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 8; (H. ) (1`MIQ. ), fol. 3; (M. ) (SQN. ), p. 17. 
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corner of the kabeh in which is set the Black Stone: 
(Th., T., A. ) or the wind that blows from the 
quarter between the place where Canopus rises 
(S. 29°E. in Central Arabia) and the place where the 
same star sets (S. 29°W. in the same latitude). 
(As., T., A. ) or it is a hot wind that blows in 
every season; blowing from that part of the tract 
between the quarter whence blows the east winds, 
al-SaIbä, and that whence blows the east wind 
al-Dabu-r. (T., T., A. ) or the wind that blows from 
the quarter between the place where Canopus rises 
and that where the Pleiades set. "I 
It is interesting to indicate that some pre-Islamic poets often 
associated this wind with heavy and overloaded clouds that pour forth 
rain. 
"a1-Lawägih, impregnating, or fertilizing winds; because they used 
to impregnate the clouds as though they were impregnated with good and 
1) 
when they raised the clouds, transmitted to them that good': Furthermore, 
"some poets called it "the Yemeni winds" because of its blowing from the 
direction of Yemen, on the one hand, and for the close relation between 
raining and Yemen, on the other, which connotes, in its turn, grace, 
goodness, benevolence, prosperity and fecundating influence'! 
3 It 
suffices to add that Arabs used to say of two persons r`rtiltahum`a jan5b", 
their wind is south, or southerly, when they are on terms of sincere 
friendship, and when they are separated, sarmilät rihahfmä, their wind 
has become north, or northernly. 
As to "sarrial", while (Q., T., K., N., Z. )5believed it denoted 
"the North winds", (An., A., T. )6thought it denoted "the wind that 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 467. 
2 a1-Dinawari, Ibn Qutayba, Kitäb al-Anw 
?, 
p. 163. 
3 Diwän cAbld Ibn al-Abras, p. 97. Cf. al-Dinawari, Ibn Qutayaba 
Kitäb al-Anwä', p. 159-164. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I. 
5 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 118; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 15; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 11; (N. ) 
(SQT"), p. 101; (z. ) (sMS. ), p. 8. 
6 (An. (SQS. ), pp. 22-23; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3. 
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blows from the direction of al-jawf', ' which is an area located to the 
north-west of Mecca. Semantically, it is clear that the former inter- 
pretation includes the latter, and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with it. 
To shed more light on the denotation of this lexeme, it is worth 
examining Lane's comment: 
"" cnm l", (S., D., Msb., K., C. ) the most common form 
of the word, (Msb. ) and "simd l", (K. ) and "sauäl` 
and (S., D., Msb., K. ) and 'Gd aZZun" (S., D., K. ) 
and "slal" (S., D., Msb., K. ) which last is formed 
by transposition, (S., D., Msb. ) and "SamZZ" (N., F., 
T. , A. 
) and "sa . 'maZ" and 
"''saymaZ"(K. ) and "Mmil" 
(S., K., Msb., K. ) and "samaZ"(S., Asb., K. ) the 
last said by Isd not to have been heard except in the 
Poetry of E1-Ba'ý-eeth, (TA. ), and "samall" (ME., TA. ) 
(everyone of these) used as a subset, and as an 
epithet, (K. ), so that one says rih al-samäl as well 
as "scvnaaZ"alone to denote the North wind: (Msb. ) 
the wind that blows from the direction of the qutb 
(Pole-star): (S. ), the wind that blows from the 
direction bf the hijr , the one that 
is rather to be 
called the wind that blows from the north-west side 
of Kacabeh: (M., K. ) or the wind that blows from 
the direction of the right hand of a person facing 
the Qibla (by which is meant the angle of the Black 
Stone). (Th., M., K. ) or correctly, the wind that 
blows from between the place of the sunrise and the 
constellation of the Bear banätnaas; or from between 
the place of sunrise and the place of setting of the 
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constellation of the eagle. It seldom blows at 
night: Q. ), it is cold and dry. ''' 
Furthermore, some pre-Islamic poets called them "aZ-ramisät" or 
2 
"al-rawi. e. winds that bury traces or remains; (K. ) the'iinds 
that raise the dust, and spread it to bury traces or remains, or the 
winds that transport the dust from one district to another which is 
some days distant from the former and sometimes cover the whole face of 
the land with the dust of another land'. 
3 
This withering, frowning and 
rather deadly natured wind; pre-Islamic poets often associated its 
images with that of ravens5 which have an ill-omened connotation in 
S. L. This explains why it was called süm"6 "ill-omened winds", and 
"mahrva, "the scattering wind", because when it blows it plays havoc 
with the greenery, leaves nothing it comes upon, and dissolves and 
scatters the rainy clouds. It is a sterile, hFPil8wind of freezing 
blasts in winter, and the dust and sand it stirs up when blowing in 
summer are but arrows that penetrate faces and bodies. al-Asmaci 
commented on its deadly nature, "When the South wind blows it brings 
with it benevolence, the North wind, however, leaves nothing in its 
path when it blows"? It is not only in pre-Islamic poetry that this 
wind was depicted as a barren, ill-omened, distasteful, and undesirable 
wind; but in Qur'an too, e. g. Q.: LI: 41: 42: "And also in cAid, when we 
loosed against them the withering wind, that left nothing it came upon 
10 
but made it as stuff decayed"; and Q.: XLI: 15: "Then We loosed against 
them a wind clamorous in days of ill fortune, that We might let them 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. ), Vol. I, p. 1600. 
2 Diwan Bi-sr Ibn Abi Häz!. m, p. 94, Diwan cAbid Ibn al-Abras, p. 105. 
Duran Salämä IbnJandal, p. 13. Cf. Nasrat`Abd al-Rahmän. al-Sara 
al-Fa niyya fi al-Sier al-Jähili, p. 65. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I , p. 
1155. 
_ 4 Diwan al-Näbiga al-Dubyäni, p. 31, Diwan Aws Ibn Hajr`_, p. 54. 
Diwan Tarafa Ibn al_-cAbd, p. 119. Cf. Nasrat `Abd al-Rahmän, al-$ura 
al-Fariyya fi al-Sirr al-Jähili, pp. 65-66. 
5 Diwän'Abid Ibn al-Abraý, p. 31. 
6 al-Marzügi, Abu Ali. Kitäb al-Azmina wa al-Amkina, p. 334. 
7 al-Dinawäri, Ibn Qutayba. Kitäb al-Anwä , p. 165. 
8 Diwan al-Näbiga al-Dubygni, p. 31, DicianAmr Ibn Qamia, p. 44. Cf. 
al-Marti i, Abü`Ali. Kitäb al-Azmina wa al-Amkina, p. 342. 
9 al-Zabidi Täj^alýrus, vol. I, p. 191. 
10 Arberry, A. J. The Ko a. i Interpreted, pp. 544-545. 
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taste the chastisement of degradation in the present life"; and 
Q.: LIV : 19 and 20: "We loosed against them a wind clamorous in a day 
of ill fortune, continuous, plucking up men as if they were stumps of 
uprooted palm-trees"! 
It is of interest to add that "certain phenomena of inorganic 
nature directly suggest to the primitive mind the idea of living force, 
and the presence of a living agent. The mediaeval Arabs associate a 
definite name Zawäbi" indifferently to these phenomena and to the jinn 
that accompany or cause them. In several Arabian legends the eccentric 
movements of dust - whirlwinds - are taken to be the visible signs of a 
battle between two clans of jinn"? 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, (J. )'s translation, "South wind", is close to the 
interpretation of (Q., T., K., An., N., B., Z., T. ); on the other hand, 
his translation, "North wind", is close to the interpretation of (Q., 
T., N., Z. ). (A. )'s translation, "the south winds", is close to the 
interpretation of (A., H., M. ), and his translation, "the northern 
blasts", is partially close to the interpretation of (An., A., T. ). 
Furthermore, (A. )'s translation partially conveys the cultural denota- 
tion and connotation of the North and South winds explained earlier. 
2. c. 3- The incompatible denotation of this verse with V. 9, as will become 
clear, caused a controversy among commentators. (Q., T., Aj., A. )3 
I Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 554. 
2 Smith. The Religion of the Semites, p. 134. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), pp. 117-118; (T. ) (DIg. ), fol. 15; (Aj. ) (SMS. ), fol. 10; 
(A. ) (DI Q. ), p.. 8. 
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interpreted it as "the trace of the beloved's lodging has not yet been 
effaced completely. It is, however, effacing owing to the spinning of 
I 
the South wind and North wind, also at different intervals. (An., T. ), 
attributing this interpretation to al-Asmaei, quoted him as saying, 
"Whenever the South wind tries to cover the trace with the sand that it 
brings with it when blowing, the northern blasts uncover it. So, the 
trace of the lodging is effacing, nonetheless, it still exists bringing 
2 
about sadness, and bewilderment to the viewers". (D. ), however, 
believing it denoted "increasing", interpreted it, "The trace cannot be 
distinguished owing to the sweeping of the South and North wind across 
3 
them in different direction, and at different intervals". (K., N., B. ) 
interpreted it, "The trace has been effaced not only due to the blowing 
and reblowing of the South and North wind, but to the rain, to the 
duration of time and to other natural forces". (An. 
t 
ascribed to 
Abü Bakr M. al-cAbdi, "The, trace of the beloved has not been effaced 
from the poet's heart though it has been effaced completely from the 
land". (Z. )5, it should be added, presenting these interpretations, 
favoured the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj., A. ) and that of (K., N., 
B. ) to that which (An. ) attributed to al-cAbdT. (As. )6, however, 
interpreted it, "The trace has not yet been effaced and soft, causes 
sadness and bewilderment. On the contrary, it still exists owing to 
the opposite blowing and reblowing of the South wind and the North one. 
It can be summed up from the above that the interpretations of 
(D. ) and al-cAbdi, as reported by (An. ), are partially synonymous with 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 26; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 5. 
2 (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 134. 
3 (K. ) (MIO. ), v p. 15; (N. ) (ST. ), p. 105; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 73. 
4 (An. ) ES. ), p. 26. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 9. 
6 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
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that of (K., N., B. ). These interpretations, in their turn, are 
incompatible with that of (Q., T., Aj., A. ) and that of al-Asmäci (as 
(An., T. ) reported). Furthermore, (As. )'s interpretation is incompa- 
tible with the interpretation that (An., T. ) attributed to al-Asmaci, 
because while the former implicitly denies that the cause of sadness is 
the still existence of the trace, the latter, however, affirms it. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "have not been obliterated", and (A. )'s 
translation, "is not yet effaced", are close to the interpretation of 
(Q., T., Aj., A. ) and that of a1-Asmaei as (An., T. ) reported. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
tars batara Z-Ar'&ni fi Oarasäti hä 
C Wa giäni-.? ka - , anna hi habbu fu Zfuli 
(An. 3/B. 3/A. 3/Z. 3/T. 3/As. 3/Ar. 3/N. 3V) I 
s-Sräni 
(N. 3)2 
Omitted: 
Q/TS. /Aj. -D. /K. /H. 
1 (An'. ) (SQS. ), p. 23; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 71; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 8; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3; (As. ) (DIQ. 
), fol. 133; 
(Ar. ) (SSrf. ), p. 13; (N. ) (S. ), P. I01. 
2 (N. ), ibid. 
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3. b- Comment: - 
3. b. 1- Z-Ar3czm vs. s. Sirän 
While (K., An., B., A., Z., T. ) 
1 
were almost unanimous in claiming 
that al-Ar'ämi denotes"the white antelopes, (As. )2believed it denoted 
"the antelopes". It is clear that the latter interpretation is 
included in the former and it contracts a hyponymy-superordination 
semantic relation with it. Lane presented the following explanation: - 
""at-Ar'an"; the white antelopes leucoryx, or white 
antelopes; an antelope that is pretty white; (T., S., 
M., K.; ), so according to As.; (T., S. ) and (As., T., 
S., ) or as some say, the young one of-the zaby (here 
apparently meaning gazelle), the female is called 
""i'ma". Hence "rnurat bind al-Arý'Gn", the beauti- 
fulor pretty women passed or went by us; so called 
3 
by the way of comparison. " 
Furthermore, it is interesting to point out that in Arabic the 
"l? am" is often called "Uahät". The white among them are called 
"al-tlaM al-abyad", "the white Mahä", and the Bedouins sometimes call 
them "al-Wadihät", "the clear", because of their dazzling colour. 
Normally, they are large antelopes or gazelles with reddish white to 
brownish coats that make them inconspicuous in their environment. 
Distinguishing dark colour markings are apparent on their faces, legs, 
and their tufted tails. They have long ringed pointed horns. Though 
the "Mahä" is a desert animal, it seldom dwells in the true arid desert. 
1 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 12; (An. ), (SQS. ), p. 23; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 71; 
(A. ) DI . 
), p. 8; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 4. 
2 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 133. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 998. 
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Seasonally, it migrates according to the presence or absence of grazing. 
It is elegant and beautiful. Its skin is white and creamy with a faint 
brownish tint. The calf is brownish, but changes gradually to white as 
it grows. The grown-up animals have marks on the forehead, and fore- 
face between the horns, cheeks and at the nostrils, and chest. The 
mother gives birth in the open without noticeable complication. Usually 
a single calf is born after a gestation period of nine months. The calf 
joins the herd within a few hours after birth. Their elegance and 
beauty, as indicated earlier, attracted the attention of the pre-Islamic 
poets in particular and made them compare them with their own. beloved. 
Of its species three main ones are known: Oryx leucoryx; Oryx 
beisa; Oryx gazelle. They all dwell in desert places of sufficient 
grazing, such as oases, shade of palm-trees and other natural vegetation 
grounds, and the availability of grazing lands affected their distribu- 
tion in the past as well as in the present. Nowadays, it is found in 
Jiddat-al-Haräsis, Sahl Hagma, wadi Katbät, wadi Mitayn and wadi Kabsa, 
near the border of Saudi Arabia and Oman. 
' 
It might be interesting to elaborate further that it seems as if 
antelope or oryx has its own deeply rooted ritual applications in the 
life of pre-Islamic people. Ibn al-Mujäwar, for instance, reported that 
when Ban-u al-Hä it, a tribe of South Arabia, find a dead gazelle, they 
wash it, wrap it in cerecloths and bury it, and the whole tribe mourns 
it for seven days. The animal is buried as a man and mourned for as a 
kinsman. 
2 
Moreover, Ibn Hisam and al-Mas ca c di reported that Abd al-iiuttalib 
1 Sulaymän, M. The White Arabian Oryx, Past and Present-, pp. 11-31. 
2 Smith. The Religion of the Semites, p. 444. 
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found two golden structures of gazelles while he was digging the well 
of Mecca. He placed one of them in Mecca and made a plate of the 
11 F 
second and hung it on the wall'. According to Ibn al-Atir"the structure 
of the gazelle remained in Mecca till it was stolen by Duwik whose hand 
was chopped off when he was arrested for it,. 
2 
Moreover, "Semites in the 
past as well as in the present are in the habit of fixing a gazelle's 
"3ty head on a pole above their houses as a sacred guardian Among the 
Semites, too, the magical use of a dried head had great vogue. I hope 
it would not be tedious to add that the deer and antelopes of various 
kinds were sacred animals in several parts of the Semitic field. Though 
they were not forbidden food, they had a special relation to deities. 
Troops of sacred gazelles occur down to a late date at sanctuaries, e. g. 
at Mecca, Tabäla and in the island spoken of by Arrian. Moreover, stags 
or gazelles occur as sacred symbols in South Arabia, in connection with 
the worship of al-cUzza; and in Phoenicia, both on gems and on coins of 
Ft5 
Laeodicea ad Mare. Furthermore, according to Billig al-ziArb,: 
'they 
are 
the animals of Jinn, "they talk and hear" Q" At the same time, 
Ibn Durayd' s interpretation of the application of B. Bohtha as "sons 
of fornication" is certainly not primitive. It is easily explained if 
the great antelope was sacred to the goddess of unmarried love, at whose 
shrine, women. whom the Arabs constantly compare to antelopes, 
prostituted themselves. 
As far as the denotation of "al-Siran" is concerned, (Q. )8believed 
it-denoted "herd of wild cows and deer". According to Lane, however, 
wär are "a herd of (wild) cows and bulls"? 
1 Ibn Hisäm. al-Sira al_Nabawiyya, Vol. I, p. 50; al-P1ascüdi. 
M5rüj al-Dahab, Vol. I, p. 127. 
2 T6n al-Atir. al-}C mil fi al-Tärih, Vol. 2, p. 28. 
3 Smith. The Religion of the Semites, p. 
4 Ibid, p. 381. 
5 Ibid, p. 466. 
6 al-Ndwayri. Bilü al- Arb fi maorifat ahwäl al-eArab, 
7 Smith. Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, p. 227. 
8 (Q. ) (J 
. ), D. 11 . 
9 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. II, p. 1745. 
Vol. 2, p. 361.. 
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The Translations: - 
Both translators adopted the recension of "Z-4 r'äm"º. Further- 
more, while there is a partial correspondence between the interpretation 
of (K., An., B., A., Z., T. ) and the translation of (J. ), "white deer", 
(A. )'s translation, "antelopes", is close to the interpretation of (As. ). 
Both translations, however, conveyed neither the cultural nor the 
connotative denotation of the lexeme "al-Ar 
'Zvn", 
as elaborated above, 
to the receptors of T. L. 
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3. c- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of: - 
3. c. 1- "gican" 
While (K., An., T. ) 
I 
believed it denoted "a low tract of land 
wherein water gathers", (B., A., Z., Ar. )2 believed it denoted "an open 
square, or a level, plain tract of land that produces nothing". To (As. ) 
3, 
4 
it denoted "a white plain tract of land". (Z., Ar. ), it should be 
added, in explaining the general denotation of this verse, believed it 
denoted "the enclosures". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretation of (As. ) 
has a less range of denotation than that of (B., A., Z., Ar. ). In 
short, it is included in their interpretation and it contracts a 
hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with it. Furthermore, it is 
clear that, while both the interpretation of (K., An., T. ) and (Z., Ar. ) 's 
second interpretation have a quite different denotation from each other, 
they also differ from that of (B., A., Z., Ar. ) and that of (As. ). 
It is interesting to add that"al-Asmacl believed that "they are 
purely muddy flat level plains wherein lotus trees grow". According to 
Abü Hätim, "they are purely muddy flat level plains wherein there are 
no sands that absorb the gathering water"5 al-Azhari claimed that he 
himself visited and spent two winters in the low land of al-Sammän. So, 
to him, "they are purely muddy plain and level lands that prevent water 
from being absorbed. Around them one might see dunes from which water 
vy 
1 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 12; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 23; (T. ), (S ), p. 3. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. , p. 71; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 8; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 8; 
(Ar. ) (, SM. ), p. 3. 
3 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 133. 
4 (Z. ) C -MS. ), p. 8; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 3. 
5 Ibn Man -zur. Lisän al-'Arab, vol. 9-10, p. 179. 
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pours into them. They are watery places wherein grass and fresh green 
herbage grow, whereby nomadic tribes often lodge". 
According to Lane, they are: 
"an even place, plain or level lands (S., Msb. ) that 
produces nothing; plain or soft land, low and free 
from mountains. Verdant land: a place where water 
collects, and the herbage becomes abundant, without 
trees; to Abü Ziyäd al-Kiläbi they are tracts of 
plain, wherein lote trees of the kind called "sidr"' 
grow, and also there grow herbs, or leguminous plants 
and fresh green herbage. " 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between the interpretation of (Z. ) 
and (J. )'s translation, "enclosures". (A. )'s translation, "hollows", 
however, is close to the interpretation of (K., An., T., Ar. ).. 
3. c. 2- The connotation of the verse: - 
(B., A., Z., As. )3were almost unanimous that the lodgings became 
deserted dry and lifeless after the parting of their inhabitants. 
(B., As. ) 
4 
added "Even the dunes of the white antelopes became decayed 
and very small". (Ar. )5believed it connoted that everyone deserted 
these desolate lodgings except the white antelopes. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "you 
will see", and the present tense of the verb "taro" in S. L. (A. )'s 
translation, "you may see", is close to the connotation of this verse 
as presented by (B., As. ). Furthermore, his translation, "dry", is 
close to (Z. )'s comment explained earlier. 
I Ibn Manzür. Lisän al-e Arab, vol. 9-10, p. 179. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. sup., p. 2994. 
3 (B. ) (SSSJ. - 71; (A. ) DI p. 8; ), p. ;()i Q"), 8; (Z. ) (SKIS. ), p. 8; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 2. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 72; (As. ) (DIg_), fol. 133. 
5 (Ar. ) (GSM. ), p. 3. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wuqüfan bi- -hä sahb aalay ya mat2'ya-hum 
yagiZüna Zä tahZik asan wa tajanmaZi 
(Q. 3/T. 3/S. 3/Aj. -D. 3/K. 3/An. 5/N. 5/H. 33/B. 5/A. 5/Z. 5/T. 5/ 
As. 5/Ar. 5)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 118; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 15; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 146; 
(Aj. -D1) (SMS. ), fol. 11; (K. ) (; 1IQ. ), p. 12; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 23; 
(N. ) SOT. ), p. 102; (H. ) (MIQ. ), p. 4; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 72; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; (Z. ) (SMS. )., p. 9; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 4; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
fol. 133; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 3. 
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3. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the denotation of the following: - 
3. c. 1- CaZay ya 
While (Aj. -P. ) 
I 
believed it denoted "with me", (K.? believed it 
3 
denoted "above me". To (Z. ) it was subject to a three-fold interpreta- 
tion: (1) "above me"; (2) "above my head'"; (3) "to me". So, he para- 
phrased this hemistich: "I sat near their standing beasts which they 
halted above my head, above me, or to me". 
The Translations: 
(J. )'s translation, "near me", is close to (Z. )'s paraphrase 
presented above. (A. )'s translation, "over me", is fairly close to the 
interpretation of (K. ) and (Z. )'s first interpretation. 
3. c. 2- matTya- -hum 
While (Q., N., Z. ) 
4believed 
it denoted "the beasts", (T-, K., An., 
B., A., T., As. ) believed it denoted "the camels". (H. ), it should be 
5E 
added, attributed this interpretation to Ibn al-Sikkit. 
It is clear from the above that the former interpretation is 
included in the latter, i. e. it contracts a hyponymy-superordination 
semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between the translation of 
(J. ), their "camels", and the interpretation of (T., K., An., H., B., 
ti 
1 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 134. 
2 (K. ) LfI .), p. 12. 
3 (Z. ) (§111S. ), p. 9. 
4 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 118; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. io. Z ; (Z. ) (SLIS. ), p. 9. 
5 (T. ) (D 
_), fol. 15; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 12; (An`) (SOS. ), p. 25; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 73; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; (T. ) (SQA. ), ' p. 4; (As. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
6 (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 1. 
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A., T., As. ), (A. )'s translation is close to the interpretation of 
(D., N., Z. ). 
3. c. 3- Zä tahZik asan 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., Z., T. )1 believed it denoted "Don't 
perish of sorrow". (K.? believed it denoted "Don't die of grief". He 
added that 'ban", "grief", in this context is synonymous with 'thizin", 
"sorrow". 
It is clear from the above that the interpretation of (Q., T., 
Aj. -D., An., B., A., Z., T. ) is partially synonymous with that of (K. ). 
Furthermore., it should be added that (An., T. )3 maintained that 
grammarians debated as to the syntactic reason lying behind "nasb", 
"accusative case" of "asan". They attributed to the Küfan scholars 
that "asap" syntactically in this context does the function of an 
absolute object, "maf'ül mutlaq ", for which there is no equivalent in 
T. L. Moreover, the verb "tahlik", "perish", is synonymous with "tyasä", 
grieve". So that the sentence, "Zä tahlik-asän", is basically "Zä 
to säz asazn", which can be translated literally as "Don't grieve 
4 
grievously". It should be pointed out that (Aj. -D. ) favoured this 
interpretation. Further, (An., T. ) ascribed to the Basranscholars the 
interpretation "asan", "grief", as an "infinitive", "masdar", in a 
circumstantial position, "hal", which is close to the adverbial clause 
of circumstance in T. L. So, they interpreted the sentence, "Zä ta; 2Zik 
asýzn", which is basically ''Zä tahlik äsiyan", "Don't perish grievously", 
i. e. "Don't perish as long as you are in the manner of grief". (Z. }, 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 118; (T. ) fol. 15; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 134; 
(An. ) ( 
_), p. 25; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 72; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; (Z. ) (SAMS. ), 
p. 9; (T. ) (S QA. ), p. 4. 
2 (K. ) : fI .), p. 12. 3 (An. ) (ZS. ), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 4. 
4 (Aj. - D. ) (SMS . ), fol. 134. 5 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 9. 
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however, believed it to be in the objective case because it is mafOül 
lahü, i. e. on account of which something is done; which, in its turn, 
is close to the adverbial clause of reason in T. L. So, (Z. ) 
I interpreted 
it as "Don't perish of grief". 
The Translations: - 
As far as the translation of "Zä tahZik" is concerned, there is a 
close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "Don't die", and (K. )'s 
interpretation on the one hand; (A. )'s translation, "Don't perish", on 
the other hand, is close to the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., 
B., A., Z., T. ). As to the syntactic function of "asän", the adverbial 
clause of cause as translated by (J. ), "Don't die of sorrow", and (A. )'s 
"Don't perish of grief", both are close to the syntactic function of 
ý'maf ül Zahü", as interpreted by (Z. ). 
i (Z. ) (SMS. ), P. 9. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa da a aanka say'an qad maa'a lisabilihi 
tja Zakin aalä ma gälaka Z-ya'mma igbal? ' 
"And think not of what afflicted you, but think deeply 
on what is afflicting you now" 
(Q. 4)1 
Omitted: 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /As. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 119. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wagaftu bi hci fzatta idä mä taraddadat 
aamäyatu mahzünin bigawgin muwakkaii 
There I halted, tiZZ the folly of the depressed (man), 
obsessed by his yearning, seized him over and over again. 
(Q. 5)1 
Omitted: 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /As. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted. 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 120. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
rya "inna sifä'i Cabratun law safahtuw'1 
Wa hat ainda rasmin dErisin min muaawzjai 
(Q. 6/T. 4/K. 4V) I 
muhrägatun ... fa hal 
(S. 4/Aj. -D. 6/K. 4/An. 6/N. 6/Z. 6/T. 6/Ar. 6)2 
in safahtu-hä ... wa hat 
(B. 6/A. 6/An. 6V/T. 6V)3 
in safahtu- -hä ... fa hal 
(H. 4/As. 6) 4 
wa inna 'simi'an aabratun 
(N. 6V (Sibawayh)/T. 6V (Sibawayh))5 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), P. 
2 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p 
(T. ) (KAý) 
, p. 3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 
120; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 14. 
146; (Aj. -D. ) fol. 12; (K. j ZMIQ. ), p. 14; 
25; (N. ) (§aQT. ), p. 104; (Z. ) (sMS. ), p. 9. - 
5; (Ar. ) (SS: 1. ), p. 4. 
73; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 25; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 5. 
4 (H. ) (rff5. 
_), 
fol. 4; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
5 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 104; (T. ) (ýQA. , p. 5. 
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6. B- Comment 
6. b. 1- in safalztu"-hä ... wa hat vs. in safahtu- hä ... fa hat vs. 
Zara safahtu-"hä ... Wa hat vs. r uhrägatun ... fa hat vs. 
Wa inna Rra'an aabratun 
1 
(T., B., A., As. ) believed that "in", "if" in this context, is a 
conditional particle whose apodosis is omitted. Attention has to be 
drawn to the fact that in the S. L. "grammarians allowed the omission 
of the apodosis of "in" when the context readily suggests it, e. g. 
"in sahida ldka aadlan min al-tnust mina wa 7711ä fa astaw? 7 min-hu 
aZ-yam'2na", "If two honest men of the Muslims bear witness in thy 
favour (good and well); but if not, demand of him the oath"1 Of 
particular interest, in the present connection, is the fact that "in" 
has often been used as "a conditional particle (S., M., Msb., nigh., K. ) 
denotes one's putting the knowing in the predicament of the ignorant, 
in order to incite the doing or continuing of an action; as when one 
says: "in kunta ibni fä ation, 11 "If thou be my son, then obey me"2 
According to (Aj. -D., B., A. )3, the "W W" in this context, 
however, is a conjunction of commencement. Therefore they maintained 
that the poet realizing that the only cure for his grief is if he 
outpoured tears, he shifts in an apostrophic way, "-ltifätf', . and 
45 
commences addressing (Aj. -D., B. ) himself or (B. ) his own two 
companions in a form of a rhetorical question, '"is1fy r inkcirz", an 
interrogative implying a negation. 
It can be inferred from the comment of (Aj. -D., H., B. ) that the 
rhetorical question, "häl cinch rasmin därisin min muaawwaii. ' is a 
1 (T. ) (IIIQ), fol. 14; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 73; CA. ) CDIQ. ), p. 9; 
CAs. ) (DIQ), fol. 134. 
2 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. 1, p. 106. 
3 (Aj-D. ) (SNS. ), fol. 12; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 73; CA. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
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nominal phrase that can be translated into the T. L. as: "What is there 
left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? " Exactly the same 
remedy applies to the recension of "law safahtu--ha ... Wa 
hal", "If I 
outpour it, 'what is there left to lean on ... 
As far as the recension of "law safahtu-ha ... fa hal" is 
concerned, "Law" in this context is an optative conditional particle. 
It is close to the particle, "were" in the T. L.. The sentence "fa hat 
Linda rasmin därisin min mucatwaVT is an apodosis to the protasis of 
the conditional sentence, i. e. 'Isafahtu-hä". Basically the sentence 
can be translated: "I can cure my grief, if I would outpour my tears, 
but what is there left to lean on, or cry for? " 
Before pursuing the semantic applications of the recension 
"nachrazgatun ... fa 
hat", it seems plausible, at first, to have a look at 
the denotation of the lexeme "muhrazgatun". To (Q., Aj. -A., K., N., An., T 
''muhrägatun" is synonymous with "masfühatun" because both of them denote 
"masbübatun", "outpoured". Lane provided the following definition: 
"One says "hariq gala &nrik", "Pour water on thy wine", 
"ahraga" and "haraqa", aor., inf. n. "häriq", He poured 
it out, or forth, or outpoured it. It is synonymous 
with "arZiq". Thus "aräq"', inf. n. (Msb., K., S., TA. ) 
flowing, outpouring it; (S., Msb., K.; ) namely, water 
and the like. (S. ), or water and blood, (Msb.: ) and one 
says also "hiräga" (Msb., TA. ), It is said in tradition, 
"inna irrra'atan Onat 
" 
tihräqud-dirn Y ". Verily -a woman 
used to pour forth with blood. One says, "arcgal-mcz'u", 
"The water poured out or forth ... 
"; (TA., ) one says also 
1 (Q. ý (JAA. ), p. 120; cAj. D. ) (SNS. ), fol. 12; (K) IR . ), p. 14; 
(N. ) ( ), p. 104;. (An. 3 QS. ), P. 25; (T. ) ý"), p. 5. 
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of a man "axaaga maa'a dahrihi" and "haraqa" he poured 
forth his seminal fluid . 
"l 
As to "safahtu---M", Lane maintained: 
"He poured out or forth water: (S., A.: ) and he shed 
blood, (S., A., Msb., K. ) the blood of another; (S., A.; ) 
and tears; (Msb., K.; ) "safahat aZgaynü damouhä" (the eye 
shed its tears. " 
2 
As far as the interrogative particle "hal" is concerned, "it introduces 
questions of a more lively sort; as "hat ataka haditu £-jun di? ", 
"Hast thou heard the tale of the armies? ", or "hat adult ""kum. 
aalä 
tijcratin tunjiküm min aadaHbin cilimin", "Shall I direct you to a 
merchandise which shall save you from sore torment? ". It may be pre- 
ceded by "opal", "p'" and "tumma". In this context, the interrogative 
sentence, "fa hat 
cinda rasmin darisin min mua&, wal ", can be translated 
as: "Is there any reliance on an obliterated trace? " or "Is there a 
value to shed tears on an obliterated trace? ". 
3 
Finally, as far as the recension of "wa"'inna sif an Cabratun" 
is concerned, Sibawayh believed that "there should be a total corres- 
pondence between the definite and the indefinite". Applied to the 
problem at hand, Sibawayh believed that since "sifcz'? " is definite, 
"cabratunl" should be definite as well, hence it should be read as: 
"6ifa'i at-cabra". Since this reading, however, does not fit with the 
rhythm of the verse, he suggested that it should be read as: 
"Wa "inna sif 'an cabratunit. 4 
1 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. ZII, p. 3043. 
2 Lane. Lex, Bk. I, Vol. I, pp. 1190-1191. 
3 Wright, A Grammar of the Arabic'Language, p. 308. 
4 Slbawayh, al-Kitäb, Vol. I, p. 284. 
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The Translations: 
Both (J. )'s translation, "But verily my cure is the flowing 
tears. But is there near the ruined remains a place for crying? ", and 
(A. )'s translation, "Yet the true and only cure of mV grief is-tears 
outpoured: What is there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? ", 
are close to the recension of "Wa inna szf-Pi eabratun niuhrägatun fa 
hat Linda rasmin daarisin min muaawwaIVI. 
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6. C- Conmlentaries: - 
Disagreement existed among commentators as to the precise denota- 
tion of the following: - 
6. c. 1- diwis 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., A., As. ) 
1 
believed it denoted that "the trace has 
2 
not yet been effaced completely, however, it is effacing". (An., T. ), 
it should be pointed out, attributed this interpretation to al-Asmäci. 
At the same time, they attributed to Abü cUbayda the belief that "this 
verse is incompatible with V. 2, because while in this verse the poet 
declared that the trace has been effaced, in V. 2, he contradicted 
himself in saying that the trace has not been effaced". To (K., N., H., 
Z., Ar. ) 
3 
it denoted that "the trace has been effaced completely". 
Moreover, (An., T. ) 
4 
ascribed to some linguists the belief: "Though the 
trace has been effaced from the ground, it has not yet been effaced 
from the poet's heart. It still exists there permanently". 
Summing up, it became apparent from the above presentation that 
there is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., 
Ai. -D., A., As. ) and that (An., T. ) attributed to some linguists. 
Similarly, the interpretation that is attributed to Abü cUbayda by 
(An., T. ) is synonymous with that of (K., N., H., Z., Ar. ). The latter 
interpretation in its turn, i. e. that of (Abts cUbayda, K., N., H., Z., 
Ar. ), however, is incompatible with that of (Q., T., Aj. -D., A., As. ), 
because, while the former interpretation emphasizes that the trace has 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 120; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 14; (Aj. -D. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 12; 
(A. ) (DIO. ) , p. 9; (As. ) (D fol. 12. 2 (An. ) (g 0, S. ) , p. 26; (T. ) (SQA. ) , p. 5. 3 (K. ) (Q), p. 14; (N. ) (HT ), p. 105; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 4; 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 26; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 5. 
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not yet been effaced, the latter interpretation confirms the reverse. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "ruined", is close to the interpretation 
of (Abü cUbayda - as reported by (An., T. ) - K., N,, H., Z., Ar. ), 
(A. )'s translation, "the trace is obliterated", is close to the inter- 
pretation of (al-Asmaci - as reported by (An., T. ) - Q., T., Aj. -D., 
A., As. ). 
6. c. 2- muaawwal 
While to (Q., T., A. ) 
1 
it denoted "crying out, or wailing", (Aj. -D., 
An., H., T., As. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "relying on, or depending on". 
At the same time, they maintained that it mightdenote'crying out, or 
wailing". (K., N. ) 
3 
presented the two alternative suggestions presented 
by (Q., T., A. ) on the one hand, and (Aj. -D., An., H., T., As. ) on the 
other, without preferring one to the other. (B. ) 
4 
maintained that when 
the poet realized that the only cure for his grief is outpoured tears, 
he, later on, shifted, and began addressing either himself or his two 
companions in the form of a rhetorical question: "If tears are the 
only cure for my grief, so let me give full expression to my deep rooted 
grief by outpouring tears and wailing". (B. )5added that if the poet 
addressed his two companions this verse can be interpreted: "11y two 
companions, I made it obvious to you that the only cure for my grief 
is outpouring tears, so, could you weep with me as I find solace in 
your weeping". Furthermore, (B. )6added "Those who adopted the ' 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 120; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 14; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9. 
2 (Aj. -D) fol. 12; (177.7 (MS. ), p. 26; (H7-)7'LlfIQ. ), fol. 4; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 5; (As. ) (DI . ý, fol. 12. 3 (K. ) MtI , pp. 14-15; (N. ) (S T. ), p. 105. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 73. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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interpretation of "reliance on" or "dependence on" paraphrased the 
hemistich, "As long as reliance on effaced ruins fails to alleviate my 
grief or to solace it, I will have to keep on pouring out my tears". 
(Z., Ar. ) 
1 
paraphrased the above alternative interpretation, "What is 
there left to lean on where the trace is obliterated? ", or, as (H., Z., 
Ar. ) 
2 
added, "Is there by this obliterated trace a place for crying? ". 
Summing up, it became apparent from the above that the homonymous 
denotation of the lexeme muc aZ caused an ambiguity in understanding 
the precise denotation of this verse,. thus leading coranentators to 
suggest three different alternative interpretations: (1) "crying out", 
(2) "relying on, depending on, or taking refuge in", (3) "a place for 
crying", as interpreted by (Q., T., K., N., A. ), (Aj. -D., K., An., N., 
H., T., As. ) and (Z., Ar. ), respectively. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "Is 
there near the ruined remain a place for crying? ", and the interpreta- 
tion of (H., Z. ). (A. )'s translation, "What is there left to lean on 
where the trace is obliterated? ", is close to (Z. )'s paraphrase of the 
second alternative interpretation that has been mentioned earlier. 
1 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 9; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 4. 
2 (H. ) (MIQI _), fol. 
4; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 9; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 4. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka da'bi-"ka min Ummi Z-Huwayriti gabla--ha 
rya järati- hä Uromi r-Rabäbi bi 1! a'sal 
(Q. 7/T. 5/S. 5/Aj. -D. 7/K. 5/An. 7/N. 7/H. 5/Z. 7/T. 7/Ar. 7)1 
ka di'ni--ka 
(B. 7/A. 7/As. 7/K. 5V/An. 7V (a. cUba)/N. 7V/T. 7V (a. CUba))2 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 
(Aj. -D. ) (NS. ) 
(N. ) i ")ý P. (T. ) (sQ ), P. 
2 (B. ) p. 
(K. ) (raIO. ), p. 
(T. ) (ýQA. ), p. 
121; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 
fol. 12; (K. ) (MIQ. ), 
105; (H. ) 
ý(MIQ. 
) 
, fol. 
6; (Ar. ) (SSrt. ), p. 4. 
74; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; 
15; (An. ) (§QS. ), p. 2 
6. 
15; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 146; 
p. 15; (AnZSSS_) , p. 
27; 
5; (Z. ) (sMS. ), p. 10; 
(As. ) DIO. ), p. 134; 
8; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 105; 
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7"B- Comment: - 
7. b. 1- da'bi vs. d2ni 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., H., B., A. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "the habit, wont, 
or custom". (K., N. ) 
2 
. )2 added that "da'bi" is synonymous with "din; ", 
3 
because both of them denote "habit, wont, or custom". (An., T. ) 
ascribed to Abü"-cUbayda the interpretation "habit, or custom, or wont". 
It can be concluded from the above that commentators are almost 
unanimous in admitting the synonymity of "da'bi" and ""dini", which they 
believed denoted "custom, habit, wont". 
To shed further light on the denotation of these two lexemes, it 
is interesting to have recourse to Lane's explanation. As to I'dini", 
he maintained: - 
"Custom, habit, (AZ., T., S., M., K.; ), pl. "adydn" 
(M. 
, TA. ;) One says, na züla 
däZika dTnY, "That has 
not ceased to be my custom, or habit". (T., TA.; ) 
A way, course, mode, or manner of acting, or conduct, 
or the like, (K. ) state, condition or case. (S., 
If., K. ) Ish. says, "I asked an Arab of the desert 
respecting a thing and he said to me, "Zar.. ) Zagajfta- n1 
Calcz 
dinin gayri hazdä Za "aýhbartuka" (Had thou found me 
4 
in 
. a state other than this, I had informed thee)". " ` 
As to the denotation of "da'bi", Lane elaborated: - 
""da-'b" (T., S., M., A., K., ) and "da'bun" (S., M., 
K., ) a custom, manner, habit, or wont (Abü cUbayda, 
T., S., M., K.: ) an affair, a business, or a concern: 
Y 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 5; (Ai.. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 12; 
(H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 5; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; (A. ) (DIQ_), P. 9. 
2 (K. ) M . ), p. 15; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 105. 3 (An. ) SQS. ), p. 28; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 6. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 944. 
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(Zj., T., S., A., K.: ) and a case, or condition: 
(Zj., T., S., M., A., K.: ) and ad eed or work. (A. ) 
you say; "hädä da'buka". This is thy custom, thy 
affair, business, or concern: or thy case, state, 
or condition: and deed, or work (Zj. ) says that 
"kada'bi d1 FirCawn"in the Q. ii9 means according to 
the lexicologists like the case of the people of 
Pharaoh: but in his opinion, like the striving, 
labouring, or toiling of the people of Pharaoh: in 
their unbelief and their leaguing together and aiding 
1 
one another against Moses, (T. ). " 
The Translations: - 
While on the one hand there is a close correspondence between the 
interpretation of (Z. )'s "experience" and (J. )'s translation, on the 
other hand, the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -Q., H., B., A. ) is close 
to the translation of (A. )'s "wont". 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I., Vol. I, p. 840. 
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7. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: - 
7. c. 1- The indeterminacy of the pronominal referent in "ka da'bi ka" 
and '; ka dini-- ka" 
While (Aj. -D. ) 
1 
believed this to be redundant, (K., An., N., B., 
A., Z., T. )2 believed it related to "gifa nabkti", "Halt! Let us weep", 
in V. I. So, they interpreted it as "Halt! Let us weep here", i. e. in 
3 
sigt al-liwä, as we used to do in "Z? a"ýsai". (An., A., Z., T., As. ) 
commented that the line connotes "You have been let down and you have 
suffered from this woman as you have already been let down and suffered 
from those two women in Ma-ýsal". (An., B., A., T. ) 
4 
added that it might 
connote: "You are behaving in these abodes, i. e. weeping and bemoaning 
bygone memories, in exactly the same way as you used to do in 1! a'sal". 
(Q. ), presenting these two interpretations, added "The poet might be 
either addressed by his two companions or he might be addressing 
himself, his soul, or his heart". Further, (K., N., B., T. )6added that 
the "käf" might relate to "s if i ", "my cure", in V. 6. So, they 
maintained that this verse might connote "I used to cure my grief by 
overflowing my tears, so I am doing the same here as I used to". 
It can be summed up from the above that the first connotative 
interpretation of (An., A., Z., T., As. ) which depicts the poet as 
lamenting his-ill-omen for having been disappointed firstly by 
"7hrun al-Hui ayrit and lhrun aZ-Rabäb in Ma'sal'", and secondly by this 
1 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 12. 
2 QK. ) (MIQ. ), p. 15; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 27; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 105; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), 
ýp. 
74; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; (Z. ) (SMS 10; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 6. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ) p. 27; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; TZ--T (SMS. ) p. 10; (T. ) 
p. 6; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 27; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; (T. ) (SQA. ), 
p. 6. 
5 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121. 
6 (K. ) (MI 
, pp. 15-16; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), pp. 106-107; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 6. 
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woman, in "siat ai- iwal', "the rim of the twisted sands", is incompatible 
with the interpretation of (B. ) and the second connotative interpreta- 
tion presented by (An., A., T. ), because the latter interpretation 
implicitly denies that the poet was bemoaning his bad luck with women, 
and asserts (though implicitly) that he feels sorry for his bygone 
memories, which connotes that they might be happy ones. Furthermore, 
the interpretation of (K., N., B., T. ) which asserts that the poet is 
desperate, depressed, and ill-omened is partially synonymous with that 
of (An., A., Z., T., As. ). Moreover, it should be stated that the first 
interpretation presented by (K., An., N., B., A., Z., T. ) includes the 
connotative interpretations of (K., An., N., B., A., Z., T., As. ) 
altogether; and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with them. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )ts translation, "As 
was your experience with Ummul-Huwairith before her, and her neighbour 
Ummul-Rabab in Masal", and the interpretations of (K., An., N., B., A., 
Z., T. ). (A. )'s translation, "Even so, my soul", while it is close to 
one of (Q. )'s interpretations that the poet was addressing himself - 
which might connote his own soul - at the same time gives his transla- 
tion the sense of sadness and despair, which makes it close to the 
interpretation of (An., A., Z., T., As. ). 
7. c. 2- Umm al-Huwayrit ... Urrun a? -Rabäb 
(Q., An., T. )1 attributed to Him b. Muhammad al-Kalbi, "It is the 
name of the wife of al-Hustet b. Damdam al-Ka1bi, and her son was 
I (Q") (JAA. ), P. 121; (An. ) (SQS"), P. 29; (T. ) (SQA. ), P. 6. 
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1 
called al-Härit. To (T., B., A., As. ), Urrrz al-Huwayrit was the name of 
a woman called Hirra, who was the sister of al-P ritt. Husajn b. Damdam. 
Furthermore, (An., T. ) 
2 
ascribed to some linguists that "bnm aZ-nuwayrit" 
and Unm al-Rabäb" are the names of two women from "KiZäb". It is 
interesting to add in S. L. the lexeme rabäb is a homonymy that is open 
to a two-fold interpretation: - 
"(1) the clouds, (11. ) or white clouds: (S., k. ) or 
the clouds that one sees beneath other clouds; (S. ) 
or clouds suspended beneath other clouds; (11. ) 
sometimes white and sometimes black (TA.: ); or 
(2) a certain instrument of diversion (meaning of 
music), (K., ) having strings (TA. ) with which one 
plays. "3 
Furthermore, it should be added that where"the god is conceived as a 
king, he will naturally be addressed as lord, and his worshippers will 
be spoken of as his subjects,. and so we find as divine titles "Arlon", 
"lord" (whence Adonis = the god Tammuz), and r: Rabbath", "lady" (as a 
title of Tanith), among the Phoenicians, with corresponding phrases 
among other nations, while in all parts of the Semitic field the 
worshipper calls himself the servant or slave (°abd, Cebed) of his god, 
just as a subject does in addressing his king': 
4 
Smith added that "the 
Arabs, like their northern congeners thought of deity as lordship or 
chieftainship is proved not only by such proper names, and by the titles 
"rab", "rabbi", "lord", "lady", given to their gods and goddesses, but 
1 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 5; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; 
(As. ) DI .), fol. 134. 2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 29; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 6. 
3 Lane. 'Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 1005. 
4 Smith. The Religion of the Semites, p. 68. 
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especially by the history of the foundation of Islam. In his quality 
of prophet, Mohammad became a judge, lawgiver, and captain, not of his 
own initiative, but because the Arabs of different clans were willing 
to refer to a divine authority questions of right and precedence in 
1 
which they would not yield to one another". 
The Translations: - 
To keep the receptor of T. L. in touch with the situation and 
environment of S. L. the above rather elaborate explanation is 
inescapable. We believe that the main task of the translator is not 
only to convey to the receptor. of T. L. the form of the proper names 
without adjusting them to the phonological system of T. L., but to 
provide him with all available and probable denotations of them in S. L. 
Turning to the translations at hand, (J. )'s translation, "Ummul- 
Rabab", violates the desinential inflection of S. L. because it is in 
the governed position, "rnudäf ilayhi". So it has to be pronounced and 
read as "Ummi at-"Rabäbi". The same remedy is equally applicable to his 
translation, "I. hnmul Huwairith" which has to be "07-ni aZ-I: uwayriti". As 
far as (A. )'s translation is concerned, while the translator avoided 
being involved in the desinential inflection of S. L., his translation, 
"Urmn al-Rabat" instead of "Ummi al-Rabzbi" or "al-Rabäbi" in accordance 
with the phonological system of S. L. might either be a deliberate or a 
printing error. If, and only if, it was a deliberate reading, so it 
could be inferred that he had in mind the image of a divine title that 
I Smith. The Religion of the Semites, p. 70. 
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overlaps with "Rabbath", "lady" (as a title of Tanith), among the 
Phoenicians, as was mentioned above. 
7. c. 3- Ma'sal 
While (Q. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "the name of a place in Najd' 
called "1"ia)sal al-JJij', (T-, Aj. -D., N., B., Z., As.? believed it 
3 
denoted "the name of a mountain". (K., An., A., T. ) however, believed 
it denoted "the name of a place". It is clear from the above that the 
interpretation of (Q. ) is included in that of (K., An., A., T. ) and 
stands in a hyponymy-superordinati. on relation with it. - Furthermore, it 
should be pointed out that Yäqüt reported that 
11 it was said that it is a 
name of a mountain, and it was said that it applied to the name of water 
resource that belongs to Bani CAgil. According to Ibn Duray. d., "It is 
a place of plenty date-palms and abundant water that belong to 
Bani cAgil". 
4 
Ibn J-anaydil applied it both to"the mountain and the 
water source that is located in this place. Nowadays it is still called 
"lda3saZ" and is located in the al-Dawäsir area, a district in the upper. 
areas of Southern Naj. d . To the further north of this place, there are 
red mountains and a source of water called "hluwaysi '. 
5 
Furthermore, "this source of water that pours into the valley of 
"al-Hanil" is close to the mountains and water of Juljul, al-Dahill and 
Hawwmal, respectively. "6 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121. 
2 (T. ) (DI ., fol. 5; (Aj. -n. ) (SMS. ), fol. 12; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 106; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; (Z. ) (NS. ), p. 10; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
3 (K. ) ('IIQ. ), p. 15; (An. ) (S ), 29; (A. ) DI 9; (T. ) 
(SQA_), p. 6. 
4 Yäqüt. Muojam al-BüldHn, Vol. 4, p. 364. 
5 a1ýArab, vol. 9-10, pp. 662-663. 
6 Ibid. 
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B- The Recensions: 
idcz q&natcz tadawwaaa Z-misku mire humä 
nasirna s-Sabä jä'at bi rayyä Z-Qa anfuul2 
(Q. 8/T. 7/S. 6/Aj. -D. 8/K. 6/An. 8/N. 8/H. /Z. 8/T. 8/As. 8/Ar. 8)1 
iäa i lta fatat nahwwi tadar, waaa rihv_ - hä 
(An. 8V/T. 8V)2 
bi rayy s-$afarjal 
(Q" 8V)3 
Omitted: 
A. /s. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (T. ) 
(Aj . -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 12; (N. ) S T. ), p. 107; (H. ) 
(K. ) (EMS. ), p. 10; (Ar. ) 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 30; (T. ) 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121. 
(DIQ. ), 
(K. ) (N 
(MIQ")7 
(S}S?:. ), 
(SQA. ), 
fol. 14; (S. ) (PSP. ), p. 146; 
IQ. ), p. 16; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 29; 
fol. 5; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 6; 
p. 4; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
p. 6. 
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8. b- Comment: - 
8. b. 1- ida gwnata tadawwaaa : Z-misku min- lzumä vs. idä iZtafatat nahwi 
tadavwaaa rThu "hä 
According to (Z., As., Ar., 11. ) 
1 
the first recension mentioned 
above denoted "when they stood up the Musk wafted from them". As 
the second recension on which commentaries refrained from commenting, 
it can be translated as "When she turns towards me, her fragrance 
wafted (over me)". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "When they stood up, the odour of musk 
diffused from them", and (A. )'s translation, "When they arose, the 
subtle musk wafted from them", are close to the recension of "idä q-cunata 
tadawwCa .: 
Zmisku min--hzvnä". 
8. b. 2- Z-QarsanfuZ vs. s-SafarjaZ 
It has to be maintained that commentators held themselves back 
from explaining the denotation of 1aZ-Qaranful'. According to Ibn Manzür, 
however, it denoted "An Indian plant of pleasant fragrance". At the 
same time, he attributed to Abü Hanifa the interpretation, "It is the 
fruit of an Indian plant". Lane, in translating this verse of the 
Mucallaga, believed it denoted the clove". As to "-S -SafaroaZ", it is 
close to "quince" in T. L. 
V 
I (z. ) (sNS. ), p. 10; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5; 
(M. ) (3QN. ), p. 30. 
2 Ibn Manzür. Lisän al-'Arab, Vol. 13 -and 14, p. 74. 3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. II, p. 1196. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a correspondence between the translation of (J. ), "clove", 
(A. )'s "cloves", and the recension of"7-Qaranful" Furthermore, there 
is a close correspondence between their translation and the interpreta- 
tion of Lane. 
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8. c- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: - 
8. c. 1- tadawwacca 
While (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., T., As. ) 
I believed it denoted 
"wafted", (Z., Ar. )2 believed it denoted "diffused". 
It seems clear from the above that the former interpretation has 
less range of denotation than the latter. In brief, it is included in 
the latter and it contracts a hyponomy-superordination semantic relation 
with it. According to Lane, it denoted: 
"... said of the wind, it became in motion (T. A., ) 
the odour of the perfume diffused itself, or became 
diffused. tada waaa aZ-Lisk (S., K. ) the musk being 
put in motion, diffused its odour or fragrance. One 
says of a woman; Verily she is sweet in the odour of 
her body. "3 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between the interpretation 
of ' (Z. , Ar. ) and the translation of (J. ), "diffused", "wafted" as 
translated by (A. ) is close to the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., 
K., An., N., T., As. ). 
8. c. 2- s-Saba 
(H. )4 attributed to al-Ha1i1 the interpretation, "It is an eastern 
wind, and it is called al-Sabä because it faces the West as though it 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (T. ) fol. 15; (Aj. -D. ) (S! S. ), fol. 12; 
(K. ) (MIO. ), p. 16; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 29; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 107; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 6; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 134. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 10; (Ar. ) (SS`l. ), p. 4. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. , Vol. II, p. 1810. 4 (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 
. 
6. 
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is yearning towards it. It faces the Kacba". To (Pi. ) 
1 
it is a gentle 
breeze, and the main place whereit blows is the place where the sun 
rises when the night and the day are equal. The opposite wind of which 
is al-DabTir, the South wind. Further, he attributed to the Prophet 
Muhammad the saying, "I achieved victory by al-Saba and cl, d perished 
by al-Dablir". According to Lane, it denoted: 
"One says al-Sabä (M., TA. ) to signify the east wind; 
or an easterly wind: the wind that blows from the 
place of sun rise: (Msb., ) or the wind of which the 
main place whence it blows is the place where the 
sun rises when the night and the day are equal; the 
opposite wind of which is al-Dabür. (S., ) or the 
wind that faces the House of God, i. e., the Kacba; 
apparently meaning that it blows from the point to 
the corner of the Kacba as though yearning to the 
House: (M., TA., ) or accord. to (IAr., M., ) the 
wind of which the place whence it blows extends from 
the place of the rising of the Pleiades to the tail 
of Ursa Major (M., K.: ). It is often commended by 
the poets as a gentle and-pleasant gale like Zephyr 
with us. "2 
It is interesting to add that pre-Islamic poets often associated 
this rather rare wind that blows at dawn and the early morning, with 
the odour of their beloved, and they often depicted it as a gentle, 
soft and mild breeze. Furthermore, they celebrated "aZ-&az'ddi"; 
"clouds that rise in the morning or the first part of the day that 
3 
"aZ-Sabä" brings forward. " 
I (M. ) (SQN. ), p. 30. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk.! , Vol. II, p. 1650. 
3 Ij: d. t.. 2 3s. 
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The Translations: - 
Both the "soft breeze of Zephyr" and "the Zephyr's breath", as 
translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are close to Lane's comment 
"like the Zephyr with us", mentioned above. It should be added that 
Zephyr, which denotes a soft, gentle and mild breeze, though it 
partially conveys the denotation of l'al-Saba" of S. L., fails to convey 
its cultural denotation to the receptor of T. L. 
8. c. 3- rayyä 
While (Q., K., N. )' believed it denoted "smell", (T., Aj. -D., An., 
T., Z., As., Ar. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "fragrance". It can be inferred 
from the above that the interpretation of (Q., K., N. ) includes that of 
(T., Aj. -D., An., T., Z., As., Ar. ) and contracts a superordination- 
i hyponymy relation with 
it. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "smell", on the one hand, is very close to 
the interpretation of (Q., K., N. ); (A. )'s translation, "fragrance", on 
the other hand, is close to the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., T., 
Z., As., Ar. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (K. ) (NIQ. ), p. 16; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 107. 
2 (T. ) (D'I0), fol. 15; (Aj. -D. ) (ISMS. ), fol. 12; (An. ) ( S. ), p. 30; 
(T. ) (U A. ), p. 6; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 10; (As. ) (DIA. ), fol. 134; 
(Ar. ) (6SM. ), p. 4. 
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The Recensions: - 
ka. Lanni gad ata. Z-bayni ya"ma tahcarm alu 
ladä samuräti Z-hayyti nägifu hanzal 
(Q. 9/An. 4/B. 4/A. 4/Z. 4/T. 4/As. 4/Ar. 3)1 
takarronasu 
(B. 4V)2 
Omitted: 
T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /N. /H. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 23; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 72; 
(A. ) (D Q), p. 9; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 3; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
fol. 133; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 3. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 72. 
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9. B- Comment: 
9. b. 1- taharmnaZi vs. takammasu 
Though (Q., K., An., B., A., Z., T. )lagreed that "al-tahairmul" in 
this context denotes "departure", they differed, however, as to its 
precise syntactic function. 
While (K., A., Z.? believed that the action took place in the 
past, i. e. "They departed", (B., T. r believed it to be in the continuous 
present tense, i. e. "They are departing". The latter interpretation can 
be understood as denoting that they have not yet departed but are loading 
so as to depart, i. e. they are in the process of departing. 
As to the denotation of "takanmtasu", Lane gave the following 
definition: 
"Kamasa; He, a man, was or became quick in pace; (K.; ) 
as also takammasa-(S., K., TA. ) and znkarasa; (K., TA.; ) 
in relation to pace and to work: (Iktt.: ) or quick and 
sharp or vigorous or effective; (A., TA., ) you say 
"inkamasa al farasu fi sayrihi", The horse was quick in 
his. going or pace, (A., ) and inkamasa fi amri hi, He 
hastened, or was sharp or vigorous or effective, in his 
affair. " 
4 
The Translations: - 
Both translators adopted the recension of "tahco nalu': Furthermore, 
while (J. )'s translation, "the day they parted", is close to the inter- 
pretation of (K., A., Z. ), (A. )'s "loaded to part" is close to the 
interpretation of (An., B., T. ). 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 121; (K. ) p. 12; (An. ) (Sý_), p. 23; 
(B") (SSSJ. ), p. 72; (A. ) CDC}, p. 9; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 8; 
(T. } S A. }, p. 3. 
2 (K. ) rff . ), P. 12; (A. ) (D. }, p. 9; (Z. 1 CSMS. }, P. 8. 3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 72; (T. ) (SQ) , p. 3. 4 Lane, 'Lex., Bk. 1, v ol. I II, p. 2631. 
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9. C- Commentaries: 
Commentators debated the precise denotations of: 
9. c. 1- Samurät 
According to (Q., B., A. ) 
1 
it denoted the trees of " nm-gayZaxn", 
i. e. "a species of the trees called 1Ctt4zt""; (Mgh., Msb. ) the species 
of trees called "sidr", the fruit of which is said to be sweeter 
than honey. (TA., Lth., Ish. ) say that it is the same as the trees of 
34 " alz". (Q., B., A. ) added: "It yields Gums-Arabica". (K., An., T. ) 
5 
thought it denoted "thorny trees". To (Z. ) it denoted "the tree of 
taZh", i. e. Acacia gummifera. From the above it can be inferred that 
there is partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., B., A. ) 
and (Z. )'s. Both these interpretations in their turn are included in 
the interpretation of (K., An., T. ), and contract a hyponymy- 
superordination semantic relation with it. 
According to Lane: 
"It is a certain kind of tree well known as taZh, (M., K. ) 
It is the acacia, or mimosa, or gummifera which produces 
the gum-Arabic. It is more commonly called acacia. The 
large kind of it is called Cudät. (S., Msb.; ). It grows 
in al-Hijäz, Egypt, Nubia and other countries. Its fruits 
are covered by curved thorns: the places in which it grows 
are the interior valleys. It is that species of Cidat 
which is the largest in its thorns, and the hardest in 
respect of its wood and the best in respect of its gum. 
(Ish. ) says that it is a tall tree affording a shade in 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 72; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9. 
2 Lane, Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 2319. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 121; (B. ) (T5L ), p. 72; (A. ) p. 9. 
4 (K. ) (M. ), p. 12; (An. ) (S§(S. ), p. 23; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 4. 
5 (Z. ) 014S. ), p. 8. 
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which men and camels repose, with few leaves, long and 
large branches, with many thorns and with great trunk. 
In the (S. ) "samur" is pl. of "scumura : ". So, "yä ashäb 
al-Samara" 0 people of the gum acacia tree in a saying 
of the prophet was addressed to the person meant in 
Qur'än (xiviii 18). "1 
al-Dinawari quoted al-Kiläbi as saying the "Swnurcat" are 
synonymous with trees of "at-TaV2" and they are synonymous with that 
species of trees which is colloquially called "Ums+Gaylän". They yield 
liquids called al-Dauxlam and al-Hudäl, the former of which is black-red 
in colour, with which women used to rub their faces, and the latter is 
a liquid which looks like blood". Furthermore, al-Dinawari quoted 
al-Fa rPas saying "aZ-Dawdam was regarded by the Arabs as aZ-'Sarnurät 
menstrual blood'. It is interesting to add that "new-born children's 
heads used to be rubbed with this gum to 
they used to be daubed with the blood of 
"because the blood of menstruation which 
charms in most countries', and so it was 
natural qualities among all races. "4 
keep away the jinn", "just as 
the sacrifice called 
Cac ca"; 
is one of the strongest of 
among the Arabs, has super- 
It should be added that "the-impurity of menstruation was 
recognized by all the Semites, as in fact by all primitive and ancient 
peoples. Among savages this impurity is distinctly connected with the 
idea that the blood of menstruation is dangerous to man. So is the 
case among the Romans and the Arabs. A great variety of supernatural 
powers attaching themselves to a woman in this condition. Such amulets 
are called by the Arabs tanjis,: 7iw ajasa; and it is explained that the 
1 Lane,. Lex., Bk. 1, vol. 11, p. 1425. 
2 al-Dinawari, Kitäb al-Nabät, p. 87. 
3 Ibid, p. 89. 
4 Smith, The Religion of the Semites, p. 133. 
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heathen Arabs used to tie unclean things, dead men's bones, and 
menstruous rags, upon their children to avert the jinn and the evil eye. "1 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "the acacia shrubs", can be regarded as 
partially close to the interpretation of (Q., B., A., Z. ). His transla- 
tion, "in the gardens of the tribe", is redundant as it neither corres- 
ponds to the S. L. text nor to any of the above-mentioned commentaries. 
There is a close correspondence, however, between (A. )'s translation, 
"acacias", and the interpretation of (Q., B., A., Z. ) and that of (M., K. ) 
as presented by Lane. 
From the discussion that has just been given, it becomes evident 
that both-translators fall far short of conveying the cultural and 
connotative denotation of this lexeme to the receptor of the T. L. 
9. c. 2- nägifu -hanzaVZ 
(K., An., B., A., Z., T. ) 
i 
believed it denoted "the filliping of a 
colocynth to extract its seeds to eat". (B. )3maintained that an Arab, 
before plucking off a colocynth, used to fillip it, to see whether it 
was ripe or not. To (Ar. )4it denoted "the breaking of the pods of 
colocynth". The latter interpretation, as it is clear, includes the 
former and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. To 
shed more light on the denotation of the lexeme "nägif" it is useful 
to examine Lane's explanation: - 
"He broke habid, (Lth., L., K. ) colocynths: (Lth., L.: ) 
or (in the K., ) he cooked hab2d i. e. colocynth or 
1 Smith,, The Religion of the Semites, pp. 447-8. ,. 
2_ CK. ) (1-11 ), p. 12; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 23; (B. ) CSSJ. ), p. 72; 
CA. ) (DIS. ), p. 9; (Z. ) (SNS), p. 8; (T. ) (SQA). p. 3. 
3 (B. ) Ibid. 
4 (Ar. ) CSSM. ), p. 3. 
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seeds , extracted colocynth-seeds to eat. One says 
huucz 
yatahabbad , 
He took a colocynth or colocynths, and 
broke it, or them, (S., L.: ) he broke a colocynth, or 
colocynths, and ate its, or their, seeds (L.: ) and 
ihtabad, He pierced colocynths with his beak and ate 
their seeds (T., L.: ) and he took the seeds, or dry colo- 
cynths, and put them in a place, and poured upon them 
water, and rubbed and pressed them with the hand, then 
1 
poured off from them the water. " 
Furthermore, (K., An., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ) 
2 
were almost unanimous that 
"naqifu hanzal", in this context, connotes that the poet was so dis- 
appointed, and sad after the departure of (or during the departure of) 
the inhabitants (the beloved) from the lodgings, he could not control the 
outpouring of his tears. The same holds true with "he, who when extractin¬ 
the seeds of colocynth to eat, cannot control the shedding of his tears 
owing to the colocynth's pungent flavour and smell". 
It is interesting to mention that "no one eats the pods of the 
colocynth, or the colocynth itself, unless he is desperately poor, e. g. 
the Sacalik who used to urge their sons to collect and eat it" 
3 
Taken 
together, it is plausible to suggest that the poet lost everything and 
became as poor and destitute as " sa? Zük", or any desperately poor 
person, after the departure of the inhabitant from the lodgings. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "breaking the pods of the wild colocynth", 
is close to the interpretation of (Ar. ), (A. )'s translation, "splitting 
colocynth" is partially close to the interpretation of (K., An., B., A., 
T. ). Both translations, however, do not convey the cultural nor the 
connotative denotation of S. L. to the receptor of the T. L. 
1 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. III, p, 2875. 
2 (K. ) MI 
. 
), p. 12; CAn. )ý CSQS. 1, p. 23; (B. j (SSJ. ), p. 72; 
(A. ) CD. DI p. 9; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 8; (T. ) (QA. ), p. 35: 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 3. 
3 al-2ayst, N., al-Bayäti, A., CAbd al-Lattf, M., Tärth al-Adab y 
al- Arabi ......., p. 250. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
al rubba yauviin salihin la- ka min- hwna 
wa Zä sizlyalria ya min bi Diratc Juliul 
(Q. 10/S. 8/N. 8/Z. 10/T. IO/As. 10)1 
Za--ka mim hunna säZinin 
(T. 8/Aj. -D. 10/K. 8/An. 10/H. 8/B. 9/A. 9/Z. 10/T. 10/As. 10)2 
käna minhunna sal hin 
(Ar. 10/Z. 10V)3 
l min Z-bidi salihin 
CR. 10V)4 
säiihin la -ka min hurx6. 
(N. IOV/B. 9V/T. 10V)5 
yawmun 
(Q. 10/T. 8/S. 8/K. 8/An. 10/H. 8/B. 9/A. 9/T. 10)6 
yawman 
(Äj. -n. 10) 
7 
1 
y i (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122; (S. ) (PSP. ), p. 146; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 109; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 10; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 7; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 135; 
2 (T. ) fol. 16; (Aj. -D. ) (S? NS. ), fol. 13; (K. ) (lilt. ), p. 17; 
(An. ) (SAS: p. 32; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 7; (B. )ý (SSJ. ), p. 75; 
(A. ) (DIQ-), p. 10; (Z. ) (S1S. ), p. 10; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 7; 
(As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 135. 
3 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5; (Z. ) (SPfS. ), p. 10. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122. 
5 (N. ) (SQT"), p. 109; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 75; (T. ) (SQ/i. ), p. 7. 
6 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122; (T. ) (DI(S), fol. 16; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 146; 
(K. ) MI . 
), p. 17; (An. ) ('OS. ), p. 32; (H. ) (MIO. ), fol. 7; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 75; (A. ) (PI0. ), p. 10; (T. ) (S(A. ), p. 7. 
7 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 13. 
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10. B- Comment: - 
Commentators and grammarians disagreed as to the following: 
10. b. 1- yawtinun vs. ya'min vs. yaznan 
Those who adopted the recension of "yawmun" were of the opinion 
that yawn is in the nominal case, and "mä" is a relative pronoun 
conveying the semantic functions of a? -Zad , "that". So, the subject of 
the relative clause is suppressed. Basically, the sentence is: 
"Siyyana al-yawmu al-lade' huwa" , "and especially this day". This 
argument, however, does not hold water in the opinion of those who 
adopted the recension of "yawmin'". (N., . T. 
)1 argued: "Milst it is 
acceptable to suppress the conjunctive pronouns, this is not the case 
with the separative pronouns". They continued, "It is grammatically 
acceptable to say aZ-ladi akalta hubzart instead of at-Zadi akaZtahu 10 
hubzun, "that which you a-t6 was bread", wherein the conjunctive pronoun 
V 
is suppressed. However, it is not acceptable to say al-Zadi marartu 
Z a"ydan, "whom I passed was Zayd", instead of "al-Zad- marartu hi its 
Z a"ydan" "whom I passed was Zayd". To (Aj . -D. 
)? "yaufirtan" is in the 
objective case. 
To sum up, linguists who adopted the recension of yawmun believed 
that mä is expletive and is used simply for emphasis, "yawn" is in the 
genitive case being governed by siyya_, "especially". The full sentence 
is: "wa la i7 ya y in", "and especially one day". 
It seems from the above that both recensions convey a single 
semantic message that is: "especially, or particularly". 
(N. ) (SQT. ý, P. 109; (T. ) (SQA. ), P. 7. 
2 (Aj. -D Y(SMS. ), fol. 4. 
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10. ä. 2- hvmu vs. henna va hw7ia- vs. 1-hid 
Though, "humcc' is a dual form of personal pronoun that could denote 
two women, CQ. )1 thought it denoted "the women". Whilst commentators who 
adopted'th. e recension of "henna" Caere. almost unanimous that it denoted 
"the women", (Aj-D. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "Uriinn al-HzwaYrit" and "Un=i 
aZ-R6bäb ". (N., B., T. }3 maintained that those who read it as "min hunna" 
thought that the poet meaint "the omen and their people". 
As far as the recension of is concerned, it can be 
translated into T. L. as "the fair-skinned women". 
Having reached this point in the presentation, it is of interest to 
point out that the variant recensions of this verse have not only baffled 
commentators but also the learned scholar Abu al-cAla2al-Macarri (973- 
1057 A. D. ). In his book (Risalät-al-Gufrän) (The Message of Forgiveness), 
he inade Ibn at-Qäiihvisit the world of hell. where he met the poet. The 
former asked the poet, "Could you tell me how you read the verse: 
"ala -rubba yawmun la ka nn n hwnu säiihin 
wa Zä szryama yawmun bi Dirata JuljuZi" 
Did you render it as 'Wn hurra" or "min hunna"? Could you tell me how 
you read "yavm"? Did you read it as "yavmun", "yawn-an" or llyawnun"? 
Furthermore, could you tell me whether you read in the lightened or 
stressed form? " Imru 'al-Qays replied, "I rendered it in "Zil. zaf", a 
rhythmic deviation, i. e. "min hunna". Moslem scholars, however, amended 
it co suit their taste and I don't mind the way they amended it. "4 
The Translations: 
(J. )'s translation, "Behold, how many pleasant days have you spent 
Frith them", is close to the. recension of '! mLn hunncil'. CA. )'s translation, 
"Oh yes, many a fine day I've dallied with. the white ladies", is close to 
the. recension of "Z77. min 
1 (Q. ) C 1, A. ), p. 122. 
2 (Aj. D. ) ris. ), fol. 13. v 
3 (N. ) (QT ), p. 1091 (B. ) CSSJ. ), p. 75; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 7. 
4 al-11a arrt, Abn al- A15', Risälat al-(ufrän, p. 317. 
10. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators disagreed as to the denotation of the following: 
IO. c. I - QQ 
While (An., T. ) 
I 
believed it denoted "a happy and joyful day", 
(Z., Ar. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "a pleasant day in which the poet had ease, 
carefree and warm amusement with women". (M. ) 
3 
believed it denoted "a 
fine day in which the poet dallied with them". 
It is clear from the above presentation that the interpretation 
of (An., T. ) is partially synonymous with that of (Z., Ar. ). Both of 
them, however, have a wider range of denotation than that of (M. ). 
Briefly, they include that of (1I. ) and contract a superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between the translation of (J. ), 
"pleasant days have you spent with them",, and the interpretation of 
(Z., Ar. ). Similarly, there is a close correspondence between the 
translation of (A. ), "many a fine day I've dallied with (the white 
ladies)", and the interpretation of (M. ). 
10. c. 2- Därata Juljuli 
4 
(T., K., B., A. ) believed it denoted al-h&ä, i. e. the sanctuary 
of the tribe". 
5 
(An., T. ), it should be noted, attributed this inter- 
6 
it to al-Asmaci and Abt., cUbayda. To (Z., As., Ar. )t denoted 
1 (An. ) S S. ), p. 32; (T. ) 
Id 
(SQA. ), p. 7. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 10; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5. 
3 (M. ) (SQN"), p" 34. 
4 (T. ) (DIS) 
, fol . 16 ; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ) 
, p. 17; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ) 
, p. 
75; 
(A. ) (DIQ"), p. 10. 
5 (An. ) SUS. ), p. 32; (T. ) (i. ), p. 7. 
6 (Z. ) (S, 111S. ), p. 10; (As. ) (2M. ), fol. 135; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5. 
"a rivulet". According to al-Bakri, "it is located by Kinda's water 
source". Further, he quoted Abu cUbalda as locating it in the lodging 
of Kinda"I Y qüt quoted Ibn Durayd as saying: "It is located between 
Sucbi and Cdsälät and between the valley of äl-Miyak. and al-Bardän"2 
It is interesting to add that references of S. L. failed to provide 
the precise denotation of the 'ärä". Abü Hitim quoted al-Asmaci as 
saying: "The D5, rä, of which we are informed there are sixteen in the 
Arab lands, is a wide space of either flat or rugged land surrounded 
and encompassed by mountains"? According to Yäqüt, "It is a depressed 
tract of land among mountains". He quoted Abü Mansur via al-Asmäci as 
saying: "It is a round tract of sand with a space in the middle". 
4 
al-Bäkri quoted Abü Hätim via al-Asmäci as saying "a tract of land 
encompassed by mountains". Furthermore, he reported that it denotes 
"a rounded tract of sand about two miles in diameter". 
S 
Lane gave the 
following explanation: 
"A round space of sand; (K. ) as also dayra (TA. ) 
accord. to (As. ) a round tract of sand with a 
vacancy in the middle; as also dmratj or as others 
say, dawrätun and dawLvarätun and dayra and some- 
times people sit and drink there. (T. ) And any wide 
space of land among mountains. (K. ) it is reckoned 
among productive low lands. (AHn. ) or a plain, or 
soft tract of land encompassed by mountains: (A. ) 
or a wide and plain space of land so encompassed. 
1 al-Bakri. Muciäm mä astaciam, p. 389. 
2 Yäqüt al-Hamawi. 
_Nucjäm 
al-Buldän vol. 2, p. 528. 
3 al-Asmi i. Kitäb al-Därät, pp. 4-5. 
4 Yäqüt al-Hamawi. MuCläm al-Buldin, vol. 2, p. 536. 
5 al-Bakri. Mucjam ma astacjam, p. 335. 
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(As. ) or, i. q. buhratun except that this is always 
plain, or soft, whereas a darä may be rugged and 
plain, or soft. (Abu-Fak as, Kr. ) or any clear and 
open space among sands. (TA. ) And any place that 
1 
is surrounded and confined by a thing. " 
Moreover, commentators except (K., N. ) are unanimous in the 
belief that the incident of Darata Juijul is the main reason that 
inspired the poet for compose this poem. Those commentators quoted 
al-Farazdacs-report on this incident which he ascribed to al-Asmäci. 
He reported: 
"Darata Juijul is a rivulet wherein the poet came 
across his cousin cUnayza or Fatima, whom he loved, 
and made many approaches to marry her. However, all 
in vain. On a certain day, the tribe had taken down 
their tents and were moving camp. The women came 
behind the rest of the travelling party with the 
servants and luggage; in howdajes fixed on the backs 
of camels. The poet, seeing that his beloved had 
retired with a group of maidens to a pool, called 
Darata Juljul, where they were going to bathe nude, 
and no'ticing that the guards of the tribe were out 
of sight, seized the opportunity, he came out, and 
sat on their clothes. He then proclaimed loudly 
that whoever wanted to get her clothes back, would 
have to present herself before him naked, where he 
can gaze at her from the front and back. They 
beseeched, adjured, and pleaded; but all in vain. 
As it began to grow late, being afraid that they 
might not be able to catch up with the rest of the 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 931. 
2 See p. 205. 
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travelling party; they gave in to the poet. All of 
the maidens, save cUnayza, presented themselves to 
him in succession and got their clothes. Again she 
beseeched and pleaded with him. But all in vain. 
Finally, she gave up, and having done what he demanded 
she recovered her clothes. The maidens, then, 
reproached him, "You made us hungry by chasing us". 
He asked them, "If I slaughtered my beast, would you 
eat? ". "Yes! ", they replied happily. He, therefore, 
slaughtered his only beast. The servants made fire, 
and the poet went on cutting the fatty meat into 
pieces, while the celebrated maidens were throwing 
it on the embers. At the same time, the poet had 
nothing left on which to ride, the maidens did not 
hesitate to carry his belongings. So, they divided 
the skin, and the saddle, pads, etc., of his beast 
among them and carried them. He asked cUnayza, who 
was carrying nothing, "0 daughter of the generous, I 
can't walk home, so would you let me ride with you? ". 
After long hesitation, she agreed to carry him on the 
back of her he-camel. As they set off, he started 
sneaking his head into her howdah and snatching 
kisses from her now and then. Whenever she refused, 
he made her howdah sway. He accompanied her till he 
had almost reached the dwellings of his own tribe, 
where he left them. There, he remained till the 
darkness of night advanced and prevailed over the 
place, then he went to his own dwelling. " 
The Translations: - 
Though both translators transliterated the toponymy of "! rat 
Juijul" and explained to the receptor of T. L. its denotation as reported 
by all commentators except (K., N. 1., neither of them shed any light on 
the denotation of Dana- which the above study endeavours to clarify. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa fadat dumu u ? -aayni min""ni sababatan 
gala n-nahri hattä balla damciya mihnal 
(Q. 11/T. 7/S. 7/Aj. -D. 9/K. 7/An. 9/N. 9/H. 7/B. 9/A. 9/Z. 9/T. 9/ 
Ar. 9)1 
Wa fädat 
(As. )2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122; (S. ) (Dom), p. 146; (Aj. -D. ) (SIMS. ), fol. 13; 
(K. ) (MIQ"), p. 16; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 31; (N. ) SOT. ), p. 108; 
(11. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 6; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 9; 
(Z. ) SMS. ), p. 10; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 6; (Ar. ) (8SM. ), p. 5. 
2 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 135. 
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11. b- Comment-. 
11. b. 1- fa vs. wa 
For the explanation of the semantic and syntactic function of 
"fa" and "Wa", see p. 140-2. 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both "so" and "then" as 
translated by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively and the recension of "fa". 
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11, c- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the following: - 
ll. c. 1- The precise syntactic function of the lexeme "sabälxztan" in the 
hemistich "fa f at dumuou 1-'ayni minni sabäbatan" 
(Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., T. ) 
1. 
considered it an infinitive masddr 
in a circumstantial or present case "hal". To support this interpreta- 
tion, (An., T. )2 quoted Q. LXXI. 17: "anäata kum min al-ardi nabdtan", 
"And God caused you to grow out of the earth"3, and (N., T. )4 quoted 
Q. LXVII. 30: "qul araýaytum in asbaha ma? ukwn gawrd ", "What think you? 
If in the morning your waters have vanished into the earth'. Further- 
more, (An., N., T. )6 maintained that "it might be an infinite on account 
of which something is done", i. e. "maf üZ ii ajZihi". (N. )7 attributed 
this interpretation to Sibawayh, who, as (N. ) maintained, quoted 
Hätim al-TVi as saying: 
"ova agfiru aawrä'a Z-karimi iddihärahu 
wa acridu can satmi Z-la" imi takarrumä" 
"I forgive the harsh language of the noble, that I may 
treasure him up, and I refrain from the abuse of the 
vile out of generosity. " 
(Z., Ar. ) 8 favoured this interpretation, and to support it further (Z. )9 
quoted Q. II. 19: "yajcalüna asäbiaahum fi adänihim hadara al-mawti", 
"they put their fingers in their ears against the thunderclaps, fearful 
of death". 
10 
1 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 13; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 16; (An. ) (ý. ), p. 31; 
(N. ) (QT. ), p. 108; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 74; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 
2 (An. ) ASS. ), p. 31; (T. ) (`SL. ), p. 7. 
3 Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 609. 
4 (N. ) ('QT. ), p. 108; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 7. 
5 Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 598. 
6 (An. ) (S. ), p. 31; (N. ) SST. , p. 108; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 7. 
7 (N) (ý. ), p. 108. 
8 (Z: ) 
(SPiS. ), p. 10; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5. 
9 (Z. ) ("S"kis. ), p. 10. 
10 Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 3. 
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The Translations: - 
On the one hand there is a close correspondence between the 
interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) and the translation of (J. ), "on account of 
the tenderness of my love". On the other hand, (A. )'s translation, "of 
passionate yearning", is close to the interpretation of (Aj. -D., K., 
An., N., B., T. ). 
11. c. 2- nahr 
While (Q., K., An., N., B., T. )'thought it denoted "breast", (Ar. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "the upper part of the breast". It is obvious that 
the former interpretation includes the latter and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. Lane provided the 
following explanation: - 
"nahr (S., Msb. ) or na12r al-sadr (A., K. ). The 
uppermost part of. the breast, or chest; (A., K. ) as 
also almanhür (Sb., IB., K. ) or the place of the 
collar or necklace: (A., K. ) or that part of the 
breast or chest which is the place of the collar or 
necklace; (S., Hsb. ) so according to Abü cUbayda 
(TA. ) tarb is also called al-man? Or(S.: ) or the 
breast or bosom or chest itself. (TA.: ) or aZ-nichi r 
the pl. is also applied to the breasts or chests. 
(Pisb. ) and (A. ) or al-nanhar (S., A., Msb., K., TA. ) 
also signifies the part in which a camel is stabbed, 
or stuck), (A., TA. ) where the windpipe commences, 
in the uppermost part of the breast (TA. ) or the 
place where the had2' (or an-animal brought as an 
offering to Mecca or to the Kacba or to the Haram, 
I (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 122; (K. ) p. 16; (An. ) SSQS. ), p. 31; 
(N. ) QT. ), p. 108; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 7q ; (T. ) (S QA. ), p. 7. 
2 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5. 
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such as camel, cow, bull, sheep, or goat to be 
sacrificed) is stabbed, or stuck (S., K. ) or the 
place, in the throat where a beast is stabbed, or 
stuck. "I 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"breast", and the interpretation of (Q., K., An., IT., B., T. ), (A. )'s 
translation, "throat", is partially close to the interpretation of (Ar. ) 
and that of (A., K., S., Msb., Sb., IB., K., TA. ) as reported by Lane. 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. III, p. 2774. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
Wa uawma aagdrtu tit-aacýarä matiyati 
fa yä Cajabän min rahl hä Z-mutahammil 
(Q. 12/Aj. -D. 11/K. 9/N. 9/H. 9/B. 10/A. 10/As. 11)1 
fa ryä aajabi 
(S. 9)2 
Zi rahZ-Vi 
(T. 9/An. 11)3 
fa yä aa; jaban min küri hä 
(Z. 11/Ar. 11)4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 13; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 18; 
(N. ) (SQT"), p. III; (H. ) 
(MIQ. ), -fol.. 7; (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 75; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11; (As. ) (DI (DI fol. 135. 
2 (S. ) DSP. ), p. 146. 
3 (T. ) (DT Q. ), fol. 17 ; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 33. 
4 (Z. ) SMS. ), p. 11; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 6. 
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-12. B- Comment: -' 
12. b. 1- yäaajabi vs. yäaajaban 
(N., Z., T., Ar. ) 
I 
r. )1 maintained that the final "aui f" in yaCajabä is 
a substitute for (ycz ) of the first person. Basically, the sentence is 
"yäCajabi ihdar", "0 my wonder be present! ". It is quite analogous- 
with "yä &ulärran agb1l", "0 lad come! ", which, in its turn, is analogous 
with "yä guZämi agbil". (N. )2 attributed to al- Zaj j 'äj the belief that 
the verb of surprise in (Q. XI. 75) , 
11yä unyZata . a'alidu u7ä anä 
aaju-z ", 
"She said, Woe is me! 
3 
Shall I bear, being an old woman", is "yä wayVdt? ', 
wherein the final "yä " is commuted for "ali f". 
It can be concluded from the foregoing discussion that in accor- 
dance with the explanation of (N., Z., T., Ar. ), grammarians were of. 
the opinion that "yaaajabä" is semantically synonymous with "yaaajabi''. 
12. b. 2- aajabä Zi vs. aa, jabän min 
According to (A. ) "°ajaban" was liable to a two-fold syntactic 
interpretation: (1) an indefinitive vocative; (2) an infinitive and 
the vocative is apocopated. As for the sentence at hand, basically it 
is: "0 people witness my wonder! ". He continued, "The Arabs would use 
vocative when they intend to magnify and intensify the signification of 
a certain statement". 
To sum up, it can be inferred from the above. that both recensions 
convey a single semantic message, that is, "Oh, how wonder ...: 
". 
Concerning the prepositions "min" vs. "ii", it can be concluded from 
I (N. ) () p. 113; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 11; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 8; (Ar. ) 
(SSM. ) , p. 6. 
2 (N. ), ibid. 
3 Arberry, J. A. The Koran Interpreted, p. 220. 
4 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 10. 
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the commentaries of both recensions that there is an overlap between 
their denotations. 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above discussion that 
both recensions, according to the commentaries, to some extent convey a 
single semantic message. To put it more precisely, these recensions do 
not throw an obstacle on the way of the translator of T. L. 
12. b. 3- rahZ vs. Ur 
Since commentators who adopted the recension of Prahl'' refrained 
from clarifying its denotation, it is worthwhile to consult Lane's 
explanation: 
"rahZ al-baOir, aor., (S., Mgh., K. ) infin. al-rahZ 
(S., Msb. ) He saddled the camel; he bound, (S., 
Mgh., Msb. ) or put, the ralil upon the camel; (S., 
Mgh., Msb., K.; ) as also irtahaZahu: (T., TA.: ) and 
irtahaltu aZ-baa: Tra, I rode the camel either with 
"gitb" saddle, or on his bare back". 
' 
To (Z., Ar.? "kür" denoted the "rahi" of the camel, i. e. the saddle 
with its apparatus. 
According to Lane, it denoted, 
"A camel's saddle of the kind called "rahi" (K., TA. ) 
as also makwar (K") and rnukawwar: (Ts., L.: ) or a 
rahZ with its apparatus: (S., Msb., K".: ) pronounced 
by many käß, but this is a mistake". 
3 
The Translations: - 
"Saddle", as translated by (j. ) - and CA. ) , might either be close 
to the-r. ecension of "rahlt, depending on Lane's explanation, or to the 
recension of "Ur" , depending on the explanation of 
(K., TA. ) as 
presented by Lane. 
1 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. I, p. 1053. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 11; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. G. 
3 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. III, p. 2637. 
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12. C- Commentaries: - 
Controversy existed among commentators as to the following: 
12. c. 1- The precise syntactic function of the adverb of time, '-yawn", in 
this verse was debated among grammarians. As a rule it ought to have 
been in the same case as 11yc&m" in the previous verse, being in 
coordination to it. Those who adopted the recension of "yawmun" in the 
previous verse thought of it as being indicative in position and 
subjunctive in utterance because it has an incomplete governing. To 
give support to this interpretation, (An. ) 
I 
quoted the verse Q. LXXXII. 17-19: 
"And what shall teach thee what is the Day of Doom? 
Again, what shall teach thee what is the Day of Doom? 
A day when no soul shall possess aught to succour 
another soul; ". 
2 
The same remedy was equally applied to the interpretation that 
regarded "yawm" as governed in position and indicative in the utterance 
because it is in coordination to "yawmin" in the previous verse. 
(Aj. -D. ) 
3 
presented another explanation that puts it in the accusative 
case by a suppressed verb implying adkur, "I call to my mind, or 
remember a day". (K., N., Z., T. )4 were of the opinion that it is in 
the objective case, for as a rule all nouns denoting time when followed 
by a governed sentence, or past tense, acquire their desinential 
inflection. While Basran grammarians limited this rule to the flective 
tenses only, Küfansextended it to include the inflective ones. 
I (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 34. 
2 Arberry, J. A. The Koran Interpreted, p. 634. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (S; MS. ), fol. 13. , V. 4 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 18; (N. ) (T"), p. 114; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 11; (T. ) 
(SQA. ý-, p. 8. 
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The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "And the day on which I killed", is close to 
the interpretation that regarded it in the objective case. (A. )'s 
translation, "and the day I slaughtered for the virgins", is rather in 
the accusative case with a suppressed verb implying "remember". In the 
previous verse he adopted this interpretation when he translated the 
second hemistich, "and especially I call to mind a day". In the next 
verse he used the conjunction of coordination "and" which conveys the 
same semantic message of the previous. verse, i. e. "I call to my mind". 
12. c. 2- Cagcira: - 
According to (Q., T., K., B., A., T. ) 
I it is synonymous with 
slaughtered". (K. ) added that it was said that it denoted "dabaha", "2 
"the chopping off the legs of the she-camel with a sword to stab it, 
lest it should escape". 
It is apparent from the above presentation that (K. )'s second 
interpretation is included in the interpretation of (Q., T., K., B., A., 
T. ) and it stands in a hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with 
it. According to Lane, it denoted: 
"Somebody hacked, hamstrung him, or her, namely a 
beast. He struck; (S., LAth., Mgh., M b. ) or cut, 
(TA. ) his camel's or her legs (L., Mgh. ) with a 
sword (S., LAth., Mgh., 0., Msb., TA., ) while the 
beast was standing. He cut one of his or her legs 
previously to stabbing the animal, that it might not 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17i (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 18; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), p. 75; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 10; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 8. 
2 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 18. 
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run away while being stabbed, but might fall down, and so 
be within his power. Hence "aagara aZ-baair". He stabbed 
him, namely a camel, slaughtered him by stabbing: (Az., Msb., 
TA. ) because the slaughterer of the camel first lays bare its 
cirqub. (or hacks it, or strikes it, or cuts its legs or one 
of its legs with a sword (TA. ) And so in the trad. "la Cagara 
fi aZ-Islam" (There shall be no slaughtering of camels at the 
grave of the dead in the time of Islam): "1 
"A1-Bagdädi quoted Ibn al-Sid who, in his turn, referred it to 
someone else, that the latent reason for slaughtering camels at the 
graves of the dead in pre-Islamic days was the belief that the occupant 
of the grave used to slaughter camels for guests during his life time; 
so people rewarded him by doing the same after his death. "2 Another 
interpretation of this tradition assumes that "it is a symbol of their 
reverence for the dead just as it was of their reverence for their idols; 
so it was a last trace of their ancient custom of worshipning the dead. "3 
A third interpretation suggests that "the camel is the only grass-eating 
mammal, nourished among other things by the decomposed bones of dead 
people. Therefore, it seems that pre-Islamic people tried, unconsciously, 
in one way or another, to save their bones from being eaten by this 
animal, and to revenge themselves on this beast during their life time'. 
' 
Labld referred to it when he said: 
"raa Z-nibu in taaru minni rinmatan haZagan 
bacda Z-mamati fainni kuntu att'aru"S 
"If the nibu are going to eat my bones when I die I will 
already have taken my revenge, because I used to slaughter 
them. " 
A fourth interpretation emphasizes that"the Arabs considered the 
excessive slaughter of the camels as a sign of generosity and hospit- 
ality. It was reported that pre-Islamic people used to compete with 
each other on the slaughtering of the camels until one of them forced 
his opponent to give up'. 6 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "killing", has a wide range of denotations. 
,. 
It. includes. the. interpretations. of. all. the. above-mentioned. commentaries. 
1 Lane, ex., Bk. 1, Vol. 1, p. 2107-8.. 
2 al-Bagdad-3, Dizänat al-Adab, vol. 3, p. 193. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid, p. 194; also see Abu 
ClJbayda, Kitäb Ayyäm al-CArab, pp. 295-6. 
5 DiwHn Labid, p. 63 
6 (t Aii ayda, Kitäb Ayyäm al-CArab, p. 296. 
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More precisely, it contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic 
relation withthem. (A. )'s translation, "slaughtered", which stands in a 
hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with that of (J. ), is close 
to the interpretation of (Q., T., K., B., A.,. T. ). Both translations, 
it has to be indicated, however, fell short of conveying the suggested 
cultural denotation and connotation of S. L. to the receptor of T. L. 
12. c. 3- 1 2'adärä 
While to (Q. )Iit was subject to two interpretations: (1) virgin 
damsels; (2) virgin slavegirls, (T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., Z., T., Ar. )2 
3 
were almost unanimous that it denoted "the virgins". To (K. ), however, 
it denoted "virgin slavegirls". 
To sum up, (K. )'s interpretation is synonymous with that of (Q. )'s 
second alternative interpretation. - On the other hand, the interpreta- 
tion of (T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., Z., T. ) includes that of (Q., K. ) and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
"Maidens" and "virgins" as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively 
are partially synonymous in this context. Therefore, both translators 
adopted the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ). 
12. c. 4- matiya 
While (Q., T., K., An., B., A., T. ) 
4 
were unanimous in believing 
it denoted "a she-camel", (Aj. -D., N., Z., Ar. ) 
5 
believed it denoted 
"the riding-beast". (As. ) 
6 
ascribed to Abü cUbayda the belief that "it denoted a 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 122. 
2 (T. ) (DIQfol. 17; (Aj. -I. ) (SMS. ), fol. 13i (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 34; 
(B. ) (553. ) 
, p. 
75; (P. ) (DIQ. ) 
, p. 
11; (Z. ) (St"1S. ) 
, p. II; 
(T. ) 
(Sý), p. 8; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 6. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ) , p. 18. 4 (Q. ) p. 122; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 18 (An. ) 
(ýS_) 
, p.,, 34; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 75; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 8. 5 (Aj. -D. ) (S: iS. ), fol. 13; (T:. ) (SQT. ), p. 1113; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. il; 
(Ar. )ý(SS;:. ), p. 7. 
6 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 135. 
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camel". 
Summing up, it is clear from the above that the interpretation of 
(Aj. -D., N., Z., Ar. ) includes that of (Q., T., K., An., B., A., T. ) 
and that of Abü cUbayda - as reported by (As. ) and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "camel", and the interpretation which (As. ) attributed to 
Abü cubayda.. On the other hand, 'there is a close correspondence between 
(A. ) 's translation, "riding beast" and t''e interpretation of (Aj. -Q., N., Z., Ar 
12. c. 5- yäaajaban/zyäagjaba: - 
(Q., T., B., A. )' believed that "the poet was surprised at how he 
slaughtered his own she-camel to feast the virgins and how they took 
pains to carry his she-camel's pads, saddles, etc. on their own camels". 
It must be noted that (As. ) 
2 
ascribed this interpretation to Abü cUbayda. 
While (Aj. -D. )3 believed it denoted "the poet's lamentation of his 
bygone happiness". to (K. )4, it was subject to three probable interpreta- 
tions: (1) the poet wondered at how the virgins, instead of taking 
shelter in the water of the pool, presented themselves to him and, 
later on, carried his saddle; (2) he was surprised at the virgins' 
willingness to carry his saddle, which he regarded as a sign of their 
veneration of him; (3) he laughed at how the saddle of his she-camel 
which had formerly sat on was now mounted on the backs of the virgins' 
camels. (An. ) 
5 
thought it denoted "the poet's admonishment of himself 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 76; (A. ) 
(DIQ. ), p. 11. 
2 (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 135. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (sus. ), fol. 13. 
4 (K. ) 
, p. 18. 
5 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 34. 
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for what he did, regarding it as folly and mere youthful whim". (B., A. )1 
added "the poet admonished himself for being foolish enough to have 
acted in this way". (Z., T., Ar. ) 
2 
were of the opinion that the poet 
was surprised at how the virgins, who had an easy and luxurious life, 
accepted to load his saddle, etc., in their hawdajs. 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., B., A. ), 
Abü cUbayda as reported by (As. ), (K. )'s second interpretation, and 
that of (Z., T., Ar. ) . Similarly, there 
is a partial synonymity 
between the interpretation of (An. ) and that of (B., A. ). It can be 
inferred further that the interpretation of (An., B., A. ) is 
incompatible with that of (Aj. -D. ) in particular and that of (Q., T., 
B., A. ) in general, Abü cUbayda's interpretation), (K. )'s second and 
third interpretations, and that of (Z., T., Ar. ) in general ; because 
while the former asserts that the poet regrets his foolish behaviour, 
the latter interpretation, however, denies it. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "how pleasant was their dividing the 
riding camel's saddle", and (A. )'s translation, "and oh, how marvellous 
was the dividing of its loaded saddle", are close to the interpretation 
of (Q., T., B., A. ), Abü cUbayda as reported by (As. ), (K. )'s second 
interpretation, (Z., T., Ar. ) . 
1 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 76; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11. 
2 (Z. ) (SIRS. ), p. 11; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 9; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 6. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa ya aaJaban Zii12 l1 baada irtih linZi 
wa yd aajabä Zajäzin,; Z-mutabaddi ii 
"And oh, how marvellous the abode, after our departure, and oh, 
how marvellous was the extravagant slaughterer" 
(Q. 13)1 
min hcillihä baada rahlihýi 
"unsaddled after being saddled" 
(Q. 13V)2 
Omitted: 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /As. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"0 for wonder at its being unsaddled after that it was saddled; and 0 
wonder for the slaughterer, regardless of his own interest", (A. ), 
however, omitted it. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123. 
2 Ibid. - 
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B- The Recensions: - 
faza_ZZa Z-Cadärä yartamina bi Zalvri 10 
wa ýaivnin ka huddäbi d-dimagsi Z-mufattaZi 
(Q. WT. 10/S. 10/Aj. -D. 12/K. 10/An. 12/N. 12/Z. 12/As. 12/Ar. 12)1 
yazaZZu 
(B. 11/A. 11)2 
wazaZZa 
(H. 10)3 
.{ 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (S. ) (DSP.?, p. 146; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
13; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 19; (An3-(SOS. ), p. 35; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 115; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 11; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
rö1.135; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 6. 
2 (B. ) (SU. ), p. 76; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 
3 (H. ) (NIQ. ), fol. 7. 
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14. B- Comment: - 
14. b. 1- While "yazallu'l is in the present tense, "zaZZa" is in the past. 
The recension "fazaZZa" can be translated into T. L. as "then they 
commenced or went on". 
At this point it is useful to examine the denotation of this 
incomplete verb. Lane gave the following explanation: 
... accord. to 
(Lth., TA., Kh., Msb. ) is said only 
of a thing that is done in the day, or daytime; (T., 
S., M., Q., M b. ) like "bata yabTtu" is said only of 
a thing that is done in the night. It is an 
incomplete (i. e. a non-attributive verb, relating to 
a time from sunrise to sunset: (Esh-Shihäb, TA. ) 
one says "Such a one passed his day fasting". ... It 
signifies, too, "sar'a" syn. "became", being in this 
sense likewise an incomplete verb diverted of that 
meaning of time which it radically denotes, as in 
the phrase in the Kur xvi 60 and xliii, "zaZZa 
t)ajhähuu mistaadan" (his face became black) : so says 
Ibn Kalik: (TA.: ) or this means his face continues 
all the day black. "1 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between the translation of (J. ), 
"then the maidens commenced", and the recension of "fazalla". While 
there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "went on", 
and the recension of 11; alla", his use of the conjunctive of co-ordination 
"and" as an equivalence to the conjunctive of co-ordination "wa" in S. L.,, 
corresponds to the recension of "wa zaZZa'r. It should be added that 
both "commenced" and "went on" as translated by (J. ) and CA. ) 
respectively do not accurately convey the denotation of the verb "zalla" 
as it is illustrated above. 
1 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. II, p. 1914. 
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14. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: 
14. c. 1- yartamina bi Zahmi hi: - 
To (Q., Aj. -D., K., N., B. ) 
I it denoted "handing each other with 
it". Moreover, (Q. )2 ascribed to al-Asmaci "roasting it and then tossing 
it to each other 
3 (T. ) believed it denoted "presenting and tossing 
it to each other". (An. ), it should be pointed out, attributed this 
interpretation to Abü-cUbay da. At the same time, he quoted Ibn Habib 
as saying: "They started handing the meat and feeding each one the 
other with it". According to (A., T., As. ); it denoted "presenting each 
other with it". (Si. )6 ascribed . to al-Sijistäni the 
belief that it 
denoted "throwing the meat-on the fire to be roasted". At the same 
time, (An., Z. ) 
7 
attributed to al-Sijistäni the belief that it denoted 
"tossing it to each other". (Ar. )8 it should be added, adopted this 
last interpretation. 
Summing up, it might become clear from the above presentation 
that there is a partial synonymity among the interpretations of (Q., 
Aj. -D., K., N., B. ), (T., AbücUbayda - the latter as reported by 
(Ar.. ) -, and (A., T., As. ) . Similarly, al-Asmäci's interpretation 
which was reported by (Q. ) is partially synonymous with the interpreta- 
tion attributed to al-Sijistänt, by (An., Si., Z. ). Furthermore, it 
can be inferred that the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., N., B., 
A., T., As. ) includes the interpretation ascribed to Ibn Habib by (An. ) 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 13; (K. ) (MiQ. ), p. 19; 
(N. ) p. 116; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 76.. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123. 
3 (T. ) (DI, 
ýQ), 
fol. 17. 
4 (An. ) (SOS), p. 35. 
5 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 9; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 135. 
6 (Si. ) DI . ), fol. 4. v 7 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 35; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 11. 
8' (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 6. 
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and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a partial correspondence between the interpretation of 
(al-Asmact) which was reported by (Q. ), and al-Sijistäni, as reported 
by (An., Si., Z. ) and (J. )'s translation, "throwing her flesh (i. e. 
the flesh of his camel) into the kettle". Similarly, there is a partial 
correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "tossing its hacked flesh 
about", and the interpretation of (al-Sijistäni) - as reported by (An., 
Z. ) - and (Ar. ) . 
14. c. 2- huddäb 
To (Aj. -D., K., N., B., T., As. ) 
I 
it denoted "the fringe or end or 
extremity of a garment that has not been woven perfectly". (An. ) 
2 
3 
attributed this interpretation to al-Asmäci. (Z., Ar. ) thought it 
denoted "an epithet applied to a loose thing, e. g. the eyelash; or the 
loose end of a garment". 
It is apparent from the above that (Z., Ar. )'s interpretation 
includes that of (Aj. -D., K., N., B., T., As. ) and contracts a super- 
ordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between the translation of (J. ), 
"the loose fringes", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). At the same 
time, (A. )'s translation, "fringes" is close to the interpretation of 
(Aj. -D., K., N., B., T., As. ). 
I (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ),, fol. 13; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 19; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 116; 
(B. ) (SýSJ_. ), p. 76; (T. ) (§QA. ), p. 9; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 135. 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 35. 
3 (Z. ) SMS. ), p. II; (Ar. ) (SSI. ), p. 6. 
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14. c. 3- d -dimags: - 
While (Q., Aj. -D., K., T. )1 believed it denoted "the raw silk", 
(T., B., A. )2 believed it denoted "the white silk". According to 
3 
(An., N. ), it denoted "any white garment whether it is made of linen, 
4 
silk, or raw silk". (Z., As. ) thought it denoted "the silk". (N. )5 
it should be pointed out, attributed this interpretation to al-Asmäci. 
To sum up, one can semantically infer from the above that there 
is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., 
T. ) and that of (T., B., A. ). Both of these interpretations, however, 
are included in the interpretation that is ascribed to al-Asmaci by 
(N. ), and contract a direct hyponymy-superordination with them. 
Furthermore, the interpretation of (An., N. ) includes that of (Q., T., 
D., K., B., A., T. ) and (Z., As. ) and makes a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"white twisted silk", and the interpretation of (T., B., A. ); (A. )'s 
translation, "silk", is close to the interpretation of al-Asmäci, as 
reported by (N. ), and the interpretation of (Z., As. ) 
1 (Q. ) (JVA. ) , p. (T. ) (SQA"), p. 
2 (T. ) (DISC 
.), fo 
3 (An. )(. SQ . 
), p. 
4 (Z. ) (EIs. ), p. 
5 (N. ) p. 
I 
123; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 13; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 19; 
7. 
1.17; (B. ), (SSJ. ), p. 76; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11. 
35; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 116. 
11; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 135. 
116. 
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g- The Recensions: - 
wa yawma dahaltu 1-hidra hidra alinayzatin 
fa gälat la "kal-zcaylätu' inna -ka murji Zi 
(Q. 15/T. 11/S. lI/Aj. 13/K. 11/H. 11/An. 13/N. 13/B. 12/A. 12/Z. 13/ 
T. 13/As. 13/Ar. 13)1 
yawma CUnayzatin 
(T"11V/D. 13V/K. 11V/An. 13V (b. Habib))2 
1 (Q. ) p. 123; (T. ) DIO. ), fol. 17; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. ) SMS. ), fol. 14; (K. )ý (*NIQ. ), p. 19; (H. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 7; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 36; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 116; (B. ) (SSJ., p. 76; 
(A. ) (D ), p. 11; (Z. ) (tNS. ), P. 12; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 9; 
(As. ) DI . 
), fol. 136; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 7. 
2 (T. ) (D_3IrQ. ), fol. 17; (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 19; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 36. 
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15. B- Comment: - 
15. b. 1- yawma dahaltu 1-hidra vs. yccwma CUnayzatin 
(T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., H., B., A. 
i 
) are unanimous in believing 
that hidr in this context is synonymous with howdaj, i. e. "a vehicle 
for women composed of pieces of wood set up over the saddle of the 
camel and curtained with a piece of cloth". Though (Q., T., Z., Ar. )3 
favoured this interpretation, they maintained that it might be applied 
metaphorically to "the sitr, i. e. a curtain extended across a part of a 
house, or chamber, or tent for a girl in order to conceal her, or any- 
4 
thing that prevents a thing from being seen". To (As. ); it denoted "a 
thin curtain that covers the door of the 
(I howdai". 
From the above presentation it became apparent that the alter- 
native interpretation of (Q., T., Z., Ar. ) is partially synonymous with 
that of (As. ). Furthermore, the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., K., An., 
N., H., B., A. ) includes that of Z., As., Ar. ) and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it. At this point of our 
investigation it would be convenient to devote some attention to Lane's 
explanation of the denotation of this lexeme: - 
"hYdr (K. ) He, (Msb. ) or they namely her family, 
(A., Msb. ) made a girl to keep herself behind, or 
within the curtain (A., Msb., K. ) and kept her from 
menial employment and from going out tö accomplish 
her wants. Hence haddara she (a gazelle) concealed 
her young one in a coven of. trees or the like, or in 
a hollow. (T., A. ) Hence haddar it (rain) confined 
1 (T. ) (DI J. ), fol. 17; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 20; 
(An. ) (ýQS. ), p. 38; (N. ) (SQT. ), P. 117; (H. ) fol. 7; 
(B. ) (ýSJ. ), p. 77; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. 111, P. 2885 
3 (Q. ) (JAL. ), P. 124; (T. ) DI . 
), fol. 17; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 12; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 7. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 707. 
5 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 136. 
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people in their houses or tents. Hence one says: 
haddarataZ-fatät, she (a girl) kept herself behind 
or within the curtain, and i_a'rma 
fiarinihti, A lion 
kept himself in his lurking-place. "1 
Furthermore, commentators debated as to the denotation of CUnauza in 
this hemistich. 
K., N., B. )2believed it denoted "name of a woman". 
While ascribing this interpretation to Abu- Nas r, 
3 
. 
(An. ) believed it 
howdaj. 
denoted "the name of the woman who carried him in her own/and with whom 
he tried to sport while the ho-wdaj swayed with them". Furthermore, he 
attributed to Ibn al-Kalbi: "I have no clue-as to what "OUnayza" means''. 
To (A. ) it denoted "Fätima`s surname". (As. ), 
5 it should be pointed out, 
4 
6 ascribed this last interpretation to al-Asmdci. While to (Z., Ar. ), 
however, it denoted "the name of his beloved cousin", (T. ) 
7 
believed it 
denoted "the name of his own beloved". It can be concluded from the 
above that there is a partial synonymity among the interpretations of 
(An., A., Z., T., As., Ar. ). These interpretations, in their turn, 
have less range of denotation than that of (Q., T., K., N., B. ). In 
short, they are included in the latter interpretation and stand in a 
hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with it. 
8 
To (P. ), "CUnayzatin" in ycima CUnayzatin denoted "a black 
sandhill". (An.?, who attributed the recension of yaima CÜnayzatin to 
Ibn Habib, quoted him as saying ""CUnayza" is a name of a black 
10 
sandhill". While (K. ) thought it denoted "a name of a place", to 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123; (T. ) 
(N. ) (SQT. ), P. 116; (B. ) 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 36. 
5 (As. ) (DIO. ) , fol. 136. 7 (T. ) (_. ) , F. 9. 9 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 36. 
I, p. 70S. 
(DIQ. ), fol. 17; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 19; 
(SSJ. ), p. 77. 
4 (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 11. 
6 (Z. ) (SS. ) 
, p. 12; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ) 
, p. 8 (D. ) (SMS. ), p. 14. 
10 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 19. 
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(N., B. ) 
I it denoted "a name of a sandhill". Yägiit attributed to 
Ibn al-Acräbi the giving of three interpretations to it: "(1) a place 
in the end of the valley, (2) the name of valleys in al-Zamäma, (3) it 
was said to be the name of a place lying between Basra and al-Yamäma or 
Mecca". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "And the day on which I entered the 
howdah, the howdah of Unaizah", and (A. )'s translation, "And the day 
entered the litter where Unaiza was", are close to the recension of 
"wa yawrna dahaltu Z-hidra hidra CUnayzatin". Furthermore, while there 
is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "howdah", and the 
interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., H., B., A. ), (A. )'s transla- 
tion, "litter", is partially close to this interpretation. 
1 (N. ) (S T. ), p. 166; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 77. 
2 Yäqüt"Mi lam al-Buldan, vol. 3, p. 1738. 
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15. C- Commentaries: - 
There is a controversy among commentators as. to the precise 
denotation of the following: - 
15. c. 1- Zakä Z-wayZät 
(Q., K., N., T. ) 
t 
believed it denoted "woe to you or may punishment 
befall you". To (An., Z. )2 it was liable to two incompatible interpre- 
tations: (1) "woe to you", (2) "praying for him, or asking for him to 
be blessed". 
3 
(An. ) added that Arabs used to say: "qätaZaltu uZZähu era 
4 
arrnahu" , "Let God kill him, what a good shot he is! ". (Ar., . i. ) , it 
has to be indicated, favoured (An. )'s second interpretation. 
It can clearly be concluded from the above that the interpretation 
of (Q., K., N., T. ) is incompatible with that of (Ar., M. ), because, 
while the interpretation of the former asserts that she is rebuking him 
or invoking punishment on him, the interpretation of the latter denies 
such statement and asserts the reverse. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "woe to you", which connotes, in this context, 
that she was seriously praying against him because she had reached the 
end of her tether, is close to the interpretation of (Q., K., :. '., T. ). 
(A. )'s translation, "out on you! ", which, in this context, connotes 
that she is not so serious with him, but rather that she is teasing or 
bantering with him. His translation is close, therefore, to the second 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 123; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. ; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 19; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 9. 2 (An. ) (ýS. ), p. 36; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 12. 
3 (An. ) p. 36. 
4 (Ar. ) p. 7; (M. ) (§0 , 
N. ), p. 48. 
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interpretation of (An. ) and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). 
15. c. 2- muriiZi 
To (Q. ) it was subject to a two-fold interpretation: (1) "You 
will cause me to walk on my own feet for hocking my he-camel", (2) "Your 
galling of my he-camel will cause me to walk on my own feet". Further, 
he ascribed to al-Aýmäct the interpretation, "You are disclosing me and 
2 
bringing dishonour upon me". While (Aj. -D., An., N. ', A., Z., T., Ar. ) 
3 
presented (Q. )'s first above mentioned interpretation, (K., B. ) 
presented his second interpretation. 
It seems apparent from the above presentation that commentaries, 
save that which (Q. ) attributed to a1-Aýmäci, are unanimous in believing 
it denoted "You will cause me to walk on my feet". 
The Translation: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "You will cause me to travel on foot", 
and (A. )'s translation, "Will you make me walk on my feet? ", are close 
to the interpretations of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., Z., T., As., 
Ar. ). It might be plausible to suggest that (A. )'s endeavour to convey 
the closest connotative image of S. L., as he perceives it, to the 
receptor of T. L. led him to use the interrogative sentence, which has 
not been suggested by any of the commentaries at hand. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 124. 
2 (Aj. -D. T ZSMS. ), fol. 14; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 38;. (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 117; 
p. 11; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 12; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 10; (Ar. ) 
(SSM. ), p. 7. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 20; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 77. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
tagüiu wa qad maZa Z-gacitu bi r maaan 
aagarta ba Pi i I-Ira -1 Z-Qaysi fanz i Zi 
(Q. 16/T. 12/S. 12/Aj. -n. 14/K. 12/An. 14/N. 14/H. 12/B. 13/A. 13/ 
Z. 14/T. 14/As. 14/Ar. 14)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 124; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 17; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. -D. ) (EMS. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 19; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 37; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 117; (H. ) fol. 8; (B. ) SSJ ), p. 77; 
(A. ) (II-Q. ), fol. 11; (Z. ) (S`1S. ), p. 12; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 10; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 136; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 7. 
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16. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the denotation of the following: 
16. c. 1- Z-gabt 
To (Q. ) 
I it was liable to three interpretations: (1) a certain 
type of vehicle for women; (2) the haw aj with a certain height; (3) the 
saddle or pad of the hoz daj. (T., D., K., N., B., A. ) 
2 
adopted the third 
interpretation. While (An. )3 attributed this interpretation to al-Asmac1, 
he, at the same time, ascribed to Abü-CAmr al-Saybäni the opinion: "It 
is synonymous with the "hatvdäj". (T., Ar. ) 
4, 
it should be indicated, 
adopted this last interpretation, without referring to its source. 
While (Z. 
) 
believed it denoted "a certain type of hcvdaj, (As. )6 believed 
it denoted "a certain type of vehicle for women". 
To sum up, it can be concluded from the above that, while (Q. )'s 
first interpretation is synonymous with that of (As. ), his second 
alternative interpretation is partially synonymous with that of (Abü cAmr, 
T. ), and his third interpretation is synonymous with that of 
(T., D., K., N., B., A. ). Similarly, (Z. )'s interpretation is 
synonymous with that of (Abü cAmr, T. ). Moreover, it can be inferred 
that the interpretation of (Abü cAnr, T., Ar. ) includes that of (T., D., 
K., N., B., A. ) and contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with it. Similarly, "a certain vehicle for women", 
as presented by (Q. ) and (As. ) includes the interpretation presented by 
(T., D., K., N., B., Z., T. ), and stands in a superordination-hyponymy 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 124. 
2 (T. ) (p12. ), fol. 17; (D. ) (DIs_), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIq__), p. 20; 
(N. ) (L ), p. 117; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 77; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 11. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 37. 
4 (T. ) (S A. , p. 
10; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 7. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 12. 
6 (As. ) (2L0_), fol. 136. 
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semantic relation with it. It is evident from the above that the 
lexeme, howdäj, has been repeatedly used by commentators, without 
explanation, so it is necessary to shed light on its denotation by 
presenting Lane's explanation: 
"... a kind of a camel-vehicle for women: the vehicle 
of Arab women of the desert: (JK.: ) a kind of 
vehicle for women (S., K. ) having a dome-like top; 
and one not having such a top: (S.: ) or a camel- 
vehicle for women made with staves over which are 
put pieces of wood and covered with a dome-like top: 
(M.: ) or a camel-vehicle having a dome-like top, 
covered with pieces of cloth, in which women ride. " 
As to the denotation of al-gabit, Lane presented the following: - 
"a camel's saddle of the kind called rahi (s., Msb. ) 
for women: upon which the vehicle called 
is bound; (S., Msb. ) or an elegant kind of rah-1 
depressed in its middle: (TA.: ) or a vehicle like 
the pads of the species of camels called bahati 
which is tended over with a framework such as is 
called sijar and is for women of birth: (AZ., TA. ) 
or as some say, of which the pad qatab is made not in 
the usual make of pads (S., Msb., K. ) it is also 
applied to the pieces of wood in camel's saddle; 
and to such are likened the Persian bows, because of 
their curvature. "2 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "howdah", and (A. )'s translation, 
"canopy", are close to the interpretation of AbücAmr al-Saybäni - as 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. III, p. 2885. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. III, p. 2226. 
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reported by (An. ) - and that of (Q. )'s second alternative interpretation, 
(Z., Ar. ). 
16. c. 2- Cagara 
According to (Q., Aj. -1., K., B., Z., As. ), it denoted "the 
galling of the back of the camel". The interpretation that (An. ) 
2 
attributed to al-Asmaci, tarakta ba'iri Cag2'ran, is ambiguous because it 
yields a two-fold interpretation: (1) "you left my camel slaughtered"; 
(2) "you left my camel galled". It should be added that (Q,, K., N., 
3 
T. ), in paraphrasing the general denotation of the verse, interpreted 
it. "slaughter", because they were almost unanimous in believing that 
"she was afraid that the poet might slaughter her only camel as he did 
with his own, and that this would ultimately force her to go on foot". 
It should become apparent from the above that the lexeme "Cagara" in 
this context is a homonymy that yielded two interpretations: 
"hamstring", slaughter, or'tut the legs of the beast with a sword while 
it is standing. To shed more light on the denotation of this lexeme, 
it seems useful to examine Lane's explanation: - 
"(IF., B., K.; ) applied to a man, wounded: (S., a. ) 
(S., Mgh., b., K. ) - applied to a camel, (S., Mgh., 
i. ) both to a male and to a female, (TA. ) and to a 
horse or mare, (S., O.. ) (hacked, houghed, or 
hamstrung; ) having the (hock - tendon) or two hock- 
tendons laid bare, so as to be unable to run; applied 
to a horse; (TA.: ) struck or cut in the legs with a 
sword; (S., Mgh., 0.; ) (a camel having one of the 
v 
1 (Q. ) (. TAA. ), p. 124; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 20; 
(B. ) (SSJ ), p. 77; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 12; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 136. 
2 (An. ) (SQS"), p. 37. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 124; (K. ) (MIQ"), p. 20; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 17; 
(T. ) (rQA. ), p. 10. 
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legs cut); previously being stabbed; having a mark, 
or wound like a notch made in his, or her, (a camel's 
or a horse's) legs. "I 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "galled", is close to the interpretation of 
(Q., Aj. -D., B., Z., As. ). At the same time, (A. )'s translation, 
"hocked", is quite close to the interpretations of (Q., Aj. -D., K., N., 
T. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. II, p. 2110. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa qultu Za-hä sir? wa arhi zimira1 
wa 17 tubaidin-z min Gana ki Z-muaaZZili'. 
(Q. 17/S. 14/An. 15/A. 14/T. 15/T. 13V/K. 13V/B. 14V/N. 16V) 
Z-muCaZZali 
(T. 13/Aj. -D. 15/K. 13/N. 15/H. 13/B. 14/Z. 15/As. 15/Ar. 15)2 
tubo diz 
(B. 14) 
-1-muCassali 
(Q. 17V)4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 124; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (S. ) (BSP. ), p. 147; 
(An. ) (SQA. ), p. 38; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 12; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 10; 
(T. ) fol. 17; (K. ) MIQ. ), p. 20; (B. ) ( SJ. ), p. 77; 
(N. ) (SQJ. ), P. 119. 
2 (T. ) (DM. ), fol. 17; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 20; 
(N. ) ( T. ), p. 119; (H. ) (NI. ), fol. 8; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 77; 
(Z. ) p. 13; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 136; (Ar. ) (SSýi. ), p. 78. 
3 (B. ) (S. ), p. 77. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 124. 
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17. B- Comrn nt :- 
17. b. 1- tubcidi. n-- vs. t, zwcidina 
Though (B. ) 
1 
adopted the recension of "tub 
dl ding", he refrained 
from commenting on its denotation. It can be suggested, however, that 
there is a total overlapping in this context between the recension of 
"tubCid? ni" and "tuv`'Otidina" as both- of them denote the poet. Further, 
it has to be indicated that none of the commentators shed light on its 
denotation. Therefore, it is convenient to have recourse to Lane's 
explanation: 
" (K.; ) he denied bim, or refused him, the thing; 
(S., K.; ) he refused to give him the thing; (T. A. ;) 
he rendered him hopeless of the thing; (S.; ). lie 
made, or caused, him, or it, to be, or become, 
distant, remote, far off, or aloof; or to go, 
remove, retire or withdraw himself, to a distance, 
far away, far off, he placed, or put, 
or he put, or sent away, or far away, 
he removed' far away. (S ., Msb. ) you 
nafsakaoannä Wa Zayd, "Remove thyself 
2 
avoid thou, Zayd". 
The Translations: - 
at a distance, 
or far off, or 
c_ 
Say bä. 2d 
far from, or 
Botit "do not repel- me" and "don't drive me away", as translated 
by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively, are close to the recension of 
v 
1 (B. ), (SSJ. ), p. 78. 
2 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. I, p. 224. 
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rrtt{be2 i21, rr. "Repel", in this context, is partially synonymous with 
"drive me away"; however, it connotes a strong rejection, anger and 
despair on the side of the beloved and full submission from the poet 
towards her. This understanding of the semantic text of S. L. is con- 
sistent with the interpretation which assumes that she was gravely 
angry with the poet and prayed against him, telling him "woe to you", 
when he entered her own howdaj . 
"Oh, don't drive me away", connotatively, 
is less strong and flavoured with the sense that the poet is not so 
helpless and submissive in front of her as (J. )'s translation suggests. 
On the contrary, it implies that he is reproaching her for not reci- 
procating his love. This reading leads to the conclusion that, while 
(J. )'s translation, as will become clear by and by, is consistent with 
(Z., Ar. )'s interpretation, (A. )'s translation accords with the other 
commentaries which assert that the described beloved is more in love 
with the poet than he is with her and not vice-versa. 
17. b. 2- Z-truOaZZaIi vs. Z-mucaNZili vs. Z-mu CassaZi 
Commentators were almost unanimous in pointing out that, according 
to the linguists who read it, "al_rnuCallatVI, it denoted "what is 
perfumed repeatedly or time after time"; and to those who read it as 
"aZ-muCaZZil1 
, 
it denoted "that which is enjoyable, entertaining, or 
pleasant". Lane gave the following explanation of aZ-rmccaZZal: 
"One says '' iinra)atunecil la tun, he signifies a woman 
perfumed repeatedly: (A., 0. -, h., T., A. ) '4nuaallal" 
signifies perfumed time after time. "I 
I Lane. Lex. Vol-II, P. 2124. 
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As for the denotation of aZ-mucaZZiZ, Lane maintained: 
"Giving to drink time after time and hence 
that diverts with saliva him who sucks it in when 
kissing. Also plucking fruits time after time. It 
is also (T. A., S., 0., K. ) one of the days called 
ayy? vn al-aajü : (S., 0., K., T. A. ) because it 
diverts men by somewhat of an alleviation of the 
cold". 
l 
It has to be added that (T., Aj. -D., K., An., A., Z., T., Ar. ) 
2 
elaborated "the poet likened the kissing, embracing, scents and 
speaking which he snatches and gathers fron her to ripe perfumed fruits 
that one gathers or plucks from a laden tree. (B. )3ascribed to Abu cA1i 
al-Qäli the belief: "The poet likened the kisses which he was gathering 
from her to repeatedly perfumed fruits". To (As. )4it connoted "her 
speech to which the poet was listening wholeheartedly". 
Finally, as far as the recension of " Z-nn! eassai" is concerned, 
it can be translated into T. L. as honeyed or honey sweet. According to 
Lane, it denoted: 
": lade For preserved] with honey: applied as an 
5 
epithet in this sense to Zanjabil or ginger". 
The Translations: - 
While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence between 
(J. )'s "repeatedly tasted" and the recension of almu'alZal , on the 
other hand, (A. )'s "refreshing fruit" is close to the recension of 
" -Z-muCalZil YI. 
1 Lane. Lex. B1:. II, pp. 2124-2125. 
2 (T. ) (DTIQ), fol. 17; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 14; (K. ) (I_SIQ), p. 20; 
(An. ) (S. ), p. 38; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 12; (Z. ) (SAMS. ), p. 13; (T. ) 
(SEA. )` p. 10; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 8. 
3 (B. ) (SST. ), p. 78. 
4 (As. ) (21L. ), fol. 136. 
5 Lane. Lex. vol. II, p. 2047. 
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B- The Recensions: 
(12i 1-bakra Zä tarti Zahzi min rich'-na 
Y 
rya hr-, 7 adiginä janan ka s-safarjal 
"Let the bakr be, and do not sympathize with it for being 
mounted, and let us taste your fruit like an apple. " 
(Q. 18) 1 
Omitted 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z'. /T. /As. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"Let the young camel be, and show it no pity for our riding together on 
it; and come let us taste your fruit like an apple", and (Q. )'s above- 
mentioned recension, (A. ), however, omitted it. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 125. 
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Z}1L Re c (TS i On 
far t. ki h :ý rar: oz't: zr a: ' 7. %' 
fa a7 :ai: L 1; z -an ci 
(Q. 19)l 
fa mit? i ki huh Zä cad taragtu L-2 r-{rd_ "-. ; 
(T. 14/S. 14/Aj. -P. 16/K. 14/An. 1 6/N. 16/11.14/Z. 16/T. 1 F/As. 16/ 
Ar. 16)2 
r; ur2iaar 
(B. 15/A. 15)3 
mu zwi Zi 
(T. 14/S. 14/Aj. -D. 16/K. 14/An. 16/N. 16/H. 14/Z. 16, /T. 16/A,;. 1 6/ 
Ar. 16) 
4 
mugyal 
(B. 15/A. 15/As. 16/An. 16V (Asm. and a. cUba. )/N. 16'/7. ] (; %'/T. 1 6ý )5 
1riui1taL1. 
(Ai. -D, 16V)6 
_ 
. i: t . CQY Wa mZtli "kZ 
b2'ü^4Y: 
... 2iv-. 
(N. 16%, (Sibawayh) /T . 16V 
(STbakayh)) 7 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135. 
2 (T. ) DI ), fol. 17; (S. ) (DS11. p. 147; (Aj, -D, ) fol. 14; 
(K. ) (L110. ) p. 20; (An. ) (SOS ), p. 39, (T ) (SOT.. ) , p. 
120; 
(H. ) fol. 9; (Z. ) (SýtS. ), p. 13; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 10; 
(As. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 136; (Ar. ) (SS`?. ), p. 8. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 78; (A. ) 12. 
4 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (S. ) p. 147; (Aj. -P. ) (S S. ), fol. 14; 
(K. ) (NIQ. ), p. 20; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 39; (N. ) ? SOT. p. 120; 
(H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 9; (2. ) p. l3; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 10; 
(As. ) DIQ. ), fol. 136; (Ar T7SS..,. 8. 
S (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 78; (A. ) (DIQ. p. 12; (As. ) fol. 13f; 
(An. ) (S S. ), p. 41; (N. ) (SqT. ), p. ! 21; (Z(c`S. ), F. 14; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), P. H. 
6 (Aj. -P. )(SMS. ), fol. 14. 
7 (N. ) (SQT ), P. 120: (T. ) ( 3t,. l t{. 
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19. B- Comment: - 
19. b. 1- fa mitZi ki vs. wa mit Ii ki 
1 (N. , T. ) clarified that the overlapping denotation between '-i, ubba'', 
"many", and "wem", "and", on the one hand, and "wem'", "and" and "fä", 
"then", on the other, led the Arabs to use them interchangeably. (Q. ), 
it has to be indicated, attributed this syntactic interpretation to 
al-Saffär Thereupon, the sentence, fa/wa mitli ki, basically is 
mitli"ki, "many". As far as the recension of mutli-ki is concerned, 
syntactically, it is in the subjective case. 
The Translations: - 
It is clear that (J. )'s translation, "for many", does not corres- 
pond to the semantic function of ""fä or "w w" of S. L. nor to their 
syntactic function. However, it will become clear by and by that he 
depended on the paraphrase of the general meaning of this verse given 
by (Z., Ar. ). There is a close correspondence, however, between the 
translation of (A. ), "many's", and the syntactic and semantic function 
of `WM d" and "rubba" of S. L. in this context, as presented by (N., T. ). 
19. b. 2- murdioan vs. murdiCin 
While the recension of murdiCan regarded rrurdio in the circum- 
stantial or present case "haZ", the recension of murdi'in regarded it 
in the genetive case being an adjective to mitt. It can be inferred 
that these variant syntactic interpretations have no effect on the 
conveyed semantic message. 
1 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 120; (T. ) (SvQA. ), p. 10. 
2 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 135. 
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rý Attention has to be drawn to the fact that in S. L. adjectives 
which are, by their signification applicable to females only, do not 
form a feminine in "ö" when they designate an action as natural and 
permanent, or as lasting for a certain period of time, e. g. "pregnant", 
"hämiZ", "barren", ''Oägir", "menstruating", 'raä'"divorced", "täiig1P, 
"muffil", having a child or a young one with her", "murdiC", "nursing 
mother, or giving suck". If they designate the said action or state, 
beginning actually in progress or about to begin, they form a feminine 
iin "a" as "hiya ha datun aZ-ymna", "She is menstruating today", or in 
Q: XXII. 2: "On the day when you shall see it, every woman who is 
suckling (in the act of giving suck) shall become heedless of what she 
has been suckling" 
Turning to the problem at hand; commentators differed as to the 
precise syntactic function of nrurdiC in this verse. While (Q., An. ) 
2 
regarded it as a "transient action", i. e. "she was giving suck to her 
young", (T., D., K., N., B., Z., T. )3regarded it as a permanent epithet 
for a certain time, i. e. "a nursing woman". To put it more precisely, 
"the nursing mother" includes the denotation of "giving suck" and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "... was giving", might be interpreted as 
denoting that she was giving suck while the poet visited her that night. 
This interpretation, as will be explained later, overlaps with the 
I Wright, W. A Grammar of the Arabic Language, p. 187. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 40. 
3 (T. ) DIQ. ), fol. 17; (D. ) (D ), fol. 14; (K. ) MI), p. 20; 
(N. ) QC, ýT_. ), p. 121; (B. ) (WSJ. ), p. 78; (Z. ) (SMSý, p. 14; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 10. 
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recension of mugyal and is close to the interpretation of (A., An. ) 
who thought it denoted "the process of giving suck". (A. )'s translation, 
"the nursing mother", however, is close to the interpretation of (A., 
B., T., N., Z., Ar. ); they regarded it as an epithet that designates an 
action or state as natural or permanent. Furthermore, his translation, 
"the nursing mother", which is in the genetive case, is very close to the 
recension of "murdiCin". 
19. b. 3- bikran ... wa tayyiban 
While "bikr" denoted "a virgin woman", "tayyib", as Lane 
maintained, denoted 
"a woman who has become separated from her husband 
(Lth., T., M., Mgh., K. ) in any manner: (Lth., T., 
M., Mgh. ) or a woman whose husband has died, or who has 
been divorced, and then returned to the marriage- 
state: A Heyth., TA. ) or one that is not a virgin 
(IAth., TA. ) or a woman to whom a man has gone in; 
and a man who has gone in to a woman: (KS., Isk., 
S., Mug., K. ) or a person who has married: (Msb. ) 
applied to a man and to a woman. It is also applied 
to a woman who has attained the age of puberty, 
though-as a virgin. "' 
19. b. 4- mugyali vs. muhwiZi vs. muhtaZi 
Commentators disagreed as to the precise denotation of the lexeme 
mugyaZi. While to (N., A. )2 it was subject to a two fold interpretation: 
(1) the mother who suckles her child while is pregnant; (2) the mother 
who suckles her child while she is making love, (An. ) 
3 
attributed 
the second alternative interpretation to al-Asmai. Moreover, while 
c 
I Lane. Lex. 
_B? 
c. I, Vol. I, p. 363. 
2 (N. ) OT. ), p. 121; (A. ) (DI Q: ), p. 12. 
3 (An. ) SQS. ), p. 40. 
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i (B., T. ) favoured this second interpretation, (Z., As. j adopted the 
first interpretation. Lane gave the following explanation: 
"again waZadaiü(S., Msb. ), He compressed the mother 
of his child while she was suckling it. (S., Mgh., 
Msb. ), She gave her child to drink what is termed 
gajZ (S., K., TA. ) the milk of her who was compressed, 
or the milk of her who was pregnant: (TA. ) or 
accord. to common usage: she suckled her child 
while she was pregnant: (Mgh., Msb. ), She suckled 
her child while she was being compressed or while 
she was pregnant. "3 
Not only did commentators disagree as to the precise denotation of 
mugyaZ but the denotation of rru1zwii also presented them with 
difficulties. 
According to (Q., Aj. -D., K., Z., Ar. )} it denoted "one-year-old 
child". (An. ) 
5 
attributed-this interpretation to Abü ci%mr. (N., T. ) 
g 
believed it denoted "any child even if he is less than one year old". 
From the above it is clear that the interpretation of (\., T. ) 
includes that of (Q., Aj. -D., K., AbücAmr - as reported by An., Z. ) and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
Finally, as far as the recension of rruitaZ is concerned, (n. )7 
believed it denoted "an undernourished child". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "child one year old", and (A. )'s trans- 
lation, "one-year-old", are close to the recension of Morcoever, 
both translations are close to the interpretation of (Q., Aj-D., K., An., Z., Ar. ) . 
I (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 78; (T. ) (SLA. ), p. 10. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ) 
, p. 14; (As. ) (S), fol. 136. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 
4 (Q. ) (JEAA, ), p. 135; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17; (K. ) p. 20; (Z. ) 
, p. 14; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 8. 
5 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 40. 
6 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 12; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 11. 
7 (D. ) (SMS. ), fol . 17 . 
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19. C- Commentaries :- 
Commentators disagreed as to the precise denotation of the 
following lexemes: - 
19. c. 1- aZhautu 
While (Q., T., A}. -?., K., An., N., T. ) 
1 
believed it denoted 
"forgot", (Z., Ar. )2thought it denoted "diverted". 
It can be inferred from the above that the interpretation of (Q., 
T., Aj. -D., K., An., T. ) includes that of (Z., Ar. ) because it has a 
wider range of denotation compared with that of (Z., Ar. ). 
So, semantically, it contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation 
with it. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"diverted", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation, 
"forgot", is very close to the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., 
An., T. ). 
19. c. 2- tcamä' 
Though commentators are almost unanimous in believing it denoted 
"amulets", it is interesting to shed light on its cultural denotation. 
According to Lane, it denoted: 
"A kind of amulet (T., S. ) which is hung upon a human 
being; (s. ) or a kind of bead ... 
(S., nigh. ) a 
1 (A. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (Aj. -D. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 14; 
(K. ) MI . 
), p. 20; (An. ) (S. ), p. 40; (N. ) (SQT"), p. 121; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), 
- 
p. 10. 
2 (Z. ) (S S. ), p. 14; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 8. 
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speckled bead, black speckled with white, or the 
reverse, which is strung upon a thong, and tied to 
the neck: (M., K. ). (T., M., K. ) signifies 
certain beads which the Arabs of the desert used to 
hang upon their children, to repel, as they asserted, 
the evil eye: (T., Mgh. ) or the tamirna is accord. 
to some a necklace upon which are put thongs and 
amulets: or a necklace of thongs: and is 
sometimes applied to the amulet that is hung upon 
the necks of children: (T.: ) but he who makes 
tamVim to signify thongs is in error. El-Farezdak 
uses the phrase sUjttr al-tamaý'im because they are 
beads which are perforated, and into which are 
inserted thongs or strings whereby they are 
suspended: (T., : igh.: ) AZ. says, I have not found 
among the Arabs of the desert any difference of 
opinion respecting the tarrna as to its being the 
bead itself. (TA.: ) but accord. to En-Nakhacee, the 
Prophet disapproved of everything hung upon a child 
or grown person and said that all such things were 
tG nai M .' 
It is interesting to add that "heathen Arabs used to tie unclean 
things, dead men's bones and menstruous rags, upon their children to 
avert the jinn and the evil eye. Such amulets are called by the Arabs 
"tanj'2s, munäjasa.... . 
"That these unclean thingsaretabooed on account of 
their inherent supernatural powers or associations appears further from 
the fact that just these things are most powerful in magic; menstruous 
blood is one of the strongest of the charms in most countries, and so 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 310. 
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it was among the Arabs". Furthermore, "jewels served as amulets, which 
were mainly worn to protect the chief organs of action (the hands and 
the feet), but especially the orifices of the body (ear-rings; nose- 
rings, hanging over the mouth; jewels on the forehead hanging down and 
protecting the eyes"! 
The Translations: - 
(J") did not translate al-tama! im because of his thorough 
dependence on (Z., Ar. )'s paraphrase of the general denotation of this 
verse. Though (A. )'s translation, "amuleted", is close to the inter- 
pretation of almost all commentators, it fell short of conveying the 
cultural denotation of S. L. to the receptor of T. L. as explained 
earlier. 
I Smith, The Religion of the Semites, pp. 448-453. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
idä" ma baka min hal fi. "hä insarafat Za" hu 
bi sigqin Wa tahti sigqu ha ! am yzhairwaZi 
(Q. 20/T. 15/S. 15/K. 15/An. 17/N. 17/H. 15/Z. 17/T. 17/As. 17/Ar. 17/ 
Aj. -D. 17V'B. 16V)1 
tahawwali 
(Aj. -D. 17) 
2 
in harafat Za""hi ... bi sigqin aua 
sigqunainda-nä Zarr, yphawwal 
(B. 16/A. 16 T15VI K 15V)3 
tja nahwi sigqu" hä 
(K. 15V)4 
inharafat 1a" hu ... . 
lam yuhZhaZ: 
(An. 17V (a. cUba. ))5 
min hubbi- hu 
(An. 17V/B. 16V/T. 17V)6 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 127; (T. ) (D), fol. 17; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(K. ) (! I0. ), p. 21; (An. ) (SSOS. ), p. 41; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 22; 
('Ft. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 9; (Z. ) (EMS. ), p. 14; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 11; 
(As.. ) (M. ), fol. 1 37; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 8; (Aj. ) (SNS. ), fol. 15. 
(B. ), (SSJ. ), p. 79. 
2 (Aj. - D. ) ibid. . 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 79; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 12; (T. ), (DIQ. ), fol. 17; 
(K"), i1 Q"), p. 21. 
4 (K. ), (1 0. ), p. 21. 
5. (An. ) (SOS), p. 42. 
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20. B- Comment: - 
20. b. 1- nein hal fil? a us. min hubbi- hcc 
Cormnentators1who adopted the recension of "min ha? fi hä" 
unanimously believed it denoted, "behind her" As far as the recension 
of min hubbi hcz, it can be rendered as "for her love" 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between "behind" as translated 
by (J. ) and (A. ) and the recension of "min haZfiha". 
20. b. 2- insarafat lahu bi sigqin Wa tahti sigquhci vs. insarafat lahu_ 
be si, gqin wa sigqun Cindanä vs. aua nahwi 
si. 
gquhä: 
Neither commentators who read it as "insarafat" nor those who 
read it as "inharafat , 
2po inted out the semantic differences between 
these two lexemes. It seems, however, that the lexeme "jnsarafa" 
denotes turned away from something thoroughly and wholeheartedly, 
whilst "inharaf&" denotes inclined towards something, but not nece- 
ssarily wholeheartedly. Semantically, therefore, the lexeme "inharafa" 
has a wider range of denotations than that of "insarafa". In fact, 
it includes the latter and contsacts a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with it. 
Commentators, however, disagreed as the precise connotation of 
this verse. According to (Q. K., N., B. 
)3 this verse does not contain 
any indecency. All that it connotes is that when the poet kissed her, 
she shared glances between the poet and her boy. So, it connotes 
1 See p. 256. 
2 See p. 256. 
3 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 127; (K. ) QM. ), p. 21; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 121; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 78. 
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that the poet was just kissing her while her cheek was beneath hiin. 
According to (T., Aj-D., A., Z., As., Ar. )lhowever, it connoted that this 
woman was so infatuated by the poet that when her son whimpered behind 
her, she turned only her upper part (i. e. her breasts) to nurse him, while 
the lower half of her body remained immobile under the poet. 
Hence, semantically, it can be concluded from the above that the inter- 
pretation of (Q., K., N., B. ) is incompatible with that of. (T. +,. Aj-D., 
A., Z., As., Ar. ) because while the former interpretation denies that 
this verse has any sensual and sexual connotations, the latter interpre- 
tation asserts that this verse has such a connotation. 
It is interesting to add that according to a certain commentary the poet 
in this verse is defending himself against the accusation of being dis- 
liked by women. This commentary relates that when the poet once married 
'Umm Jundäb", whilst they were sleeping together, she woke up in the midst 
of the night and nudged the poet saying: "It is morning! Wake up, you 
best of the youngmen! " However, he did not wake up. So, she repeated 
her call more than once, till he woke up. Noticing that it is still' 
dark, he asked: "Why did you wake me up in the middle of the night? " She 
remained speechless. The poet insisted that she should give an explana- 
tion of her behaviour. So, she told him, "I don't like you any more". 
"Why? " he asked, 
J 
1 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (Aj-D. ) (SANS), fol. 15; (A. ) 
`(DIO. 
), p. 12; 
(Z. ) (MS. ), p. 14; (As. ) (DIg, ), fol. 137; (Ar. ) p. 8. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 78, (11. ) (Q), pp. 52-53. 
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"You have light buttocks, a heavy chest, a bad smell, one hard to be 
erected and come too quickly! " She replied. The poet remained silent. As 
far as the recensions of "wa sigqun 2näana" vs. "tja nalzwi sigquha", 
while the former can be translated as: "we (I) have the other half", 
the latter can be translated as: 'her other half turned towards me". 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between "When the child cried 
behind her, she turned towards him with one-half, while her other half 
was under me", and "whenever he whimpered behind her, she turned him with 
half her body, her other half under me", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) 
respectively and the recension of "idä ma baka min haZfihä insarafat la 
hu bi sigqin wa -tahti 
sigquhä". 
20. b. 3- Icon yuhawwati vs. tahawwali vs. yuhalhai 
Commentators1who read it as "yahawwali" unanimously believed it 
denoted "was not turned away". Whilst the recension of "tahaw'z. ý'ai2" can 
be translated as: "she did not turn away her other half", the recension 
of "yithalhaZi" can be translated as "her other half remained immobile under 
me" . 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both "was not turned 
away" and "unshifted" as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively and the 
recension of "Zam yuhawwaZi". 
I See p. 256. 
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g- The Recensions: - 
Wa yawman aalä zahri Z-katibi tacaddarat 
aaZayya rya äiat haZfatan Zm, taha7ZaUU 
(Q. 21/T. 16/S. 14/Aj. -D. 18/K. 16/An. 18/N. 18/H. 16/B. 17/A. 17/ 
Z. 18/T. 18/As. 18/Ar. 18)1 
wa yaWmin 
(Ai. -D. 18V/An. 18V)2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 128; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 17; (Aj. -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 15; 
(K. ) (Nb ., p. 21; (An. ) SQS. , p. 42; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 122; 
(H. ) fol. 9; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 79; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 12; 
(Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 14; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 11; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 137; 
(Ar. ) (SS'il1. ), p. 9. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), p. 15; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 42. 
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21. B- Comment: - 
21. b. 1- ya&vzan vs. yaw min 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ) 
i 
were of the opinion that 
the tacit reason for the accusative case of ycvinan, "one day", was due 
to the verb tacaddarat, "withheld, or made excuses". They argued that 
the sentence was basically wa taCadthtt yawnän, "One day she withheld 
2 
herself", or "One day, she made excuses to me". (An. )'s justification 
for his recension "yaw-min" was that the adverb of time, "yatiIm" in this 
context, is preceded by an omitted "rubba", "many". When "rubba" is 
omitted the indefinitive genitive often remains alone after the conjunc- 
tion of coordination, "w w", and which is called by grammarians the 
"w-aw of rubba ". 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "One 
day on the back of a sandhill she made excuses to me", and the recension 
of "yawman" and, moreover, this translation is close to the interpreta- 
tion of (Q., T., Aj. -D. ) N., B., A., Z., T., 
Ar. ) because, syntactically, 
the adverb of time "day" in this translation is in the accusative case. 
Though (A. )'s translation, "Ha, and a day on the back of the sandhill", 
corresponds to the recension of "younan", however, it does not corres- 
pond to the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ). 
It is evident that (A. ), in translating this part of the Mucallaga, 
thought of the poet as being in a sad state of nostalgia, e. g.: 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 128; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 15; 
(N. ) (S_QT_. ), p. 122; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 79; (A. ) (DDIjQ. ), p. 12; 
(Z. ) (SZS. ), p. 14; (T. ) (SQ"), p. 11; (Ar. ) (SSri. ), p. 9. 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 42. 
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V. 10; "Oh yes, I call to mind", V. 11; "and the day", V. 13; "yes and the 
day", and V. 18; "Ha, and a day". The article of exclamation, "ha", 
which aside from connoting "joy and surprise" connotes, as well, 
"peaceful reminiscence". 
Whence it can be inferred that (A. ) thought of the adverb of time 
in the accusative case since it is preceded by such an implicit verb as 
"atada; kV, "I remember". Whilst this translation is consistent with 
the contextual semantic of this part of the Mucallaga, as the translator 
understood it, it does not, however, correspond to the interpretations 
of the afore-mentioned commentators. 
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21. C- Commentaries: - 
Debate existed among commentators as to the denotation of the 
following: 
21. c. 1- taCaddarat 
According to (Q., T., An., N., T. )it denoted "she denied me, or 
23 
refused me". To (K. ), it denoted she made excuses to me". (An. ), it 
has to be indicated, attributed this interpretation to al-Sijistäni. 
Furthermore, he referred to him as saying, "he did not find her as he 
wishes". 
4 (B., A., Z., As., Ar. ) believed it denoted "she was hard and 
stubborn with me". (B. )5 added "till she made me desperate". 
The above presentation shows that there is a partial synonymity 
between the interpretation of (Q., T., An., N., T. ) and that of (B., A., 
Z., As., Ar. ). 
It would be profitable at this point of investigation to have a 
look at Lane's explanation: 
"He went backwards; drew back, remained behind; or 
held back: (K. ) You say "taaddara `'alayh2", they fled 
from him, and abstained from aiding, or assisting 
him, or held back from him. (D. ) And he resisted, 
and was difficult: it is said in a trad. He used 
to resist and be difficult in his malady. (TA. ) - 
and taCczddara aZ-amru (D., K., T. ). The affair was 
not direct in its tendency, (K., TA. ), i. e. (TA. ) 
it Evas, or became difficult: One says taaaddara aalaa 
aZ-artau. The affair was or became difficult to him 
(0., Msb., TA. ) (And the affair was or became 
impracticable, or impossible). 'fi 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 128; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 18; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 42; 
(N. ) ( QT. ), p. 122; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 11. 
2 (K. ) (MM), p. 22. 
3 (An. ) S S. ), p. 42. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 79; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 12; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 14; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 136; (A (CM. ), p. 9. 
5 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 79. 
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The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "she made excuses to me", and the interpretation of (K. ), 
and al-Sijistäni - as reported by (An. ). On the other hand, (A. )'s 
translation, "denied me", is close to the interpretation of (Q., T., 
An., N., T. ) in particular and that of (B., A., Z., As., Ar. ) in 
general. 
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The Recensions: - 
a Fatima mahZan ba«da hada Z-tadalluli 
wain kunti qad azmaCti sunni fa ajmil 
(Q. 22/T. '17/S. 17/Aj. -D. 19/K. 17/An. 19/N. 19/H. 17/T. 19)1 
sarm2 
(B. 18/A. 18/Z. 19/As. 19/Ar. 19)2 
a rtima abgi 
(An. 19V (a. cAmr al-Saybäni))3 
ha jri 
(An. 19V)4 
gatZU 
(An. 19V (a. cUba)/N. 19V (a. CUba)/Z. 19V (a. cUba)) 5 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 128; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. -D. ) (sMS. ), fol. 15; (i. ) p. 22; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 42; 
(N. ) (SOT. ), p. 124; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 10; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 11. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 80; (A. ) (DIO. ). p. 12; (Z. ) SriS. ), p. 15; 
(As. ) (DI. ), fol. 137; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 9. 
3 (An. ) S S. ), p. 
4 Ibid. 
5 (An. ), ibid; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 125; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 15. 
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22. B- Comment: 
22. b. 1- mahian vs. abgi 
Commentators 
1who 
adopted the recension of "mahlan" were unanimous 
in believing it denoted "gently". As far as the recension of "abgi", 
upon which denotation none of the commentators shed light, is concerned, 
it can be translated as "keep". 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between "gently", as translated 
by both translators and the recension of "mahZan". 
22. b. 2- surmi vs. sarmi vs. hajri vs. gatZ2 
Both commentators2who read it as "surmi" and those who read it as 
"sarmi", believed it denoted "sever or cut off relationship with me". 
Concerning the recension of "hairi. ", (N., A., Z., T. ) believed it to be 
synonymous with "aurmi", i. e. it denotes "sever or cut off relationship 
with me". 
As far as the recension of "gatliI' is concerned, it can be 
translated as "kill me". 
The upshot of the above discussion makes it evident that "surini", 
"sarmi" or "hajr? ' are fairly synonymous in this context. Therefore-, 
these variant readings do not constitute an obstacle in the way of the 
translator. 
Furthermore, while (T., Aj. -D., An., K., N., B., A., T., As. )3 
paraphrased this verse as: "0 Fatima, please be less coquettish, and 
1 See p. 265. 
2 See p. 265. 
3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (Aj-1). ) (SMS. ), fol. 15; 
$(An. 
) (SQ ), p. 42; 
), p. 22; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 125; (B. ) (SSJ. }, p. 80; (K. ) QLIO 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 12; (T. ) (_), p. 11; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 137. 
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if you had determined on my severance, then do it kindly", (Z., Ar. )l 
paraphrased it as: "0 Fatima, gently, put aside some of this coquetry, 
and if you have - (Ar. ), indeed - made up your mind to sever our 
relationship, then do it kindly". 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both "cut off" and "break 
with me", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively and the recension 
of "surmi" or "garm 
n'. Furthermore, while there is a close correspon- 
dence between (J. )'s translation, "Oh Fatima, gently, put aside some of 
this coquetry, and if you have, indeed, made up your mind to cut off 
friendship with me, then do it kindly or gently", and the interpretation 
of (Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation, "Gently now, Fatima! A little less 
disdainful: even if you intend to break with me, do it kindly", is very 
close to the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., K., N., B., A., T., As. ). 
Before ending this discussion, it should be indicated that "friendship" 
and "now ... little 
less disdainful", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) 
respectively, have not been suggested by any of the earlier mentioned 
commentators. 
1 (Z. ) (NS. ), P. 15; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), P. 9. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
a garra" ki minn? -anno hubba- ki gäti Zi 
Wa -anna -ki mah; O ta: )muri Z-gaZba yafaali 
(Q. 23/T. 19/S. 17/Aj. -D. 21/K. 19/An. 20/N. 21/H. 18/B. 20/A. 20/ 
Z. 20/T. 21/As. 21/Ar. 20)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 128; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. -V. ) (ANS. ), fol. 
16; 
p. 23; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 45; 
(N. ) (. ýT. ), p. 127; (H. ) (MMIQ. ), fol. 10; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 81; 
(A. ) (DIO. ), p. 13; (Z. ) p. 15; (T. ) (h2A 1), p. 12; 
(As. ) (DM. ), fol. 138; (Ar. ) ($SM. ), p. 9. 
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23. c- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: 
23. c. I- ag'ezrraki minni anna hubba -ki gätil 
1 An., B., T. ) are fairly unanimous that the semantic 
function of the"alif" in "agarrw ki", "puffed up it has made you", is 
not to convey an interrogative statement, but only to confirm it. 
Basically, the sentence denoted "puffed up", so those commentators para- 
phrased this hemistich as: "Puffed up it has made you that your love 
is killing me". Though (Z., Ar. )2favoured this interpretation, they, 
at the same time, attributed to certain linguists the view that the 
semantic function of the älifin agarra""ki as an interrogative particle. 
Therefore, they paraphrased this hemistich as: "Has it deceived you 
3 
about me, that your love is killing me? ". (11. ), it should be indicated, 
favoured this interpretation. 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between the 
translation of (J. ), "Has anything deceived you about me, that your 
love is killing me? ", and the interpretation of '(M. ) and (Z., Ar. )'s 
second alternative interpretation, on the other hand, (A. )'s translation, 
"Puffed up it has made you", is close to the interpretation of (Q., T.; 
An., B., T. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 129; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 45; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 81; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 12. 
2 (Z. ) (St1S. ), p. 15; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 9. 
3 (M. ) (SQN. ), p. 57. 
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23. c. 2- rya anna -ki mahnet taymuri Z-galba yaf-aah 
The homonymous denotation of the lexeme, al-gahb, in this context 
which yields a two-fold interpretation: (1) "my heart", i. e. the poet's 
heart; (2) "your heart", i. e. the beloved's heart, caused an ambiguity 
in interpreting this hemistich which, in its turn, led to-a controversy 
among commentators. (Q., Aj. -D., An., B., T. ) 
1 
who believed it denoted 
"your heart", paraphrased this hemistich as "and that whatever you 
order your heart to do in order to sever or desert me, it does, I am, 
however, incapable of acting in this way; because I have no control over 
2 
my heart". To (B. ) it connoted: "The poet tries to let her know that 
this is no more than an illusory impression, because he has a full 
control over his own heart". (K., Z., As. ) 
3 
thought it denoted "my 
heart". (N. ) 
4 
attributed this interpretation to Abii Hätim. Those 
commentators who agreed with the interpretation of "my heart" para- 
phrased this hemistich as: "No matter what you order my heart to do, 
it obeys, because it is obedient and submissive to you". (Z., Ar. ), it 
has to be added, attributed (B. )'s interpretation, mentioned above, to 
certain linguists. 
From the preceding paragraph, it can be inferred that there is an 
overlapping between the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., An., B., T. ) and 
that of (K., (Abü Hätim - as reported by (N. )), (Z., Ar. ) because both 
of them convey the interpretation that the poet's love for his beloved 
outweighs hers for him. (B. )'s interpretation and the alternative 
interpretation presented by (Z., Ar. ) are incompatible with that-of 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 129; (Aj. -D. ) (SriS. ), fol. 16; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 45; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 81. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 81. 
24 138 ) ) (DI f l SHHS 15 (A Z 3 (K. ) p. ; . Q. , o . . ), p. s. .)( ; ( 4 (N. ) (QT. ) 
, p. 128. 
5 (Z. ) (SrMS. ), p. 15; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 9. 
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(Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Abü Hätim - as reported by (N. ), T. ), because 
while the latter interpretation asserts that his love for her exceeds 
and surpasses hers for him, the former, however, can be understood as 
an implicit denial of this since it suggests that his love for her does 
not outweigh hers for him. In fact, it asserts the reverse. 
The Translations: - 
The apparent closeness between (J. )'s translations, "and that 
verily as often as you order my heart it will do what you order", which 
is very close to the interpretation of (Aj. -D., K., N., Z. ) and (A. )'s 
translation, "and that whatever you order my heart to do it obeys'. ', 
should not lead an attentive reader into making the mistake of thinking 
that the latter translation stems from the same sources. Unlike (J. ), 
(A. ) understood the denotation of this verse within the whole context 
of this section of the Mucallaqa. Tackling it in this way, it can be 
inferred that (A. ) depended on the interpretation of both (B., M. ) and 
(Z. )'s alternative interpretation. His translation of this part of the 
Mucallaga can be exploited to give support to this conclusion. He 
translated V. 19 as: "Gently now ... a 
little less disdainful: even if 
you intend to break", which connotes that the poet (as the translator 
understood it) believes that she is putting on airs. His translation 
of V. 20: "Just draw off my garments from yours and they'll slip away", 
can make it evident that (A. ) understood the semantic message of S. L. 
as that the poet was not so concerned about her love as would seem, and 
that she was only half-serious in her admonition. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa annaki qassamti Z-fu'czda fa nisfuhu 
gatilun wa nisfun fi Z-hadidi Z-mukabbili 
"and you divided the heart: half of it has been killed, 
the other half is in the fettering irons" 
(Q. 24) 1 
Omitted: 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /Ar. /As. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted. 
1 (Q. ) {JAA. ), p. 129. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa - in kunti qad sä 't- -ki minni haZigatz: 
fa suZZY tiyäbI' min t2yabi"ki tarsu? l. 
(Q. 25/T. 18/Aj. -D. 20/K. 18/B. 19/A. 19)1 
fa ein taku 
(S. 19/H. 19)2 
Wa in taku 
(An. 21/N. 20/Z. 21/T. 21/As. 20/Ar. 21) 3 
tansai 
(Z. 21V/Ar. 21V)4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), P. 
(K. ) (MIQ 
") ,p. 
2 (S. ) (D 
")' p. 
3 (An 
.) 
S(SýS 
.), p 
(T. ) (S 
, 
), P" 
4 (z. ) (riS. ), p. 
129; (T. ) (DIQ. ), 
22; (B") (SSA, 
147; (H. ) (: iI ) 
46; (N. ) (SQT. ), 
12; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
15; (Ar. ) (SS: i. ) , 
ti fol. 18; (Aj. -P. ) (SMS. ), fol. 15; 
p. 80; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13. 
fol. 10. 
p. 195; (Z. ) (S. IS. ), p. 15; 
fol. 137; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 10. 
p. 10. 
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25. B- Comment: 
25. b. 1- kunti vs. taku 
For the purpose of condition there is no difference between these two 
verbs, but the professional grammarians are disagreed as to whether they are 
identical, since some argue that 11 in kwzti 11 can have a future reference. 
Attention has to be drawn to the fact that commentators 
1xho 
adopted the recension of "taku", as will became clear later on, in 
paraphrasing this verse, regarded it in the past. 
The Translations: - 
While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence between 
(J. )'s translation, "... has caused you ... 
", and the recension of 
"taku", (A. )'s translation, "... vexed you ... 
", on the other hand, is 
very close to the recension of "kunti". 
1 See p. 273. 
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25. C- Commentaries: - 
25. c. 1- The homonymous denotation of the lexeme "tiyäb" in the second 
hemistich of this verse, "fa suZZi tZyQC2 min tiyRbi" ki tansul2", caused 
much controversy among commentators. 
According to (Q., An., N. B., Z., T. As. ) 
1, 
it denoted "the heart". 
To support their interpretation they quoted, Q. LXXII14, 'Wa t? ybaka 
fatahlzir" which they interpreted as "thy heart purify". Furthermore, 
they quoted cAntara's hemistich: 
"fa sakaktu bi Z-rumhi 1-asavii tiyäba- hü ", 
which they interpreted as "I rent his heart with a rigid spear". 
(D. )2 attributed this interpretation to al-Asmäci. Therefore 
these commentators interpreted this hemistich as "draw off my heart 
from yours and it will slip away". (Z. )3 added that it connotes "give 
me back my heart". (T., A. 
' 
thought it denoted "the relationship". So 
they paraphrased the hemistich: "Sever our relationship". To (D. )5, 
however, it 
. metaphorically 
denoted "man". 
(An., Z. )6 ascribed to some linguists as believing it denoted 
"garments". Therefore they interpreted the lexeme iyäb" in the above 
mentioned quotations as "garments". These linguists interpreted this 
hemistich as "draw off my garments from yours and they will slip away". 
(K. ) 
7 
who favoured this interpretation maintained that this verse con- 
notes "I myself believe that there is nothing wrong with my own habits. 
I cannot change them. If you are so intent on severing our relationship, 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 129; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 46;. (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 185; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), p. 80 ; (Z. ) (SMS. ) , p. 15; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 12; (As. ) (DIQ. ) fo1. 138. 
2 (D. ) (Sr1S. ), fol. 15. 
3 (Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 15. 
4 (T. ) fol. 18; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13. 
5 
6 
(D. ) 
(A ) 
(SMS. ), 
(SQS ) 
fol. 15. 
46 (Z ) (SMS 15 n. . , p. . ; . )., p. . 7 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 23. 
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do whatever you like because your heart has power over my own". He 
added that the poet used the lexeme"garmentsXmetaphorically to connote 
the warm and close attachment that unites him with his own beloved. 
1 (K. ) maintained that "tiyäb" in this context might mean "the self", and 
this hemistich can be paraphrased: "put away myself from yours and it 
will slip away". (Z. ) 
2, 
who attributed the interpretation of "garments" to 
some linguists", paraphrased it. "If you are so intent on severing our 
relationship, then go ahead and do whatever you like. You have ruled 
over my heart and I am your captive. Though termination of our rela- 
tionship will bring about my end, I am ready to accept it as long as it 
pleases you". 
It is interesting to add that (Q. ) 
3 
attributed to al-Mufaddäl and 
4 
(An. ) to Abü cUbayda and Hä1id b-. Kultum, and (As. )5 to Abi Jacfar 
that "tiyGh " in this verse alludes to '-a certain pre-Islamic custom of 
divorce, which was carried through by the man's and woman's slipping 
off their partner's garments". It would seem, therefore, that "the 
man's and woman's clothes when they appear together under the same roof 
are symbols of companionship and union in love". Traces of this custom 
are to be noticed in the Babylonian Law wherein it is sometimes said 
that "he has cut the fringe of her garment", Acc. "sissiktosa ibtuq", 
whereby he solemnly indicates the severance of the marriage tie which 
bound her to him; for the fringe of a person's garment seems to have 
been regarded as symbolizing the person of the wearer'! 
7 
Similarly, in 
the old literature, "pluck away my garments from thins' means "put an 
I (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 26. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 17. 
3 (Q") ()' p. 135. 
4 (An. ) (QS 
a) ,p. 
51 
. 
5 (As. ) (DI1. ) 
, fol. 140. 6 Edebivät, vol. 2, p. 243. 
7 Driver, G. R. and Miles, J. C. The Babylonian Lar. 's, vol. I, p. 291. 
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end to our attachment. "The clothes are so far part of a man that they 
can serve as a vehicle of personal connection. Hence the religious 
significance of suspending on an idol or Dät Anw t, not only weapons, 
ornaments and complete garments, but mere shreds from one's raiment. 
These rag offerings are still to be seen hanging on the sacred trees of 
Syria and on the tombs of Aiohammadan saints; they are not gifts in the 
ordinary sense, but pledges of attachment"! It is interesting to add 
that "in the Jähiliya, when a man's father or brother or son died and 
left a widow, the dead man's heir, if he came at once and threw his 
garment over her, had the right to marry her under the dowry (mahr) of 
(i. e. already paid by) her (deceased) lord, or to give her in marriage 
and take her dowry. But if she anticipated him and went off to her own 
people, then the disposal of her hand belonged to herself". "The 
symbolical act here spoken of is the same as that we find in the book 
of Ruth (3q) where the young widow asks her husband's kinsman- Boas "to 
spread his skirt over his handmaid", and so claim her as his wife". 
"From this symbolic action", Smith concluded, "we understand why words 
meaning garment, libäs, izär, etc., are used to mean a spouse; cf. 
)O-I1'7 
, 
"his garment", "his wife" in vial. 2.16. The symbolism of 
plucking off the shoe on declining to form a levirate marriage is 
similar for nail, "shoe", also means "wife" as wäta' means to use a 
woman as a wife. A Bedouin form of divorce is "she was my slipper and 
I have cast her off"? Similarly, in Gen. 2.24, marriage is defined as 
implying that a man leaves his father and mother and cleaves to his 
I Smith, The Religion. of. the Semites, p. 335. . 
2 Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early raaia, p. 105. 
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wife and they become one flesh. It seems even to imply that the 
husband is conceived as adopted into his wife's skin. The same image 
clearly lurks in Q. II. 187: "hunna Ubäsün lakwn wci antivn : f7ibäsun 
2 
lähuri, they are a vestment for you, and you are a vestment for them". 
Moreover it is interesting to indicate at this point in our 
investigation that Johnson, in his Persian Dictionary, pointed out that 
the "tin" originally donated "clothes"; hence, the "body enclosed", 
and then "the heart"? This clarification overlaps with (K. )'s three 
alternative interpretations that were discussed with elaboration 
earlier. 
To sum up, it is clear from the above, rather elaborate, presen- 
tation that one is confronted with four probable interpretations: 
"heart" as interpreted by (Q., An., N., B., Z., T., As. ); "garments" as 
interpreted by (K. ) and ascribed to al-Mufaddäl, Abü- 
Cubayda 
and 
b. K ulutum; and Abu Jacfär"by (Q., An., D. ), respectively; ': human being" 
as interpreted by (D. ); "the self or body enclosed" as presented by (K. ). 
Furthermore, it is tempting to infer from the paraphrases of (T., 
K., A. ) "that the poet was neither totally overwhelmed by her love, nor 
overpowered by it". In fact, their paraphrase implies that the poet 
was almost defying her to sever her relationship with him and calling 
her bluff. It is obvious that this conclusion is incompatible wi"-: 
(Z. )'s "the termination of our relationship will bring about my end, 
because I am nothing but your captive being fully overwhelmed by your 
love". 
I O. T. Gn 2: 24. 
2 Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 24. 
3 Johnson, F', The Seven Suspended Poem, p. 10. 
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The Translations: - 
(J. ) favoured the interpretation of "heart" as interpreted by (Q., 
An., N., B., Z., T., As., Ar. ). More precisely, his translation "then 
put away my heart from your heart, and it will be put away" connotes, 
as he explained, "give me my heart again" corresponds totally to (Z. -, 
Ar. )'s first interpretation presented earlier. (A. ), however, favoured 
the interpretation of "garments". To be more precise, he depended 
completely on (K. )'s interpretation. His use of the adverb "just", it 
has to be mentioned, conveys the connotation that (T., K., A. ) presented. 
Clearly, his translation, however, does not convey the cultural denota-- 
tion that we endeavoured to elucidate earlier. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa mä darafat aaynä -ki iiZE Zi tath ibi 
bi sahray ki fi aosäri gaZbin mugattaii 
(Q. 26/T. 20/S. 20/Aj. -D. 22/K. 20/An. 22/N. 22/H. 20/B. 21/Z. 22/ 
As. 22/Ar. 22/A. 21V/B. 21V) I 
litagdahi 
(A. 21/B. 21V) 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 130; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 16; (K. ) (MIO. ), 
(N. ) (SOT. ), p. 128; (F. ) (MIQ. ), p. 1 
(Z. ) (Si'ýS ), p. 16; (As. ) ýDIO. ), fol. 
2 (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 13; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 81 
18; (S. ) (DSP. ý, p. 147; 
p. 24; (An. ) (SIQS. ), p. 47; 
(B. ) (SSJ ), p. 81; 
138; (Ar. T(SSI, 1. ), p. 10. 
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26. B- Comment: - 
26. b. I- tagdalzi vs. tadribi 
To (An., A. )1 "tagdahi" denoted "to strike and pierce". (B. )2 
attributed to a1--Qatibi the interpretation "to wound'". Lane, 
however, presented the following explanation: - 
t`... originally gadaha aZ-du-d" (S., A. ), the worm, or 
worms effected a cankering, or corrosion, (Lth., S., 
A., Mgh. ) in the trees, and the teeth became cankered, 
or corroded. Hence gadaha aZ-när", he produced fire 
from the piece of stick, or wood called at-Zand, or 
rather from that called Zanda (A. ) gadaha bi 
at-zand (S. ). He endeavoured to produce fire with 
the zand. one says qadahat Caynü" hü (K. ). His eyes 
sank, or became depressed, (S., A., K. ) so that it 
became like the qidh , 
i. e. an arrow, (S., Mob., K. ), 
i. e. the pared wood, or rod of an arrow, (Mgh. ) 
before it has been furnished with feathers and a 
head: (S., Mgh., Msb., K. ) or an arrow when 
straightened and fit to be feathered and headed, or 
a rod that has attained the desired state of growth 
and been pruned and cut according to the required 
length for an arrow, and particularly such as is 
called in the game called aZ-Maysar. One says 
daraba bi at gidhayn when speaking of the two 
arrows used in practising sortilege. "3 
'4 (A. ) is the only commentator who read it as "tagdahi''. So, according 
to him this verse denoted: ''Your eyes shed tears not out of inequity, 
I (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 48; 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ) 
, p. 
81. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, 
4 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13. 
Vol. III, p. 2492-2493. 
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but only to strike and pierce with their two arrows a heart fragmented 
into ten pieces". (An., T. referred to Abü Nasr as attributing to 
al-Asmaci the interpretation: "Your love struck and penetrated my 
heart as does an arrow. You shed tears only to strike and pierce my 
heart as does an arrow in the large cooking-pot whose ten pieces are 
together due to its size". (Aj. -D. )2, it should be indicated, presented 
this interpretation; (A. ) 
3 
elaborated: "According to the linguists who 
transmitted it as "tadribi" which denotes in this context "strike", 
this verse was subject to a two-fold interpretation: the first is 
shown above. The second is an allusion to the game of "aZ l&aysir''", or 
sortilege. It is, as Lane maintained: 
"The game or play with unfeathered and headless 
arrows; (M., K. ) the game of hazard which the Arabs 
play with such arrows; (s. , : fgh., Msb. 
), a game of 
the Arabs played by ten men with ten unfeathered and 
headless arrows: they first slaughtered a camel and 
divided it into ten portions, or as some say into 
twenty-eight: the first arrow was called al-fadd 
and had one notch and one portion of the slaughtered 
camel, the second al-taw-am and had two notches and 
two portions, the third al-ragih and had three 
notches and three portions: the fourth, al-hils, 
had four notches and four portions: the fifth, 
al-nczfis, had five notches and five portions: the 
sixth, aZ musbil, and had six notches and six 
portions, the seventh, aZ-muýaZZä, the highest of 
them having seven notches and seven portions, the 
eighth, ninth and the tenth were called aZ-Safi, 
I (An. ) (Q), p. 48; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 13. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ) , fol. 16. 
3 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
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al-manih and al-wavd' and these three had no 
portions'! "The procedure involved in the game is 
shaking untipped and unfeathered arrow-shafts, agddh 
or magaliq, drawn out at random by an impartial 
person called the hurdä, - (with elaborate precautions 
against cheating). The portions of meat won were 
not consumed by the players but given to the poor. 
This shows that what was being gambled for was not 
material gain, but the prestige of almsgiving: it 
was a case of competitive prestige-seeking. , Most of 
the poetic allusions to the game imply that partici- 
pation in it was one aspect of that prime virtue in 
the bedouin chieftain, generosity to the poor. One 
account depicts the players, during the shaking-up 
process, excitedly shouting, and each addressing his 
own arrow with the adjuration, "to win and not to 
lose". The arrows must have been individually 
recognizable. Some accounts say that they were 
marked with one or more notches to signify the size 
of the portion of meat to be won; and something of 
this sort is implicit in the statement in all 
accounts that each arrow had an individual name. 
Huber remarks that they were invariably made of one 
kind of wood, the tough and heavy nabC and the fact 
that the ; zurdah was required to wrap his hand in a 
piece of cloth when drawing was presumably sufficient 
2 
to prevent him detecting the notches by touch. " 
3 
With reference to the problem at hand, (A. ) maintained that linguists 
who read it as tadrib-i took the poet as meaning by the two arrows the 
two shafts that are called at-miuaall and aZ-ragtb to the former-, as 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. III, p. 2978. 
2 Arabian Studies, Vol. II, pp. 2-3. 
3 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
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indicated earlier, there are assigned seven portions and to the latter, 
three; so that put together they make up all ten portions, seemed 
feasible to them, because the slaughtered camel is divided into ten 
portions. So the poet meant that she had played for his heart with 
her two arrows - her glances - and gained complete possession of it. 
While (Q., T., N., B., As. ) 
1 
favoured (A. )'s first interpretation 
which (An. 
) 
attributed to al-Asmäci, (K., T. 
) 
recommended the second 
one. In addition, (An., Z., Ar. ) paraphrased this verse: "You cried 
so as to pierce/strike and break my heart into fragments, as does the 
"Jetbit", i. e. that constructs or puts things into a right and proper 
state with the large cooking-pot of ten pieces. Though the latter can 
be mended; my heart, however, will never be mended''. 
Summing up, it can be observed from the above presentation that 
there is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., 
Aj. -Q., B., N., As. ) and that of (An., Z., Ar. ). (K., T. )'s inter- 
pretation, however, has a completely different denotation from that of 
(R., T., Aj. -D., B., As. ). 
The Translations: - 
According to (A. )'s report mentioned above, (J. )'s translation, 
"strike", is close to the recension of tadrib2. Similarly, depending 
on (An., A. )'s commentary, (A. )'s translation, "strike and pierce", is 
close to the recension of tagdah . Likewise, while on the one hand 
(J. )'s translation, "And your two eyes did not flow with tears, except 
to strike me with your two arrows in my broken heart, conquered by 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 132; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 129; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 22; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 139. 
2 (An. ) (ýgS. ), p. 48.1. 
3 (K. ) (rfQ. ), p. 24; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 13. 
4 (An. ) (Sýs. ), p. 48; (Z. ) ( S. ), p. 16; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 10. 
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love", is partially close to the interpretation of (K), (A. )'s second 
alternative interpretation, (T. ); on the other hand, (A. )'s translation, 
"Your eyes only shed those tears so as to strike and pierce with those 
two shafts of theirs the fragments of a ruined heart", is close to the 
interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A. 's first interpreta- 
tion, B., Z., T., As., Ar. ). Both translations, however, fell short of 
conveying to the receptor of T. L. the cultural denotation and connota- 
tion which the above study does endeavour to express. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa baydati hidrin Zä yurämu hib 'u hýi %If I/ 
tamattaatu min lahwin bi-ha 4ayra muajaZi 
(Q. 27/T. 21/S. 21/Aj. -D. 23/K. 21/An. 23/N. 23/H. 21/B. 22/A. 22/ 
Z. 23/T. 23/As. 23/Ar. 23)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 134; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. -D. ) (S Ns. ), fol. 
6; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 25; (An. } 
_QS. 
), p. 48; 
(N. ) ('T. ), p. 129; (H. ) (M IQ. ), fol. 12; (B. ) (WSJ. ), p. 82; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13; (Z. ) (SASS. ), p. 16; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 13; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; Jr. ) (SSM. ), p. 11. 
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27. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators disagreed as to the denotation of the following: - 
27. c. 1- baydati hidrin 
(Q. ) quoted a1-Asamci as saying "The poet likened her to 
the egg of an ostrich in order to connote that she is as pure and soft 
as the first egg of an ostrich". (Aj. -D. )2 adopted this interpretation. 
To (T., B., A. )3 it connoted that "she is fair, delicate and pure". The 
poet associated her with hid--, they added, "for she was kept concealed 
behind it unattainable neither by marriage nor fornication". While 
(K., T. )4 thought it connoted that "she is like the egg in respect of 
her being protected" and (An. )S believed it connoted that "she is fair, 
pure, delicate, smooth, veiled, safeguarded, and she does not expose 
herself to the sun". (N. thought it connoted that the poet associated 
her with an egg because of her purity and delicacy. (Z., Ar. 
ý maintained 
that women are likened to the eggs for three reasons: (1) health, 
(2) virginity, and being veiled, (3) fair or like the colour of the egg 
of an ostrich, i. e. her whiteness is mingled with yellowness. To (As. )8 
it connoted that the poet likened her fair colour to that of an ostrich- 
egg. 
It should be added that commentators were almost unanimous in 
believing that she is safeguarded and veiled for she is celebrated and 
has a high rank in society. 
In brief, it can be concluded from the above that there is a 
I (Q. ) (JA A. ), p. 134. 
2 (Aj. -P. ) (Eh1S. ), fol. 16. 
3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 82; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13. 
4 (K. ) 1 . 
), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 13. 
5 (An. ) cSQS. ), p. 52. 
6 (N. ) (S T. ), p. 132. 
7 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 18; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. 
8 (As. ) (DIQ), fol. 23.. 
. 
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partial synonymity between the interpretation that (Q. ) ascribed to 
al-Asmäci, and that of (N. ). Similarly, there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (T., B., A. ), (An. ) and that 
of (Z., Ar. ). it can be concluded further that the interpretations of 
al-Asmäci, as reported by (Q. ), and that (Aj. -D., N. ) include that of 
(T., B., A. ), (An. ) and (Z., Ar. ) and contract a direct superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with them. At the same time, the interpre- 
tation of (K., T. ) includes that of (An., Z., Ar. ) and contracts a 
direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. Finally, 
(As. ) interpretation includes the interpretations of all commentators 
and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with them. 
The Translations: - 
There is a partial correspondence between both (J. )'s translation 
"a fair one, concealed behind the purdah" and (A. )'s translation "the 
fair veiled lady" and the interpretations of (T., An., B., A., Z., Ar. ). 
27. c. 2 ýibä. - 
While (Q., An., N., T. )Ithought it denoted "a certain kind of 
tent that is either on two or three poles, and al-bayt is a tent on 
six poles", (T., B. )? however, believed it denoted "the howdaj, i. e. a 
certain vehicle for carrying women, composed of pieces of wood set up 
over the saddle of the camel, and curtained with a piece of cloth". To 
(K. )3it denoted "a tent". While (Z. )4believed it denoted "a tent that 
is made of wool, camels' fur, cotton, or goat's hair", (As. )% however, 
1 (`Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 
j4 
134; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 48; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 129; (T. ) 
(SQA " )ý P" 1 3. 2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 82. 
3 (K. ) (MM. ) , p. 25. 4 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 16. 
5 (As. ) (DIQZ fol. 23. 
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believed it denoted "the tent that is made of goat's hair". 
From the above it can be inferred that the interpretation of (K. ) 
is synonymous with that of 
(Z. ); both of them in their turn are 
partially synonymous with that of (Q., An., N., T. ). Furthermore, 
these interpretations include that of (As. ) and contract a superordina- 
tion-hyponymy relation with it. The interpretation of (T., B. ), 
however, has completely different denotation from that of (Q., T., K., 
An., N., Z., T., As. ). 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between the translation of both 
translators' "tent" and the interpretation of (K., Z. ). 
27. c. 3- gayra muajal 
To (Q., T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., T., As. )i it connoted that "the 
poet was not afraid because he used to do it more than once or twice". 
2 
(K. ) thought it connoted that "the concerned woman loved him whole- 
heartedly, to the point that she did not allow him to leave her so 
quickly". Furthermore, he added that it might connote that he was not 
afraid of what he was doing. To (An. 
) it connoted "at leisure, and not 
in a hurry". Though (Z. ) 
4 
preferred (An. )`s interpretation, he added 
that it right connote that "the poet was not involved with any other 
woman". 
Summing up, it can be inferred from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., N., 
1 (Q. ) (JEA. ), p. 134; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 129; (B. ) 
(SU. )-, p. 82; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p713; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 13; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
fol. 139. 
2 (K. ) (UI 
.), p. 25. 
3 (An. ) p. 48. 
4(Z16. (SNS. )2 p. 16. 
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B., A., T., As. ) and that of (An. ) because the latter's interpretation, 
"at leisure and not in a hurry", entails that he is not afraid. 
Similarly, (K. )'s comment "that the woman loved him wholeheartedly, 
that she was rather reluctant to let him leave her" is connoted in the 
interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., T., As. ). Therefore, 
it can be concluded that there is, at least, a partial synonymity among 
the interpretations of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K. ) An., N., B., A., T., As. 
). 
(Z. )'s comment, that "the poet is not involved in love with any 
other woman", is incompatible with the interpretation of the above- 
mentioned commentators, because it can be understood as implicitly 
denying that the woman's love towards the poet outweighs his love 
towards her. 
Indeed, this is the paramount fact which all commentators except 
(Z. ) endeavoured to emphasize. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation 
"without hastening my departure" and (A. )'s "not in a hurry either" and 
the interpretation of (An. ) in particular and that of (Q., T., Aj. -D., 
K., An., N., B., A., T., As. ) in general. Moreover, both translations 
convey the connotation that all the commentators presented in unanimity 
except (Z. ) . 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ia, jauxzztu ahräsan iZayhä wa maasäran 
aalayyd hiräsan Zcrw yusirrzcna - maataZZ 
(Q. 28/Aj. -D. 24/An. 24/H. 22/Z. 24/Ar. 24/T. 22V/N. 24V/T. 24V)ß 
tahattaytu ahwälan iZayha wa maasaran 
(T. 22/K. 22/Aj. -D. 24V) 
2 
tajawaztu alarZisan rya ahwäla maasarin 
(B. 23/A. 23/As. 24/An. 24V/T. 24V)3 
hiräsin 
(B. 23/A. 23/As. 24) 4 
yusvirrür a- 
(S. 22/N. 24/A. 23/T. 24/As. 24/K. 22V/An. 24V/B. 23V/Z. 24V/ 
As. 2V (a. Jacfar)/Ar. 24V) 5 
tahattaytu abwäban 
(K. 22V/An. 24V/T. 24V) 6 
vv 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 134; (Aj. -D., (SMS. ), fol. 17; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 49; 
(H. ) (rte. ), fol. 13; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 17; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 11; 
fol. 18; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 130; (T. ) (SOYA. ), p. 13. 
2 (T. ) p. 18; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 25; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 82; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13; 
' (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 139; 
(An. ) (SOS. ), p. 49; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 13. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 82; (A. ) DI . 
), p. 13; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 139. 
5 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 130; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 13; 
(T. ) (SOA. ), p. 13; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 139; (K. ) (;! IQ. ), p. 25; 
(An. ) OA. ) p. 49; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 82 , 
(Z. ) (ANS. ), p. 17; 
(As. ) DI . 
), fol. 139; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 11. 
6 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 25; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 49; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 13. 
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28. b- Conrnent: - 
28. b. 1- taj&uoaztuvs. tajattaytu 
Neither those who read it as "tahattaytu" commented on the 
denotation of these two lexemes. Therefore, it is necessary to have 
recourse to Lane's comment: 
' Ewaza denotes traverse, or cross something. One 
says he traver3ed, or crossed its middle and passed 
through it: left behind (As., S., A., risb. ). "' 
As for "tahatta", Lane commented: 
v 
"Stepped, or walked over him or it; (Nsb. ). One says 
"taiattaytu ful n'?. It denotes I passed over and 
beyond hire. "2 
It can be inferred from the above that, while the lexeme 
"tahatVFF denotes passing over, or stepping past stealthily, the lexeme 
rrtai. awaza has a quite wide range of denotation and it includes the 
denotation of "tahattä". To be in-ore precise, they stand in a hyponymy- 
superordination semantic relation. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "passed by", is close to the recension 
of "'äjäwaza11 (A. ) 's translation, "slipping past", is fairly close to 
the recension of "tahatta". y .. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 284. 
2 Ibid, p. 768. 
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28. b. 2- ma`ýsärin vs. macsäran 
While those1who read it as maCsaran regarded it in the objective 
case, mafOuZ bi hi, those who read it as maasarin regarded it in the 
genitive case that is determined or governed mucaaf iiayhi by ahwtZa, 
dismay or dangers which is "mudäf". 
The Translations: - 
Both "a people" and "a whole tribe", as translated by (J. ) and 
(A. ) respectively, are close to the recension of "maCsaran" because 
both of these translations are in the objective case. 
28. b. 3- hirä an vs. hirasin 
As a rule in Arabic the adjective "aZ-sifcz" usually agrees in its 
syntactic function with what is described, "aZ-mawsüf". Therefore, 
while those2waho read it as "hirZzsäzn" regarded it as an adjective of 
maCsciran, those who read it as hiräsin thought of it as an adjective 
n C'-" of ma san nn 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "desirous of killing me", is an adjectival 
phrase of "a people". Similarly, (A. )'s translation, "hankering after 
my blood, eager every man-jack to slay me", is an adjectival phrase of 
"a whole tribe". This makes both translations close to the recension 
of maCsaran. 
1 See p. 291. 
2 See p. 291. 
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28. b. 4- yt. wtrirunrt vs. ýzýýk 1ý-fzG 
;; wile commentators were unanimous in believing that "yuO'rrura" 
is subject to a two-fold interpretation: (1) manifest or declare, 
(2) conceal, (A. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "conceal" only. 
(Aj. -P. ) 
2referred to al-Mufac)ýal as saying "yUSirrür: c: " denotes 
"declare or give publicity to". (Q., K., An., N., B., A., T. ) 
3 
preser. te. r'. 
the same interpretation, although without referring to al is 
due to their interpretation the second hemistich of this verse as 
"They wished to give publicity to my killing, if they could". 
Since (Q., An., N., T. )4adopted the first interpretation, they 
paraphrased the hemistich: "They wished that they could declare my 
killing, or give publicity to it, but all in vain, because they are 
afraid of my own noble birth and my tribe's high social prestige". 
(T., Aj. -D., K., B., Z., Ar. ) 
5, 
preferring the second interpretation, 
paraphrased it, "They wished that they could kill me secretly. But 
they can not do even this because of my own noble birth and my own 
tribe's high social prestige". (As. ) 
6 
interpreted the hemistich: "They 
wish that they could kill me, yet they conceal this desire, being 
unable to admit it". 
It is necessary to add that both of these denotations were 
assigned to the verb " asarü" in the phrase "rya asaruaZ-nadda-ata", 
Q. x. 55 and xxxiv. 32, which, while (Q., N. )7believed it denoted 
"manifested repentance" and (An. ) 
8 
ascribed this interpretation to 
9 
Ab- CUbayda, (D., K. ) believed it to be subject to the two alternative 
I (A. ) (DIQý, p. 13. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 134; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 26; (An. ) (SS. p. 49; (*;. ) SOT. ), p. 130; (T. ) SOA. ), p. 13. 
4 Ibid. 
5 (T. ) (DIQ), fol. 18; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17; (K. ) p. 26; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ) 
, p. 
82; (Z. ) SMS. ) , P. 12; (Ar. ) (Soll. ) p. I1. 
6 (As. ) (DIS. ), fol. 139. 
7 (Q. ) (JAA: ), p. 134; (N. ) S T. ) , p. 130. 
8 (An. ) p. 49. 
9 (D. ) (SNS. ), fol. 17; (K. ) QMIQ. ), p. 26. 
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interpretations previously mentioned. At the same time, (An. ) 
1 
quoted 
al- Farr' as interpreting it, They concealed repentance from their 
chiefs". Similarl 
it 
y, (Th. ) interpreted it: 
They will conceal it from their chiefs . The former 
interpretation, i. e. "declare", says (Isd. ) is the 
more correct, which is (?. 1.: ) also given on the 
authority of Abü cUbayda. (Sh. ) says "i have not 
heard it on the authority of any other"; and (Az. ) 
says that lexicologists most strongly disapprove the 
saying of Abu CUbayda. According to then it denoted 
"they, the chiefs of polytheists, will conceal 
repentance from the lower class of their people whom 
they shall have caused to err; and in like manner 
says (Zj. ) and other expositors. "2 
Sunning up, it can be inferred from the above that the lexeme 
"yusirrüna" is a homonymy that yields an incompatible two-fold 
interpretation, "declare" and "conceal". Furthermore, it can be 
observed from the above that, while the paraphrase of (Q., An., I. N., T. ) 
is incompatible with that of (T., Aj. -D., K., B., Z., Ar. ), (As. )'s 
interpretation is incompatible with both the paraphrases of (Q., An., 
N., T. ) and that of (T., Aj. -D., K., B., Z. ) because, while both para- 
phrases emphasize the tribe's desire to kill the poet, whether openly 
or secretly, (As. )'s interpretation declines this. In fact, his para- 
phrase connotes that the tribe's desire to kill the poet is merely a 
wishful day-dream. It connotes further that the mere idea of killing 
1 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 49. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1337. 
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him frightens them and forces them not to admit it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
-"desirous of killing me, if they could conceal my murder, being unable 
to assail me openly", and the interpretation of (T., Aj. -v., B., 
Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation, "hankering after my blood, eager every 
man-jack to slay me", is close to the interpretation of (Q., An., N., 
A., T. ). An examination of the denotation of the lexemes, "slipping", 
"packs", and the phrase "hankering after my blood, eager every man-jack 
to slay me", respectively, give support to this conclusion. The 
lexeme "slip" denotes in this context "pass lightly, or escape lightly 
or to move quickly and softly without attracting attention, or to pass 
easily out of one's hand or grasp"! It connotes, in this context, that 
he (i. e. the poet) is afraid of being caught or noticed by others who 
are watching him attentively. The lexeme "pack" is more expressive; it 
has not been used at random nor without a calculated thought on behalf 
of the translator. It denotes'persons; usually merely contemptible 
(on their own) or a gang, which in this context partially overlaps with 
the denotation of animals kept or naturally congregating together; 
especially of hounds kept for hunting, or of wild beasts (especially) 
2 
wolves'. The image of the watchmen overlaps with the image of hounds 
or. wolves who are hankering and longing for the hunt, which, in this 
context, is "the poet". 
1 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, vol. II, p. 2020. 
2 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, vol. II, p. 1491. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
idcc mä t-TurayyEi fi s-sa'nai taaarradat 
taaar1 da atnä3i Z-wisähi Z-mufassaL 
(Q. 29/T. 23/S. 23/Aj. -D. 25/K. 23/An. 25/N. 24/H. 23/B. 24/A. 24/ 
Z. 25/T. 25/As. 25/Ar. 25) 1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17; p. 26; p. 50; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 131; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 13; (B. ) $S. T. ), p. 82; 
(A. ) (DIQ"), p. 14; (Z. ) (SMS. ). " p. 17; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 130; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 12. 
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29. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the denotation of the following: - 
29 .c. I- idä -ma t-T urrayc fi s-samä'i taaarradat: - 
(Q., D. )1 believed it denoted "the setting of the Pleiades at 
midnight". (K. 
ý 
added "the poet daringly visited this lady after the 
setting of the Pleiades, in the midst of the tranquility and darkness 
of the night". (T., B., A., As. ) 
3 
thought it denoted "the poet passed by 
the watchmen and the dismay of the tribe's lady while Pleiades were 
setting, because at that time they show themselves obliquely. To (An., 
T. )4 it denoted "the poet passed by the watchmen while Pleiades showed 
themselves obliquely in the heavens, at the time when they were setting". 
(N. )5thought it denoted "the Pleiades during the last phase of the 
night". To (Z. )6, however, it denoted "the poet passed by the watchmen 
after seeing the Pleiades", i. e. after the appearance of the Pleiades 
in the Eastern horizon. 
To sum up, it can be inferred from the above that the interpreta- 
tion of (Q. ,. D. 
) is partially synonymous with that of (K. ) . Furthermore, 
(N. )'s interpretation is partially synonymous with that of (Q., D., K. ). 
Similarly, the interpretation of (T., B., A., As. ) is fairly synonymous 
with that of (An., T. ). On reaching this conclusion, it can be 
inferred further that the interpretation of (Q., D., K., N. ) is 
incompatible with that of (T., An., B., As., T., A. ). The same remedy 
is equally applicable to (Z. )'s interpretation, i. e. it contracts an 
incompatible semantic relation with that of (Q., D., K., N. ) on one 
hand and with that of (T., B., A., As. ) on the other. 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (D. ) (SMS. ) , fol. 17. 2 (K. ) (1`TQ ") , p. 26. 3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 18; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 83; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 14; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
4 (An. ) p. 51; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14. 
5 (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 131. 
6 (Z. ) (SUS. ), p. 17. 
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Not only did commentators disagree as to the precise denotation 
of this hemistich, but they also argued as to the verification of the 
use of "al=Turraya" in this context. 
(B. )'attributed to Abü cAmr the belief that the poet should have 
used al-Dawzaý, Orion, a certain constellation, (K. ) said to cross the 
jawz, i. e. the middle of (TA. ) the sky (S., TA. )? instead of 
"aZ-Turraya", "the Pleiades" because the latter cannot show themselves 
obliquely in heavens while al-Jawza , Orion, does. Abi 
c[Tbayda, 
al-Mubärrad. Ibn Sälläm and at-Qatibi, as reported by (An., 
3 
(N. ), and (B. ) respectively, argued that there is nothing wrong with 
the poet's use of the Pleiades for they verily show themselves 
obliquely as an ornamented girdle that women wear round their flanks. 
It should be pointed out that (An., T., Z. ) 
4 
attributed to Abti cAmr the 
belief that the Pleiades show themselves obliquely when setting, and 
hence there is nothing wrong with the poet's use therein. They 
attributed, however, to Ibn Salläm the claim that the poet's use of the 
Pleiades in this context is incorrect. 
Similarly, al-Bägilläni criticised the poet for using the word 
"tacarradat" and he regarded it as meaningless. Furthermore, he 
criticised the poet for grammatical inaccuracy as in his use of the 
plural (parts of the girdle) instead of the more appropriate singular 
"gitaatun min atnä'il-wisýzhi". The proper words did not occur to him, 
i. e. to "the poet", he commented. "What al-Bagillani fails to see in 
the large number of lines he cited wherein the Pleiades are mentioned 
1 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 83. 
2 Lane. Lex_ Bk. I, vo 
3 (An. ) (S. ), p. 51; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 83. 
4 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 51; 
5 al-Bägilläni, cljäz 
1.1, p. 485. (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14; (N. ) (SOT), p. 131; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14; (Z. ) (S*1S. ), p. 17. 
al-Qür'an, pp. 74-76. 
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is that in every case the Pleiades are associated with joy, fertility, 
women and drinking; thus he misses the semantic value of the Pleiades' 
motif. 
1 
To have a more coherent comprehension of the denotation of 
'"al-Turrayä" it is necessary to examine Lane's comment: 
"The Pleiades; the Third Mansion of the Moon: it is 
believed to be the most beneficial, in its influence 
on the weather, of all the Mansions of the Moon, on 
account of the period of its auroral setting, which 
in Central Arabia, about the commencement of the era 
of the Flight, began on the 12th of Nov ... hence as 
being the most excellent of all asterisms, it is 
called by the cArabs aZ-rai m (S., K. ) the former 
appellation is given to it because it comprises in 
appearance many stars in small space; (M., K. ) for 
it is said that amid its conspicuous stars are many 
obscure stars (IAth., TA. ), the number altogether 
being said to be four and twenty agreeably with an 
assertion of the Prophet; some say that it is so 
called because of the abundance of the rain of its 
"nazi", auroral setting. " 
2 
It is necessary to remember that the Pleiades were regarded by 
the Arabs as good-omen and one of the most excellent of all asterisms. 
"They were carefully observed by primitive people for they used to fore- 
tell rain by thei 
3"The 
Arabs said: When thou seest the Pleiades near 
to setting with sunset, then it is a time of rain, and when thou seest 
I Edebi ät, 2 (1977),, p. -260. 
2 Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. I, p. 335. 
3 Smith, W,, The Religion of the Semites, p. 541. 
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Sirius near to rising with sunset [then is the glory of the generous 
man, and the time of the burden of the full-grown he-camel, for] then 
is the most intense degree of cold, when none but generous and noble 
and ingenuous man will patiently observe the exercise of hospitality 
and beneficence, and the heavy burden is not laid upon the strong full- 
grown he-camel, because then the camels become lean and the pasturage 
is scanty" 
1. 
Even nowadays, Arab farmers say "mataran bd'da al-CAs'2 gasä'- 
"it is hard to expect rain after the rising of Orion"? At the same time, 
"we should not lose sight of the overlapping denotation between the word 
"taaw. dtun", "wealth, many or great number (S., M., k:. ) of men, and of 
cattle, or other property' and that of al-Turayyä, the Pleiades. 
" 
Furthermore, Pleiades were regarded as one of the most beneficial 
"majad h", 'stars, or asterisms, which by their auroral settings or 
risings were believed by the Pagan Arabs to bring rain''; indeed to 
which the Arabs used to pray for rain. Islam, it has to be mentioned, 
bitterly cor_demued this belief. "It was reported that one day after a 
night of heavy rain the Prophet addressed a mass of people saying 
"Do you know what God said? " "No one knows except Allah- and his 
Messenger. ", they replied. The Prophet went on "God said that His 
worshippers have been split into two groups: believers and unbelievers. 
The Believers are those who say that it is God who bestowed rain upon 
us, while those who say we have been rained on by this or that rail, 
asterism or star, are unbelievers"4 Similarly, "it vasrelated of comar 
that he ascended the pulpit to pray for rain and, having only offered a 
I Lane. Lex. BK. 1, vol. I, p.. 845-6, 
2 al-Tayyib, eAbdullh, al-? fursid ilä f ahm ' asear al-eArabi wa. 
3 
4 
Sinäeatihä', p. 980. 
Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. I, p. 335, 
al-Dina; a-r , Kitab al-Anw p. 23. 
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prayer for forgiveness, descended; whereupon, it was said to him, "Thou 
hast not prayed for rain", and he replied, "Zä qad istasqaytu bi 
majädihi al-scin: au", 
NI have indeed prayed for rain by words which are 
the stirrers-up of rain; making the prayers for forgiveness to be 
prayers for rain, alluding to a passage in the Kur, IXXi. q. 10, and 
thereby meaning to deny the efficacy of the "anti", stars. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation 
"when the Pleiades appeared in the heavens" and-the interpretation of 
(Z. ). At the same time, (A. )'s translation, the "Pleiades showed 
themselves broadly in heaven", is fairly close to the interpretation of 
(T., An., B., A., T., As. ). 
29. c. 2- Z-wisäh 
(Q. )2attributed to al-Asmäci "It is a necklace worn by a woman". 
To (K., As. )3it denoted "the girdle with which a woman binds her flanks". 
While (An., T. )4 attributed this interpretation to Abu eAmr, and (N. )5 
ascribed it to al-rfubarrad (B. )6 ascribed it to Ibn Sälläm and al-Qatibi 
At this point in our investigation., it would be interesting to have a 
look at Lane's explanation: 
"(S) an ornament worn by women, (L. ) consisting of two 
series of pearls and jewels strung or put together in 
regular order, which two series are disposed, or 
placed, contrariwise, one of them being turned over 
the other (so that they cross each other); (L, K) or 
I Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. 1, p. 389. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (K. ) (: IIQ. ), p. 26; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
3 (K. ) (110. ), p. 25; (A. ) (DTQ. ) fol. 25. 
4 (An. ) p. 51; (T. ) p. 14. 
5 (N. ) (SST , p. 131. 
6 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 83. 
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a thing woven of leather and adorned with jewels, 
like a necklace worn by a woman; (Msh) or a wide 
piece of leather (K) or a thing woven of leather in 
a wide or broad form (S) and adorned with jewels 
which a woman binds between her shoulders and her 
flanks (Lth, S, nigh, K) or a giläda (necklace) of 
the belly, which is sometimes long so that the 
redundant portions of its two extremities are thrown 
over the shoulders; (Mgh) or one of a pair of neck- 
laces which a woman makes to hang down upon her 
sides; one upon her right side, and the other upon 
her left. Hence it seems-of different kinds; one 
kind consisting of two ornaments resembling neck- 
laces, one of which rests upon the right shoulder 
and against the left flank, the other resting upon 
the left shoulder and against the right flank; 
another kind seems from an expression in the (A. ) 
a woman bearing a wis J. z and wisähayyan to be an 
ornament resembling a necklace, thrown over the head 
so as to rest upon the shoulders, crossing in front, 
and passing round the loins and is tied or crossed 
in front, and of which the redundant portions are 
1 
thrown over the shoulders. " 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation "girdle" 
and the interpretations attributed to Abü cAmr, Ibn Salläm, al-Qatibi 
and al-Mubbarad and (K., As. ). 
Though (A. )'s translation "scarf", which in this context denotes 
"a band of silk or other material worn round the neck with the ends 
I Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. III, p. 2943. 
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pendant from the'shoulders in front, or a broad strip of silk, gauze 
worn hung loosely over the shoulders or otherwise as an ornamental 
accessory to the costume", does not correspond to any of the commenta- 
tors' interpretations, it is very partially close to the explanation of 
(Mgh and L, K) as presented by Lane. 
29. c. 3- .Z mufassal: - 
While (Q., D. )Z believed it denoted "a wisäh" that is separated 
among its beads by pearls, (T., B., A. )3 thought it denoted "'a wisäh" 
that is separated between every two of its beads with a pearl. To (K., 
N., H. )4it denoted 11 wisah" that is divided by sadr, i. e. "pieces of 
gold that are picked up from the mine (S., A., K. ) without the melting 
or smelting of the ore: (A. ) and beads made of gold to form 
divisions between pearls and jewels: (TA) or beads by means of which 
other beads of a string are divided: (K. ) or small pearls (S., K. ) or 
small things of gold, like the heads of ants (Sh. ) or, as some say, 
green beads"5 (Aj. )6 believed it denoted "wisch that is divided by 
beads". While (An., T. )) thought it denoted "a folded "zi h" that is 
divided by aquamarine, (Z., Ar. )8 believed it denoted "a zissäh whose 
pearls and beads were divided by gold". To (As. )9 it denoted "a wisäh 
whose both two beads were divided from others by gold, silver, pearls 
or a red or yellow bead". 
To sum up, it can be inferred from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q, D. )and that of (T., 
B., A. ). These interpretations, i. e. that of (Q., T., B., A. ), in 
I The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, p. 1898. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (D. ) (SMS_), fol. 17. 
3 (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 18; (B. ), (SSJ. ), p. 83; (A. ) 
4 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 26; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 131; (H. ) 
5 Lane. Lex. völ'. I, p. 1523. 
6 (Aj. ) (MS. ), fol. 17. 
7 (An. ) (SAS. ), p. 51; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14. 
8 (Z. ) (SM: S. ), p. 17; (Ar. ) (SSFr ), p. 14. 
9 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
(DIS. ), p. 14. 
(MIQ. ), fol. 14. 
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their turn include the interpretations of (K., N., An., Z., T., As., 
Ar. ), and contract a superordination - hyponymy semantic relation with 
them. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation "the gems in the spaces in the ornamental 
girdle, set with pearls and gems" is partially close to the interpreta- 
tion of (Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation "bejewelled scarf" includes the 
interpretations of all the above mentioned commentaries and contracts 
a superordination-hyponymy semantic relationc": itl- them. His translation 
"glittering like the folds ... 
", however, is partially close to the 
interpretation of (An., T. ). 
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The Recensions: - 
fa ii'tu zva qad nadat Zi naufirin ti yabahä 
Zadä s-sitri i Ila Zibsata Z-mutafaddili 
(Q. 30/T. 24/S. 24/K. 24/An. 26/H. 24/B. 25/A. 25/T. 26)1 
naddat 
(Aj. -D. 25/N. 26/Z. 26/As. 26/Ar. 26)2 
wa qad aigat 
(An. 26V) 3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(K. ) (ffi 
. 
), p. 27; (An. ) (SQS"), p. 51; (H. ) (MIQ"), p. 15; (B. ) 
SSJ. ), p. 83; (A. ) (DIQ"), P. 14; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17; (N. ) (SCOT. ), p. 132; (Z. ) p. 18; 
(As. ) PIO. ), fol. 140; (Ar. ) (CSM. ), p. 12. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 52. 
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30. B- Comment: 
30. b. 1- nadat vs. nadgat vs. aZgat 
The exact denotation of the lexeme nadat was a matter of contro- 
versy among commentators. While according to (Q. )1it was subject to 
two denotations, (1) "took off", (2) "threw", (T., B., A. )2 thought it 
denoted "took off". According to (K., T. )3it denoted "threw". (An. ); 
however, believed it-denoted "stripped off". 
Moreover, while (Aj. -D., As. )5believed that "naddat" denoted 
6? "took off and threw", (N. ) believed it denoted "threw". To (Z., Ar. ), 
it denoted "stripped off". Finally, as far as the denotation of rralgatr; 
is concerned, (Q. )8believed it denoted "threw". 
From the above it can be concluded that the first alternative 
interpretation of (Q. ) is synonymous with that of (T., B., A. ). 
Similarly, the second alternative interpretation of (Q. ) is synonymous 
with that of (K., N., T. ). Furthermore, the interpretation of (An. ) is 
synonymous with that of (Z., Ar. ) and the interpretation of his second 
presented recension is synonymous with that of (K., N., T. ). At the 
same time, the interpretation of (Aj. -D., As. ) is included in the 
interpretation of (T., K., N., B., A., T. ) and it contracts a hyponymy- 
superordination relation with it. It can be concluded further that the 
interpretation of (An., Z., Ar. ) has sexual and sensual connotations 
and has a narrow range of denotation compared with that of (Q. )'s first 
interpretation and (T., B., A. ). Therefore, it contracts a hyponymy- 
superordination semantic relation with it. 
I (Q. ). (JAA. ), p. 135. v 2 (T. )" DI . ), fol. 19; (B. )ý SSJ. 
), p. 83; (A. )"(DIQ. ), p. 14. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 27; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14.4 (An. ) (SQS) p. 52. 
(Aj. -D;, ) (D_, ICZ. ), fol. 17; (As. . (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
6 (N. )"( . ), p. 132. 
7 (Z. ). SMS. ) , p. 18; (Ar. ). (SSM. 
) , p. 14. 
8 (Q. )"(JAA. ), p. 135. 
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The Translations: - 
While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence between 
the interpretation of (Q. - first interpretation - T., B., A. ) and the 
translation of (J. ), "has taken off", on the other hand, there is a 
close correspondence between (A. )'s translation "had stripped off" and 
the interpretation of (An., Z., Ar. ). 
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30. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the precise denotation of the following: 
30. c. 1- Z-. rau tia fadd. il :- 
According to (Q., T., K., N., B., A., T. )1, it denoted "a single 
garment which a man/woman wears when he/she is ready to go to bed or 
work". Likewise, they were in agreement that it is an epithet applied 
to the person who wears it. (Q. )2added "It might denote a flimsy 
shirt, drapery, or covering, or the like, that a man or woman wears in 
the house or tent when he/she is ready to go to bed or do work". To 
3 
(Aj. -D. ) it denoted "a single garment such as a flimsy shirt or wrap". 
4 
(An. ), however, believed it denoted "a single flimsy slip which a woman 
wears, i. e. a single garment a woman wears without wearing anything 
else, in which she stands, sits, and sleeps". To (Z., Ar. )5 it was 
liable to two interpretations: (1) a single garment one wears, enabling 
one to handle work lightly, (2) a single sleeping garment a woman wears 
when she goes to bed. (As. )6 believed it denoted "a single garment a 
woman wears in her house or tent and when she goes to bed". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretation of 
(Q., T., K., N., B., A., T. ) is synonymous with the first interpretation 
of (Z., Ar. ). Similarly, the interpretation of (Aj. -D. ) is synonymous 
with (Q. )'s second alternative interpretation and with trat of (An. ). 
It can be concluded further that the interpretation of (As. ) is 
partially synonymous with the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., An. ). 
1 (Q. ). ( . ), p. 135; (T. )"(DIQ. ), fol. 19; (K. ), (MIQ. ), p. 27; (N")'(SQT_), p. 132; (B. )"(SSJ. ), p. 83; (A. )"(DIQ. ) p. 14; (T. ) 
(SgA. ), p. 14. 
2 (Q. )"(JAA. ), p. 135. 
3 (Aj . -D. ý 
S: IS. ) , fol. 17. 4 (An. )-(SQS_), p. 52. 
5 (z. )d(SMS. ), p. 18; (Ar. ). (SSM. ), p. 14. 
6 (As. ), (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
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Furthermore, the interpretation of (Q. 's first intereretat4on, T ", K. , N. , 
B., A., T., Z., Ar. ) includes that of (Q. - second alternative 
An., As. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation semantic 
with it. 
At this point of investigation, it is interesting to examine 
Lane's explanation: 
"mifdal a single garment that is worn without any 
other by a woman (S., 0., K., L. ) in her tent, or 
chamber, such as is-called hayaal. So tcadbun 
fudtuun signifies a single garment, a malnafa, or 
the like, with which a woman wraps herself (nigh. ) 
and according to Lth. fidal signifies a single 
garment that is worn by a man in his tent or house 
1 
or chamber (TA: )". 
The Translations: - 
While there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s transla- 
tion "night garment" and the second interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s 
translation "a single flimsy slip" is fairly close to the interpreta- 
tion of (Q. - second alternative interpretation - Aj. -D., An. ). 
30. c. 2- lady s-sitri 
Though (Aj. -D. , An., Z., As., Ar. 
) 2 r. )2 were unanimous that ""lad-a" in 
this context is synonymous with "az; zda" which is close to, by or near 
in T. L., they differed as to the precise denotation of "ai-sitr". 
According to (Aj. -D. ) it is synonymous with "hid" which is (K. ) "a 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. III, p. 413. 
2 (Aj. -P. )"(SMS. ), fol. 17; (An. )-(SOS. ), p. 52; (Z. )"(5SMS. ), p. 18; 
(As. ) DI . ), fol. 140; (Ar. )"(SSM. ), p. 14. 
3 (Aj. -D. )"(SaS. ), fol. 17. 
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kind of tent (sigh., T A. ) made of wool, (sigh. , Msb. 
) or of camels' fur, 
or sometimes of goats' hair, sometimes on two poles, or three"! It can 
be concluded from (Z., As., Ar. )2s paraphrase of this verse that they 
thought it denoted "tent-flap". (Z., Ar. )3 commented on this verse: 
"I came and she had stripped off her clothes for sleeping and wore only 
her night garment; and she stood by the tent-flap waiting for me 
attentively". "She stripped off her clothes", (Z., Ar. )4 added, "so as 
to deceive her family into thinking that she was going to bed". 
(As. )5paraphrased it: "Unexpectedly, when I came I met her by the tent- 
flap wherein she had already taken off her clothes for sleep except for 
her night garment". According to (Q., N., B., A., T. 
P 
the verse 
connoted that the poet came to enjoy himself with her and at her 
bed-time. (K. )7 added "The poet exploited the opportunity of it being 
her bed-time, and her being alone. So, he chose the most appropriate 
situation wherein he can enjoy himself with her leisurely". 
It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the connotative interpretation of (K. ) and that of 
(Z., Ar. ), because, while the former only insinuates, the latter asserts 
that the poet deliberately came at that particular time because there 
was a previous engagement arranged between the poet and his beloved. 
These interpretations, in their turn, are incompatible with the inter- 
pretation of (As. ) which denies that the poet has a previously agreed 
engagement with his beloved, and asserts that he met her by the tent- 
flap unexpectedly. 
I Lane. 
'Lex. 
BK. I, vol. I, p. 693. 
2 (Z. ) (Sý1S. ), p. 18; (As. ) (110. ), fol. 140; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. 
3 (Z. ) MS. ), p. 18; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. 
4 Ibid. 
5 (As. ) (DIQ_), fol. 140. 
6 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 135; (N. ) (LQT. ), p. 132; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 83; (A. ) 
(DIQ. ), p. 14; (T. ) (ý2A. ), p. 14. 
7 (K. ) (: 1IQ. ) , p. 27. 
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At this point of discussion, it is necessary to examine Lane's 
comment on the denotation of ai-sitr: 
"Anything by which a person or thing is veiled, 
concealed, hidden, or covered. It denotes a veil, 
curtain, a screen, a cover, or a covert". 
t 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation "the screen of the tent" is close to Lane's 
comment presented above. Furthermore, there is a close correspondence 
between his translation "and she was standing near the screen of the 
tent" and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), likewise it partially 
conveys the connotative interpretation presented by (K., Z., Ar. ). His 
translation of the next verse: "Then she said to me, I swear by God, 
you have no excuse for what you are doing ... 
", denotationally and 
connotatively conveys that she has not been taken by surprise because 
of the poet's night-visiting her. On the contrary, it connotes that 
she was yearning for his arranged meeting. On the other hand, (A. )'s 
translation "the tent-flap" is partially close to the interpretation 
of (Z., As., Ar. ). Furthermore, his translation of this verse and V. 27, 
"she cried, 'God's oath, man, you won't get away with this! "', and V. 28, 
"But I brought her", which connotes that the poet is bragging about his 
success in convincing her to go out with him, which in its turn connotes 
that she was rather reluctant to obey him, being afraid of risking 
discovery; as it will become obvious by and by, denotes that she did not 
expect his night-visiting nor did she have a previously agreed 
engagement with him. Clearly, this conclusion makes (A. )'s translation 
of this verse close to the interpretation of IAs. ) in particular and 
that of EQ., N., B., A., T. ) in general. 
1 Latie, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. 1, p. 304. 
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The Recensions: - 
fa gälat yamina ZZähi mä Zaka hiZatun 
wa mä -in arä aanka Z-'awäyata tanjaZI. 
(Q. 3l/T. 25/S. 25/Ai. -P. 26/K. 25/An. 27/N. 27/H. 25/A. 26/Z. 27/ 
T. 27/As. 27) 1 
zycvnirzu ZZähi 
(B. 26/A. 26/K. 25V/N. 27V/T. 27V) 2 
Z-aa n data 
(B. 26/A. 26/T. 25V/An. 27V (Asm. )/N. 27V (Asm. )JZ. 27V/T. 27V)3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ),, p. 136; (T. ) 
(Aj . -D. ) (91-IS . 
), fol . 17; (N. ) (Q'. ), p. 132; (H. ) 
(Z. ) (L. ), p. 18; (T. ) 
2 (B. ) p. 84; (A. ) 
(N. ) S T. ), p. 133; (T. ) 
3 (B. ) ( ), p. 84; (A. ) 
(An. ) (SQ. ), p. 52; (N. ) 
(T. ) (ý: ), p. 14. 
(DIQ. ), fol. 19; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(K. ) (IIIQ. ), p. 28; (An. ) (SQA. ), p. 52; 
(; IL ), fol. 15; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 14; 
(SQA. ), p. 14; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
(! IO. ), p. 14; (K. ) (,! IQ. ), p. 28; 
(ä0A. ), p. 14. 
(DIQ. ), p. 14; (T. ) (DI), fol. 19; 
(SOT. ), p. 133; (z. ) (SNS. ), p. 18; 
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Comment: - 
31 . b. I- yamina vs. yam7. nu 
According to the linguists who adopted the recension of "yamina ", 
the sentence "yami'nci Mihi" is in the accusative case being an absolute 
object by a suppressed verb namely "halliftu", swore, or "haliftu 
bi-yamini 
. 
ZZähi", I swore by God, in which the proposition bi is 
omitted and the verb becomes transitive. To those who adopted the 
recension of "ycgn nu" the sentence "yamtinu :. ZZahi" is in the nominative 
case and thought of the implicit suppressed 
aalaya 
as predicative. 
Basically, the sentence being "yaminit ZZahi Calaya or gasami", "God's 
oath". 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "I swear by God", is close to the 
reading of "yarn na" , 
(A. )ts translation, "God's oath" is close to the 
reading of "zyaminu" as illustrated above. 
31. b. 2-- -Z-gaza yata vs. .Z camayata 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Z., T., As., Ar. )Iwere almost 
unanimous that aZ-jcm yata denoted "ignorance, and deviation from the 
2 
right way". To (B., A. ), however, "aZ-aamNyata " denoted ignorance, 
deviation from the right way, or the blindness of the heart, i. e. folly. 
(N. ) 3 attributed to al_AsmaCT the belief that al-ocuräyata denoted the 
blindness of the heart. (T. )4maintained, however, that both al-g Ei ata 
and aZ-aamäyata are fairly synonymous. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 136; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17; 
p. 28; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 52; (N. ) (S. ), p. 132; (Z. ) 
ýt? IS. ), p. 18; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140; (Ar. ) 
(SSU. ), p. 14. 
2 (B. ) (S J. ), p. 84; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 14. 
3 (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 133. 
4 (T. ) (SQA_), p. 14. 
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Not only did the aforementioned commentators incline to admit the 
synonymity of these two lexemes, but Arabic lexicons tended to approve 
their synonymity as well. So, Lane provided the following explanation 
to at-aan ,a 
"an error: and persistence; or contention, or litiga- 
tions, or wrangling; or persistence in contention or 
litigation. r -F in them is their 
ignorance. aamäryatun A remaining portion of the 
darkness of night. (TA. ) and the dimness of the 
eyes from tears. "1 
As for aZ-gawaya ., he gave the following explanation: 
"He erred, deviated from the right way, or course, or 
from that which was right; or he laboured and 
persisted (-. 1Ath., Ms. b., TA. ) in that which was 
vain, or false (`-. IAth., TA. ), or in ignorant conduct. 
It signifies an error. "2 
The Translations: - 
Notwithstanding the synonymity of both al-gawäyata and al-aaräyata 
as illustrated above by commentators as well as lexicons, the transla- 
tors gave them different equivalents in T. L. (J. )'s translation. "Your 
erring habits" is closer to the reading of al-gc& ayata than at-aamäyata. 
This can be supported by pointing out that in V. 48 he applied the 
lexeme "follies" as an equivalent to 110arr2Fya'f. The same remedy is 
quite applicable to (A. )'s translation, "the folly's not left you", 
which is fairly close to the recension of al-CanaTuata. This conclusion 
can be supported by mentioning that he used the same lexeme in the 
plural, i. e., follies, in translating "Carnayät" in V. 48. 
1 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. II. p. 2162. 
2 Ibid, p. 2304. 
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31. c- Cocnentaries: - 
31 
.c . 1- There was a controversy among corrlentators as to the exact 
denotation of the phrase ", z laka hiLatun". 
According to (Q. )1, it was subject to two interpretations: 
"(1) You have nothing to occupy yourself with, (2) You will not get away 
with it! ". (T., A. )2 believed it denoted "You have no excuse for coming 
while I have been surrounded by my own people". (An. 
)3, it should be 
pointed out, ascribed this interpretation to al-Asmaci. (Aj. )4 thought 
it denoted "You are not so self-controlled, patient, decisive and wise 
as other men, for if you had such characteristics, you would not have 
visited me while I am surrounded by my own people! ". To (D. )5ic 
denoted "You are an impatient man. The more you enjoy yourself with me, 
the more greedy and demanding you become! ". (K., N., T. )6 adopted (Q. )'s 
second alternative interpretatioi 
presented three interpretations: 
interpretation "There is not any 
me", (2) "You have no excuse for 
excuse for your coming! ". 
i presented above. (An. ) 
7, however. 
(1) He attributed to Ibn Habib the 
trick at hand that keeps you away from 
disgracing me", (3) "There is no 
(fii. ) 
8 it is necessary to mention, 
attributed the last interpretation to Abü H3tim a? -Sijistäni. Though 
(B. )9 approved the interpretation of (T, A. )10presented above, he 
reported that it was said it was subject to two further interpretations: 
"(I) You won't get away with this, (2) You are in no way going to get 
11 
what you are aiming for. While (Z., Ar. ) approved Ibn Habio's 
above mentioned interpretation, they reported that it was said that it 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 136. 
2 fol. 19; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 14. 
3 (An. )(SOS ), p. 52. 
4 (Aj. ) ýMS. ), fol. 17. 
5 (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 17. 
6 (K. ) (rt10. ), p. 28; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 132; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14. 
7 (An. ) p. 52. 
8 (Si. ) (DIO. ), fol. 3. 
9 (B. ) (SS. i. ) , p. 
84.10. (T) (DIe) fol. 19; (A) (DIf) p. 14. 
11 (Z. ) C`IS. ), p. 18; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. 
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31. c- Con-Lnentaries: - 
31. c. 1- There was a controversy among connentators as to the exact 
denotation of the phrase "r, ä laka hilatun". 
According to (Q. )1, it was subject to two interpretations: 
"(I) You have nothing to occupy yourself with, (2) You will not get away 
with it! ". (T., A. ) 
2 believed it denoted "You have no excuse for coming 
while I have been surrounded by my own people". (An. 
)3, it should be 
. pointed out, ascribed 
this interpretation to al-Asmaci. (Aj. )4 thought 
it denoted "You are not so self-controlled, patient, decisive and wise 
as other men, for if you had such characteristics, you would not have 
visited me while I am surrounded by my own people! ". To (D.. )5 it 
denoted "You are an impatient man. The more you enjoy yourself with me, 
the more greedy and demanding you become! ". (K., N., T. )6 adopted (Q. )'s 
second alternative interpretation presented above. (An. ) 
7, however, 
presented three interpretations: (1) He attributed to Ibn Habib the 
interpretation "There is not any trick at hand that keeps you away from 
me", (2) "You have no excuse for disgracing me", (3) "There is no 
excuse for your coming! ". (iß, 
8 it is necessary to mention, 
attributed the last interpretation to Abn H: -tim al-Sijistäni. Though 
(B. )9 approved the interpretation of (T, A. )10 presented above, he 
reported that it was said it was subject to two further interpretations: 
"(1) You won't get away with this, (2) You are in no way going to get 
what you are aiming for". While (Z., Ar. ) 
11 
approved Ibn Hab-lb's 
above mentioned interpretation, they reported that it was said that it 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 136. 
2 (T. ) DIQ. ), f ol. 19; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 14. 
3 (An. ) (SOS. ) 
.), p. 552. 
4 (Aj. ) SKIS. ), fol. 17. 
5 (D. ) (S`iS. ), fol. 17. 
6 (K. ) (ril0. ), p. 28; (N. ) 
v (SQT. ), p. 132; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14. 
7 (An. ) P. 52. 
8 (Si. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 3. 
9 (B. ) (SSJ. ) , p. 84.10. (T) 
(DI O) fol. 19; (A) (D{n) p. 14. 
7l ' /7 \' \ iQ. /A.. \ i[ll, \- II 
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denoted "You have no excuse to disgrace me by your night visiting". 
Furthermore, (Z. ) repeated the presentation of (Q., T., K., An., N.. 
B., T. ) mentioned earlier. To (As. ) 
i it denoted "You are an impatient 
man and full of whims'.. 
To sum up, it can be concluded from the abovethat there is a 
partial synonymity between the second interpretation of (Q. ) and that 
of (B. ). Similarly, there is a partial synonymity between (An. )'s 
second and third interpretations, which, in their turn, are partially 
synonymous with that of (T, A., Z. ). Furthermore, it can be concluded 
that there is a partial synonymity among the interpretations of (Aj- D., 
Ibn Häbib and As. ). 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation "You 
have no excuse for what you are doing", and the interpretation of (Z., 
Ar. ) in particular and (T., An. s - second and third interpretation - 
A., Z. ) in general. (A. )'s translation, "You won't get away with this", 
Is fairly close to the interpretation of (Q. 's - second interpretation - 
K., N., B., T. ). 
1- (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
harajtu bi . 1z na ni tajurru warä'anä 
aalä itrinz a y&la mirtin murahha? i 
(Q. 32)1 
fa aumtu bi -ha ain 
(T. 26/S. 26/Aj. -D. 28/K. 26/An. 28/N. 28/H. 26/Z. 28/T. 28/Ar. 28/ 
As. 28) 2 
harajtu bi "hä tamsi 
(B. 27/A. 27/Aj. -D. 28V)3 
aalä at2ray n2z dayZa 
(B. 27/A. 27/K. 26V/Z. 28/As. 28) 
4 
ady`aya nira 
(K. 26/An. 28V/B. 27V/Z. 28V/T. 28V) 5 
nirin 
6 (An. 28V (al-Saybäni)-) 
I (Q. ) (IAA. ), p. 136. 
2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 19; (S. ) DSP. ), p. 147; (Aj. -D. ) (S? "S. ), fol. 18; 
(K. ) (MIO. ), p. 29; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; (ii. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 16; (Z. ) 
(SMS. ), p. 19; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14; (Ar. ) (SSID-1. ), p. 13; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
fol. 140. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 84; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 14; (Aj. -D. ) fol. 18. 
4 (B. ), ibid; (A. ), ibid; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 28 ; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 19 
(As. ) DIO. ), fol. 140. 
v 5 (K. ) (1II0. ), p. 28; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 54; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 84; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 19; (T. ) s A. ), p. 4. 
6 (An. ) (Q . ), p. 54. 
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32. B- Comment: - 
32. b. 1- harajtu bi" hä vs. fa gvmtu bi -hä V 
To (T., B. ) A. 
) I the phrase "harajtu bi-hä' denoted "I went out of 
the houses (tents) with her seeking loneliness". Though (T., K., N., 
Z., T. )2 adopted the recension of "qurntu bi-hä", "I stood her up", it 
seems, however, in their commentary they favoured the recension of 
"harajtu bi. -ha". Thereupon, (K., Z., Ar. )3 thought it denoted that "I v 
brought her out of her "hidr"", i. e. Y 
"a curtain (S., A., Msb., K. ) that is extended for a 
girl in part of a house, or chamber, or tent: (K: ) 
and hence (M. ) any chamber, or house, or tent, or 
the like that conceals a person'. 
According to (An., As. ) 
5 
the phrase "qumtit bi hä" denoted "I stood 
her up, putting my arm around her waist, and catching her hand". (\., 
T. ) 
6 
thought it denoted "I brought her out seeking loneliness". 
It can be concluded from the above presentation that the inter- 
pretation of (K., N., Z., T., Ar. ) which is partially synonymous with 
that of (T., B., A. ) connotes that the poet was bragging of his success 
in convincing the concerned beloved to go out with him after a long 
hesitation on her part. Likewise, this connotation can be quite clearly 
traced in the interpretation of (An., As. ) which is included in the 
interpretation of (T., K., N., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ), i. e. 'it cor_tractF a 
F. yponymy-superordicaticn seqMMantic relation with it. 
v 1 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 84; (A. ) (D9IQ_. ), p. 14. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ_. ), fol. 19; (K. ) (AMIQ. ), p. 28; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; (Z. ) 
(SMS. ), p. 19; (T. ) (SQA"), p. f4. 
3 (K. )(i'_IQ. ), p. 28; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 19; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 13. 
4 Lane. Lex, BK. I, vol. I, p. 708. 
5 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 53; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
6 (N. ) (Q. ), p. 134; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14. 
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The Translations: - 
While there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s translation 
"I went out with her" and the interpretation of (T., N., B., A., T., Z., 
Ar. ), (A. )'s translation "out I brought her" is fairly close to the 
interpretation of (K., N., T., Z., Ar. ). 
32. b. 2- tamsz, vs. tuns? vs. nonsi 
The above mentioned three variant recensions can be translated 
into T. L. as "she was walking", "I was walking" and "we were walking", 
respectively. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation "she was walking" and (A. )'s translation 
"she stepped" are close to the recension of "tamsi", "she was walking". 
32. b. 3- ala itrti na vs. 
äZä 
atäray na 
It can be inferred from the commentaries of (Q., T., D., An., N., 
Z., T. )1that 'Ttr" and "atär" are synonymous because both denoted "our 
trace". Furthermore, they were unanimous that "she trailed behind them 
her skirts to cover-their footprints". To (Aj. )2 however, this inter- 
pretation does not hold water. it connotes", he commented, "'Her 
skirts dragged upon the ground when she was walking because she is a 
self-conceited woman of noble birth". To (K. }3 "2tr" denoted "after, 
or behind us". Thereupon, he believed that the phrase CaZw 1iri"na 
denoted "she trailed her skirt after or behind us". According to (B., 
A. )4 it denoted "our footprints". 
V 
1 (Q. ) QA), p. 136; (T. ) (DDIQ), fol. 19; (D. ) SSNS. ) , 
fol. 18; 
On. ) (SS. ), p. 53; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; (Z. ) (SKIS. ), p. 19; (T. ) 
( SSA 
.) ,"p. 
14. 
2 (Aj. ) (SMS. ), fol. 18. 
3 (K. ) (ý1,,. II ), p. 28. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 84; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 14. 
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The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "over our footmarks ..., to erase the 
footmarks", and (A. )'s translation, "to cover our footprints", are close 
to the recensions of titri na and ataryna according to the interpreta- 
tion of (Q., T., D., An., N., Z., T. ). 
32. b. 4- dazyla vs. adyäZa 
adyäla is the plural of dayZa. They can be translated into T. L. 
as 'skirt" and 'skirts; respectively. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation 
"skirts" and the recension of "ad,, äla", (A. )'s translation "skirt" is 
close to the recension of "dayla". 
32. b. 5- mirt vs. nir 
The precise denotation of mire was debated among commentators. 
To (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., N., B., A., T., As. )I, it denoted "an ý'tizär", 
i. e. a piece of drapery wrapped about the body or a waist; that is made 
of "lzaz", "silk", upon which are ornamented marks or borders". At the 
same time, (Q.? reported that "it was said to denote a black embroidered 
garment or a kind of garment called kisä made of wool, silk, linen, or 
goat-hair". Furthermore, (T., B., A. 
ý 
added that it might be made of 
wool. (An., Z., Ar. )4 believed it denoted a garment made of (An. ) silk, 
goat-hair, or (Z. ) wool. Moreover, they reported that it was said to 
denote "a garment of hair-cloth". (Z. )5 added that it is synonymous 
1 (Q. ) (IM. ), p. 136; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (Aj. -D. ) (Sýis"), fol. 18; 
(K") (11Q_), p. 28; (N. ) (SQT"), p. 134; (B., (SSJ. ), p. 84; (A. ) 
(DIQ. ), p. 14; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 14; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 140. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 136. 
3 (T. ) (MA. ) , p. 14; (B. ) (SSJ. ) , p. 84; (A. ) (DI(, _. 
), p. 14. 
4 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 53; (Z. ) p. 19; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 13. 
5 (z. ) (sris. ), p. 19. 
with "rnala a", i. e. a piece of drapery wrapped around the body. 
From the above it is plausible to infer that the interpretation 
of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., N., B., A. ) T., As. 
) is partially synoryinous 
with that of (An., Z., Ar. ) because the denotation of "kisä " in this 
context is partially synonymous with that of "real a", and it overlaps with the 
denotation of ''izar". Furthermore, (Q. )'s explanation is included in 
the interpretation of (An., Z., Ar. ) and it contracts a direct hyponymy- 
superordination with it. Both of these interpretations, in their turn, 
include the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., K., N., B., A., T., As. ) and 
contract a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
At this point of investigation it is necessary to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
"a garment of the kind called k sZ7D of wool, or silk 
(S., Mgh., Nsb., K., TA. ) or of linen (TA. ) and of 
hair-cloth, being tropically applied to one of this 
last description in a tradition of cAisa (MF. ) used 
as an "tzar" (a waist-wrapper) (S., Mgh., Nsb. ) in 
former times (S. ) and sometimes a woman throws it 
over her head (Mgh. ) and wraps herself in it (Mgh., 
Msb. ) or a green, perhaps meaning gray, as is often 
the case, garment, or any garment that is not 
sewed (TA: )". 
l 
As far as the denotation of 1'niral' is concerned, (K., Z. )2 
believed it denoted "the marks or the borders and extremity of the 
cloth". Lane, however, provided the following definition: 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. III, p. 2709. 
2 (K. ) (rfIQ ), p. 28; (Z. ) (srls. ) , p. 19. 
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""nirun" The ornamental border of a piece of cloth 
(T., S., M., A., K. ) pl. anyar-. (S. ) tawb aü roura{an 
signifies a piece of cloth strongly woven with a 
double woof, it is more close in texture and more 
lasting (A: ) or a piece of cloth woven with a double 
woof (Lh., M., K.; ), i. e., with a double thread". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "an embroidered wodUen garment", and 
(A. )'s translation, "an embroidered gown", are close to the recension 
of "mirt". Furthermore, both of these translations are partially close 
to the second interpretation presented by (Q., T., An., B., A., Z., Ar. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I., vol. III., p, 2870. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa Za rO ajaznH sähata Z-hayyi wa ntahä 
bi -nä batnu habtin äi gifäfin Caganqal 
(Q. 33/T. 27/S. 27/Ai --V. 29/K. 27/An. 29/N. 29/H. 27/T. 29/As. 29/ 
Z. 29V) 1 
batnu higfin 
(B. 28/Q. 33V/N. 29V/T. 29V) 2 
batnu hab tin di higäfin 
(Z. 29/Ar. 29/Aj. -P. 29V)3 
higfin : ruk&nin 
(A. 28/An. 29V/T. 29V)4 
bi in tinyu rarnlin 
(An. 29V) 5 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 137; (T. ) (DI . 
Q. ), fol. 19; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj.. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
18; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 29; (Ani) (SQS. ), p. 54; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 17; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 14; 
(As. ) fol. 141; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 19. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 85; (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 137; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; 
(T. ) SQA. ), p. 14. 
3 (Z. ) (MS. ), p. 19; (Ar. ) (SS*f. ), p. 13; (Aj. -P. ) (S 1S"), fol. 18. 
4 (A. ) ( "), P. 15; 
(An. ) ( 
"), P. 
54; (T. ) ($QA. ), p. 15. 
5 (An. ) (ILS. ) , p. 55. 
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33. B- Comment: - 
33. b. 1- batnu hiqfin vs. batnu habtin vs. tinyu ramlin: - 
(Q., Aj. -D., An., N., A., T., As. )1 were almost unanimous that 
"hiqf" denoted "a curving or winding tract of sand". While (T., B. )2 
3 
believed it denoted "the rim or extremity or end of the sand", (Z., Ar. ) 
thought it denoted "an oblong elevated tract of sand". According to 
Lane, it denoted: 
"a curving, or winding, tract of sand: (S., Mgh., 
Msb., K. ) higäf, pl. ahaäf (S., Msb., K. ) and 
hugi fun (Q. 
, L. , K. 
) and hiügicf (Q. ', L. , K. 
) and pl. 
haga if and hagfahu (TA.; ) or a heap or hill of sand 
that has assumed a bowed form: (IDrd., TA.: ) or a 
curving or winding thin tract of sand; or a great 
round tract of sand: (Ibn-Arafeh, K.; ) or an 
} oblong, elevated tract of sand; ". 
As far as the denotation of "? labt" is concerned, while (T., D. )5 
believed it denoted "a bottom or depressed tract of ground", (Aj., As., 
6 
Ar. ) believed it denoted "a wide or spacious tract of ground". To (K_. 
it denoted "a soft, depressed tract of ground". Furthermore, while 
8 
(An., T. ) on the one hand believed it denoted "a depressed, darf: tract 
of ground", on the other hand, (N., Z. ) 
9 
believed it denoted "a low or 
depressed tract of ground". 
To sum up, it can be concluded from the above presentation that 
there is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of (T., D. ) 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 137; (Aj. -D. ) ('MS. ), fol. 18; (Pn. ) 
(N. ) (SQT"P. 135; (A. ) (DIQ"), P. 15; (T. ) (SQA"), 
(DIQ. ), fol. 141. 
2 (T. ) (pIQ ), fol. 19; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 85. 
3 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 19; (Ar. ) , p. 13. 4 : Lane. Lex. völ.. I, p. 612. y 
5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (D. ) (S; NS. ), fol. 18. 
6 (Aj. ) (SIS. ), fol. 18; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 141; (Ar. ) 
7 (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 29. 
8 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 54; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 15. 
9 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 135; (Z. ) (EMS. ), p. 19. 
(SOS. ), p. 54; 
p. 15; (As. ) 
(SS? I. ), p. 13. 
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and (N., Z. ) on the one hand, and that of (An., T. ) on the other. "A 
bottom of ground", as interpreted by (T., D. ), entails that the ground 
is dark. This, in its turn, leads to the conclusion that the inter- 
pretation of (T., D., An., N., Z., T. ) includes that of (K. ), and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. The 
interpretation of (Aj., As., Ar. ), however, is incompatible with the 
interpretation of (T., D., An., N., Z., T. ). At this point of 
investigation, it is interesting to consult Lane's explanation: 
"A low, or depressed, tract of ground, (TA.: ) or a 
low, or depressed, (S. ) or concealed and low; (TA., ) 
tract of ground, in which is sand: (S, TA.: ) or a 
wide, or spacious, low tract of ground in a stony 
tract such as is termed hir (clay): (TA.: ) and a 
wide bottom, or bed, or interior of a valley: (A.: ) 
or a deep valley easy to be walked or ridden through 
extended to a great length and in which grow 
varieties of `3udät". "I 
As far as the recension of "tinyu rajnlin" is concerned, it 
denoted "a curving or winding tract of sand". This denotation, as it 
is apparent, is fairly synonymous with the denotation of "7ziqf", as 
interpreted by (Q., D., An., N., T., As. ) which has been explained in 
the previous page. 
The Translations: - 
Both "the middle of the open plain" and "dark ... ä convenient 
shallow", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are close to 
I Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. I, p. 693. 
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the recension of "batnu h abtin". Whilst, however, there is a partial 
correspondence between the former translation and the interpretation of 
(Aj., As., Ar. ), there is a close correspondence between the latter 
translation and the interpretation of (An., T. ) in particular and the 
interpretation of (T., D., N., Z. ) in general . Furthermore, attention 
has to be drawn to the fact that, while both (J. )'s translation, "sandy 
undulations", and (A. )'s translation, "undulant", are partially close 
to the recension of "di higäfin", as interpreted by (Q., Aj. -D., An., 
N., A., T., As. ), (J. )'s translation, "and sandy hills", is partially 
close to the recension of "gifäf", as interpreted by (An., Z., T., If., 
As. ). More precisely, his translation, "its sandy undulations and sand 
hills", depends completely on (Z. )'s paraphrase of this verse. 
33. b. 2- rukäm vs. gifa-f 
To (An., A., T. )1, "rukUm" denoted "accumulated layers of ground, 
one part overlapping the other". As to the denotation of "gifäf", 
while (Aj. -D., K., N. )2 thought it denoted "a rugged tract of ground", 
3 
(An., Z., T., H., As. ) believed it denoted "a high and rugged tract of 
ground". 
From the above, it can be concluded that the interpretation of 
(An., A., T. ) is partially synonymous with that of (An., Z., T., As., 
h. ); and both of them are included in the interpretation of (? j. -D., 
K., N. ). To put it more precisely, they stand in a hyponymy-super- 
ordination semantic relation with each other. To Lane, it denoted: 
1. v 
1 (An. ) (SAS: ), p. 55; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 15; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 15. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 18; p. 29; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 135. 
3 (An. ) (ýLS. ), p. 55; (Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 19; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 15; (N. ) 
(MIQ. ), fol. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 141. 
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"High ground (Msb., K. ) less than what is termed 
"Jabal" (mountain) (Msb. ) or a high portion of the 
qof of the earth: (S.: ) or high and rugged ground, 
not amounting to what is termed "jaba. Z" (mountain) 
(Sh., TA. ). "' 
The Translations: - 
Neither translator depended on these recensions. 
I Lane. Lex. BK. I,. vol. III, p. 2991. 
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33. C- Commentaries: - 
The denotation of the following was the subject of debate among 
commentators: 
33. c. 1- The syntactic function of the "wvo" in the hemistich "fa Zalnnä 
ajaznä sähata -Z-hayyi Wa nta7-Z: - 
(Q. )ý attributed to al-"Ealil the belief that the "WEW is surplus, 
v 
and the verb"4ntalO", encountered, or turned aside, is an apodosis of 
ººZarrvnacl', "when". (T. 
, D. 
)2 favoured this interpretation: To give 
support to this interpretation". (K., An., N. ) 
3 
maintained "linguists 
quoted Q. xxxvii, 103-104: fa Zaiirä asZcvnä wa taZZahu ZiZ-jabinz Wa 
nädaynähu an uä Ibrahim", "When they had surrendered and he flung him 
upon his brow, We called unto him, -Abraham"4 It should be indicated 
that, while (Ibn Jinni and A. )5 attributed this interpretation to the 
Küfan scholars, (Z., Ar. )6. attributed it to Abü cUbay da and the Küfan 
scholars. Furthermore, (N. ) quoted Abu al-cAbbbs Muhammad Ibn Yazd as 
saying "Everything has its own semantic function in the Arabic language, 
nothing is redundant". He believed that the apodosis of idä in 
Qxxxix, 73: "hattä idä j? i hä ova futihat abw bA ", "till, when they have 
core thither, then its gates will be opened"8 is omitted because the 
basic sentence is: "They entered it full of ' 
9 
y joy". (Iý. ), however, 
attributed to a1-Zajjäj the belief that the apodosis of id in the above 
quoted Qur3 nic verse is "they entered it". Similarly, he argued, 
"The apodosis of Zahn in Qxxxvii, 103-104, quoted above, is omitted, 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 137. 
2 (T. ) (D_) , fol. 19; (D. ) (SM. ) , fol. 18. IV 3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 30; (An. ) (SQS_), p. 55; (N. ) (SOS. ), p. 136. 
4 Merry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 460. 
5 Ibn Jinni, al-Hasa is, vol. 2, p. 462; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 15. 
6 (z. ) (SMS. ), p. 19; (Ar. ) (sSN. ), p. 13. 
7 (N) (S T), p. 134. 
8 Arberry, A. J. The Koran Interpreted, p. 479. 
9 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134. 
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the basic sentence is: he became elated or God rewarded him". 
"The same remedy", he vent on, "is equally applicable to the problem at 
hand. The apodosis of "lcuwnä" in this hemistich is omitted. 
Literally, it is "we were delighted, filled with joy, or the lil-e". 
(K., An., N., B. )1 ascribed to Abu- cUbayda the belief that a ntaha 
co-ordinates to "ajazna" and the apodosis to ? cvrna is the next line, 
namely: 
"hasartu bi faraday ra'si h2z fa tamäyalat 
caZayya hadzma Z-kashi rayyä Z-muhaZhal?. " 
"'I twisted her side-tresses to me, and she leaned 
over me; slender-waisted she was, and tenderly plump 
her ankles. " 
(T.?, it has to be indicated, adopted this interpretation. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "Then when we had crossed the enclosure of 
the tribe, the middle of the open plain, with its sandy undulations and 
sandhills, was sought by us", might be either close to the interpreta- 
tion of (T., D. ), which (Q. ) attributed to al-Na1i1, (T_bn Jinni, A. ) 
to the Küfan scholars, and (Z., Ar. ) to the Abn cf bayda and the Küfan 
scholars , or to the 
interpretation that (N. ) attributed to Ibn Yazid 
and al-Zajjäj. There is a close correspondence, however, between (A. )'s 
translation, "But when we had crossed the tribe's enclosure, and dark 
about us hung a convenient shallow intricately undulant", and the 
1 (K. ) (I . p. 29; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 55; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 135; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 85. 
2 (T. ) (QA. ) , p. 15. 
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interpretation of (T. ) which (K., An., N., B. ) ascribed to Abü cUbayda. 
33. c. 2- :, ntaha 
While (Q., An., N., B., A., T. ) 
I 
thought it denoted "encountered 
and reclining upon", (T. )2believed it denoted "dark and opposing". 
34 (Aj. -D. ) believed it denoted "turned aside". (K. ) believed it denoted 
"seemed opposing". To (Z., Ar. )5it denoted "reached". (Z. )6 it has to 
be indicated, attributed this interpretation to Ibn al-'N 
cräbi. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "sought by us", is partially close to the 
interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), Ibn al-Acrabi. - as reported by (Z. ) 
(A. )'s translation, "hung", includes the interpretations of (Q., An.. 
N., B., A., T. ), (T. )'and (K. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with them. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 137; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 54; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), p. 85; (A. ) (DIQ. ), TS ; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 15. 
2 (T. ) DIQ), fol. 19. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (ANIS. ), fol. 18. 
4 (K. ) (r1 Q) , p. 29. 
5 (Z. ) (S, 1S. ), p. 19; (Ar. ) (SSr1. ), p. 13. 
6 (Z. ), ibid. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
hasartu bi fawday räsihä fa tcnryalat 
aalayya hadima Z-kashi rayyäl-r uhaZhaZi 
(Q. 34/S. 28/H. 28/Z. 30/T. 30/K. 28V/As. 30/An. 30V (a. cUba. )/ 
N. 30V (a. cUba. )/B. 28V (a. cUba. )) I 
idä qultu häti nzrn lini tcmayaZat 
(T. 28/Aj. -D. 31/K. 28/N. 30/B. 30/A. 30/Q. 34V/An. 30V)2 
madadtu bi gusnay dawmatin fa tamäyaZat 
(An. 30) 3 
madadtu bi faraday raýlsihH 
(An. 3 0V)4 
p. 138; (S. ) (PSO. ), p. 147; (N. ) (M Q6), fol. 18; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 20; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 30; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 141; 
(An. ) £i QS. ), p. 57; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 140; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 85. 
2 (T. ) (D ), fol. 19; (Aj. -D. ) (SOS. ), fol. 19; (K. ) (WO. ), p. 30; 
(N. ) S T. ), p. 137. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 56. 
4 Ibid, p. 57. 
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34. b- Comment: - 
34. b. 1- hasartu bi fawday raDsihä vs. ida qultu häti naw'iiZir vs. 
madadtu bi nusnay dawmatin: - 
Commentators debated as to the precise denotation of "hasartu". 
While (Q., Z. )Ibelieved it denoted "drew", (An., T., As. )2believed it 
denoted "drew and inclined". 
3 
(H. ) 
, however, believed 
it denoted "took 
hold of". Therefore, the recension of "hasartu bi fawday ra'sihä" can 
be translated into T. L. as "I drew (Q., Z. )4, drew and inclined (An., T., 
As., Ar. ) S her side-locks towards me". 
It is fairly clear from the above that the interpretation of (Q., 
Z. ) includes that of (An., T., As. ) and contracts a superordination- 
hyponymy sexrantic relation with it. 
At this point of investigation, it is plausible to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
""hasar" (S., K. ) he pulled it: and he inclined it; 
he pulled and inclined it: (T. A.: ) he took hold of 
its (a branch's) head and inclined it towards him: 
(S.: ) or he inclined it (a branch) towards him: (A.: ) 
or he bent it (a branch) and drew it towards him: 
(Mgh. ) he bent it namely a pliant thing, such as a 
branch and the like: (A., K. ) and he broke it 
without separating: (K.: ) or he bent it namely 
anything: (A., K. ). Imru'Nal Qays says: (S., TA. ): 
fa lama tanäzaCna Z-hadito wa asmähät hasartu bi 
ýusnin di scsnäriha mayyäZ2' (and when we discoursed 
together, and she became compliant, I pulled (TA. ) 
1 (Q. ) (J AA. ), p. 138; (Z. ) 
N 
(SAMS. ), p. 20. 
2 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 57; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 15; (As. ) (DIQ. ), p. 141. 
3 (H. ) (IML. ), fol . 18. 4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 138; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 20. 
5 (An. ) (§ 
_QS. 
), p. 57; (T. ) (SQA ), p. 15; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 141; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. 
or laying hold of her head, inclined towards me (S. ) 
a branch with fruit-stalks, waving from side to side: 
the poet meaning by the branch her body, became 
bending, and soft or supple, like a branch, and 
likening her hair to the fruit-stalks of the raceme 
of a palm-tree, in respect of its abundance and 
luxuriance"! 
Concerning the recension of "idä qultu häti r. awwilini (T., An., 
N., B., A. ) 2believed it denoted "if I say be bounteous and generous in 
your giving". (An. )3ascribed to some linguists and (N. ) to Aba HHtim 
the belief that nczz wilini in this context, denotes "kiss me". To 
(Aj. -D., K. )4it denoted "her kissing, caressing and embracing". 
As far as the recension of 'Snadadtu bi 5usnay darnatin ", (An. )S 
commented that "the poet likened the hair of the described woman to a 
Dt=a's branches and her height to the "DawmX"s height, which is: 
"the Cucifera Thebaica, or Theban Palm; so called 
because abundant in the Thebais; a species of fan- 
palm, by some called the gingerbread-tree, because 
its fruit resembles gingerbread: accord. to Forskal: 
Borassus flabelliformis; a name applied after him by 
Sonnini to the Theban palm, but now generally used 
by botanists to designate another species of fan-palm: 
the tree of "mugi"; (S., M., Msb., K.: ) a well-known 
kind of tree, of which the fruit is called the inugi: 
(TA.: ) AHn. says that Dawna is a tree that becomes 
thick and tall, and has leaves of the kind called 
Yüs like that of the date-palm, and racemes like the 
I Lane. Lex. BK. I, p. 2895. `v 2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (An. ) SOS. ), p. 53; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134; (B. ) 
SJ. ), 
ýp. 
84; (A. ) (DIQ"), p. 14. 
3 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 53; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 134. 
4 (Aj. -D. ) (2; 1S. ), fol. 18; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 28. 
5 (An. ) (SQS) p. 53. 
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racemes of a date-palm (M., TA. ) accord. to Aboo-Ziyäd 
al-Aarabee (Ahn., M. ) The nabq [cihich probably 
signifies the fruit of the sidr, but here apparently 
means, as it does today, the tree called sidr, a 
species of lote-tree ... 
] and (M., K. ) accord. to 
IAar, (M. ) big trees of any kind". 
' 
Thereupon, the recension of "rnaddadtu bigusnay dav'matin" can be 
translated as "I stretched two branches of a dawma". 
Finally, the recension of "maddadtu bi--faraday ra: 
) siha" can be 
translated into T. L. as "I stretched the (two) side-locks of her head", 
i. e. hair. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between both (J. )'s translation 
"I drew the two side-locks of her head towards me" and (A. )'s transla- 
tion "I twisted her side-tresses to me" and the recension of 
7zasartu 
bi fawday ra'siha. Furthermore, while there is a close correspondence 
between (J. )'s translation, "I drew the two side-locks of her head 
towards me", and the interpretation of (Q., Z. ), (A. )'s translation is 
close to the interpretation of (An., T., As., Ar. ). 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. 1, vol, I, p. 93. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
muhafhafatun baydZi'u gayru muladatin 
tarä''Lbu "hä mascjicZatun kas-sajanzja? i 
(Q. 35/T. 29/S. 29/Aj. -Q. 32/K. 29/An. 31/N. 31/H. 30/B. 31/A. 31/ 
Z. 31/T. 31/As. 31/Ar. 31)1 
bi s-sajanjali 
(Q. 35V/An. 31V (a. cUba. )/N. 31V (a. cUba. )/B. 31V (a. ctTha. )/ 
T. 31V (a. CUba)) 2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (T. ) (PQ. ), fol. 19; (S. ) (PSP. ), p. 147; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SýjS. ), fol. 
20; (K. ) (IMI0. ), p. 31; (An. ) (FOS. ), p. 58; 
(N. ) S T. ), p. 140; (H. ) (2110. ), fol. 20; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 15; 
(Z. ) OS MS. ), p. 20; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 141; 
(Ar. ) ( SCI. ), p. 14. 
2 (Q. ) JPp. 139; (An. ), (SOS. ), p. 59; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 141; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 87; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
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35. B- Comment: - 
35. b. 1- ka -sajanjal vs. bis-sajanjal 
To (Q. )1"al-sajanjal " denoted "a polished mirror". (T., Aj. -D., 
K., N., H., B., A., Z., T., As., Ar. ) 
2 
were almost unanimous in believing 
3 
it denoted "mirror". (K., N., T. ) reported that itwas said to denote 
"pieces of silver". (An. )ý, it should be pointed out, attributed both 
these interpretations to Ibn al-Sikkit. (As. )S attributed to Abu- Jacfar 
the saying "It is a green, very smooth and glittering rock. Normally 
it is hung on the walls of the Kings' palaces for lighting". (Aj. -D. )6 
commented that it connoted "One can see himself in her breast, as 
though it were a polished mirror". To (An., T. )7it connoted "she is 
young". To (Z., Ar. )8 it connoted "her breast is as shining as the 
glittering of a mirror". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretation of (Q. ) 
is included in the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., K., N., H., B., A., 
Z., T., As., Ar. ) and it contracts a hyponymy-superordination relation 
with it. Furthermore, (Aj. -D. )'s comment is partially synonymous with 
that of (Z., Ar. ). 
It will now prove interesting to examine Lane's explanation of 
the denotation of "al-Sajanrjal": 
"A mirror: (S., K. ) or a Chinese mirror: (MA.: ) 
said to be a Greek word, "rvrri'tyun", (S., K. ) 
arabicized: (S.: ) and some say: "zajanjalthi" (Az., 
TA. ) And pieces such as are termed "sabä'ik" of 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139. 
2 (T. ) Q j2. ), fol. 19; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21; (K. ) p. 31; 
(N. ) 
. 
(SOT. ), p. 140; (11. ) ý: MI0. ), fol. p. 87; 
(A. ) DIO. ), p. 15; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 20; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16; (As. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 141; (Ar. ) p. 14. 
3 (K. ) MI . 
), p. 31; (N. ) ( . 
), p. 141; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
4 (An. ) ( gSS. ) , p. 59. 
5 (As. ) (D ), fol. 141.7 (An. ) (Q. ), p. 59; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
6 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21.8 (Z. ) (ý? MMS. ), p. 20; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 14. 
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silver; (K., TA. ) as being likened to the mirror. 
(TA. ) And Cold (K. ) and saffron". 
' 
Though (An., N. ", B., T. )3 as indicated earlier, 'attributed the 
recension of bis-sajanjali to Abü cUbayda, only (N. , B.? attributed to 
him the belief that it denoted "the saffron". (Q., An., T. )4 attributed 
5 
this interpretation to some linguists. Furthermore, while (An. ) 
reported that it was said to denote "the water of gold and saffron", 
6- 
(T. ) ascribed to some linguists the belief: "the water of gold". 
The Translations: - 
Both (3. )'s translation, "shining polished like a mirror", and 
(A. )'s translation, "smooth as a burnished mirror", are close to the 
recension of "kas-sajanjalTl. Moreover, while there is a close 
correspondence between the former translation and the interpretation of 
(Z., Ar. ) a partial correspondence to treinterpretation of (T., Aj . -D., F., 
N.,. H., B., A., T., As. ), the latter translation is close to the 
interpretation of (Q. ) in particular and (Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ) in general. 
Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1311-2. 
2 See p. 337. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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35. C- Commentaries: - 
There was controversy among commentators as to the precise 
denotation of the following: 
35. c. 1- rmchafhafa: - 
According to (Q., N., As. ) 
1, 
it denoted "a woman of compact belly 
and flesh". To (T., A. )2it denoted "a woman of compact flesh". (Aj. -D., 
3 
Z., Ar. ) believed it denoted "a slender-waisted woman". While (An. )4 
attributed this interpretation, which was also presented by (K., B. 
)5, 
to some Basran scholars, (Si. )6attributed it to Abu- H-atim al-Sijistäni. 
Furthermore, (An. ) 7 attributed to Ibn al-Sikkit the saying "It denotes a 
woman of compact flesh and of neither flabby nor large belly". (T. )8 
was satisfied with this interpretation. 
To sum up, it seems apparent from the above that the interpreta- 
tion of (Q., N., As. ) is synonymous with the interpretation that (An. ) 
attributed to Ibn al-Sikkit. Moreover, the interpretation of (Q., N., 
As. ) is partially synonymous with that of (K., B., the Basran scholars - 
as reported by An. - and Abu Hätim al-Sijistäni - as reported by (Si. )). 
The interpretation of (T., A. ), however, includes that of (Q., N., As. ), 
and that of (K., B., the Basran scholars, and Abu Hätim al-Sijistani) 
and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "thin-waisted", is rather close to the 
interpretation of (Aj. -D., the Basran scholars, Abu- Hätin, Z., Ar. ), 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. "140; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 141. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 15. 
3 (Äj. - D. 2 (SMS . ), fol. 21; (Z. ) MS. ), p. 20; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. - 4 (An. ) (SQ . ), p. 58. 
' 
5 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 31; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 87. 
6 (Si. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 10. 
7 (An. ) (Sý. ) p. 58. 
8 (T. ) ý (SQA"), p. 16. 
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there is close correspondence between (A. )`s translation, "shapely and 
taut her belly", and the interpretation of (Q., Ibn al-Sikkit, as 
reported by (An. ), T., As. ). Furthermore, it is partially close to the 
interpretation of (K., B., the Basran scholars - as reported by (An. ) - 
Abü Hätim al-Sijiseani - as reported by (Si. ) 
35. c. 2- mufäda: - 
According to (Q., T., N., B., A. )1, it denoted "a woman with a 
large belly". (Q. )2 added that it might denote "a woman with a flabby 
belly". (K., An., T. )3 adopted (Q. )'s latter alternative interpretation. 
According to (Aj. -D., Z., As., Ar. ) 
4 
it denoted "a flabby woman with a 
big belly". (An. ) 
5 
ascribed this interpretation to Ibn al-Sikkit. (An., 
bc 
N., B. ) attributed to Abü Ubayda the interpretation an uncommonly 
tall woman". 
To sum up, it seems apparent from the above that the interpreta- 
tion of (Q., T., N., A. ) is partially synonymous with that of (K., An., 
T. ). These interpretations include the interpretation of (Aj. -D., Z., 
As., Ar. ) and contract a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation 
with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "not 
fat in the abdomen", and the interpretation of (P., T., K., An., N., T. ). 
(A. )'s translation-, "not the least flabby", is partially close to the 
interpretation of (Aj. -D., Z., As., Ar. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 140; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), p. 87; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 15. 
2 Ibid. 
14 3 (K. ) p. 31; (An. ) (SSS. ), p. 38; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
4 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21; (Z. ) (MS. ), p. 20; (As. )(DIQ. ), fol. 141; 
(Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 14. 
5 (An. ) S S. ), p. 58. 
6 (An. ) Ibid; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 141; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 87. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa bä-, at tamujju 1-iniska f2' fi dajti a 
bi t2bi litFztin ga yri kurbi Z-nrugabbal 
then throughout the night, her sweet lips were inviting 
kisses, and exuding the scent of musk (in the mouth 
(Q. 36)1 
Omitted: 
of her partner) 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /As. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa bäta wis2zdi nahruhd wa dirä uhä 
wa qad sulibat Can kulli dirain Wa rnijwai? 
"And throughout the night, her neck and arm were my pillow, 
and she was totally stripped of both her long dress 
and shift" 
(Q. 37)1 
Omitted: 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /As. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
tasuddu wa tubd2' Can asilin wa tattaa? i 
bi nä. ziratin min wah'i Wajrata mutfili 
(Q. 38/S. 30/Aj. 33/An. 32/H. 31/B. 32/A. 34/T. 32/Z. 33/As. 33/ 
Ar. 33/T. 30V)1 
an satitin 
(T. 30/K. 30/N. 32/B. 32V/An. 32V/T. 32V)2 
admi 
(D. 33)3 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (Aj. ) fol. 23; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 59; (H. ) fol. 21; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 87; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 16; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16; (Z. ) (SAMS. ), p. 21; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. ; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 15. 
2 (T. ) (DIS. ), fol. 19; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 31; (N. ) 
(SQT. ), p. 141; 
(B. ) ýSJ. ), p. 87; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 59; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
3 (D. ) (SII1S. ), fol. 23. 
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38. B- Comment: - 
38. b. 1- as 71 vs. satit: - 
Commentators debated as to the precise denotation of "asTll. 
While to (Q. ) 
I 
it denoted 
2 
B., A., Z., As., Ar. ) it 
cheek". To (An., T. ) 
3 
it 
"a long and smooth cheek", (T., Aj. -D., N., 
denoted "long and even cheek", i. e. "a soft 
denoted "an agreeable cheek, pleasing to the 
eye and far from rugged", i. e. "soft cheek". 
From the above it can be observed that there is a partial 
synonymity among the interpretations of the commentators. According to 
Lane, it denoted: 
"smooth and even, anything lank (S., A.: ) syn. sabt 
(S., As. ) applied to cheek, (AZ., K., TA. ) smooth 
and long: or long, or oblong and not high in its 
ball: soft, tender, thin, and even: (AZ.: ) or long: 
(K., TA. ) soft in. make; and lank. (TA., K. ) : 
rajuZun as Zu aZ }tad, A man having the cheek soft and 
long. (TA. ) in the cheek of a horse is approved, 
and is an indication of generous quality. One says, tunabbi'u 
asälatu h. zddihi can as'alati jaddihi (the smooth- 
ness and longness of his cheek tells of the generous 
origin of his ancestor)" 
4 
As far as the recension of "sat2't" is concerned, (T., K., An., N., 
B., A., T. )5were unanimous in believing it denoted "separated teeth or 
wide-apart from each other". 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139. d QT. ), (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 19; (Aj. -D. ) (S: MS. ), fol. 213 (N. ) (SQ. ), p. 142; 
(B. ) QU. ) 
, p. 
87; (A. ) (DIQ. ) 
, p. 16; 
(Z. ) (SIMS. ) 
, p. 
21 ; (As. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 142; (Ar. ) SM. ), p. 15. 
3 (An. ) ((. ), p. 59; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, p. 59. 
5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 31; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 59: (N. ) 
(ýT. ), p" 142; (B. ) (ASJ. ), p. 87; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 16; (T. ) (SQA. ), 
p. 16. 
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The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation "smooth cheek", and (A. )'s translation, 
"a soft cheek", are close to the recension of "osii". Furthermore, 
while there is close correspondence between the former translation and 
the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., As., Ar. ) in 
particular and the interpretation of (Q. ) in general; the latter trans- 
lation is fairly close to the interpretation of (An., T. ). 
38. b. 2- wahä vs. adm 
Commentators disagreed as to the denotation of ' ahs". According 
to (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., T., As. ) 
I 
it denoted "zab ya", "a wild doe". 
(T. 
, B., A. 
)2 believed it denoted "ma'zat", "an oryx". (An. )3 it should 
be pointed out, ascribed this interpretation to Ibn P: abib. To (Z., Ar. ) 
4 
it was liable to threefold interpretations: "(1) a wild animal (2) an 
oryx, (3) a wild doe". 
It is apparent from the above that the first interpretation of 
(Z., Ar. ) includes that of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., T., As. ) and (T., 
B., A. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with each of 
them, while the latter two are discrete "paronyms". 
According to Lane, adm denoted: 
"Of the colour termed admatun: Pl. udm ... applied 
to a camel of a colour intermixed, or tinged, with 
blackness, or with whiteness; or of a clear white; 
(M., K.; ) or as some say, intensely white; (TA. ) or 
white, and black in the eyeballs; (S. ) or white; 
(As., T. ) and so applied to a gazelle: (T.: ) or 
applied to a gazelle of a colour intermixed, or 
1 (A. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 31; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 16; (N. ) (SQT"), p. 142; (T. ) ('QA. ), p. 16; (As. ) 
(DI g . ), fol. 142. _ 2 (T. ) (D. ), fol. 19 ; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 87; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 16. 
3 (An. ) (S S. ), p. 60. 
4 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 15. 
- 
tinged, with whiteness; (M., K.; ); LtA., however, 
says that admatun is applied to a female gazelle, 
but he had not heard adcvn applied to the male 
gazelle; (TA.; ) and (As. ) says adm applied to 
gazelles, signifies white having upon them streaks 
in which is a dust-colour, (S., M. ) inhabiting the 
mountains and of the colour of the mountains; (S.; ) 
if of a pure white colour, they are termed adam: 
(T., TA.: ) or accord. to ISK., white in the bellies, 
tawny in the backs, and having the colour of the 
bellies and the backs divided by two streaks of the 
I 
colour of musk; ". 
Furthermore, it should be added that there was a controversy among 
commentators as to the connotation of the phrase "nccairati wa'r? s". While 
(Q., Aj. -D. )2 believed it connoted 'that the described woman was as alert 
as a shy, wild doe", (T., A. believed it connoted "that she was neither 
a heedless young girl, nor. an idiot old woman". To (K., T. ) 
4 
it 
connoted "she was co uettish and co 
S 
qy (An., l:. ), it should be 
mentioned, while attributing the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D. )5 
mentioned above, to Ibn H bib, (An. ) 7 likewise ascribed to him the inter- 
pretation "the poet likened the large eyes of the described woman to 
that of the oryx". (B. )8 preferred the interpretations of (Q., Aj. -D. ) 
and (T., A. ). To (Z., Ar. )9it connoted "her eyes were as large and 
full of love and kindness as those of the wild doe that looks 
attentively after her own fawns". 
To sum up, it seems from the above that there is a partial syno- 
nymity between the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D. ), Ibn Fatib as reported 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 37. 
2 (A. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (Aj. -D. ) (Sfol. 21. 
3 (T. ) (DIS. ), fol. 19; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 16. 
4 (K. ) (tITQ. ), p. 31; (T. ) SOA. ), p. 16. 
5 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 60; (N. ) ( QT. ý, p. 142. 
6 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 139; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21. 
7 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 60; (N. ) 
(SOT. ), p. 142. 
8 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 87. 
9 (z. ) (s s. ), p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 15. 
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by (An., N. ) and that of (Z., Ar. ) . 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "a 
wild animal", and the first interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s trans- 
lation, "a wild deer", on the one hand, is partially close to the 
interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., T., As. ), and '-? s transla- 
tion, "a shy gazelle", on the other hand, is totelly close to t: -: e con- 
rotative interpretation of ((?. ,Ej . -r. , Ihn abit' as reported 
by (i'n. 
, 
fir in in particular, and that of (Z. *, .)n general. 
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38. C- Commentaries: - 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the denotation 
of the following: - 
38. c. 1- muffiZ 
Coimnentatorsl except (Z. ), were almost unanimous in believing it 
denoted "with its fawn, or young". (Z. )? hoT-ever, believed it denoted 
"with young, or fawns". 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "with young", is close to the interpre- 
tation of (Z. ), (A. )'s translation, "with its fawn", is close to the 
interpretation of the rest of the commentators. 
v 
p. 139; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 19; (Ai. -P. ) (SrIS. ), fol. 21; 
(K. ) QM. ) 
, p. 
31; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 60; (N. ) (ST. ), p. 142; (H. ) 
(MIg_), fol. 21 ; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 87; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 16; (T. ) (SQA. ), 
p. 16; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 15; (M. ) (SON. ), 
p. 96. E 2 (Z. ) (STNS. ), p. 21. 
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B-The Recensions: - 
wa jidin ka jidi r-_i'mi laysa bi fähisin 
c idä hiya nassathv_ wa l bi mv_attal 
(Q. 39/T. 31/S. 31/Aj. -D. 34/K. 31/An. 33/N. 33/H. 32/B. 33/A. 34/Z. 34/ 
T. 33/As. 34/Ar. 34) 1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 140; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (S MS. ), fol. 
21; (K. ) (KIQ. ), p. 33; (An. ) (Snc. ), P. 61; 
(N. ) (ýQT. ), p. 144; (E. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 22; (B. ) (SU. ), p. 88; 
(A") (DIQ"), p. 16; (Z. ) p. 22; (T. ) (SOA_. ), p. 16; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 14. 
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39. C- Conentaries: - 
Conunentators debated the precise denotation of the following: - 
39. c. 1- jid 
Though commentators were almost unanimous that in this context it 
is synonymous with Ounq, the closest equivalent to them in T. L. is 
1 
"neck". (An. ) attributed to al-Sijistäni the interpretation, "I found 
out in al-Asmäei`s handwriting that j : Td denotes the whole part of the 
1rcunq r, 1+ 
It can be concluded from (An. )'s report that, according to 
al-Asmäci, the denotation of "cunq" is included in that of "jid". 
Therefore it contracts a hyponymy-superordination semantic relation 
with it. At this point of discussion it is interesting to examine 
Lane's explanation: - 
"jid (S., TA. ) The neck (S., Z., Msb., K. ) said by 
(Sh. ) to be used only in praise, and Cunq in dis- 
praise. (TA.; ) but accord. to Esh-Shihäd, the contr. 
is often the case: (: MMr. ) generally applied to what 
of a woman: (K.: ) or the part of the neck upon which 
the necklace lies: or its forepart. (L., K. ) 
Lczyyinat al-c j yad denotes "A female soft in respect 
of the neck; as though the term jid applied to each 
distinct part of the neck and the pl. denoted the 
2 
whole neck. " 
1 (An. ) (SQS. ) , p. 61. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. I, p. 493. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"neck", and the interpretation unanimously presented by all com-mentators. 
(A. )'s translation, "throat", might either be close to al_Asmaci's 
interpretation as reported by (An. ), or to the interpretation of (K., L. ) 
as explained by Lane. 
39. c. 2- laysa bi fä zisin 
To (Q., Aj. )Iit denoted "neither short nor long". (T., K., A., 
As., 11. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "not very long". (D. )3believed it denoted 
"not very short". To (An., B., T. )4it denoted "not ungainly". (Z., c ". r. )5 
believed it denoted "not disproportionate". (Aj., Z., Ar., M,. )6 commented 
on the denotation of this verse, "she shows to the viewer a neck like 
that of a white antelope that is neither disproportionate when she 
raises it, nor unornamented". 
Summing up, it seems apparent from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., Aj. ) and that of 
(Z., Ar. ). Likewise, these interpretations, in their turn, are partially 
synonymous with that of (An., B., T. ). Furthermore, the interpretation 
of (T., K., A., As., M. ) stands in an incompatible semantic relation 
with that of (D. ) . 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"neither disproportionate", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 140; (Aj. ) (SMS. ), fol. 22. 
2 (T. ) (DIg. ), fol. 20; 
. 
(K. ) (: 1I2 ), p. 33; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 16; 
(As. ) (D_IQ) 
, fol. 142; 
(M. ) (S 
.), p. 19 
3 (D. ) fol. 22. 
4 (An. ) (HS. ), p. 61; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 88; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 16. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS ), p. 22; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 16. 
6 (Aj. ) (SMS. ), fol. 22; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 22; (Ar. ) (SS, 1. ), p. 16; 
(1.1. ) (SQN"), p. 98. 
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Furthermore, there is a close correspondence between his translation of 
this verse and the comment of (Q., Aj., Z., Ar., 21. ). (A. )'s transla- 
tion, "not ungainly", is close to the interpretation of (An., B., T. ) 
and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) in general. Moreover, his transla- 
tion, "she shows me", is partially close to the paraphrase of 
(D., Z., Ar., M. ). 
- 35 3- 
g- The Recensions: - 
wa farain yazinu Z nzatna aswada ,; 
ähimin 
attitinka ainwi n-nahZati Z-mutaa&tkii 
-- -V- 
(Q. 40/T. 32/S. 32/Aj. -D. 35/K. 32/An. 34/N. 34/H. 33/Z. 35/T. 34/ 
As. 35/Ar. 35) 1 
-4 . - yugassi 
(B. 34/A. 35) 2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 140; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SNS. ), fol. 21; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 33; (An. ) (SOA. ), p. 62; 
p. 144; (H. ) fol. 23; (Z. ) (S1S. ), p. 22; (T. ) 
( QA. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIS. ), fol. 142; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 17. 
2 (B. ) (SU. ), p. 89; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 16. 
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40. B- Comment: 
40. b. 1- yazinUU vs. yugassi 
According to (M. ) "yaz nu" denoted "embellishes, or adorns". 
Other commentators, it should be remarked, refrained from explaining 
the denotation of this lexeme. Lane gave the following explanation: 
"(S., Md., Msb., K.; ) He or it adorned, ornamented, 
decorated, decked, garnished, embellished, beautified 
or graced him, or it ... He embellished 
it, dressed 
it up, or trimmed it: and he embellished it, dressed 
it up, namely, an action to another often said in 
this sense of the Devil, as in Kur. vi. 43, &C), i. e. 
he commended it to him, and (God's adorning, & of 
things) is sometimes by means of his creating them 
adorned. The adorning, & of men, by their abundance 
of property, and by their speech, i. e. by their 
extolling Him. (Er-Ragib, TA. ) One says: Beauty 
adorned or graced him, or it). Majnoon says: 
"And, 0 my Lord, since Thou hast made 
Layla to be to me the object of love, 
then grace Thou me to her eyes like 
as Thou hast graced her to me" . 
"2 
As far as the denotation of yug. zssiis concerned, none of the 
commentaries at hand, it should be pointed out, shed light on its 
denotation. According to Lane, it denoted:. 
"agsahudZ ZayyZu, The night enveloped him in its 
darkness. The night came down: (Ad., IAar, Msb. ) 
or came on with its darkness; (TA. ) its darkness 
came on. "3 
I (M. ) (sQN. ), p. 100. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. II, p. 1279. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. II, p. 2040. 
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The Translations: - 
Both (3. )'s translation, "adorns", and (A. )'s translation, 
"embellishment", are close to the recension of yaal'ru. Furthermore, 
both translations are close to the interpretation of (: i. ) and are 
partially close to Lane's explanation. 
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40. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the precise denotation of the 
following: - 
c 40. c. 1- , 
far 
While (Q., D., K., N. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "hair'", (T., Aj., B., 
A. )2thought it denoted "long hair". To (An., T. ) 
3 
it denoted "a perfect 
4 
hair". (Z., Ar. ) believed it denoted "a long perfect hair". (Z., Ar., 
N. )5elaborated, "the poet likened her. two tresses to a bunch, "Ounaüd 
of a laden palm-tree". (N. )6added, "The poet alluded to a certain 
custom in the pre-Islamic time when women used to plait their hair into 
two tresses leaving them to cluster down and adorn each side of their 
backs". 
Summing up, it seems clear from the above that the interpretation 
of (Q., D., K., N. ) includes the interpretations of (T., Aj., B., A. ), 
(An., T. ) and (Z., Ar. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponyiny 
semantic relation with them. Furthermore, the interpretation of (T., 
Aj., B., A. ) is partially synonymous with that of (An., T., Ar. ). Both 
of these interpretations include that of (Z., Ar. ) and contract a 
direct superordination-hyponymy relation with it. At the same time, 
both of them, i. e. that of (T., Aj., B., A. ) and (An., T. ) are included 
in the interpretation of (Q., D., K., N. ) and contract a direct 
hyponymy-superordination relation with it. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 140; (D. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (K. ) (: MIQ. ), p. 33; 
(N. ) (S T. ), p. 62. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol . 20 ; (Aj. ) (SMS. ), fol. 22; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 90; (A. ) (PiQ. ), p. 16. 
3 (An. ) (SAS. ), p. 62; (T. ) ( A'), p. 17. 
4 (Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 22; (Ar. ) (SS, 1. ), p. 16. 
5 (Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 22; (Ar. ) (SSci. ), p. 16; (N. ) (SQN. ), p. 102. 
6 (N. ) ( . ), p. 102. 
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The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"a perfect head of hair", and the interpretation of (An., T. ), (A. )'s 
translation, "her thick black tresses", is close to the comment of 
(Z., Ar., M. ). 
40. c. 2- gimW2 
According to a1-AsmacT it is synonymous with 
Cadiq, 
a raceme of 
a date-palm, which is also called al-kabäsa. To (Q. ) 
2 it denoted "a 
black ripe raceme of a date tree''. According to (T., Aj. -D., K., N., 
H., B., A. ) 
3 
it denoted "a raceme of a date tree upon which hang the 
ripening dates". (An., T. ) 
4 
presented al-Asmdci's above-mentioned 
5 
interpretation. (T. ) added that CatcckiZ, "racemes", is synonymous with 
samärih, "branching or bunches of stalks". To (Z. )6it might either 
denote Catkul, a raceme, or 
simräh, "a single branching stalk". It 
should be added that (Z. )ý in explaining the general denotation of the 
8 
verse, interpreted it "bunches of a laden date tree'". To (Ar. ) it 
denoted "a date-cluster". 
It seems from the above that there is a partial synonymity among 
the interpretations of al-AsmäcT, (T., Aj. -D., K., N., H. ), (Z. 's first 
interpretation), and (Ar. ). These interpretations, in their turn, have 
wider range of denotations than that of (Q. ). In short, they include 
it and contract a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
1 al-Asmäoi. Kitäb al-Nül wa al-Karin, p. 11. 
2 (Q. )"(J. AA. ), p. 140. 
3 (T. ) fol. 20; (Aj. -D. ) (SMis. ), fol. 22; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 33; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 62; (H. ) (MIQ), fol. 23; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 90; 
(A. ) DI . ), p. 16. 4 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 62; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 
5 (T. ) 17. 
6 (Z. ) (i), p. 22. 
7 Ibid. 
8 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 10. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (3. )'s translation, "a 
date-cluster", and the interpretation of (Ar. ) in particular and that 
of al-AsmäcT and (T., Aj. -D., K., N., H., Z. 's first interpretation). 
At the same time, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s 
translation, "bunches of a laden date-tree", and (Z. )'s paraphrase of 
the verse and (T. )'s interpretation. 
40. c. 3- mutacatkil 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T. )1 were almost unanimous 
in believing it denoted "a raceme of clustered bunches". (An. )2 
attributed to Abü CUbayda the interpretation "an abundant raceme". 
Furthermore, (An., T. )3 ascribed to some linguists the belief that it 
4 
denoted "clustering down". (Z., Ar. ) commented: "The poet likened her 
tresses to bunches of a date raceme, or a heavily laden date-tree''. 
(As. )5 it should be added, adopted the interpretation that (An., T. ) 
attributed to some linguists that is mentioned above. 
Summing up, it is apparent from the above that the interpretation 
which (An. ) ascribed to Abü cUbayda is partially synonymous with that 
of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., T. ), because "an abundant raceme" 
entails that its bunches are clustering. Furthermore, (As. )'s inter- 
pretation is partially synonymous with that of (Q., T., Aj. -D., '.., An., 
N., B., A., T. ) and Abü cUbaydä, as reported by (An. ), simply because 
the racemes of heavily laden with dates bunches often cluster down. 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 140; (T. ) (SSQ. ), fol. 20; (Aj. -D. ) fol. 22; 
(K. ) Q! a. ), p. 33; (An. ) p. 62; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 145; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 89; (A. ) (DIQ_), p. 16; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 
2 (An. ) p. 62. 
3 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 62; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 
4 (Z. ) MS. ), p. 22; (Ar. ) (ssZl. ), p. 17. 
5 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142. 
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The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "a date-cluster on a heavily laden date tree; and the 
comment of (Z., Ar. ); on the other hand, (A. )'s translation, 
"clustering down", is fairly close to the interpretation of (As. ), and 
some linguists, as reported by (An., T. ) in particular and that of 
Abü cUbayda, (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T. ) in general. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ga 'iru "hu mustarsi iätun ii Z-au Za 
yadilla Z-aigäsu bayna mutannan wa mursal 
(Q. 41)1 
mustaszaratun 
(T. 33/S. 33/Ai . -P. 37/K'. 33/An. 35/N. 35/H. 34/B. 35/A. 36/T. 35/ 
As. 36)2 
mustaszirätun 
(Z. 36/Ar. 36/K. 33V (b. al-cAräbi)/An. 35V/N. 35V (b. a1-cAräbi)/ 
B. 35V/T. 35V (b. a1-cAräbT))3 
tadi 1 Zu 
(T. 33/S. 33/Aj. -D. 37/K. 33/An. 35/N. 35/H. 34/B. 35/A. 36/Z. 36/ 
T. 35/As. 36/Ar. 36) 
4 
yadiilu 
(Q. 41V/K. 33V (Bundär)/An. 35V (Ahmad b. cUbayd )/N. 33V (K., Bundar)) 5 
Z-madärä 
(B. 35/A. 36/Aj. -D. 37V/An. 35V/T. 35V) 
6 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 141. 
2 (T. ) (DIS ), fol. 20; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21; 
(K. ) (MIS), p. 34; (An. ) 
(Q. ), p. 63; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 145; 
(H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 24; (B. ) ('§SJ. ), p. 89; (A. ) (DIS. ), p. 17; (T. ) 
(SQA. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ). fol. 143. 
3 (Z. ) (NS. ), p. 22; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 14; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 34; (An. ) 
( QS")' P. 63; (N. ) ft T. ), p. 145; (B. ) (SSJ. )T P. 90; (T. ) (ýLA"), 
p. 17. 
4 (T. ) DI . 
), fol. 20; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 34; (An. ) p. 63; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 145; (]I. ) 
(MIQ. ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 89; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (Z. ) (CMS. ), 
p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 143; (Ar. ) (SSH. ), p. 14. 
,..,. 
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41. B- Comment: - 
41. b. 1- mustarsiiätun vs. mustaszarätun vs. mustaszirätun 
1 
Though (Q. ) presented the recension of "n storsiZätv_n" on his 
commentary, he adopted the recension of "n7ustaszarütun" and "ntustasziratun" 
which he believed denoted "twisted". According to (T., Aj. -D., K., An., 
N., B., T. )2 "mustaszarätun" denoted "twisted upwards in different 
3 
directions due to their abundance". To (A., As. ) it denoted "twisted 
upwards". (K., N., T. )4 ascribed to Ibn al-AcräbT the belief that 
'j 5 "mustasziratun" denoted "raised upwards or ascending". (An., Z., Ar. ) 
presented this interpretation, though without referring it to 
Ibn al-Acräbi. (Z., Ar. )6 added "Fier locks and curls raised upwards and 
tied to the top of her head by threads". (An. )7 attributed this inter- 
pretation to Abü Nasir. It can be concluded from the above that there 
is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., K., 
An., N., B., T. ) and that of (A., As. ). Both of these interpretations 
are included in the interpretation of (Q. ) and contract a hyponyrýy- 
superordination semantic relation with it. Further, it can be pointed 
out that the main difference between the recension of ri stcszarat and 
mustaszirat is that, while the former is in the passive voice, the latter 
is in the active. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"creep upwards", and the recension of "; rustaszirat" and the interpretation 
that (K., N., T. ) ascribed to Ibn a1-Acräbi (An., Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 141. 
2 (T. ) DIO. , fol. 20; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SNNS. ), fol. 33; (Y.. ) p. 34; ' (An") (SQS") p. 63; (N. ) (SQT") p. 145; (B. ) (SGJ. ) P. 90; 
(T. ) (sQA. ), p. 17. 
3 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142. 
4 (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 34; (N. ) (soT. , p. 145; 
(T. ) ( 
: 
), p. 17. 
5 (An. ) (SSS. ), P. 63; (Z. ) (CMS. ), P. 22; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 
6 (Z. ) (SMS. ) , p. 22; (Ar. ) (SSM. ) , p. 17. 7 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 63. 
j6Z 
translation, "twisted upwards", is close to the recension of 
"mustaszarat" and is close to the interpretation of (A., As. ) in 
particular and that of (T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., T. ) in general. 
41. b. 2- Z-aigäs vs. Zmad rä 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Z., T., As. ) -2 almost agreed 
that aZ-Cigäs denoted "hair is worn gathered up into curls or knots". 
2 
(H. ) ascribed to al-Hali. l: "Women would take each lock of their hair, 
twist it, and then tie it". According to (Ar. ), 
3 
it denoted "her braided 
hair". 
It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity among the interpretations of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., A., N., Z., 
T., As. ), (al-Ha1l1 - as reported by (H. ) - and (Ar. )). Lane gave the 
11 
following explanation: 
"cägasat sacrahä to denote, she (a woman) (Lth., Msb. ) 
twisted her hair and inserted the ends thereof into 
the parts next to the roots: (Mgh., I. Ath., Nsb. ) 
this is the primary signification. (IAth. ) or she 
took each lock of her hair and twisted it, then tied 
it, so that there remained in it a twisting and then 
let it hang down; (Lth:, D. ) each of the said locks 
is termed ägisä. (Lth. ) and she tied her hair upon 
the back of her neck. (TA. ) and she plaited her 
hair (Msb. ) or cags aZ-sac. ri signifies the gathering 
of the hair together upon the head. (high. ) or the 
plaiting of the hair: or the twisting it upon the 
head: (S. ) you say aagasa saaarahu meaning he 
plaited his hair; and he twisted it. "4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 141; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), ' fol. 23; 
(K. ) (M_) , p. 3; (An. ) (ýS "ýý p. 63; (N. ) (ST. ) , p. 145; (Z. ) ("S-: MS), p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142. 
2 (H. ) (MIO. ), fol. 46. 
3 (Ar. ) SSM. ), p. 17. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I., p. 211. 
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According to (Aj. -D., K., An., B., A. ) 
1, 
"aZ-; raaära" denoted "a 
thing like a thorn with which a woman used to adjust or arrange the 
2 
locks of her hair". (K. ), it should be pointed out, attributed to 
Bundär: ""aagtisa is synonymous with aZ-nadarä because both denote "an 
instrument which a woman puts into her hair"". Furthermore, they were 
almost unanimous in believing it connoted that the described instruments 
or thorns were well hidden and lost in her hair because of its thickness. 
3 
In addition, (B. ) ascribed to Abü cAli al-Qali the belief that it might 
allude to the habit of some women who used to wear hair pieces. "It 
connotes", al-Qäli went on, "the artificial hair attached to her own 
original hair was well hidden". In accordance with this tradition, 
there was attributed to cAJisa the saying, "It is all right for a woman 
with fine hair to wear a hair piece". (B. ), however, it should be 
added, did not favour this interpretation. 
At this point in the presentation, it is interesting to have 
recourse to Lane's explanation: 
"An iron instrument with which the head is scratched, 
(T. ) a thing like a large needle, with which the 
female hair-dresser adjusts or puts in order the 
locks of a woman's hair; (S. ) or a wooden instrument 
" which a woman puts into her hair. 
ý' 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "the plaits", and (A. )'s translation, 
"knots", are close to the recension of Z-Oiqa . Further, while there 
is a close correspondence between the former translation and the 
interpretation of (Ar. ), the latter translation is close to the inter- 
pretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., Z., T., As. 
). 
I (Ai. -D) (SKIS. ), fol. 33; (K. ) (*_) , p. 
34; (An. ) (SQS. ) 
, p. 
63; 
(B. ) (SSJ. S, p. 90; (A. ) (UIQ"), p. 17. 
2 (K. ) (M IQ .), p. 34. 3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 90. 
4 Ibn Qurtayba. CUyün al-Ahbär, vol. 4, p. 102. 
5 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 90. 
/----10 "79 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa kasvhin latifin kal5ad lti r& . aOsczrin 
wa sägin ka cnbFibi s-sagiyy i-mucailai 
(Q. 42/T. 34/S. 34/Aj. -J . 37/K. 34/An. 36/N. 36/H. 35/B. 36/Y_, 37/ 
Z. 37/T. 36/As. 37/Ar. 37)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
1 (Q. ) (JA-A. ), p. 142; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (S. ) DSG'. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -P. ) (SNS. ), fol. 
24; (I: 
") 
(A'IQ"), p. 34; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 64; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 146; (H. ) 24; (B. ) p. 90; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 23; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 143; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 17. 
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42. C- Commentaries: - 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the accurate 
denotation of the following: 
42. c. 1- Zatif: - 
To (Q. ) 
I it was subject to a two-fold interpretation: "(1) a neat 
waist, (2) a slender, lean waist". (K., N. )2 presented (Q. )'s first 
alternative interpretation. To (An., T. ) 
3 it denoted. "a slender and 
slight waist''. (Z., Ar. )4 presented (Q. )'s second alternative above 
presented interpretation. Moreover, (Aj. -D., Z., Ar. )5 commented on 
this hemistich: "she shows a nice waist" (Aj. -D.? slender, and lean as 
a cammel's nose-rein". 
It can be observed from the above that the interpretation of 
(An., T. ) is partially synonymous with that of (Q. )'s second alternative 
interpretation. Further, (Q. )'s first interpretation, and the inter- 
pretation of (K., N. ) include that of (Q. )'s second alternative inter- 
pretation, (An., Z., T., Ar. ) and contracts a superordination-hypon3my 
relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "a slender waist, thin", is close to (Q. )'s 
second interpretation, and that of (Z., Ar. ) in particular and the inter- 
pretätion of (? _n., T. 
) in general. At the same time, there is a close 
t 
correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "a waist slender and slight", 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 142. 
2 (K. ) ºiI . ), p. 34; (N. ) p. 146. 
3 (An. ) sSS S. ), p. 64; (T. ) (.: SL. ), p. 17. 
4 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 23; (Ar. ) (IS: 1. ), p. 17. 
5 (Aj. -D. ) (NS-), fol. 23. (Z. )_ Ibid; (Ar. ) Ibid. 
6 (Aj. -D. ) Ibid. 
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and the interpretation of (An., T. ) in particular, and (Q. )'s second 
alternative interpretation and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) in 
general. Moreover, while (J. )'s translation, "And she meets me", does 
not correspond with any of the above presented commentaries, (A. )'s 
translation, "she shows me", is fairly close to the interpretation of 
(Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ). 
42. c. 2- anbüb: - 
To (Q. )1 it denoted either, "the persian reed, or papyrus". (As. )2, 
it has to be indicated, ascribed (Q. )'s second interpretation to 
Abü cAmr. While (T., K., N., B., A., T. ) 
3 
were rather unanimous in 
believing it denoted "papyrus", (Aj. -P., Z., Ar. ) 
4 
believed it denoted 
"the part, or space between two nodes of a cane or reed". To (An. )5it 
was subject to a two-fold interpretation: "(1) papyrus that grows in 
the midst of the leaves of a date-palm, (2) the stem of a reed". While 
6 (Si. ) ascribed (An. )'s first interpretation to Abü Hätim, (H. )7 
ascribed his second interpretation to al-Asmdci. It has to be added, 
however, that (K., An., N., T., Z., Ar. ) 
8 
paraphrased this hemistich as: 
"the poet likened her shank to the stem of a watered date-palm". 
Moreover, (Z., Ar. )9 attributed to some linguists the interpretation: 
"the poet likened her shank to the reed of a watered bent papyrus". 
It is necessary to add that (T., K., An., N., B., A., Z., T. ) 
10 
were almost unanimous that it connoted that' the calf of the described 
woman is as white, soft, smooth as the papyrus". To (Aj. -D. )'1it 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ) , p. 142. 
2 (As. ) (PIQ_), fol. 142 
3 (T. ) (DIS), fol. 20; (K. ) (i"SIQ. ), p. 34; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 146; (B. ) 
(WSJ. ), p. 90; (A. ) (DIQ"), p" 17; (T. ) (SOA. ), F. 17. 
4 (Aj. -D. ) (SKIS. ), fol. 23; (Z. ) (SIIS., p. 23 (Ar. ) QSSM. ), p. 17. 
5 (An. )(SQS. ), p. 64. 
6 (SI. ) (RI-Q. ), fol. 11. 
7 (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 24. 
8 (K. ) p. 34; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 64; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 146; (T. ) 
(, ýQA. ) 
t p. 17; 
(Z. ) SKIS. ), -p723; (Ar. ) (SSý1. ), p. 17. 
9 (Z. ) (' MS. ), p. 23; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 17. 
10 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (K. ) (ýSIQ. ), p. 35; (An. ) (SOS. ). p. 64; (N. ) 
(T. ), p. 146; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 90; (A. ) (IQ. ), p. 17: (Z. ) (SM-IS. ), 
n_ (T_) (SA_) n_ 17 
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connoted that "the colour of her calf was white mingled with yellow 
like the colour of the papyrus". To (AsJit connoted that her calf 
was as white, straight and smooth as the papyrus". To (Ar. )2it 
connoted "her calf was as smooth, plump and white as papyrus". 
To sum up, it can be inferred from the above presentation that 
(Q. )'s second interpretation and the interpretation of (T., K., N., B., 
A., T. ) include that of (An. )'s first interpretation and contract a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it. Further, (T., K., An., N., 
B., A., Z., T. )'s comment on the connotation of this lexexne is partially 
synonymous with that of (As. ) and (Ar. ). 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. ) 's translation, "a 
shank, like the stem of a palm tree", and the comment on this hemistich 
presented by (K., An., N., T., Z., Ar. ). Similarly, there is a close 
correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "a smooth sham: like the 
reed of a watered, bent papyrus", and the interpretation that (Z., Ar. ) 
attributed to some linguists. Furthermore, his translation, "smooth", 
is partially close to the connotative interpretation of (T., K., An., 
N., B., A. ) Z., T. 
) in particular and that of (As., Ar. ) in general. 
42. c. 3- s--sagiy yi 
While (Q., T., An., N., B., A., T., Ar. )3 believed it denoted "the 
watered date-palms, and (Aj. -D. )4 believed it denoted "papyrus", (K., Z. )5 
believed it denoted'a watered plant. " (An. ) 
6 
reported that it was said 
I (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142. 
2 (Ar. ) (S SI1. , p. 17. 
3 (ýQ. ) (JAA. ), p. 142; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 64; (N. ) 
(SQ1'. ), p" 14 7; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 90; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (T. ) (LOA. ), 
p. 17; (Ar. ) (SS; 1. ), p. 17. 
4 (Aj. -D. ) (CMS . ), fol . 23. 5 (K. ) (!, LIZZ . ), p. 34; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 23. 6 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 64. 
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to denote "papyrus". (As. )i adopted this last interpretation which (Q. ) 
ascribed to al-Asmaci and Abi cAmr. Furthermore, (An. )2 attributed to 
some linguists the interpretation, "the well watered plant''. 
It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial syno- 
nymity between the interpretation of (K., Z. ) and the last interpreta- 
tion which (An. ) ascribed to some linguists. Both of these interpreta- 
tions, in their turn, include the interpretation of (Q., T., An., N., 
B., A., T., Ar. ) and that of (As. ) which (Q. ) ascribed to al-AsmäcT and 
Abü cAmr, and contract a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. ) refrained from translating this lexeme, (A. )'s transla- 
tion, "watered", is fairly close to the interpretation of (Q., T., K., 
An., N., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ) in particular and that which (An. ) 
attributed to some linguists in general. 
42. c. 4- Z-mudallali 
(Q., T., An., B., A., As. )3believed it denoted "racemes of date 
palms that were cultivated, gathered and made ready to be reaped". 
While (Aj. -D. 
ý 
believed it denoted "smooth and tender plant", (K. )5 
thought it denoted "racemes of date palms that were bent down because 
of their abundance and ripeness". Furthermore, (K. )6 attributed to 
Bundär the interpretation "The described papyrus is so soft and. tender 
- that even a gentle breeze bends it". (N., T. )ý, apart from presenting 
the interpretation of (Q., T., An., B., A., As. ) and that of (K. ) and 
I (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142. 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 64. 
3 (Q. ) (JAt1. j, p. 142; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 64; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), p. 90; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142. 
4 (SMS. ) 
, fol. 23. 
5 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 35. 
6 Ibid. 
7 (N. ) (SQ. T"), p. 147; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 
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Bund-ar, they added that it was said to denote: "(1) papyrus that is so 
bent down by saturation it is low enough for everyone to catch easily, 
(2) water polluted by descent of many paddlers". (Z., Ar. )1 
believed it denoted "date palms that are bent down because of the 
abundance of their racemes, so that their branches overshade and 
shelter these papyri from the sun". Moreover, (Z., Ar. ý attributed to 
some linguists the interpretation that "the poet likened her calf to 
the reed of a watered, bent papyrus". 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "a stem of a palm tree bending over from the weight of its 
fruit", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). On the other hand, as 
indicated earlier, there is close correspondence between (A. )'s trans- 
lation, "the reed of a watered, bent papyrus", and the interpretation 
that (Z., Ar. ) ascribed to some linguists. 
1 (Z. ) (S IS. ), p. 23; (Ar-. ) (SSM. ), p. 17. 
2 Ibid. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa yudhi fatitu Z-miski fawqa firazsiha 
na' ud-duhä lam tantatiq Can tafadduZ' 
(q. 43/T. 30/-An. 37/_H. 36/B. 37/As . 38)1 
Wa tudhi 
(S. 35/A. 40/Z. 38/Ar. 38)2 
fa tudhi 
(Aj. -D. 38) 
3 
na'wna 
(S. 35/K. 35/N. 37/T. 37)4 
1 (Q. ) (Z4A. ), p. 143; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 20; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 65; (H") Mý") fol. 24 
(B. )((SSJ. ), p. 91; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 143. 
2 (S. ) DSP. ), p. 148: (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 23; 
(Ar. ) p. 17. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 23. 
4 (S. ) (DSP. ), fol. 148; (K. ) (MI . 
), p. 35; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 147; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 
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43. B- Comment 
43. b. 1- wa vs. fa 
For a comprehensive discussion of the semantic applications of 
the conjunctions wa vs. fa, the reader is referred to p. 140-2. 
The Translations: 
"In the morning", the translation employed by both translators, 
does not correspond to either of these recensions nor to any of the 
commentaries. 
43. b. 2- tudhi vs. yut 
While thosJ who read it as "tudhi" regarded the woman described 
as being the subject, those who read it as "yui " considered the 
subject to be the musk. 
The Translations: 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"when she wakes, the particles of musk ... 
", and the recension of 
"t4s`, (A. )'s translation, "the grains of musk ... ", is very close 
to the recension of "yudhi". 
43. b. 3- na'5nv vs. na'ürna 
While those who read it as "na'äimu" regarded it in the nominative 
2 
case being a predicative to the described woman, (K., T. ) maintained 
that "nauma" is in the accusative case by an omitted verb, namely 
ffQCi22it, I II mean". 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between both "she sleeps" and 
"sleeping", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively, and the 
recension of "naývmu". 
1 See p. 370. 
2 (K. ) (MIQ":, p. 35; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 
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43. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the accurate denotation of the 
. 
following: 
43. c. 1- fatitu . 
Z-misk 
To (Q., Z., As., Ar. )1 it denoted "the crumbled particles of musk 
2 
that hang over her bed". (Aj. -D., K., N., B., T. ) thought it denoted 
, "the grains of musk that crumbled from her skin onto her bed". To (An. ) 
3 
however, it denoted "the musk that was crumbled onto her bed by someone 
(i. e. servants)". At the same time he attributed to 
Abt- Jacfar Ahmad Ibn cAbid the interpretation: "The musk has not been 
crumbled by someone onto her bed, but it is her body that scented the 
bed with musk". 
To sum up, it is apparent from the above presentation that the 
interpretation of (Aj. -D., K., N., B., T. ) is synonymous with the inter- 
pretation that (An. ) attributed to b. cAbid. At the same time, the 
interpretation of (Q., Z., As., Ar. ) includes the interpretation of 
(Aj. -D., K., N., B., T., b. cAbid) and that of (An. ), and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "the particles of musk are lying over 
her bed", and (A. )'s, "the grains of musk hang over her couch", are 
close to the interpretation of (Q., Z., As., Ar. ). 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 142; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 23; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 142; . (Ar. ) (SSi"1. ) 
, p. 17. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SNS. ), fol. 23; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 35; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 47; 
(B. ) ( . ), p. 91; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 17. 3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 65. 
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43. c. 2- ? con tantatigaan taffaddu VT 
Commentators were almost unanimous in thinking it denoted "the 
described lady does not bother to gird her waist to labour". Moreover, 
(Q. )lreferred to al-Asmacl, and (An., T. ) 
2 
referred to some linguists as 
interpreting it, "She is not prepared to labour after donning her single 
flimsy garment", or: "a single garment with which a woman wraps herself; 
because she leads an easy, comfortable and prosperous life, and has a 
3 
lot of servants to meet her every need". Likewise, (Q. ) attributed to 
some linguists the interpretation: "She is 
in the habit of wearing nothing more than a flimsy garment because, 
unlike other women, she is not used to going out, but confines herself 
to her home". Furthermore, he attributed to other linguists the belief 
"Unlike the thin women, who might wear more than a single garment to 
compensate for their thinness and pretend that they have a fuller figure, 
she is so plump that she does not need to wear more than a single flimsy 
4 
garment". "Some linguists understood it to connote", (Q. ) continued, 
"She is so tall and so plump that she does not need to wear more than 
a single garment, nor does she need to gird it". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "does not gird her waist with a working 
dress", and (A. )'s translation, "not girded and aproned to labour", are 
close to the interpretation presented by all other coumentators. 
ýr 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), P. 143; (An. ) (SQS"), P. 66; (T. ) (SQA"), P. 18. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa taatü bi rahsin gayri satnin ka anna hü 
asäriou Zabyin aw masäwiku Ishii 
(Q. 44/T. 36/S. 36/Aj. -D. 40/K. 36/An. 38/N. 38/H. 37/B. 38/A. 38/ 
Z. 39/T. 38/As. 39/Ar. 39)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 143; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; (S. ) DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
28; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 36; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 66: 
(N. ) (LOT. ), p. 150; (N. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 24; (B. ý (SS J. ), p. 91; 
(A. ) (DIg), p. 17; (Z. ) . p. 
24; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 18; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 144; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 18. 
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44. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: - 
v 44. c. I--satnin: - 
While (Q., Aj. -D., Z. )Ibelieved it denoted "thick fingers", (T., 
K., An., N., B., A., T., As. )2were almost unanimous in believing it 
denoted "coarse fingers". 
It can be concluded from the above presentation that the inter- 
pretation of (Q., Aj. -D., Z. ) includes that of (T., K., An., N., B., A., 
T., As. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While (3. )'s translation "thick" is fairly close to the interpre- 
tation of (Q., Aj. -D., Z. ), (A. ) 's translation "coarse" is fairly close 
to the interpretation of (T., K., An., N., - B., A., T., As. ). 
44. c. 2- asýtriau 
To (Q., Aj. , K., An., N., T. 
)3 it denoted "certain small worms of 
smoothed backs that inhabit the sand". At the same time, (Q., K., N., 
T. )4 reported that "it was said that they inhabit the bush". (T. )5 
believed it denoted "multicoloured worms that inhabit the sands". (D. )6 
believed it denoted "certain worms that inhabit the bush. They have 
evenly spaced markings like fingers stained with henna. When they are 
disturbed, they wreak havoc with the bush".. (H. attributed to al-HälTl: 
"They are of the same colours as the briar and grass". Likewise, he 
vv 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 143; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 23; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 24. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (K. ) (M. ), p. 36; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 66;, (N. ) 
(ýLT_. ), p. 151; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 91; (A. ) (DIQ"), p. r7; (T. ) (SýLA") 
p. 18; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 143. V 
3 (Q. ) (JA. A. ), p. 143; (A. j. ) SS: `1S. ), fol. 23; (K. )., (NIQ. ), p. 36; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 66; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 151; (T. ) S A. ), p. 18. 
4 (Q. ) (Ja. ), p. 143; (K. ) (MIIQ. , p. 36; 
(N. ) (SOT. ), p. 151; (T. ) 
(ýQA. ), p. 18; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 36; (N. ) (SQT"), -p. -151; (T. ) (SQA. ), 
p. 18. 
5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20. 
6 (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 23. 
7 (H. ) (EI(. ) , fol. 24. 
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attributed to Abi Zayd al-Kiläbi: "They are multicoloured worms, a 
hand's span in length, that are eaten by dogs, birds, and flies. As 
} 
they multiply, they destroy the bush". Further, (H. ) elaborated, 
"al-Kiläbi and Ibn al-Sikkit confirmed that these worms cannot inhabit 
2 
any place save grasses and scrub". Moreover, (H., B. ) attributed to 
Abu al-QiS: "They were often associated with "Zab y" deer, because the 
3 
latter eat them. Over and above, while (B., A. ) believed it denoted 
"white worms inhabit the sands", (Z. ) 
4 
believed it denoted "certain 
S 
worms that inhabit the damp places and grasses". To (As., Ar. ), "they 
are small white worms with red heads that inhabit the sands and a 
certain valley called IsrcC". Finally, it is interesting to add that, 
according to al-Asmd i, the tendrils are called "asä o''. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation "worms of the desert" and (A. )'s transla- 
Lion "sand-worms" are close to the interpretation of (Q., Aj., K., An., 
N., T. ). 
44. c. 3- Zaby: - 
(Q., T., K., An., B., A., T. )6believed it denoted "a sand dune". 
7 
Though. (Q., Aj. ) attributed this interpretation to al-Asmä'i, the former 
elaborated that it might denote "a damp valley"; the latter, however, 
believed it denoted "a name of a valley". To (D. )8 it denoted "a name 
of a place near Di-QHr". (H., Z. )9believed it denoted "a name of a 
10 C 
place". (As. ) attributed to Abü Amr: "It is a term for a tract of 
1 (11. ) (ý; I .), fol. 24. 2 (N. ) fol. 24; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 92. 
3 (B. ) QS 9J. ), p. 92; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17. 
4 (Z. ) ( "), p. 24. 5 (As. ) fol. 143; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 18. 
6 (Q. ) (JE1A. ), p. 143; (T. ) (. DI. ), fol. 20; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 36; 
(An. ) (ýQS"), p. 67; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 92; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (T. ) 
(Q"), p. 18. 
7 (Q. ) (IAA. ), p. 143; (Aj. ) SrlS. ), fol. 143. 
8 (D. ) (SKIS. ), fol. 143.9 (H. ) fol. 24; (Z. ) (SMS. ) , p. 24. 
10 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 143. 
* al-AsmaCi. Kitab al-Nahl wa al-Karns , p. 
22. 
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land". 
From the above it can be inferred that the interpretation that 
(As. ) ascribed to Abi 
cAmr includes the interpretations presented by all 
the above mentioned commentators. More precisely, it contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. Similarly, the 
interpretation of (Aj. ) includes (Q. )'s second interpretation and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
Furthermore, (H., Z. )'s interpretation includes that of (D. ) and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translation: - 
Though both (J. )'s translation, "the worms of the desert of Zabi", 
and (A. )'s translation, "sand-worms of Zaby", correspond to none of the 
above mentioned commentators, they are close to the commentaries of 
(Q., Aj ., K. , An. , N. , T. 
) on the denotation of the lexeme : Cu:?, 'asärwhich 
has already been discussed earlier. 
44. c. 4-. Ishil 
According to al-Asmaci, it denoted "a species of tree whose twigs 
are used as tooth-sticks, i. e. a piece of stick with which the teeth 
are rubbed and cleaned! (Q., T., A., T. ), it should be indicated, 
adopted this interpretation, which (An. ), in his turn, attributed to 
Ibn al-Sikkit. (Aj. -D., K., N., B. ) favouring this interpretation, 
added: "These trees resemble the trees of . 4räk ", i. e. kind of trees 
termed "harnd": 
I al-AsnäCt, Kitäb al-Nabät wa 1-Sajar, p. 41. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 143; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; 
(T. ) (SQA ), p. 18. 
3 (An. ) (ý5. ), p. 66. 
4 (Aj. -D. ) ( ý1S. ), fol. 23; (K. ) p. 36; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 151; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 92. 
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"(A. Hn., K.; ) as also irk: (Ibn- Abbad, K.: ) and (K. ) 
certain trees of the kind termed hcimd, (T. , S. , Misr, 
K. ) well known, bearing what resemble bunches of 
grapes, (T., TA. ) and of which sticks for cleaning 
the teeth are made, (AHn., Abu- Ziyäd, Msb., K., ) 
that of its branches, (AHn., Abu- Ziyäd, Msb. ) and of 
its roots, 'rLic? - latter are more esteemed for this 
purpose: (Abi Ziyäd) it is the best of the trees of 
which the branches are used for this purpose, and 
the best of those upon which beasts feed with 
respect to the odour of the milk [yielded by those 
beasts]: (AHn. ) or one of the large thorny trees, 
upon which camels feed: the milk of the camels that 
feed upon it is the best of the milk: and it is not 
allowable to prohibit the public from feeding their 
beasts upon it: (*igh.: ) or a kind of tall, smooth, 
or soft, tree, abounding with leaves and branches, 
the wood of which is weak, and which has a fruit in 
branches, or racemes, called bärir, one bunch of 
1 
which will fill the hand". 
(H. ) quoted Abü cAmr al-Saybäni as saying: "They resemble a species 
of tamarisk that is called "al-atal""`. According to (Z., Ar. ), 
3 it 
denoted "a species of tree of delicate twigs that used to be cut off, 
trimmed, then used as tooth-sticks". (As. )) believed it denoted "a 
species of tree of soft and delicate twigs". 
Furthermore, it has to be remembered that, while (T., A. ) believed 
it connoted that "the poet likened the soft, smooth and white fingers 
of his beloved to the twigs of Ishil trees", (An. ) quoted Ibn al-Sikkit 
as believing it connoted: "The poet likened the delicate, smooth, white 
1 Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. I, p. 50- 
2 (H. ) (UI 
_Q. 
) 
, fol. 24. 
3 (Z. ) (ENS. ), p. 24; (Ar. ) (SS: 1. ), p. 18. 
4 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 143. 
5 (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 20; (A. ) (D, S), p. 17. 
6 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 67. 
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and straight fingers of his beloved to the twigs of Ishil trees". To 
(Z., T., Ar. ) 
1, 
however, it connoted, "the poet likened the soft and 
smooth fingers of his beloved to the twigs of Ishil trees". 
From the above, it can be observed that there is a partial syno- 
nymity among the interpretations of al-Asmäci, (Q., T., A., T. ), (Aj. -D., 
K., N., B. ), Ibn al-Sikkit as reported by (An. ), and that of (Z., Ar. ). 
These interpretations are included in that of (As. ) and contract a 
hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with it. 
Similarly, the connotative interpretations of (T., A. ) is partially 
synonymous with that of Ibn al-Sikkit, as reported by (An. ) and both. of 
them are included in that of (Z., T., Ar. ) and contract a hypcnymy- 
superordination semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "soft as the tooth-brushes of the Ishil. 
tree", and (A. )'s translation, "tooth-sticks of ishil-wood", are 
partially close to the interpretation of al-Asmaci, (Q., T., A., T. ), 
(Aj. -D., K., N., B. ), Ibn al-Sikkit as reported by (An. ) and that of 
(Z., Ar. ). ; Moreover, while on the one hand there is a close corres- 
pondence between (J. )'s translation, "soft", and-the interpretation of 
(Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation, "delicate", on the other hand, is 
partially close to the interpretation that (An. ) attributed to 
Ibn al-Sikkit. 
VV 
1 (Z. ) (SHS. ), P. 24; (T. ) (SQA"), P. 18; (Ar. ) (S5ýi. ), P. 18. 
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The Recensions: - 
ka bikri Z-nugärz ti Z-bay di bi sufratin 
gadäha namiru Z-mä'i gayra muhalZal 
(Q. 45/T. 39/S. 39/Aj. -D. 33/K. 39/An. 41/N. 41/H. 29/T. 41/As. 42/Ar. 32)1 
Z-bayadu 
(K. 39/An. 41/N. 41/T. 41)2 
Z-bayäda 
(K. 39/An. 41/N. 41/Z. 32/T. 41/As. 42) 3 
mugänctti i-bayädi 
(B. 41/A. 32/As. 42V (Asm. ))4 
)LilallilZ 
(K. 39V/An. 41V/N. 39V (K. )/T. 41V)5 
Z-muhallaZZ 
(Z. 32)6 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 144; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SM. ), fol. 20; (K. ) (MI Q. ), p. 38; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 70; 
(N. ) (JQI. ), p. 154; (H. ) (MIO. ), fol. 19; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 18; (As. ) (L-IQ. 
fol. 12;. (Ar. ) 
_ 
(SS1-:. ) 
, p. 14. 2 (K. ) (1`fß. ), p. 38;, (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 154. Y 3 (K. ), ibid; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 70; (N. ) (S T. ), p. 155; (T. ) (SQA. ), 
p. 19; (Z. ) p. 21; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fob. 144. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 43; (A. ) 210. ), p. 16; (As. ) (Du. ), fol. 1`&5. 
5 (K. ) (1 . ), P. 38; (An. ) (SOS. ), P. 72; (N. ) (SQT. ), P. 15'.; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 19. 
6 (Z. ) LiS. ), p. 21. 
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45. B- Comment 
45. b. 1- Z-bayadi vs. Z-bayädu vs. Z-bayäda 
While those' who read it as "at-bayadi" regarded it as being in 
the genitive case, and those2 who read it as "al-bayädu" as in the 
nominative, those who read it as ' ? -bayada"3 considered it to be in 
the accusative. 
The Translations: 
Both (J. )'s translation, "whiteness mixed with yellowness", and 
(A. )'s translation, "its whiteness mingled with yellow", are in the 
nominative case. Therefore, both these translations are close to the 
recension of "". Z-bayadu". 
45. b. 2- rnuhaZZal vs. muhaZZiZi 
While commentators4 who read it as "muhaZZali" were unanimous in 
believing it denoted "sullied or turbid", those5 who reported that it 
was read as "m'4aZZili" believed it denoted "water which the body absorbs 
and dissolves quickly". 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between "sullied", as translated 
by both translators, and the recension of "muhallal? ". 
I. See p. 380. 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Ibid. 
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45. C- Commentaries 
Commentators disagreed as to the precise denotation of the 
following: 
45. c. 1- bikr 
While (Q., K., An., N., II., B., T., Arj believed it denoted 
"the first egg of the ostrich", (T., Aj. -D. )2thought it denoted "the 
pearl". At the same time (An. )3 attributed to Abu CUbayda the inter- 
4 
pretation: "the first of the papyrus". According to (A. ) it yielded 
a two-fold interpretation: (1) "the first egg of the ostrich", (2) an 
unpierced pearl which takes shelter at the edge of the shell within 
which it is contained". While, on the one hand, (Z. )5satisfied with 
presenting the three varied interpretations illustrated above, (As. )6 
on the other hand, favoured (A. )'s second interpretation. 
Summing up, it can be inferred from the above that (A. )'s second 
interpretation and (As. )'s interpretation has a less range of denotation 
than that of (T., Aj. -D. ). In short, the latter interpretation includes 
the former and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relationship 
with it. 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both (J. ) and (A. )'s 
translation, "the first egg of the ostrich", and the interpretation of 
(Q., K., An., N., B., T. ) and (Ar. ) and (A. )'s first interpretation. 
1: CQ"), CJAA), p. 144, (K. ), (NIQ)., p. 38, (Ai. ), 
C QT") p. 154, T. 19, CB. L. CSSJ1, 
p. 19, (Ar. ). ,* CS S311), p. 15. 
2. CT. I I. (D) , fol. 27 ; 
CSMS)_, fol. 20.3. 
4. (A. ). (DIQ), p. 76. 
5. Cz. ). ( remis), p". 21. 
6. (As. ), (DIQ), fol. 142. 
CSQS1_, p. 72, 
7793, CT. ). (SQA. ), 
N4 (An. ) (SQS) p. 72. 
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45. c. 2- narr r 
While (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., H., B., T., As. ) 
I 
believed it 
denoted "a wholesome satiating water whether sweet or not", (T., A. 
)2 
thought it denoted "a sweet and wholesome satiating water". While (Q. ) 
attributed the first interpretation, mentioned above, to Abü CAmr.,. (An. )* 
attributed the latter interpretation to Abu CUbayda. To (Z., Ar. ) it 
denoted "sweet, pure and wholesome satiating water". 
Semantically, it can be concluded from the above that the inter- 
pretation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., H., B., T., As. ) has a wider 
range of denotation than the interpretation of (T., A. ) and that of 
(Z., Ar. ). In fact, while it includes the interpretation of (T., An. ) 
and contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy relation with it, at the 
same time, it includes the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) and establishes a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it. Furthermore, the interpreta- 
tion of (T., A. ) includes that of (Z., Ar. ) and contracts a super- 
ordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
At this point of discussion, it would seem useful to turn our 
attention to Lane's explanation: 
"mcz'un nam'2run (T., S., M., A., K. ) and nirrmun, wholesome 
water, whether sweet or not: (S., K. ) or sweet and whole- 
some water: (T., A.: ) or wholesome in satiety: (TA. ) 
or copious (Ibn Keyran, M., K.: ) or increasing in quality 
syn.. nam n. i6 
The Translations: 
There is a partial correspondence between both (J. )'s transla- 
tion, "pure water", and (A. )'s translation, "water pure", and the 
interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). 
1. (g. ý. (JAA), p. 144, (Aj-D, ), (SMS)-, fol. 2Q, (K. )- (MIQ), p. 38, (An. ) 
(SD p. 72, (N. ý ( T), p. . 
154, (H")_, (M1, fol .] 
C5.1, (SJ), 
p. 93, (T. ). (SQA), p. 19, (As. ). (DIO)., fol. 142, 
2. fol. 21, (A. 1. (DIQ)_, p. 16. 
3. 
, TAA , p. 144, 
(An. ). (SOS), p. 72.4. (An. ) (SQS) p. 72. 
(Z. ). (SMS), p. 21, (Ar. ).. (SSN), p. 14. 
. 
6. Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, Vol. III, p. 2853 
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R- The Recensions: - 
tudi'u z, --zaZcnna bi Zeisäi ka'anna ha 
manamtzcmumsä rähibin mutabattiZZ 
(Q. 46/T. 37/S. 37/Aj. -D. 40/K. 37/An. 39/N. 39/H. 39/B. 39/A. 39/Z. 40/T. 39/ 
As. 40/Ar . 40) 
I 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 145; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (S. ) (DSP. ý, p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 23; (K. ) (11IQ. ), p. 36; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 67; 
(N. ) (_SQT. ), p. 151; (H. ) (MIQ. )-, f ol. 27; (B. ) (SS3. ), p. 92; 
(A. ) (DI0. ), p. 17; (Z. ) (S: 1S. ), p. 24; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 18; (As. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 144; (Ar. ) (SSi`i. , p. 19. 
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46. C- ComMentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: 
46. c. 1- manaratu: - 
To (Q. ) 
I it yielded a two-fold interpretation: (1) "the lamp", 
(2) "the light tower". (T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., T., As. ) 
2 
almost 
unanimously believed that it denoted "the lamp". (A., As. )3 added that 
it might denote "the light tower". While attributing this interpreta- 
tion to Ibn a1-Sikkit, (An. ) 
4 
at the same time quoted Ibn Habib as 
saying: "The poet likened his beloved to the lamp of a monk, because 
the latter keeps his lamp shining continuously throughout the night". 
(K. ) S attributed to Bundär the interpretation "a shining tower". 
Furthermore, he and (N. ) 
6 
quoted Bundär as saying "The poet likened the 
shining beauty of the above-mentioned woman to an ever shining tower, 
because its glowing can be. seen from a far distance due to its height". 
To (An., Z., T. )7it connoted "The poet likened the way her face 
lightens and shatters the black shadows of the evening to the lamp of a 
dedicated monk who keeps his lamp shining all through the night". (Z. )8 
added "as a sign of guidance for those who have been led astray or lost 
their way in the desert". 
To sum up, it becomes apparent from the above presentation that 
the paraphrase of Ibn Habib, as reported by (An. ), is fairly synonymous 
with that of (An., T., Z. ). (Q. )'s interpretation, "the lamp", is, on 
the one hand, synonymous with that of (T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., T., 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 145. 2 (T, ) (DIQ. ), fol. 20; (A}-D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 22; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 152; 
(B") (SSJ. ), p. 92; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 17; (Z. ) p. 24; (T. ) 
(SSA. ) 
, p. 18; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ) 
, 
fol . 
3 (A. ) p. 17; (As .) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 
4 (An. ) S S. ), p. 68. 
5 (K. ) (rl` Imo) , p. 37. 6 (N. ) (S 
. 
QT. ), p. 152. 
7 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 68; (Z. ) p. 24; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 18. 
8 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 24. 
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As. ), while, on the other hand, his interpretation, "light tower", is 
synonymous with that of Bindär as reported by (K. ). 
The Translations: - 
Though (J. )'s translation, "the light tower", is close to the 
second interpretation of (Q. ) and that of Bundär as reported by (K. ), 
his translation of the rest of the line depends completely on the 
interpretation of (Z. ) in particular and that of (An., T., Ibn Habib) 
in general. 
On the other hand, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s 
translation, "lamp", and (Q. )'s first interpretation and that of 
(T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., T., As. ) and Ibn al-Sikkit, as reported by 
(An. ) 
. Furthermore, there 
is a close correspondence between his 
translation of the rest of this verse and the interpretation of (An., T. ) 
in particular and that of (Z., Ibn Habib) in general. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ilä mitlihä yarnu ZhaZimu sabäbatan 
idd mä sbakarrat bayna dirain wa mijwal 
(Q. 47/T. 38/S. 38/Aj. -P. 42/K. 38/An. 40/N. 40/H. 38/B. 40/A. 41/ 
Z. 41/T. 40/As. 41/Ar. 41)1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (AA.?, p. 146; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
23; (K. ) (P110. ), p. 37; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 68; 
(N. ) (S T. ), p. 152; (H. ) (MI O. ), fol. 26; (B. ý (SSJ. ), p. 92; 
(A. ) (DIQ"), p. 18; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 25; (T. ) (SgA. )ý p. 18; 
(As. ) (DS. ), fol. 144; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 19. 
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47. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators disagreed as to the denotation of the following. 
47. c. 1- sbakarrat 
To (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., Z. )Iit denoted "she stretched herself to 
full size, completely upright". (Q., N. ) 
2 
ascribed to al-Asmaci the 
interpretation,. "she stood up with ease". Similarly, while (An. )3 on 
the one hand, attributed to Abü cUbayda the interpretation, "a fully 
grown and plump girl", and to some linguists, "a girl of a perfect 
youth and full figure", (N. ); on the other hand, attributed to some 
linguists the belief, "a girl well-proportioned in height". (Ar. )5 it 31 
has to be indicated, presented this interpretation. According to (K., 
N., B., A., T. )6it denoted "she stood up". (As. )7believed it denoted 
"she stretched herself and walked". 
From the above it can be observed that the interpretation of (K., 
N., B., T. ) includes that of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., A., Z. ). Precisely, 
it stands in a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. As to the 
interpretation that is attributed to al-Asmäci, Abü cUbayda , and some 
linguists; and that of (As. ), each of them, as it is apparent, has a 
rather different denotation from the other. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "she 
is well proportioned in height", and the interpretation that (N. ) 
ascribed to some linguists, and that of (Ar. ). At the same time there 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 146; (T. ) (D IQ. ), fol. 21; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 22; 
(An. ) (ýS. ), p. 69 ; (Z. ) (Sý1S. ), p. 25. - 
2 (Q. ) (JA.. ), p. 146; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 152. - 3 (An. ) (b0S. ), p. 69. 
4 (N. ) (S77, p. 152. 
3s: 4. ), P. 19. 5 (Ar. ) (S 
6 (K. ) (: SIQ), p. 37; (N. ) (SQT-), p. 152; (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 92; (A. ) 
DI . 
), p. 18; (T. ) (SQA") , P. 
18. 
7 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 144. 
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is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "upstanding", 
and that of (K., N., B., T. ). 
47. c. 2- dirCin 
To (Q. )1 it might either denote "a woman's garment" or "a woman's 
shift". While (T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., T. )2favoured the first of 
3 (Q. )'s interpretations, (K., Z., As., Ar. ) favoured the second one. 
Aside from the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., T. ) 
which contracts a superordination_hyponymy relation with that of (K., 
Z., As., Ar. ), it is necessary to have a look at Lane's clarification: 
"A woman's shift, (S., M$b., K. ) a garment or a piece 
of cloth, in the middle of which a woman cuts an 
opening for the head to put through, and to which 
she puts sleeves, and the two openings of which at 
the two sides are sewed up". 
4 
The Translations: - 
Though (J. )'s translation, "the wearer of a long dress", corres- 
ponds to none of the commentaries at hand or lexicons, his translation, 
"dress", which in this context includes the denotation of "garment" 
might be regarded as partially close to the first interpretation of (Q. ) 
in particular, and the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., 
T. ) in general . While, on the one hand, there 
is a close correspon- 
dence between (A. )'s translation, "frocked midway between matron", and 
the commentaries at hand, which, as will become apparent by and by, are 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 146. 
2 (T. ) (ý. ), fol. 21; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 
(SSJ. ), p. 93; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 18; (T. ) 
3 (K. ) M . 
), p. 37; (Z. ) (SIHS. ), p. 25; 
(Ar. ) (SSm. ), p. 19. 
4 Lane. Lex. BK. I, vol. I, p. 872. 
69; (N. ) (S qT. ), p. 
(SQA. ), p. 18. 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 
153; (B. ) 
144; 
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almost unanimous in giving it this interpretation; his translation, 
"frocked", on the other hand, is fairly close to the interpretation of 
(K., Z., As. ) and that of (S., Msb., K. ) as presented by Lane. 
47. c. 3- mijwal: - 
To (Q. )1 it might either denote (1) maZhafa, i. e. mulct-la that is 
[not lined, or stuffed]: (L., TA. ) and the same applies to the "lihäf". 
(TA. ) says also (in-another place) that the Arabs apply the terms 
Zihäf and maihafa to a night wrapper if it be a single piece of stuff, 
i. e. not double, not lined nor faced, nor stuffed)2; (2) wisäh , that 
wraps part of a woman's body. (T., B., A. 
ý 
thought it denoted "a light 
garment, a shift that girls wear", (Aj. -D., Z., Ar. )4 believed it 
denoted "a certain garment young girls wear". (D. )5, at the same time, 
reported that he had heard Ibn al-Acräbi saying "it is a woman's 
anklet". (H. )6 attributed to (D. ) the interpretation "the shift of the 
woman". While to (K. )7 it denoted "a certain garment an immature girl 
wears". (An. )8 believed it denoted "a slight light garment young girls 
wear". Furthermore, while he attributed to Abü cUbayda the saying, "It 
is synonymous with al-bagira, i. e. a frock, or a shift without sleeves", 
at the same time he ascribed to Ibn Habib: "It is synonymous with the 
maZhafa". 
To (N., T. ) 9 it denoted "the shift of a young woman". Moreover, 
he ascribed to some linguists the saying, "It is synonymous with wisäh 
that wraps part of the woman's body. (As. 
10, 
however, believed it 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 146. 
2 Lane. Lex. voL. III, p. 2730. 
3 (T. ) fol. 21; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 92; (A. ) 
4 (Aj. -D. ) SrMS. ), fol. 22; (Z. ) (ST`IS. ), p. 25; 
5 (I?. ) (SMS. ), fol. 22. 
6 (H. ) (t ), fol. 26. 
7 (K. ) (IQ. ), p. 37. 
8 (An. ) p. 69. 
9 (N. ) (S T. ), p. 93; (T. ) (A. ), p. 18. 
10 (As. ) (Dý_), fol. 144. 
(DIQ. ), p. 18. 
(Ar. ) (SSJ. ), p. 19. 
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denoted "a frock without sleeves". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretations of 
(Q. 's first interpretation, T., B., A. ), (H. ), (An., N., T., As. ) 
(Abü cUbay da and Ibn Habib as reported by (An. ) are partially 
synonymous. They, in their turn, are included in the interpretation of 
(Aj. -D., K., Z., Ar. ) and contract a hyponymy-superordination semantic 
relation with them. 
Having reached this point of presentation, it will now prove 
interesting to examine Lane's explanation: 
"A certain garment for woman, (M., K., ) doubled and 
sewed together at one of its two sides, and having 
an opening made to it at the neck and bosom; in 
which a woman goes about; (T., TA.; ) or for a young 
girl; (K. ) the dirc, being for a woman: (TA.: ) a 
small garment in which a girl goes about: (S.: ) or 
a garment which a girl wears before she is made to 
keep herself behind, or within, the curtain, and in 
which she goes about". 
' 
The Translations: - 
Denotationally, (J. )'s translation, "the wearer of a short frock", 
does not correspond to the above mentioned commentaries nor to the 
lexicons. Connotatively, however, it might be interpreted as being 
partially close to the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., 
A., Z., T., As., Ar. ), because a young girl often wears a short frock. 
There is a close correspondence as indicated earlier, however, between 
(A. )'s translation, "frocked midway between matron and maiden", and the 
paraphrase of this line as presented by the commentators unanimously. 
1 Lane. Lex. vol.. I, p. 490. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
tajallat aarnayätu r-rijali aanr. s-sibä 
Wa laysa fu ßääi Can sibähu 
" 
birunjal 
(Q. 48)1 
tasaZZat 
(T. 40/S. 40/Aj. -D. 43/K. 42/An. 42/N. 42/H. 40/B. 42/A. 42/Z. 42/ 
T. 42/As. 43/Ar. 42)2 
fu'äd Can haw ki 
(T. 40/Ai. -D. 43/An. 42/H. 40/Z. 42/As. 43/Ar. 42/Q. 48V/K. 40V/N. 42V/T. 42V)3 
sibäyä Can hawahä 
(B. 42/A. 42/T. 40V)4 
fuýädi Can hawähä 
(T. 42/S. 40/K. 42/N. 42/T. 42/Aj. -D. 43V) 
5 
fu'ädi Can sibähi 
(Q. 48/K. 40V/An. 42V/T. 42V) 6 
bi munsaV 
(T. 40/S. 40/Aj. -D. 43/K. 42/An. 42/N. 42/H. 40/B. 42/A. 42/Z. 42/T. 42/ 
As. 43/Ar. 42) 
7 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 146. 
2 (T. ) (2j j. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (Aj, -D. ) (SMS, ), fol. 23; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 41; (An. ) 
(SOS. ), p. 73; (N. ) S. T. ), p. 156; 
(H. ) p. 28; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 94; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 18; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 19; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 145; 
(Ar. ) SS: ýi. ), p. 19. 
3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (Aj. -A. ) (SriS. ), fol. 23; (An. ) (S QS, ), p. 73: 
(N. ) (I`MI ), fol. 28; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 25; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 145; 
(Ar. ) -SM. ), p. 19; (Q. ) (JÄA. ), p. 146; (K. ) (MIQý, p. 41; (N. 
) (SOT. 
p. 156; (T. ) 
_S 
A. ), p. 19. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 94; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 18; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 21. 
5 (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (1:. ) (NIQ, ), p. 41; 
(N. ) (ýT_), p. 156; (T. ) 
( ), p. ; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), p. 23. 
6 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 146; (K. ) (: MIQ. ), p. 41; (An. ) 
(S S. ), p. 73; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 19. 
7 fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (Aj. -L, ) (SiS. ), fol. 
(K. ) 1iI . ), p. 
41; (An. ) (S_QS"), p. 73; (N. ) C QT. ), p. 156; (H. ) 
(H. ) fol. 28; (B. )ý SSJ. ), p. 94; (A. ) (PIQ. ), p. 18; 
(Z. ) (SMS"), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 19; (As. ) (PIS. ), fol. 145; 
(Ar. ) (GSM. ), p. 19. 
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48. B- Comment: - 
48. b. 1- tasallat vs. tajallat: - 
1 (Q. ) attributed to al-Asmäct the belief that "tajaZZat" denotes 
"that which was removed or cleared away". To (T., Aj. -ý., K., An., N., 
2. 
B., T. ) "tajallat" denoted "forswearing or giving up something 
willingly". To (A., Z., As., Ar. J3 "tasaZZat" denoted "what was 
removed or cleared away". 
To sum up, it is clear from the above that the interpretation 
that (Q. ) attributed to al-Asmdci is synonymous with that of (A., Z., 
As., Ar. ). At the same time, both these interpretations include that 
of (T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., T. ) and contract a superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"remove", and the interpretation of (Q., A., Z., As., Ar. ). Therefore 
his translation, to be more precise, is close to both recensions, 
namely "tasaZZat" and "taallat". (A. )'s translation, "forswear", is 
totally close to the interpretation of (T., Aj. -1?., K., An., B., T. ), 
who, as is show earlier, adopted the recension of "tasaZZat". 
48. b. 2- fu' ädi Can sibähu vs. fu' ädi Can hciwaki vs. fu' ädi Car hawahit 
vs. sibaya Can hrnwähä: - 
As a thorough discussion of these recensions will be included in 
our explanation of the denotation of the lexeme "aZ-sibä" later on, it 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 146. 
2 (T. ) (DDffö. ), fol. 21; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), p. 22; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 73; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 157; (B. ) 
(SQA. ), p. 19. J 
3 (A. ) (pIQ_), p. 18; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 25; (As. ) 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 19. 
(K. ) (! 'Q") , p. 
41 ; 
(SSJ. ), p. 94; (T. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 145; 
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suffices at this stage to point out that, while the recension of 
"fu'adi Can sibazhü" denotes "my heart has not yet freed from its follies", 
the recension of "fu'ädi can 1uzw5ki" denotes "my heart has not yet been 
freed from your love". At the same time, while the recension of 
"fu'ccdi' Can hazOhic" denotes "my heart has not yet been freed from its 
youthful conduct", the recension of "sibczya can haw ha" denotes "my 
follies have not yet been freed from her love". 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the recensions "my heart has not yet been 
freed from its follies" and "my heart has not yet been freed from its 
youthful conduct". These recensions, in their turn, include the 
recension "my heart has not yet been freed from your love", and contract 
a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. Moreover, the 
recension "my follies have not been freed from her love" is incompatible 
with the recension "my heart has not yet been freed from your love", 
because, while the former recension regards the poet's love for her as 
a mere youthful whim and an illusion, i. e. "follies", the latter 
recension declines this and confirms that his love for her is an 
inescapable reality. 
The Translations: - 
Both "my heart is not freed from your love" and "my heart for- 
swears not, nor will forget the love i bear you", as translated by (J. ) 
and (A. ), respectively, are close to the recension of ", fu)adi van haki". 
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48. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated as to the denotation of the following: - 
48. c. 1- Can: - 
To (Q., T., P., K., An., N., Z., T., As. )Iit overlaps with the 
preposition "min" which is close to the preposition "from" in T. L. 
2 (Aj. ), however, believed it denoted "baCda", which is close to the 
3 
preposition "after" in T. L. (A., Ar. ), it should be pointed out, 
ascribed this interpretation to certain linguists. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "after", 
and the interpretation that (Z., Ar. ) attributed to some linguists. 
(A. )'s translation, "forswear", which in this context denotes "free 
from, remove fron, or give up", is close to the interpretation of all 
commentators who regarded º'aan" in this context as synonymous with 
"min", "from". 
48. c. 2- s-Qib2: - 
C 
According to (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T., As. ), it 
denoted "the youth, inclination towardsignorance, foolish and youthful 
conduct". So, they paraphrased this hemistich, "Men forswore, or freed 
from the follies of the youthful conduct". To (Z. ) 
5 
it yielded a tc'o"- 
fold interpretation: (1) youth or the inclination towards foolish, 
silly and youthful conduct; (2) fond passion, or amorous dalliance". 
1 (A. ) (JAA. ), p. 146; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; ß(D. 
) Sý'. S. ), fol. 22; (K. ) 
(i1IQ. ), p. 41; (An. ) (ýQS"), p. 73; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 157; (Z. ) (' NS. ), 
p-2ý); (T. ) (S`QA. ), p. 199; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 145. 
2 (Aj. ) (MS. ), fol. 22. 
3 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 18; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 19. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 146; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 21; (Aj. -D. ) pol. 22; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 41; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 73; (N. ) (ST. ), p. 21; (B. ) 
(SSJ. ), p. 92; (A. ) (DIQ"), p. 18; (T. ) (gQA. ), p. 19; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
fol. 145. 
5 (Z. ) p. 25. 
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To him, therefore, this hemistich is subject to three interpretations: 
(1) as paraphrased above by (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T., 
As. ); (2) let the follies of other men forswear fond passion; (3) the 
follies of men are removed after their youth. It should be noted that 
he attributed the last interpretation to certain linguists. 
It can be concluded from the above that, while (Z. )'s first 
interpretation is synonymous with that of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N. 
B., A., T., As. ), his second interpretation, i. e. "fond passion", or 
"an amorous dalliance", can be regarded as a confusion of the lexeme 
"al-sibä", "youthful conduct" with "al-. abä", "fond passion". 
The Translations: - 
Though there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"youth", and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., 
Z., T., As. ), his translation of the hemistich, "The follies of men are 
removed after their youth", is totally close to (Z. )'s third alternative 
interpretation. On the other hand, there is a close correspondence 
between (A. )'s translation, "Let the follies of other men forswear fond 
passion", and (Z. )'s second probable interpretation. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
aZä rubba hasmin fi ki alwä radadtu "hii 
na. in '3aZä taCdäli "hi gayri m0ial 
(Q. 49/T. 41/S. 41/Aj. -D. 43/K. 41/An. 43/N. 43/H. 41/B. 43/A. 43/Z. 43/ 
T. 43/As. 44/Ar. 43) 1 
(Unanimous agreement) 
(Q. ) (JAA. 2, p. 147; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. , p. 148; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 23; (K. ) (: SIQ. ), p. 41; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 73; 
(N. ) (QT. -)-, p. 157; (11. ) (rtIQ. ), fo1.28; (B. ) (SSJ. 5, p. 95. - 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 18; (Z. ) p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 19; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 145; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 20. 
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49. C- Commentaries: 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
49. c. 1- radadtu"hu 
1 
While (Q., T., A., Ar. ) thought it denoted "I have turned him 
back from his reproaches", (Aj. -D., K., N., B., Z., T.? thought it 
denoted "I have thwarted and turned him back from his reproaches". 
Furthermore, while (Q., N. 
ý 
added that it might connote that "I have 
turned him back by ignoring his reproaches, not talking with him and 
regarding him as an adversary", (K. )4 quoted some linguists as believing 
it connoted "I have turned him back by belittling the importance of his 
reproaches and refuting them". 
Semantically, it. can be observed from the above that the inter- 
pretation of (Q., T., A., Ar. ) have. a wider range of denotation than 
that of (Aj. -D., K., N., B.., Z., T. ). In short, the former interpreta- 
tion includes the latter and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relationship with it. 
The Translations: 
While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence between 
(J. )'s translation, "I have turned him back from his reproaches", and 
the interpretation of (Q., T., A., Ar. ), there is a close correspondence 
at the same time between (A. )'s translation, "I have turned and thwarted", 
and the interpretation of (Aj. -D., K., N., B., Z., T. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 147; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 18; 
(Ar. ) (SSM ), p. 20. % 2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 23; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 41; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 158; 
p. 95; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 19. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 147; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 158. 
4 (K. ) (NIQ. ), p. 41. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
Wa laylin ka rnawji Z-bahri arhä sudüZa "hzi 
aaZay "ya bi antxzai Z" hurnümi Zi yabtal? 
(Q. 50/T. 42/S. 42/Aj. -D. 44/An. 44/N. 44/H. 42/B. 44/A. 44/Z. 44/ 
As. 45/Ar. 44)1 
murhin sudzlla "hzi V 
(K. 42/T. 44)2 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 147; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ý, p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (MIS. ), fol. 24; (An. ) (SQA. ), p. 74; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 159; 
(H. ) (r1IQ. ), fol. 29; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 95; (A. ) (L`IQ. ), p. 18; 
p. 26; (As. ) (DTQ. ), fol. 145; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 20. 
2 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 42; (T. ) (SQA. ), r. 19. 
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50. B- Comment: - 
50. b. I- arhä vs. murhin VV 
The main difference between these two recensions is that, while the 
former thought of the action as being in the past, the second recension 
regards it as an adjective. Moreover, commentators were unanimous in 
believing it denoted "let down" or "loosened". 
Attention has to be drawn, however, to the fact that commentators 
of both recensions were unanimous in believing that this verse denoted, 
"the poet compared the ceaseless and dark night which has loosened its 
curtains over the poet with all kinds of cares (Z., Ar. ), griefs to test 
him and tryhis patience". Moreover, (Aj . -D. 
)2 added "And he proved to the 
night thathe was stubbornly patient and enduring". (An., N., T. )3 
attributed to Ibn Habib the interpretation "The poet compared the dense 
darkness of the night to the dense and dark waves of the sea". 
The Translations: - 
. 
Both "has let down" and "has dropped", as translated by (J. ) and 
(A. ), respectively, are close to the recension of arhä. Moreover, 
(A. )'s translation, "thick", is close to the interpretation that (An., 
N., T. ) attributed to Ibn Habib. It should be added that, while there 
is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "griefs", and 
(Z. )'s interpretation, (A. )'s translation, "cares", is close to the 
interpretation of the rest of the commentaries. 
1 (z. ) (sMS. ), p. 26; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 20. 2 (Aj. -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 23. 
3 (An. ) ( S. ), p. 74; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 159; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 19. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa qultu la-hü l , ýä tamattä bi eulbi -iii 
Wa ardafa aajäzan La nä'a bi kalk_ali 
(Q. 51/T. 43/S. 43/Aj. -D. 45/K. 43/An. 45/N. 45/P. 43/Z. 45/T. 43/ 
As. 46/Ar. 44)1 
bi jawzi- "h 
(B. 45/A. 45/Q. 51V/Aj. -D. 45V/K. 43V/An. 45V/N. 43V (Asm. )/ 
T. 43V (Asm. ))2 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 147; (T. ) 
(Aj. -D. ) (S; NS . ), fol . 
24; 
(N. ) (S4T. ), p. 159; (H. ) 
(T. ) (BOA. ), P. 19; (As. ) 
2 (B. ) (SS . ), p. 95; (A. ) (Aj. -D`) (MIS . ), fol . 24; (N. ) (SQT"), P. 160; (T. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ý, p. 148: 
(K. ) (MI Q. ), p. 42; (An. ) (SOA. ), p. 74; 
(MIO. ), fol. 29; (Z. ) ('SME. ), p. 26; 
(DIQ. ), fol. 145; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), fol. 20. 
(DI0. ), p. 18; (Q. ) (JAA. ) 147; 
(K. ) (2-IIQ. ), p. 42; (An. ) ( QS. ), p. 76; 
(SQA. ), p. 20. 
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51. B- Comment: - 
51 . b. I- "sulb" vs. "jawz" 
1 Commentators were unanimous that "suib" in this context is 
synonymous with "jawz" because both of them denoted "the middle of the 
night". As far as the denotation of "su_ib" is concerned, Lane gave the 
following explanation: - 
"(TA; ) The back-bone; i. e. the bone extending from 
the kähil [or the base of the neck] to the Cajib [or 
rump bone]; (If., A., K.; ) the bone upon which the 
neck is set, extending to the root of the tail [in a 
beast, and in a man to ausaus or oscoccygis]: (Zj. 
in his "KhaZk eZ-Insän": ) or a portion of the back: 
(S. ) or any portion of the back containing vertebrae: 
(S., Msb., TA.: ) and particularly the lumbar portion; 
the loins: and the back (absolutely) ... 
(TA., Lh. ) 
mentions, as a phrase of the Arabs, na'z`ZZä'i abnau 
saZ2bati'him, (These are the sons of their loins: 
because the sperma of the man is held to proceed 
from the su1T7.. of the man). " 
2 
As to the "jawz", he provided the following explanation: - 
"The middle (S., K. ) of a thing, (K. ) 
Q.; ) (as for instance of a desert), 
camel (TA., ) and of the night (A., T 
main part of a thing, (K. ) or of the 
pl. c jwäa ,.,. 
3 
The Translations: - 
or of any thing 
(A., ) and of a 
A.: ) and the 
night (TA.: ) 
There is a close. Correspondence between "loins", as translated by 
both- translators, and the denotation of the lexeme "au"Gb", as inter- 
preted by (S., risb., TA) and presented by Lane. 
1 See p. 401. 
2 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. II, p, 1712. 
3 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol.. I, p. 485. 
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51. C- Commentaries: - 
Comnientators debated the precise denotation of the following: - 
51. c. 1- tamattä 
While ( T. A' -D. K., An., N. B., A. Z., T. As., Ar. 
Iwere 
2 
unanimous in believing it denoted "stretched", (IM. ) believed it denoted 
"stretched lazily". 
It is apparent from the above that the former interpretation has 
a wider range of denotation than the latter. In brief, it includes the 
latter and contracts a superordination hyponymy semantic relation with 
it. At this stage of discussion, it seems useful to examine Lane's 
explanation: - 
"He stretched himself: he walked uith an elegant, 
and a proud, and self-conceited, gait, with an 
affected inclining of his body from side to side, 
and stretching out his arms; syn"tomaddhda; (S., K.; ) 
as also tamattä. It is said in the Kur (LXXV. 33) 
tuwrinä dahaba U22 ahlihi yata mattä. Then he went to 
his family walking with an elegant, and a proud and 
self-conceited, gait, with an affected inclining of 
his body from side to side; syn. yatabahtar; 
(Fr., Bd., Jel., TA.; ) from al-mattu, because he who 
so walks extends his steps, so that it is originally 
yatamattatu; (Bd.; ) or from aZ-matä, signifying the 
"back" because he who walks twists his back. ''3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 148; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (Aj., D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 145; 
(K. ) p. 42; (An. ) (SQ. ), p. 75; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 160; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 95; (A. ) (Q,. ), p. 18; (Z. ) (SAMS. ), p. 26; (As. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 145; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 23. 
2 (M. ) (SQN. ), p. 135. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol-III, p. 2721. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"stretched", and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., 
A., Z., T., As., Ar. ). Also, there is a close correspondence between 
(A. )'s translation, "stretched its lazy loins", and the interpretation 
of (M. ) . 
51. c. 2- naa 
While (Q., N., B., A., gis, ) believed it denoted "rose", (Aj. -D, )2 
believed it denoted "fell down heavily". (An., T. )3believed it denoted 
"about to rise". To (K. ); it was open to a two-fold interpretation: 
(1) "about to rise"; (2) "heaved itself off". (M. ) 
5 
adopted this inter- 
pretation. According to (Z., Ar. )6it denoted "removed". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretation of 
(Q., N., B., A., As. ) has a quite wide range of denotations compared 
with (K. )'s second interpretation and that of (N. ). In short, it 
includes it and stands in a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation 
with it. Furthermore, (Aj. -D. )'s interpretation is incompatible with 
that of (Q., K., N., B., A., As., M. ) because, while the former inter= 
pretation asserts the denotation of "falling down heavily", the latter 
denotation declines it and emphasizes the reverse. It seems useful at 
this point of explanation to have a look at Lane's explanation: - 
"na 3a He rose, or arose with effort and diffi- 
culty (S. , K. ) nä3a bi "himlihi, He rose with his 
burden with effort and difficulty (TA.: ) he rose 
fr 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 148; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 160; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 95; 
(A. ) (DJ, p. 18; (As. ) DIQ. ), fol. 145. 
2 (Aj. - D. ) (SIMS .), fol. 21. 3 (An. ) (ýSgS. ), p. 76; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 20. 
4 (K. ) (MIQ ), p. 42 . 
5 (11. ) (SQN. ) , p. 137. 
6 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 29; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 23. 
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with his burden oppressed by its weight (S., K. ) 
nä'a bi""sadrihi, He rose (app. said originally, if 
I 
not only of a camel). " 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "removed distant", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ); 
on the other hand, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s trans- 
lation, "heaved off", and (K. )'s second interpretation and that of (: "f. ) 
and the interpretation of (S., K. ), as presented by Lane. It should be 
added that, though (A. )'s translation, "fat buttocks" and "heavy breast", 
have not been suggested by any of the commentaries at hand, the trans- 
lator used them deliberately to convey to the receptor of T. L. the 
heavy, endless and boring night, which afflicted the poet. 
Lane. Lex. Bk. 1 , Vol. III, p. 2860. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
alä ayyuhä Z-"Zaylu f -patZlu alä njal 
bi subhin Wa mä Z-isbähu fi "ka hi amtal? 
(Q. 52/T. 44/S. 44/Aj. -D. 45/K. 44/H. 44/An. 46/B. 46/A. 46/T. 44/As. 47)1 
min -ka 
(N. 46/Z. 46/Ar. 46/Q. 53V) 2 
wain kunta qad azmaata ddZika faf'aZ, 
(Aj. -D. 45V/An. 46V (b. Habib)/K. 44V/N. 46V (b. Nabib))3 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 148; (T. ) 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
24; 
(An. ) S S. ), p. 77; (B. ) 
(T. ) ( 
. 
), p. 20; (As. ) 
2 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 160; (Z. ) 
(Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 148. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 24; 
(SQT. ), p. 161. 
(DIO. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(K. ) (MIQ"), p. 42; (E. ) (MMIQ"), fol. 29; 
(SSJ. ), p. 95; (A. ) (DIQ. )5 p. 18: 
(DIQ. ), fol. 146. 
(SMS. ), p. 27; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 21; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 77; (K. ) (? IQ. ), p. 43; (N. ) 
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52. B- Comment: - 
52. b. 1- f2--ka vs. mim ka vs. wain kunta qad azmaata äaZika fafaaZi 
Though ji -ka denotes "in you", i. e. in the night, and `min-Na" 
denotes "better than you", commentators, as it will become clear later, 
regarded them as synonyms, and which they interpreted as 'eis not better 
than you". Furthermore, they were unanimous in believing it connoted 
"I am depressed and heavy-hearted day and night". (Q. ) 
1 
added 
"Nonetheless, daybreak may bring a certain change". (K. ) 
2, 
it should be 
explained, attributed the poet's day and night depression and agony to 
his passionate love to his beloved - who deserted him. Moreover, (An., 
3 
h., T., Ar. ) maintained that the phrase fi -ka"bi-cantali might connote 
"If morning comes, it will be in no way better than this night, because 
some time morning does come while the darkness of the night still 
prevails". (B. )4 attributed this interpretation to al-Asbahäni. 
(Z., Ar. 
)5 
added that it might connote "My multifarious cares make 
me see the light of the day as no different from the darkness of the 
night". It is apparent that (Z., Ar. )'s last interpretation is 
synonymous with the interpretation that was presented by commentators 
in unanimity, because the poet's depression and agony is. due to the 
multifarious cares which afflicted him. 
(Ai. -D. )6paraphrased the recension "Wa in kunta qad azrnacta 
dalika fa 
, al2'" as 
"If you decided to do so, don't hesitate to do it, 
because you will alleviate me". 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 148. 
2 (K. ) (MU. ) , p. 43 . 3 (An. ) QS . ), p. 77; (N. ) (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 21. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 96. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 27; (Ar. ) 
6 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 21. 
vv 
(SQT. ), p. 160; (T. ) () p. 20; 
(SM. ), p. 21. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between both "is not preferable 
or superior to you" and "in no way better than you", as translated by 
(J. ) and (A. ), respectively, and the recension of min-ka. Furthermore, 
both these translations convey the connotation that the poet is 
depressed and heavy-hearted day and night as presented by the 
commentators in unanimity. It should be pointed out that (J. )'s trans- 
lation, "for the pain of separation still continues the same", is 
partially close to (K. )'s interpretation formerly presented. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa yd la -ka min lay iin ka. 'anna n, jüma- hu 
bi kulli mu ri l fatli suddat bi Yadbul 
(Q. 53/T. 45/S. /Aj. -D. 47/K. 45/An. 47/N. 47/H. 45/B. 47/A. 47/ 
T. 47/As. 48/Z. 47V/Ar. 47V)ß 
bi amrczsi kattýrzin iZä szcnmi jandali 
(Z. 47/Ar. 47/An. 47V) 2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 149; (T. ) 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS . 
), fol . 
24; 
(N. ) (, OT. ), p. 162; (H. ) 
(A. ) DI . 
), p. 19; (T. ) 
(Z. ) (SýiS. ), p. 27; (Ar. ) 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 27; (Ar. ) 
(aa. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 43; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 79; 
(; _I0. ), fol. 30; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 96; 
(SÖA. ), p. 20; (As. ) (DIP. ), fol. 146;. 
p. 21. 
(SSM. ), p. 21; (An. ) (SQS_), p. 79. 
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53. B- Comment: - 
53. b. 1- bi kulli mugari Z-fatZi suddat bi Yadbuli vs. bi amräsi 
kattänin iZä sur? ni jandali 
Commentators who adopted the first above mentioned recension para- 
phrased it as: "It is as though the stars of this night were tied with 
very strongly twisted ropes to the mountain of Yadbul. (An. ) 
I 
attributed 
this interpretation to Ibn al-Sikkit. According to (L., Ar. ) 
2, 
the 
recension "bi arnrasi kattanin ilä sz i jandal " denoted: "It is as 
though the stars of this night were tied with infinite flax ropes to 
hard and solid rocks". 
It should be added that commentators of both recensions were 
unanimous in believing it connoted "the stillness, endless and boring 
night which afflicted the poet with many cares, and from which he is 
suffering". 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "of 
whom the stars, as if it were, are tied firm with very strongly twisted 
rope(s) to the Mount Yazbul", and the recension of 'hi kuZZi nuaarL 
Z-fatli suddat bi Yadbul2'. (A. )'s translation, "It's as though the 
stars were tied to the mount of Yadhbul with infinite hempen ropes'", 
does not correspond completely to any of the presented recensions. In 
fact, (A. ) exchanged the phrase `, bi kuZZi rmigEr'2 Z-fatli'- in the 
recension "bi kuZZi mugHri Z-fatli 
suddat bi Yadbul2" with the phrase 
I (An. ) SagS. ), p. 79. 
2 (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 27; (Ar. ) (SS; 1. ), p. 21. 
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"bi amräsi kattänin" in the recension rbi cvrrdsi kattwnin ild surzri 
jandali". In short, his translation is close to the recension "bi 
carräsi kattänin suddat bi Yadbul ". This recension, it should be 
maintained, is presented neither by any of the extant recensions nor 
commentaries. 
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The Recensions: - 
ka"manna t-Turayya aulligat f^ mas mi-hä 
bi ainrasi kattanin ilä swm'ni jandal 
(Q. 54/T. 46/S. 46/Aj. -D. 48/An. 48/N. 48/B. 48/A. 48/T. 48/As. 49)1 
ka Oanna nuiFn, an Cu lligat f? mas mi hä 
(An. 48V/T. 48V)2 
masýzmihi 
c'ý -3 (Ibn al- Arabi) 
Omitted 
K. /H. /Z. /Ar. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 149; (T. ) (DIQ. ), Jol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (§MS. ), fol. 
24; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 79; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 162; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 97; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 19; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 146; 
(T. ) (SQ 
. p. 21. 
2 (An. ) S S. ), p. 79; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 21. 
3 al-cAskari. Sarh mä yagac flh al-Tashif wa al-Tahrif, p. 233. 
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54. B- Comaent: - 
54. b. 1- ka -'anna t-Turayyä auZZiaat fi mas-ami" hä vs. ka '3anna nujiiman 
aulligat fi rnas i --hä vs. mascmu "hi 
a1-cAskari'referred to al-Asmäci as believing that the recension 
of "ka" 'anna t-Turayy aulligat fi mas 'ni" "hä" denoted "The Pleiades 
were firmly fixed and stationary in their places as though they were 
anchored to the extremities of the earth". (Aj. -P., An., T. ) 
2 
presented 
t3 his interpretation without referring to al-Asmaci. (Q., T. ) added 
"The poet likened the horse that stood still in its stable to the 
Pleiades that were firmly fixed in the sky". 
Ibn al- 
Arabi 4 
who adopted the recension of "ka 'anna nujwnan 
c ulligat fi mas2mti"hi" and read it before the verse: 
"Wa qad agtad wa t-tayru fi wukunäti"-hä 
bi munjaridin qaydi Z--awZzibidi hayka2X", 
as reported by al 
CAskarT, 
paraphrased it: "The poet likened the white 
ankles of the horse to the Pleiades, and the horse's solid body to the 
slabs of granite. He also likened the distance between the ankles and 
the horse's solid body to the stout cables". Adopting this recension 
and interpretation, (K. )5 read it after the verse: 
''ka" l'mna saräta" "hu ladä Z-bayti qa iman 
madäku aar~usin acv sal yatu hanzalV'. 
I al-CAskari. Sarh ma yagä fih 
2 (Ai. -D) (SMS. ), fol. 23; (An. ) 
3 (Q. ) 149; (T. ) (2IO 
4 al-cAskari. Sarh mä yagaCfih 
5 (K. ) (LIIQ. ), p. 49. 
al-Tashif wa al-Tahrif, p. 222. 
(SQS. ), p. 79; (T. SQA. ), p. 20. 
_), fol. 
21. 
_ 
al-Tashif yea al-Tahrif , p. 
233. 
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The Translation: - 
While (J. ) did not translate this verse, which shows that he 
agreed with (Z., Ar. ) who omitted it from the Mucallaga, there is a 
close correspondence between (A. )'s. translation, "as though the 
Pleiades in their stable were firmly hung by stout flax cables to 
craggy slabs of granite", and the recension of ka-anna t-Turayya 
Culliqat ' mascmi""hä. Furthermore, his translation is very close to 
the interpretation of al-Asmäci, as reported by al-cAskari, and that of 
(Aj. -D., An., T. ). 
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B- The Recensions: - 
Wa qirbati agwärnin jaaaltu aisHrra -hä 
cal kcchiZin min--ni dali lin murahhal 
(Q. 55/T. 47/Aj. -D. 49/An. 49/N. 49/Z. 48/T. 49/Ar. 48)1 
Omitted 
S. /K. /H. /B. /A. /As. 
(Q. ) (4A. ), p. 149; (T. ) fol. 22; (Aj. -D) (SMS. ), fol. 24; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 80; (N. ) (SQ. ), p. 163; (Z. ) (S*MS. Y. 28; 
(T. ) (ýA. ), p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 23. 
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55. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: - 
55. c. 1- Cisrnn 
I 
While An., Z., T., Ar. ) believed it denoted the strap 
2 
of a water-skin", (Aj. -D. ) believed it denoted "the stopper of a water-skin 
which is bound round the top to confine the contents". 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between "strap", as translated by 
both translators, and the interpretation of (Q., T., An., Z., T., Ar. ). 
55. c. 2- murahhaZ. 
While (Q-, T-, Aj. -D. , An., T. )3 believed it denoted 
"his back 
became used to carrying it", (Z., Ar. ) believed it denoted that "his 
4 
back is repeatedly saddled with it". 
It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between both interpretations, because "his back is repeatedly 
saddled with it", as interpreted by (Z., Ar. ), implies that his back 
became used to it. 
The Translation: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"repeatedly saddled with it", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). 
(A. )'s translation, "humped it", connotes that he used to carry the 
V 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 149; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 80; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ) , p. 28; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 22. 2 (Aj. -D. ) (STNIS. ), fol. 23. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 149; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SAMS. ), fol. 23; 
(An. ) (. ), p. 80; (T. ) SOA. ), p. 21. 
4 (Z. ) (SMMS. ), p. 28; (Ar. ) p. 22. 
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waterskin on his back till his back became used to it, and he almost 
became a hunch-bade So, his translation is fairly close to the inter- 
pretations of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., T. ) and (Z., Ar. ). 
Also, commentators disagreed as to the connotation of: - 
55. c. 3- dalil 
While (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., T. )1believed it to connote that the 
poet is in the habit of serving his companions when travelling together, 
2 
i. e. he is humble, (Z., Ar. ) added that it might also connote that the 
poet is boasting of being patient-and enduring the multifarious cares 
that life used to afflict on him till he became submissive. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between the interpretation 
of (Z., Ar. ) and (J. )'s translation, "submissive", there is also a 
close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "humble", and the 
interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., T. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JjAA. ), p. 149; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (S"MS. ), fol. 23; 
(An. ) (Q"), p. 80; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21. 
2 (Z. ) (SMMS. ), p. 28; (Ar. ) (SSi, 1. ), p. 22. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa wadin ka jcr, )fi Z-aayri gafrin gataatu h'ü 
bi -hi d-di'bu yaCwi ka Z-haZi'i Z muCayyali 
(Q. 56/T. 48/Aj. -D. 50/An. 50/N. 50/Z. 49/T. 50/Ar. 49)1 
wa harqin ka jawfi Z-aayri v 
(An. 50V)2 
Omitted: 
S. /K. /H. /B. /A. /As. 
1 (Q. ) (IAA. ), p. 149; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (EMS. ), fol. 25; 
(An. ) 
(SOS. 
), p. 80; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 163; (Z. ) 28: 
(T. ) (S A. ), p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSe1. ), p. 22. 
2 (An. ) (SS. ), p. 80. 
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56. B- Comrmient: - 
56. b. 1- wadi vs. harq 
Commentators were unanimous in believing that "wadi" denoted "a 
valley". As far as the denotation of harq is concerned, Lane gave the 
following explanation: 
"haraga al-arda, (JK., S., Nsb. ) or al afäza, (Mgh., 
K. ,) He traversed, crossed, or cut through 
by 
journeying, (Jk., S., Mgh., PMýb., K., ) the earth or 
land, (Jk., S., Msb., ) or the desert; (Mgh., K.; ) 
syn. gataaahä; (Jk., Mgh., K.; ) or jäbahä: (S., Msb. ) 
so as to reach the furthest part thereof ... 
"1 
The Translations: - 
Both "a valley" and "the valley", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), 
respectively, are close to the recension of "Widin ". 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I. Vol. I, p. 727. 
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56. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
56. c. 1- jawf : Z-aayrr 
According to (Q. ) 
I it was subject to a threefold interpretation: 
(1) the ass, (2) an empty belly of an ass out of which nothing of any 
use can be made and to which the poet likened the barren valley, 
(3) the valley of Himär, the latter being the name of the possessor of 
the valley. Furthermore, (Q. ) gave the following three variant 
interpretations to his third interpretation: (1) Once upon a time, 
Himär, the possessor of this valley, invited some people for a meal 
which became dusty due to the blowing of a sudden and violent wind. 
Himar became so angry and he cursed God. So God made the ground 
swallow him and his guests up; (2) Ibn lshäq related that Hisäri ibn 
Muhammad reported on the authority of his father Muhammad ibn al-S! 
ýib 
al-Kalbi who said: "Once upon a time there was a man who originated 
from cAd, whose name was Himär ibn : Mfälik ibn Nasir al-Azdi. He used to 
be one of the strongest and most feared ruler of his time. He was a 
good believer and used to care for anyone in need or difficulty, and be 
generous' to visitors passing through the valley. Himär, who lived 
forty years before the advent of Islam, guarded a valley in the land of 
cAd wherein the best trees grew abundantly. This valley, which was 
famous for its fertility and pure and limpid water-sources, was of a 
distance of one day's walk and two parasangs in breadth. One day, 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), pp. 149-150. 
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his ten sons (in other commentaries seven sons) made a trip and suddenly 
a flash of lightning struck, killing all of them. Their father, Himär, 
became very sad and upset, and he bitterly addressed God, "0 God! Do 
you kill my sons while I pray to you and perform good deeds every day, 
and yet you leave the sons of other people unharmed? Well! I will 
never worship such a God that burnt my sons! ". Thus, not only did he 
become a pagan, but he went further to warn all the people of the 
valley that they should either become heathens or he would put them to 
the sword. Some of the tribes obeyed him. So, God sent a flaming fire 
upon him with a blasting wind which burnt the valley with its 
inhabitants, making it barren, wasted, and as dark as the dense darkness 
of the night. No plant grew there, no man could cross it, except the 
arrogant, and such was the desolation of this valley, which became the 
favourite dwellings of the Jinn, that it gave rise to proverbs among 
the Arabs such as "ka jatvf al-aayr", "it is like the belly of an ass", 
because there is nothing in its belly of which any use is made, and 
'Vid, al-Carr", "the valley of cayr", and "assa;, dz min Himar", "more 
cruel than Himär". 
al-cAskari1, it should be maintained, attributed (Q. )'s second 
interpretation to al-Asmaci and Abu Hätim. 
While (1., An., Z., T., Ar. )2 believed it to be subject to (Q. )'s 
second and third interpretation, (Aj. -D. )3 adopted (Q. )'s third inter- 
pretation, which al-cAskari attributed to ibn Dnrayd. 
1 al-cAskari. 
Sharh 
ma yagac fih. al-Tashif wa al-Tahrif, p. 241. 
2 (T. ) (D[. ), fol. 22; (An. ) SQS. , p. SIMS. , p. 28; (T. ) p. 21 ; (Ar. ) (SSM. ) , p. 22. 3 (Aj. -D. ) (sMS. ), fol. 24. 
-- ! }LZ - 
The Translations: 
While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence between 
(J. )'s translation, "a valley like the plain of Aer" and (Q. )'s third 
interpretation, (Aj-D), and the second interpretation of (T., An., Z., 
T., Ar., ), (A. )'s translation, "bare as an ass's belley", on the other 
hand, is fairly close (Q. )'s second interpretation and the first 
interpretation of (T., An., Z., T., Av. ). 
6. c. 2- Z-haZtC 
According to (Q. )1, it was subject to a five fold interpretation: 
(1) a man who has been cast off or renounced by his tribe due to his 
badness so that if he commits an offence or homicide liable to punish- 
ment, his tribe will not be prosecuted or punished for it, and if he is 
killed, his tribe will not revenge his death; (2) the gambler; (3). the 
hunter; (4) ghoul; (5) the wolf. While (T., An., Z., T., Ar. )2 adopted 
(Q. )'s second interpretation, (Aj. -D)3 adopted (Q. )'s first interpreta- 
tion. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, the 
gambler", and (Q. )'s second interpretation and that'of (T., An., Z., T., 
Ar. ) and (A. )'s translation, "wastrel". which in this context denotes 
"an idle and disreputable person", 
4 is partially close to (Q. )'s first 
interpretation and that of (Aj. -D. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 149 
IV 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol 22; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 80; (Z. ). (SMMS. ), p. 28; 
(T. ) S A. ) , p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 22. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) 
(SDMS. ), fol. 24. 
4 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, vol II, p. 2511. 
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The Recensions: - 
fa qu Ztu la hü Zconmä aawä inner sa'na nä 
baaidu Z-gincc in kunta Zarrvnä tamawwa7. i- 
(Q. 57/Aj. -n. 51V)1 
galZlu 
(Aj. -D. 51/An. 51/Z. 50/T. 51/Ar. 50)2 
t wJ ll -gina 
(T. 49/N. 51/An. 51V/T. 51V/Z. 50V/Ar. 50V) 3 
Tabitan 
(T. 49V)4 
Omitted: 
S. /K. /H. /B. /A. /As. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 150; (Aj. -D. ) (SSM. ), fol. 25. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 81; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 29; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 23. 
3 (T. ) DI . ), fol. 22; (An. ) (SQS), p. 81; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 163; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 21; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 29; (Ar. ) SS,:. ), p. 23. 
4 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22. 
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57. B- Comment: - 
v 
57. b. 1- Sa na nä vs. Taýitan 
(Z., Ar. )Ibelieved that "sa3na-näg" denoted "our business". Lane 
provided the following explanation: - 
"A thing, an affair, or a business; Syn. amrun; 
(S 
., L., K.; 
) and hatbun (L., K.; ) a great thing or 
affair: state condition, case, quality, or manner 
of being; syn. hczZ (S., L.: ) (also property or 
nature: and importance attaching to a person or 
thing) . 
"2 
According to (T. )3 "Täbit" in this context denoted the name of a pre- 
Islamic poet called Taabbata Sarran. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"business", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation, 
"that's a pair of us pretty unprosperous both", connotes that their 
condition or state is unprosperous. So, his translation is close to 
the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). Therefore, it is clear that both 
translators adopted the recension of "saDna. nac". 
57. b. 2- baidu Z-ggincc vs. qallu Z-ginZi vs. tai Zz% Z-g inä 
According to (Q., Aj. -P. ); "baaidu Z-girt" denoted "both of us 
5 
are a long way from prosperity". (An., Z., T., Ar. ) believed that the 
phrase, "qal lu Z-dine", denoted "unprosperous". As far as the 
(Z. ) (5MS. ), p. 29; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 23. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, Vol. II, p. 1491. 
3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22. 
4 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 150; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 24. 
5 (An. ) (LS. ), p. 81; (Z. ) (SKIS. ), p. 29; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 23. 
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recension of "t , lii Z-ýincz" is concerned, 
. 
(Ai. -D., An., T. ) believed 
2 
it denoted "both of us have a high aspiration to prosperity". (Aj. -v. ) 
added "we, however, can never achieve anything". 
Summing up, -it can be inferred from the above that the denotation of 
ba'Zdu Z-gina as interpreted by (Q., Aj. -D. ) is partially synonymous 
with the denotation of "t m lu Z-ginä''', as interpreted by (An., Z., T., 
Ar. ) because the former interpretation entails that "they are 
unprosperous", as interpreted by (An., Z., T., Ar. ). Furthermore, the 
denotation of 1Ptaulil5 Z-ging'', as interpreted by (Aj . -D. , An. , T. 
) 
, has 
a wider range of denotation than the explanation that (Aj. -D. ) added to 
this interpretation. In short, the former interpretation includes the 
latter and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with 
it. 
The Translations: - 
Both "small in the way of wealth" and "unprosperous", as 
translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are close to the recension 
of gal'2lu Z-gina as interpreted by (An., Z., T., Ar. ), and partially 
close to the recension of baaidu Z-gin as interpreted by (Q., Aj. -D. ). 
1 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 24; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 80; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 24. 
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g- The Recensions: - 
k-z l "nýi idä ? nä näZa say'an afäta. "hü 
rya man uahtarit harts wa harta "ka uuhzaZi 
(Q. 58/T. 50/Aj. -D. 53/An. 52/N. 52/Z. 51/T. 52/Ar. 51)1 
Omitted: 
S. /K. /H. /B. /A. /As. 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 150; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; 
(An. ) (EQS. ), p. 81; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 163; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 29; 
(T. ) ( "), p. 21; (Ar. ) p. 23. 
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58. C- Commentaries: - 
Z;: 
58. c. 1- Wa man yahtarit hart wa harta" -ha yuhzali 
1 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ) believed it metaphorically denoted 
"whoever cultivates as you and I do will become thin", i. e. "whoever 
follows our manner of living will become thin". 
Wile presenting this interpretation, (An., T. ) 
2 
believed it 
metaphorically denoted "tillers of our tilth will grow thin", i. e. 
"whoever hopes to gain anything from us will become thin". 
It can be semantically concluded from the above that the inter- 
pretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ) is incompatible with that of 
(An., T. ), because, while the former interpretation denotes that both 
the poet and the wolf are wasteful, careless about their way of life, 
the latter interpretation rejects this denotation and confirms that 
they are so careful, cautious, that they weigh up every situation, 
giving no-one the opportunity to gain anything from them. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "he 
who cultivates after the manner of my cultivation and your cultivation 
will become thin", and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ). 
Also, there is a close correspondence between the translation of (A. ), 
"tillers of our tilth go pretty thin", and the interpretation of 
(An., T. ). 
1 (Q. ) (IAA. ), p. 152; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 24; 
(Z. ) (SN 
.), p. 24; 
(Ar. ) (SSJ. ), p. 23. 
2 (An. ) (j"), p. 82; (T. ) (SQ "), p. 21. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
t:; a qad agtadi wa t-taurü fi wukun tihä 
bi munjaridin qaydi Z-awäbidi haykali 
(Q. 59/S. 47/Aj. -D. 53/An. 53/H. 46/A. 49/Z. 52/T. 53/As. 50/Ar. 52/ 
K. 46V) 
I 
f wukarätihä 
(T. 51/K. 46/N. 53/B. 49/An. 53V/T. 53V) 2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 152; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; 
(An. ) (SOS. ), P. 82; (H. ) fol. 30; (A. )ý(DIQ. ), p. 19; 
(Z. ) ( MS. ), p. 29; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 21; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 146; 
(Ar. ) (SS'il1. ), p. 23; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 43. 
2 (T. ) DIO. fol. 21; (K. ) p. 43; (N. ) (S(T. ), p. 163; 
(B. ) (°SJ. ), P. 97; (An. ) (SQS. ), P. 82; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21. 
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59. b- Comment: - 
59. b. 1- wukun vs. wukar 
'i 
Ibn SidaIquoted Abü cUbaydä as saying: the l'wukun" is synonymous 
with "wukar" because both denote "the nest which a bird enters". While 
2 
(T., B., A. ) also suggested this interpretation, it should be noted 
34 
that (An., N. ) attributed it to. al-Asmaci. Moreover, Ibn Sida and (As. ) 
quoted Abü eAmr as saying "al-wukar", "the nest whether it is in a 
mountain or a tree". (Aj. -D. ) 
5 
agreed with this interpretation. 
According to (Q. )6 "Wukunt" is subject to a two-fold interpretation: 
"(1) the nest where a bird sleeps; (2) the place where a bird keeps its 
young". To (K. , N. )7 
"wukar" is synonymous with "Cis", "nest". While 
8 (An. ) thought that "wukunat" denoted "the nest where a bird sleeps", at 
the same time he attributed to Ibn al-Sikkit the interpretation, "The 
"wukunät"' in the mountains have the same denotation as "tamctYid'". 
"pigeon house", in the plains". (T. )9 also presented this interpretation 
1 
without referring to Ibn al-Sikkit. According to Ibn al-Sikkit, the 
"wukna" and "iükna" denote "the nest of the bird". While (Aj. -D., Z., 
11 12 
Ar. ) believed that wukunat denoted the nest of a bird, (Aj. -D. ) added 
that the "t, ukun" is often in the mountains and walls whereas "wukar" is 
in the trees. Moreover, while (B. 
3 
believed that "wukunät", which is 
synonymous with "wukurät'", denotes'the nest which a bird enters whether 
1'+ 
in the peaks of the mountain or elsewhere", (As. ) believed that 
"wukunät" denoted "the birds' nests in the trees". 
1 Ibn Sida. al-Mu1assas, Bk. 2, vol. 8, p. 
2 (T. ) DI . 
), fol. 21; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 97; 
3 (An. ) S S. ), p. 82; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 164. 
4 Ibn Sida. al-riuhassas, Bk. 2, vol. 8, p. 
5 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. , fol. 24. Y 7 (K. ) (MIQ. ) 
, p. 
43; (N. ) SOT. ) , p. 
163. 
9 (T. ) S A. ) , p. 21. 
10 Ibn al-Sikkit. Isläh al-Mantiq, p. 377. 
11 (Aj. -D. ) (S^MS. ), 
fo 24; (Z. ) SMS. ), p. 
12 (Aj. -D. ) , ibid. 
13 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 97. 
14 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 146. 
128. 
(A. ) (DIQ. ) , p. 19. 
128; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 146. 
6 (Q. ) (JAA. ), P. 152. 
8 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 82. 
29; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 24. 
4 30 
Sunning up, it can be observed from the above that the commentators 
are unanimous in believing that both ' ukunät" and "wukarclt" denote 
"the nest of the birds". However, while Abu- cAmr - as reported by 
(Ibn Sida, As. ) - specified the place of the wukür as being in the 
mountains and trees, (As. ) specified the place of wukitn as being in the 
trees only. It can be inferred further that there is no overlapping 
between the denotation presented by (Aj. -D. ) and which Ibn Sida and 
(As. ) attributed to Abü cAmr, and that of (As. ), because each of them 
denotes completely different kinds of nest; both of them are included 
in the denotation which Ibn Sida attributed to Abü CUbayda, and (An., N. ) 
to al-Asmaci, and that of (Q., T., An., B., A., T., K., N. ), Ibn al-Sikkit, 
and that of (Z., Ar. ) which is their common superordination and 
semantically they are exclusive paronyms. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between "nests", as translated by 
both translators, and the interpretation presented by all commentators, 
except that of Abü cAmr - as reported by (Ibn Sida, As. ) and that of 
(Aj. -D. ) and (As. ). 
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59. c- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
59. c. I- munjarid 
While (Q., K., An., N., B., A., T., As., Ar. ) 
1 
believed it denoted 
2 
"a short-haired horse", which connotes a well-bred horse, (B., A. ) 
added, (T., Aj. -D., H. ) 
3 
believed it denoted "a horse sharp or vigorous 
4 
in pace". Furthermore, (An. ) ascribed to Abü cUbaydh the interpreta- 
tion, "It denotes a short-haired and ample-tailed horse". To (Z. )5it 
denoted "a short-haired horse vigorous in pace". 
It can be observed from the above that, though there is no over- 
lapping between the denotation presented by (Q., K., An., N., B., A., 
T., As., Ar. ) and that of (T., Aj. -D., H. ), both of these interpreta- 
tions are included in the interpretation of (Z. ). In short, they are 
exclusive paronyms. 
At this point, it seems useful to examine Lane's explanation: 
"a horse having a short, and little hair or sharp, or 
vigorous in pace and having little hair. "6 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"well-bred", and the connotation presented by (B., A. ). Similarly, 
there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "short- 
haired", and the interpretation of (Q., K., An., N., B., A., T., As., 
Ar. ). At the same time, it is close to Lane's above mentioned first 
explanation. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 153; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 44; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 82; 
(N. ) (SOT. ), p. 165; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 97; (A. ) (210. , p. 19; 
(T. ) 
(SQAA. ), 
ý p. 
21; (As. ) (DIS. ), fol. 146; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 24. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 24; (A. ) (DIQ. ), 
'p. 
19. 
3 (T. ) (M. ), fol. 21; (EMS. ), fol. 24; (H. ) (NIQ. ), fol. 30. 
4 (An. ) (QS. ), p. 83. 
5 (Z. ) (MS. ), p. 30. 
6 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 407. 
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59. c. 2- haykaZ 
I 
Abü cUbaydä believed it denoted: "a horse that is monumental and 
2 
supple of bone". Furthermore, while to (Q. ) it yielded a two-fold 
interpretation: (1) "a long-bodied horse", (2) "a huge long-bodied 
3 
horse", (T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T. ) believed it denoted "a 
45 
huge horse". (Z. ) attributed this interpretation to Ibn Düray d. (H. ) 
believed it denoted "a long-bodied and monumental horse". (Ar. )6 adopted 
(Q. )'s second interpretation. 
It can be observed from the above that (Q. )'s second interpreta- 
tion is synonymous with that of (H. ), because both of them denote "a 
horse that has a huge long body". Moreover, the interpretation of 
(T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T. ), Ibn Durayd - as reported by 
(Z. ) - has a wider range of denotation than that of Abü cUbaydä. In 
fact, the former interpretation includes the latter and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it. The same conclusion is 
equally applicable to (Q. )'s first interpretation whic'n includes his 
second interpretation as well as that of (H. ) and contracts a super- 
ordination-hyponymy semantic relation with them. 
It should be added that (K., A., T. )7 believed that this verse 
denoted: "Often I have got out early in the morning while the birds 
are still sleeping in their nests, on a short-haired - (B., A. ) 
8- 
an 
epithet of a well bred horse - huge bodied horse that outstrips the 
wild beasts". (A. )9 added that it connotes that "he goes off earlier 
10 
than the birds". To (Z., Ar. ) it denoted "And often I have set off in 
I Abu cUbayda. Kitäb al-Haul, p. 116. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ) 
, p. 152. 
3 (T. ) (DI(Q. ), fol. 21; (Aj. -D. ) (SUS. ), fol. 24; (K. ) (j . 
), p. 44; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 82; (N. ) (§QT. ), p. 164; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 98; 
(A. ) (DM. ) , p. 19; (T. ) (SA. ) , p. 21. 4 (Z. ) (S; MS. ), p. 30. 
5 (H. ) (1,11Q. ) 
, 
fol. 30. 
6 (Ar. ) (SSM. ) 
, p. 
24. 
7 (K. ) (*ý. ) p. 43; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 19; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21. 
8 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 98; (A. ) (DIQ"), p. 19. 
9 (A. ), ibid. 
10 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 30; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 24. 
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the early morning while the birds are yet asleep in their places on a 
short-haired horse, huge-bodied - (Z. ) well-ribbed - and vigorous in 
pace that outstrips the wild beasts". 
The Translations: - 
As far as the translation of the lexeme "haykal" is concerned, it 
seems that there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"long bodied", and (Q. )'s second interpretation and that of (Ar. ). 
There is also a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "huge- 
bodied", and the interpretation of (Aj. -D., K., An., N., A., T. ). 
Concerning the translation of this verse, it is apparent that, 
while there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "And 
verily I started in the early morning, when the birds were still in 
their nests, on a horse well bred, long-bodied, outstripping the wild 
beasts in his gallop", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). At the 
same time, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, 
"Often I've been off with the morn, the birds yet asleep in their nests, 
my horse short-haired outstripping the wild game, huge-bodied", and the 
interpretation of (K., T. ). 
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B- The Recensions: - 
mikarrin mifarrin muqbilin mudbirin m can 
ka juZmüdZ sahrin haha- hu s- saylu min Cali 
(Q. 60/T. 52/S. 48/Aj. -D. 55/K. 47/An. 54/N. 54/H. 47/B. 50/A. 50/ 
Z. 53/T. 54/As. 51/Ar. 53)1 
mikarrin mumirrin 
(K. 47V)2 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 153; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 148; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SNNS. ), fol. 
25; (K. )_(MIQ. ), p. 44; (An. ) (SS. ), p. 83; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 165; (H. ) 31; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 98; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 19; (Z. ) (SKIS), p. 30; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 21; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 147; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 24. 
2 (K. ) (rifQ. , p. 44. 
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60. B- Comment: - 
60. b. 1- mikarrin mifarrin vs. mikarrin mumirrin 
There is a slight disagreement among cormentators as to the 
incompatible denotation of the phrase ''mikarrin mifarrin". 
While (Q., K., N., B., Z., T., As. )1believed it denoted "the 
horse is quite suitable for attacking and fleeing", (T., Aj. -t., A. )2 
believed it denoted "the horse is suitable to charge the enemy and flee 
from them". Attributing the latter interpretation to Ibn al-Sikkit, 
3 (An. ) at the same time referred to some linguists as believing it 
denoted "the horse cannot be matched in charging and fleeing". 
What intensified the ambiguity of this hemistich and led to the 
commentators' puzzlement is the joining of the incompatible phrases 
"mikarrin mifarrin", "mugbiZin mudbirin" with the preposition "maaan", 
"all together". So, while (Q., K., N., T., Ax. )4 thought it denoted 
that "the horse is good in advancing and withdrawing", (B., A., Z., T. )5 
thought that the lexeme "mikarr" is synonymous with "mugbiZ", and so is 
"mifarr" vs. "mudbir". (An. )6reported that some linguists believed it 
denoted that "the horse is handsome when viewed either from the back or 
from the front". (K. ) 7 attributed to Bundär the statement: "The 
apparent incompatibility and ambiguity of this hemistich can be dis- 
closed if the whole verse is read as one unit, and within the context 
of this part of the poem". He maintained, "the poet in the second 
hemistich compared his horse to a rough rounded boulder rolling so 
swiftly that its front and rear became indistinguishable, when hurled 
v 
1 (Q") (JAP.. ), p. 153; (K. ) (1`MIQ. ), p. 44;. (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 165; (B. ) 
(WSJ. ), p. 98; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 30; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22; (. As. ) (PIQ. ), 
fol. 147. 
2 (T. ) (DIS,. ), fol. 25; (Aj. -D. ) fol. 55; (A. ) (PIo. ), p. 19. 
3 (An. ) (SqS. ), p. 83. 
4 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 153; (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 44; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 165; (T. ) 
(QA. )Z p. 22; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 24. 
5 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 98; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 19; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 30; (T. ) 
(. QA. ) , p. 
22. 
6 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 83. 
7 (K. ) pp. 44-45. 
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down by the torrent from the top of a mountain. So 
advancing and withdrawing are equal, and who brings 
the foremost of the hunt and outstrips them. He is 
handsome, healthy and well-built when he advances a; 
withdraws". 
1 
Summing up, it can be observed from the above 
is the horse, whose 
his rider up with 
as attractive, 
s well as when he 
that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., K., N., B., Z., 
T., As. ) and that interpretation which (An. ) attributed to some linguists 
because the denotation of "the horse is quite suitable for attacking 
and fleeing", as interpreted by (Q., K., N., B., T., As. ), entails that 
the horse cannot be matched in charging and fleeing, as (An. ) attributed 
to some linguists. Furthermore, both these interpretations have a 
wider range of denotation compared with that of (T., Aj. -D., A. ). In 
short, the latter interpretation is included in the above discussed two 
interpretations and it contracts a hyponymy-superordination semantic 
relation with them. 
It seems worthwhile at this point of our discussion to examine 
Lane's explanation of the denotation of "mikarrin": - 
"One says karra caZayh2' (A., K., ) aor., (TA., ) 
inf. n. karrün, He turned to, or against him, or 
it, (A., K. ;). One says inhazama tumra karra caZayhi 
(he was put to flight, then he returned, or turned 
back against him. You say karra aZ-farisit, The 
horseman wheeled round or about or fled to wheel 
round or about, and then returned to the fight: 
1 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 4S. 
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(M b.: ) or returned to fight after wheeling round or 
about, or retiring, or being put to flight. One 
says also al-jc adü yasZahil ZZkarri wa aZ-farr! (The 
courser is suitable or fit for returning to the 
fight or for charging or assaulting and fleeing. "1 
As far as the denotation of "mamirr" is concerned, which 
al-CAskari 
2 
attributed to Abi cUbayda, (K. )3 believed it denoted "the 
horse is handsome when viewed either from the back or from the front". 
It is evident that (K. )'s above mentioned interpretation of the 
phrase "mikarrin mumir2rin" is synonymous with the interpretation of the 
phrase "rnikarrin mifarrin", which (An. ) attributed to some linguists. 
Lane provided the following explanation as to the denotation of 
"mwnirr" : 
"A horse strongly, or firmly made. " 
4 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between both "Attacking, fleeing" 
and "charging, fleet-fleeing", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), res- 
pectively, and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -Q., K., N., B., A., 
Z., T., As. ). 
Furthermore, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "advancing, retiring", and the interpretation of (Q., K., 
N., T., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation, "head-foremost, head-long", which 
conveys the image of a horse galloping onwards without hesitation as 
though his front can not be distinguished from his back, is very close 
to the interpretation that (K. ) attributed to Bundär and explained 
earlier. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. , ý. 2600. 2 al-CAskari. garh mä yaqa fihi al-Tashif wa al-Tahrif, p. 83. 
3 (K. ) NIQ. ), p. 
44. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 3, p. 2702. 
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60. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
60. c. 1- juln ud 
While (Q., T., A., Z., Ar. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "a boulder", 
(Aj. -D., K., H., As. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "a rock that fills the palm 
of the hand"- (K. ) added "a rock as large as the head of a human being". 
3 (An. ) attributed to Ibn al-Sikkit the interpretation "a rugged boulder 
4 
on the top of a mountain". (B. ) adopted this interpretation. (N. )' 
believed it denoted "a smooth not so big rock". (T. )6 believed it 
denoted "rock". 
It can be inferred from the above that the interpretation of 
(Q., T., A., Z., Ar. ) has a wider range of denotation compared with 
that of (B. ) and the interpretation that (An. ) attributed to 
Ibn al-Sikkit. In brief, it includes the latter interpretation and 
contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. The 
same conclusion is quite equally applicable to the interpretation of 
(T. ) which has a quite wide range of denotation compared with that of 
(Aj. -Q., K., H., As. ) and (N. ). In fact it includes both of those 
interpretations and, while contracting a'direct superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with that of (Aj. -]?., K., H., As. ), it, at 
the same time, contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation 
with that of (N. ). It can be concluded further that the interpretation 
of (Aj. -D., K., H., As. ) also includes that of (N. ) and contracts a 
1 (A. ) (JAA. ), p. 153; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 19; 
(Z. ) (STS ), p. 30; (Ar. ) (Sri. ) , p. 24. 2 (A. j. - D. ) (srts. ), fol. 26; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 44; (H. ) (M^ ), fol. 31; 
(As. ) fol. 147. 
3 (K. ) (I. ), p. 44. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 98. 
5 (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 166. 
6 (T. ) ( QA.. ), p. 22. 
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direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between (J. )`s 
rather clumsy translation, "the boulder of a rock", and the interpre- 
tation of (Q., T., A., Z., Ar. ). On the other hand, there is a close 
correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "a rugged boulder", and the 
interpretation of (B. ) and that which (An. ) ascribed to Ibn al-Sikkit. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
kvmaytin yaziZZu Z-Zibdu aan hddi matni-hi 
ka taä zaZZati s-saft 'u bi Z-; nutaraaaili 
(Q. 61)1 
can hä Zi matni - hi 
(T. 53/S. 49/Aj. -D. 56/K. 48/An. 55/N. 55/H. 48/B. 51/A. 51/Z. 54/ 
T. 55/As. 52)2 
Z-rrutanazzili 
(T. 53/S. 49/Aj. -D. 56/K. 48/An. 55/N. 55/H. 48/B. 51/A. 51/Z. 54/ 
As. 52/T. 55/Q. 62V)3 
hädi 
(T. 53V/An. 55V/T. 55V) 
4 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 154. V 2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (S. ) SDSP. ), p. 149; (Aj. - , 
D. ) (Sr1S. ), fol. 26; 
(K. ) (rim. ), p. 45; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 84; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 168; 
(H. ) (j! TO. ), fol. 32; (B. ). (SSJ. ), p. 98; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 20; 
(Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 31; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 147. 
3 Ibid. 
4 (T. ), ibid; (An. ), ibid; (T. ), ibid. 
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61. B- Comment: - 
61 .b . 1- hä Zi matini -hi vs. 
hädi matni "h? 
(Q., T., K., N., B., A., Z., As., Ar. ) 
i 
were in agreement that 
"hali" denoted'Ehe middle of the horse's back". (Aj. -D., An., T. ) 
2 
maintained that häZ is synonymous with zd because both of them denote 
"the middle of the horse's back". 
To have a more comprehensive look at the denotation of these 
lexemes it is necessary to examine Lane's explanation. As for the 
denotation of "Jal", he maintained: 
"(S. ) hula fi matini farasihi, inf. n. He leaped, 
and rode, upon the back of his horse; as also ahäla: 
(S, :) halci fi zahri da-b. atihi, he leaped and seated 
3 
himself firmly upon the back of his beast. " 
Concerning the denotation of hid, Lane gave the following explanation: 
"had (A., L., Msb. ) and had aZ-mdtin (S., L., K. ) The 
part of the back of a horse that is beneath the libd 
(or saddle-cloth); (S., A., L., Msb., K.; ), i. e. the 
middle thereof; (Msb.; ) as also aZ-haZ4 (Sh., A., L. ) 
and häZ'u al-matin: (S., L.: ) also the line along the 
middle of the back (M., L. ) of a man: (L.; ) aZ-hal 
is more approved in this sense. "4 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )`s translation, "the 
middle of his back", and the recensions of both -naZ and -häd as 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 154; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (K. ) (ham. ), p. 45; 
(N. ) (SOT. ) 
, p. 
168; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 98; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 20; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 31; (As. ) fol. 147; (Ar. ) (SS'"i. ), p. 25. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (ISMS. ), fol. 25; (An. ) (SQS. ) , p. 84; 
(T. ) p. 22. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 675. 
4 Ibid, p. 669. 
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interpreted by (Aj. -D., An., T. ) Furthermore, it is close to the 
recension of haZ as interpreted by (Q., T., K., N., B., Z., As., Ar. ). 
(A. )'s translation, "his back", as it is evident, has a wider range of 
denotation than that of the recension of häl as interpreted by (Q., T., 
K., N., B., Z., As., Ar. ) and that of hýzd as interpreted by (Aj. -D.., 
An., T. ). In fact, (A. )'s translation includes all the above mentioned 
commentaries and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation 
with them. 
61. b. 2- 
. 
Z-mutanaooiZi vs. : Z-mutanazziIi 
Though (Q. ) presented the recensiön of '' Z-mutanaeoiZi", he did 
not explain its denotation. Lane provided the following denotation: 
""munaCCaV' applied to a horse, white on the forelegs 
or "azafazü" and 'mnugaffazun" (S ., A., K. 
) 
A horse whose whiteness of the lower parts of his 
forelegs extends as far as his "marf2g3n"(the knees) 
without having the like in the hind legs; (S., K.; ) 
as though he had gloves "gaffazän" put upon him: 
(S.: ) or whose whiteness of the lower parts of the 
legs does not extend beyond the a ? ir, the hairs 
next to the hooves. "2 
Commentators, however, debated the precise denotation of 
"al-mutanazziZ. i ". 
While (Q. ) 
3 
believed that it might either denote "the bird that 
alights on the smooth rock, or the rain that falls on it", (T., B. )4 
thought it denoted "what falls on the smooth - (T. ) soft - pebble. 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 154. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 3, pp. 2551 and 3035. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 154. v 4 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 21; (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 98. 
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(Aj. -A., An., A. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "what falls from the smooth rock". 
(K., N., T., As. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "the bird or the like that slips 
from the smooth rock". (K., B. )3 added that it might either denote "the 
4 
rain" or the "torrent". While (Z., Ar. ) believed it denoted "the rain. 
that slips from the smooth stone", he at the same time pointed out that 
it might denote "the man". 
Summing up, it can be observed from the above that, while there 
is no overlapping between the first and second denotations as suggested 
by (Q. ), both of these interpretations are properly included in the 
denotation suggested by (T., B. ). Semantically, they are exclusive 
paronyms. This conclusion is quite equally applicable to the paronyms 
"the bird", "the rain" and "the man", as suggested by (K., Y., T., As. ), 
(Z., Ar. ) and (Z., Ar. ), respectively. As it is clear, while there is 
no overlapping between the denotation of these three paronyms, they are 
properly included in the denotation presented by (Ai. -D., An., A. ) and 
they contract exclusive paronyms. Furthermore, the interpretations of 
(Q. ) and (T., B. ) is incompatible with that of (Aj. -D., A. ), (K., As. ) 
and (Z., Ar. ) because, while the former interpretation asserts that the 
bird or rain (Q. ) alights on the smooth rock, or "that which falls on 
the smooth rock" (T., B. ), on the contrary, the latter interpretation 
asserts that "what falls from it". Moreover, while the former inter- 
pretation depicts a static image, the latter illustrates a moving one. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"rain", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), there is a partial 
1 (SAMS . 
), fol. 25; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 84; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 20. 
2 (K. ) (MIQ"), p. 45; (N. ) (SL), p. 168; (T. ) (SLA. ), p. 22; 
(As. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 147. 
3 (K. ) QM. ), p. 45; (B. ) p. 99. 
4 (Z. ) (SFLS. ), p. 31; (Ar. ) (SSr1. ), p. 25. 
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correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "the rain cascading", and 
the interpretation of (K., B. ) which (An. ) ascribed to some linguists. 
This conclusion can be supported by maintaining that the phrase "rain 
cascading" in this context denotes rain falling from above heavily and 
in torrents. Such an image is not so far from the interpretation 
suggested above. 
Furthermore, it seems evident from the above that both translators 
adopted the recension of "Z mutanaz. 2Zi". 
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61. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: - 
61. c. 1- kumayt 
al-AsmäCilbelieved it denoted "a horse whose red colour is mixed 
with blackness", i. e. "bay". (Q., Aj. -D., As. )2 adopted this interpre- 
tation. al-Asmac! added: "A horse that is kumayt consists of two main 
colours: a blood-coloured bay and a cheerful bay, the latter which is 
the favourite colour of the Arabs refers to a horse which has the 
toughest skin and most solid hooves". (An. ), it should be noted, 
attributed al-Asmäci's last comment to Ibn al-Sikkit. Abü 
CUbayda4 gave 
the following colours of kumayt: "a bay, a cheerful-bay, a blackish- 
bay, a blood-coloured bay, a reddish bay and a chestnut-bay". 
It can be observed from the above that both al-Asmäci's and 
Abü cUbayda's interpretations constitute a partial overlapping paronymy 
set. 
It seems worthwhile at this point to examine Lane's explanation: 
"(S., " K. ) a bay, or dark bay, or brown horse of red 
colour mixed with blackness: (Kh., Sh.: ) or of a 
red colour mixed with blackness. (As., S., K., ) 
which latter's blackness is not pure or clear (TA. 
app. from As. ) a camel is called "altrar" if of 
unmixed red; but if of a red colour mixed with black- 
ness-it is called "kunayt": (As., S. ) the difference 
between kumaytün asgar as applied to horses is in the 
1 al-Asmäci. Kitäb al-Hay1, p. 21. 
2 (Q. )ý(JAAA ), p. 154; Qj. -P. ) (SMS. ), p. 25; (As. ) (DIQ. ), p. 147. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 84. 
4 Abü cUbayda. Kitäb al-Hayl, p. 105. 
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mane and the tail: if these are red the animal is 
called "asgar" and if they are black it is called 
kumayt (AD., S., TA.; ) and the ward is between these 
two. (AD., TA.: ) all bay horses have black manes which 
distinguish then from the sorrel that have red or 
white manes. "I 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )`s translation, "bay", 
and the first interpretation of al-Asmäci., Abü CUbayda, (Q., Aj. -D., 
As. ) and that of (s., K. ) as presented by Lane. (A. )'s translation, 
"gay bay", is close to al-Asmäci's and Abü cUbayda's interpretation of 
"kumaytin ahanvnin". 
61. c. 2- -safes u 
While (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N.; A., T., As., Ar. )2believed it 
denoted "a smooth rock", (T. )3believed it denoted "a soft pebble). (B. )4 
thought it denoted "a smooth pebble". (Z. )5believed it denoted "a 
solid smooth rock". 
It can be observed from the above that the interpretation of (Z. ) 
has a less range of denotation than that 
A., T., As., Ar. ). In brief, the former 
the latter and it contracts a hyponymy-si 
with it. (T. )'s interpretation, in this 
that of (B. ) because both of them denote 
of the described pebble. 
of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., 
interpretation is included in 
iperordination semantic relation 
context, is synonymous with 
the smooth and delicate surface 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 3, p. 2629. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 154; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; (K. ) (rIQ. ), p. 45; 
' (An. ) (Q) , p. 84; (N. ) 
(S QT. ) , p. 168; '(A. ) (DI . ), p" 20; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 147; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
-ý 3 (T. ) (DIQ) , fol . 22 ._4 (B) (SSJ) p. 99. 5 (Z. ) (SO. ) 
, p. 
31. 
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At this point of discussion, it seems useful to examine Lane's 
explanation": - 
"Stone; or smooth stones: and one thereof is 
termed ; afät: a smooth rock: (S.: ) or a hard and 
smooth stone, large, and such as does which is 
a quasi - pl. n. and . afwän 
(As., T., S., M., TA. ) 
of which the sing. is safwccnä stones, or (S. ) soft 
I 
smooth stones; (TA.; ). " 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "a 
smooth stone", and the interpretation of (Q., Ai. -D., K., An., N., A., 
T., As., Ar. ). At the same time, there is a close correspondence 
between (A. )'s translation, "a smooth pebble", and the interpretation 
of (B. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 1703. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
Cala Zgaqbi jayyiasin ka - arena htizmaTiu 
i' jäsa fihi haijahu äalyu mirjaZi 
(Q. 62/B. 52/A. 53/K. 49V/An". 56V (Asm a. cUba)/N. 56V/T. 56')1 
caZa d-dabZi 
(T. 54/S. 50/Aj. -D. 58/K. 49/An. 56/N. 56/H. 49/Z. 55/T. 56/As. 53/Ar. 55) 
Cala d-dumri 
(An. 56V/T. 56V)3 
gala d-dali 
- -r (An. 56V (b. Ac 
. rabi))4 
V 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 155; (B. ) (SSJ. ) , p. 
99; (A. ) (DQ) 
, p. 20; 
(K. ) (Im. ), p. 45; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 85; (N. ) (SST. ), p. 169; 
(T. ) (ý"), p. 22. 
2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 22; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; (Aj. = D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 26; 
(K. ) (: NIQ. ), p. 45; (An. ) SOS. ), p. 85; (N. ) (SCAT. ), p. 169; 
(H. ) (1`fI . 
), fol. 36; (Z. ) (1*1S. ), p. 31; (T. ) (. ), p. 22; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 148; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
3 (An. ) (SÖS ), p. 85; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22. 
4 (An. ), ibid. 
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62. B- Comment: - 
62. b. 1- Z-aagbi vs. d. -dabli'vs. .. d. 
-dumri 
vs. d-da-3Zi 
To (Q., K., N., A., T. ) 
I "aZ caobi" denoted "running after running". 
2 
While (An. ) attributed this interpretation to al-Asmaci, (B. )3 attributed 
it to al-Qutaybi. Thinking of the lexeme '-al-Cagb " in this context as 
denoting "the heel", (B. ) interpreted the phrase -"''ala aZ-aägbi" as 
denoting that the horse is so swift and active that he saves his rider 
from using a whip to urge him on, because he can run swiftly by merely 
being kicked by the rider's heels. (K., N., T. )4 believed that the 
sentence "gala o 9agbi jayyästin" denoted "If the horse is so swift and 
fiery in his last race, one might wonder how swift and fiery he was in 
his first one". 
Regarding the denotation of the lexeme `ä=t-dabli", Aj. -D., 
K., N., H., Z., T., As., Ar. ) were unanimous in believing that it over- 
laps with the denotation of "aZ-aumr"l, "thinness". (Z., Ar. ) added 
that it denotes "a horse of a thin appearance and lank belly". 
As for the denotation of the lexeme "ai-da? l", while al-Asmaei 
thought it denoted "a horse of cautious short steps as though he were 
heavily burdened or overburdened", (An. ) quoted Ibn al--Arabi as saying: 
6 
"The poet likened the manner in which the horse walks or runs to the 
loping of the wolf". Lane provided the following explanation: 
"da5aZ, He walked, or went in a weak manner, (M., K. ) 
and with haste: or he ran with short steps: 
(M., K. ) or he walked, or went, in a brisk, or 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 155; (K. ) pp. 45-46; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 169, 
(A. ) (D, I, Q. ), p. 20; (T. ) (ýgA. ), p. 22. 
2 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 85. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 99. 
4 (K. ) (rim. ) , p. 46; (N. ) (kT. ) , p. 169; . 
(T. ) (SQA. ) 
, p. 22. 
5 Wiener Akademie Sitzungsberichte... Vols. CXXXII-CXXXIII, p. 19. 
6 An. ) .( QS), p. 85. 
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sprightly manner (K.: ) or he walked, or went, as 
though labouring in his gait, by reason of briskness, 
or sprightliness: (M.: ), or he went along little by 
little, stealthily, lest he should make an audible 
sound: for "da2'lun" is syn. with "`hatlun": or 
accord. to (AZ., ) it signifies the walking, or going 
in a manner resembling that which it is termed 
hatZun; and in the manner of him who is heavily 
burdened, or over-burdened: and (As. ) in describing 
the manner in which horses go explains da3Zczn as 
signifying the walking, or going with short steps, 
and in an unusual manner, as though heavily burdened, 
or overburdened. "' 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between "thinness" and "leanness" 
as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, and the recension of 
d-dahli" and " d-dumri" according to the interpretation of (Q., T., 
Ai. -D., K., N., H., Z., T., As., Ar. ). 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. 1. Vol. I. p. 840. 
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62. C- Commentaries: 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
62. c. 1- jayy 
V 
To (Q., An. )'it denoted "a horse that is rising in his running". 
Furthermore, (An. ) 
2 
reported that Ibn al-Sikkit attributed to Abü cUbayda 
the interpretation: "a horse of ceaseless and vehement running". (As. ) 
3 
adopted this interpretation. While (T., Aj. -D., K., N., H., B., A., T. ) 
4 
believed it denoted "the horse that seethes in his running as the 
seething of a cauldron on a fire", (Z., Ar. )5thought it denoted "the 
boiling of his ardour or vehemence within him (while running), i. e. the 
horse runs briskly, vigorously, and in a lively manner". 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation that Ibn al-Sikkit 
attributed to Abü cUbayda and that of (T., Aj. -D., K., N., H., B., A., 
T. ), and (Z., Ar. ), because "a horse of vehement and ceaseless running", 
as interpreted by Abü cUbayda entails that the horse runs swiftly, 
briskly and vigorously as though he were seething. Furthermore, "the 
boiling vehemence and ardour within him", as interpreted by (Z., Ar. ), 
is the normal outcome of his seething when running as the seething of a 
cauldron on fire", as interpreted by (T., Aj. -D., K., N., H., B., A., T. ). 
At this point of discussion it is of interest to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), 
2 (An. ), ibid. 
3 (As. ) (PI(. ) 
4 (T. ) (D &: )' 
(N. ) (SQT. ), 
(A. ) (Üi i. ) 
, 
5 (Z. ) (sus. ), 
p. 155; (An. ) (SQA. ), p. 85. 
fol. 148. 
fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol 
p. 169; (H. ). (j . 
), fol. 36; 
p. 20; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22. 
p. 32; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
26; (K. ) (NIQ. ), p. 45; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 99; 
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"farasin jayy 3i n, A horse that rears and is excited 
when thou puttest him in motion with thy 
heel. "1 
The Translations: 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"very lively", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation, 
2 
"fiery", which denotes "an ardent, high spirited, and persistent horse", 
is partially close to the interpretation that Ibn al-Sikkit attributed 
to Abi cUbayda as reported by (An. ) and the interpretation of (T., 
Aj. -D., K., N., H., B., A., T. ). 
62. c. 2- ihtizäm 
According to (Q. )3it was subject to a three-fold interpretation: 
"(1) the sound of his running; (2) his rumbling or growling which 
resembled the rumbling of the thunder; (3) the sound that comes from 
within the horse as he runs". (Aj. -D. )4 believed it denoted "the horse's 
ceaseless running". 
5 
While (T., B., A., As. ) presented (Q. )'s third interpretation, 
67 
(An., N., T. ) presented (Q. )'s first interpretation. To (Z., Ar. ) it 
denoted "the explosive panting sound from within the horse's chest as 
he runs". 
To sum up, it can be concluded from the above that (Q. )'s third 
interpretation has a wider range of denotation than that of his own 
first interpretation which denotes a very specific sound that comes 
1 Lane. 'Lex. Bk. I, Vol. 1, p. 494. 
2 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Vol. I, p. 747. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), P. 155. 
4 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 26. 
5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 99; (A. ) (DI2. ), p. 20; 
(Äs. ) (DI 
. 
), fol. 148. 
6 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 85; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 169; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22. 
7 (z. ) (SMS. ), p. 31; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
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from within the horse as he runs. In brief, (Q. )'s third interpreta- 
tion stands in superordination-hyponynry relation with his first one. 
Furthermore, the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) denotes that when the 
horse holds his breath, out of anger or excitement, the pent up air 
will eventually be violently expelled. This makes (Z., Ar. )'s inter- 
pretation synonymous with the denotation of "snorting". 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )ts translation, 
"snorting", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation, 
"roar", which denotes in this context "a full, deep and prolonged cry 
uttered by the horse in breathing", it also connotes a growling sound 
like that of thunder". This interpretation makes (A. )'s translation 
very close to (Q. )'s second interpretation and (B. )'s second possible 
interpretation. 
62. c. 3- mirjaZ 
While (Q., T., Aj., N., B., A., T., Ar. )2believed it denoted "a 
large cooking-pot", (K. ) 
3 
thought it denoted "a large iron cooking-pot". 
Furthermore, while (An. ) 
4 
attributed to Taclab and (Z. ) 
5 
attributed to 
Ibn Nujähid the interpretation "any large cooking-pot made of 
either iron, copper, stone, brass or pottery", 
6 
(As. ) referred to 
Abü Cr Amas believing it denoted "a large cooking-pot made of copper". 
It can be noticed from the above that the interpretation of (Q., 
T., Aj., N., B., A., T., Ar. ) is synonymous with that of Tatlab and 
1 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, Vol. II, p. ' 1839. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 155; (T. ) (U l), fol. 22; (Aj. ) (SMS. ), fol. 26; 
(N. ) (QS T. ), p. 169; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 99 ; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 20 
(T. ) (S), p. 99; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 45. 
4 (An. ) . 
), p. 31. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 31. 
6 (As. ) (DIS. ), fol. 148. 
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Ibn Mujähid as reported by (An. ) and (Z. ), respectively, because both 
of these interpretations denote "any large cooking--pot". Moreover, 
while there is no overlapping between the denotation presented by (K. ) 
with that (As. ) attributed to Abü CAmr, both of these interpretations 
are properly included in the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj., N., B., A., 
T., Ar. ) which is regarded as their common superordination. In brief 
semantic terms, they are exclusive paronyms. 
The Translations: % 
Despite the fact that both "kettle" and "cauldron", as translated 
by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, denote "a vessel for boiling", a 
cauldron is larger than a kettle and is partially synonymous with 
boiler. "A kettle, which is commonly made of metal, apart from being 
used for boiling water, is often used for cooking and serving food"1 
Juxtaposing this conclusion with the interpretations mentioned 
earlier, it seems that there is a partial correspondence between the 
denotation of "kettle" and the interpretation of (Q., T., N., B., A., 
T., Ar. ) and that of Tatlab and Ibn Mujahid as reported by (An. ) and 
(Z. ), respectively. Similarly, the denotation of "cauldron" in this 
context is partially close to the interpretation-of (K. ). 
1 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, vol. I, p. 1151. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
misahhin idä mä s-säbihätu caZa Z-txrna 
atarna Z gubca°a bi Z- kadidi Z-rmurakkaZi 
(Q. 63/T. 56/Aj. -D. 57/K. 50/An. 57/N. 60/H. 55/Z. 56/T. 57/As. 54/ 
Ar. 56)1 
gubcman 
(S. 51/B. 53/A. 52)2 
aaZa lwajF 
(T. 55V) 3 
bi Z-kaubi s-samaw aZ7 
(An. 57V (a. cUba)) 4 
bi Z-kadidi s-samawwali 
(T. 57V) 5 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 156; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (EMS. ), fol. 26; 
(K. ) (M_ý), p. 46; (An. ) (QS. ), p. 86; (N. ) 
SOT. ), p. 173: 
(H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 39; (z. ) (SNS. ), p. 31; (T. ) (! QA. ), p. 22; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 148; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
2 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 99; (A. ) (DIQ: ), p. 20. 
3 (T. ) (DI(. ), fol. 22. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 87. 
5 (T. ) (SQA"), p. 22. 
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63. b- Comment: - 
63. b. 1- 
. 
Z-wanä vs. . 
Z-wajä 
Commentators disagreed as to the precise denotation of "al-wanä". 
While (Q., Z., As. ) 
I 
believed it denoted "fatigue and weariness", (T., 
K., An., N., B., A., T. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "lassitude and tiredness". 
3 
(Ar. ) believed it denoted "tiredness". 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that there is a 
close match between the interpretation of (Q., Z., As. ) and that of 
(T., K., An., B,, A., T. ). Both of these interpretations have a less 
range of denotation than that of (Ar. ), which, while contracting .a 
direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with that of (T., K., 
An., N., B., A., T. ), it, at the same time, contracts a superordination- 
hyponymy relation with that of (Q., Z., As. ). As far as the denotation 
of "aZ-wajä" is concerned, al-Asmäci believed it denoted "a pain in the 
hoof of a horse". 
The Translations: - 
Both "fatigue" and "floundering wearily" as translated by (J. ) 
and (A. ), respectively, are close to the recension of ". Z-vane". 
Moreover, while there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s trans- 
lation and the interpretation of (Q., Z., As. ), there is a close corres- 
pondence between (A. )'s translation and the interpretation of (An. ). 
63. b. 2- 
. Z-murakka Z vs. s -samcnaa' Z vs. s -samcrwa Z 
1hile (Q., T., Aj. -D., N., B., Z., T., As. )5believed that the 
lexeme, Z-murakkdL denoted "the land which is trampled or trodden on by 
v 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 156; (Z. ) 
2 (T. ) (DD ), fol. 21 ; (K. ) (MII- ) 
(N. ) (SQT"), p. 174; (B. ) (SSJ. ), 
(T. ) S A. ), p. 22. 
3 (Ar. ) (1") 
, P" 
25; (T. ) (Q") , 
4 a1-AsmaCT. Kitäb al-Hayl, p. 12. 
5 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 156; (T") (DIQ. ), 
(N. ) (QT. ), p. 174; (B. ) (SSJ. ), 
(SQA. ), p. 22; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 
p. 31; (As. ) (DIQ ), fol. 148. 
p. 46; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 86; 
p. 99; (A. ) (DIQ"), p. 20; 
p. 22. 
fol. 21; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; 
p. 99; (Z. ) (sMS. ), p. 31; (T. ) 
148. 
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the legs of the horses", (K., An., A., Ar. )Ibelieved it denoted "the 
land that is trampled by the hooves of the horses". 
It seems from the above that "legs" as interpreted by the former 
interpretation has a wider range of denotation than that of "hooves". 
In fact, it includes it and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with it. 
As far as the denotation of at-samawa'Z is concerned, (An. ) 
2 
attributed to Abü cUbaydä the interpretation: "a wide, spacious tract 
of land". (As. )3 it should be maintained, presented this interpretation 
without referring to Abü cUbaydä. According to (T. ); "aZ-sconawwaZ" 
denoted "a hard tract of land". 
It seems clear from the above that the denotation of "aL-san ;. wal" 
as interpreted by (T. ) is synonymous with the denotation of 'a Z-kadZd" 
as interpreted by (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., B., A., T., As., Ar. ). 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between "the rough ground beaten 
by their hoofs" and "their hooves drag in the trampled track" as 
translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, and the recension of 
". Z-rrurkkal" Furthermore, both these translations are fairly close 
to the interpretation of (K., An., A., Ar. ). 
63. b. 3- 9'ub1ran vs. 'I-gubara 
Apart from the syntactic differences of the indefinite vs. the 
definite article in "gubtiran", "dust'", vs. ". Z-gubära-", "the dust", 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 46; (An. ) ( . ), p. 87; (A. ) 
(DIQ. ), p. 20; 
(Ar. ) SSM. ), p.. 25. 
2 (An. ) 5 S. ), p. 87. 
3 (As. ) DIQ. ), fol. 148. 
4 (T. ) (_) 
, p. 
22. 
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respectively, which might limit the denotation of the latter and make 
it denote certain sort of dust- no other semantic difference can be 
singled out. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between "dust" as translated by 
both translators and the recension of " . 
Z-gub2ira". 
63. b. 4- Z-kadTd-- vs. . Z-katib--' 
I 
Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T., As., Ar. ) were unanimous 
in believing it denoted "a hard, trampled tract of land". (Z. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "a low and hard trampled tract of land". 
Hence, it can be observed from the above that the interpretation 
of Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T., Ar., As. ) has a wider 
range of denotation than that of (Z. ). In brief, the former interpre- 
tation includes the latter and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with it. 
It should be added that (An. P, attributing to Abu- CLTbayda the 
recension of "bi Z-katibi s-samaial ", he quoted him as interpreting it 
"a wide, spacious tract of land". 
The Translations: 
Both "the rough ground" and "the trampled track" are close to the 
recension of l-kadidi. Furthermore, both these translations are close 
to the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., A., T., As., 
Ar. ). 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 156; (T. ) (DIQ. ) , fol. 
21; (Aj. -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 25; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 46; (An. ) (SQS ), p. 87; (N. ) (SQT"), P. 174; (B. ) 
CU. ), p. 99; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 20; (T. ) CQA. ), -p22; (As. ) (DIQ. ), 
p. 148; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 25. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 31. 
3 (An. 1 (FQs) p. 8 7.. 
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63. c- Commentaries :- 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
63. c. I- misahh 
(Q., Aj. -D., K., N., H. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "the horse that runs 
fluidly, extensively and ceaselessly as though he were pouring forth 
running". (As. ) 
2, 
it should be pointed out, attributed this interpreta- 
tion to al-Asmaci. According to (T., An., B., A., T., Z., As., Ar. ) 
3 
it 
denoted "the horse that pours forth running as the sky pours forth its 
rain". 
Though both these interpretations denote the ceaseless, graceful 
continuity, swift fluency and flowing energy of the horse's running, 
the interpretation of (T., An., B., A., T., Z., As., Ar. ) is more 
specific and has less range of denotation than that of (Q., Aj. -P., K., 
N., H. ) because, while the former interpretation emphasizes the 
simile of "the sky that pours forth its rain", the latter interpretation 
lacks this simile. In short, they stand in a hyponymy-superordination 
relation. At this point of explanation, it is worthwhile examining 
Lane's illumination: 
""farasVn misahhin" denotes a swift horse, (KZ., K., 
TA. ) as though it were pouring forth running, (S., 
K., TA. ) likened to rain. in swiftness. One says 
"sahhat: al-son ü matarahä" to denote "the sky 
4 
poured forth rain abundantly and extensively". " 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 156; 
(Aj 
. -D. 
) (SMS. ) 
, 
fol. 25; (K. ) (i`MIQ. ) 
, p. 
46; 
(N. ) SÖT. ), p. 174; (H. ) 
(IHIQ. ), fol. 39. 
2 (As. ) (Ra. ), fol. 148. 
3 (T. ) (12M. ), fol. 21; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 86; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 99; 
p. 20; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 22; (Z. ) (SAMS. ), p. 31; (As. ) 
(D Q. ) , fol . 148; 
(Ar. ) (SSN. ) , p. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 1313-1314. 
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The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "at full gallop", is close to the interpre- 
tation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., N. ) because, while it conveys the denotation 
of the horse's swift and rapid movement, however, it sacrifices the 
connotation of the flowing energy of his running that is likened to the 
abundant and ceaseless raining of the sky. More precisely, (J. )'s 
translation falls short of conveying the image of "water" which in this 
context is an essential trait of the denotation of the lexeme "misahh'". 
On the other hand, there is a close correspondence between (A. )`s 
translation, "sweetly he flows", and the interpretation of (T., An., B., 
A., T., Z., As., Ar. ). Furthermore, it conveys the swift and abundant 
running of the horse, and it brings to mind the image of the sky that 
pours forth rain abundantly and extensively. 
63. c. 2- s -säbj7z t 
While (Q., Aj., K., N., As. ) 
1 
believed it denoted "mares that are 
2 
so swift in running it is as though they are swimming", (T., B., A. ) 
thought it denoted "mares that stretch forth their forelegs well in 
3 
running". (An., T. ) added, "and without folding them when running, as 
though they were swimming". (An. ) 
4 
attributed to AbU CUbayda the belief 
that it denoted "a horse that stretches forth his forelegs to their 
utmost when running". (Z., Ar. ) 
5 
adopted this last interpretation. 
It can be inferred from the above that the interpretation of (Q., 
Aj., K., N.,, As. ) has a wider range of denotation than that of (T., An., 
B., A., T. ), because the latter interpretation is more specific in 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 
156; (Aj. ) 
(N. ) (I LT. ), p. 174; (As. ) 
2 (T. ) (DTO. ), fol. 21; (B. ) 
3 (An. )rSOS. ), p. 86; (T. ) 
4 (An. ) (SUS. ), p. 86. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 31; (Ar. ) 
Y 
(S: iS. ), p. 25; (K. ) 
(Pa. ), fol. 148. 
fSSJ. ), p. 99; (A. ) 
(SOA. ) 
, p. 
22. 
(rýzQ") , p. 46; 
(SSM. ) ,P" 25. 
(DIQ")ý P. 20. 
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depicting the manner of running than the former. In brief semantic 
terms, the former interpretation includes the latter and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
It is worthwhile at this point of our discussion to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
"The running of a horse (S., L., K., TA. ) in which 
the fore legs are stretched forth well [like as are 
1 
the arms of a man in swimming]. " 
The Translations: 
There is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"swift horses", and the interpretation that (An. ) attributed to 
Abu cUbayda and that of (Z., Ar. ). Similarly, there is a partial 
correspondence between (A. )`s translation, "mares", and the interpreta- 
tion of (Q., Aj., K., N., As. ) and that of (T., An., B., A., T. ). It 
should not escape our attention, however, that though both translators 
managed to convey to the receptor of the T. L. the gender of the horses 
described, as presented by commentators, they, however, fell short of 
conveying the accurate image of the horse's/mare's way of running, as 
the lexeme "al-sc-bijiät" in the S. L. vividly depicts. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 1291. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
yaziZZu Z-gulanrA Z-hiffu Can sahawati"hi 
wa yulwi bi atwäbi Z-aanzifi Z-rrutagqal 
(Q. 64/K. 5/An. 58/N. 57/H. 50/T. 58/As. 55/Z. 57V)1 
yuzilla l-quZzma 1-hiffa 
(S. 52/T. 56/Z. 57/Ar. 57/K. 51V/An. 58V/T. 58V) 2 
yutiru Z-guläma 1-hiffa 
(Aj. -D. 59/B. 54/A. 54/Q. 64V (Asm. )/An. 58V (Asm. )/N. 57V (Asm. )/ 
T. 58V (Asm. ))3 
Z haff 
(An. 58V (Abu- CUba)/T. 58V. (Abü CUba)) 4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 156; (K. ) p. 46; (An. ) (S ), p. 87; 
(N. ) CS-QT. ), p. 169; (H. ) fol. 36; (T. ) (S), p. 22; 
(As. ) DIQ. ), fol. 148; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 32. 
2 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 32; 
(Ar. ) (SS', %i. ), P. 24; (K. ) (T), P. 45; (An. ) (SC. S"), P. 87; 
(N. ) (. ), p. 170; (T. ) (SQA. )ý p. 22. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 26; (B. ) (SS,. ), p. 100; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 20; 
(Q. ) (JAA. Y-, p. 157; (An. ) (ýQS. ), p. 87; (N. ) (SST. ), p. 170; 
(T. ) (SA. ), p. 22. 
4 (An. ) (SAS. ), p. 87; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22. 
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64, B- Comment 
64. b. 1- yazillu Z-gul? zmu Z-hiffu vs. yuzillu Z-guMna Z-hiffa vs. 
yut2ru Z-gu läTna Z-hi f fa 
It seems clear from the above that the main reason that is latent 
behind these three variant recensions is the active voice vs. the 
passive voice, respectively. So, while the recension ''yaziZZu lG-guZElu 
Z-hifu" is in the active voice which can be shown in a diagram form as 
vt. + s. + adj., denotes that the lightweight lad slips off the horse's 
back, both the recensions of "yuzillu Z-gularna Z hifa" and 'yutiru 
Z-gulma Z- jiffa" are in the passive in which"the agent, by which is 
meant that element in passive clause structure whose nominal part may 
operate as (S. ) in the active clause transform majhv_Z"l. By 
implication in this context it denotes the horse. Hence these two 
recensions which can be rendered diagrammatically as pass. v. o. + 
adj. generate the following semantic message: "The horse (due to his 
swiftness and ardour) flings off or throws away, or makes to slip off 
the lightweight lad". 
These variant semantic interpretations, which are the outcome of 
the different syntactic functions of the passive patterns vs. the active 
patterns and which show that-language is a patterned activity, baffled 
commentators. This is quite evident in their disagreement concerning 
which of the earlier mentioned recensions is closer to the poet's 
intention. So (Q., T., K., N., B. ) 2 believed that the lexeme yaziZZu 
denoted "slips off" and the sentence "ijaziZZu Z-äul ina Z-hif. Ta"denoted 
1 Jan Svartvik, On Voice in the English Verb, p. 30. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 46; 
(N. ) (SýQT. ), p. 170; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100. 
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"the lightweight lad slips off the horse's back because of the latter's 
swiftness and ardour". (An., N., T. )Iattributed to al-Asmaci the 
belief that the sentence "yutiru Z-gulina 1-hiffa" denoted "the horse, 
v 
due to his swiftness and ardour, throws off the lightweight rider". 
2 
(An. ) quoted Ibn Habib as saying "The horse throws off the inexperienced 
and heavy-handed rider". According to (Z., Ar. ) 
3 
the sentence yuziilu 
Z-gulona 1-hiffa denoted "the horse makes the inexperienced rider slip 
v 
off his back". 
The Translations: - 
Both "the light boy slips off" and "the lightweight lad slips 
landward", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are close to 
the recension of "yaziZZu Z-gulZnu Z-hiffu". Furthermore, there is a 
V 
close correspondence between both these translations and the interpre- 
tation of (Q., T,, K., N., B. ). 
Y 
1 (An. ) (SQS"), p. 87; (N. ) (SVQT"), p. 170; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22. 
2 (An. ), ibid. 
3 (Z. ) (IDES. ), p. 32; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 26. 
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64. C- Commentaries 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
64. c. 1- yuZwi 
While (Q., An., N., Z., T., As., Ar. ) 
l 
believed it denoted "throw 
2 
away", (T., Aj. -D., K., B., A. ) believed it denoted "fling off". 
It can be seen from the above that the denotation of "throw away" 
has a wider range of denotation than that of "fling off". 
In precise semantic terms, the former interpretation includes the 
latter and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"throws away", and the interpretation of (Q., An., N., Z., T., As., Ar. ). - 
At the same time, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s 
translation, "flings off", and the interpretation of (T., Aj. -Q., K., 
B., A. ). 
64. c. 2- atwäb 
While (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., B., A., Z., As., Ar. )3believed it 
4 
denoted "the garments", (T. ) believed it denoted "the heavy rider 
himself". Attention has to be drawn to the fact that, while (An. ) 
5 
attributed (T. )'s interpretation to Ibn Habib, (Si. ) 
6 
attributed it to 
Abü Hätici al-Sijistarii. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157; (An. )ý(SQS. ), p. 87; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 170; 
(Z. ) (WIS. ), p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 22; (As. ) (DIQ. , fol. 148; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 26. 
2 (T. ) DI .), fol. 22; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SS. ) , 
fol. 25; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 46; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; (A. ) (DIQ. ) p. 20. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157; (T. ) SM. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SIMS. ), fol. 25; 
(K. ) (NIQ"), p. 48; (B. ) (SU. ), p. 100; (A.? (DIQ"), p. 20; (Z. ) 
(SMS. ), p. 32; (As. ) (DIQ. ), p. 148; (Ar. ) (SSLi. ýj, p. 26. 
4 (T. ) (SQ .), p. 22. 5 (An. ) (SS_. ) , p. 
87. 
6 (Si. ) (DIQ. ) , fol. 18. 
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Since a rather elaborated explanation of the denotation and con- 
notation of the lexeme "tiyäb " has already been maintained earlier, it 
suffices here to have a recourse to Lane's explanation: 
"tazbun A garment, (M., Mgh., Msb., K., ) (or piece of 
cloth or stuff, ) that is worn by men, composed of 
linen, cotton, wool, fur, (nigh., Nsb., ) silk or the 
like; (Msb.; ) but properly not what is cut out of 
several pieces, such as the shirt, and trousers, or 
drawers, (Mgh.; ) though often applied to a shirt or 
shift, it seems to be so called because the wearer 
returns to it, or it to the wearer, time after time: 
(Mgh.: ) also a garment worn by women and girls over 
the shift ... atwabun 
is sometimes employed to 
signify "The wearers of garments, the wearers' 
bodies ... 
(T., TA., ) And in like manner, also, the 
dual is employed to signify "The wearer's body, or 
self, or what the garments infold: and t ßäb is 
employed in the same manner. "2 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"garments", and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., B., A., Z., 
As., Ar. ). It can be suggested, however, that (A.. ), due to his desire 
to convey the closest semantic message of S. L. - as he perceives it - 
to the receptor of T. L., chose to use the word "burnous", which has not 
been suggested by any of the commentators at hand, nor by Lane, in this 
context denotes "a cloak with a hood normally worn by Arabs and Moors". 
I See pp. 275-8. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 361. 
3 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, vol. II, p. 255. 
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64. c. 3- I-oan: Tf 
While (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., T. ) 
t 
believed it denoted "a 
hard and an inconsiderate rider(T., A. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "a rough 
3 
and an inept rider". (Z., Ar. ), however, believed it denoted "skilled 
rider". 
From the above it can be observed that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., n., An., N., B., 
T. ) and that of (T., A. ), because both of them denote that the rider is 
not gentle and is inconsiderate of how much the horse can comfortably 
bear. Connotatively, however, "rough" is often associated with not 
smooth, whereas "hard" is often associated with "not soft". Further- 
more, it is apparent from the above that the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) 
is incompatible with that of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., T. ) and that 
of (T., A. ) because, while the former interpretation asserts that this 
horse cannot be mounted except by the rider who handles him properly, 
because the horse's swiftness and ardour upset the garments of the 
rough (N., T. ) and (B. ) heavy handed rider, and it emphasizes that this 
horse neither settles beneath the rough or violent rider nor allows him 
to fix his own garments; likewise the horse causes the lightweight lad 
to slip off his back; (A., Ar. )`s interpretation asserts the contrary. 
It emphasizes that this horse runs so swiftly, smoothly and excitedly 
that he causes the rider who is not so well-experienced in horsemanship 
to slip off his back, likewise, the horse throws away the garments of 
the well-experienced and nimble rider". 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 157; (Aj . -D. ) (ST1S. ) , fol. 25; p. 46; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 87; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 170; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 22. 
2 (T. ) (DIS. ), fol. 22; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 20. 
3 (Z. ) (9MS. ), p. 32; ( Ar. ) (SS i. , p. 26. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"rough rider", and the interpretation of (T., A. ). Furthermore, it is 
partially close to the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., B., 
T. ). At the same time, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s 
translation, "hard", and the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., 
N., B., T. ). Furthermore, his translation is partially close to the 
interpretation of (T., A. ). 
64. c. 4- Z-mutagqaZ 
While (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Z., As., Ar. ) 
1 
believed it denoted 
9 
"a heavy(weight) rider", (T., B., A. )2thought it denoted "a heavy- 
handed rider". 
The Translations: 
The homonymous denotation of the lexeme, "heavy", as translated 
by both translators as an equivalent to the lexeme ". Z-mutagqaZ" in the 
S. L. causes an ambiguity that yields a two-fold interpretation: 
(1) "heavy weight"; (2) "heavy-handed or clumsy". 
Examining the denotation of the lexemes "light" and "lightweight", 
as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, as an equivalent to the 
lexeme "dZ-hiffu" which all commentators at hand believed denoted 
v 
"light weight" in S. L. can be used in solving the present problem. 
Thereupon, (J. )'s application of the lexeme "light" as synonymous in 
this context with lightweight when translated "jal-hiffa", permits us to V 
infer that he might have in mind the idea of heavy (weight), because, 
1 (Q. ) (AA. ) , p. 156; (Aj . -D`) 
SIMS. ) , fol. 25; p. 46; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 87; (N. ) (SgT. ), p. 170; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 32; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 148; (Ar. 2 (SSri. ), p. zc,. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26. 
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as he used the lexeme "light" to denote "lightweight", it is quite 
plausible to infer, therefore, that he thought of the lexeme "heavy" as 
being synonymous with "heavyweight". If and only if this conclusion is 
accepted, it makes (J. )'s translation very close to the interpretation 
of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Z., As., Ar. ). 
The same conclusion is equally applicable to (A. )'s translation, 
whose choice of the lexeme "heavy" in this context may be assumed to be 
deliberate. It tempts us to infer that the translator might have in 
mind the idea of a clumsy and heavy-handed rider as interpreted by 
(T., B., A. ). 
r 
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B- The Recensions: - 
daririn ka hudrüfi Z-waZidi a marra"hi 
tatäbuCu kaffau-"hi bi haytin muwass alt 
(Q. 65/T. 57/S. 53/Aj. -D. 60/K. 52/An. 59/N. 58/H. 51/Z. 58/T. 58/ 
As. 56/Ar. 58)1 
tagallubu 
(B. 55/A. 55)2 
add-arähu 
(Aj . -D. 60V) 
3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157; (T. ) (DIi), fol. 23; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 26; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 47; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 88; 
. (N. ) (b2T. ), p. 170; (H. ) (MIQ. ) fol. 38; (Z. ) p. 33; 
(T. ) (S A_), p. 23; ( As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 149; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 26. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; (A. ) (D-Tttn , p. 21. 3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25. 
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65. B- Comment: 
65. b. 1- amarra hü vs. addarahic 
While (Q., B., As. )1 thought it denoted "a twisted thread", (T., 
Aj. -D., An., N., Z., T., Ar. )2 believed it denoted "a thread - (Z., Ar. ) 
string - twisted firmly or tightly". (K. 
ý 
maintained "The thread was 
twisted owing to the juxtaposed movement of the hands of the boy that 
successively pull the thread outward and push it inward". 
(Q., B., As. )'s interpretation, as it seems from the above 
presentation, has a wide range of denotation and it includes the inter- 
pretation presented by (T., Aj. -1., An., N., T., Z., Ar. ). Therefore, 
the former interpretation contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic 
relation with the latter. (K. )'s comment, however, is fairly implicit 
in the interpretation of (T., Aj. -P., An., N., Z., T., Ar. ) because the 
thread in question cannot be twisted firmly without being pulled out- 
wards and pushed inwards by the successive juxtaposed movement of the 
boy's hands. 
Summing up, (K. )'s interpretation is partially synonymous with 
that of (T., Aj. -]., An., N., Z., T., Ar. ). The interpretation of (Q., 
B., As. ), however, includes that of An., N., Z., T., Ar. ). 
To put it more precisely it contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with it. 
As far as the recension of "addarahu'is concerned, it can be 
translated as "turned it in a circle'. 
v 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 149. 
2 (T. ) fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; (An. 
%S. ), p. 88; 
(N. ) (g(IT. ), p. 171; (Z. ) CM. ), p. 33; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 23; (Ar. ) 
(SSif. ) 
, p. 
26. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ) , p. 47. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (3. )'s translation, "thE 
connected string has spun it well", and the recension of " anarra hr" 
and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) in particular and that of (T., Aj, 
An., N., Z., T., Ar. ) in general. (A. ), however, avoided translating 
this lexeme. 
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65. C- Commentaries: - 
The denotation of the following lexemes were debated among 
commentators: 
65. c. 1- darir 
While (Q., K., An., T. )lbelieved it denoted "a fast horse", (T., 
N., B., A. )2thought it denoted "a swift horse". (K. )3 added "that 
produces a blowing from his nostrils in running". Likewise, (K., An., 
T. )4 believed it denoted "the horse whirls in his running as the whirling 
of a spinner". Though (B. ) 
5 
agreed with (K. )'s interpretation, he called 
the sound that the horse makes in running "ripple", "harir';, which he 
likened to the rippling of the ". udrüf". (Aj. -D., Z., As., Ar. ) 
6 
believed it denoted "a horse that runs. continuously, ceaselessly, 
successively and abundantly". 
From the above it might be plausible to infer that (Q., K., An., 
T. )'s interpretation is synonymous with that of (T., N., B., A. ). At 
the same time, the interpretation of (K., An., T. ) is liable to three 
interpretations: (1) the horse runs as fast as the movement of the 
"hudruf" which connotes that it has a circular movement, or it might 
denote that the sound the horse makes in running is like that of a 
whirling top. This latter interpretation is synonymous with that of 
(K. ) presented earlier. Thirdly, it might be interpreted as including 
both of the above mentioned characteristics, i. e. swiftness cf running 
and the production of the whirling sound of the "hudrif". Semantically, 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 47; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 88; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 23. v 2 (T. ) (DI 
. 
), fol. 22; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 171; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
3 (K. ) p. 47. 
4 (K. ) p. 47; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 88; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 23. 
5 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 100. 
6 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 25; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 33; (As. ) (M. ), fol. 149; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 26. 
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the third interpretation has a wider range of denotation than that of 
the first and second interpretation. It contracts a superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with them. At this point it might be useful to 
examine its denotation in Lane: 
"a horse, (S., K., ) or similar beast (K., TA., ) that is swift 
(S., K., ) or swift in running, compact in build: (TA., )_ or 
compact and firm in build. faras dar? (TA., ) or dariyya (A. ) 
A horse or mare that runs much. "] 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "very 
fast", and the interpretation of (Q,, K., An., T. ) in particular and that 
of (T., N., B., A. ) and Aj. -D., Z,, As., Ar. )_ in general. Similarly, 
there is a. close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, "very swift", 
and the interpretation of CT., N., B., A. ). in particular and that of (Q., 
K., An., T. ). and (Aj. -D., Z.., Ar. ). in general. 
65. c. 2-hudr7f 
According to (A., Z., Arx)_2 it denoted "a round piece of leather or 
soft stone or (Z, J a pebble in the middle of which is cut a notch and which 
is then tied with a thread which is being pulled by the boy". (Z. 1 
added "above his head", outwardly and then pushed inwardly it turns round 
swiftly, making a sound, ie.. like that of "a whirling whizzer", i. e. "a 
game which. a child can make by threading a long loop of string through two 
holes on each side of the centre of a piece of leather, wood, or stone 
etc, Then the child takes hold of each end of the string and pulls them 
apart. The string becomes twisted and thus, by gently pulling the string 
out and in, the child causes the whizzer to spin", 
3 
1, Lane. Lex. Bk, I, vol. 1,,, p, 869. 
2. (_Q. ) (JA. A. ), p. 157; (Z: l (SNS. )., p. 33; (Ar. (SSM: ), p. 26. 
3. ''. Susan Stranks. The Big Ideas Book, p. 13. 
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Furthermore, while (T., Aj. -B., K., B., A., T., As. )1 believed it 
, to be synonymous with "a fast nhTrrara" with which boys play", (N. ) 
3 
believed it denoted "duw7vra ; i. e. "whirlpool" or vortex. (An. ) added 
"it makes a sound like "hirhir", "whirling"". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretation of 
(T., Ai. -D., K., B., A., T., As. ) contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with that of (Q., Z., Ar. ), because the lexeme 
"hirrära" denotes various types of boys' toys that produce a whirring 
sound. (N. )'s interpretation, however, denotes a different type of 
boys' toys that has no connection with the other above presented inter- 
pretations. 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "top", and the interpretation of (Q., Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s 
translation, "the toy spinner", on the other hand, is partially close 
to the interpretations of (T., Aj. -P., K., B., A., T., As. ) and (N. ).. 
65. c. 3- haytin mawa. ýýal 
while (Q. ) 
4 
believed it denoted "a double thread", (T., An., B., 
5 
A., Z., T., As., Ar. ) were unanimous in believing it denoted "the 
thread of the "hirrara" was overused till it became thin, then broke 
off and hence was connected which made the "hirrära" turn more swiftly". 
To (N. )6it denoted "a long thread". 
1 (T. ) (DIQ) , fol. 22; 
(Aj. -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 25; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 47; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21; (T. ) (SQA. ), j-. 23; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 149. 
2 (N. ) (SST. ), p. 171. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), P. 88. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 157. 
5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (An. ) (SS. ), p. 88; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 100; 
(A.. ) (Q. ), p. 21; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 33; (T. ) (A. ), p. 23; (As. ) 
(DIQ_), fol. 149; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 26. 
6 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 171. 
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The above presentations make it apparent that the interpretation 
of (T., An.., B., A., Z., T., As., Ar. )'s "connected thread" is rather 
ambiguous as it yields a two-fold interpretation: (1) a knotted thread; 
(2) the overused and broken off thread is connected or knotted by adding 
another thread to link it. So, this last interpretation is partially 
synonymous with the interpretation of (N. ) as intimated above. The 
former interpretation, however, is incompatible with it, because a 
knotted thread implies that it should be shortened by knotting it, 
which implicitly denies that the thread is "long". 
Summing up, the sentence "a connected thread" stands in a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with "a knotted thread". 
The Translations: - 
Though both translators depended on (T., An., B., A., Z., T., As., 
Ar. ), (J. )'s translation, "connected thread", is liable to the two-fold 
interpretations presented earlier, (A. )'s "knotted thread" corresponds 
totally to the first possible interpretation maintained earlier. 
Furthermore, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"string", and the interpretation of (Q., A. ), (A. )'s translation, 
"thread", corresponds to the interpretation of (T., K., An., N., Z., T., 
As., Ar. ). 
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B- The Recensions: - 
la"-lizi aytal zabyin zva sagä r rnatin 
wa irha-; u sirhänin rya tagribu tatfuZi 
Y 
(Q. 66/T. 58/S. 54/Aj. -D. 61/K. 53/N. 51/H. 52/B. 56/A. 56/Z. 59/T. 60/ 
As. 57/Ar. 59)1 
itilä 
(An. 60/Aj. -D. 61V)2 
tutfali 
(An. 60V/B. 56V) 3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 158; (T. ) 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27; 
(B. ) ( SJ. ), p. 101; (A. ) 
(T. ) (A. ), p. 60; (As. ) 
2 (An. ) %S. ), p. 89; (Aj. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 89; (B. ) 
fol. 22; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
(N. ) (SOT. ), p. 171; (x. ) (MIO. ), fol. 38; 
(DIO. ), p. 21; (Z. ) (S`tS. ), p. 33; 
(DIQ. ), fol. 149; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 26. 
-D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27. 
(SSJ. f, p. 101. 
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66. B- Comment: - 
66. b. 1- aytaiü vs. itilZ 
The crux of the controversy on the precise recension of "aytala'r 
vs. "itila", which denoted to all commentators "flanks", stems from the 
ever-debating Basran and Küfan schools. Basrans are in consensus that 
in Arabic there are no nouns or adjectives which have the measure of 
"fioiZ" except IFibil", "camel", and "bills", "camels". To Sibawayh, 
however, "it is only " bil", "camels", that has the measure of "rfjCit" 
in Arabic"! It is al-Ahfas, a prominent Basran scholar, who reported that 
"it was said "Gala asnFzn hi hibirra"? "there is yellowness on his teeth". 
al-Asmaci, however, declining al-Ahfas' reading, read it "httbraj, 
3 
al-Jurjäni, it should be pointed out, read it as "bi asnänihi habra"4 
too. Küfans added to the measure of "f2CjZ" the reading of 
which the Basran declined and read as "aytaZ". 
60. b. 2- tatful vs. tutfal 
While a1-Asmaci believed that al-tatful and at-tutafal denoted "cub", 
Qutrub believed that "tatful", "tatfal", "tut al", "tutfal" and "tatf il" 
all denoted "fox", and the female is called "turrnulatun". 
7 
Furthermore, Ibn Manzür reported on the authority of Abt Mansur 
that the latter heard more than one Bedouin reading it "tufal" on the 
measure of "fuoal". While (Q., T., An., B., Z., T., As., Ar. ) 
9 
adopted 
al-Asmaei's interpretation, (Aj. -D., K., N., A. 
adopted 
Qutrub's 
interpretation. 
1 Sibawayh, al-Kitäb, vol. II, p. 179. 
2 (N. ) (SQT. "), p. 172.3 Ibid. 
4 al-Jurjäni. Ass al-Baläga, p. 149. 
5 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 172. 
6 al-Asna i. Kitäb al- p. 379. 
7 Qutrub. Kitäb al-Wühüs, p. 386. 
8 Ibn Manzür. Lisan äl-*rab, vol. 13 and 14, p. 81. 
9 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 158; (T. ) DI . 
), fol. 23; (An. ) O QS. ), p. 89; 
(B. ) (SSJ ), p. 101; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 33; (T. ) (8QA. ), p. 23; 
(Asp) (DIQ. ), fol. 149; (Ar. ) (SSNN. ), p. 27. 
10 (Aj. -D. T (NS. ), fol. 34; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 48; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 171; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
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The Translations: - 
There-is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "cub", 
and the interpretation of a1-Asmaci, (Q., T., An., B., Z., T., Ar., As. ). 
Similarly, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, 
"fox", and the interpretation of Qutrub, and that of (Ai. -D., K., N., A. ). 
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66. C- Commentaries: 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of the following 
lexemes: 
66. c. 1- irha V 
According to Abü CUbayda, the irh ? is of two sorts: "low, which 
is of the same level of al-taqrib al-`aCl "gallop", and the high irha 
which denotes permitting the horse to follow his eager desire to run 
without. fatiguing or exceeding him". Furthermore, while (Q., Aj. -D., 
H. 
)2 
believed it denoted "rapid, vehement, or ardent running", i. e. 
"gallop", (T., An., N., B., A., T., As. )3 were unanimous in believing it 
denoted "running that is not ardent or not impetuous", i. e. gentleness 
in running. (N. )4 added: "It seems in this context and - God knows 
better - that "irha? " is synonymous with "rahä}', soft and gentle running". 
To give his argument plausibility, he quoted Q. 38.36: "fasati aranä lahu 
al-rihu tajri bicbnrihi ruhTz'an haytu A W", "so we subjected to hira the 
wind that ran at his commandment softly, wherever he might light on' 
6 
Moreover, while (K. ) believed it denoted "running", (Z., Ar. 
7 believed 
it denoted "a type of running that resembles the trotting of the beasts". 
From the above it seems clear that, while the interpretation of 
(Q., Aj. -D., H. ) is synonymous with Abü cUbayda's interpretation of 
al-irh2i'3 al-asfal, the interpretation of (T., An., N., B., A., T., As. ) 
is synonymous with his interpretation of aZ-irha aZ- arMa. Moreover, 
the interpretation of Abi cübayda, "gallop", and that of (Q., Aj. -D., H. ) 
I Abi cUbayda. Kitäb al-Hayl, p. 124. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 158; (Aj. -D. ), (SMS. ), fol. 26; 
3 (T. ) (DIQ) , fol. 22; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 89; 
(N. ) 
(B. ) (S "), p. 101; 
(A. ) (DIQ"), p. 21; (As. ) 
4 (N. ) (SQT_) , p. 172. 
5 Arberry, The Koran Interpreted, p. 467. 
6 (K. ) (M I2. ), p. 47. 
7 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 33; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 28. 
(H. ) (r ), fol. 38. 
(§QT. ), P. 172; 
(DIQ. ), fol. 149. 
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is incompatible with the interpretation of Abü cUbayda, "permitting the 
horse to follow his eager desire to run" (i. e. gentleness in running), 
as interpreted by (T., An., -N., 
B., A., T., As. ), because, while the 
former interpretation emphasizes the vehement and ardent running, i. e. 
gallop, the latter interpretation on the contrary confirms gentleness in 
running. Furthermore, both these interpretations are included in the 
interpretation of (K. ) which constitutes their coinnon superordination. 
In precise semantic terms, they are exclusive antonyms. Moreover, the 
interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., H. ), Abü cUbayda, (T., An., N., B., A., 
T., As. ), and that of (Z., Ar. ) are exclusive paronyms with regard to 
their common superordination "running", as interpreted by (K. ). 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"gallop", and the interpretation of Abü cUbayda, (Q., Aj. -D., H. ), (A. )'s 
translation, "springy trot", is partially close to the interpretation of 
(Z., Ar. ). 
66. c. 2- tagrib 
While according to al-Asmaci 
1 
it denoted "the raising of the 
horse's forelegs together and put them down together", i. e. "galloping", 
Abü cUbaydä maintained that there are two sorts of'tagnTb: (1), al-tagrab 
al-adnä which is synonymous with al-taalabiyya denotes "galloping"; 
(2) at-tagrib at-"ä7 which is synonymous with al-irhv_ aZ-asfaZ denotes 
3 "cantering". While (T., H., B., A., Z. ) suggested a1-Asmaci's above 
1 a1-Astiäoi. Kitäb al-iay1, p. 19. 
2 Ab!! CUbayda. Kitäb al-iiayl, p. 127. 
3 (T. ) (pa. ), fol. 22; fol. 38; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 101; 
(A. ) DIQ. ), p. 21; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 33. 
1 
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I 
mentioned interpretation, (Q., K., An., N., T., As., Ar. ) adopted 
2 
Abi cUbayda's second interpretation. (Aj. -D. ) believed it denoted "a 
certain type of running". 
It is evident from the above that a1-Asmäci's interpretation and 
that of (T., H., B., A., Z. ) is synonymous with AbU CUbayda's interpre- 
tation of al-tagrib al-adnä. Furthermore, it can be observed that, 
while al-Asmäci's interpretation and that of (T., H., B., A., Z. ) does 
not overlap with that of Abü CUbayda's second interpretation and that 
of (Q., K., An., N., T., As., Ar. ), both of these interpretations are 
included in the interpretation of (Aj. -D. ) which is regarded as their 
common superordination. In precise semantic terms, they are exclusive 
paronyms. Reaching this conclusion, it is worthwhile to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
"A certain type of "Cad-u" (or running) (s., 0., k. ) 
of a horse (S., Q.: ) one says of a horse ". gcrra. b 
inf. n. "tagrib" (S., A., Q. ) meaning he raised his 
fore legs together and put them down together (s., 
Q., K. ) in running: (S., Q.: ) or he ran as though 
beating the ground with his hoofs: (AZ., TA.: ) and 
it is also said of other animals than the horse: 
but n9t of the camel: (HIF.: ) one sort of at-tagr'2b 
is [a rate] less than aZ-hztýr(S., A., 0.; ) and more 
than al-habab: ( 
of taqrib, called 
which is a canter 
al-taClabiyya and 
? 1-Amidee, MF. ) there are two sorts 
c 
aM which is a gallop and adnä 
(S., 0.: ) the former is termed 
0 
the latter aZ-irhä '. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 158; 
(K. ) (M. ) 
, p. 
47; (An. ) (SOS. ) 
, p. 
89; 
(N. ) (ýT-), p. 173; (T. ) (SSA. ), p. 23; (As. ) (DIQ. ), p. 149; 
(Ar. ) (SSU. ), p. 27. 
2 (Aj. -D. )(MS. ), fol. 26. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. III, p. 2505. 
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The Translations: - 
On the one hand, (J. )'s translation, "canter", is very close to 
Abi cUbayda's second interpretation and that of (T., H., B., A., Z. ), 
(A. )'s translation, "gallop", on the other hand, is very close to the 
interpretation of al-Asmdci, (T., ii., B., A., Z. ) and that of 
Abü cUbayda's first interpretation. 
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B- The Recensions: 
daZiain idä stadbarta"hu sadda farja hu 
bi dEfin fuwaysa Z-ardi Zarysa bi aczal 
(Q. 67/T. 59/S. 55/Aj. -D. 62/K. 54/An. 61/N. 61/H. 55/Z. 60/T. 61/ 
As. 58/Ar. 60)1 
wa anta idä 
(B. 66/A. 66/Aj. -D. 62V) 
2 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 159; (T. ) 
EMS. ), fol. 27; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 174; (H. ) 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 23; (As. ) 
2 (B. ) (ssJ. ), p. 107; (A. ) 
(DIQ. ), 
(x. ) (rý 
(mIQ. 
fol. 
L), 
f. ol . fol. 
p. 2 
23; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
p. 48; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 90; 
39; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 34; 
149; (Ar. ) (SSM:. ), p. 27. 
3; (Aj. -D. ) (SNS. ), fol. 27. 
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67. B- Comment: 
67. B. 1 Commentators who adopted the recension of "dal Cin" debated its 
precise denotation. 
While (Q. )lbelieved it denoted "a horse that is perfect in forma- 
tion", (T., Aj. -D., K., H., As. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "a sturdy horse". 
According to (An., N., T. )3it denoted "a horse that is strong with 
muscled flanks". Furthermore, while (Z. )4thought it denoted "a horse 
with strong sinews and muscled flanks", (Ar. ) believed it denoted "a 
horse of perfect formation with thick shoulder-blades". 
To sum up, it can be observed from the above that the interpreta- 
tion of (Q. ) has a wider range of denotation than that of (Ar. ). So, 
the former interpretation includes the latter and contracts a super- 
ordination-hyponymy semantic relationship with it. At the same time, 
there is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of (An., N., T. ) 
and that of (Z. ) because "a horse of strong sinews" as interpreted by 
(Z. ) entails that the horse described is "strong" as interpreted by 
(An., N., T. ). Furthermore, it can be inferred that the interpretation 
of (T., Aj. -D., K., H., As. ) has a wider range of denotation than that 
of (An., N., T., Z. ). In precise semantic terms, the former interpre- 
tation includes the latter and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relationship with it. 
Concerning the recension of "va anta id! ", (B., A. )6believed it 
denoted "and if you see him from behind". 
1. CM, (JAA)., p. 159. 
2, (T. ), (DI2), fol. 25, (Aj-D. ), (SMS), fol. 27; 
p. 48, (H. ), (M3Q), fol. 39 - p. (DIQ), fol. 
3. (An. ), (SQS), p. 90, (N. ), (SQT), p. 174, (T. ), 
4. (Z. ), (SiS), p. 34. 
5. (Ar. ), (SS2), p. 27 
6. (B. ), (SSJ), p. 107, (A. ), (DIQ), p. 23. 
(K. ), (MIQ), 
199. 
(SQA), P. 23. 
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The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both "well shaped, with 
thick bones and strong sinews" and "sturdy", as translated by (J. ) and 
(A. ) respectively and the recension of "dal2oin". Furthermore, while 
there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s above-mentioned trans- 
lation and (Ar. )'s interpretation, (A. )'s translation is very close to 
the interpretation of (T., Aj. -A., K., H., As. ). 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka : 
canna sarEta-"hu Zadä 11-bayti qä Iman 
mach`' aarusin arv sal yatu hanzal 
(Q. 68/S. 56/K. 55/An. 62/N. 62/H. 56/T. 62/As. 59V) I 
wQ 
(T. 69)2 
ka : "anna gala Z-matnatýni min .. hu idä ntaha 
(Aj. -P. 63/Z. 61/Ar. 61/N. 62V (Asm. )/T. 62V (Alm. )) 
3 
gala Z-kitfayni 
(B. 57/A. 57/As. 59/Aj. -D. 63V/An. 62V (Asm. ))4 
saZäyata 
(Aj. -D. 63/B. 57/Z. 61/Ar. 61) 
5 
saräyata 
(A. 52/As. 59/An. 62V (Asm. )/N. 62V (Asm. )/T. 62 (Asm. ))6 
siräyata 
(An. 62V (a. CUba)/B. 57V (a. CUba)/T. 62V (a. cUba)) 7 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 160; (S. ) 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 90; (N. ) 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 23; (As. ) 
2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 23. 
3 (Äj. -D. ) (S}: S. ), fol. 27; 
(N. ) (S T. ), p. 176; (T. ) 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 101; (A. ) 
(Aj. -D. ) (k1S. ) , fol. 26; 
5 (Ai. -D. ) (Sr1S. ), fol. 27; 
(Ar. )ý(SSM. ), p. 27. 
6 (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 21; (As. ) 
(N. ) ( )' p. 177; (T. ) 
7 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 91; (B. ) 
(DSP. ), P. 149; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 48; 
(SQT. ), p. 176; (H. ) (, )' p. 40; 
(DIQ. ), fol. 149. 
(z. ) (sm. ), p. 34; (Ar. ) (SS; i. ), p. 27; 
(SQA. ), p. 23. 
(DIQ. ), 
ýp. 
21; (As. ) (Ea. ), p. 149; 
(An .3 (SOS. ), p. 90. (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 101; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 34; 
(D 0_), fol. 149; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 90; 
(5OA. ), p. 24. 
(SSJ. ), p. 102; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
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68. B- Comment: - 
68. b. 1- kitfayan vs. mcrtnayan vs. sarät 
While (ß. ) 
1 
believed that "kitfayan" denoted "the back of the 
2 
horse", (A. ) believed that it was synonymous with hik, i. e. 
"the withers of the horse, or (K.: ) the branches of 
the two shoulder blades of a horse: (S. ) or the 
upper part of the horse's back: (TA.: ) or a bone 
projecting from the two sides thereof, (K., TA.: ) 
bordered by the two branches of the two shoulder 
blades: (A.: ) or the growth of the bone at the 
lowest part of the mane, next to the back, upon which 
he who mounts lays hold: (Iý.: ) or härikin signifies 
. 
the place where the two shoulder blades meet (H b. ). " 
4 
Though (Z., Ar. ) believed that the lexeme "ma%nayan" denotes "the two 
sides of the horse's back", they interpreted it as "the back of the 
horse" when interpreting the general denotation of the versa. 
As far as the denotation of "sai t" is concerned, Abü cUbayda, 
5 
(An., Z., As., Ar. ) thought it denoted "the upper part of the horse's 
7 
back". (Q., T., K., N., H., T. ) thought it denoted "the back of the 
horse". It is obvious that the last interpretation has a wider range 
of denotation than that of Abü cUbayda, (An., Z., As., Ar. ). In short, 
it includes it and contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic 
relation with it. 
Lane provided the following explanation: - 
1 (B. ) 
Y 
(SSJ. ), p. 101. 
2 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 553. 
4 (Z. ) ST`tS. ) , p. 34; (Ar. ) 
(SSM. ), p. 25. 
5 Abü c Ubayda. Ki täb al-tiayl, p. 25. 
6 (An. ) (1 
_QS. 
), p. 90; (Z. ) S: S. ), p. 34; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 149; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 27. 
7 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 160; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (K. )(MIQ"), p. 49; 
(N. ) (SQT") 
, p. 176; 
(H. ) (MIQ. ) 
: p. 
40; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 23. 
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"The back (S., M., K. ) of anything: (s.: ) pl. 
"saräwät". The higher, or the highest part of 
anything. " 
I 
It seems clear from the above that the denotation of "kitfayan" 
as suggested by (B. ) is synonymous with (Z., Ar. )'s second interpreta- 
tion of "matnayan". Furthermore, the denotation of "sarät"' as suggested 
by (Q., T., K., N., H., T. ) is synonymous with the denotation of 
"kitfayan" and "matnayan" as suggested by (B. ) and (Z., Ar. )'s second. 
interpretation. It can be noticed, further, that the denotation of 
"kitfayan" as presented by (A., Z., Ar. ) is synonymous with the denota- 
tion of ! 'sasst" as suggested by Abü cUbayda (An., Z., As., Ar. ). 
Summing up, it can be inferred from the above discussion that the 
interpretation of (Q., T., K., N., H., B., Z., T., Ar. ), i. e. "the back 
of the horse", has a wider range of denotation than that of "the upper 
part of the back" as suggested by Abi cUbayda, (An., Z., As., Ar. ). in 
precise semantic terms, the former interpretation includes the latter, 
and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"... when he was standing in front of the house, his back", and (A. )'s 
translation, "his back, as he stands beside the tent", and the recen- 
sinn of "ka Dann sarHta hu lad! 1-bayti qa'iman". Moreover, "his back" 
as translated by both translators is close to the interpretation of 
K., N., U., B., Z., T., Ar. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 1354. 
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68. b. 2- sälyatu vs. saräyatu vs. siräyatu 
Commentators are unanimous in believing that "saZäyaty` denotes a 
smooth stone - (Ar. ) 
1 
stone - upon which the pods of the colocynth are 
pounded. (Ai. -D., K. ) 
2 
added that the nomadic Arabs used firstly to 
3 
peel the pods of the colocynth, (Aj. -D. ) and then wash them seven times 
to temper their bitterness, then pound them and finally cook them. 
(1., N., B., T. ) 
4 
maintained that when the pods of the colocynth are 
pounded on the smooth stone, they cover it with oil which makes it 
glisten. 
5 
Assigning to al-Asma i the recension of "-sarayatu", al-cAskari, 
at the same time, believed it denoted "green gleaming colocynth". To 
6 
(T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., T. ) it denoted "a yellow gleaming colocynth", 
because unless the colocynth is yellow (which implies ripeness), they 
argued, "it has a dust-colour". (Si. ) 
7 
attributed this interpretation 
8 
to Abi Hätim. (N., Z. ) thought it denoted "a gleaming colocynth". 
Summing up, it can be inferred from the above that if and only if 
(T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., T. )'s statement, "only a yellow colocynth 
gleams", is accepted, this interpretation will be incompatible with 
that of al-cAskari and that (Si. ) attributed to Abü Dgtim, because, 
while the former interpretation can be understood as implicitly denying 
that the colocynth is yellow and it can gleam, the latter's interpreta- 
tion rejects this and asserts that the colocynth is green, and hence 
it cannot gleam. Applying the same remedy to (N., Z. )'s interpretation, 
it can be inferred that their interpretation can be understood as 
1 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 27. 
2 (Aj. -D. 
) (SMS. ), fol. 26; (K. ) (MI. ) , p. 
49. 
3 (T. ) fol. 22; (N. ) (LQ. T. ), p. 177; (B. ) (SSJ. ), pp. 101-102; 
(T. ) ( 
"), p. 
24. 
4 (T. ) (M. ), fol. 22; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 177; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 101; 
(T. ) ( .), p. 24. c 5 al-CAskari. Sarhmä yaga fih al-Tashif wa al-Tahrif, p. 223. 
6 (T. ) (4), fol. 22; (Aj. -1). ) (SMS. ), fol. 26; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 91; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 102; (A. ) (Da. ), p. 21; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
7 (Si. ) DIQ. ), fol. 20. 
8 (N. ) (SCAT. ) 
, p. 177; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ) 
, p. 
34. 
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implicitly asserting that the colocynth is yellow and this is why it 
gleams. Therefore, the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., T. ) 
can be regarded as synonymous with that of (N., Z. ). 
At this point of discussion, it seems interesting to examine 
Lane's explanation of the lexeme saiayatun: 
"stone such as fills the hand; or the size of that 
with which one bruises and breaks walnuts and the 
like. (S.: ) or a thing with which perfume is bruised, 
brayed, or pounded: (M., K. ) or a stone upon which 
one bruises, or powders, (11A., Pfgh.: ) that with which 
(not upon which) one does, so being called "macak". 
Imral Qeis used saläyatu hanaals because colocynths 
when they have become dry, are split therewith. "' 
As far as the lexeme "siräyal' is concerned, (An., B., T. )2 
attributed to Abü CUbaydä the interpretation: "the water wherein the 
pods of colocynth have been steeped to temper their bitterness". This 
water' is of a yellow colour like that of "hiiba", "fenugreek". He 
added, "The poet compared the sweat of the horse to the yellow perfume- 
pounding stone of the bride or the yellow water wherein the pods of 
the colocynth have been steeped". 
Lane gave the following explanation of the lexeme "saräyatun": - 
""parZPun" are colocynths when they become yellow. 
(S 
., M. ;) as also 
'ýsaräyättin", sing. l'saräyatun", - 
"3 the water in which colocynths have been steeped. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2,, p. 1722. v 2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 91; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 102; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 1686. 
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The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "the stone on which they break up the 
. colocynth", and (A. )'s translation, "the smooth stone a colocynth is 
broken on", are close to the recension of 'saläyatu". Furthermore, 
while there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation and 
the interpretation of (Ar. ), (A. )'s translation is very close to the 
other commentaries. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka'anna nujin an aui ligat , n: asThni3zi 
bi armczsi kattänin ila summ jandal 
"It's as though stars were tied to his ankles 
with stout flax to craggy slabs of granite" 
(Q. 69/K. 56/An. 62V)l* 
Omitted: 
(T. /S. /Aj. -D. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted 
* Cf. p. 135. ti 1 ýQ") (JAA. ), p. 160; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 49; (An. )(SQS. ), p. 92. 
* For the explanation of the denotation of this verse, see pp. i3-4. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
min t-t rrijOti t-tarfi darin ka'annahu 
aaZa Z -jamri lzatta yastagita bi ma'kali 
"A horse that keeps his head and eyes uphold level in 
running, patient on hard journeys, that yearns 
for a hunt, as though he were on embers" 
(As. 69)1 
Omitted: 
(Q. /T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted 
1 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 152. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka3anna dimä 'ai-hädiy ti bi nahri hi' 
avsärc ,; zinna3in bi saybin riurajjaii 
(Q. 70/S. 57/Aj. -D. 70/K. 57/An. 63/N. 63/H. 57/B. 58/A. 65/Z. 62/ 
T. 63/As. 61/Ar. 62)1 
txz kaýanna 
(T. 61)2 
V 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 166; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 29; 
(K. ) (r1IQ. ), p. 49; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 92; (N. ) (SQT. 178; 
(H. ) fol. 40; (B. )(S J. ), p. 102; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 23; 
(Z. ) (SLTS. ), p. 34; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 150; 
(Ar. ) (SSLI. ), p. 28. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23. 
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70. B- Comment: - 
70. b. 1- k2anna vs. wa ka'nna 
The reader is referred to p140-2 wherein a comprehensive discussion 
of the syntactic and semantic function of the particle of. conjunction 
"WFW" has been demonstrated. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "As 
if", and the recension of (Q., S., Aj. -D., K., An., N., H., B., A., Z., 
T., As., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation, "...; the blood ... 
like expressed 
tincture of henna", is close to the recension of (T. ); this is due to 
the close correspondence between the semantic and syntactic function of 
the semi-colon in the T. L. and the "W W" in the S. L. 
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70. c- Commentaries: - 
70. c. 1- ausäratshinnä 'in 
While (Q., T., A., Z., A., Ar. ) 
1 
thought it denoted "the juice of 
2 
henna", (K., An., N., B., T. ) believed it denoted "tincture of henna". 
It is clear that, while "the juice of henna" evidently connotes "the 
liquid of henna" or its flowing water, "tincture of henna", however, 
connotes its colouring. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "the 
juice of henna", and the interpretation of (Q., T., A., Z., As., Ar. ). 
Similarly, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, 
"expressed tincture of henna", and the interpretation of (K., An., N., 
B., T. ). Not only did commentators differ as to the precise denotation 
of the above mentioned phrase, but the precise denotation of this verse 
was also a source of controversy among them. 
While (Q. ) 
3 
believed it denoted "the blood stained his neck as the 
4 
staining of the juice of henna on white, combed hair", (T., B., A. ) 
believed it denoted "the poet compared the redness of the beast's blood 
that dyed the horse's chest to the redness of henna that is washed from 
combed, white hair". To '(K. )5 it was open to two denotations: 
(1) 
. 
"The poet compared the flowing of the blood of the leaders of the 
herd on his neck to the red water that flows when a beard that is dyed 
with henna is washed and combed"; (2) "The blood might dye his neck and 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 161; (T. ) 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 35; (As. ) 
2 (K. ) (Ptu. ), p. 50; (An. ) 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 102; (T. ) 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 161. 
4 (T. ) (M. ), fol. 23 ; (B. ) 
5 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 50. 
(DIQ. ), fol. 22; (A. ) (DI) , p. 
23; 
(ýM. ) , fol. 150; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ) 
, p. 
28. 
(SOS. ), p. 92; (N. ) (ýQT. , p. 
178; 
(EA), p. 25. 
(SSJ. ), p. 102; (A. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23. 
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hide its original colour as henna colours combed white hair". (An., N., 
T. )' believed it denoted: "When the horse caught up with the foremost 
of the herd and started thrusting into them with his neck, they 
spattered his neck with their-blood as henna colours combed, white 
hair". To (Z. )2it denoted that "the poet comparedthe dried blood of 
the hunt on his neck to the dried juice of henna on white hair". (Ar. ) 
3 
thought it denoted: "As if the blood of the leaders of the herd on his 
neck were the juice of henna in combed, white hair". 
4 
Finally, it is useful to add that according to al-Nüwayri it 
connoted that "the poet alludes to the practice of the pre-Islamic 
hunters in'staining the neck of the horse with the blood of the hunted 
beasts, thus symbolising the superiority of the mount in outrunning the 
game". 
Summing up, it can be observed fron the above that the interpre- 
tation of (Q. ) is synonymous with that of (K. )'s second interpretation 
and that of (Ar. ). At the same time, these two interpretations are 
partially synonymous with the interpretation: "they spattered his neck 
- with their blood as henna colours combed, white hair", as interpreted 
by (An., N., T. ) because it has a correspondence with the denotation: 
"the blood stained his neck as does henna on combed, white hair", as 
interpreted by (Q., Ar. ). It can be concluded, further, that (K. )'s 
first interpretation, "the flowing of the blood of the leaders of the 
herd on his neck looks like the flowing of the tincture of henna", is 
incompatible with (Z. )'s interpretation, "the dried blood of the hunt 
VVy 
1 (An. ) (SQ ), p. 92; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 178; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
2 (Z. ) 01.11S. ) 
, p. 
35. 
3 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 28. 
4 al-N'üwayri. Biliig al-Arb fi maorafat ahbär al-oArab, Vol. 3, p. 18. 
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on his neck looks like the dried juice of henna", because, while the 
former interpretation depicts a moving image of a fresh blood, i. e. 
"flowing blood" and "flowing tincture of henna", on the contrary, the 
latter interpretation depicts a static image, i. e. "dried blood" and 
"dried tincture of henna". Both these incompatible interpretations are 
included in the interpretation of (Q., K. - second interpretation - 
Ar. ), which is regarded as their common superordination due to its wide 
range of denotation. To put it in precise semantic terms, these three 
interpretations are exclusive antonyms. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "As 
if the blood of the leaders of the herd on his neck were the juice of 
henna in combed, white hair", and the interpretation of (Q., K. - 
second interpretation - Ar. ). Similarly, there is a close correspon- 
dence between (A. )'s translation, "the blood of the herd's leaders 
spatters his thrusting neck like expressed tincture of henna reddening 
combed white locks", and the interpretation of (An., N., T. ). 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka"anni wa abd na s-sil hi gudayyatan 
gads Baba rayaäni s-saww mi . bi ajdal 
"Putting on my armour in the morning, it is as though 
I were riding a hawk, coursing cattle that 
graze freely on verdant pasture" 
(As. 70)1 
Omitted: 
(Q. /T. /S. /Aj. -D. /K. /An. /N. /H. /B. /A. /Z. /T. /Ar. ) 
The Translations: 
Omitted 
1 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 152. 
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B-The Recensions: - 
fa canna la -rte sirbun ka' nna niaäja nu 
aadärii Dazärin fi mul in mudayyal 
(Q. 71/T. 62/S. 58/Aj. -D. 64/K. 58/An. 64/N. 64/H. 58/Z. 63/T. 64/ 
Ar. 63) 1 
Z muia i Z--mud ayzyal, 
(B. 59/A. 59/As. 62)2 
Duw r 
(al-cAskari ( a, - 
cUba ))3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 161; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
27; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 50; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 43; 
(N. ) (QT. ), p. 178; (H. ) (MIO. ), fo1.41; (Z. ) (-MS. ), p. 35; 
(T. ) (LOA. ), p. 24; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 28. 
2 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 102; p. 22; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 150. 
3 al-oAskari. Sarh and yaga` fih al-Tashif wa al-Tahrif, p. 224. 
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71. b- Comment: - 
71. b. I- Dawär vs. Duwar 
Commentators' were in agreement that "Dcw r /Duw r" denoted "an 
idol that the Arabs used to set up and circle around". Lane provided 
the following explanation: 
"Dawdr (M., K., ) A certain idol, (T., S., M., K., ) 
which the Arabs set up, and around it they made a 
space, (T., ) round which they turned or circled: 
(T., M.: ) and the same they applied to the space 
above mentioned: (T., M.: ) it is said that thus 
they compassed it certain weeks, like as people 
compass the Kaabeh: (M., F.: ) or certain stones 
around which they circled, in imitation of people 
compassing the Kaabbeh: (IAmb. ). Imrual Keys says: 
Virgins making the circuit of Duwar, in long- 
skirted garments of the kind called m4l ?: 
(S.: ) likening a herd of wild cows to damsels 
thus occupied and attired, alluding to the 
length of their tails. (TA. ) al- duwwHr, 
2 
aZ- d 'w r also signify the Kaabeh. " 
To shed more light on the cultural denotation of this lexeme, it 
is worthwhile to have a look at Ibn al-Kalbi's explanation: 
"The Arabs were passionately fond of worshipping idols. 
Some of them took unto themselves a temple around 
which they centered their worship, while others 
adopted an idol to which they offered their adoration. 
I See p. 501. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 931.. 
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The person who was unable to build himself a temple 
or adopt an idol would erect a stone in front of the 
Sacred House or in front of any other temple which 
he might prefer, and then circumambulate it in the 
same manner in which he would circumambulate the 
Sacred House. The Arabs called these stones baetyls 
(ansäb). Whenever these stones resembled a living 
form they called them idols (asnFmt) and images 
(awthän). The act of circumambulating them they 
called circumrotation (dawHr). 
Whenever a traveler stopped at a place or station 
[in order to rest or spend the night] he would 
select for himself four stones, pick out the finest 
among them and adopt it as his god, and use the 
remaining three as supports for his cooking-pot. 
On his departure he would leave them behind, and do 
1 
the same on his other stops. " 
The Translations: 
"Duvar", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, does not 
convey to the receptor of T. L. the cultural denotation of the lexeme 
Duwär which has been clarified above. 
I Ibn al-Kalbi. Kitäb al-Asnäm, pp. 28-29. 
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71. C- Commentaries: - 
The precise denotation of the following lexemes is debated among 
commentators: 
71-c. 1- Canna 
While (Q., T., K., N., A., As. ) 
3 
believed it denoted "presented 
themselves to us", (Aj. -D., An., T. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "encountered 
us". To (B., Z., Ar. ) 
3 
it denoted "appeared to us". 
From the above it seems plausible to infer that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., K., N., A., As. ) and 
that of (Aj. -D., An., T. ) because both have the denotation that the 
herd came forward or appeared deliberately with the intention of being 
seen. "Appeared to us" as interpreted by (B., Z., Ar. ) denotes in this 
context that the herd came into their field of vision almost non- 
chalantly and suddenly. - 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"appeared to us", and the interpretation of (B., Z., Ar. ). At the same 
time, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, 
"presented itself to us", and the interpretation of (Q., T., K., N., A., 
As. ) in particular and that of (Aj. -D., An., T. ) in general. 
71. c. 2- sirb 
4 
While (Q., An., As. ) believed it denoted "a herd of cows (oryxes), 
deer, and a group of women and a flock of a certain sort of bird called 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 161; (T. ) (DIg. ), fol. 22; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 50; (N. ) 
() p. 179; (A. ) (Da,. ), p. 22; (As. ) (IQ. ), fol. 150. 
2 (Aj. -D. ) (SIMS. ), fol. 26; (An. ) 00S. ), p. 93; (T. ) (SPCA. ), p. 24. 
3 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 102; (Z. ) (QS. ), p. 35; (Ar. ) (SS*t. ), p. 28. 
4 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 161; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 93; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 150. 
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al-qca', and to (T., K., B., T., Ar. ) 
1 
it denoted "a herd of cows 
(oryxes), (A. )2believed it denoted "herd". To (Z. )3 it denoted "a herd 
of cows, deer, horses, and a flock of birds and a group of women". 
Summing up, it can be inferred from the above that the interpre- 
tation of (Z. ) has a wider range of denotation than that of (Q., An., 
As. ). In other words, it includes the latter interpretation and 
contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
Furthermore, the interpretation of (T., K., B., T., Ar. ) is included in 
that of (Q., An., As. ) and it contracts a direct hyponymy-superordination 
semantic relation with it. (A. )'s interpretation has a wider range of 
denotation than that of (Q., An., As. ), (T., K., B., T., Ar. ), and that 
of (Z. ). In short, it contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with that of (Z. ) and a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with that of (Q., An., As. ) and (T., K., B., T., Ar. ). It 
seems interesting at this point of discussion to examine Lane's explanation: 
"it is a gat'2a (S., M., y,. ) or a group (Mgh., Mob. ), 
i. e. herd of gazelles (S., M., A., Msb., Mgh., ý. ) 
and of oxen (M., Mgh., Msb. ) meaning wild oxen, and 
of wild asses, (M. ) and of wild animals in general 
Q., Msb. ) and a flock or herd of sheep or goats and 
a flock of sheep or goats (11. ) and a flock of the 
birds called qdtä Q. , Aisb. ) and of birds in general. 
"v4 
The Translations: - 
While there is no correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "a 
flock of wild sheep", and the above-mentioned commentaries, his transla- 
tion can be regarded as close to the interpretation of (S., Mob. ) as 
presented by Lane. There is a close correspondence, however, between 
(A. )'s translation and the interpretation of (A. ). 
V I (T. ) (DIQ. ) , fol. 
22; (K. ) (LII 
.), p. 50; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ) 
, p. 
102; 
(T. ) (SQA") 
, p. 24; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ) 
, p. 
28.2 (A. ) (DI(? ) p. 23. 
3 (Z. ) (S71-S. ) , p. 35.4 
Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 1341. 
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71. C. 3- niCgj 
While (Q., T., A., Z., Ar. ) believed it denoted "the white wild 
female cows", and (A;. -D. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "the white cows", 
(K., An., N., B., T. ý believed it denoted "the female wild cows whose 
backs are white and legs are black". 
To sum up, it can be concluded from the above that the interpre- 
tation of (Aj. -D. ) has a wider denotation than that of(Q., T., A., Z., 
Ar; ). In brief, it includes it and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with it. Lane presented the following explanation: 
"(A. ) ewe: the female of the sheep: (L., K.: ) also 
the female of the wild bull, and of the gazelle; and 
of the wild sheep: (TA.: ) the Arabs speak of 
gazelles as though they were goats, terming the male 
"täys" and of wild bulls or cows, as though they 
" were sheep, terming the female "ni'aj. "4 
The Translations: - 
Though (J. )'s translation, "ewes", corresponds to none of the 
above mentioned commentaries, it corresponds to the interpretation of 
(A. ) as presented by Lane. (A. )'s translation, ''cows", has a quite 
general denotation and it includes the interpretation of all the above 
mentioned commentaries. 
i (Q. ) ( "), p. 
(Z. ) (sMs. ) , p. 2 (Aj . -D. ) (SIMS) , 
3 (K. ) MIO. ), p. 
(B. ) (ZU. ), p. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk 
161; (T. ) 
35; (Ar. ) 
fol. 26. 
51; (An. ) 
102; (T. ) 
I, vol. 
(DIQ. ) 
, 
(ssN. ) , 
(sQA"), 
3, p. 28 
fol. 22; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22; 
p. 28. 
p. 93; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 179; 
p. 24. 
15. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa adbarna ka Z jazoi Z-mu fassaZi bayna" hu 
bi jZdi muaamrnin fi Z taäirati mulwaZi 
(Q. 72/T. 63/S. 59/Aj. -D. 65/K. 59/An. 65/N. 65/11.59/Z. 64/T. 65/As. 63/ 
Ar. 64) 1 
bi jidin muearvrrin 
(A. 60/B. 60)2 
ka Z .j izci 
(An. 65V (a. cUba)/N. 65V (a. cUba)/T. 65V (a. cUba)) 3 
1 (Q. ) (JAAti), p. 162; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 23; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
fol. 28; (K. ) p. 51; (Ani) (SOS. ), p. 94; 
p. 180; (H. ) (riiý(. ), fol. 41; (Z. ) p. 35; 
(T. ) (S), p. 24; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 15; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 28. 
2 (A. ) p. 22; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 103. 
3 (An. ) (ILS. ), p. 94; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 180; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
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72. b- Comment: 
72. b. 1- Z jaz0 vs. :Z -j iza 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of "aZ-jazC1. While 
(Q., Z. )ibelieved it denoted "certain Yemeni beads", (T., K., N., B., 
A., T., As. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "beads in which are whiteness and 
blackness to which the blackness and whiteness in the colours of the 
cows, i. e. al-Mahan, are likened". (B. ) added "The "jazol' whose middle 
3 
colour is white and its ends are black, resembles the colour of the 
cows, al-Mahn, which are white except for their legs and - as (An. )4 
attributed to Abu Nasr - cheeks are black. According to (A} . -D. 
)5 it 
denoted "a certain type of beads". (Si., T. ) 
6 
attributed to Abü Hätim 
the interpretation "a necklace that is interspersed with beads". To 
(Ar. ) 7 it denoted "the Yemeni beads of black and white colours". 
(N. $ T. )8 ascribed to Abü 
cUbayda the belief that "aZ jizc' "are beads 
of white and black colours" and "al-jazo" "is the place of bending, or 
the turning of a valley". 
Summing up, it can be noticed from the above that the interpreta- 
tion which (N., T. ) attributed to Abü cUbayda is partially synonymous 
with that of (T., K., N., B., A., T., As. ) and that of (Ar. ) because they 
are denoting either expressively or implicitly "a certain type of Yemeni 
beads of white and black colours". Furthermore, the interpretation of 
(Aj. -D. ) has a quite wide range of denotation compared with that of 
c Abü Ubayda - as reported by (N., T. ) - and that of (T., K., N., B., A., 
T., As., Ar. ). In short, the former interpretation includes the latter 
and contracts a superordination-hyponyny semantic relation with it. 
v 
1 (Q. ) (JAA-. ), p. 162; (Z. ) (S S. ), p. 35. 
2 (T. ) (DIS. ) 
, fol. 
22; (K. ) (MI Q. ) , p. 51 ; 
(N. ) SSQT. ) 
, p. 
180; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 103; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 151. 
3 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 103. 
4 (An. ) S S. ), p. 94. 
5 (Aý . -D. ) (srfS. ) , fol. 27. 6 (SI. ) DI . ), fol. 
22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
7 (Ar. ) SSSM. ), p. 28. 
8 (N. ) (Sý?. ) , p. 180; (T. ) (SQA") , p. 24. 
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It seems useful at this point to examine Lane's explanation of 
the lexeme "al-jazcr°: 
"aZ jazo (S., Msb., IC. ) and aZ-jizo (Kr., K. ) (TA. ) 
the onyx (so called in the present day) certain beads 
or gems, "harazun" of El-Yemen (S., K. ) and of China, 
(K. ) in which are whiteness and blackness (S., M b., 
K. ) and to which eyes are likened, (s., K. ) and 
particularly by Imrual Qais, the eyes of the wild 
animals, because their eyes while they are alive, 
are black, but when they die, their whiteness 
appears (TA.: ) a kind of stone having many colours, 
brought from El-Yemen and China; (Kzwi.; ) so called 
because interrupted by various colours, its blackness 
being interrupted by its whiteness and its yellowness. " 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "shell", does not correspond to the recension 
of " Z-jizc" nor of "Z jdzc . Furthermore, 
it corresponds to none of 
the previous mentioned commentaries, nor to Lane's above mentioned 
explanation. There is a close correspondence, however, between (A. )'s 
translation, "beads of Yemen", and the recension of 11 Z-jazc'' as 
interpreted by (Q., Z. ) and (TA. ) as presented by Lane. 
72. b. 2 bijidi muaammin vs. bijidin muCammin 
Since enough light will be shed on the denotation of this phrase 
in the following section, it suffices here to mention that both those2 
who read it as"bijidi"and those3 who read it as "bijidin" believed it 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 1, p. 419. 
2 See p. 507. 
3 Ibid. 
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denoted "on the neck of a boy". Attention, however, has to be drawn to 
the fact that while the former reading apocopated what is described, 
"al-mawsttf" which can be understood as "al-Saby", "the boy", basically 
the sentence in full is: "bi jidi saby'n muaamin", "on a boy's neck"; 
the latter reading regarded that which is described maWsDf is 
"the neck" itself. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between "on the neck of a boy" and 
"on a boy's neck", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively and the 
recension of "bi jidi muoalrlnin". 
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72. c- Commentaries: 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
72. c. 1- Z mufassaZ 
While (Q., T., Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ) 
I 
believed it denoted ""jazc that 
2 
is interspersed with gems", (K., B. ) believed it denoted "an inter- 
3 
spersed jazC". (An. ), it should be indicated, attributed (K., B. )'s 
4 
interpretation to Ibn al-Sikkit. Furthermore, while (A., T. ) believed 
5 
it denotedt jazc that is interspersed with pearls", (As. ) thought it 
denoted "a jazC that is interspersed with beads". 
It can be concluded from the above that, though there is no over- 
lapping among the denotations presented by (Q., T., Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ), 
(A., T. ), (As. ), respectively, they are, in their turn, included in the 
interpretation which (An. ) attributed to Ibn al-SikkTt, and that of 
(K., B. ) which is their common superordination. To put it in precise 
semantic terms, the interpretations of (Q., T., Aj. -p., Z., Ar. ), 
(A., T. ) and (As. ) are three paronyms with non-intersecting denotation, 
the sum of whose denotation is properly included in that of their common 
superordination, "an interspersed jazc", and contract exclusive 
paronyms. 
It is worthwhile, before closing this discussion, to examine 
Lane's explanation: 
"A necklace between every two pearls (or other beads) 
of which is put a bead [of another kind], (S., 0., 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 162; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27; 
(Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 35; (Ar. ) ýSS i. ), p. 28. 
2 (K. ) (Q. ), p. 51; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 103. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 94. 
4 (A. ) (TU. ), p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
5 (As. ) (DIQ ), fo l. 1 51. 
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TA., ) or a bead of gold or gem, to form a division 
between every two of the same colour, or sort. "I 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"variegated by gems", and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., Z., Ar. ). 
Though there is no correspondence, however, between (A. )'s translation, 
"spaced with cowries", and any of the above mentioned. commentaries, his 
translation can be roughly regarded as partially close to the denotation 
of aZ-jaze as interpreted by (TA., -Kzwi. ) and presented by Lane. 
72. c. 2- mueaymnin fi Z cas2'rati m uhwal ZZ 
While (Q., K., An., N., T. )2believed it denoted "a boy whose 
maternal and paternal uncles are of the same tribe", (T., Ai. -D., B., 
3 
A., Z., T., As., Ar. ) believed it denoted "a boy nobly uncled in the 
tribe". 
The Translations: 
While there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s transla- 
tion, "whose relations on both sides are distinguished in the tribe", 
and the interpretation of (T., Ai. -D., B., A., Z., T., As., Ar. ), there 
is a close correspondence between this interpretation and (A. )'s 
translation, "he is nobly uncled in the clan". 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 2, p. 2407. y 2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 162; (K. ) p. 51; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 94; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 180; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (S, 1S. ), fol. 27z (B. ) (553. ), p. 103; 
(A. ) p. 22; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 35; (T. ) p. 24; 
(As. ) (DIQ_), fol. 
. 
151; (Ar. ) (SSti. ), p. 28. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa aZhaga "hzi bi Z-hädiyäti wa dicna- hü 
jawcchiru. "hä fi sarratin lam tazayyaZ? 
(Q. 73/T. 64/Aj. -D. 67/K. 60/An. 66/N. 66/N. 60/T. 66/As. 64)ý 
fa al aqa" -n 
(S. 60/B. 61/A. 61/Z. 65/Ar. 65)2 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 163; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 28; 
(K. ) (M . ), p. 52; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 95; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 181; (H. ) (. iI . ), fol. 41; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 151. 2 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; (B. ) p. 104; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22; 
(Z. ) (CMS. ), p. 36; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 29. 
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73. b- Comment 
73 .b. I- al aqa -hu vs. ai zaga nä 
(Q., T., An., As. )' were unanimous in believing that al aga-hu 
denoted that "the-horse brought the lad, i. e. the rider, up with the 
leaders". Agreeing with above commentators, (K. )2thought it might 
denote that "the lad, i. e. the rider, brought the horse up level with 
the leaders". (Aj. -D. )3 believed it denoted that "the horse brought 
himself up with the leaders". (N., T. ) 
4 
accepted both these interpre- 
tations as possibilities. Furthermore, 
5 (N. ) attributed to Abn hätim the 
interpretation, "the horse brought the hunter up with the leaders". 
Finally, it should not escape our attention that, though (B. ) read it 
6 
as "aZ aganä", in presenting the reading of aZhaga"hu he agreed with 
the interpretation of (T., K., An., As. ). (A., Z., Ar. )7 believed that 
"al-haga-na" denoted "the horse brought us up level with the leaders". 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that the interpre- 
tation of (Q., T., An., As. ) is synonymous with that of (N. ) because 
"the hunter", as interpreted by the latter, in this context, totally 
overlaps with the denotation of "the lad", as interpreted by 
An., As. ). 
Furthermore, it is interesting to add that (T., B., A. )$ para- 
phrased this verse as "the horse overtook both the foremost and the 
hindmost . When the horse gave chase to the leaders, he was confident 
9 
that he would return and capture the stragglers". (K. ) paraphrased it 
"the rider of the horse satisfied with what he captured, i. e. the 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 163; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 22; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 95 ; 
(As. ) (DIS ), fol. 151. 
2 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 52. 
3 (P. j. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27. 
4 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 181; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24. 
5 (N. ), ibid. 
6 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 104. 
7 (A. ) (En. ), p. 22; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 36; (Ar. ) (SSM1. ), p. 29. 8 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 104; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22. 
9 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 52. 
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hindmost which he captured easily without hunting the foremost". So, 
he overtook the foremost and then came back to capture the undispersed 
hindmost". (N., T. ) I paraphrased it: "When the horse overtook the 
foremost, the hindmost remained still and did not disperse". To (Z., 
Ar. )2it denoted: "While the horse brought us up with the foremost, he 
left the hindmost behind, because of his complete confidence in his 
great running capacity. So, he overtook the foremost while the hindmost 
remained undispersed". 
From the above, it seems clear that there is a close correspon- 
dence among all these interpretations. They all emphasize, either 
denotationally or connotatively, that the horse was so swift that he 
overtook the foremost of the herd while the hindmost remained 
undispersed which in its turn connotes that he overtook them all 
together. 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between (3. )'s translation, "he 
caused us to overtake the foremost ones", and the recension of 
"alhaga"ria", as interpreted by (A., Z., Ar. ). It seems that (A. ) did 
not favour any of those recensions, because his translation, "my 
charger thrust me", is close to the recension of "aZhagani", which has 
not been put forward by any of the commentators at hand. His transla- 
tion, however., is neither accidental nor ill-considered. It seems 
tempting to suggest that the translator might have in mind the idea 
that the Arabs often use plural to denote singular, If this conclusion 
is accepted, c . 
)'s translation can be regarded as partially close to 
the recension ' of "al haqa nccl',. "the horse brought us up level with the 
leaders", c. -hich, in this context, as is apparent, denotes "the poet himself 
1 (N. ) (SQT. ) , p. 
181; (T. ) p. 24. 
2 (Z. ) (S1S. ). p. 36; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 29. 
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73. c- Commentaries: 
73. c. 1- The homonymous denotation of the lexeme "sarrä" caused an 
ambiguity among commentators in determining its precise denotation in 
this context, leading them to give four different interpretations: 
1 
According to (Q., T., K., An., A., T., As., Ar. ) it denoted "a 
crowd or company". To Ibn al-Sikkit it denoted "vociferation and 
3 
distress". At the same time, while (Q. ) quoted some linguists who 
4 
believed it denoted "the dust that the herd raised while running", (An. )_ 
quoted'some other linguists who believed it denoted "clamour and voci- 
feration". (Aj. -P., H., B. ) 
5, 
it should be pointed out, adopted the 
6 
last interpretation. Furthermore, (Z. ) believed that it might either 
denote "a crowd" or "clamour". Moreover, to support their interpreta- 
tion, (Q., An., N. ) 
7 
exploited the lexeme "sarratin" in Q. LI. 29: 
"fa aqbalat . irma'atahu fi sarratin fa sakkat wajhana", "Then came 
forward his wife, with a group in distress/clamouring, and she smote 
her face". So, whereas to (Q., An. ) it denoted "a group", to (N. ) it 
yielded a two-fold interpretation: (1) distress or anxiety; 
(2) "clamour". At this point, it would be appropriate to consider 
Lane's explanation: 
"vociferation, or clamour (S., If., A., TA.: ) so in 
the Kur Li 29. (TA.: ) or the most vehement voci- 
feration of clamour or crying (Zj., it., K. ) of a man 
and a bird. And vehemence of grief or anxiety (S., 
K. , M. 
) and of war (M., K. ) and of heat, Q. ) or of 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ) , p. 163; 
(T. ) (DIS. ) 
, 
fol. 22; (K. ), (NIQ. ) 
, p. 
52; 
(An. ) (SAS. ), p. 95; (A. ) DIO. ), p. 22; (T. ) (SA. ), p. 24; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ) 
, fol. 151 ; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ) 
, p. 
29. 
2 Ibn al-SikkTt. Is1än al-Mantiq, p. 320. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 193. 
' 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 96. 
5 (Aj. -D. ) 
(SNS. ), fol. 27; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 41; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 104. 
6 (Z. ) 36. 
7 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 163; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 96; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 181. 
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the hot season (S., M.: ) and vehemence of the heat 
of summer (S., A. ) and a contraction, or much con- 
traction, and sternness, or moroseness, of the face, 
(K., TA. ) by the reason of dislike, or hatred. 
(TA. ) also a company,. a collection or an assemblance 
(S., M., K. ). So in Imral kays it means in the 
midst of clamour; (S.: ) or in vehemence of grief or 
anxiety. "' 
' 
The Translations: 
Though both (J. )'s translation, "in"a crowd", and (A. )'s 
"huddled the stragglers herded together" denote that the stragglers 
were congregated closely together, and thus correspond to the inter- 
pretation of (Q., T., K., An., A., T., As., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation 
should not pass without close examination. "Fuddle", in this context, 
denotes "congested in a heap hurriedly and confusedly". It connotes, 
at the same time, that the stragglers when herded together were in 
anxiety and distress, and confusion. The image of raised dust is part 
of this interpretation. This conclusion corresponds to the interpre- 
tation of (Q., An., N. ) of the verse in the Qur'an mentioned earlier. 
Furthermore, the alliteration of the sound [hä in huddled, herded, is 
not accidental or without deliberate intention of the translator. It 
encourages us to assume that he might have thought of conveying the 
sound of the herd and the image of their confusion. 
To sum up, it seems that (A. ), in trying to convey the closest 
semantic message of the S. L. to the receptor in the T. L. endeavoured to 
convey all the interpretations presented earlier. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 7I, p. 1672. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa ädä aiddan bayna tawrin wa naajatin 
diräkan Wa lam yundan bi mä'in fa yugsalz 
(Q.. 74/T. 65/Aj. -D. 68/K. 61/An. 67/N. 67/H. 61/B. 62/A. 62/T. 67/ 
As. 65/Ar. 66)1 
yanriih 
(S. 61)2 
yanZah 
(Z. 67) 3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 164; (T. ). (DIQ)., fol. 23. (Aj. -D. ). (SMS. ), fol. 28; (K. ). 
1. 
(An. ) (. ), p. 96; (N. ) _S-QT. ), p. 182; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 42; p 
(B. ) SSJ. ), p. 104; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 24; 
(As. ) (PI_), fol. 151; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 29. 
2 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149. w 
3 (z. ) ris. ), p. 36. 
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74. B- Comment 
74. b. 1- yundah vs. yandah 
Both (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., T., As., Ar. )1 who read it 
as "yundah" and (Z. ) who read it as "yandah", as has been indicated in 
the previous page, were in agreement that the sentence, "Zan yundah/ 
yandart bi ma'in fa yugsaZ'2", denoted "the horse overtook a bull and a 
cow so easily that he did not exude so much sweat so that he would be 
z 
washed". According to (K. ), it denoted "the horse overtook a bull and 
a cow very easily and without exuding sweat at all". "If the horse 
exuded sweat", (K. ) exclaimed, "he would have hunted the whole flock! " 
Two main points emerge from the above discussion: (1) The 
recension of "yundah" in this context is synonymous with the recension 
of "yandah"; (2) the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., 
Z., T., As., Ar. ) is incompatible with that of (K. ), because, while the 
former interpretation asserts that the horse sweated, though not so 
much, the latter interpretation declines this and asserts that the horse 
did not exude sweat at all. 
The Translations: 
Both (J. )'s translation, ".., he did not break out into a sweat 
that he should be washed", and (A. )'s translation, "... and not a drop 
of sweat on his body", are close to the recension of "yundah" and 
"yandah". Furthermore, while, on the one hand, there is a close corres- 
pondence between the former translation and the interpretation of 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., Z., T., As., Ar. ), there is a close 
correspondence, as well, between the latter translation and the inter- 
pretation of (K. ). 
1. (Q. ). (JAA), p. 164; (T. ). (Did), fol. 23; (CAj`D.. j. (LMS), fol. 28, 
(An. ) " SQS)., p. 96, (. Y. 
CSQT) 
, p. 182; (B. 1 (SSJ)_, p. 104-5; (A)_. DIQ), p. 225 (T. ). (SQA), o. 25; (As. ). (DIO), fol. 151; 
p. 30. 
2. (K, ý.. (r1IQ) 
, p. 53, 
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74. C- Commentaries 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of the following: 
74. c. 1- ädä 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., H., Z., T., As., Ar. ) were in agreement 
that it denoted "the horse overtook at one bound a bull and cow". 
2, 
According to (K. ) it was subject to a two-fold interpretation: (l)-the 
bringing of a couple of the chase close to each other; (2) the hastening 
of the pace of one hunt after the other in the chase". Attention has to 
34 
be drawn to the fact that (B. ) and Bundär - the latter as (K. ) reported- 
believed it denoted that "the horse overtook not only a single bull and 
a cow, but all the flock together". 
The Translations: 
While there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"He killed one after the other, a bull and a cow, overtaking them ... 
", 
and the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., H., Z., T., As., Ar. ), 
there is, however, a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, 
"at one bound he had taken a bull and a cow together", and the interpre- 
tation of the above-mentioned commentators. 
v 
p. 164; (T. )(DIQ), fol. 23; (Aj-]? ).. (SMS), fol. 28, 
(An. ). (Q), p. 96, (N. ).. (SQT), p. 82; (H")"(MIQ), fol. 92, (Z. ). 
(SMS), p. 36. (T. ). (ýQA), p. 25,. (As. ). (DZ, fol. 151, (Ar. Z. (SSM), 
p. 29. 
2. (K. ). (LIIQ), p. 53. 
3, (B. ).. (SSJ)., p. 104; 4. (K. ) (MIQZ, p. 53. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa zaZZa tuhatu Z-gawmi min bayni mundijin 
" 
safzfa siw in arg gadrin rruaa;; jaZ2 
(Q. 75)1 
wa zalla 
(T. 66/H. 62/B. 63/A. 63)2 
tuhätu Z-Zahmi 
(T. 66/Aj. -D. 68/S. 62/K. 62/An. 68/N. 68/H. 62/B. 63/A. 63/Z. 67/ 
T. 68/As. 68/Ar. 67) 3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. p. 165. ti 2 (T. ) (D Q. fol. 24; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 42; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 105; 
(A. ) p. 22. 
3 (T. ) fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), p. 28; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
(K. ) (NIQ. ), p. 53; (An. ) ( 
. 
QS. ), p. 97; (N. ) (ST. ), p. 183; 
(H. ) (MI ), fol. 42; (B. ). (SSJ. ), p. 145; (A. ) (DIý_), p. 22; 
(Z. ) (, MS.. ), p. 36; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 25; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 152; 
(Ar. ) (SSIM. ), p. 30. 
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75. B- Comment 
75. b. 1- fa vs. wa 
The reader is referred to p. 140-2 where the different seü: antic and 
syntactic functions of the particle "tväzv", "and" vs. 'Yd' ", "then", were 
discussed. 
The Translations 
There is a close correspondence between the semantic function of 
"fa " in S. L. and ''then'' in T. L. as translated by (J., A. ). 
75. b. 2- tuhätu Z-gawmi vs. tuhatu Z-Zahmi 
1 
Commentators except (Z., Ar. ) and (As. ) were unanimous in 
believing that "tuhät" is synonymous with "tabor-hhitn , "the cooks". 
" vv 
(Z., Ar. )? however, thought it denoted "the dressers". To (As. ) 
3 
it 
denoted "the roasters of the meat" 
It can be inferred from the above that while there is ne over- 
lapping between the denotation presented by (Z., Ar. ) and that of (As. ), 
both these interpretations, however, are included in the interpretation 
that is suggested by the rest of the commentators. In brief, they are 
exclusive paronyms. 
It should be maintained, therefore, that while the phrase "tuhHt 
al-ga. mi" can be translated as "the people's cooks", the phrase "tuhä .t 
al-lahmi" can be translated as "the cooks of the meat" or (Z., Ar. ) "the 
dressers of the meat", or (As. ) "the roasters of the meat". 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 165; (T. ) fol. 22; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27; 
(K. ) (M. ), p. 53; (An. ) p. 97; (H. ) (MIO. ), fol. 42; 
(B. ) (SSSJ. ) P. 106; (A. ) (D-IQ") P. 22; (T. ) (ý") p. 25; 
(M. ) " p. 199. 
2 (Z. ) 
Em 
S . 
), p. 36; (A. ) (SSM. ), p. 
3 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 1 52. 
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The Translations 
Though (. J. )'s translation, "the dessers of the meat", is close to 
the recension of "ttlhat Z-Zahme", his use of "dressers" as an equiva- 
lence to "tuhät" in S. L. is close to the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). 
(A. ), however, translated neither the recension of "Z-Zahmi" nor that 
of "Z-gawmi". He satisfied himself with translating the lexeme "tuhät"' 
of S. L. into "the cooks". This shows that there is a close correspon- 
dence between his translation and the interpretation of all commentators 
except that of (Z., Ar. ) and (As. ). 
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75. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
75. c. 1- safffa siwH in 
1 
While (Q. ) believed it denoted "slices of flesh-meat", (T., Aj. -D., 
2 
An. , H., B. , A. , T. , As. ) believed it denoted 
"aZ-muragqaq" or "gad2d", 
34 
i. e. "spitted-pieces of roasted meat". To (K., N. ) it denoted "Bedouin 
spitted-pieces of roasted meat that is called "kabäb", i. e. flesh-meat 
56 
that has been laid cut into strips on the live coals". (Z., Ar. ) 
believed it denoted "flesh-meat that is laid on fire to be baked". To 
(H. )7 it denoted "spitted-pieces of roasted meat placed in an orderly 
line". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretations of 
(T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., T., As. ), (K., N. ) and (M. ) in this context 
are synonymous. Furthermore, the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) has a 
wider range of denotation than that of (T., Aj. -D., An., B. ), (A., T., 
As. ), (K., N. ) and (M. ), because "flesh-meat" as interpreted by the 
former has a quite wider range of denotation than that of "spitted- 
pieces of roasted meat", as interpreted by the latter. In brief, the 
interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) includes that of (T., Aj. -D., An., B., A., 
T., As. ), (K., N. ) and (M. ) and contracts a direct superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with it. Furthermore, 'the interpretation of 
(Q. ) has a wider range of denotation than that of (T., Aj. -D., An., B., 
A., T., As. ), (K., N. ), (M. ) and (Z., Ar. ). In fact, while it 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 165. 
2 (T. ) (PI L. ), fol. 25; (Aj. -1. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27; (An. ) (SS. ), p. 97; 
(H. ) (MI 9. ) , fol. 
42; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 106; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22; 
(T. ) (ý. ), p. 25; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 152. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 3, p. 1694; see also ibid, Bk. I, vol. I, p. 1132. 
4 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 53; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 183. 
5 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 3, p. 2583. 
6 (Z. ) (sSMS., p. 36; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 30. 
7 (M. ) (SQN. ) , p. 200. 
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contracts a direct-superordination-hypon}my semantic relation with that 
of (Z., Ar. ), it, at the same time, stands in a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with that of An., B., A., T., As. ), 
(K., N. ) and (M. ). 
At this point, it is of interest to examine Lane's explanation of 
this lexeme: 
"Flesh-meat (S., M. ) such as has been laid cut into 
strips, or into strips and laid upon the live coals 
(S., Aigli., 0.,, K. ) to broil (S., Mgh., K. ) or to 
become thoroughly cooked (. 0. ) or upon the pebbles 
and then roasted, or broiled (11. ) or in the sun, to 
dry: (0., K. ) or flesh meat cut into strips or 
oblong pieces, and dried in the sun, (M., Mgh., Msb. ) 
or as (Lth. ) says, and in like manner (K. ) spread in 
the sun to dry (nigh. ) or flesh meat cut into broad 
slices. "1 
The Translations: 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"baking slices of roasted meat placed in line", and the interpretation 
of (Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation, "roasting upon a fire the grilled 
slices", is partially close to the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., 
B., A., T., As. ), (K., N. ) and (11. ). 
75. c. 2- gadir 
2 
14hile (Q., T., K., B., Z. ) A., T., Ar. 
) thought it denoted ' hat 
3 
is cooked in the " gidr ", i. e. "pot"", (An., N. ) believed it denoted 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I1, p. 1094. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 165; (T. ) (DIQ_), fol. 22; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 53; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 106; (Z. ) (SMS. ) , p. 
36; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 22; 
(T. ) (S . ), p. 25; (Ar. ) (SSri. ), p. 30. 3 (An. ) (SQS"), p. 97; (N. ) ( . )' p. 183. 
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"flesh-meat that is cooked in the pot". 
Semantically, as is apparent from the above, the interpretation 
of (Q., T., K., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ) has a wider range of denotation 
than that of (An., N. ). In brief, it includes it and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. Reaching this 
conclusion, it is worth looking at Lane's comment: 
"qidrun is a cooking-pot; a vessel in which one cooks; 
(rlsb.: ) and it very often means the food contained 
therein; pottage of any kind; (TA.: ) dim. is qudzyrun 
flesh meat cooked in a pot with seeds to season it; 
such as pepper and cumin seeds and the like: (Lth., 
1 
JK.: ) of what is cooked in a gidir. " 
The Translations: 
(J. )'s translation, "boiling quickly in the kettle", can be 
interpreted as denoting that they were cooking "something" in the 
kettle, which in this context denotes "a deep vessel for cooking food"? 
Thus, (J. )'s translation can be regarded as partially close to the 
interpretation of (Q., T., K., B., A., Z., T., Ar. ). (A. )'s transla- 
tion, "stew", is partially close to the interpretation of (An., N. ) and 
(Msb., TA. ) as presented by Lane. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. Il1, p. 2496. 
2 The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, Vol. II, p. 1151. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa ruhna wa räha t-tarfu yagsu_ru di na hic 
matä mä taraqqa Z-Caynu f2'-hi tasahhai 
(Q. 76/Aj. -D. 7 0V)I 
yakädu 
(T. 62/S. 63/Aj. -D. 70/K. 63/An. 69/N. 69/H. 63/Z. 68/T. 69/Ar. 68)2 
faruhna 
(N. 69 (a. cAmr al-Saybäni))3 
Wa ruhnä wa räha t-tirfu yanfudu rasa hü 
(B. 64/A. 64/As. 67/An. 69V (Asm. a. CUba)/N. 69V (Asm. a. CUba)/ 
T. 69V (Asm. a. cUba))4 
tasaffal? 
(Z. 68/Ar. 68)5 
V 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 165; (Aj. -D. ) (SM. ), fol. 29. 
2 (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 24; (S. )ý(DSP. ), p. 149; (Aj. `D. ) (S^tS. ), fol. 29; 
(K. ) Ml0. ), p. 54; (An. ) (p. 98; (N. ) SOT. ), p. 185; 
(H. ) r! I . 
), fol. 43; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 37; (Ar. )(SS? f. ), p. 30; (T. )(sQA. ), p. 2 
3 (N. ) SOT. ), p. 185. 
4 (B. ) WSJ. ), p. 106; (A. ) (VT Q_. ), p. 23; (As. ) (DI ), fol. 152: 
(An. ) ýSQS. ), p. 98; (N. ) (S T. ), p. 185; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 25. 
5 (Z. ) (SIIS. ), p. 37; (Ar. ) ( Srl. ), p. 30. 
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76. B- Comment 
76. b. 1- wa vs. fa 
"Pla" is a connective particle of co-ordination. It is equivalent 
to the particle "and" in T. L.; "fa", however, is "a particle of classi- 
fication of gradation which usually connects two clauses showing either 
that the latter is immediately subsequent to the former in time, or 
that it is connected with it by some internal link, such as that of 
cause and effect''. It is equivalent to "then" and "so", and 
"consequently" in T. L. 
The Translations 
While (J. ) adopted the recension of "Wa" ("and"), (A. ), however, 
favoured the recension of "fa" ("then"). 
76. b. 2- t-tirfu vs. t-tcirfu 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of aZ-tirfu. 
z (An., N., T. ) believed it denoted "anything of generous ancestors 
3 
whether it is a man or a horse". (An. ) maintained that Abi CUbayda 
attributed to MuntajiClbn Nabhän the belief that it denoted "a thing of 
generous maternal and paternal ancestors". Furthermore, while (B., As. ) 
4 
believed it denoted "a horse of thoroughbred maternal and paternal 
ancestors", (An. ) 
5 
thought it denoted "a rapid horse". 
To sum up, it can be inferred from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation that (An. ) ascribed to 
M. Ibn Nabhän on the authority of Abü CUbayda and the interpretation of 
1 Wright.,, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, pp. 220-291. 
2 (An. ) (3 QS. ), p. 98; (N. ) (S(Q . ), p. 185; (T. ) (S QA. ), p. 25. 
3 (An. ) (S. ), p. 98. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ) , p. 106; (As. ) (DIQ; ), fol. 152. 5 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 98. 
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(An., N., T. ). These interpretations, in their turn, have a wider 
range of denotation than that of (B., As.,. In brief, the former inter- 
pretation includes the latter and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with it. Before closing this presentation, it seems 
interesting to examine Lane's explanation: 
"at-tirf" is a generous horse: (As., S., 0., K.: ) 
or according to Er-Raghib one that is looked+at 
because of his beauty; according to (A., Z. ) an 
epithet applied peculiarly to the males; (A., 0., K.: ) 
or generous in respect of the sires and the dams or 
recently acquired; not of his owner's breeding: fem. 
tirfa. (A. ) tirf signifies also a horse long in the 
legs or the neck having the ears pointed, tapering, 
or slender at the extremities - generous (S., 0., TA. ) 
as an epithet applied to a young man (A., TA. ) or to 
a man; ('0., TA. ) as also tarf; (0., K. ) or a man 
generous in respect of his male and female ancestors. " 
As to the recension of " t--tarfu", (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Z., T., 
2 
Ar. ) were unanimous in believing it denoted "the eye" or "'the sight". 
The Translations 
Both "the eye" and "the appraising eye" as translated by (J. ) and 
(A. ), respectively, are close to the recension of 11 `-tarfu" and the 
interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., N., Z., T., Ar. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1843. 
2 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 165; 
v (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; (Aj . -D. ) 
(SP1S.. ) 
, fol. 
28; 
(K. ) (MQ. ), p. 54; (An. ) iQ"), p. 98; (N. ) (ýQ. ), p. 185; 
-(Z. ) (SNIS. ) , p. 37; (T. ) (SSA. ) , p. 25; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 30. 
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76. b. 3- yanfudu r2sa-"hu vs. yagsuru düna"-hü 
I 
(An., N., T. ) attributed to al-Asniaci the belief that the phrase 
"yanfudu raDsa-hu" connoted that "the horse shakes his head out of his 
liveliness and activity". Commentators, however, disagreed as to the 
connotation of the phrase ", Vagsuru dr7na hü". While (Q. , Aj . -D. , An. , 
2 
N. ) thought it connoted "the amazing beauty of the horse's body obliges 
the onlooker to cast down his eyes to ward the evil-eye off him", (T., 
3 
K., B., Z., T., Ar. ) thought it connoted "the appraising eye falls 
short of containing all his beauty; or bedazzled by his beauty; for the 
beauty of each part of his body captures the vision of the onlooker, 
making him enjoy and think over his beauty and tempting the onlooker to 
have another look at the other parts of the horse's body". To (As. ) it 
connoted "the horse is so rapid in running that the eye falls short of 
concentrating on any part of his body". 
From the above it can be concluded semantically that the inter- 
pretation of (Q., Aj. -D., An., N. ) is incompatible with that of (T., K., 
B., Z., Ar. ), because while the former interpretation emphasizes that 
the amazing beauty of the horse causes the onlooker reluctantly to cast 
down his eyes, the latter interpretation, on the contrary, however, 
confirms that the amazing beauty of each part of the horse's body 
captures the vision of. the onlooker making him enjoy and think over his 
beauty and tempting him to keep on gazing eagerly at the other attrac- 
tive parts of the horse's body. 
1 (An. ) S S. ), p. 98; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 185; (T. ) 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 165; (Aj fol. 28; (N. ) (97Q-T. ) , p. 185. 3 (T. ) (öIIQ. ), fol. 23; (K. ) 
ý 
(iiI 
.), p. 
55; (B. ) 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 37; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 25; (Ar. ) 
4 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 152. 
J 
(SqA ),. p. 98. 
(An. ) (QS. ), p. 98; 
(SSJ. ), p. 106; 
(SSLL"), p. 30. 
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The Translations: - 
Both "the eye almost failed to appreciate his beauty; for when 
the eye was raised to see the upper part of him, it was lowered, being 
attracted by the beauty of the lower part" and "the appraising eye 
bedazzled to take in his beauty, looking him eagerly up and down", as 
translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are close to the interpre- 
tation of (T., K., B., Z., T., Ar. ). 
76. b. 4- tasahhal' vs. tasaffati 
In general, commentators 
I 
who read it as "tasahhaZU" believed that 
it is synonymous with lltasaffal", "to lower" or "cast down". Lane 
gave the following explanation to the word l'tasahhal? ": - 
"ashaZu, They descended to the saht smooth or soft, 
or plain or level, or smooth and soft tract: (JK., 
Msb.: ) or they betook themselves to the saht (S.: ) 
or they became in the saht (K. ) and they alighted 
and abode in the saht after they had been alighting 
in the hauet . 
"2 
The Translation: - 
It is apparent from the above presentation that "tasahhaZi" is 
synonymous with "tasaffal " in this context. So these two recensions 
can be regarded as one. - Put more precisely, they have no effect on the 
denotation of the verse and hence on the translation. 
I See p. 527. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. 11, p. 1453. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka 3 arena dima'a Z-hädiyali bi nahrihi 
ausäratu hinnä'in bi saybin muragiavi* 
(Q. 77/S. 57/Aj. -D. 70/K. 57/An. 63/N. 63/11.57/B. 58/A. 65/Z. 62/T. 63/ 
"As. 61/Ar. 62)1 
wa ka)anna 
T. 61)2 
* For the explanation of the denotation of this verse, as well as 
its translation, see pp. 497-9. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 166; (S. ) (DSP), p. 149; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 29; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 49; (An. ) (ýQS. ), p. 92; (N. ) (SQT"), p. 178; 
(z. ) (SMS. ), p. 34; (T. ) (§QA. ), p. 24; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 150. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23. 
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B- The Recensions: 
fa bätiz aaZay. hi sarjuln rya Zigamu"-hfi 
ua bäta biaayni ga"iman gayra mu1vnal 
(Q. 78) 1 
gayra mursal- 
(T. 63/Aj. -D. 63/S. 64/K. 64/An. 70/N. 70/H. 62/Z. 69/T. 70/As. 70/ 
Ar. 69) 2 
wa bäta 
(B. 65/A. 58) 3 
gayra mugfaZi 
(Q. 78V)4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 166. v 2 (T. ) (DI Q., ), fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 27; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
(K. ) (r1IQ. ), p. 55; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 99; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 186; 
(H. ) (tQ. ), fol. 43; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 37; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 25; 
(As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 153; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 30. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 107; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 166. 
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78. b- Comment 
78. b. 1- gayra muhmal2 vs. gayra mugfal vs. gayra mursaZZ 
In this context, "mulimal" is synonymous with"mu. Tal" because both 
denote that the horse has not been left unattended. Commentators, 
however, disagreed as to the precise denotation of "gayra ntursal'. 
While (T. )I believed it denoted "the horse has not been sent on a 
raid", (Aj. -D., Z., As., Ar. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "not loosed for pasture". 
3 
To (K., An. ) it denoted "the horse has not been left unattended while 
4 
he was foddering". Furthermore, while (B. ) believed it denoted "the 
5 
horse has not been let loose", (A., T. ) believed it denoted "the horse 
has not been left unattended". 
From the above it can be concluded that the interpretation of 
(A., T. ) of the phrase "gayra mursal2'" is synonymous with the denotation 
of "gayra muhmaVT" and "gayra mugfal2'". Furthermore, though there is 
no overlapping among the denotations presented by (T. ), (Aj. -D., Z., 
As., Ar. ), (K., An. ) and (A., T. ), respectively, they are included in 
the denotation presented by (B. ) -which is their common superordination. 
In brief semantic terms, they are exclusive paronyms. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "without being sent to the stable", 
does not correspond with any of the above mentioned commentators, (k. )'s 
translation, "not loose to his will", is very close to the interpreta- 
tion of (B. ). Both translations, however, are close to the recension of 
"ggayra mursali". 
1 (T. ) DI . ), fol. 23. 
2 (Ai. - D. ) (SMS . ), fol. 26; (Ar. ) (SS`S. ), p. 31. 
3 (K. ) QgQ: ), p. 55; (An. ) 
4 (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 107. 
5 (A. ) ( IQ. ) , p. 21; (T. ) 
(Z. ) (SMS. )-, p. 37; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 26; 
(SOA. ) 
, p. 
99. 
Y 
(SQA. ), p. 26. 
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78. c- Commentaries 
Commentators debated the connotation of the following: 
78. c. 1- fa Nita aalay. "hi sarju: Jv wa lijczru--hü 
While (Q., As. )' believed it connoted that "the horse was left 
saddled and bridled in case it should lose its vitality and vigorousness" 
" and (T., B. ) 
2 believed it connoted that "the horse was left ready to 
be ridden at any time", (Aj. -D., A. ) 
3 believed it connoted that "the 
poet took off neither the horse's saddle nor his bridle, because he was 
looking forward to going hunting early the next morning". According to 
(K., N., B., T. ) 
4 
it connoted that "the horse was left saddled in case 
its back should become cold, because when they came back from hunting 
the horse was sweating". (N. )5 added that it might connote that "the 
horse was left ready to be used on a raid next dawn". Furthermore, (B. )b 
added that "it might connate that the horse was left bridled in case he 
should fodder while he was tired and that would affect him badly". 
From the above, it can be noted that, though there is no over- 
lapping between the interpretation presented by (Aj. -D., A. ) and (N. )'s 
second alternative interpretation, both of these interpretations, 
however, are included in the interpretation of (T., B. ) which is their 
common superordination. 
In brief semantic terms, they are exclusive paronyms. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 116; (As. ) (DIS), fol. 153. 
2 (T. ) (2ig_), fol. 23; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 107. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SANS. ), p. 26; (A. ) (DI Q. ), p. 21. 
4 (x. ) (rizQ. ), p. 55; (N. ) (s T. ), p. 186; (B. ) 
(T. ) ( ), p. 26. 
5 (N. ) S T. , p. 186. 6 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 107. 
v (SSJ. ), p. 107; 
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The Translations: - 
Though both "He passed the night with his saddle and bridle on 
him", and "all through the night he stood with his saddle and bridle 
upon him", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, convey the 
denotation of this hemistich, they do not convey the connotation as 
presented by the above mentioned commentators. 
78. c. 2- rya bata bioayni qPiman 
While (Q., D., Z., Ar. ) 
I 
thought it connoted that'the horse passed 
the night standing by the poet's side", (T., An., B., A., T. )2 thought 
it connoted "the horse passed the night standing where the poet could 
see him (B., T. ) foddering". (T., B., A. )3 added "it connotes the warm 
and strong attachment between the poet and his horse and it alludes to 
the custom that the Arabs used to keep their thoroughbred horses close 
to them as a mark of their warm attachment to and great love for them". 
It is apparent from the above that the interpretation of (Q., D., 
Z., Ar. ) has a wider range of denotation than that of (B., T. ). In 
fact, the former interpretation includes the latter and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s transla- 
tion, "he passed the night standing in my eyesight", and the interpre- 
tation of (T., An., B., A., T), there is a close correspondence between 
this interpretation and (A. )'s translation, "where my eyes could see 
him". 
I (Q. ) 
. 
AA. ), p. 116; (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 26; (Z. ) (SMMS. ), p. 37; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 30. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ ), fol. 23; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 99; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 107; 
(A. ) (Q.,. ), p. 21; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 26. 
3 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 23; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 107; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 21. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
a sähi tarä bargan urika wamida h`u 
ka Zarr, '2i Z-yadayni fi habiyzyin mukalZaZi 
(Q. 79/T. 64/S. 65/Aj. 71/An. 71/N. 71/H. 65/B. 67/Z. 70/T. 71/As. 71/ 
Ar. 70) 1 
a'in-n2 Cald barqin 
(D. 71/K. 65/An. 71V/B. 67V/T. 71V)2 
Häri tara bargan ka '-nna wamida- hü 
(A. 67/An. 71V/N. 65V (a. Hatim)/T. 71V)3 
mukaliiii 
(B. 67V (a. cUba)/Z. 70V/Ar. 70V) 4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 166; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; 
(AJ") (S1S. ), fol. 29; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 99; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 187; 
(x. ) (M o. ), fol. 44; (B. ) (sSJ. ), p. 108; (Z. ) ( . ), p. 37; 
(T. ) ( A. ), p. 26; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 153; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 31. 
2 D. (S fol. 29; K. ) (MIO. 56; (An. ) p. 100; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 108; (T. ) p. 26. 
3 (A. ) ( . 
), p. 24; (An. ) (SOS ), p. 99; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 190; 
(T. ) (OA. ), p. 26. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 109; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 37; (Ar. ) p. 31. 
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79. b- Cormnent: - 
79. b. I- a 1I ri tarä barqan vs. a saki tarn bargan vs. äi. n ni. aal bu-rgin 
Both linguists who presented the recension of ''a hFri" and those 
who presented the recension of '*a sa; z " were almost unanimous in believing 
that they are vocative apocopated for "ya Härit" and "yä sahib? . 
It should be added that (N., T. 
) 
reported that gran ar; _ar. i 
debated 
as to the latent reason behind the apocopation of the indefinite nouns; 
because granmiarians were agreed that the indefinite should not be 
apocopated. Sibawayh, however, allowed the apocopation of the indefinite 
that ends with "ha'". To support his argument, he quoted a1-CAjjäj's 
verse: 
"ärizy-: a l tastankiri Cad. rri", 
"in which he said in reply to his wife, who, seeing him repairing the 
saddle of his she-camel for a journey which he had determined to make, 
asked him, "Wliat is this that thou repairest? ". He replied, "0 girl, 
inquire not as disapproving it respecting my desired state for which i 
shall be excusable or rather my excusable purpose, my work (or my 
journeying) and my benevolent care for my camel"? (N., T. )3 added that 
al-Mubärrad, while rejecting Sibawayh's suggestion, interpreted the 
above quoted hemistich, "Y auatu'-ýäal-jäoiya , 
"You (slave)-girl". 
"Therefore", he argued, "asrri, "0, friend! ", is basically 
yä ayzthcc al-sähib", "0, you friend! " ". 
v 
1 (N. ) (SQT. ), pp. 188-189; (T. ) (QA. ), p. 26. 
2 Lane. 
`Lex. 
Bk. I, Vol. II , pp. 1986-1987. 
3 (N. ) (SQT. ), pp. 188-189; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 26. 
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To (Q. ) 
1 
it connoted that the poet delightedly asked his friend 
to look with him at the lightning because it came from the direction of 
his own homeland from which he has been away for quite a long time. 
(K. ) 2 believed that there is a partial overlapping between the 
denotation of the phrases "asähi tarä barqan" and "aginrt"c i barqin", 
because both denote that the poet's passionate yearning for the place 
of the lightning's origin made him exaggerate the reality of what he 
was seeing. So he asked his companion to confirm what he was looking 
at, and the place from which it was coming. To Ibn Qutayba however, 
the phrase "asähi tarp bargar. " connoted that the Arabs used to count 
the number of lightning-flashes and when they counted seventy-two from a 
particular direction they regarded it as a good-omen which foretells 
rainfall which revives the desert and brings wealth to the people. So 
they used to go and dwell there for a while. It should be indicated 
that (B. ) 
4 
preferred (K. )'s above mentioned interpretation and that of 
Ibn Qutayba. (M. )5 believed that, while the poet was asking his 
companion to look at the lightning, he was, at the same time, pointing 
at the direction from which it was coming. 
The Translations: - 
Both "Oh, my companion, do, you see the lightning of which I am 
showing you" and (A. )'s translation, "Friend, do you see yonder 
lightning? Look, there goes its glitter", are close to the recension 
of "asähi tarü barqan". Furthermore, `"" (A. ) s use of yonder , look", 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), 
2 (K. ) (i1_) , 
3 Ibn Qutaybä. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), 
5 (M. ) () 
P" 
P" 
K_ 
P" 
P" 
166. 
56. 
itab al-kawa , p. 177. 
109. 
206. 
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"there", and "now", denotes that the poet was pointing at the direction 
of the lightning. This makes (A. )'s translation very close to (M. )'s 
commentary. 
79. b. 2- mukallaZ vs. mukaZZil 
While to (Q., T., Aj. -D., B., A., Z., Ar. ) 
I "mukaZZaZT" denoted 
"clouds crowned with lightning", (K., An., N., T. ) 
2 
believed it denoted 
"crowned, towering masses of clouds". (An., N., T., B. ) 
3 
quoted 
Abn CUbayda as saying "They are clouds which seem to be smiling due to 
I 
the surrounding lightning-flashes". (Z., Ar. ) 
4 
assigned this interpreta- 
tion to the lexeme 'lmukalliZ2'1', though without referring to Abi cUbayda. 
It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., B., A., Z., 
Ar. ) and the interpretation that (An., N., T., B. ) attributed to 
Abü CUbayda. Furthermore, the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., B., 
A., Z., Ar. ) and that of Abü cUbayda as reported by (An., N., T., B. ) 
include the interpretation of (K., An., N., T. ) and contract a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with them. 
Having reached this conclusion, it is convenient to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
"It (lightning) flashed, gleamed, or shone, slightly, 
(S., A., Msb., K., ) not extending sideways in the 
adjacent tracts of clouds; (S., K.; ) for when it does 
so it is termed `afü; and when it extends high in the 
1 (Q. ) 3AA. ), p. 
(B. ) (ss, 3. ), p. 
(±i. ) , p. 31. 2 (K. ) (r1_n.. ), p. 
( QA. ), 
ý 
p. 26. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ) ,p (SOA. ), p. 27. 
4 (Z. ) (Sr1S. ), p. 
166; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 28; 
109; (Ä. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 37; (Ar. ) 
vV 
56; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 100; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 188; (T. ) 
J 
100; (N. ) (ýT. ), p. 188; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 108; (T. ) 
37; (Ar. ) (SSMM. ), p. 32. 
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sky, without extending sideways to the right and the 
left, it is termed Cagiqä. " 
The Translations: - 
The lexeme "crowned" as translated by both translators is close 
to the recension of "mukallal2'", as interpreted by (Q., T., Aj. -D., B., 
A., Z., Ar. ) and (K., An., N., T. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. 1, Vol. III, p. 3002. 
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79. c- Corrnentaries: - 
Commentators disagreed as to the precise denotation of the 
following: 
79. c. 1- habiyy 
While (Qj believed it denoted "towering masses of clouds that 
are close to the earth because they are over-loaded with water", (T., 
2 
Bý; ., A. 
) thought it denoted towering masses of clouds that creep along 
and then rise hi h in the sk "3 gy (As. ), it should be indicated, 
attributed this last interpretation to al-Asmaci. While to Ibn Qutayba 
and Ibn Durayd5 it denoted "a mass of clouds close to the earth and 
6 
hovering on the horizons", al-Nüwayri thought it denoted "towering 
masses of clouds on the most distant horizons like a mountain range 
before they cover the sky". (Ar. )7adopted this interpretation. To (D. )$ 
it denoted "towering masses of black clouds that loom large in the sky". 
(K., An., N., T. ) 
9 
believed it denoted "towering masses of high--sided 
10 
clouds". (Z. ) believed it denoted "towering masses of clouds". 
It can be observed from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of Ibn Qutayba, Ibn Diirayd, and 
that of a h'quwayri and (Ar. ). While both of these interpretations are 
included in the interpretation of (Q. ) and they contract a direct 
hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with them, they, at the same 
time, include the interpretation of (D. ) and contract a direct 
superordination-hyponymy. semantic relation with it. Furthermore, the 
I (Q") (JAA. ), p. 166.14 
2 (T. ) (j_. ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 108; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24. 
3 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 153. 
4 Ibn Qutayba. Ki. täb al-Anw , p. 178. 
5 Ibn Durayad. Wdasif al-Sahäb wa al- ._ Matar, p. 43. 6 al-Niwayrl. Nihäyht al-Arib f. i finun al-A a, p. 73. 
7 (Ar. ) SSM. ) , p. 32. 
8 (D. ) (SKIS. ), fol. 28. 
9 (K. ) MI . p. 56; 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 100; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 188; (T. ) 
(SSA_), p. 26. 
10 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 37. 
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interpretations of (Q. ) , 
(P. ), (Ibn Qutayba, Ibn Diirayd), (al-Nttwayri 
Ar. ) and that of (K., An., N., T. ) stand in an incompatible semantic 
relation with that of (T., B., A. ) because while the former interpreta- 
tion depicts a static image of the clouds, the latter describes a 
moving one. Finally, (Z. )'s interpretation includes the interpretation 
of (Q. , D. , Ibn Qtitaybä, Ibn Diirayd al-Nüwayri , Ar. 
) and that of (K. , 
An., N., T. ) and contracts an exclusive autonymy relation with them. 
At this point of investigation, it is profitable to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
"A collection of clouds syn. "sahib" because it 
creeps along or from meaning 
Carada 
wherefore it is 
also called Cärid: (sigh.: ) or applied to a collec- 
tion of clouds as meaning that which presents itself, or 
its breadth, or width, or its side, or extends 
sideways (S., Ham., Em. ) heaped up, (Em. ), in the 
tracts of the sky; (S., Em.; ) as also hab2z so called 
because it is near to the earth, (S., Ham. ) as 
though creeping or crawling like a child or from 
hab2z like as sahib from sahabä . As also hüb iyyun a 
collection of clouds overpeering from the horizon 
upon the earth: or heaped up one part above 
1 
another. " 
The Translations: - 
While there is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s transla- 
tion, "thick collecting clouds", and (Z. )'s interpretation and Lane's 
explanation, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s translation, 
"heaped up storm-cloud", and. the interpretation of (Q. ). Furthermore, 
it is partially close to the interpretation of CD. ). 
1 Lane, Les., Bk. 1, vol. I, p. 508. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ytfi'u sana- kaw masäbihu rahibin 
amäZa s-salita bid-dubäZi Z-mufatali 
(Q. 80/T. 65/S. 66/Aj. -Q. 71/K. 64/An. 72/11.66/Z. 71/As. 72/Ar. 71)1 
ahäna s-salita bi d-dubdli 
(N. 72/B. 68/A. 68/T. 72)2 
ka-canna sanä hu fi masäbihi r hibin ahEna s-sal i'ta 
lid-dubEzZi 
(An. 72V (Asm. )/N. 72V (Asm. )/B. 68V) 3 
: 1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 167; (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 24; (S. ) (PSP. ), p. I49 
(Aj. -D. ) (SMIS. ), fol. 
29; (K. ) (NIQ. ), p. 56; (, &-n. -j '(SOS. ), p. 100; 
(H. ) fol. 44; (Z. ) (j S. ), p. 38; (As. ) (PIQ. ), fol. 153; 
(Ar. ) (Sal), P. 31. 
2 (N. ) (SOS. ), p. 190; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 109; (A. ) (PIQ. ), p. 24; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 26. 
3 (An. ) (ýS. ), p. 100; (N. ) p. 191; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 110. 
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80. b- Comment: - 
80. b. 1- yudT u sanä- hu m. ' mascbihu r U2ibin vs. ka"? aazna sanä" hu fi 
masäbihi rnibin 
While (K. )1 believed that the recension "yudi u sanü hü arg. ' 
masabihu rähibin" denoted "that the poet asked his cotpanion to assist 
him to decide whether he was seeing lightning or lanterns of a monk", 
(B., Z., Ar. )Z believed it denoted that "the glory of this lightning 
shines, as though it was the flashing of two hands or the lanterns of a 
monk". At the same time, (An., N. ', B. 
)3 
were unanimous in believing 
that the recension of ka--"anna sanä-h_zi fi ras; -'; bi-hi rahibin denoted "the 
lightning shines as brilliantly as the lanterns of a monk". 
The Translations: - 
On the one hand, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "shines the glory of it, or like the lamps of a monk", and 
the recension of "yud2u sanä--hu aw masarb? hu ranibin" as interpreted by 
(B., Z., Ar. ). On the other hand, there is a close correspondence 
between (A. )'s translation, "brilliantly it shines - so flames the lamp 
of an anchorite", and the recension of "ka-anna sanä-"hu ji masabini 
rähibin", as interpreted by (An., N., B. ). 
80. b. 2- anla vs. ahäna 
4 
To (K. ) , the sentence amaia al-salita 
bi aZ-duhä1i was open to a 
two-fold interpretation: (1) the continuous inclination of oil towards 
1 (K. ) (MIO. ), p. 56. 
2 (B. ) (SU. ), p. 110; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 38; (Ar. ) (S SM. ), p. 31. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 101; (N. ) (SýT.. ), p. 191; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 110. 
4 (K. ) (_lI2. ), p. 56. 
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the twisted wicks, (2) the continuous pouring of oil on them. (Z., Ar. ); 
adopting (K. )ts second interpretation, added that some linguists 
believed it denoted that "the wicks became tdisted when they were 
soaked with oil poured on them by the monk". Furthermore, he referred 
to some linguists as believing it denoted "the monk inclined the lantern 
which contains both the oil and the twisted wicks". 
Summing up, it can be inferred from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity bet; een the interpretation that (Z. ) attributed to 
some linguists and (K. )'s second interpretation. Similarly, the third 
interpretation that (Z. ) assigned to some linguists is partially 
synonymous with (K. )'s first interpretation. 
(Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., T. )2: ere unanimous in believing 
that the sentence "ahäna . s.. -satita 
bi duhali" denoted "the excessive 
pouring of oil onto the wicks". They were unanimous also in believing 
it connoted that the oil was so worthless to the monk that he used it 
carelessly". It is necessary to add that (N., T. )3pointed out that the 
recension of "cmraaZa " -salita" is meaningless. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "dipped in the oil the twisted wicks", stands 
in an incompatible semantic relation with both the recension and 
commentaries of "amcala" and "'ahäna" because, contrary to the commentaries 
which are unanimous in showing that the wicks were inside the lanterns 
when the monk poured oil on them, (J. )'s translation emphasizes that the 
1 (Z. ) v (SMS. ), p. 38; (Ar. ) (SS`1. ), p. 31. ,, 2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 167; (T. ) DIQ. , p. 24; 
(Aj. -D. ) (3k5 ), p. 39; 
(An. ) ( QS. ), p. 101 ; (N. ) (SQT. ), p . 191; 
(B. ) (S, 1-J7, p. 110; 
(A. ) (DIQ. ý, p. 24; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
3 (N. ) SQT. ), p. 191; (T. ) (BOA. ), p. 27. 
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wicks were outside the lanterns that were full of oil, then the monk 
dipped them into the oil. 
There is a close correspondence, however, between (A. )'s transla- 
Lion, "slops the oil over the twisted wicks", and the recension of 
"ahäna s-saZita" as interpreted by (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., T. ). 
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B- The Recensions: - 
gaaadtu ova ashrbi la-hu bayna Uärijin 
wa bayna Z CUdayhi buada mä mu_ta'ammai'2 
(Q. 81) 
gaaadtu la. "hü tva sulhbati 
(T. 66/S. 67/Ai. -P. 74/K. 67 /An. 73/N. 73/H. 66/B. 69/A. 69/Z. 72/ 
T. 73/As. 73/Ar. 72)2 
bayna 4 nirin ... wa bayna Ik in 
(B. 69/A. 69/Si. 73V(a. cUba)) 3 
bayna Hämizin wa bayna Ikarnin 
(An. 73V)4 
bayna Hrnnizin wa bayna Lukämin 
(An. 73V)5 
ba'2da rd 
(An. 73V/N. 73V(al-Riyäg)/T. 73V(al-Riv )6 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 168. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 149; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30; 
(K. ) (MIO. ), p. 55; (An. ) (S _), p. 102; 
(N. ) (ýT")ý P" 191; 
(H. ) (MI O. ), fol. 45; (B. ) W. ), p. 110; (A. ) (DIO. ), p. 24; 
(Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 38; (T_. ) (SQA. ), p. 27; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 154; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 31. 
3 (B. ) (rSSJ. ), p. 110; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24; (Si. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 102. 
5 Ibid. 
6 (An. ), ibid; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 192; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 25. 
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81. b- Comment: - 
81. b. 1- Därij .. al_CUdaub vc. H-mir ... Ikcvnin vs. !? miz ... Ikn vs. 
Elmiz ... Luker 
To (Q. )1"Därij" is name of a water source that is located in 
the land of "Tayy " and "aZ-CUdayb" is also name of a water source 
that belongs to Ban! Tamim. (T., K., An., N., Z., T., As.? believed 
that they are names of two places. (D)3 believed that "aZ CUdayb" is 
the name of a place on the way to the "Vidiya" desert, and "Dazrij" is a 
sandy valley that belonged to Bani CAbs where some date-palms grow. 
(An., T. ) thought that r_' riz" is the name of a place that belonged 
to the lodgings of "Gatafän" and "Ikarn" is plural of "akrnd" which 
denotes "hill". Moreover, they maintained that t'luMm" is the name of 
a mountain in al-Sann. 
S 
(A., B. ) maintained that "1 nir" and "Ika" are names of places. 
Yäqüt thought that "Härrir" is either the name of a suburb between 
"Mcbtbij" and "al-Ragqa'that is located by Euphrates, or a valley in 
"al-Samara", or it is the name of a place in the lodgings of 
Furthermore, he thought that "Ikcm" is the name of a place in the 'Sý ". 
Yäqüt reported that "Darij " is a place on the way to al-Ya''an and 
he added that it was said that it is a swampy land by ai-KIfa. He 
added that "aZ-CUdayb" is the name of some water that is located between 
"Qädisiyyd' and "al-t'racita". He added that "i t is said that it is a 
valley belonging to the people of Tar1m'7 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 168. 4 
2 (T. ) (II. ), fol. 24; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 57; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 102; (N. ) 
(SQT. ), p. 19 2; (Z. ) P. 38; (T. ) (ýQA. ), P-. 27; (As. ) (DIS), 
fol. 157. 
3 (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 29. 
4 (An. ) (SS. ), p. 102; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 27. 
5 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 110; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24. 
6 Yäqüt. ; fucjam al-Büldän, vol. 3, p. 460. 
7 Ibid, p. 626. 
SSG 
a1-cAbüdi thought that "Därij" is the name of a salty swamp by 
Bark. Nowadays it is called fri; similarly, aZ-CUdayb was believed 
to be a, name of water that is nowadays called 'al-mu +_ao''1 al-Baler; 
quoted al-TUsi as saying: "D rij is the name of a place that is 
located in al-Yemen and al-CUdaylý is also the nave of a place that is 
located in cIräq"2 "It seems unlikely, however, ", al-cAbüdi argued, 
"that the poet was sitting between such far away places and saw the 
described lightning. ' It is more likely, however, that al-CUdayb 
denotes a mountain that is located to the west of Habüb, that, in its It 
turn, is located to the west of Barida. Therefore, the distance between 
Därij and at-oUdayb according to al-cAbüdi is almost 20 km; and the 
area encompassed between them nowadays is called the Southern 1! ilayya 
where the central Airport of al-Qas2'm is situated. There, when one 
looks towards the West, one can see the lightning and clouds hovering 
on the mountain of Qatan and Ibän, which are not further away from the 
viewer than a distance of 120 km? 
Furthermore, 'the clouds that start to rain on Qatar and ýh n will 
reach al-Jizjä3, a land that is located, (100 kn) to the East of Qatan. 
The distance between Qatan and al-Sztä_r is almost 15 km. As for 
Yadbul, it is an ancient well-known mountain that is nowadays called 
"sabhan", and it is rather far away from the described places. 
Moreover, the description of the water source of Därij that is 
ascribed to the poet, 
I al-cArab, vol. 7&8, p. 648. 
2 Ibid. 
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tayam7tamiu Z-aayna Z-Zati ainda Däzrijin yudi'u 
aalayha z-ziZZu airrmadahä tami". 
"I turned toward the water-source by Därij, which 
is shadowy and overspread with alga". . 
is close to the description of a spring that is still located by L rij, 
where a little pure water accumulates and travellers drink. al-cAbüdi 
came to the conclusion that D5rij is_an ancient source of water, which 
later on became a village famous for its tilling and possessed by the 
Cl 
people of al-Sayyda, a subdivision of_Banü Asad_ and Eanü al-Sübbiy " 
The Translations: - 
Both "Zarij and Uzaib" and "Därij and El-Cdheib", as translated 
by (J. ) and (A. ), are close to the recension of 'bayna Darijin wa bayna 
i-'Udazybi". 
81. b. 2- buada ma mutaarnmali vs. baada"ßnä muta? ammal 
2 ý To (Q. ) bucda "mä nrutaamali might either denote that "the object 
of the poet's contemplation was far distant" or "how distant was the 
3 
place wherein the poet saw the lightning". While (T., K., N., T., As. ) 
favoured 
4 
(Q. )'s first interpretation, and which (An. ) attributed to 
56 
al-Aýmäci, (Aj. -Q. ) preferred (Q. )'s second interpretation. (Z., Ar. ) 
believed it denoted "when the clouds at which the poet was looking 
attentively and yearning for their rain became so distant from him, he 
kept on gazing at them, till he was astonished by his own far-ranging 
vision". 
1 al-cArab, vol. 7&8, pp. 648-658. 
2 (Q. )-(JAA. ), p. 168. 
3 (T. )'( . ), fol. 24; (K. )"(rilO. ), p. 57; (N. )"(SQT. ), p. 192; (T. ) (ýQA. ), p. 27; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
4 (An. ) "(SQS. ), p. 102. 
5 (Aj. -D. ) SMS. ), fol. 29. 
6 (Z. ) -( MS. ), p. 38; (Ar. ). (SS::. ), p. 32. 
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According to al-Ri. yHsi. , as reported by 
(N., T. ), however, 
"baCda m`a" might either be a syncopated form of the past tense baCuda, 
became far away, which in this case is synonymous with the denotation 
of bttCda--m: , or 
it might denote "that the poet after looking attentively 
at the lightning sat down with his own companions". To put it more 
precisely, according to al-Riyägi's second interpretation, "baoda--mä " 
in which "ina" is redundant, denoted "after". (B. ) 
2 
added that 
al-Riyäsi's second interpretation can be interpreted that "the poet 
after looking attentively at the lightning and the clouds noticed that 
they turned upward on Qatan". 
It can be observed from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (Q. )'s second interpretation, 
(Aj. -D. ) and that of (Z., Ar. ). It is useful at this point of discussion 
to present Lane's explanation: 
h'nba%da'! is often used, agreeably with a general 
rule, in the manner of a verb of praise or dispraise; 
and in this case is commonly contracted into ': buada" 
like "hitsna"; as in the phrase in a verse of 
Imrael- eys bvada ý-: F muta6nij1 (in which rra is 
redundant). Distant, or far distant, was the object 
of my contemplation! or (as explained in the EM. 
p. 52) how distant. baeada, inf. n. baCdun (S., L., 
M b., K.; ) and baadu inf. n. bugdun; (L., K.; ) also 
signify: He or it, perished: (S., L., 2-1sb.; ) he 
died ... 
(TA.: ) or both signify he became far 
distant from his home or native country, he became a 
stranger or estranged., 
3 
vv 
I (N. ) (S T. ) , p. 192; 
(T. ) (SQA. ) 
, p. 27. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 224. 
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The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "I 
sat down with my companions waiting for the rain ... after regarding 
the lightning attentively", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s 
translation, "far-ranging my anxious gaze", is ambiguous for it yields 
a two-fold interpretation: Firstly, the poet is strongly and whole- 
heartedly yearning to ascertain the place which the lightning was over; 
his own homeland and from where he has been deprived and become distant. 
This interpretation makes (A. )'s translation close to (Q. )'s commentary 
on the preceding verse and Lane's above mentioned explanation. Secondly, 
the poet is yearning for rainfall because, as it has been maintained 
earlier, pre-Islamic people regarded lightning as the harbinger of rain 
that revives the desert and causes gardens to grow full of loveliness. 
This interpretation makes (A. )'s translation very close to the 
commentaries of Ibn Qutayba and (B. ). At the same time, it conveys the 
cultural denotation associated with the lightning which has been 
explained earlier. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
Cal Qatanan bi s-saymi a, anu sawbi" hi 
wa aysaru --hü gala s-Sitäri fa YadbuZi 
a 
(Q. 82/S. 68/T. 70/Aj. -D. 74/K. 68/An. 74/N. 74/H. 67/B. 76/T. 74/As. 74)1 
caZa Qatanin 
(A. 76/Z. 73/Ar. 73/An. 74V (Asm. )/N. 74V (Asm. )/T. 74V (!? sm. ))2 
aaala n-Nibaji wa Taytali 
(An. 74V (Asm. )/N. 74V (Asm. )/Z. 74V/T. 74V)3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 169; (S: ) (DSP. ), p. 150; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; 
fol. 30; (K. ) (Pý. ), p. 57; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 102; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 192; (H. ) (M Q. ), fol. 45; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 115- 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27; (As. ) SDI(. ), fol. 154. 
2 (A. ) DIN), p. 26; (Z. ) (ISMS ), . p. 38; (Ar. ) (SSA!. ), p. 32; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 103; (N. ) SOT ), p. 193; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27, 
3 (An. ) (ýQS. ), p. 103; (N. ) (SQ_. ), p. 193; (Z. ) (SiiS. ), p. 38; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
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82. B- Comment 
82. b. 1- calä vs. CaZa 
Commentators' who adopted the recension of "Cal " were unanimous in 
believing it denoted "that which became high, arose or towered up". 
According to Lane: 
"It is synonymous with 2rtaj-- ', 
(Msb. ;) and also taCaAM: Q., 
al-makün, it was or became high 
inf. n. OAK. Hence one says 
became high' . 
"2 
became high, or elevated; 
K.: ) one says 
CaZct fti 
in place, aor. yaCi , 
''aZat al-sams, 'ehe sun 
Meanwhile, commentators3 who adopted the recension of "Ca7a" believed it 
denoted "on, or over" 
The Translations: 
"Over Qatan", and "Over Katan", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) 
respectively, are close to the recension of "cala". 
82. b. 2- s-Sitäri fa YadbuZV vs. n-Nibiji wa Tayta_l 
Commentators were mainly in agreement that rfaZ Silar" and "Yadbul: " 
are names of two mountains. According to Yäqüt: "j-Sitar, which is 
said to be a red mountain, is located in al-CAiiyü in the lands of the 
people of Salim"! At the same time, Yäqüt maintained that's"Yadbul " is a 
famous mountain on the way to Najd It was said that it used tb belong 
to Bähila". 5 
1 See p. 454. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk 1, Vol. 11, p. 2142. 
3 See p. 454. 
4 Yäqüt, Ifuejam al-Buldän, vol. 3, p. 38. 
5 Ibid, vol. 4, p. 1014. 
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As far as the denotation of "a1-Nibaj" and "lauta1" is concerned, 
(An. ) 1 mentioned that "they were water sources which used to belong to 
the people of Sacad bin Zayd. According to Yäqüt? 
'y'aZ-Th bzj" is a 
place where between it and Basrah there are ten stations to stop at or 
_3 ten days' journey". At the same time, Yäqut believed that "Taytal" is 
a land close to "al-Nibaj"". It used to belong to the people of Jurän. 
The Translations: 
Both "Satar ... Yazbui" and 
"Es-Sitar ... Yadhbul", as translated 
by (J. ) and (A. ) respectively are close to the recension of s -Sti-!, xr°C 
fa Yadbu Vi". 
1 (An. ) SOSS j. p. 103. 
2 Yäq-ut, Mu jam al-Buldän, vol. 4, p. 734. 
3 Ibid, vol. 1, p. 942. 
g 
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82. C- Commentaries: 
Commentators debated the denotation of the following: 
82. c. 1- Qatan 
While (Q., An., N., A. )1 thought it denoted "a mountain in the 
lands of the people of Asad", (T., Aj. -D., K., H., B., Z., T., As. ) 
2 
thought it denoted "the name of a mountain". It is clear that the 
former interpretation has a wider range of denotation than the latter. 
In fact it is included in the latter and it contracts a superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relationship with it. 
Though Yägu-t believed it to be a'nountain belonging to the people 
of Asäd, at the same time he reported that it was said that it used to 
belong to the people of cAbs. Furthermore, he described it as being 
rounded, curved and having many springs on its peak'. '3 
82. c. 2- 
s-s'aym 
While (Q., K., N., B. ) 
4 believed it denoted "the looking", 
(T., An., T., As. j5believed it denoted "the looking at the lightning". 
(Aj. -D., A., Z., ArJ believed it denoted "the looking at the 
lightning so as to guess whether it would rain". 
It can be concluded from the above that the interpretation of 
(Q.,. K., N., B. ) has quite a wide range of denotation compared with 
both that of (T., An., T., As. ) and. (Aj. -D., A., Z., Ar. ). In fact, 
while it includes the interpretation of (T., An., T., As. ) and contracts 
a direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relationship with it, at the 
same time, it also includes the interpretation of (Aj. -D., A., Z., Ar. ). 
v 
1 CQ. ) (JAA. ), p. 169; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 102; (N. ) TT), p. 192; 
(A. ) DIQ. ), p. 26. 
2 CT. ), DI fol. 24; cAj-D) (SMS), fol. 30; CK) (r1I , p. 58; 
(H) ( Q), fol 
(B) (SSJ) 
, p. 115; 
(T) CS A), p. 27; (As. )(), fol. 154. 
3 Yäqüt, lliucjam al-Buldän, vol. 4, p. 138 
4 (Q) JAA) P. 169; (K) ru ), p. 57: (N) (SQT), R. 192; (B) (SSJ) , p. 115. 5 (T) (DI g) , fol. 24; (An) QS) , pp. 102-3; (T) (SQA) , p. 27; (As) (DIQ), fol . 1' 6 (Äj-D) (. SQS) , fol. 30; (A) (DIQ) , p. 26; (Z) (SMS), p. 38; (Ar) (SSN) , p. 32. 
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and contracts a superordination-hyponymy relationship with it. 
Similarly, the interpretation of (T., An., T., As. ) has a wider range 
of denotation than that of (Aj. -D., A., Z., Ar. ). In brief semantic 
terms, the former interpretation includes the latter and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy relationship with it. 
Reaching this point of investigation, it is interesting to examine 
Lane's explanation: 
"(S. ) one says simtu al-barq (S., Msb., K., TA. ), I looked 
at, or watched, or observed, (Msb. ) the lightning 
(Msb., K., ) or the clouds thereof to see whether it would 
rain, (S., ) or to see where it would pour, or bring rain 
(Msb. ) or to see where it would rain: (K.: ) this is done 
only when it flickers and disappears without delay: and 
it was said, but, in my opinion, fancifully, and with little 
reason, that the drawing and seathing of a sword is 
likened to lightning flickering and disappearing. (TA. ) 
One says 
säma 
al-s a'riäb, he looked at the clouds from afar. " 
1 
The Translations: 
There is a partial correspondence between both "In looking for the 
rain, we guessed", and "so we guessed", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ) 
respectively and the interpretation of (Aj. -D., A., Z., Ar. ). 
82. c. 3- ayman 
To (Q., T., Aj. -D., An., Z., As., Arj it denoted "the right side". 
Though (K., N., T., B. favoured this interpretation, they, at the same 
time, maintained that it might denote "prosperity and bounty". 
1 Lane, Lex. Bk. 1, Vol. 11, p. 1634. ,, 2 (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 169; 
(T. ) DI .), fol. 24; (Aj-p. ) (Si1S), fol. 30; (An, } 0, S), p. 103; (Z. ) (srS}, p. 38; (pes. ) (Diq. ), foi. 154; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 32. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ, p. 58; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 193; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 115. 
('r. ) OS QA) p. 27. 
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The Translations: 
Both (J. )'s translation, "the right of its downpour", and (A. )'s 
"the right of deluge", are close to the interpretation of (Q., T., 
Aj. -D., An., Z., As., Ar. ) and the first interpretation of (K., N., E., 1. ). 
82. c. 4- aysar 
To (Q., T., Aj. -D., K., An., Z., As., Ar. )1it denoted "the left 
side". Though (N., T. )2agreed with this interpretation, they added 
that it might denote "the abundance and majority of the rain". At the 
same time, (K. )3maintained that it might denote "the scarcity of the 
rain". 
From the above it seems obvious that the second interpretation of 
(N., T. ) is incompatible with that of (K. )'s second interpretation 
simply because, while the former interpretation confirms "the maximum 
and majority of the rain", the latter interpretation declines this and 
asserts the'hearcity of the rain". 
The Translations: 
There is a close correspondence between both (J. ) and (A. )'s 
translation, "left", and the interpretation of (Q'., T., Aj. -D., K., An., 
Z., As., Ar. ). Furthermore, both translations are close to (N., T. )'s 
.. 
first interpretation. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 169; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30; 
(K. ) (MI Q. ), p. 58; (An*. ) (S S. , p. 103; 
(Z. ) (SAMS. ), p. 38; 
(As. ) DI . 
), fol. 154; (ArJ(SSM. ), p. 32. 
2 '(N. ) SLI7, 'p. 193; (T) (SQA) p. 27. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ) p. 58. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa adhä yasuhhu Zmä'a min kuZZi figatin 
ycZ: ubbu aaZa Z-adgZzni dawha Z-kanahbuli 
(Q. 83/Aj. -P. 75V/N. 75V/T. 75V/As. 74V)1 
hawZa Xutayfatin 
(T. 71/Aj. -D. 75/S. 69/K. 69/An. 75/N. 75/H. 69/Z. 74/T. 75/Q. 83V/ 
As. 75V) 
2 
can kulli fiqatin 
(B. 70/A. 70/An. 75V (Asm. )/N. 75V/Z. 74V/T. 75V)3 
Ana Kutayfatin 
(Q. 83V)4 
min kulli tatätin 
(An. 75 (a. CUba)/NT. 75V (a. cUba)/T. 75V (a. CUba)) 5 
fi kulli tal atin 
(As. 75) 6 
fawqa ICctay fatin 
(Ar. 74) 7 
Vv 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 194; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 154. 
v 2 (T. ) (UQ. ), fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 150; 
(K. ) (Mb . ), p. 58; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 103; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 193; (H. ) (: toIQ. ), fol. 46; (Z. ) ( 1S. ), p. 39; (T. ) (SQ ), p. 27; 
(Ar. ) p. 32; (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 154. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 103; (N. ) 
(sue), p. 194; (Z. ) (ssM. ), p. 39; (T. ) (QA. ), p. 27. 
4 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170. -v 
5 (An. ) (SAS. ),, p. 103; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 194; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
6 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 154. 
7 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 32. 
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83. B- Coument: - 
83. b. 1- min kulli ftigatin vs. Gan kulli figatin vs. min kulli taZoatin vs. 
fi kuZZi taZaatin vs. haiaZa Kiutay fatin vs. diva Kutayfatin vs. fawqa 
According to (Aj. -"D. )1 "mint`, "from" in this context, is partially 
synonymous with "in". So, to them, the phrase "min kuZZi fiaatin" 
denoted "in every figatin". To (Z., Ar. )? however, "min', "from" in 
this context, is partially synonymous with "bt9da", "after". To them, 
therefore, the phrase '-min kuZZi figdtin'' denoted "after every figätin". 
As far as the recension of "Can kuZZi figatin" is concerned, (N., B., 
A., T. ) 
3 
were in agreement that "Can" in this context is synonymous with 
bacda, "after". To them the phrase ' an kulli fiqatin" denoted "after 
kuZZi ftigatin". (An. )4 it should be added, ascribed the last inter- 
pretation to al-Asmaci. 
Before elaborating further, it can be inferred from the above 
that the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) is synonymous with that of (An., 
N., T., B., A. ). 
It should be added that (Aj. -D., An., N., B., A., Z., T. ) 
5 
were in 
agreement that "figa" denoted "the water that accumulates and collects 
in the clouds and then falls in heavy rain time after time or 
successively'! More precisely, they believed it denoted "the pouring 
forth of rain heavily for a while and stopping for a while, as though 
collecting more water and then rains again and so forth,. as does the 
milk that collects in the udder of a she-camel between two milkings. 
1 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 29. 
2 (Z. ) (911S. ), p. 39; (Ar. ) (SSJ. ), p. 32. 
3 (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 194; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24; (T. ) 
(SQA. ) 
, p. 27. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 104. 
5 (Aj. -D`) (S`fS. ), fol. 29; (An. ) (QS. ), p. 103;, (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 194; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24; (Z. ) (SIMS. ), p. 39; (T. ) 
(SQA"), p. 27. 
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Lane gave the following explanation: 
"(S., 0., 'r&c) originally 't gatitn" (S., 0., TA.: ) 
The milk that collects (s., 0., K. ) in the udder (K. ) 
between two milkings: (S., 0., K.: ) and 
Ibn al-Sarräj has mentioned faygät al-nZ! ga with fath; 
but Isd says, "I. know not how'that is". (TA.: ) pl. 
fzqun (0., K. ) aFaz? 2'q also signifies "The water that 
has collected in the clouds and then falls in rain, 
(S., 0., K., TA.; ) time after time (S., K., TA. ) 
also afavi 
1 
qun, the greater part of the night". 
2 
While (An., N., T. ) believed that `Talaa" denoted "a water course", 
3 
(As. ) believed it denoted "a water course (that falls) from the higher 
part of the ground to the plain or level land". To Ibn Durayä it 
denoted "the mouths of the valleys" 
It is clear from the above that the interpretation of (An., N., 
T. ) includes that of (As. ) and contracts a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with it. At this point, it is most enlightening to 
examine Lane's explanation: 
"High, or elevated, land or 
and low or depressed, land 
N*b., K.: ) thus bearing to 
(S., K. ) to AO.: (S.: ) or 
fications, but means a wat 
ground:. (ED ., S., K.: ) 
or ground: (AO., S., 
contr. significations. 
. 
it has not these signi- 
er course from the upper 
part of a valley to its lower part, therefore some- 
times it is the upper part that is described by this 
name and sometimes-its lower part: (IA-dr., IB., TA. ), 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II,, p. 2462. 
2 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 103; (N. ) ( _), p. 194; (T. ) p. 27. 3 (As. ) (DTQ. ), fol. 154. 
4 Ibn Durayd Wasf al-Matar wa al-Sahäb, p. 13. 
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'or it has the second of the signification above (Msb., 
K., ) and the first, (K. ) and signifies also a water- 
course (Msb., K., ) or accord, to «Drd., TA., ) the 
wide part of the mouth of a valley: and a high, or 
an elevated piece of land or ground: (IDrd., }.: ) 
sometimes, says (IDrd. ), it has this last application; 
but the former is the original signification: (TA.: ) 
rugged, land, or ground in which the torrent goes to 
and fro and from which it pours then to another 
taZ'a lower than it; and which is fertile in plants, 
or herbage: (L., TA.: ) or a water-course from the 
higher part of the ground to the bottom of a valley: "1 
As to the recension of ', hamla Kutayfatin", while (Q., Aj. -D. )2 
believed that "hctila" denotes "about", (An., Z., T. )3 believed it 
denoted "over". "dUna" as reported by (Q. ) which denotes "belot-" is 
semantically incompatible with the denotation of "lwzwla" as reported by 
(An., Z., T. ). To (Ar. )4, "fayga" denoted "over". 
The precise delineation of 'hýutayfatin", however, was a matter of 
controversy among commentators. 
While (Q. )5believed it denoted "a land of trees", (T., An., T. )6 
believed it denoted "the name of a place". To (K., N., As. ) 
7, however, 
it denoted "the name of a land". Yäqüt quoted Abt Ziyäd as saying "It 
is the name of water-course that belongs to cAmr Ibn Kiläb''8 According 
to Janäydil, it denoted "a slightly small- black nountain located 
between the mountain of Atlat and that of al-Haxr. wär to the north-:: est 
of Damah. Anciently it was part of the land of Cr ArsIbn Kflb".. He 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. 1, vol. I, p. , 
312. 
2 (Q. ) p. 170; (Aj . -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 29. 3 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 104; (Z. )ý(S: (S. ), p. 39; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
4 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 32. 
5 (Q. ) (JAE`.. ) , p. 170. 
6 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 29; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 103; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
7 (K. ) p. 58; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 194; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 154. 
8 Yäqüt. Mucjam al-Buldän, vol. 4, p. 237. 
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continued, "Moreover, it might denote the name of a hill in the upper 
part of the Valley of Mahbal, which in its turn is located in the North 
of the Valley of Mabhal which is located to the north-east of Maska's 
town, part of the Emirate of al-Qasim". 
l 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "over", 
and the recension of "fawga". Furthermore, his translation is very 
close to the interpretation of (An., Z., T. ), who, as indicated earlier, 
believed that "hawla" in this context is synonymous with "fawqa". 
(A. )'s translation, "about", is very close to the recension of "hazla" 
and the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D. ). 
1 al-cArab, vol. 7&8, p. 567. 
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83. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators disagreed as to the denotation of the following: 
83. c. 1- The indeterminacy of the pronominal referent in the verb "adl? a": - 
While (Q., Aj. -P. ) 
I believed 
believed it denoted "the clouds". 
rain". (An., Z., T. )4 believed it 
rain". (Ar. )5 elaborated, "It uses 
it denoted "the torrent", (T., B., A. )2 
According to (K. )3 it denoted "the 
denoted either "the clouds" or "the 
i to be said in Arabic that the storm 
blew violently and overturned the trees upon their faces'! In para- 
phrasing the verse, however, he believed it denoted the "rain". 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "the storm", is close to (Ar. )'s first 
alternative interpret an on, (A. )'s translation, "the cloud'", is close to 
the interpretation of (An., Z., T. ). 
83. c. 2-. Z-adgän: - 
While (Q., T., B., A., As. )6believed it denoted "the faces (of 
7 
the trees)", (K., N., T., Ar. ) thought "it is a metaphor which denotes 
8 
"the heads and tops (of the trees) ". (An., Z. ), however, believed it 
to be a metaphor which denotes "the trees". 
To sum up, it can be inferred from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., B., A., As. ) 
and that of (K., N., T., Ar. ). Both these interpretations are included 
in the interpretation of (An., Z. ) and they contract a hyponymy- 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; (SMS. ), fol. 29. 
2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 24; (B. )(SSJ. ), p. 111 ; (A. ) (DI g. ), p. 24. 
3 (K. ) (b1,10. ), p. 58. 
4 (An. ) ( S. ), p. 104; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 39; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
5 (Ar. ) (SS21. ), p. 32. 
6 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 
(A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 154. 
7 (K. ) (i1 p. 58; (N. ) (S_), p. 194; (T. ) (SQA. ), P. 27; 
(Ar. ) (SSM"i. ), p. 32. 
8 (An. ) (SQ . ), p. 104; (Z. ) (S;: S. ), p. 39. 
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superordination semantic relation with them. 
At this point of illustration, it is interesting to present Lane's 
definition: 
"al-daqin (the chin), the place where the two lateral 
-portions of the lower jaw combine, (JK., S., Mob., K. ) 
at their lower part (K. ) it is of a man (S., Ml-b. ) 
and of a beast. It may say, harru Zi-adganahum, they 
fall down prostrate, with their chins to the ground, 
Qur. (xvii. 108 and 109), and casafat al-ri'liü faytarat 
aZ-asjäru, a wind blew violently so that the trees 'harru 
fell, or bent (chins) down to the ground, and one 
may say, habbat 4Z-Thu fa kc öat al-sajär Calla adgäni hä, 
the wind blew and overturned or threw, or bent down, 
the trees. "' 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )`s translation, 
"faces", and the interpretation of (Q., T., B., A., As. ), (A. ) 's trans- 
lation, "beards", is included in the literal denotation of "al-adgan" 
as presented by Lane, and it contracts a hyponymy-superordination 
semantic relation with it. 
83. c. 3- dawh: - 
While (Q., T., D., K., N., Z., T., As. 
ý 
agreed in believing it 
denoted "great and big trees of any sort", (An., H. )3 believed it 
denoted "big trees with abundant leaves, and spreading branches". To 
4 (A. ) it denoted "big trees with abundant and spreading branches'". 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 997.11 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (D. ) MIS. ), fol. 29; (K. ) 
(MIQ. ), p. 58; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 194; (Z. ) (S MS. ) P. 39; (T. ) (SQA"), 
p. 27; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 154. 
3 (An. ) p. 104; (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 46. 
4 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 24. 
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It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretations of (An., H. ) and that of (A. ). 
Both of these interpretations, however, are included in their turn in 
the interpretation of (Q., T., K., N.; Z., T., As. ) and contract a 
hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with it. 
At this point of discussion, it is useful to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
""Dawhct" is a great tree, (S., A., Pfsb., K. ) with 
spreading branches, (TA. ) of whatever kind it be: 
(S., M b. ) pl. dav. hun (S., Mob., K. ) one says, 
fulan min dawhati a2-Karmu. Such a one is of a 
great generous stock. dawz. 'äh, very tall: so is in 
a tradition in which it is said, kam min cadgin daz akin 
f2 al-danna. How many a very tall palm tree. is 
there in paradise (TA. ). "' 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "big", and (A. )'s translation, "tall", 
are fairly close to the interpretation of (Q., T., D., K., N., Z., T., 
As. ). 
83. c. 4- 1-kanahbul: - 
(Q., T., K., An., N.; T. ) 
2 
were unanimous in believing it denoted 
"the biggest trees of Cudýt which as al-Asmaci believed it denoted 
"tall thorny trees"3 While (Aj. -D. )4 believed it denoted "trees of any 
S 
sort", (Z., Ar. ) thought it denoted "a sort of the desert big trees". 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I., Vol. I, p. 929. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; (T. ) (Q), fol. 24; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 58; (An. ) 
(SQS. ), p. 104; (N. ) ( . 
), p. 194; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
3 al-Asmaei, 
`Kitäb 
al-Nabät wa al--Sajar, p. 33. 
4 (Aj. -D`) (SMS. ), fol. 29. 
5 (Z. ) (S: MS. ) , p. 39; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ) 
, p. 
32. 
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To (As. )1 it denoted "big and tall trees". 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that there is a 
partial synonymity between the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) and that of 
(As. ). Both of these interpretations include that of (Q., T., K., An., 
N., T. ) and contract a direct superordination-hypon; my semantic 
relation with it. Furthermore, the interpretation. of (Aj. -D. ) includes 
the interpretations of (Q., T., K., An., N., T. ), (Z., As., Ar. ) and 
contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with that 
of (Z., As., Ar. ) and a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with 
that of (Q., T., K., An., N., T. ). 
The Translations: - 
While there is a partial correspondence between the translation 
of (J. ), "big trees called kanahbul", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), 
(A. )'s translation, "the tall kanahbals", includes the interpretations 
of (Q., T., K., An., N., -T. ) and (As. ). 
I (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 154. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka-ý''anna makäkiyp Z-jiw? 'i gudayyatan 
subihna suZäfan min ralcigin mufalfai 
(Q. 84/An. 81/N. 81/Z. 80/T. 81/As. 81/Ar. 80)1 
Wa kaýanna 
(T. 76)2 
. ubihna rahigan min sulafin 
(T. 76/Aj. -D. 80/K. 61) 
3 
sul fan min mud min 
(H. 75)4 
nasäw tasägaty bi r-rahigi iG-rrrufaZfaZi 
(Q. 84V)5 
J 
Omitted: 
B. iA. 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 110; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 201; 
(Z. ) (SrS. ), p. 41; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29; (As. ) (DIQ. T, fol. 157; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 34. 
2 (T. ) (D ), fol. 25. 
3 (T. ) fol. 25; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30. 
4 (H. ) (MIQ"), fol. 48. 
5 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 171. 
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84. B- Comment: - 
84. b. 1- sulaf vs. r&z q - vs. mud&n-. vs. nastiRda- tasa-Gau': - 
a1-Asmäci'believed that "stlaf" denoted "the first flowing 
portion of the wine". (As. )2adopted this interpretation. At the same 
3 
time, al-A. maei quoted al-Ta if l as saying: "It is the purest portion 
4 
of the wine". Moreover, while (Q., An., N., T. ) believed it denoted 
5 "the first pressed flowing portion of the wine", (T., Aj. -D., K., H. ) 
thought it denoted "the first unpressed flowing portion of the wine". 
To (Z., ; 1. ) 
6 
it denoted "the purest, first unpressed portion of the wine". 
7 
(Ar. ) believed it denoted simply "the wine". 
It can be observed from the above that, though the interpretation 
of (Q., An., N., T. ) does not intersect with the interpretation of (T., 
Aj. -D., K., H. ), both of them are included in the interpretation of 
a1-Asmaci and (As. ) which is their common superordinate term. In short, 
they are exclusive antonyms with respect to the opposition "pressed 
wine" vs. "unpressed wine". Furthermore, the interpretation of 
al-Vi if i, as reported by a1-Asmäci, 'includes the interpretation of 
(Z. 
) 11. 
) and contracts a superordination- hyponymy semantic relation 
with it. Lastly, (Ar. )'s interpretation, being the least specific, 
includes all the interpretations of (al-Asmaci, As. ), (Q., An., N., T. ), 
(T., Aj. -D., K., H. ) and (Z., M. ) and contracts a superordination- 
hyponymy semantic relation with them. 
At this point of discussion, it is of interest to examine Lane's 
explanation: 
1 a1-Asmaci. Kitäb al-Nahl wa al-Karin, p. 32. 
2 (As. ) (AIQ), fol. 157. x` 
3 al-Asmaci. Kitäb al-Naht wa al-Karm, p. 32. 
4 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 170; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 110; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 202; (T. ) 
(. Q: ) ,p. 29. %. 5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (Aj. -D. ) (SII. iS. ), fol. 30; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 62; 
(H. ) (ri_Q. ), fol. 49. 
6 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 41; (M. ) (SQN. ), p. 
7 (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 34. 
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"sulaf (T., S., M., sigh. ) sulafa (T., M., Ugh. ) 
portion that flows before its being expressed, (S., 
Ugh. ) of the juice of the grape; (S.; ) and this is 
the most excellent of wine. (Ugh.: ) the first that 
is expressed of wine; or the portion that flows 
without its being expressed; or the first that 
descends: (M.: ) or the clearest or the purest and 
most excellent of wine, such as flows from the grapes 
without being pressed, and without steeping, or 
maceration, (T., TA.; ) and in like manner, such as 
flows from dates (T., TA. ) and from raisins, before 
1 
water has been added to it. " 
Not only did comentators debate as to the precise denotation of 
"sul f", as has been indicated earlier, but they disagreed also as to 
the precise denotation of 'ºrahiqºº. 
While (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., T., Ar. ) 
z 
believed it denoted "the 
34 
wine", (T., N. ) believed it denoted "the choicest of wine". (An. ), it 
should be pointed out, attributed the last interpretation to Abü CUbaydä. 
5i 
To (As. ) it denoted "sweet wine". 
It can be inferred from the above that the interpretations of 
(Abu- CUbayda - as reported by (An. ) - (T., N. )), and that of (As. ) are 
included in the interpretation of (Q., Aj. -D., K., An., T., Ar. ) and they 
contract a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
Lane provided the following explanation: 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1409. 
2 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 171; (Aj. -D. ) (SAMS. ), fol. 
(An. ) (SQS. ), p. 110; (T. ) (SSA. ), p. 29; 
fol. 25; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 202. 
4 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 110. 
5 (As. ) fol. 157. 
30; (K. ) (:! IQ. ) , p. 
62; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 34. 
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"Wine: (AcObeyd., K.; ) or the choicest of wine: 
(S., TA. ) or the sweetest of wine: or the most 
excellent thereof: (K.: ) the oldest and most 
excellent thereof: (M., TA.: ) or unadulterated wine: 
(Zj., TA.: ) or wine that is easy to swallow (TA.: ) 
or (K.: ) or pure wine: (TA.: ) or clear wine: as 
also ruhäqun (K.: ) in all of these senses the former 
has been explained as used in the Kur ixxxiii. 25. " 
1 
Concerning the denotation of al-mud n, al-Asmaci believed it 
2 
denoted "the abundant wine that does not exhaust among men'". Lane 
provided the following explanation: 
"mzid&n continued, or lasting rain (Ij ., 11. , K. 
) - And 
wine; as also müdFunatun (T., S., M., K.: ) so called 
because it is made to continue for a time (T., M. ) 
in the dann, (T. ) or in its receptacle, (M., ) until 
it becomes still after fermenting: ' (T.: ) or because 
by reason of its abundance; it does not become 
exhausted: (Sh., T.: ) or because of its oldness: 
(AO., T.: ) or because it is the only beverage of 
which the drinking can be long continued: (M., K.: ) 
or because the drinking thereof is continued for 
3 
days, to the exclusion of other beverages (A., TA. ). " 
Finally, the recension of "nasawä tasagaw" can be translated as: 
"intoxicatedly, they were sharing in drink". 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "old, pure, spiced wine", is close to the 
recension of rahigan min sulafin because, while there is a partial 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1053. 
2 al-Asmäei. Kitab al-Nah1_wa al-Karm , p. 
31. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 938. 
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correspondence between his translation, "old ... wine", and the 
denotation of the lexene "rah q" as interpreted by (K. ) and presented 
by Lane, there is a close correspondence between his translation, 
"pure 
... wine", and the 
denotation of sulFz-r as interpreted by 
al-Tä ifi and (M. ) as presented by Lane. 
(A. )'s translation, "the choicest of sweet wines", is close to 
the denotation of "rah2q" because, while there is a close correspondence 
between his translation, "the choicest of sweet wines", and the inter- 
pretation of Abi CUbayda - as reported by (An. ) and Lane - (T., N. ), 
there is a partial correspondence between his translation, "sweet wines", 
and the denotation of "rahiq", as interpreted by (As. ) and (S., TA. ) as 
presented by Lane. It is evident, therefore, that (A. )'s translation 
falls short of translating the lexere "sulaf". 
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84. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators debated the precise denotation of: 
84. c. 1- makäkiyya 
While (Q. )Ibelieved it denoted "certain type of birds that inhabit 
places of abundant water and pastures", (T., An., Z., Ar. )2thought it 
denoted "certain type of birds". To (Aj. -D. )3it denoted "certain type 
of birds of a rising and falling flying movement during which they 
whistle". (K., N., T. )4thought it denoted "certain type of bird famous 
for their whistling". 
Furthermore, it should be maintained that commentators were 
fairly unanimous in believing that these birds when they saw greenery 
and water started whistling delightfully as though they were 
intoxicated. At the same time, they agreed that it connotes "the 
shrillness of these birds'. tongues, and their joy of living in seeing 
the water and greenery". 
Summing up, it can be concluded from the above that the interpre- 
tation of (T., An., Z., Ar. ) which has a quite wide range of denotation 
includes that of (Q. ) and contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with it. At the same time, the interpretation of (K., 
N., T. ) has a larger range of denotation than that of (Aj. -D. ). In 
short, it stands in a direct superordination-hyponymy semantic relation 
with it. Furthermore, the interpretation of (T., An., Z., Ar. ) 
includes both the interpretation of (Aj. -D. ) and that of (K., N., T. ) 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 170. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 110; (Z. ) (SNS. ), p. 41; (Ar. ) 
(SSM. ) , 'p., 34. 3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30. 
4 (K. ) (IIQ. ), p. 61; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 201; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29. 
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and it contracts a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with 
them. 
It is interesting to add that Ibn ? fanzUrI believed that al-mak. rý. w' 
denoted "a bird that looks like the lark except that its wings are of a 
piebald colour. It is so called because when it whistles, it gathers 
together its wings, and then starts whistling". According to Ibn Sida, 
it denoted "a delicate white bird of long neck and legs and short beak. 
It has a rising and falling flying movement during which it whistles". 
Ibn al-Sikkit believed that the sentence "makä aZ-rajiZu" denotes a man 
gathers together his hands and then whistles. It partially overlaps 
with the denotation of clapping and whistling as it has been used in 
Q. 8.35 : "wa mä kcz n& saZ-atuhum ainda aZ-bayti ilia mukä'an ova 
tasdiyatan": "And their prayer at the House is nothing but a whistling 
and clapping of hands". 
According to Ibn Qutayba, however, 'makä denotes whistling and 
makk2P denotes the bird that whistles when it sees greenery and water. 
"Ibn cAtiyya reported that whistling and clapping were regarded by pre- 
Islamic people as a means of praying to the gods: He added: "Some. 
strong Arab used to stand whistling and clapping in al-Safä and their 
clapping and whistling could be heard in Har`za". "A Food example of 
this practice", he added, "is Nahrama bin Qays bin cAbd t; unäf who used Y 
to stand whistling by "aZ-Bayt", "the House", and his whistling and 
-34 
clapping used to be heard in Harzes. According to al-Qazwini, 
"al-mäkkä'" is a bird of the nomadic areas. There is an outstanding 
I Ibn Manzür. Lisän al-cArab, vol. 19 and 20, p. 158-9. 
2 Ibn Sida. al-Mu_assas, vol. 8, p. "159. 
3 Ibn al-Sikkit. Isläh al-Mantiq, p. 115. 
4 al- Dami-i" 'A ictionary of Zoology, p. 359. 
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enmity between this bird and the snakes because the latter used to eat 
its eggs and its young. He quoted Him bin Säliri as saying: "Once a 
snake ate the eggs of this bird, and the latter went on flapping its 
wings over the snake's head until it opened its mouth into which the 
bird then threw a thorn that put an end to the snake". 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "small", does not correspond to any of 
the presented commentaries, his translation, "birds", is fairly close 
to the interpretation of (T., An., Z., Ar. ). (A. )'s translation, 
"the songbirds", is partially close to the interpretation of (K., N., T. ). 
1 al-Qazwini. 
cA. _. b a1-MahlugAt, p: ' 444. 46 
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B- The Recensions: - 
wa marra gala Z-Qanäni min nafayäni--rci 
fa anzaZä min hu Z-CUsma min kuZZi maa"'ýili 
(Q. 85)1 
mann i Zi 
(T. 72/S. 70/Aj. -D. 77/An. 76/H. 70/Z. 75/As. 76/Ar. 75 /K. 70V/N. 76V/ 
T. 76V) 2 
munzal 
(K. 70/N. 76/T. 76) 3 
ma'gii? 
(Q. 85V)4 
Z-OUfra 
(An. 76V/N. 76V) 5 
wa alga bi Busyanin maaa Z-ZayyZi barkahu 
(A. 77/An. 76V (Asm. )/N. 76V (Asm. ))6 
Omitted: 
B. / 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ) , p. 171. 2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 24; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 150; (Aj. -D. ) p. 31; 
(An. ) (EA. ), p. 104; (H. ) (NIQ. ), p. 46; (Z. ) (. MS. ), p. 39; 
(As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 155; (Ar. -)-TSS`t. ), p. 33; (K. ) p. 58; 
(N. ) (' Q . 
), p. 194; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
3 (K. ) ('"`: I . ), p. 58; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 194; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 4 (Q. ) (JA. ), p. 171. 
5 (An. ) SOS. ), p. 104; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 196. v 6 (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 105; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 195. 
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85. b- Comment: - 
85. b. 1- nafay n vs. bark 
While (Q., Z., As., Ar. ) 
1 
believed that "nafayän" denoted "the 
2 
spray of the rain", (T., K., An., N., T. ) thought it denoted "the flying 
spray of the rain". 
It is clear from the above that there is a partial synonymity 
between both interpretations. 
3 
As far as the denotation of "bark" is concerned, (A. n., N., A. ) 
were in agreement that the poet applied it metaphorically to denote 
"the breast". (A. ) 
4 
elaborated: "The poet likened the hard downpour of 
the rain and the accumulation of the flood in that place to a camel 
that heavily falls upon his breast with his legs folded and remains in 
this state and place for a long time". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "from the spray of it", and (A. )'s 
translation, "its flying spray", are close to the recension of 
l'nafayän". Furthermore, while there is a close correspondence between 
the interpretation of (Q., Z., As., Ar. ) and (J. )'s translation, (A. )'s 
translation is very close to the interpretation of (T., K., An., `I., T. ). 
85. b. 2- c'.; Z-CUsm vs. Z-cUfr 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the precise 
denotation of "al-CU6m". 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 173; (Z. ) (SIS. ), p. 39; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 155; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 33. 
2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 24; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 59; (An. ) (SgS. ), p. 104; (N. ) 
(ýQT. ),, p. 194; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
3 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 104; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 194; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26. 
4 (A. ) Ibid. 
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To (0. )1, it yielded a three-fold interpretation: (1) "the white 
wristed goats"; (2) "the young goats with white fore-legs"; (3) "the wild 
z mountain-goats". (T., Aj. -D., A. ) believed it denoted "goats having 
some whiteness in their fore-legs". (K., N., T., Ar. 
j 
thought it 
denoted "goats having either some whiteness in their fore-legs or any 
other colour that differs from that of the rest of their bodies". 
While to (An. 
t it denoted "mountain-goats having some whiteness in their 
5 
fore-legs", (Z. ) believed it denoted "mountain-goats having some 
whiteness on one of their fore-legs". According to (As. 
p it denoted 
"wild goats that are clinging to the mountains". Furthermore, he 
quoted Abu CAmr as believing it denoted "the wild mountain-goats". 
From the above it can be inferred that there is a partial 
synonymity among the interpretations of (T., Aj. -P., A. ), and (An. ) and 
(Z. ). Furthermore, the interpretation of (K., N., T. ) includes (Q. )'s 
first interpretation and contracts a direct superordination-hyponymyrelation 
with it. The interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., A. ), (An., Z. ) includes 
the interpretation of both (K., N., T. ) and that of (Q. )'s first inter- 
pretation and contracts a direct superordination-hyponymy with that of 
(K., N., T. ) and a superordination-hyponymy relation with that of (Q. ). 
Moreover, there is a partial synonymity between the interpretation of 
Abu-cAmr, as reported by (As. ), (As. ) and (Q. )'s third interpretation. 
These last interpretations in their turn include (Q. )'s first interpre- 
tation, and that presented by (T., Aj. -D., A. ), (K., N., T. ), (An., Z. ) 
and make a superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. Having 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 172. 
2 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), p. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 59; (N. ) (ýQT. ), p. 195; 
(SSýi. ) 
, p. 
33. 
4 (An. ) (SS. ), p. 104-. 
5 (Z. ) (S s. ), p. 39. 
6 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 155. 
155; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26. 
(T. ) (SQ . ), p. 27; (Ar. ) 
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reached this point of investigation, it is necessary to examine Lane's 
explanation: - 
"a gazelle and a mountain-goat, having in his arms 
(As., T., S., K., ) or in one of them, (AD., S., M., 
K. ) a whiteness; (S., K. ) the rest of him being red 
or black: (K. ) or a goat white in the fore-legs - 
and a horse white in the fore-leg: (As., TA. ) or 
having a whiteness in one of his fore-legs, above 
the pastern: (Ish., TA.: ) or having a whiteness in 
his fore shanks or having a whiteness in one of his 
fore-legs (S., TA. ) but not in his hind legs ... 
"1 
As far as the denotation of "al-'Ufr" is concerned, a1-Asma`i 
believed it denoted "goats whose whiteness is mixed with a tinge of 
redness over it"2 Furthermore, while (An. )3believed it denoted "whitish 
dust-colour goats", (N. ) 
4 
adopted al-Asmaci's above mentioned interpre- 
tation. 
It can be inferred from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (a1-Asmäci), (N. ), and that of 
(An. ). To Lane, it denoted: - 
"a whitish dust-colour: (TA.: ) or whiteness that is 
not clear, (Az., As. ) like the colour of the surface 
of the earth; (Az., As., nigh.: ) or whiteness with a 
tinge of redness over it: or a buck-antelope having 
a tinge of red over his whiteness (AA., S., A., -K., ) 
with a short neck; and such is the weakest of 
antelopes in running: (AA., '*., Q.: ) or having a 
I Lane. Lex. Bk., 1, vol. II, p. 2090. 
.2 al-AsmäL l. Ki täb al-W: üliüs ; p. 368. 
3 (An. ) (SAS. ), p. 104. 
4 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 195. 
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redness in his back, with white flanks (K. ) or such 
as inhabits elevated rugged, stony tracts, and hard 
grounds: and such is red (Az.: ) or having white 
horns: (A.: ): (S., K., ) also applied to a she-goat 
meaning of a clear white colour: "I 
The Translations: -. 
(J. )'s translation, "the wild goats", which includes (A. ) 's 
translation, "the white wild goats", i. e. it stands in a superordination- 
hyponymy relation, is fairly close to the recension of "'Z-CUsm", and 
the interpretation of Abü cAmr - as reported by (As. ) - (Q. )'s third 
interpretation, and (As. ). (A. )'s translation, however, corresponds to 
neither the recensions, nor to the commentaries. 
85. b. 3- "min kulZi maw ill. vs. "maCgiZi" vs. "manziZi" vs. "munzali" 
2 
According to (Q. ), "maagili" and 'maw iii" are fairly synonymous 
because both of them denote "a fort". Furthermore, commentators were 
unanimous in believing that "manzil" denoted "haunt" 
elaborated, "the spray of this rain was so intensive 
it caused the wild goats to descend from every haunt 
As far as the denotation of "munzal" is concer 
. (Z., Ar. ) 
3 
and violent that 
in this mountain" 
ned, (K., N., T. )4 
were in agreement that it denoted "on all sides". (K. }? commented "the 
flying spray of the rain hurtled them, i. e. the "OUsrn", on all sides of 
the mountain". 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "haunt", is close to the recension of 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 2067. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), 
_ p. 
172. 
3 (Z. ) (ST. ) , p. 39; (Ar. ) p. 33. 4 (K. ) Q! 12_. ), p. 59; (N. ) (SQT"), p. 195; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
5 (K. ) Ibid. 
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"manzil", (A. )'s translation, "on all sides", is close to the recension 
of "munzal". Furthermore, there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s 
translation, "... that which was so very violent that it caused wild 
goats to descend from every haunt in it", and the interpretation and 
paraphrase of (Z., Ar. ), on the one hand, and there is a close corres- 
pondence between (A. )'s translation, "hurtling down on all sides", and 
the paraphrase presented by (K. ) on the other. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
Wa Taymd'a lam yatrýck bi za jidaa nahZatin 
va `Lä ujuman illä rrasidan bijandaZU 
(Q. 86/T. 73/An. 77/N. 77/H. 71/T. 77/As. 77/Aj. -D. 77V/B. 71V)1 
Wa Zä utuman 
(S. 71/Aj. -D. 77/B. 71/A. 71/Z. 76/Ar. 76/T. 73V/An. 77V (Asm. )/ 
T. 77V)2 
ujurnan utuman 
(K. 71)3 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 173; (T. ) (DI. ), fol. 24; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 105; 
(N. ) ýT. ), p. 196; (H. ) (M1 . 
), fol. 47; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27; 
(As. ) (Da. ), fol. 155; (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111. 
2 (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 150; fol. 30; (B. ) (ýSJ. ), p. 111; 
p. 25; (Z. ) (EMS. ), p. 39. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 50. 
- 
86. B- Comment: - 
86. b. 1- ujuman vs. utwnan 
Though commentators were almost in agreement that the lexemes 
ujuman and utuman are synonymous, they, however, debated as to their 
precise denotation. 
To (Q. ) 
I it yielded a two-fold interpretation: (1) a lofty 
building; (2) an epithet applied to "the fortresses of the people of 
al-Madina". While (T., B., A. ) 
2 
believed it denoted "plain roofed 
3 
houses", (Aj.., D., Z., As. ) thought it denoted "a lofty building". 
4 
(K., N. ) thought it denoted "lofty fortresses". To (An., T. ) 
5 it 
denoted "roofed houses". 
From the above it can be inferred that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (T., B., A. ) and that of 
(An., T. ). At the same time, the first interpretation of (Q. ) and that 
of (Aj. - D., Z., As. ) include that of (K., N. ) and contract a super- 
ordination-hyponymy semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a partial correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"a building", and the first interpretation of (Q. ) and the interpreta- 
tion of (Aj. -D., Z., As. ). Similarly, (A. )'s translation, "a solitary 
fort", is fairly close to the interpretation of (K., N. ). 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 173. v 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (B. ) (SSJ. ý, p. III; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 29; (Z. ) (S? IS. ), p. 39; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 155. 
4 (K. ) (: ýIIQ. ), p. 59; (N. ) OQT. ), p. 196. 
5 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 105; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 27. 
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86. C- Commentaries: - 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the denotation 
of the following. 
86. c. 1- Ta? pn 2 
According to (Q., T., K., N., B., A. ) 
1 
, 
2 
town or land". While (Aj. -D., As. ) believed 
town of al-Samaw'al b. cAdiyä', (An., T. )3th, 
4 
the greatest villages in al-Hijäz. To (H. ), 
it denoted "a name of a 
it denoted "the fortressed 
ought it denoted "one of 
it denoted "a buttressed 
place". (Z. }5 believed it denoted "an ordinary village in the trab 
land". 
It can be seen from the above that there is a partial synonymity 
between the interpretation of (Q., T., K., N., B., A. ) and that of (Z. ). 
Both of these interpretations, in their turn, include the interpretation 
of (Ai. -Q., As. ), (An., T.. ) and that of (H. ) and contract a 
superordination-hyponymy semantic relation with them. (H. )'s interpre- 
tation includes that of (Aj. -D., As. ) and contracts a direct 
superordination-hyponyny relation with it. 
Furthermore, according to Yäqüt, "Tay2P is a small town between 
IV v 
al-Sam and the Valley of al-Qurä. It is located on the border of al-Sam 
near the fortress of al-Ablaq". "Nowadays, it is one of the most 
important towns that is located in northern Saudi Arabia with almost 
5000 inhabitants. It is facous for its fertile soil and delicious 
dates. It' is located at 37'13O'longitude and 400-27' latitude, and 
l (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 173; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 59; (N. ) 
(ý"), P. 196; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111; (A. ) (Tll_q. ), p. 25. 
2 (Aj. -D.? (SMS. ), fol. 29; (As. ) (DIQ. ) , fol. 155. 3 (An. )ý(SQS. ), p. 108; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
4 (H. ) (MIO. ), -fol. 47. 
5 (Z. ) (115. ), p. 39. 
6 Yäqüt. rlucjam al-Biildän, vol. I, p. 907. 
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about 476 km from al-Madina, 259 km from Haybar, and 240 km from Tabü? -' 
v 
The Translations :- 
Though "Taima'a" and "Taima", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), 
respectively, convey the literal denotation of "Taymä'", they, however, 
fall short of conveying its precise geographical delination, as it has 
been explained above, and which plays an important role in conveying 
the closest semantic message to the receptor of T. L. 
86. c. 2- masidan bi jandaZi: - 
While (Q., N., Z., T., Ar. )2were almost unanimous in believing it 
denoted "a lofty building raised high and built with hard rocks", (T., 
B., A., As. )3 thought it denoted "a lofty building built with hard 
rocks". Further, while (Aj. -D. )4 believed it denoted "the fortresses of 
cý 5 
al-Samaw al b, AdiyP, (K. ) believed it denoted "a fortress that is 
:, wilt with lime and gypsum". (K. ) added that it was said that it 
denoted "a lofty building built with baked brick, gypsum, and stones". 
(An. ) 
6 
believed it denoted "a roofed house built with hard rocks and 
gypsum". 
To sum up, it can be concluded from the above that, while there 
is a partial synonymity among the interpretations of (Q., N., Z., T., 
Ar. ) and that of (T., B., A. , Ar. 
) and that of the second alternative 
interpretation of (K. ), the interpretation of (Aj. -D. ) is included in 
that of (K. )'s first interpretation and it contracts a hyponymy- 
superordination relation with it. Similarly, the interpretation of 
1 a1-J. sir, Hamad"al-. "tucjam al-Jugräfi Libilad al-cArabtyya ai-Sucüdiyya, 
Pt.. I, p. 271. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 173; (N. ) (SS_T. ), p. 196; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 39; (T. ) 
(SQA. ), p. 28; (Ar. ) (SSii. ), p. 331. 
3 (T. ) n7 .), fol. 24; 
(11. ) (SSJ. ), p. 111; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 155; 
(Ar. ) (SSM. ) , p. 33. 
4 (Aj. -1). ) (SSMS. ), fol. 29. 
5 (K. ) (tilg(. 5 , p. 
59. 
6 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 105. 
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(An. ) is included in that of (Q., N., Z., T., Ar. ) and that of (T., B., 
A., As. ) and (K. )`s second alternative interpretation and it contracts 
a hyponymy-superordination relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"strengthened by hard stones", and (A. )'s translation, "buttressed with 
hard rocks". Both of these translations, in their turn, are close to 
the interpretation of (Q., N., Z., T., Ar. ) and that of (T., B., A., 
As. ) and (K. )'s second alternative interpretation. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka'anna Tabiran fi Carxn, ri wabZi--hi' 
kabiru unasin fir bijädin muzormallf: 
(Q. 87/S. 72/Aj. -D. 81/K. 72/An. 78/N. 78/H. 71/Z. 77/T. 78/As. 78/ 
Ar. 77)1 
wa 
(T. 74/N. 78V) 2 
ka -anna Abänan fi afdnini wadqihi 
(B. 72/A. 73/Aj. -D. 81V (Asm. )/N. 78V (Asm. )/T. 78V (Asm. )/As. 78V)3 
bijädin muzaminalu 
(N. 78V)4 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 173; (S. ) (DSO. ), p. 150; (Ai. -D. ) (SIMS. ), fol. 32; 
(K. ) p. 59; (An. ) (4S. ), p. 106; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 197; 
(H. ) (t, 10. ), fol. 47; (Z. ) (S; 4S. ), p. 40; (T. ) (S0Ä, ), p. 27, " 
(As. ) (PIQ. ), fol. 154; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 32. 
2 (T. ) (PI(A), fol. 25; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 198. 
3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 112; (A. ) (D Q. ), p. 25; (Aj. -I. ) (SASS. ), fol. 31; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 198; (T. ) SQA. ), p. 28; (As. ) (DIO. ), fol. 155 
4 (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 198. 
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87. b- Conment: - 
87. b. I- Tabir vs. A. bän 
While (Q., T., An. )1 believed that Tabir is "the name of a 
"2 
mountain", (K., N., Z., T., As., Ar. ) believed it denoted "the name of 
a mountain located in Mecca". According to Yäqüt, "it is one of the 
greatest mountains which is located between Mecca and cArafa. It is 
named after the name of a man who died on it"? 'There are many 
mountains in Mecca, however, that are called TabTr: - 
(a) Tabir al-Atbira: It is the highest mountain in Mecca that faces 
Harra Nowadays it is called the mountain of Raharn due to the accumu- 
11 
lation of excrement of birds on its peak. 
(b) Tabir al-Nash: It is called nowadays the mountain of 
al-Muzdalifa. 
(c) Tabir al-Ahdab: It is located to the North of Tabir al-Nash. 
(d) Tabir al-Zinj:. It is called nowadays the mountain of al-Masfala 
(e) Tabir al-Hadrä': It is a huge mountain. 
(f) Tabir al-CAraj: Nowadays it is called the mountain of Harräor 
al-Nnr. 
4 
(g) Tabir al-Nah-il: Nowadays it is called al-Agbwäna". 
According to (B., A. )5 "Abän"is the name of a mountain". Yagnt 
elaborated: "There are two mountains that are called "Abän": the 
White Abän and the Black Abän. The former is located to the East of 
al-Häjir, wherein one finds plenty water and date-palms"6 Al-Bakri 
added "The valley of al-Rummä passes through them. The White Abän 
v 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 174; (T. ) SDIQ. ), fol. 25; (An. )" (SQS. ), p. 106. 
2 (K. ) (rte. ), p. 59; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 197; (Z. ) fSMS'3, -p. 40; (T. ) 
p. 28; (As. ) (DI 
_Q. 
), fol. 157; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 34. 
3 Ygu-t. : fuC'am a1-Biildän, vol. I, p. 917. 
4 al-CArya. _b, vol. 
9-10, p. 752. 
5 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 112; (A. )- (I. ), p. 25. 
6 YAqüt. rluojam al-Biildän, vol. I, p. 26. 
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belonged to the people of Jurayd of Fazara, and the black one belonged 
to the people of Wäliba of al-Härit al-Asädi"' A1-Asbahäni, however, 
believed that the White Abän belonged to CAbs and the black one 
belonged to the people of Asäd? al-cAbüdi who visited the area - as he 
claims - said: "Abän has been and still is the most famous mountain in 
the area. In fact there are two mountains that are called Abän; the 
brown Abän, AbEn al Asmar, which formerly used to be called the black 
Abän, and the second one is the Red Abän, which formerly used to be 
called the white Aban. Both of these mountains are situated about 
50 km from the town of al-Ris. They were regarded by the Arabs as 
symbols of solidness and immortality. Due to its fame, nearby and 
adjacent places used to be described geographically in relation to it. 
From time immemorial to the present, it has remained famous for its 
inaccessibility. Rbän and its surrounding places are famous for their 
fresh air and fertile soil". This is why their inhabitants have warm 
attachment to the places and they continue to remember them even when 
they leave them". al-cAbUdi concluded, "The poet located the mountain 
Abän by many-places that nowadays still have their ancient names. All 
of them are located in al-Qasim Emirate"? 
The Translations: - 
Both translators adopted the recension of "Tab; -'r". 
87. b. 2- aaränin vs. afnini 
Commentators were unanimous in believing that ' aranin" denoted 
"the first of the rain". To Lane, it denoted: 
I a1-Bakri. Mucjam mä astacjam, Vol. 1, p. 95. 
2 al-Arab, vol. 5-6, pp. 391-403. 
3 Ibid. 
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"The first part or portion of anything. (S., Msb., 
K. ) and hence, (M b. ) the first or upper part, i. e. 
(the bridge) of the nose, beneath the place where 
the eyebrows come together; the place of what is 
termed at-Rim (S., Msb., TA.: ) or the head of the 
nose: (TA.: ) or the hard part of the bone of the 
nose. One says: hum süm al-oar5nin, They are high 
in respect of noses, or of the bridges thereof. 
caränirt al-Sarah, The first of the rains of the 
clouds". 
l 
To (An., N., B., A., T. )2 "afan n". denoted "sorts, or kinds". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "the first downfall of its rain", and 
(A. )'s translation, "the first onrush of its deluge", are close to the 
recension of "Caränin". 
87. b. 3- wabi vs. wadq 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the precise 
denotation of "wabV. 
While (Q., Aj., An. J3 believed it denoted "an intensive, violent 
or heavy rain", (T., D., K., N., T., As. 
f, however, believed it denoted 
"a rain of large drops". Ibn Durayd5 favoured the latter interpretation. 
6 
According to (Z. ), however, it denoted "a violent and heavy rain of 
large drops". 
It seems from the above that the interpretation of (Z. ). is included 
in that of (Q., Aj., An. ), (T., D., K., N., T., As. ) and that of 
I Lane. Lex_ Bk. I, vol. II, p. 2027. 
2 (An. ) p. 106; ß(N. 
) (SQT. ), p. 197; 
(D_S. ), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), P. 28. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 174; (A]. ) (SM_S. ), fol. 31; 
4 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (D. ) (S1S. ), fol. 31; 
(SQT. ), p. 197; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 
5 Ibn Dürayd. Wasf al-Natar wa al-Sahäb, p. 
6 (Z. ) p. 40. 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 112; (A. ) 
(An. ) p. 106. 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 59; (N. ) 
17. 
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Ibn Durayd and contracts a hyponymy-superordination semantic relation 
with them. 
As to the denotation of "wadq", (Aj. -D., An., A., T. )Iwere 
unanimous in believing it denoted "the rain". To Ibn Diirayd it 
denoted "large drops which are emitted by the clouds before the 
commencement of rainfall"? Lane presented the following explanation: 
"Rain, (S., K., TA., ) whether violent or gentle: 
3 
(TA.: ) or violent rain. " 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "downfall of its rain", and (A. )'s. 
translation, "onrush of its deluge", are fairly close to the recension 
of "wabl". Furthermore, both of them are partially close to the 
interpretation of (Q., Aj., An. ). 
V4 
I (Aj. -1?. ) (SMS. ), fol. 31; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 107; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25; 
(T. ) (SQA"), p. 28. 
2 Ibn Dürayd. Wasf al-Ma tar wa al-Sahäb, p. II. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. III, p. 3051. 
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87. c- Commentaries: - 
There was controversy among commentators as to the precise 
denotation of the folloc-wing: - 
87. c. 1- Kabirü Unäsin: - 
Though (Q., T., B., Z., Ar. )1 were unanimous in believing it 
denoted "a great chieftain", there was a slight disagreement among them 
as to the functional denotation of the imagery in this verse. While 
2 
(Q., Z., Ar. ) were in agreement that the poet likened the mountain of 
Tabir [(B. )3 Abän] at the first downpour of the rain [(B. )4 by the 
variant sorts of the raining] to a great chieftain wrapped in his own 
striped "ki. sZi ", (T., B. )5 added "While the peak of the mountain was as 
black as the head of the chieftain, (which might connote his turban), 
the flood that surrounded it was as white as the colour of the 
6 
chieftain's "kisä"". Furthermore, (B. ) pointed out that it might 
denote that the blossoms and flowers that dressed the mountain after 
the rainfall made the mountain Abän look as if it were a bijäd which 
7 
wraps a great chieftain. (An., T. ), it should be pointed out, ascribed 
8 
(B. )'s last interpretation to al-AsmäcT. According to (K., As. ), it 
9 
denoted "an old man". (K. ) elaborated, "the flood completely covered 
and surrounded the mountain as does the "kisa". within which an old 
man always wraps himself". (As. ) 
10 
paraphrased it, "The flood completely 
covered the mountain; its peak was covered by the (white) foam of the 
flood, the rest of the mountain was covered by the black debris". 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 174; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 112; (Z. ) 
(CMS. ), p. 40; (Ar. ) (SS; i. , p. 
34. 
2 Ibid. 
V 3 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 112. 
4 Ibid. 
5 (T. ) DIQ. ), fol. 31; (B. ) Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
7 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 107; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
8 (K. ) : MI . ), p. 60; (As. ) fol. 157. 
9 (K. ), ibid. 
10 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
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(An., T. )1 ascribed to Abü NaSr the saying: The poet likened the debris 
and flood that covered thoroughly the mountain save its peak to the 
striped "kisäo" of a chieftain. Similarly, the poet likened the black 
. peak of the mountain to the black head of the chieftain". To (A. ) 
2 
it 
denoted "a feeble old man". So, he interpreted the imagery in this 
verse: "the poet likened the mountain previously covered by the rain 
and dressed by the flowers to a feeble old man who always wraps himself 
in his garments". 
It can be summed up from the above that the interpretation of (T., B. ) 
is partially-synonymous with that which fAnT. ) ascribed to Abu-Nasr 
Furthermore, (K. )'s interpretation includes that of (A. ) and contracts 
a direct superordination-hyponymy relation with it. Moreover, (As. )'s 
paraphrase of the imagery is incompatible with that of (T., B., 
Abu Nasr). Lastly, the interpretation of imagery as presented by (Q., 
T., B., Z., Ar. ) includes. the interpretation of the imagery presented 
by (Abu-Nasir, K., A., As. ) and stands in a superordination-hyponymy 
semantic relation with it. 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "a great one of the people", which 
includes (A. )'s translation, "a great chieftain", and contracts a 
superordination-hyponymy relation with it, is partially close to the 
interpretation of (Q., T., B., Z., Ar. ), (A. )'s translation is very 
close to it. 
1 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 107; (T. ) (SQA. ), P. 28. 
2 (A. ) (DIQ. ), P. 25. 
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87. c. 2- bi j`ad: - 
While (Q., T., Aj. -D., H., B., A., Z., Ar. ) 
i 
believed it denoted 
"a striped garment of the kind called "kisä3"", i. e. a simple oblong 
piece of cloth which is close to Cabä'a, a well-knot: -n sort of woollen 
garment (L., K., TA. ) in which are generally stripes and said to be a 
3 
"jubba of wool", (K., N. ). thought it denoted "a garment of the kind 
called kisä', striped by white and black". (An., T. ) 
4 
believed it 
denoted "a certain kind of a striped "kisätl", worn by the Bedouins made 
of the wool of the sheep and the fur of the camels". To (As. )S, it 
denoted "a striped garment of the kind called "kisa " made of wool". 
From the above it can be inferred that the interpretation of (Q., 
T., Aj. -D., H., B., A., Z., Ar. ) includes that of (K., N. ) and contracts 
a direct superordination-hyponymy relation with it. Furthermore, it 
includes that of (An., T., As. ) and makes a superordination-hyponymy 
relation with them. Similarly, the interpretation of (As. ) includes 
that of (An., T. ) and again makes a superordination-hyponymy relation 
with them. 
The Translations: - 
(J. )'s translation, "cloak", is very close, in this context, to 
Lane's explanation, "a simple oblong piece of cloth", and it is 
partially close to the interpretation of (Q., T., Aj. -D., H., B., A., 
Z., Ar. ). While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence 
between (A. )'s translation, "jubba", and Lane's explanation, "a well-knour_ 
sort of woollen garment in which are generally stripes and said to be a jubba 
of wool", on the other hand, it is partially close to the interpretation of (An., T. 
I (Q. ) JAL. ), p. 174; (T. ) (DI9 ), fol. 35; (Aj. -D. ) ("MS. ), fol. 32 ; 
(H. ) (MIQ. ), . fol. 47; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 112; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25; (Z. ) 
(SMS. ), p. 40; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), n. 34. 
2 Lane. Lex. Bk. 1, vol. III, p. 3000. 
3 (K. ) (: II-Q_), p. 50; (N. ) (SQT. ), P. 197. 
4 (An. ) (SS. ), P. 107; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
5 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
ka anna durä raDsi Z-Z a jajmiri gudwatan 
mina s-sayli Wa Z-agtVi fulkatu migzal- 
(Q. 88/S. 73/An. 79/N. 79/H. 72/Z. 78/T. 79/As. 79/Ar. 78)1 
wa ka---anna bi-hi ra')su 
(T. 75)2 
ova ka--"anna 
(Aj. -P. 82 )3 
ka- anna qulayaata 1-1 jaymiri 
(Aj. -D. 82/K. 73/An. 79V (b. Habib)/N. 79V/T. 79V/As. 79V)4 
T 
. eniyyata 
(B. 73/A. 72/An. 79V (Asm. )/T. 79V (Asm. ))5 
tu ZayCata 
(N. 79V (b. Habib)6 
Z-guttä'i 
(B. 73/A. 72/An. 79V (Asm. )/T. 79V (Asm. ))7 
1-iträoi 
(R. 88V)8 
falkatu 
(T. 75/S. 73/Aj. -D. 82/K. 73/N. 79/H. 72/B. 73/A: 72/Z. 78/T. 79/As, 79/ 
Ar: 78)9 
1 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 174; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 150; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 108; 
(N. ) (SQT. ), p. 198; (H. ) (: iIQ. ), fol. 48; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 40; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28; (As. ) (PIQ. ), fol. 156; (Ar. ) (SSN. ), p. 34. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol . 25 . 3 (Aj. - D. ) (SAMS . ), fol . 32. 4 W. - 
D. ), ibid; (K. ) (MIQ . ), p. 60 ; (An. ) p. 108; (N. ) (S0 . ), p. 198; (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 28; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 156. 5 (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 113; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25; (An. ) (SQA. ), p. 108; 
(T. ) (" P. 28. 
6 (N. ) ( T. ), P. 199. 
7 (B. ) 
I 
(J. ), P. 199; (A. ) p. 25; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 108; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), P. 28. 
8 (Q. ) (JAA. ), P. 174. 
9 (T. ) (DI(), fol . 25 ; (S. )ý(DSP. ), p. 150; (Aj.. P. ) (S NS. ), fol. 32; (K. ) ("fIQ. ), p. 60; (N. ) ( I), p . 198; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 113; (A. ) (DIQ. ), P. 25; (Z. ) (_, i-. ) .p . 40; 
(T. ) (SQ ), p. 28; 
(As. ) (DIO. ). fo l. 1 55: ( Ar. ) (SSM. ). P. 34. 
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88. B- Comment: - 
88. b. 1- ka . 
31anna 
vs. wa ka , )znna 
ý 
While e (T., Aj. -D. ) used the particle of connection, W7aWrt, in 
order to connect this verse with the preceding ones and introduce a 
comment on the content of the preceding verses, which is close to the 
semantic function of "and" in T. L., other recensions regarded it as an 
introductory verse. 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "as if", and (A. )'s translation, "in the 
morning the topmost peak", are close to the recension of `7<a-) antra". 
88. b. 2- durä ra'si vs. bi--hi ra'su vs. qu layaata vs. Tarnauuy to vs. 
tuZaycata 
According to (Q., N., B., Z., T., As., Ar. ) 
3, 
"durä" denoted "the 
uppermost parts" Lane provided the following explanation: 
r if and "PdiYz a" The upper or uppermost part of 
a thing Q. Msb. , K. 
) of any kind; (H. , Msb. ;) 
(TA.: ) and particularly of a camel's hump, (S., M., ) 
and the head; (M.: ) and a camel's hump itself: (TA. ) 
durä. (S 
., TA. 
) it is said in a , 
trad., atz bi ibiZin 
gurrrü Z-durä, He brought camels having white humps. 
(TA. ) and in another tradition, "aaZa duruoati k lii 
ba'irin saytän", On the hump of every camel is a 
devil. "4 
v 
I (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25 ; (Ai. -P. ) (SAIS 
2 Quirk, R., Greenbaum, S.. Leech, G., 
Contemporary English,.. p. 601. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA), p. 174; "(N. ) (ST:, ), p. 
(Z. ) (- 1S. ), p. 40; (T. ) (SQA"), p. 
" (Ar. ) (SSNi. ), p. 34. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 965. 
. ), fol. 32. 
and Svartvik, J., A Grammar of 
199; (B. ) SSJ. ), p. 114; 
28; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157: 
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According to (T. )1 "bi--hi ra'su" denoted "the head - literally 
the peak - of the mountain in the flood and the scum". 
While (Q., N., Z., Ar. ) 
2 
believed that Tariyya is the name of a 
mountain, (An., A., T. )3believed it denoted the name of a mountain in 
the land of the people of Fazära. Furthermore, (An., A., T. 
)5 
believed 
that al-Mujaymir is the name of a land that belonged to the people of 
Fazära. According to Yäqut, Tamiyya is the name of a mountain on the 
road to Mecca. Moreover, he reported that it was said that it might 
either denote a sandhill or a small mountain that belonged to the people 
of Fazärä. 
5 
As far as the denotation of aZ Mujaymir is concerned, while 
Yäqüt thought it denoted a mountain on the westernmost side of the 
Valley of Mabhal, he at the same time reported that it was said to be 
the name of the land that used to belong to the people of Fazära. 
6 
Furthermore, Ygqüt reported that al-Asmäci described the borders 
of the Kingdom of Hajar al-Kind! in Najd . as 
being located between 
ZTöniyya as far as Darby and Darat- JuZjui. 
7 
It is interesting to add that 
""Tarniyya", 
as it is pronounced 
nowadays, is the name of a red mountain. On its peaks there are yellow 
rocks where eagles shelter and where Bedouin used to go to hunt them. 
From far away one can almost see clearly the white excretnnt of the 
birds. It is located to the westernmost point of aZ-Qas2'm and at a 
distance of around 230 km from the town of Bar7da. Such is its lofti- 
ness that it has given rise to a proverb: "By evening every mountain 
1 (T. ) (DI Q. ), fol. 157. 
y% 2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 174; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 199; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 40; 
(Ar. ) QSM. ), p. 34. 
3 (An. ) (S. ), p. 108; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
4 (An. ) (SQS_), p. 108; (A. ) (DIQ), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
5 Yäqüt. Mucjam a1-Btildän, vol. 4, pp. 41-42. 
6 Ibid, vol. 4, p. 422. 
7 Ibid. 
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can be reached by beast except the mountain of Säq and 1aniyya". l 
While (Aj. -U. ) 
2 
believed that "qulayca" denoted "a huge rock", 
(K.? believed it denoted "the name of a place on the peak of the 
described mountain". According to Lane, "tulayca" is: 
"Anything appearing from the upper part of the thing 
that comes up out of a thing and appears (TA. ) or 
appearing by rising or by becoming elevated. "4 
The Translations: - 
Both "the summit of the peak of Mujaimir" and "the topmost peak 
of El-lfujaimir", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), respectively, are 
close to the recension of "dura ra'3si". 
88. b. 3- Z-guttä' vs. Z-agtä' vs. : Z-itrac 
(An., T. )5 referred to al-Farrä'ý as believing that " Z-aorta"; is a 
6 
plural of " Z-guttF»ý". (N.. ), rejecting such a reading, confirmed that 
the plural of "guttcc"". is "agtiya". 
Not only did the Arab linguists disagree as to the precise 
reading of the lexeme Z-gutta' or Z-arta2, its denotation was a 
7 
matter of controversy among them too. While (Q., T., An., B., A., As. ) 
believed it denoted "the scum that-is borne upon the surface of the 
torrent", (N., Z., Ar. ) 
8 
thought it denoted "the debris of trees that is 
9 
carried upon the surface of the torrent". To (K. ), it denoted "the 
debris of trees and the foam of water which are carried upon the 
surface of the torrents". 
1 al-cArab, '0 1.9-10, pp. 737-769. 
2 A3. -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 31. 
3 (K. ) (MIQ. ) 
, p. 
60 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 187C. 
5 (An. ) (SOS. ), p. 108; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
6 (N. ) (SQ_T_. ), p. 199. 
7 (Q. ) P. 174; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 25; (An. ) (SOS.. ), p. 108; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
8 (N. ) (Sq ), p. 198; (Z. ) (SAfS. ) , p. 
40; (Ar. ) p. 34. 
9 (K. ) tfI . 
), p. 61. 
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It seems from the above that, while (K. )'s interpretation is 
included in that of (N., Z., Ar. ) and it contracts a hyponymy- 
superordination semantic relation with it, (N., Z., Ar. )'s interpreta- 
tion, in its turn, is included in that of (Q., T., An., B., A., Z., As., 
Ar. ) and it contracts a direct hyponymy-superordination semantic 
relation with it. 
Lane provided the following explanation: 
"juta (S., Msb., K. ) and gutty (S., K. ) the rubbish, 
or small rubbish or particles of things, or refuse, 
and scum, and rotten leaves mixed with scum, and 
scum (Zj., S., Msb., K., TA., ) borne upon the 
surface (S., Msb., TA. ) of a torrent: (Zj., S., 
M *b., K., TA.; ) or dried up or decayed and broken 
pieces or dried up or decayed and broken pieces of 
leaves and stalks of herbage, that are seen upon a 
1 
torrent: so in the K. Ixxxvii5. " 
As for the denotation of at-itrte , Lane provided the following 
explanation: 
"A torrent filling the valley; as also atraou: (K.: ) 
or a torrent which fills the valley: (S.: ) and the 
latter as a vehement torrent. (TA. ) J. says in the 
(S. ) that sayrun atracu signifies 
sad: d'un; and he 
cites the words of a poet thus: 
fa-aftarasa al-ard bisayrin atralC 
ascribed by some to E1-cAjjaj, but correctly, accord. 
to (IB. ), the words of Rübeh; making two mistakes, 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. 1, vol. II, p. 2231. 
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in saying iftarasa, in the sing., and bisaurin: 
moreover, the last word in the citation is a Bret. 
verb: (the right reading is) 
fa-aftarasu 'Z-araa bisaylin atra a 
(And they travelled the land with a multitude like 
a torrent that filled the valleys) 
The poet describes the Benoo-Temeem, and their 
travelling the land like the torrent by reason of 
multitude. "1 
The Translations: 
While, on the one hand, there is a close correspondence between 
(J. )'s translation, "debris", and the interpretation of (N., Z., Ar. ), 
there is a close correspondence, on the other hand, between (A. )'s 
translation, "scum", and the interpretation of (Q., T., An., B., A., 
As. ). 
88. b. 4- fulkatu vs. falkatu 
Though commentators who read it as "fuikatu" and those who read 
it as "falkatu" are unanimous in believing it denoted "the whorl of a 
spindle", there is disagreement among them as to the precise denotation 
of the imagery that the poet used in this verse. 
According to (Q. ) 
2 
it denoted. "when the black scum that was 
carried by the torrent surrounded the mountain it looked as though it 
was a white whorl spinning amidst the whirling blackness of the scum". 
3 
(T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., Ar., Vii. ) believed it denoted "when the 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 303. 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. ! 79. 
3 (T. ) (DIýfol. 25; (Aj. -D. ), (SýIS. ), fol. 31; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 199; 
(B. ) (WSJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) (DIQ"), p" 25; (Z. ) (S'! S. ), p. 3 9; (Ar. ) 
(sSM. ), p. 34; (M. ) (SQiy. ), -p-. 217. 
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scum that was carried by the torrent surrounded the mountain it seemed 
as though the mountain itself was turning around, as does the whorl of 
a spindle". To (K., An., T. )Iit denoted "when the torrent encompassed 
the small castle of l'al-Az-,. jaymir" nothing appeared from it save its top 
that looked as though it was a turning whorl of a spindle; because", 
(K. ) 
2 
added, "the spinning of the debris of trees and the foam that were 
carried upon the surface of the torrent, around this castle gives the 
impression that the latter is itself turning". (Ar. ) 
3 
paraphrased it as: 
"as if in the morning the topmost peak of this mountain due to the 
torrent and debris around it were a whirl of a spindle". 
Summing up, it can be seen from the above that the interpretation 
of (Q. ) is included in that of (T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., M. ). 
Furthermore, apart from "mountain" vs. "castle", as interpreted by (T., 
Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., M. ) and (K., An., T. ), respectively, the rest 
of their interpretation is fairly synonymous. It can be concluded 
further that connotatively the interpretation of (Ar. ) is partially 
synonymous with that of (T., Aj. -D., N., B., A., Z., M. ) and (K., An., 
T. ) because, while the former interpretation denotes the movement of 
the object and connotes the whorl whose function it is to regulate that 
movement, the latter interpretation, i. e. "a spindle's whorl", denotes 
the object and connotes its movement. 
It is of interest at this point of discussion to examine Lane's 
explanation of the denotation of this Lexeme: 
VY 
I (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 61; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 108; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28. 
2 Ibid. 
3 (Ar. ) (SS, '., 1. ) , p. 34. 
/ 
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"falkatun. The whirl of a spindle: (MA.: ) this is 
what is meant by the saying that the faika of migzal 
is well'known; (K.; ) and is thus called because of 
its roundness: (S., D.: ) [it is a piece of wood, 
generally of a hemispherical form, or nearly so, 
through the middle of which the upper part of the 
spindle-spin is inserted: ] also pronounced filk_a. "' 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "the 
whirl of a spindle", and the interpretation of (Ar. ) and Lane's 
explanation. Similarly, there is a close correspondence between (A. )'s 
translation, "a spindle whorl", and the interpretation of 
N., B., Z., M. ) and that of (K., An., T. ). 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 2444. 
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B -The Recensions: - 
_ ka anna s -sibZz"na fi -hi gargä asiyatan 
bi'arjäP'i hi Z-quswi anäbisu Unsul 
(Q. 89/S. 76/An. 82/N. 82/H. 75/Z. 81/T. 82/As. 81/Ar. 81)1 
wa ka anna 
(Aj. -D. 81)2 
gudayyatan 
(T. 68/K. 76/B. 75/A. 75)3 
sibäoan 
(B. 75/A. 75)4 
wa ka anna 
(T. 68) 
CUnsaZ: 
(An. 82)6 
I (Q. ) (J A. ), p. 175; (S. ) (DSP. ), p. 150; (An. ) (SOS. ), p. III; 
(N. ) (Q. ), p. 202; (H. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 49; (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 41; 
(T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29; (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 35. 
2 (Aj. - D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 
24 
31. 
) NI ) 62 (B ) (SSJ 114 3 (T. ) (DIO. ), fol . ; (K. ) Q. , ( . , p. ; p. . 
(A. ) DIO. ), p. 26. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; - (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26. 
5 (T. ) (M. ), fol . 24. 
6 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. I11. 
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89. B- Comment: - 
89. b. 1- ka-; anna vs. Wa ka: ýýänna 
While those who read it "ka 
'anna" 
regarded it as "a nominal 
sentence" that can be translated into T. L. as "as though", commentators 
on the other hand, who read it : 6a ka 
canna'' 
connected its syntactic 
and semantic function with that of the preceding verse. It can be 
translated intoT. L. as "and as though". 
1- (Aj. -D. ) believed that the conjunctive ß, äw in this line was 
applied to connect and maintain the sequence of this verse with the 
preceding ones, and that it should be ignored when scanning the verse. 
It seems, however, that the learned Arab scholar Lbü al-cAläý al-M- rri 
was rather unhappy with this as a whole. So, in his "Risälat aZ-Gufrän", 
"The Message of Forgiveness", he made Ibn al-Qär ask the poet, "[. 'ould 
you tell me what you think of the Bag: _dadi : cholars who read this part 
of the Mucallaga by adding the particle of conjunction "Jaw". The 
poet replied "Woe to them! They have no poetic feeling because when 
they added the conjunction 'V-ail" they spoiled the rhythm and turned 
poetry into prose! " 
2 1 
The Translations: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "as if", is close to the recension of 
"ka -'anna", (A. )'s translation, "; the wild beasts at evening drowned 
in the furthest reaches of the wide watercourse lay like drawn bulbs of 
wild onion is close to the recension'of "wa ka 
Anna" because the 
I (Aj. -D) (! S. ), fol. 30. 
2 al-Nia arri Risälat a1-6iufrän. Ed. CÄisa cAbdal Rahmän, p. '315. 
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para-syntactic feature (; ) in this context does the semantic function 
of "and". 
89. b. 2- sibaan vs. s-sibäaa 
Apart from the slight difference in rhythm, and the denotation of 
the indefinite vs. definite in the recensions of "sibäCan" and 
" -sibaCa", respectively, no other differenceyas far as the denotation 
is concerned, can be noticed. 
At this point of presentation, it is necessary to examine Lane's 
explanation: - 
"sabuuun (S., Sgh, iisb., K., ) and sabcun (Sgh., Msb., 
K. ) a dial. var., (Sgh., Msb. ) and the form in cocrmon 
use with the vulgar (Msb. ) adopted also by several 
readers of Kur in v. 4 (P: sb., TA., ) and often occurring 
in the poems of the Arabs, (TA., ) and sabacun (Sgh., 
K. 
,)a 
form adopted by two readers of the Kur in the 
place above mentioned, and perhaps a dial. var., 
(Sgh., TA. ). The animal of prey; the rapacious 
animal; (K; ) whether beast or bird; being sometimes 
applied to the latter, but generally to the former: 'j 
or whatsoever has a fang or canine tooth, with which 
it makes hostile attacks and seizes its prey; (Msb. ) 
such as the lion [to which it is particularly applied 
by most of the Arabs in the present day, and also 
(TA., ) such as the wolf and the lynx and the leopard 
(Msb., TA. ) and the like of these, that has a fang, 
and attacks men and beasts and makes them its prey: 
(TA. ) the fox, however, is not thus called, though 
having a fang, (Lisb., TA. ) because he does not 
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attack with it nor take prey, (Iel1sb. ) or because he 
does not attack small beasts, nor seize with his 
fang any animal; (TA., ) and in like manner the hyena 
(M b., TA. ) is not reckoned among the hostile animals 
thus called, wherefore the Sunneh allows that its 
flesh may be eaten, and requires that a compensation 
be made for it by the sacrifice of a ram; if it be 
smitten and killed in the sacred territory or by a 
person in a state of ihräm ... thus says AZ.: 
but 
some others say that the sabo is any hostile beast 
having a tearing claw: and it is said in the 
Mufradät to be thus called because of the perfectness 
of its strength, for sabCa (seven) is one of the 
perfect numbers. "1 
The Translations: - 
"The wild beasts", as translated by (J. ) and (A. ), is close to 
the recension ! 's-sibaCa". 
89. b. 3- aasiyatan vs. gudayyatan 
According to (Z. )? "aasiyatan", which is synonymous with "vases "`, 
denoted "the time from the declining of the sun to the dawn". To Lane, 
it denoted: 
"The late part of the evening: or the evening: or 
the afternoon, or the time from the prayer of sunset 
"3 to the darkness after night fall. 
To (An., N., T. )4, 'gudayyatan" denoted "the morning". Lane gave 
the following explanation: - 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1297. 
2 (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 41. 
3 Lane. Lex. Bk.. I, vol. II,, p. 2055. 
4 (An. ) SKIS. ), p. III; (N. ) (SOT. ), p. 204; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29. 
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"(TA., ) the early part of the morning; the first part 
of the day; (K.; ) or the period between the time of 
the prayer of*daybreak and sunrise. "1 
From the above, it is apparent that the denotation ' aszyatan" is 
incompatible with that of "gudayyatan". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "in the evening", and (A. )'s translation, 
"at evening", are close to the recension of "Oasiyatan". 
`$9. b. 4- C. vs. OUnsal 
Though commentators were unanimous in reading it "aUnsuZ", 
"CUnsal", they, however, differed as to its precise denotation. 
While (Q., T., B., Z., T., )2 believed it denoted "a desert onion", 
"al-Basal al-harr- from which a very sour vinegar is prepared, and 
(Aj. -D. )3 believed it denoted "the desert leek"; (K., N., A. )4 believed 
it denoted "a certain desert plant which looks like the desert onion". 
Though (An. )S, as indicated above, read it "CUnsal", he agreed with the 
6 interpretation of (Q., T., B., Z., T. ). (H. ) quoted al-Hali. l as 
saying, "It is a certain yellow plant of the desert which looks like the 
desert onion, and its leaves like that of the leek. The Arab youths 
used to play by making crowns out of them and then throwing them away". 
According to (As. )7, it denoted "the white onion". At the same time, he 
attributed to Abu Amr the saying "It is the desert leek from which C 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 2234. ' 
2 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 175; (T. ) (DIQ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 115; (Z. ) 
(SMS. ), p. 41; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SIMS), fol. 29. 
4 (K. ) (MIQ"), p. 62; (N. ) (SQT. ), p.. 203; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26. 
5 (An. )(SQA. ), p. 111. 
6 (H. ) (MIQ. ), fol. 49. 
7 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol 157. 
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vinegar is prepared". Furthermore, (An., A., T., As. )} attributed to 
al-Asmäci the saying "I saw, and tasted it, though however I could not 
eat it because it was very sour". 
From the above it can be concluded that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (Aj. -D. ) and the interpreta- 
tion that (As. ) ascribed to Abü cAmr. Similarly, there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (K., N., B. ) and that which 
(H. ) ascribed to al-Halil. 
Having reached this point of illustration, it is necessary to 
examine Lane's explanation: - 
"It is called aZ-Basal al-bazri(Q., K. ) also called 
Basal al-fa'ar, and a vinegar is prepared from it 
(S., TA.: ) IAar. says it is a certain plant in the 
desert; which they assert that longing pregnant woman 
desires it and eatsit and that it is what is called 
al-Basal al-barri (AHS. ) says it consists of leaves 
like the leek, appearing, extended and lank; ... 
it 
is a certain tree [or plant] of the plain, or soft, 
tracts, growing in the places of water and moisture ... 
it has a blossom like that of the white sewsen or lily 
of which bees eat, and make honey; and the oxen in 
cases of drought eat its leaves which are mixed for 
them in the fodder. (TA. ) it is good for the 
alopecia,. and hemiplegia and sciatica; ... and the 
vinegar thereof, for chronic cough, and the rattles; 
2 
and strengthens the weal; body. " - 
The Translations: - 
(J. )`s and (A. )'s translation, "the wild onion", is close to the 
recension of 
CUnsul 'as interpreted by (Q., T., B., Z., T. ) and is close 
to the recension of 
CJnsaZ as interpreted by (An. ). 
VV 
(SQA. ), CAn. ) CSQ5.. ), p. 111; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 26; CT. ) "), P. 29; 
CAs. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
2 Lane, Lex., Bk. 1, vol. II, p. 2065 
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89. C- Commentaries: - 
Commentators disagreed as to the denotation of the following: - 
89. c. 1- anäbiä: - 
Though commentators were almost unanimous in believing it denoted 
"the plucked up bulbs of the CUnsul, there is, as it will become clear 
by and by, a controversy among them as to the accurate denotation of 
the imagery by means of which the poet compared the plucked up bulbs 
with those of the drowned `. s1Z 'T. 
According to (Q., T., B., A. ) 
1 
it denoted "The poet, seeing the 
drowned "siba9". floating on the surface of the torrent, from afar, he 
likened their small sizes, and decaying colours to those of the root- 
.2 bulbs of "CUnsuIll. (Aj. -L. ) believed it denoted "The poet sarcastically 
Z. Z 
3 
likened the torrent that destroyed and belittled the strength of at-Siva 
to what boys do with the bulbs of OUnsul. To (K., N. ) it denoted 
"Nothing can be seen of the sibäo that have been drowned by the heavy 
rainfall except their limbs, which the poet likened to the bulbs of 
4 
cUnsul". (T. ) believed it denoted "In the morning the people sac": the 
limbs of the drowned sibäo lying on the surface of the torrent, so the 
poet likened the visible limbs of the sib V to the bulbs of r'CLtnsul". 
(Z., Ar. ) 
5 
believed it denoted "The poet likened the drowned sib o which 
remained afloat on the surface of the torrent, stained with mud and scum 
in the evening to the root-bulbs of CUnsul when stained with dust and 
mud". 
I (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 
( "), p. 26. 
2 (Aj . -D. ) (SASS. ) 
3 (K. ) (: i10. ), p. 
4 (T. ) (SQA ), p. 
5 (Z. ) (SMS"), P. 
175; (T. ) 
fol. 30. 
62; (N. ) 
29. 
41; (Ar. ) 
(DIQ. ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 115; (A. ) 
v 
(SQT. ), p. 203. 
(`ss. i. ), p. 35. 
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I 
To (As. ), however, it might either denote that "The poet likened 
the distended bellies of the drowned sIbRO to the bulbs of 6. DisuZ, or 
he likened the floating bones of the drowned sib o to the bulbs of 
CUnsul. " 
It can be concluded from the above that there is a partial 
synonymity between the interpretation of (Q., T., B., A. ) and the 
interpretation of (Z., Ar. ). Both of these interpretations are 
included in the interpretation of (Aj. -D., K., N., T. ) because the 
denotation of "root-bulbs" as interpreted by (Q., T., B., A. ), (Z., Ar. ) 
is included in the denotation of "bulbs" as interpreted by (Aj. -D., K., 
N. ) T. 
). To be more precise, they stand in a direct hyponymy- 
superordination semantic relation with it. Furthermore, it can be 
inferred that the interpretation of (T. ), "in the morning", is 
incompatible with the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ), "in the evening". 
Moreover, the interpretation of (As. ) is included in the interpretation 
of (Q., T., B., A. ), (Aj. -D. ), (K., N., T. ) and that of (Z., Ar. ) and 
it contracts a hyponymy-superordination semantic relation with them. 
The Translations: - 
There is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, "the 
root-bulbs", and the interpretation of (Z., Ar. ) in particular and (Q., 
T., B., A. ) in general. Moreover, his translation, "in the furthest 
parts of it, i. e. the valley ... 
", is very close to the interpretation 
of (Z., Ar. ). (A. )ts translation, "hulhs", is very close to the 
interpretation of (Aj-D., K., N., T. ). Moreover, his translation, "in 
the furthest reaches of the wide watercourse lay ... 
', is fairly close 
close to the interpretation of (K., N., T. ). 
1 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
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B- The Recensions: - 
fa algä bi sah2'ä5i Z-Gabiti bao. Ca" hzi 
nuzüZa Z-Yamcni di Z-IiyHbi i-mu1zanmaZi 
(Q. 90/T. 67)1 
wa °aZgä 
(S. 74/A3. -D. 79/K. 74/An. 80/N. 80/H. 73/B. 74/A. 74/Z. 79/T. 80/As. 80/ 
Ar. 79)2 
Z mu a was l 
(Aj. -D. 79)3 
l? -rnu1 cv)waZi 
(B. 74/A. 74)4 
ka sarai Z-Yrvnani di Z -iuabi Z mzchaz nal 
(An. 80V (Asm. )/T. 80V (Aým. )) 5 
ka sarvai Z-Ycu r, äni di Z-Ciyabi Z-rruhawwal 
(K. 80V/N. 80V (Asm)) 
61 
Z-muharnmi it 
(An. 80V (b. Habib)/N. 80V)2 
I (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 176; (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24. 
2 (S. ) (DDSP. ), p. 150; (Aj. -D. )(NS. ), fol. 31; (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 61; 
(An. ) (SOS. ), p. 108; (N. )ý(SQT. ), p. 200; 48; 
(B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25; (Z. ) (SKIS. )., p. 40; 
(T. ) 30r1. ), P. 28; (As. ) (DTO. ), fol. 156; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 35. 
3 (Aj. -D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 31. 
4 (B. ) (SSJ. ), P. 114; (A. ) DT . 
), p. 25. 
5 (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 109;. (T. ) (SOA. ), p. 29. 
6 (K. ) (1"iI0 
, p. 
61; (T. ) (_SQA ), p. 29. 
7 (An. ) (SQS"), p. 109; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 200. 
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90. B- Comment: - 
90. b. 1- fa vs. wa 
For a detailed explanation of their denotation, see p. 140-2.. 
The Translations: - 
Both (and), (; ) as translated by (3. ) and (A. ), respectively, are 
close to the recension of "u'a". 
90. b. 2- nuzül vs. sarC vs. stau' 
Commentators who adopted the. recension of "nuzttl" were almost 
unanimous in believing it denoted "sojourning" or"alighted: Lane gave 
the following explanation: - 
"nazala fi at-makän (Msb. ) he alighted, descended and 
stopped or sojourned or lodged or settled in the 
place. nazala Laban al-`sät, the milk of the ewe 
descended into her udder. "' 
According to (An. ), "sarC" denoted "throwing down". So he para- 
phrased this verse: the Yemeni merchant threw down his receptacles or 
bags laden with cargoes and clothes of red and yellow. (Si. )3 
attributed this recension to al-ssmäci. To (T. ) 
4 
however, "sara" 
denoted "dispersing and spreading". So he paraphrased this recension 
as: "a Yemeni merchant unpacked his bags laden with red and yellow 
clothes". 
Lane presented the following explanation: - 
1 Lane. Lex. Bk. 1 , vol. III, p. 3031. 2 (An. ) (TS. ), p. 109. 
3 (Si. ) ýDýI(: ), fol. 27 
4 (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29. 
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"säraCa: he threw him down or prostrated him (Q., L., 
K., TA.; ) namely a man (T., TA., ), and saraCtahu is 
also said of a beast, [the pronoun referring to the 
rider]. It threw him down. "' 
According to (N. ) 
2 
"sawn" denoted "dispersing or spreading". 
While (T. )3 however, believed it denoted "throwing down", he, at the 
same time, referred to some linguists as believing it denoted "the 
lines". 
From the above, it can be seen that (T. )'s interpretation of the 
denotation of the lexeme "sar"" is synonymous with (N. )'s interpretation 
of the denotation of the lexemefsmoO. Similarly, his interpretation of 
the denotation of the lexeme "saw" is synonymous with (An. ) 's inter- 
pretation of the denotation of the lexeme "sarc". 
According to Lane, r'sawo" has an incompatible denotation: - 
"It applies to collect it (something) together as the 
measurer collects corns in the measure: and (the 
contr., i. e. ) to disperse, or scatter as a pastor 
disperses his camels or a shepherd disperses his 
sheep or goats. "4 
The Translation: - 
While (J. )'s translation, "the arrival", is partially close to 
the recension of 'mnuz l, (A. )'s translation, "unpacking", may either 
be close to the recension of sarC depending on (T. )`s interpretation or 
to the recension of rrsea according to (N. )'s interpretation. 
I Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1678. 
2 (N. ) (S T. ), p. 200. 
3 (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29. 
4 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. II, p. 1745. 
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90. b. 3- Z-muht i ial ' vs. Z-muhamr. iZ"7 vs. 
Z-nru awwab- vs. Z unazrUwaI 
vs. Z-muhawwal{ vs. Z-mzzltan aZr: - 
Connentators who adopted the recension of 1- m, hc x-aZi' were in 
agreement that it denoted "loaded or overloaded"! Similarly, they were 
unanimous in believing that this verse denoted "when the clouds 
unleashed their water onto the desert of al-Gabit, they brought out 
flowers and plants of various colours, so does the Yemeni merchant when 
he lodges and unpacks his laden cargoes and clothes that are of red, 
yellow and green"? Furthermore, it should be pointed out that, while 
3 
(Q. ) attributed the above interpretation to al Asmaei, he at the same 
time maintained "The verse might denote that the poet likened the 
packed cargoes of the Yemeni merchant to the big and thick trees by 
which he descended". (As. )4adopted this interpretation. 
It can be concluded from the above that (Q. )`s second interpreta- 
tion stands in an incompatible semantic relation with the interpretation 
presented by commentators in unanimity, because, while the first inter- 
pretation asserts that the Yemeni merchant unpacked his bags laden with 
rich clothes of red, yellow and green, the second interpretation 
declines this and asserts that the Yemeni merchant left his laden bags 
packed. 
According to (T., B., A. )5, `'al-rriharnwaZ " denoted "the Yemeni 
merchant who possesses slaves, servants, and other dependants". To 
them this verse denoted "the rain which unloaded its heavy cargoes 
(heavy pouring) on the desert of al-Gabit like the unpacking of a 
1 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 176; (T. ) (DIO. ), fol. 24; (Aj. -D. ) (MS. ), fol. 30; 
(K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 61; (An. ) (SMS. ), p. 109; (u. ) (SOT. ), P. 200; (B. ) 
( SJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25 ;,, (Z. ) (SMS. ), p. 40 ; (T. ) (' QA. ), 
p. 28 ; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p. 5; (M. ) (SQN. ), p. 218. 
2 Ibid. 
3 (Q. ) (JAA. ), p. 176. 
4 (As. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 157. 
5 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25. 
__ -- ___ _ ___ -- bib 
Yemeni merchant, possessing a lot of slaves, dependants, and rich 
multicoloured cargoes, wrovi-en he lodges in a place never deserts it". 
While (N., Tj ascribed this interpretation to al-Asmaci, (B., A. )` 
elaborated further, "the rain dressed the desert of al-habit with a 
green garment and flowers of different colours as does a Yemeni 
merchant when he unpacks his receptacles laden with garments of variant 
colours, treasures and perfumes". 
Concerning the recension of 
V Z-muhcvnmill, to (Q., T., B., A. ) 
3were 
in agreement that it denoted "a camel". To (K., N., As. ), 
4however, 
ýit 
denoted the "Yemeni merchant". Moreover, while (K., N. )5believed that 
ýZ=muharmalt denoted "ä camel", (As. 
f 
believed it denoted "the 
receptacles in which clothes are put". 
We should not lose sight of the fact that the interpretation of 
(K., N. ) is rather a reversed interpretation compared with that of other 
commentators. 
Though (Aj . -D. )ý presented the recension of . '0i-muhanaraU , they did 
not comment on its denotation. Lane gave the following explanation: - 
"a garment, (JZ., TA. ) or a kisä'(nigh., : isb. ) 
having "hom Z" or nap, (3K., 'Mgh., Msb., TA. ), i. e. 
what resembles hudb on its surface. " 
R 
According to (K. )9, al-muhawwaV denoted "the Yemeni merchant who 
wienre deserts his lodging, he carefully collects his precious unpacked 
cargoes". 
(N. ) (SOT. ), P. 201; (T. ) (SQL.. ), P. 28. 
2 (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) (DIQ. ), p. 25. 
3 (Q. ) JAA. ), p. 176; (T. ) (DIS. ), fol. 24; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; (A. ) 
(DIQ"), p. 25. 
4 (K. ) Q! a. ), p. 61; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 200; (As. ) fol. 
5 (K. ) Ibid; (N. ) Ibid. 
6 (As. ) (Plor) , fol. 157. 
7 (Aj. -D. ) (S: "IS. ), fol. 30. 
8 Lane. Lex. Bk. I, vol. I, p. 813. 
9 (K. ) (MIQ. ), p. 61. 
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The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "trunks loaded with rich clothes", and 
(A. )'s translation, "laden bags", are close to the recension of 
"&Z-muzanvnaZY" as interpreted by all commentators who adopted this 
recension except (K., N., As. ). 
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90. C- Commentaries: - 
There was a controversy among commentators as to the denotation 
of the following: - 
90. c. 1- The indeterminacy of the pronominal referent in the verb algE 
While (Qj believed it denoted "the torrent that flung its heavy 
2 
water (load) over ... 
", (T., Aj. -D., An., Z., T., Ar., M. ) believed it 
denoted "the rain that poured out from the clouds onto ..., or the heavy 
rain that the clouds flung on ... ". 
The Translations: - 
While there is a close correspondence between (J. )'s translation, 
"the clouds", and the interpretation of (T., Aj. -D., An., Z., T., Ar., 
M. ), (A. )'s translation, "it", which refers to the "torrent" as he 
translated the preceding verse, is close to the interpretation of (Q. ). 
90. c. 2- Z-Gabit: - 
To (Q. )3it might either denote "a desert of black stones" or a 
name of a valley wherein is located the desert of al-Gabit. (T., K., 
N., H. )4 believed it denoted "a name of a place". (D., An., B., A., T., 
11. ) 
5 
were almost unanimous in believing it denoted "a depressed land or 
a wide and even tract of land in which the two ends or extremities are 
elevated, like the form of the camel's saddle".. They added that in 
6 
this context it belongs to Bani-Yarbüc. (T. ) attributed to the same 
source saying that "the poet did not mean the Gabit of Ban Yarbüc, 
1 (Q") (JAA. ), p. 176. 
2 (T. ) (DIQ. ), fol. 24; (Aj. - ýD. 
) (SMS), fol. 30; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 109; 
(Z. ) (-11Sý. ), p. 40; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 29; (Ar. ) (SSM. ), p: 34; (M. ) 
(sQN. ), p. 218-9. 
3 (Q. T(JAA. ), p. 176. 
4 (T. ) (DI. ), fol. 24; (K. ) p. 61; (N. ) (SQT. ), p. 201; (E. ) 
(I. 1IQ )Z fol. 48.1 
5 (D. ) (SMS. ), fol. 30; (An. ) (SQS. ), p. 109; (B. ) (SSJ. ), p. 114; 
(A. ) (DI 
_Q. 
), p. 25; (T. ) (SQA. ), p. 28; (M. ) (SQN. 5 p. 218. 
6 (T. ) Ibid. j -2 P, 
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but any depressed tract of land where the two ends are elevated". 
The Translations: - 
Both (J. )'s translation, "the desert of Ghabeet", and (A. )'s 
translation, "the desert of El-Ghabeet", are partially close to the 
interpretation of (Q. ) and totally close to the literal denotation of 
S. L. 
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